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DEDICATION 
This PhD thesis is dedicated to all architects that may share the common desire of informing reality beyond 
what is given, through the architecture of computation.  

It is also dedicated to Asi-er (Pi) [Gian Lorenzo]-Eiroa and to whom may be arguably the last generation of 
humans experiencing world habitats in the emerging age of simulacra through artificial intelligence.  
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THESIS SUMMARY ENGLISH 
Computer Science Applied to Architecture: Multidimensional Architecture of Information by Expanding 
Big Data, Simulation, and Robotics, in Artificial Intelligence. 

 This thesis expands the historical critical oppositional work of Renaissance (1344-1480) and the Baroque (1550-
 1680) declared by Wölfflin through artists, mathematicians, engineers and architects that developed, displaced and 
 work on innovation on systems of representation. The thesis hypothesis is that it is possible to work out means to 
 displace and expand computational, robotic and material systems thinking them as systems of representation. The 
 understanding of media determinism is not limited to systems of representation through semiotics, but the thesis 
 hypothesis is that one may also displace and expand digital signifiers from linguistic theory, since computational systems 
 activate through mathematics electronic communication issues at a signal level. The thesis hypothesis is that it is 
 possible to develop an architecture of information through mediating electronic signal processing and architecture, 
 understanding technology as language. 

This Doctorate Thesis investigates the histories and theories of representation in architecture interrelating 
technology and culture through linguistics in computational design and robotic fabrication. The thesis 
addresses multidimensional spatial representation in the information age, to propose a means to address the 
displacement of deep informational structures in computational design through Big Data, Robotics, 
Materials, and AI (Artificial Intelligence) through a diverse set of methodologies from Machine Learning to 
Artificial Neural Networks, to Generative Adversarial Networks. The thesis argues that necessarily 
innovation in architecture involves a displacement of the deeper systems of representation. Within the 
information age, the displacement of systems of representation implies the displacement of the coding, 
binary signals, cryptography, algorithms, meta-algorithms and three-dimensional Cartesian systems of 
representation that structure and pre-determine architecture design. The thesis develops concepts and 
applied case studies for the emerging e-Architect, an autonomous blockchain AI platform.  

This PhD Thesis discusses a section of the histories and theories of spatial representation through 
innovation in contemporary technology to innovate in multidimensional systems of representation in 
architecture. In the current information age, the architecture and urbanism of information implies that 
architects, instead of designing buildings or cities, rather design the information flow and systems that 
structure reality and that can open possibilities for architecture and urbanism.  This includes systems of 
representation through computational design, data acquisition, data gathering, data processing, mechanisms 
for accessing data (Big Data), algorithms, meta-algorithms, parallel processing, Machine Learning and 
Artificial Neural Networks implementing AI, blockchain technologies and robotic systems (computational 
robotics, robotic interaction, robotic fabrication, and robotic materials). 

This thesis is critical of the usual research methodology separation between technology and scientific 
evidence-based knowledge and culture. This thesis proposes an applied design research methodology that 
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can only happen through a specific system of representation and technology activating unique historical and 
theoretical cultural issues in architecture and following a scientific evidence based design methodology that 
integrates quantitative analysis as well as qualitative analysis. The thesis is also critical of silo 
compartmentalized specific knowledge and aims at developing emergent knowledge, problems, 
technologies, and architecture dimensions across multiple scales of observation and disciplines, expanding 
architecture’s transdisciplinary potential. It is also critical of history/theory cultural abstract thinking that are 
not measured against technological and scientific advances in contemporary paradigms. 

Every age/time usually measures reality in relation to the technological advances available and the cultural 
sedimented references that often are revolutionized, and that are later discussed. While in the machine age, 
the human body was understood as a machine, currently in the information age the human brain has been 
compared to information networks and interconnectivity while inspiring cross relationships between 
memory storage and data processing. But reality may also feedback in terms of representation, as our bodies 
and way of thinking is transformed in relation to current measurement systems, such as current search 
engines or social media that are able to inform our behavior through the algorithms that feed information to 
us. Current neuroscientific research asserts that our brain activity as well as neural connections are being 
transformed by how current systems work. The history of cybernetics addressing parallels between the study 
of the human brain and the computer1 took a radical shift around 2010 when the autonomy of algorithms 
took over in artificial intelligence through algorithms that optimize algorithms or meta-algorithms. This 
thesis focuses on this difference. Rather than thinking the computer as an artificial brain, naturalizing the 
evolution of computation as an extension of the body, this thesis understands computation as a series of 
calculations based on linguistic representations through mathematical communication, understanding 
language, mathematics as systems of representation of reality and not natural discoveries. In this sense the 
autonomy of these systems of representations in themselves present a reality, independent from the natural 
world through computational signs and algorithms, as well as information flows, therefore understanding 
architecture at this level by addressing reality through computational signs, addressing the autonomy of 
these systems of representation to construct reality.  

 

 
1 Von Neumann, John, The Computer and the Brain, Yale University Press, 1958 
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THESIS STATEMENT 
 
The thesis argues that because of media determinism, there is a computational and software determination, 
and that unless architects address the displacement of the deeper structures that define the ideology of an 
interface and structure output design, architects are relegating design authorship to software designers who 
set up the general ideology, spatial quality, digital signifiers and aesthetic principles of a platform as a system 
of representation, reference, and spatial determination. In doing so, the possibilities of architecture are not 
only predetermined, but the history of architecture becomes by default a conventional implicit translation 
implied within the last software release. The thesis argues that while culture seems to be irrelevant today due 
to an increasing technocracy, the notion of the dissemination of authorship, authority, ideology, cultural 
biases in general, this is perception is in reality a misunderstanding in terms of how reality is structured at a 
deeper meta-level through information systems. If one analyzes and understands the meta systems that 
structure reality, instead of the output product-objects, these notions become evident as they are 
problematically active with an increasing need to be deconstructed and problematized. This thesis therefore 
proposes to rethink architecture and urbanism as an architecture and urbanism of information through the 
displacement of the systems that structure reality by mediating and expanding information flows. An 
multidimensional architecture of information becomes active by displacing and expanding dimensions in 
systems of representation and the digital signifiers that computational languages and their systems infer 
through computational design, from Big Data survey, simulation, to robotics, activating notions of Artificial 
Intelligence through automation and Machine Learning.  
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RESUMEN DE LA TESIS EN ESPAÑOL CASTELLANO 
Informática aplicada a la arquitectura: Arquitectura de la información multidimensional mediante la 
expansión de Big Data, Simulación y Robótica, en Inteligencia Artificial. 

 Esta tesis amplía la obra histórica crítica oposicional entre el Renacimiento (1344-1480) y el Barroco (1550-1680) 
 declarada por Wölfflin a través de artistas, matemáticos, ingenieros y arquitectos que desarrollaron, desplazaron y 
 trabajan en la innovación de los sistemas de representación. La hipótesis de la tesis es que es posible elaborar medios 
 para desplazar y expandir los sistemas computacionales, robóticos y materiales pensándolos como sistemas de 
 representación. La comprensión del determinismo mediático no se limita a los sistemas de representación a través de la 
 semiótica, sino que la hipótesis de tesis es que también se pueden desplazar y expandir los significantes digitales en base 
 a la teoría lingüística, ya que los sistemas computacionales activan a través de las matemáticas cuestiones de 
 comunicación electrónica a nivel de señal electrónica. La hipótesis de tesis es que es posible desarrollar una arquitectura 
 de la información a través de la mediación del procesamiento y la arquitectura de señales electrónicas, entendiendo la 
 tecnología como un lenguaje. 
 

Esta Tesis de Doctorado investiga las historias y teorías de la representación en la arquitectura que 
interrelacionan la tecnología y la cultura a través de la lingüística en el diseño computacional y la fabricación 
robótica. La tesis aborda la representación espacial multidimensional en la era de la información, para 
proponer un medio para abordar el desplazamiento de estructuras informativas profundas en el diseño 
computacional a través de Big Data, Robótica, Materiales e IA (Inteligencia Artificial) a través de un 
conjunto diverso de metodologías desde Machine Learning hasta Redes neuronales artificiales, a redes 
generativas antagónicas. La tesis sostiene que necesariamente la innovación en arquitectura implica un 
desplazamiento de los sistemas de representación más profundos. Dentro de la era de la información, el 
desplazamiento de los sistemas de representación implica el desplazamiento de la codificación, señales 
binarias, criptografía, algoritmos, meta-algoritmos y sistemas de representación cartesianos tridimensionales 
que estructuran y predeterminan el diseño de la arquitectura. La tesis desarrolla conceptos y estudios de 
casos aplicados para el e-Architect emergente, una plataforma autónoma de inteligencia artificial Blockchain. 

Esta Tesis Doctoral analiza un apartado de las historias y teorías de la representación espacial a través de la 
innovación en tecnología contemporánea para innovar en sistemas multidimensionales de representación en 
arquitectura. En la era de la información, la arquitectura y el urbanismo de la información implica que los 
arquitectos, en lugar de diseñar edificios o ciudades, diseñen el flujo de información y los sistemas que 
estructuran la realidad y que pueden abrir posibilidades para la arquitectura y el urbanismo. Esto incluye 
sistemas de representación a través del diseño computacional, adquisición de datos, recolección de datos, 
procesamiento de datos, mecanismos de acceso a datos (Big Data), algoritmos, meta-algoritmos en 
procesamiento paralelo (Machine Learning e IA), tecnologías blockchain y también sistemas robóticos para 
la construcción. y sistemas de construcción basados en materiales. 

Esta tesis es crítica con la separación habitual en las metodología de investigación que diferencian entre la 
tecnología, el conocimiento y la cultura basados en la evidencia científica. Esta tesis propone una 
metodología de investigación de diseño aplicada que solo puede ocurrir a través de un sistema específico de 
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representación y tecnología que activa cuestiones culturales históricas y teóricas únicas en arquitectura y 
sigue una metodología de diseño basada en evidencia científica que integra análisis cuantitativo y cualitativo. 
La tesis también es crítica con el conocimiento específico compartimentado en silos de conocimiento 
específico y tiene como objetivo desarrollar el conocimiento emergente, los problemas, las tecnologías y las 
dimensiones de la arquitectura a través de múltiples escalas de observación y disciplinas, expandiendo el 
potencial transdisciplinario de la arquitectura. También es crítico de la historia/teoría del pensamiento 
abstracto cultural que no se mide frente a los avances tecnológicos y científicos en los paradigmas 
contemporáneos. 

Cada época suele medir la realidad en relación con los avances tecnológicos disponibles. Mientras que en la 
era de las máquinas, el cuerpo humano se entendía como una máquina, actualmente en la era de la 
información el cerebro humano se ha comparado con las redes de información y la interconectividad, al 
tiempo que inspira relaciones cruzadas entre el almacenamiento de memoria y el procesamiento de datos. 
Pero la realidad también puede retroalimentarse en términos de representación, ya que nuestro cuerpo y 
forma de pensar se transforma en relación con los sistemas de medición actuales, como los motores de 
búsqueda actuales o las redes sociales que son capaces de informar nuestro comportamiento a través de los 
algoritmos que nos alimentan información. La investigación neurocientífica actual afirma que nuestra 
actividad cerebral, así como las conexiones neuronales, están siendo transformadas por el funcionamiento 
de los sistemas actuales. La historia de la cibernética que aborda los paralelismos entre el estudio del cerebro 
humano y la computadora dio un cambio radical alrededor de 2010 cuando la autonomía de los algoritmos 
se hizo cargo de la inteligencia artificial a través de algoritmos que optimizan algoritmos o meta algoritmos. 
Esta tesis se centra en esta diferencia. Más que pensar en la computadora como un cerebro artificial, 
naturalizando la evolución de la computación como una extensión del cuerpo, esta tesis entiende la 
computación como una serie de cálculos basados en representaciones lingüísticas, entendiendo el lenguaje, 
las matemáticas como sistemas de representación de la realidad y no como descubrimientos naturales. En 
este sentido la autonomía de estos sistemas de representación presenta en sí mismos una realidad, 
independiente del mundo natural a través de signos y algoritmos computacionales, así como flujos de 
información, entendiendo así la arquitectura en este nivel abordando la realidad a través de signos 
computacionales, abordando la autonomía de estos sistemas de representación para construir la realidad.  
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DECLARACION DE LA TESIS EN ESPAÑOL CASTELLANO 

La tesis argumenta que debido al determinismo mediático, existe una determinación computacional y de 
software, y que a menos que los arquitectos aborden el desplazamiento de las estructuras más profundas que 
definen la ideología de un diseño de salida de interfaz y estructura, los arquitectos están relegando la autoría 
del diseño a los diseñadores de software que establecen la ideología general, la calidad espacial, los 
significantes digitales y los principios estéticos de una plataforma como sistema de representación, referencia 
y determinación espacial. Al hacerlo, las posibilidades de la arquitectura no solo están predeterminadas, sino 
que la historia de la arquitectura se convierte por defecto en una traducción implícita convencional en la 
última versión del software. La tesis argumenta que si bien la cultura parece ser irrelevante hoy en día debido 
a una tecnocracia creciente, la noción de difusión de la autoría, la autoridad, la ideología, los sesgos 
culturales en general, es en realidad un malentendido en términos de cómo se estructura la realidad en un 
meta-nivel más profundo a través de los sistemas de información. Si uno analiza y comprende los meta 
sistemas que estructuran la realidad, en lugar de los productos-objetos de salida, estas nociones se vuelven 
evidentes ya que son problemáticamente activas con una necesidad creciente de ser deconstruidas y 
problematizadas. Esta tesis propone, por tanto, repensar la arquitectura y el urbanismo como arquitectura y 
urbanismo de la información a través de los sistemas que estructuran la realidad mediando y ampliando los 
flujos de información. Una arquitectura multidimensional de información se activa al desplazar y expandir 
dimensiones en los sistemas de representación y los significantes digitales que los lenguajes computacionales 
y sus sistemas infieren a través del diseño computacional, desde la relevamiento de Grandes Bases de datos, 
la simulación, hasta la robótica, activando nociones de Inteligencia Artificial a través de la automatización y 
aprendizaje automático (ML). 
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PROLOGUE 
There have been several attempts to develop a fully inclusive integrated state of architecture anticipatory 
futurism in relation to new emerging technologies. But this attempt is less common by addressing both 
innovation in technologies as well as the histories and theories that define the discipline as such through the 
different accumulation of revolutions that defined its canonical boundaries yet to be expanded. It is less 
common to address histories and theories through a specific sectional cut such as systems of representation 
through linguistics.  

This attempt is also reduced in its spectrum by addressing and activating emerging technologies not only to 
address upcoming anticipatory means of design, but also addressing as structural transformation of the 
discipline in terms of its actual history by shifting through means of survey the validity of theory in relation 
to statistics. The thesis aims to expand dimensions in architecture by expanding design authorship to the 
design of the background codes that structure representation in computation and the robotic emerging 
technologies that may open up new possibilities for architecture and urbanism.  

This thesis is both anticipatory and retroactive. It is anticipatory in devising the current boundaries and their 
expansion in linguistic and sign terms of what defines architecture possibilities can be in terms of thinking, 
projection, and its possible actualization in material forces. This thesis is also retroactive transformative in 
terms of what architecture is in relation to the survey of architecture canons redefining through evidence the 
actual reality and validation of these cannons through new emerging technologies, such as 3d scanning. It is 
also addressing the limitation of theory in relation to statistics and the emergence of a new realism.  

The thesis explores different means to displace systems of representation through computation in 
architecture. The thesis methodology implements a design research methodology but also includes 
quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Different types of computation are explored exponentially, from 
data to intelligent information systems. Big Data is explored by implementing critically data gathering and 
processing through innovative means. Simulation is both explored as emergent chaotic systems in managing 
energy in architecture and urbanism through computational fluid dynamics to understanding simulation as 
site-based non-reversible computation. Robotics is understood in terms of autonomous systems, robotic 
interactivity, robotic construction and robotic materials, by developing machinic automated robotic systems 
that displace conventions in representation, opening up new possibilities in architecture design. Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) is understood through Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
through Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) combining Data Science and Symbolic Computation 
through convolution through a range of gathering, processing and representational interfaces.  

The thesis evaluates both predictive models through AI as well as retroactive models in terms of the 
possibilities of the definition of an expansion of architecture thinking through computational robotic design.  
The thesis addresses these issues through a variety of methodologies described, from philosophy, 
computational thinking, to the problems intrinsic to artistic expression through the autonomy of a form of 
communication in a visual arts discipline through computation and mathematics as a linguistic symbolic 
language.  
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPACE-ENVIRONMENTS BY DISPLACING DIGITAL SIGNIFIERS 
AND REPRESENTATIONAL STRUCTURES IN AN ARCHITECTURE OF INFORMATION: 
FROM BIG DATA SURVEY, ROBOTICS, AND MATERIALS, TO SIMULATION, AND 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
 
This thesis aims at developing a specific section through history of representation in architecture later 
discussed and properly addressed in the Methodology section.  
 
The history of representation is sectioned specifically through issues of deep structure following Erwin 
Panofsky’s2 deep structure methodology applied to perspective and borrowed from Ernst Cassirer3 Symbolic 
Forms implemented in the discipline of Art History. Architecture representation4 is analyzed through the 
history of technologies5 and digital technologies6 specifically those of relevance and reference to architecture 
both in terms of their influence in structuring the physical actualization in the form of architecture buildings 
through methods of construction and fabrication as well as issues related to representation in terms of 
thinking, analyzing, structuring and designing architecture space, therefore influencing both real and virtual 
spectrums of reality7. Systems of representation are analyzed not as a historical survey and a linear evolution 
of progressive technological advancement, but rather as culturally significant to the discipline of 
architecture. For instance, specific issues of representation in digital architecture, and the computational 
technologies used are studied to identify their role in structuring content following Marshall McLuhan 
theory of media8.  
 
The thesis aims at identifying how different architects, engineers and artists recognized the structure of 
systems of representation necessary to represent reality but also, after realizing their power in structuring 
reality, how different architects developed means to overcome their canonical determination, either 
presenting a critique through the work of architecture and art of by developing new systems of 
representation necessarily innovating in spatial representation to address new issues in architecture space 
that may influence new spatial architectural typologies.  
 
Perspective is understood as a technique that enabled cultural innovation in the Renaissance and a new type 
of space that was later critiqued. This criticism was possible by making cultural innovations at the level of 
the system of representation to create a unique integrated and revolutionary work of art or architecture 
space, only possible through a certain uniqueness and displacement of the technique of representation and 

 
2 Panofsky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, 1995. Orig. 1927 
3 Cassirer, Ernst The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms: Language, 1923 
4 Negroponte, Nicholas Being Digital, Alfred Konofp, 1995 
5 Carpo, Mario, Perspective, Projections and Design Technologies of Architectural Representation, Routledge, 2013 
6 Carpo, Mario The Alphabet and the Algorithm, MIT Press, Cambridge, 2011 
7 Maldonado, Tomas Lo Real y Lo Virtual, GEDISA, Spain, 1995 
8 McLuhan, Marshall Understanding Media, The extensions of Man, Mentor, New York, 1964 
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the technology of representation, making these art and architecture works historically relevant, unique, 
integral and irreproducible.  This thesis aims to address these issues of architecture representation relative to 
computation, robotics and materials. If new systems of representation enable new types of architectures, this 
thesis investigates these issues in relation to Data Science and Computer Science, from Big Data, to 
Robotics, to Simulation and Artificial Intelligence.  
 
 This thesis discusses how in computation issues of representation not only also apply but present a unique opportunity 
to reformulate computation from an architecturally relevant cultural position.  
 
The thesis states that this is not only interesting, but necessary. For architecture to remain relevant, 
architecture must work at the same level of current meta-algorithms in artificial intelligence, by designing 
these systems of representation of information flow, or otherwise die off as an irrelevant discipline replaced 
by the upcoming computational systems and artificial intelligences that will otherwise replace its cultural 
project through disruptive technological innovation.   
 
In computation issues of representation need to be addressed not only from technical points of view but 
also cultural deconstruction, identifying biases and hidden undisclosed culturally problematic issues. In 
computation systems of representation of data translation and information actualization through platforms 
and interfaces are of influence to space representation in architecture, since some interfaces deal with space 
representation themselves and adopt, develop and structure ideologies of space-making at the level of the 
interfaces and software that are not necessarily informed by the history of the discipline but by cultural 
misinterpretations and conventions of space, replacing architecture ideology and disciplinary expertise for 
conventional functional societal understanding. These interfaces, software, languages and codes are used by 
architects and designers and their structure influence design more than usually acknowledged, projecting 
cultural projects that precede through determination cultural projects by default. Content developed in these 
spaces of representation are all differently structured depending on the platform, system, interface, software, 
language and coding, including the vectorial actualization and translation of how space, lines, surfaces are 
represented and processed as they structure content to fit their frames-platforms.  
 
In terms of information representation in computation, there has been innovation in computation as well 
independent from their influence in architecture, art and design. For instance, conventional algorithms are 
recursive problem-solving structures to rule out ambiguity that are reversible. In this sense, computation has 
also critiqued computation information representation in terms of going beyond linear computation that 
result into new types of computational structures such as simulation, emergent systems, site-based 
computation, cellular automation, swarm intelligence and in general artificial intelligence through machine 
learning which are non-reductionist complex, therefore nonreversible. It is in this precise correlation, 
between linear and non-linear systems of representation in both architecture and computer science that this 
thesis develops its emphasis. This thesis aims at identifying analyzing problematizing and displacing 
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conventions and canons in terms of systems of representation at both levels, at the architecture level and at 
the computational level. This thesis identifies this as the necessity of contemporary architecture: to elevate 
its design to the background coding computational structures that prescribe architecture. Architecture must 
be able to transform these deep structures of representation and displace them as a necessary step for 
architecture innovation. If this does not happens, architecture will continue to be expanded and modified 
from the outside through technological progression replacing its internal disciplinary core, its cultural 
project by technological actualization and eventually replacing its relevance making it irrelevant. The 
relevance of architecture and its discipline can only be expanded in terms of interdisciplinary boundaries and 
trans disciplinarity through culturally based architecture problems by developing new means of 
representation through the displacement of current cannons.  
 
Representation in this thesis is not understood as a form of extrinsic meaning, but the opposite, rather 
recognizing the historical project of representation in the discipline of architecture incorporated from 
painting during the Renaissance, as a form of mediation between reality and the projection of reality as a 
form of autonomy as incorporated in linguistic terms. Computation as a system of symbolic computation 
and data flow computation is understood at the many levels through history from mathematic arithmetic 
calculations to recursive algorithms, to coding, and parallel processing, Machine Learning and Artificial 
Neural Networks implementing Artificial Intelligence.  
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SECTIONS THROUGH HISTORY OF REPRESENTATION IN ARCHITECTURE 

 
Cueva de las Manos, Patagonia, Argentina. This means of figuration, has been interpreted in multiple ways, from acknowledging the hand as a 

tool, to depicting the hand as a system to address reality, by being an index, it is distinctively a different work of art, since it addresses a real hand 
from real people by imprinting traces in the rock as a form of art. This painting opens up issues of representation, of acknowledging reality both 
as a separation and as a physical connection, a form of autonomy in representation. 

 
Architecture has been historically structured by systems of representation.  
 
There is a common discussion that architecture and drawing have a natural corresponding evolution since 
architecture is often understood as a visual arts discipline. The relationship between architecture and 
drawing can be traced all the way to the first found drawings by humans, often in stones and caves, currently 
dated  through carbon analysis of around 73,000 years old. Drawing has been often identified by “freely” 
drawing by hand, tracing a correlationship between the plane of drawing, the instrument, the hand, the eye 
and the brain, and there is extensive literature developed discussing these issues. The support for hand 
drawing as a form of cultural expression and resistance against the mechanistic paradigm of science 
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literature9 goes all the way from drawing as a form of search for individual language expression (we are all 
different and think differently, therefore this should be expressed and enhanced) to the autonomy of the 
hand and its neural localized intelligence measured by neurosciences who now identify neural activity at the 
level of the organ and not only centralized in our brains, extending the computation of our brain to the 
entire body, acknowledging the lack of autonomy of the brain as a processing unit apart from the body as 
sensorial terminals.  
 

Issues of representation can be traced along human history, and we have developed a comprehensive 
historical section through architecture representation in relation to computation that serves both as a log 
survey but also to rethink the times that architecture was ahead of technology (if any) and to compare the 
relative cultural contribution of architecture in relation to the advancement of science through 
computational systems.  

   
Greek Entasis. Acropolis Photogrammetry. Building locations with topography. 
 

The known Greek Entasis or correction of the columns form to address eye distortion mechanisms for 
diagonal binocular vision perspectival distortion becomes a form of addressing a system of representation in 
antiquity and is evident in the form and expression and logic of the architecture of the Greek civilization.  
The architecture expression of this problem in relation to the corner condition, defines the difference 
between Greek architecture and Roman architecture, meant to be seen more frontally addressing the city. 
While the Greek established multiple meanings of space addressing the variety of topo-logos (Greek Logos 
in relation to the geography) of the Peloponnesian geography and geology derived into the Acropolis, where 
buildings are disposed following the topography and are meant to be seen diagonal, accentuating the corner 
condition10.  This contrasts with Roman military survey and organizational measurement and control of the 
territory identified with military tents and axis of city foundations as protocols to the development of a 
network of control of the Mediterranean region.  

 
9 Perez Gomez, A. Architectural Representation and the Perspective Hinge, The MIT Press, 2000. Perez Gomez writing argues against the 
mechanization of systems of representation and for a humanist value of representation in architecture by acknowledging the hand drawing and 
issues of perception after the failure of science with the WWII.  
10 Norberg-Schultz, Christian Meaning in Western Architecture, Praeger 1974  
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Greek Corner Condition. Roman Frontal 

 
The thesis scope is to deal with issues of representation from the Renaissance to today, but different 
decolonizations and deconstructions of history are discussed in the thesis, to unstabilize this section in 
regards to Eurocentrism and Western-based civilizations in terms of the notion of modern cultural project 
understood from the Renaissance as a form of self awareness and critical notion of the role of architecture 
in history.  
 
In the Inca Civilization the description and measurement of the territory is based on agriculture and the city-
state of the Machu Pichu (1400) measures the landscape as terracing city-buildings. The topography is 
rebuilt artificially to create agricultural systems within the urban development. Architecture, urbanism and a 
circular economy become active by reading and surveying the topography and building the architecture from 
the topo-lines. The topography lines become wall to contain the soil and create terraces for agriculture, but 
also to develop the architecture of the buildings. This work can also be cross related across history to the 
work of Enric Miralles and Carme Pinós Igualada Cementery (1991), in which the measurement and 
description of the topography of the territory as a survey becomes the architecture of the intervention.  
 

 
In De Re Aedificatoria, Alberti11 makes a revolutionary claim in contrast to the previous Gothic times in which 
the architect was unknown in relation to the social project of a city building its cathedral. Alberti claims that 
through representation the architect is the intellectual author of the architecture of the project, even though 
the architect is not the builder. By defining its intellectual conception and through drawings and 
representation the ideas of the architect are made possible through planning and coordination and 

 
11 Alberti, Leon Battista De Re Aedificatoria, (1404-1472) 
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architectural scalar notation through drawings. In addition, Alberti also theorized on representation at other 
levels, correlating painting and drawing in architecture space through problematic relationships between 
columns and walls in buildings, addressing a particular type of solution in architecture giving tension to the 
column as a form of rhetoric representation in relation to the wall12, by columns being re-presented within 
the wall as inscriptions such as in his Palazzo Ruccellai in Florence (1446-1451). In Della Pintura13 Alberti 
addresses the importance of painting in architecture, setting up a base for the Renaissance and the later 
movements in terms of shifting tectonics and problems between the visual arts. For centuries, architects 
relied on Alberti’s revolutionary conception of architecture and architects authors through representation, 
which eventually became canonical, from the concept of artistic authorship, through notation representation 
in relation to design development to construction drawings instructions to contractors, as well as 
problematizing visual representation in architecture as a visual arts language by identifying and motivating 
problematic meanings of representation in buildings, such as in facades. This notion of representation and 
the invention of the notion of architecture design14 by Alberti has been transformed today15 in several 
phases through the recent history of digital architecture and now computational design.  
 
In paining there has been a parallel informed by architecture evolution and transformation as well as critique 
of conventions in systems of representation such as perspective. The thesis discusses the revolution of 
Lorenzetti’s perspective and Brunelleschi’s perspectival space, but then also the later resistance and critique 
of these notions of space and systems of representation. The work of Velazquez “Las Meninas” further 
discussed in this thesis, presents another dimension in art, an art of resistance to the well-established 
perspective and developing a work of art that displaces perspective. Palladio addressed the problems of a 
naturalized perspectival illusionistic approach by Brunelleschi’s Perspective16 to both painting and 
architecture, by displacing perspective in the form of the buildings, by developing a non-perspectival 
architecture17. 

 
12 Damish, Hubert “The Column and The Wall” Architectural Design Profile 21:Leonis Baptiste Alberti 49, no. 5-6 (1979): 18-25 
13 Alberti, Leon Battista Della Pittura, in Italian (1804 [1434]). 
14 Carpo, Mario The Alphabet and The Algorithm, MIT, 2011 
15 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo “Somos monos en frente a la computadora?” Clarin Arq, 2012  
16 Argan, Giulio, "The Importance of Sanmicheli in the Formation of Palladio," in Renaissance Art, ed. Creighton Gilbert,  New York: Harper 
and Rowe, 1973 
17 Argan, Giulio Carlo and Robb, Nesca A. “The Architecture of Brunelleschi and the Origins of Perspective Theory in the Fifteenth Century” 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 9, pp. 96-121 The Warburg Institute 1946 
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SM del Fiore, Brunelleschi, Florence, 1440 

 
Panofsky’s Essay on Human Proportions18 makes parallels of how human proportions are related to systems 
of representation of each times, and how through representation, the actual proportion of the body adapts 
constantly to the canonical beauty of the time and adapts to the standardization determined by the 
measurement systems. Piero della Francesca developed for the first time a unique system of projective 
geometry aimed at representing a specific person in his paintings avoiding idealization of representation in 
proportions, avoiding the standardization of the systems of representation of the time.  

 
J.S. Bach Crab Canon as Mobius Strip by Jos Leys. 

 
The music of Johan Sebastian Bach proposed a new type of art based on mathematics, arithmetic, 
recursiveness, continuity and parallel orders through his new musical structure (crab canon), later also 
discussed as a form of methodology for this thesis. Bach music should not be understood as a mere 
mechanical form of art, as purely mathematical, but a deep understanding of music in relation to 
mathematical harmony, a deeper understanding of harmony at both logical and perceptual levels in his 
search for an elevated sense of art. Bach symmetric musical arrangements (if one may call them such) and 
notations carry topological loops such in the image below that can be described as an infinite mobius strip 
loop. Bach search for perfection through music, bypassed the conventions of music to revolutionize music 
through mathematical structures, that in turn produced new formal structures in music as well. The reversal 
and symmetry of his compositions are not only a formal symmetrical aesthetics, but also play deeply into 
our brain’s perception of order and a repetition of that order by other means such as reversal, playing with 

 
18 Panofsky, Erwin “The History of the Theory of Human Proportions as a Reflection of the History of Styles”, Meaning in the Visual Arts, The 
University of Chicago Press, 1955. 
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many aspects of how music is perceived, how the structure is understood and the memory imprint of that 
perception. Neuroscientific research points out to the different type of neural activity and brain anticipation 
of reading complex order when listening to Bach from other music19. One would have to figure out if this is 
the result of the application of math as a means to describe the world harmony or the other way around. 
Bach plays with several structural notations and his music developed inventions of many types. The 
notational complexity as well as the perceptual result, the sign of the musical note and the signifier as 
meaning are coordinated and a result of the arithmetic mathematics and recursiveness in the music and 
therefore produce a deeper sense of order and complexity that can only be achieved through mathematics 
and not simple composition.  
 

          
 
Man with a movie camera (credit: Sovkino) 1905. Mass vs Space by Gabo. Noam Gabo. Le Corbusier Free Plan patent from 1919  
 

Russian experimental Constructivist and futurists first in 1917 by Victor Shklovsky, differentiating an 
autonomy through doing and content unique to its medium. Drawing and architecture spatial representation 
shifted several times through history, and this thesis addresses the main revolutions in these 
transformations, in relation to systems of representation. Architects of the Modern Movement used 
axonometric projection to resist perspective subjectivity and proposed a parametric mathematical projection 
model where XYZ induce a universal object-space. These works recognized how reality is artificially 
structured by representation. Thus, by displacing the structure of the medium, these artist and architects 
creatively proposed a cultural project questioning representation and any linear implementation of the 
dominant technological paradigm.  
 

 
19 Bonetti L., Brattico, E. , Carlomagno, F and others “Spatiotemporal brain dynamics during recognition of the music of Johann Sebastian 
Bach”, 2020 
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John Hejduk’s Diamond House. Eisenman’s House IV diagrams and Axonometric model of house X. 

 
This thesis anchors some of the discussions on the problematic, discontinuous, and influential relationship 
between representation and architecture at the School of Architecture of The Cooper Union where the 
thesis author worked for more than a decade influenced by the work of its founder John Hejduk and 
distinguished professors that developed a consistent investigation on this subject matter such as Peter 
Eisenman, Diana Agrest and Anthony Vidler. Often, at The Cooper Union representation has been 
addressed mainly referencing the approximate second half work of John Hejduk20 (1980-2000) but 
sometimes dissociating it, or decontextualizing it from his earlier systematic work (1950-1970) or, at least 
very few times addressing the continuous evolution and critical relationship between phases on his work21 as 
a continuous investigation on the relationship between representation and architecture. Discussions on the 
craft of drawing at The Cooper Union have often been addressed in terms of a specific range of time. Often 
is less addressed Hejduk’s work as a whole evolution in parallel to innovation in systems of representation 
and the interesting parallel nonlinear development of the two integrated with each other. For instance, the 
work of Hejduk as an intellectual work in continuity, resistance, and criticism of his predecessor professor 
and historian Colin Rowe through systemic logical organizations such as the nine square grid problem is 
discussed in this thesis, which as an architectural problem is firstly developed by Rowe’s professor’s work 
Rudolph Wittkower’s analysis of Palladian Villas. Hejduk’s work displacing systems of representation is 
discussed in this context. The thesis discussed how Hejduk addresses not only a structural history, but a 
criticism of it through an impossibility: to both open and negate the center of a building. In addition, the 
work of Hejduk innovates on the historical influence between painting and architecture, developing through 
his career a constant innovation in terms of how architecture is done. Piet Mondrian shifted representation 
from external to the painting abstraction to a sort of autonomy by rotating the canvas and displacing the 
idea of horizon and of painting as representation of reality into an artistic autonomy. The diamond houses 
acknowledge axonometric geometric projection in the design of the houses while they are being conceived 
through the system of representation, therefore their design becomes specific to the axonometric system of 
representation which is being both addressed but also critiqued and therefore displaced through the design 
of the house by rotating its envelope in relation to its interior, following Mondrian’s frame rotation. Issues 
on representation are further discussed to include the work of Peter Eisenman and Anthony Vidler.  
 

 
20 Gersten, David “Two Talks on John Hejduk” lecture recording, The Cooper Union, 2017 
21 Zuliani, Guido “End Games: Notes about John Hejduk’s Architecture”, 2014 
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According to Vidler space22 is a notion also that did not belong to architecture and was incorporated from 
Pascal to Freud in terms of agoraphobia and claustrophobia and in relation to physics in the nineteenth 
century with the new theories of the universe and the description of the ether as a form of vacuum. The 
transition in the Renaissance to perspective, or from perspective to machinic projective geometry, to the use 
of axonometric (Pohlke’s Theorem) transforming space as a form of object, shows us the different means to 
address space. Peter Eisenman’s machinic diagrams after Terragni, establish a revolutionary and progressive, 
step by step procedural logic in architecture, a scientific approach to architecture process before closed to 
the author as a black box and establishing a machinic non-human non anthropocentric automated logical 
procedure as both an analysis of simple mass, linear, plane volume conditions from a basis of Modern 
Architecture thesis and an opening up to criticism of the process of design. The axonometric is used to 
acknowledge an autonomous object, and both solid pace as void space are simultaneously worked out as 
tectonics in architecture design. One can also refer to Alexander Klein parametric variations of housing 
typologies in plan efficiency comparison to develop metrics to analyze and optimize space regulations back 
in 1928. An open process design proto-computational non-gesture procedural autonomy seems to dominate 
between 1935’s-1970’s.  
 
Computation as a universal communication system, as language, as computing relationships and as system 
of representation can be also discussed in this context, both independently and as it progressively influenced 
architecture, art and design. As a brief historical section, computation can be traced back to the beginnings 
of the formulation of algorithms as means of recursive arithmetic as early as their use by the Babylonians 
around 2500 BCE. Algorithms can also be traced back to the 755 CE by Meru Prastaara. Indian manuscripts 
from Pingal Manuscript from Raghunath Library J&K identify algorithms though arithmetic. By 831-830 the 
word Algorism or Algorithm was used by Abdullah Muhammad bin Musa al-Khwarizmi in "The 
Compendious Book on Calculation by Completion and Balancing”. Computation as a form of media can 
also be related, as Mario Carpo does, with the media reproduction age defined by Gutenberg’s print. But 
Guttenberg was not the first to develop the print, since in terms of types and inscription of linguistic 
simbols through reproduction and representation, around 868 Chinese monks were already using a print by 
cast (not modular). By 1234 Koreans were implementing a print with movable types much earlier than 
Guttemberg movable type print of 1440.  
 
Computation can also be related to issues of automation in industrial production. Automation started earlier 
than usually known. By 1725 Basile Bouchon developed a textile automated machine loom that through 
perforated paper tape (punch cards) would read and execute complex weaving instructions to develop textile 
fabrics. This process, later discussed is quite revolutionary, not only because of its efficiency and complex 
textile weaving patters as a result, but philosophically as an issue of information communication between an 
abstract encoded message as an instruction to weave fibers and its decoded translation as a weaving 

 
22 Vidler, Anthony Warped Space: Art, Architecture, and Anxiety in Modern Culture, MIT Press, 2000 
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machinic result. This early form of computation is quite interesting, since already contains many of the 
issues that defined computation through message encryption and decryption, developing a notion of 
information independent from the medium, a concept that is used in this thesis but also problematized as 
well through media theory. The Miraculous Writing Machine of 1760 used a clock mechanism to input 
keyed letters for a handwriting machine automation.  
 
Other forms of computation became quickly incorporated by industrialization expansion and societal needs 
for fast communication in the modern times through the growth of cities influenced by population growth 
and the economic expansion of Capitalism. In 1837 the Morse Code was developed and applied to the 
existing telegraph key and sounder to encode information in codified electromagnetic impulse signals short-
long, and up to three repetitions enabling mass communication through wiring. The Telephone exchange 
(manual) in the 1880 enable mass communication and by 1891 the Strowger Switch electromechanical 
Stepping telephone exchange system.  
 
Computation as a separate independent filed of knowledge was first developed by Lambda Calculus in 1930 
and then Alan Turing by 1937 who developed the first computer to decipher the enigma code by Nazi 
Germany. Almost simultaneously Claude Shannon recovered an old paper by George Boole of mid 1800s to 
apply Boolean algebra to telephone switching circuits, developing the digital circuit and the beginning of the 
electronic communication age and opening up a series of fast revolutionary technological series of 
inventions opening up the new information age through von Neumann’s computer architecture.  
 
Computation can be analog or digital. Analog references a continuous measuring signal, whereas digital 
references a discontinuous measuring signal. A mechanical clock mechanism through wheels of different 
diameters is able to calculate by addition time through a continuous signal. A discrete numeric system is 
considered digital as there is no continuity among numbers set. Through Boolean logic, Shannon was able 
to turn transistors into electronic calculation in which 0 and 1 are considered digital signals. The 20th 
century revolution in computation is related to the digital revolution in which the mechanical differential 
part plays no role in the calculation of the result. While analog machines depend their calculation on the 
precision of the parts as there is no translation between the mechanism and its result calculation, but the 
mechanism is the calculation device, digital machines do not depend on the precision of the mechanical 
parts to know whether a calculation has an error or not, since the digital is either 0 or 1 and a combination 
of them, and it is therefore easier to know if there is an error in the calculation. This thesis will develop the 
issue of analog and digital computation and the relationship between them through different types of 
signals. An analog computer does not depend on a translating mechanism, while a digital computer depends 
on information translation through interfaces and devices. Shannon is known to be the precursor of 
contemporary digital computation due to his idea to apply reductive Boolean logic to signal control 
mechanisms ruling out ambiguity through algorithms determining logical steps including YES and NO, or 
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ON and OFF  or TRUE or FALSE through 0 and 1 electronic signals that rule out ambiguity in logic 
through Boolean operators: AND, OR, NOT or AND NOT.  
 
We will address computation from linguistics, through problems of communication, interpretation, data 
flow and information actualization, an issue further explained below. We will also refer slightly differently to 
information and data as is often used interchangeably. We understand data as the individual piece of non 
meaningful flow that may carry a message as a set but is not meaningful individually, as it may be carrying a 
message, but is not readable. We understand information when data is assembled, processed, actualized, 
formalized as a message through a platform, interface exchange, translation and actualization of any kind 
and when data becomes meaningful in relation to a decoded message. While information depends on data, 
data does not depend on information.  
 

 
Left, 1872 Lord Kelvin – William Thomson Tide Predicting Machine, analog computational machine. Middle, Combination Lock Circuit, 1937 
Claude Shannon Digital Circuit. Right, 1942 ENIAC the first digital computational machine or digital computer.  
 

By 1959 the Artificial Intelligence Project of Marvin Minsky and John McCarthy (AI term) at the MIT was 
founded based on advancements over Alan Turing and Von Neumann’s theories of computability, 
information theory and proposing neural nets as a form of recursive cybernetic approach through 
information feedback loop. Marvin Minsky, his writing on representing knowledge23 though platforms 
identify issues of data transmittal and information actualization and Gestalt theory of visual perception: “A 
frame's terminals are normally already filled with "default" assignments. Thus, a frame may contain a great 
many details whose supposition is not specifically warranted by the situation. These have many uses in 
representing general information, most likely cases, techniques for bypassing "logic," and ways to make 
useful generalizations”.  
 

 
23 Minsky, Marvin A Framework for Representing Knowledge, MIT-AI Laboratory Memo 306, June, 1974. 
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1968 Marvin Minsky at the MIT, founder of the 1959 Artificial Intelligence Project with John McCarthy (AI term). Right Image: 
Negroponte’s Soft Architectural Machines, 1976. 

  
Left Image: Tracking the image of a cube through neural nets, Marvin Minsky 1974 after Guzman (1967) and Winston (1970). Right Image: 
seeing a room through perspective. 

 
From the 1960’s different means to address space and representation in architecture and the arts started 
emerging with computer aided design such as Ivan Sutherland’s PhD Thesis Sketchpad. CAD (computer 
aided design) arguably can be traced back to Sketchpad at MIT, where users being able to directly draw 
using a light pen. Melvin Prueitt’s Computer Graphics Book24 of 1975 represents mathematical equations 
using CAD. Towards the 1980’s architects started relying on computer aided design, making drawings 
progressively more structured by parameters and tools and displacing the logic of architecture space from 
the horizontal condition of the drafting table to the vertical picture plane of the computer screen, a problem 
later discussed. The potential of using simulation in architecture is to demonstrate a three-dimensional 
evolutionary free-form computational fluid dynamics model. This was used for video games (1999) surface 
optimization to simulate dynamics, or natural phenomena and the transition from CPU (central processing 
unit) to GPU (graphic processing unit) augmenting considerably the video simulation power in computers.  

 
24 Prueitt, Melvin Computer Graphics: 118 Computer Generated Designs, Dover 1975  
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There are different types of computational simulations, from Virtual Reality collision and gravity recognition 
for navigation and interactivity to computational simulation used to resolve emergent formal logic. By the 
1990s architecture was confronted with a new notion: digital architecture. A new form of concern displaced 
CAD to work with the simulation of vectors in computer screens. First simulation was used as a form of 3d 
illusion in 2d screens through dynamic projective geometry.  
 

    
1963 Sketchpad  

   
Melvin Prueitt Computer Graphics Book, 1975 and Art and The Computer Book.  
 

 
Richard Voss fractal geometry, 1982 Benoit B. Mandelbrot, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
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Galaksija computer 1980-83 do it yourself open source technology personal computer available as a kit to thousands in Yugoslavia, a post-
socialist state sponsored cybernetic approach to innovation. Galaksija emulator v1.0 by Simon Owen (https://simonowen.com/sam/galemu/ 
) Yugoslavian Galaxy home computer, a Z80-based kit machine released in 1983. 

 

By 1995 Virtual Reality was identified as a form of realm and medium for other possibilities, such as 
Tomas Maldonado Lo Real y Lo Virtual in which he discusses “By virtual reality I understand that particular 
typology of simulated reality in which the observer (in this case spectator, actor and operator) can 
interactively penetrate, with the help of certain optical, tactile or auditory prostheses, in a three-dimensional 
environment generated by the computer”. In the same year, Nicholas Negroponte draws a history of 
technology in parallel to history, anticipating relationships between technologies and mediums. 
Differentiating the real and the virtual through atoms and bits, Negroponte draws the inexpensive transfer 
and intercommunication of data through multiple platforms by bits as opposed to the weight of atoms 
identifying the decentralization, globalization, harmonization, and empowerment as qualities of the 
information age. While we also continue to identify issues of information as bits and transmittal through 
interfaces and actualization, we do differentiate in this thesis how different platforms and interfaces 
structure content in how information is communicated, following The Medium is the Message method by 
McLuhan25 and perhaps identifying what Negroponte himself identified as a drawback in the information 
age, which is the constraints of the medium, the interface on which bits are stored and through which they 
are delivered.  Negroponte developed the MIT Media Lab 1985 also anticipated natural language as a form 
of coding a programming, later discussed in this thesis. Negroponte discusses controversial issues of 
authorship that we also discuss on similar lineage and ideology, claiming authorship on behalf of the 
machinic system, the question, and the replacing of architects by evolutionary machines26.  
 

 
25 McLuhan, Marshall Understanding Media, The extensions of Man, Mentor, New York, 1964 
26 Negroponte, Nicholas, “Toward a Theory of Architecture Machines”, Journal of Architectural Education, Vol. 23, No.2 Taylor and Francis, 
March 1969 
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Frank Gehry, independently from any judgment on his artistic driven architecture, is, perhaps one of the 
single responsible professionals for the digital construction revolution that took place in the 1990’s. 
Through Gehry Technologies revolutionized architecture from a structural tectonic viewpoint with 
structural simulation software displacing categorical thinking through vectorial force simulation and entering 
into software development with Catia. Gehry Technologies also displaced construction systems from a 
revolutionary reverse engineering process also with innovative software development currently named 
Digital Project (BIM) based on Catia. Gehry Technologies developed Catia and other tools and software 
which allowed the construction industry to take a radical lead thanks to an architecture initiative. Perhaps 
due to the artistic quality of his architecture, these revolutions were very deep, but often they are based on 
an excess of structure and materiality and not in efficiency.  Also these strategies did not really transform 
architecture reference, they were just different and mostly architecture grammar, syntax and elements remain 
formally complex but linguistically conventional.  
 
Gehry’s revolution was in tandem or slightly off set from the first declared conscious digital revolution in 
architecture initiated at Columbia University GSAPP in New York in the 1990s lead by Bernard Tschumi 
and his faculty understanding performance as a critique of representation by Manuel Delanda27, addressing 
self organizing systems, emergent logic through mathematics such as Cellular Automation and the problems 
that emerge through simulations and activating Baudrillard Simulacra and Simulation28 as well as the work of 
Deleuze and Guattari philosophical tool box on rhizomatic theory29 in opposition to architecture autonomy, 
but in continuity from the autonomy of architecture representation: Karl Chu introducing Maya and Silicon 
Graphics computers at Columbia University and architecture through mathematical topology and different 
forms of computation such as CA; Greg Lynn using Maya's time-based geometry/topology as a technique 
for formal variations; Alejandro Zaera Polo/FOA coming from his Yokohama Port Terminal of 1995 
articulated surface continuity; Reiser Umemoto Reiser (RUR) fluid form and machinic diagrams based on 
material forces and actualized through Maya software; Office dA offering a contrast through material-based 
thinking in digital fabrication and in relation to Bernard Cache’s material CNC experiments in Earth Moves30 
and Objectile, as well as other influential thinkers and experimental practitioners. The idealized abstract 
non-tectonic digital revolution of the 1990s was then made possible through digital fabrication in the 2000s, 
in principle reacting to the idealized abstraction.  In parallel slightly offset later in London with the 
leadership Patrik Schumacher creative and technical director of Zaha Hadid Architects who with Tom 
Verebes developed the Design Research Lab (DRL) at the Architectural Association in London (1997) 
influencing Zaha Hadid Architects; and slightly later in Barcelona at the UIC with Alberto Estevez (2000) 
rethinking architecture in relation to the environmental crisis through the Biodigital concept based on the 
work of Antoni Gaudi. While the first revolution in architecture aimed to create utopian virtual worlds 

 
27 Delanda, Manuel A Thousand Years of Nonlinear History, Zone Books, New York, 1997 
28 Baudrillard, Jean Simulacra and Simulation, Semiotext(e), Los Angeles, 1983 [orig. Simulacres et Simulation, 1981] 
29 Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix, A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia, The University of Minnesota Press, 1987 
30 Cache Bernard, Earth Moves, Writing Architecture Series ed. Davidson Cynthia, MIT Press, Massachusetts, 1995 
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based expanding the possibilities of architecture thinking through new media using innovative software such 
as Alias Wavefront/Maya, the second digital revolution as a pendulum reacted against the abstraction of the 
first idealized revolution, and took care of actualizing it in physical terms through radical innovation thanks 
to computer numeric control in digital fabrication. Karl Chu and Gregg Lynn are architects usually 
identified with the theorizing of the digital architecture agenda of the 1990s in parallel to architects that 
professionally transformed the discipline such as Gehry or Zaha Hadid. Lynn’s Archeology of the Digital31 
the recent past’s digital architecture revolutions. Lynn develops an archeology of the digital by creating a 
history of the recent revolutions that influence the discipline. Greg Lyn’s work is included in an article in 
this thesis, but his methodology one can read through the work of Eisenman, first reading Palladio through 
Maya software as a method of dealing with the history of graphic representation. Greg Lynn’s theory of 
genealogy and topology can be related to a reading of Maya software’s space-form implicit ideology of how 
the program was designed, thinking form in terms of history and topological increasing complexity through 
implicit history retrieval and fluid form and curvature.  
 
Design authorship in relation to computer predetermination32 and shared community scientific advancement 
are discussed in this thesis in depth, and while the argument is to expand design authorship in the age of 
information, Carpo argues that in the age of reproduction33 the sense of authorship has been displaced since 
the concept of the original has been eliminated through reproduction. This thesis argues that in the 
information age, the expansion of authorship needs to be brought back in relation to deterministic systems. 
One argument is to address computation through coding and background design interfaces, algorithms and 
robotic systems and materials and question the relative authorship of designer’s when using determined 
systems and predesigned algorithms through tools.  
 
The thesis also argues for a shared advancement of community work in which a blockchain The e-Architect 
would emerge. The current paradigm change that this thesis also develops is the notion of real time change 
as oppose to planning for change. One of the notions of this thesis is to transform reality real time, instead 
of planning and executing. Through diverse ranges of technologies, from computational design to robotic 
fabrication this is feasible today. The current software releases as well as operating systems are being trained 
and optimized real time through our use and updates, instead of developing the software or OS and then 
releasing a perfect design. Instead of anticipating and designing for it, current statistic data analysis and 
retrieval can optimize algorithms real time.  
 

 
31 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Post-Digital as Design Authorship Expansion, Review of Greg Lynn’s “Archeology of the Digital” exhibition at Yale 
School of Architecture” ed. Rapaport, Nina Constructs Fall Yale University School of Architecture Journal, 2017.  
32 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “ACADIA 2010 Conference Life in:formation: hosted at The School of Architecture”, in At Cooper, The Cooper Union 
School of Architecture Newsletter, 2010-2011.   
33 Carpo, Mario Architecture in the Age of Printing, MIT Press, Cambridge 2001 
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An architecture of information implies the mediation of information flows to inform reality real time, as 
oppose to development through construction. An architecture of information is emerging as individuals 
collaborate through interfaces building up our world. An architecture of information is discussed in this 
thesis in the genealogy of issues related to computation, data, information, communication theory, 
linguistics, semiotics, systems of representation, deep structure and other issues in automation such as 
Cellular Automation and John Conway’s Game of Life. The notion of an Architecture of Information came 
along through Von Neumann’s self-reproducing universal constructor in relation to Cellular Automation of 
1940’s34. Von Newmann’s cybernetics was applied to urbanism35 but it was thought through the universal 
constructor as a means for space exploration, by information signal processing and information 
communication and transmission one would be able to send bits of information across space to develop a 
self reproducing universal constructor, anticipating Negroponte’s phrase “Move Bits not Atoms”. We 
propose although a different version of the cybernetic technological positivism approach by problematizing 
information representation and discussed through linguistics and semiotics, particularly through issues of 
deep structure and digital signifiers.   
 
Posterior direct definitions include references to An Architecture of Information directly by Saul Wuman36 
and the book by Martyn Dade-Robertson The Architecture of Information37  which refers to a different 
conceptual aspect of information, not much as information as architecture, hinting after the architecture of 
systems. “The Architecture of Information is a two- way pro cess, and there are sessions on collecting and 
correlating information, as well as communicating it.” Saul Wuman refers to collecting data, classifying data, 
and correlating information and communicating as to consider information, through interfaces and 
communication, linearly as it is understood by Patrik Schumacher’s linear technological positivism but 
without addressing the problematic ideology implicit in the interface, thinking linearly and non 
problematically the relationship between information collection and its representation to inform reality, a 
problem that tends to idealize functionalism, disregard media determinism and activate linear relationships 
between users, data and interfaces, promoting biases and cultural top down indoctrination from the 
programmers that load ideology into the system. In this sense, there is no notion of representation as 
deferral, nor a critique of it.  
 
In addition, the Architecture of Information through representation, a book published after our ACADIA 2010 
Conference in which we defined the parameters for the discussion of information theory in relation to 

 
34 Pesavento, Umberto (1995), "An implementation of von Neumann's self-reproducing machine" (PDF), Artificial Life, MIT Press, 2 (4): 337–
354, doi:10.1162/artl.1995.2.337, PMID 8942052, archived from the original (PDF) on June 21, 2007 
35 Von Neumann, J. and A. W. Burks (1966). Theory of self-reproducing automata. Urbana, University of Illinois Press. 
36 Saul Wurman, Richard  “An American City: The Architecture of Information,” convention brochure (Washington, DC: AIA, 1976), 1, 4–5 in  
Wright Steenson, Molly Artificial Intelligence, How Designers and Architects Created the Digital Landscape, MIT Press, 2017 
37 Dade-Robertson, Martyn The Architecture of Information: Architecture, Interaction design and the Patterning of Digital Information, 
Routledge, London/New York, 2011 
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architecture, and for the first time in an ACADIA conference we invited architects, philosophers, 
theoreticians, technologists, mathematicians, computer scientists, data scientists and artists to a full 
conference and ten days workshops that lasted four days culminating in an immersive electronic festival.   
 

 
-Z rule-set lofted splines in perspective (left) & frontal elevation (right), 1999, Karl Chu fonds, Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal, Gift 
of Karl Chu. X Phylum 1998-1999 and Karl Chu Catastrophe Machine analog signal automated drafting table which never repeats the same 
drawing, using pendulums and mathematical equations described analogically through rotational movements. CCA Archeology of the Digital 
Exhibition curated by Gregg Lynn. 
 

 
1997-1999 Greg Lynn topological variations38 

 
38 Lynn, G. Animate Form, Princeton Architectural Press, 1999 
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FOA’s Yokohama International Port Terminal—exhibited within the categories of High Fidelity, Topology & Topography, Photorealism, 
Data, Structure & Cladding—is usually identified as the beginning of this historical cycle. This project revolutionized the relationship between 
architecture and the ground, by dissipating the figuration of a building and in contrast motivating the figuration of the ground surface while 
defining architecture as a thickened artificial inhabitable surface. 
 

 
Eisenman Architects, Virtual House, Siteless Competition, 1999 presents the computer space as a site condition, and the project a site-specific 
one. Eisenman’s Berlin Memorial, 2002. Eisenman’s Berlin Memorial proposes a synthesis of structure and displacement of that structure. 
 

 
Bernard Cache Objectile CNC wood milling 1998.  
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Zaha Hadid Phaeno Science Center, 2005 Zaha Hadid Architects’ Phaeno Science Center—exhibited within the categories High Fidelity, 
Topology & Topography, and Data—marked the peak of this historical cycle by innovating at many levels, from dynamic floor plans inverting 
positive and negative spaces to the definition of an internalized landscape and a radical fluid structure. These radical forms are most innovative 
in that they no longer relate exclusively to the ground surface but are enfolded to redefine the relationship of topography to topology. The 
radical forms become structural since the building flow also informs its construction process through innovative reinforced concrete techniques. 

  
Alberto T. Estévez39 has been since the 1990’s a visionary in relating architecture, biology, ecology, nature and the digital. Since its foundation, 
the Biodigital Master Program has been a promotor and has influences globally on the concept of integration of nature and the digital. Many of 
Estévez students and colleagues have developed globally a set of programs, universities, and research that continues and expands the work on 
the Biodigital.  
 

 
39 Estévez, Alberto T., Application of life information in architecture: Biodigital architecture and genetics, Life In Formation,  ed. Sprecher, A. 
Yeshayahu, S. Lorenzo-Eiroa, P., New York, ACADIA 2010 
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Lyric use of aesthetics of representation. The project is aiming at critiquing generic computation for a personal linguistic expression based on 
lyric representation of reality, in a position against representation, and against materiality. Different materials and forms interact with each other 
through transparency and pulsation. NAPOLI, Italy TAV competition, Second Place, Eisenman Architects, Peter Eisenman architect in charge 
with Mario Mattia, Project architects: Guido Zuliani, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa designers: Selim Vural 2003. 
 

In Greg Lynn's Archeology of the Digital "Complexity and Convention" he refers to these two revolutions. 
The critique essay on Lynn's curatorial work is that complexity became quickly conventional through a kind 
of spread conventional algorithms that produced an apparent complexity while the core structure of them 
remained conventional and typified across the entire production of buildings globally. The digital quickly 
became a reference for identifying the parameters and techniques that informed the design of a project. 
While the digital enabled a common structure to open horizontal collaborations, it also defined the form of 
this structure through systems, expanding so fast and so widely that the form of the structure also defined 
its content. Thus “complexity and convention” becomes a double-edged issue, restricted by its expression at 
a certain point if it does not remain in continuous displacement and expansion. Some architects through 
machinic architectures and landscapes aimed at developing emergent complex design geometries as a form 
of analog computation such as Ciro Najle’s machinic landscapes40.  
 

  

 
40 Mostafavi, Mohsen and Najle, Ciro, eds. Landscape Urbanism: A Manual for the Machinic Landscape, Architectural Association, London 2004 
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Paseos en Recoleta I National Competition (exhibition), Buenos Aires, Argentina (1996) Design Principal: Ciro Najle, Designers: Alexis Rochas, 
Santiago Pages de Arteaga, Bruno Emmer, Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa, Tomas Saraceno; and Paseos Recoleta II National Competition, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina (1999) Design Principal: Ciro Najle, Designers: Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa, Marina Masciotra, Roberto Bogani, and Santiago Pages de 
Arteaga. Other collaborations included the Second National Prize for Ciudad Universitaria (1998): Design Principals: Ciro Najle, Martin 
Ibarlucia, Sergio Forster, designers: Maya Mercer, Carla Caparelli, Gabriela Cardenas, David Mendelson, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. 

 
The predetermination of digital platforms, interfaces, software, and collaborative systems ended up 
replacing particular design agendas, indexing rather the form of the structure in the content and form 
produced and activating a structuralism. Common algorithms and techniques spread quickly to produce 
complex forms and relationships, creating a strange notion of similarity since the underlying interface, 
software, and structure remained the same across different authors, projects, practices, contexts, and 
cultures. The generation was partially responsible for the digital becoming not only a convention for 
collaboration but a reference that was not critiqued or displaced until 2004, when architects finally decided 
to engage with background coding. While architects explored the ranges of possibility given by deterministic 
software and tools, authorship with regard to background processing became an issue between 2004 and 
2010, giving rise to a post-digital reaction. Design authorship with regard to the way architects deal with 
computer software relegated architecture’s avant-garde to software developers. The interesting double 
meaning that one can infer in Lynn’s archeology of the digital is the spread of technology became a 
necessary convention across collaborations and around 2002 to 2004 the digital can be considered to 
became a banal international style, an argument that this thesis takes further to develop its main argument 
on the necessity to innovate at deeper representational levels. In order to address this critique, this thesis 
aims for a deconstruction of systems of representation in architecture. Therefore, one of the objectives is to 
develop a deconstruction of the linguistic signs that computational languages, interfaces and software 
activate, to open up new possibilities at deeper coding and algorithmic levels. These objectives are based on 
thinking computation as proto-architectural, which implies the necessity to do architecture and operate at 
the level of the background processing in software. The aim is to develop architecture specific software 
from disclosing and recomposing these issues.  
 
While digital signal levels happen within software to computer electronically digital signals and execute 
algorithms through Boolean logic, in digital fabrication, while the signal is digital at the interface level, the 
mechanism of construction, either a 3d printer or a CNC or a robotic arm, follows analogical movement 
translating from a digital signal (discrete) to an analog signal (continuous).  
 
An architecture of information would also apply to construction systems, deconstructing the common 
conventions of materials available, designing materials, designing matter in general, and deconstructing the 
digital fabrication techniques that became conventional in the second digital revolution, such as 3d printing, 
CNC, robotic arms, etc. By deconstructing new technologies for digital fabrication, the aim is to expand and 
open up new possibilities for new emergent technologies as well as new materials, therefore informing 
architecture innovating at the level of the parameters that constitute an architecture and urbanism of 
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information. This would imply a new Renaissance in the emerging architecture of information that started 
consolidating since the late 1990's and early 2000's. Perhaps this time we could be more aware of such 
technological determinism, since architects may be participants of the current development of the new 
technologies from cultural disciplinary questions, learning from Brunelleschi's Renaissance, or from Le 
Corbusier and Mies Van der Rohe's Modern Movement.   
 
Robert McNeel, Rhinoceros enabled first a mechanic repetitive tool based reverse engineering of Rhino 
made popular by an adaptation of the original unfold command in Form Z, renamed unroll surface 
previously discussed out of a collaboration between Eisenman and Yessios (Form Z). The platform, as an 
open sources software was placed in relation to the processing continuity and intuitive approach to visual 
algorithms, progressively incorporating more tools and interface flexibility as well as plug ins developed by 
3d party programmers. Daniel Picker developed Rhinoceros Grasshopper as an interface within Rhinoceros 
to work and reprogram as an open-source visual algorithms as packages developing meta tools menus 
through multiple plug ins. Other architects continued developing algorithms outside conventional platforms. 
Other architects got deeply into mathematical equations to develop parametric surfaces through parametric 
mathematical plots such as George L. Legendre41.  
 

  
Henderson Waves Bridge, Singapore, IJP Architects (George L. Legendre), 2004-2008; SPAN, Matias del Campo and Sandra Manninger, 
Austrian Pavilion, China Exhibition, 2010; Preston Scott Cohen, Inc. Tel Aviv Museum, 2011. 

 
The construction industry, especially in the USA is used to dictate conditions to architecture based on 
economic parameters, separating the architect from a technological specificity and tending to conform to 
conventions of the trade based on Fordism. Construction supervision is progressively less common often 
due to liability and architecture associations do little to support the role of the architect in society. And we 
are used to see how architects aim to struggle with construction systems to make a better-looking building 
often with little margin of success. But other industries are quite more innovative and interesting in 
prototyping, design thinking and construction and material methods. For instance, the aviation industry, 
laboratories propose radically other means to address construction, industrialization and efficiency. The 
current challenge driven from Gehry Technologies was to address this transformative movement into 

 
41 Liaropoulos Legendre, G., ijp: The Book of Surfaces, Architectural Association, London, 2004 
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architecture. In this sense, the history of architecture as a discipline based on professional practice should 
not be taken totally as a unique reference for construction, but it needs to be expanded and ultimately 
challenged. China has been through a deep structural transformation of its construction industry since the 
1990s and certainly in the recent years leading the construction revolution taking the lead from the USA.  In 
China large infrastructure projects are completed within record breaking times each time a new kind of 
infrastructure project is budgeted and developed, innovating in efficiency, engineering and architecture 
challenging the conventions of a given reality due to the speed and flexibility to understand site-specific and 
project-specific tools and technological development. Schools of Architecture in China are now ahead of the 
avant-garde, leading technological innovation today implementing the most advanced digital fabrication labs 
developing AI and Robotics (Tongji University, and others).  
 
In relation to this problematic, relating representation systems with construction systems, one can note the 
advancement in digital fabrication of Gramazio-Kohler (ETH Zurich 2000s) use of robotics which re-present 
man-based layering of bricks, a construction methods seen to advance fabrication. Their brick wall projects 
seem to be similar to Eladio Dieste’s projects in Uruguay, who originally proposed a means to work out 
structural continuity through bricks using low tech resources. Even thouugh Gramazio-Kohler use of high 
tech to imitate a low-tech manual anthropocentric-referenced technology without structural continuity, 
instead of engaging for the full potential of machinic systems deconstructing building construction 
techniques as sedimented cultural values42, these investigations in the use of modular-based constructions 
advanced robotic fabrication and opened up roads for other investigations such as Christian Lange’s ceramic 
blocks robotically fabricated.  
 

  
Gramazio Kohler Pike Loop, 2009; Ceramic Constellation Pavilion, Christian J. Lange 2000 uniquely built ceramic blocks by robotic printing, 
2017; MX3D bridge optimized through robotic fabrication and structural calculation, 2017-2019;  

 
 
 

 
42 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Info Matter and Formal Autonomy: The Expansion of Authorship in Materiality”, in “Info-Matter” ed Matias del Campo 
Nimish Biloira in Next Generation Building, Delft University, 2015 
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Innovative practices cross related specific issues of computational research and architecture through multiple means, Computational Chair 
Design using genetic algorithms EZTC (Philippe Morel) 2004; C-Chair using computational design topological optimization O-S-A (Open 
Source Architecture: Chandler Ahrens Eran Neuman, Aaron Sprecher). 2007; Voxel Chair using Voxel computation by Manuel Jimenez Garcia 
and Gilles Retsin 2015.  
 

 
Canvascraper Exhibition aims at activating Big Data through non linear relationships between informed robotic fabrication paths and material 
performance, e (eiroa)-Architects, NY Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Design Team: Yaoyi Fann and Gabriel Munnich. Exhibition 
Curator: Steven Hillyer and Nader Tehrani, The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union Archive. Location: Dean's Wall. Fall 2017; 
foreground computational design and background robotic construction aims at displacing both representation and construction systems 
expanding dimensions and possibilities, e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale 
(GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo 
Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
 

  
Kukkugia (Roland Snooks and Robert Stuart Smith) agent based material organizations 2013; Confluence Park, Andrew 
Kudless/Matsys+Lake|Flato 2019; Knit Candela, Zaha Hadid Architects, BRG+ZHCode+R-EX 2018; Elytra Filament Pavilion, A. Menges, M 
Dorstelmann, J. Knippers, T. Auer, 2018 

 
 

New technologies are new lenses to understand the world. Alberti in the Renaissance develop the concept 
of the architect as the intellectual author of the building through scale representation. These long lasting 
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concepts are today being challenged through digital fabrication. With digital fabrication the disciplinary 
reference and precedence of authorial procedure through architectural scale is shifted to a coding of 
procedures that inform material, structural and construction processes. This informed realism becomes 
active all the way from the direct programming of material and its behavior at a molecular level in controlled 
chemical laboratories environments, to customized develop 3d printing filament, to cell growth, to material 
assemblage through robotic systems, to Computer Numeric Control milling mechanisms, to 3d printing and 
the several upcoming systems that are expanding these issues. In relation to the discussed relegation of 
authorship in architecture to software developers when using conventional software to design buildings, 
architecture is in a special moment to be able to claim back cultural relevance by informing directly reality 
and expanding on the systems of representation and construction that define its parameters. Architecture is 
today displacing authorship by claiming higher levels of participation in the design processes which is, of 
course in collaboration with other disciplines but this collaboration is happening at a higher level of design, 
a design that encounters systems.  
 
 

  
Bioresponsive Building Envelopes, Bess Krietemeyer, PhD CASE RPI-SOM; Datagrove, Futureforms, Jason Kelly Johnson and Nataly 
Gategno. 

 

Another type of influence of computation in relation to architecture is the different type of computational 
paradigm through simulation that has been transforming architecture during the last two decades. 
Computational Fluid Dynamics as a form of computational simulation can be traced back to ENIAC 1940. 
ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer), 1943 -1945 the first large-scale computer to run 
at electronic speed without being slowed by any mechanical parts. Simulation can be related to Navier-
Stokes mathematical fluid mechanics equations (1822) which allowed the simulation of fluid dynamics and 
an important advancement in a different type of computation: emergent, chaotic, non-linear and complex 
non reversible. These mathematics apply Newton’s second law to fluid dynamics and present nonlinear 
emergence and turbulence. Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation was able to consolidate a new 
way to understand architecture through weather forecasting and understanding energy. Forecasting 
methodologies diverge, but increasingly weather data repositories analyzing similar condition are matched 
with increasing computational fluid dynamic anticipation playing large amounts of simulation scenarios. 
Computational Fluid Dynamic simulation was able to also consolidate a new way to understand ecology in 
relation to urbanism, a new vision to design integrated space-environment. Nature, as the other, needs to be 
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deconstructed in terms of the Anthropocene, both at having an environment referenced to humans as well 
as understanding nature as an organizing system and a form of computation. If we understand Nature as a 
Planetary Computational Intelligence, independently from reading it all as computational as paired with 
contemporary canons of ontology, one can draw the reference in parallel to artificial evolutionary 
computation based on CFD and non-reversible evolutive systems through simulation.  
 

 
Philippe Rahm thermal polarization for architecture inhabitation as environment; Sean Lally weathers, 2012; Rachel Armstrong microbiological 
environments, Designing Architectural Research Exhibition NYIT SoAD 2020; Ecolologic Studio 2020 

 
Big Data can become active though simulation. Simulation can also be used as an emergent problem-solving 
optimization topological formal process, often used for structural simulation. The computation of this type 
of evolutionary simulation is therefore non-linear, irreversible emergent, non-reducible complex, and non-
deterministic, proposing design scenarios which, even though are based on mathematical recursive 
equations, some using emergent non reversible CFD informing sites for Cellular Automation evolutionary 
simulation -CA which cannot be anticipated nor reversible and unless the simulation is run each time the 
results are site-based dependent, therefore evolutive and emergent. Once in eternity. This type of 
computational design can be understood as a criticism of the conventional computation used in digital 
design through reversible algorithms. We are currently working on optimizing these relationships to take 
advantage of new conceptions in machine learning by recognizing emergent formal logic that can self-edit 
dependent on internal and external conditionants, activating an evolutive generative formal logic based on 
information retrieval such as point cloud LiDAR and Photogrammetry 3d scanning.  
 
There are different means to understand survey in relation to Big Data. The first one is to directly measure 
reality through Big Data survey mechanisms, such as 3d laser scanners, 3d photogrammetry, 3d and 2d 
sensors, 3d light detection and ranging (LiDAR), satellite images, and other means such as a distributed 
available network of The Internet of Things (IoT). These technologies allow architects and urbanist, as well 
as any other discipline, to directly measure and gather data avoiding the distortions and separation of the 
subject of study implicit in the division of labor and expanding the possibilities between measurement and 
an informed intervention. Computational design is indeed producing a type of computational urbanism43,  
and a new type of informed urbanism, a through computational design, data science and artificial 

 
43 Verebes, Tom Masterplanning the Adaptive City: Computational Urbanism in the Twenty-first Century, Routledge, London 2013. 
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intelligence is being developed as a correlational emergent space-environment. New technologies present 
new opportunities to expand our disciplines in terms of the origination of agendas, since surveying reality 
such as a site or the conditions that frame architecture or urban project present information that may be too 
valuable and sensitive for the project, presenting conditions of design origination that may open new 
possibilities. These issues open potential opportunities as well as cross-relationships, from what is being 
measured and why, what is being looked for in the data gathering system, how architecture is measured, how 
to expand the technology of measurement in relation to a particular problem that may arise, to what 
information is being used, both questioning assumptions and presenting evidence of a different and precise 
measured reality and how this reality is represented and accounted for. As an extension of this problem, and 
equally problematic, data mining through retrieving information directly from available data sets, public 
records, building up data sets through various means on the internet may also be problematic and therefore 
questioned within the architecture of a project. There are different methods to retrieving and originating 
data sets, such as an Application Programming Interface (API), building up comprehensive information 
from the internet, accessing processed categorized data from data sets, or directly sensing reality through 
different technology such as IoT. The technologies, methods, means and structures for measurement and 
surveying reality are equally relevant since they may or may not activate political categories or problematic 
biases in the gathering and categorization of data which becomes informational. Problematically, many of 
the commonly used data sets, are often constructed by governmental agencies through census, and out of 
date problematic means of measurement, and thus, many ideological issues become evident.  
 

 
Ecoinduction III Computational Fluid Dynamic Big Data simulation to develop a BlockChain zoning interface-platform to regulate the city of 
New York for densification and open up ecological corridor-voids, e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 
Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268; Ecoinduction III Artificial Intelligence Recurring Neural Networks and other optimization 
computational design strateguies for optimizing emergent transportation infrastructure in relation to the activation of ecological corridors in 
NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, 
Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin; Ecoinduction III Big Data 3d Scanning of the City of New York by retrieving social media 
information, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun 
Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin;  AI Big Data 3d Scanning Semantic Segmentation project Hypercube-House IV, Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, e-Architects 2016-2021 (WIP). 

 
Artificial Intelligence was earlier conceived and investigated as discussed by Marvin Minsky at the MIT but 
after many failed attempts to make neural nets work in the late 90s and early 2000s, the subject was left 
behind and was even seen as a pseudo-science and not a serious line of research. The more structural 
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advancement in recovering the earlier notions of Artificial Intelligence through neural nets happened around 
2010-2013 when computer scientists started leaving behind the cybernetic approach to computation of 
imitating by the human brain and instead focused on a meta linguistic approach, by training algorithms to 
edit themselves recursively, though yes, through neural nets. In parallel, the shift in data-theory due to 
statistics in information-based processing and prediction models should also inform a shift in architecture, 
all the way from representation, measurement, validation and experience.  
 

   
House-GAN: Relational Generative Adversarial Networks for Graph-constrained House Layout Generation Nelson Nauata, Kai-Hung Chang, 
Chin-Yi Cheng, Greg Mori and Yasutaka Furukawa (Autodesk); Habitat: A Platform for Embodied AI Research Manolis Savva, Abhishek 
Kadian, Oleksandr Maksymets, Yili Zhao, Erik Wijmans, Bhavana Jain, Julian Straub, Jia Liu, Vladlen Koltun, Jitendra Malik, Devi Parikh, 
Dhruv Batra (FaceBook Habitat) 2019; GAN-Generated Masterplan, Stanislas Chaillou, Harvard Graduate School of Design, 2019 tutored by 
Andrew Witt 
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If there is a fading off the relevance of architecture in relation to algorithms, interfaces, and software 
programming is due to the lack of understanding of disruptive technologies in architecture and urbanism 
and the proactive role that our disciplines could have if they would deal with the system of signification of 
their times. In the meantime, architecture is losing time by addressing a postmodern historiography and 
negating the current future with a Post-Digital attitude, whatever that means, since all drawings are done, 
transmitted, structured, and reproduced through sophisticated computing, but without choosing to 
acknowledging interfaces in a rebuttal of technology and screaming to claim culture without fully 
understanding their relationship, rather aiming at not indexing them, although non successfully. Perhaps a 
critical post-digital position can be understood in two different ways. The current emerging trend proposes a 
negative dialectic reaction by simply replacing the digital and insist on an architecture culture independent 
from technology going back to manual drawing, collage, symbolism and in general an eclecticism of 
confused cultural projects and old techniques. While the post-digital understood as a reaction to technology 
aims to recover a lost cultural relevance, Google is doing more urbanism than any architect ever dreamt of 
preparing the survey conditions for the next possible worlds. The other understanding of the Post-Digital or 
rather a critical digital is an earlier attempt at recovering the socio-political project of the modern 
movement, recognizing the New Renaissance brought by the top-down structuralism of a spread universal 
computation.  
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Within the information age, this is a transformative moment for architecture, to define its potential 
relevance in the current role of technology and research in the development of knowledge. It is also a 
transformative moment for all disciplines, where conventional disciplinary knowledge is surpassed by 
interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, or multidisciplinary knowledge.  
 
Knowledge is also being challenged at a cognitive level and even at a ontological level, from how 
information is gathered, processed, and represented through computation, making computation a new 
cognitive plateau common to all forms of knowledge and a new form of artificial intelligence ontology 
different from replacing human brain as in cybernetics and more of a different type of thinking, a 
mathematical correlational automated computational thinking rather than “artificial intelligence”.  Now any 
disciplinary problem-based research seeks representational problem-solving assisted through computation: 
whether it is to model computational fluid dynamics for environmental simulation (natural and artificial 
inside and outside buildings); to model the behavior of a structure in a building; to construct a building 
through robotic algorithmic instructions; to model material performance; or to simulate how atoms react to 
each other. Computation presents a new form of structure, origin, and reference - modeled following the 
logic, possibilities and limitations of algorithms based on mathematical equations. The expansion of 
computer science and new technologies enable new means to access, measure, simulate, model and 
understand reality. Within this context, the development of the parameters and conditions that inform and 
expand reality become the most relevant issue today, since reality is now in constant flux redefining past, 
present and future possibilities. New technologies enable new realities and therefore inform new cognitive 
paradigms, which as a result become also cultural paradigms. It is a unique moment that requires vision, 
engagement through contemporary debates in information systems that challenge, but also need to be 
challenged, with the consistency of the histories and theories of our discipline. Finding a relevant critical 
relationship between technology and culture seems to be a difficult task, and it is mostly due to the lack of a 
history/theory/criticism approach in their relationship.  
 
In this thesis, an architecture of information is informed by a post-human non anthropocentric post-
capitalist and post Anthropocene referential systems activating the latest scientific advances including the 
displacement of human interest in the advancement of life and intelligence, which includes the environment 
and also AI. If theory is being replaced for anticipatory predictive data, through simulation and real time 
performance feedback, then architecture should be conscious of this paradigm shift. The thesis will question 
what are the referential systems that inform architecture, from cultural systems to technology and to open 
up questions in regards to how architecture should shift by displacing also paradigms.  
 
Scientific advances on the boundaries of physics and mathematics teel us that the current access, reading 
and understanding of reality is no longer based on visible experience but sophisticated means to access 
reality beyond human senses. Within this scenario, why is it that architecture still insists on human based 
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experience at the visible spectrum? Why if in science the current boundary is on quantum physics and the 
understanding between nano scale and macro universal laws of physics, we are still in a fixed Cartesian 
coordinate system that does not recognize the shift in the laws of physics in relation to scale of observation 
and the presence of the observer changing the conditions themselves. Why are we still referencing software 
and CAD in terms of Euclidean Cartesian Reference systems? The thesis questions origination to 
destination in terms of how architecture can propose means to address shifts in science and technology in 
relation to architecture spatial representation and systems of representation, including multidimensional 
space-environments.  
 
In this thesis, we address representation in terms of linguistics, and for instance, how language as a system 
of codification of reality through symbolic representation can determinate the way we think, opening 
questions in computation relative to signal communication, all the way to cryptography. If the alphabet 
prescribes the combinatory range of possibilities in terms of combinatory logic of our expression 
mechanism. In computation this is analog to cryptography and cryptology, aiming at studying symbolic 
language and the encoding of signals within a computational language. There is currently an expansion in 
computation of cryptology, as we went from 32 Bit computers to 64 Bit computers. Symbolic representation 
of computation is a type of science that comprehends the ranges of possibilities at signal scripting level. The 
flaw on this logic is to think that language is not a medium that restricts thinking. A software that 
understands natural language is in its development, but also perhaps even inconvenient. If there was a 
natural language computation, computation would become as constrain as human brain where in reality the 
advantage of computation is that it is not restricted by human narrative, and representation. The necessity is 
to expand systems of reference in regard to digital signifiers, cryptology, measurement and representation to 
address architecture multidimensionality at the interface level.   
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DOCTORATE THESIS RESEARCH DIMENSIONS OF INVESTIGATION 
 
The thesis considers the following dimensions of investigations, inquiring in multiple points, lines, two 
dimensions, three dimensions and multidimensional spaces of thinking. These dimensions can be 
understood as constellations of universal problems; immersive possible worlds; linear consequential 
problems; divergent emergent problems; regression issues that constitute bi-dimensional plateaus of 
consistent reference; three dimensional axis coordinate problems; multidimensional problems; dynamic 
environments; higher meta levels; all of which can be correlated or simply identifying relationships, temporal 
or long lasting.  
 
These multidimensional correlational issues can identify mono-dimensional linear and surface plateaus 
sectional cuts in history constructing a consistent argument through the evolution of methodologies of art 
histories and the apparatus of theories of representation.  The following multidimensional problems are 
organized by historical sections, affinity, dimensional level, structural level, and the current state of the 
overall investigation: 
 

 Data Science applied to Architecture. 

 Computer Science applied to Architecture. 

 Architecture and Urbanism of Information 
 

 Authorship in Architecture and Urbanism 

 Authority in Architecture and Urbanism 

 Structuralism and Poststructuralism 
 

 Computational Theory through Linguistics 

 Survey as Architectural Origination  

 Representational Deep Structure Displacement (Complexity, Irreducibility at Deep Structural 
Representational Level) 

 Cartesian Topologies as increasing Dimensions in Architecture Space 

 Simulation  

 Space as Environment 

 Multidimensional Space-Environments 
 

 Architecture Typology Displaced through Deep Structure   

 Architecture Typology Displaced through Topology  
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 Cultural Innovation through Technological Uniqueness  

 Expanding Dimensions Between Robotic “Drawings”, “Buildings” and “Actualizations” 

 Open Source Computation, Robotics, Materials 

 Cryptography and Cryptology in Computation 

 Material Computation As Physical Actualization In Information Systems  

 Multidimensional Physical Computational System (Robotics) 

 Multidimensional Material Computational System (Robotic Materials) 

 Big Data Statistics and Symbolic Logic Algorithms as Data/Theory Inversion 
 

 Swarm Simulation 

 Simulation 

 Multidimensional Computational System 

 Multidimensional Site-Based Computational System (Robotic Simulation) 

 Correlational Site-Based Computational System (Simulation) 
 

 Parallel Processing, ML, ANN (AI) As Displacement of the Deep Structure of Algorithms 
In Architecture Through a Critique of Media Determinism 

 Parallel Processing, ML, ANN (AI) As Convolutional Multidimensional Systems of 
Representations In Architecture  

 Block Chain as Participatory non-Authority non-Hierarchical Computational Network 
 

 Ahistorical State of Suspension 

 The e-Architect 
 
TECHNOLOGY OR CULTURE: REVOLUTION OR PROGRESS?  
CULTURE, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY and ARCHITECTURE (not design) 
Instead of developing a technical based concise Doctorate Thesis or a history/theory-based thesis, this 
doctorate thesis is critical of the silos of knowledge that have been structuring research in academia for the 
last decades and that due to their lack of cross sections and correlational paradigms, present isolated focused 
problems that in themselves are scientifically validated but that may not work when developing sections 
across other problems. Technology has shifted the internal and external function of architecture, as well as 
its interrelation with other disciplines, from a continuous state of revolution by new canons, to that of 
continuous technological progress. For architecture to remain culturally relevant and not only to actualize 
new technology, it needs to address design at a higher level - engaging with the development of new systems 
of representation and new technologies, approached from cultural design agendas.  
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“The statement techniques turning into operative possibilities certainly seems like a new functionalism, not 
an ideological or critical resistance to the creeping in of international capital.”44  
 
Architecture needs to be understood as new means of redefining “drawing” and “building”, developing the 
parameters, interfaces, materials, and the new technologies that define architecture. In the discussion 
”EXPANDING ARCHITECTURE AUTHORSHIP THROUGH NEW COMPUTATIONAL SIGNS: 
NEW DIMENSIONAL SPACES BETWEEN "DRAWING" AND "BUILDING"”, explains the several 
paradigm shifts in architecture as a discipline from designing architecture through classic proportions 
(measurement to secure right proportional relationships), to classical proportions and canons, proportions, 
to structure, to innovation in construction systems and technology, to material systems, to 
projective/descriptive geometry, to computer software modeling systems (1990's-2000), to designing 
architecture systems through computer algorithms (2002-2004/today), to thinking the architecture of 
systems in an informed reality through computational design (2010-today), to developing architecture 
through virtual and physical machinic robotic systems (2010-today), to working architecture through 
Big Data statistics, gathering and processing (2010-today), to working with Machine Learning and a 
pseudo Artificial Intelligence/algorithms of algorithms (2015-today).  
 
What is evident is that paradigm shifts are becoming more often and that the emergent condition today is an 
architecture of information. An architecture of information, in essential cognitive terms, perhaps even in 
ontological terms, is based on developing or finding the right most synthetic true algorithm based on 
mathematics that would develop the perfect most extended and systemic global critical but also generic 
architecture, a process which is not dissimilar to how in each Renaissance through history (Panosfky), 
architects were measuring Classical canonical buildings ruins for the right proportional relationships and 
formulas to come up with the right relationships in their buildings between part to whole through syntax. 
This process is not dissimilar from Colin Rowe's (following Wittkower's Palladio diagrams) thesis on Le 
Corbusier's structural history, proven by the plan relationship between Palladio's Malcontenta and LC's Villa 
Stein, a generic diagram organization independent from style and tectonics (Paul Frankl).  
 
This thesis intends to problematize the dialectical relationship between the predetermination of systems and 
the many means to address non-determination. For instance, the predetermination of ordering systems can 
be related to: a grid organizing space, a computer program defining protocols through algorithms, a 
structural system defining space, a material system defining a tectonic, or a building construction system 
determining parameters to architecture. The dialectical opposition to predetermination, is post-
determination, which could be related to within how it has been addressed in the history of architecture as: 
the logic of the place (topo-logos), a non-deterministic computational system based on mathematical 

 
44 Eisenman, Peter, “Eisenman Architects: The Implications of Performalism” in Performalism, Form and Performance in Digital Architecture, 
ed. Grobman, Yasha and Neuman, Eran, Routledge T&F, London, 212 
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emergence (cellular automata, according to Stephen Wolfram's Thesis and books45), an open-ended 
simulation-based structural/environmental/functional optimization, or a robotic machinic 3d/4d printing 
construction system that can vary the material component and behavior at a molecular level to Artificial 
Intelligence. The contemporary determination of architecture today is mainly based on top-down computer 
systems within which even if complex systems are addressed it is difficult to develop real non-determination.  
 
Therefore, in relation to what is computable or not, whether a computer program would run forever or not, 
the halting problem, and undecidability in mathematics, the thesis aims at addressing a critique and synthesis 
between determination and post-determination by understanding relationships between computation and 
architecture by addressing how architecture can or not work through computation as a deterministic system 
or the possibility of expanding computational paradigms in relation to architecture questions based on the 
cultural revolutions of the discipline.  
 
While the research understands formal systems as autonomous logical linguistic visual systems, in linguistic 
terms formal idealization is limited by the possibilities of our cultural understanding, including the structure 
of our own languages that define a horizon for our vision constraint but also by the possibilities and 
becoming of representation and construction systems. Some of the main ideas that I am working with are to 
critique the current naturalized ideology driven by Capitalist marketing that separates image from content. 
Therefore, my work aims to address more interesting relationships between the visual (what is at the front in 
perceptual terms) and the structural (what it is usually hidden or at the background of perception). I 
understand form, type and typology as an activator of functional opportunities and in relation to Aldo Rossi' 
Architecture of the City, creating buildings that may transcend its original purpose in the history of the city. 
Additionally, my work is aimed at necessarily placing architecture in relation to types and typology but 
arriving to synthetic non-deterministic solutions by displacing generic structure, space, type, typology and 
organizations following the systemic-based approach to architecture which implements particular 
displacements that critique the initial generic organization of Andrea Palladio's buildings. Palladio's work 
activated a deeper question in architecture between determination (origination) and non-determination (how 
particular displacements to a generic order activate different typologies and architecture questions in a 
building). His thesis was further developed by many architects, mainly Thomas Jefferson, John Nash, Karl 
Friedrich Schinkel, Giuseppe Terragni, John Hejduk (after Rudolf Wittkower and Colin Rowe), Richard 
Meier and Peter Eisenman. In order to push this agenda further and synthesize a critical determination 
through non-determination, I am currently working on how we design architecture in terms of deterministic 
systems of representation and how one could achieve more specificity in coordination with representational 
computational strategies, such as project-specific interfaces, programs and software as well as site-specific 
and project specific robotic machines to build, avoiding the generic banal international style that is currently 
emerging out of the conventional use of computational systems. This internationalization and complex 

 
45 Wolfram, Stephen, A New Kind of Science, Wolfram Media, 2002 
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boredom brought by the wide spread of computational systems is creating as a cultural reaction in 
architecture identified as a historicist post-digital.  
 
New emerging technologies set up new paradigms to architecture, including social relationships. 
Architecture must also inform technology, by expanding its role. An architect can now directly inform the 
organization of the City through Big Data (Google is doing this already) as well as understand architecture 
construction systems operating directly without the typical mediation of a construction company, all the way 
from a molecular level through new matter and materials, to 3d printing, to 4d printing (time-based 
printing).  
 
Some research points out to the co-relationship in evolutionary terms between culture and technology as an 
advancement of knowledge in terms of the entire process of life from biochemistry, to biology, to culture, to 
technology46. But the natural approach to culture as a form of knowledge through evolution disregards both 
the capacity of culture to change evolution and for emergent technologies to modify culture. It also 
disregards the forms of knowledge, while cultural based disciplines such as Architecture base their 
advancement in technology, one could argue, as to be discussed that the latest software release could have 
implicit in its platform the means of form making updated till today, replacing the history of the discipline in 
terms of ability to develop formal and technological conditions, but, and perhaps apparently contradicting 
one of the main arguments of this thesis in regards to expanding design authorship by expanding systems 
and technologies of representation, one cannot replace the accumulated body of knowledge of the discipline 
by the fact that the technology available may be able to represent it. Architecture has always innovated in 
technology of material based construction systems, and this thesis explores means to transform this notion 
from material based construction systems to robotic construction systems. But even with the best 
technology the architecture output is not guaranteed to address architecture as a discipline or to propose 
revolutionary means to address or transform the discipline. This is a current notion that is confusing 
architecture schools that lack of an architecture project by simply addressing contemporary architecture 
through new technology. Moreover simply importing technology from other fields makes this even more 
problematic since the sense of newness may eclipse the lack of architecture meaningful construction. 
Historically it is quite easy to identify that technology does not mean architecture innovation in the 
construction of buildings. History is full of examples in which a better construction system is absorbed by 
problematic building construction practices that do not guarantee architecture. Architecture is not building. 
And any building is not architecture. What differentiates architecture from constriction is the theory in 
relation to history of the architecture. There is no architecture without theory of architecture47.  
 

 
46 Hilbert, M.R. and Kempt, D.J. “Information in the Biosphere and Digital Worlds” in Trends in Ecology and Evolution, 31,2016 pp180-189 
47 Zuliani, Guido, The Cooper Union Review discussion, 2008 
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Technology is functional knowledge, having a very clear validation system through its application 
functionality. Culture does not work through scientific technological validation, since it is a visual arts 
discipline with other systems of knowledge explained through the thesis that sometimes may coincide with 
technology. Science, and technology in this thesis in relation to architecture are mainly applied at tow levels: 
from systems of representation acknowledging science of description of nature (perspective, computation, 
information, material science) to construction technologies (material based construction systems and robotic 
systems). 
 
In this thesis, these arguments mean that even though the latest release and the newest technology may be 
able to perform the latest architecture, this does not grant by itself that the interface or the person using the 
software will automatically do architecture. The relationship between architecture, science, technology, and 
culture is nonlinear and is non equally reversible. It does have a hierarchy from architecture to technology 
(architecture without technology is feasible although it may be problematic, as explained in the case of 
Eisenman’s House II) and not the other way around since if there is technology it does not mean there is 
automatically technology by function of a building. In this sense, there is a distinction on the relationship 
between technology and culture across architecture history, while Borromini aimed at not motivating 
materiality, was a good builder himself and developed through geometry structures that addressed form as 
structure based on historical theories of the discipline. Gehry dissociates the cultural project of the building 
from its technology, while problematically his buildings are technologically dependent and necessarily had to 
innovate in technology to be able to be built, a conflict that separates artistic expression from the necessarily 
technological innovation without addressing their interrelationship but advancing construction, perhaps a 
sort of dialectical opposition from Norman Foster’s linearity in terms of the relationship between 
technology and culture as his buildings design depend on the set of parts defined by the technology 
implemented.  
 
In terms of representation it does imply that the person or designer using the software or technology will be 
expressing the ranges of the possibilities set up by the ideology and cultural projects of the software and 
technologist designer in interpreting the discipline. This is the reason why by using certain platforms the 
ideology of space making design is indexed in the design product. But this does not imply, for instance that 
the platform would automatically do architecture. The projects of architecture that have been structurally 
meaningful in the history of the discipline are understood as canonical, canonical not as a stable condition 
through history, but Eisenman differentiates a definition of canonical as a revolution that changed the 
course of history through a meaning that becomes referential to others in the understanding of the 
discipline48. This radical notion of canon and disciplinary knowledge is shared by other disciplinary notions 
such as Music and others and even permeates in sciences such as mathematics in which the notion of “0” is 
a historical cultural construction that did not belong to mathematics until the 700s BCE although is 

 
48 Eisenman, Peter and Luise, A. Then Canonical Buildings: 1950-200, Rizzoli, New York, 2008 
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mentioned by Egyptians around 1770 BCE demonstrating not only a natural evolution in mathematics as a 
discovery, but also thinking mathematics as an artificial language-based description system subject to cultural 
biases and not abstract and universal enough to be non-anthropocentric.  
 
This thesis also investigates non-linear relationships between culture and technology but expanding 
architecture dimensions through the development of emergent technologies. Instead of simply 
implementing and applying the latest technology, this thesis proposes to develop technology by identifying 
problems in architecture as a cultural discipline. This implies that new technologies may structure 
architecture but do not automatically propose meaningful transformations to the discipline. This also 
implies that new systems of representation may or not open up cultural questions in disciplines. This also 
means that necessarily to acknowledging how new means to see the world propose new referential systems 
of representation that in themselves can or not become cultural apparatus that induce ideology. This thesis 
aims at developing unique projects that correlate the two by making them exclusive of each other, meaning 
that the architectures hereby presented only make sense at this moment in time and through this technology, 
acknowledging their political project in relation to the transformation of the status quo.  
 
New technology should not simply replace architecture by doing or by applying a new system, since this 
would reject any notion of disciplinary knowledge. This thesis presents arguments to recognize disciplinary 
specific knowledge that cannot be translated and therefore is unique to the medium. The architecture of this 
thesis aims at developing unique architecture experiments that would not make sense in other disciplines, 
but that are also aiming at expanding the boundaries of the discipline rather than confirming it. In this sense, 
the methodology of transdisciplinary knowledge is were this thesis finds more relevance. In ideal terms, this 
thesis would be successful if would be able to propose meaning to other disciplines, such as providing 
means to measure space or dimensions in such specific way that no other discipline could do so. In this 
sense, the relevance of this architecture would be that it may influence other fields.  
 
Technology has a cycle described in mathematical terms as it has been replacing culture through disruptive 
economic terms, adapting or exchanging relationships with Capitalism through Globalization-network. 
Technologies disrupt reality at fastest rates of time. With these changes, status quo is displaced by an 
emergent class (Marx’s Bourgeoise) “who revolutionize the instruments of production” but with the 
consequence that few powerful companies through speculation and monopoly end up owning these 
innovations distorting balances and creating class struggle and division of labor with the consequential 
alienation consequence of the separation from the object of production and the possibility to develop other 
skills and talents49. According to Marx, anyone who is not in control of the life’s necessities belongs to the 
working class, defining measurement of reality in society as well as anyone who has power as economic 

 
49 Marx, Karl Das Kapital. Kritik der politischen Oekonomie, [Capital. A Critique of Political Economy], Verlag von Otto Meisner, Volume I, 1867 
Volume II, 1885, Volume III 1894 by Edited/Completed by Frederick Engels. 
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control over workplace dictates the terms of working conditions and is therefore part of the Capitalist 
class50. Capitalism also implements excess, and consumerism as opposed to measurement and diminishing 
human footprint on earth. Joseph Schumpeter51 describes what works of Capitalism in terms of relentless 
old-new replacement through innovation, calling it “creative destruction” as an artificial evolutive system. 
Entrepreneurship is one of the advantages of Capitalism promoting social mobility, but the manipulations 
and distortions that the same system produces also cap such ability since monopolies cap entrepreneurship 
and even often profit by acquiring and sometimes directly stealing inventions from younger innovative 
lower social classes. According to Marx, Capitalism promotes monopoly, and the destructive force of capital 
speculation and concentration goes against innovation and market distribution by promoting concentration. 
This in turns produces not only manipulations and distortions of the market but also affect democratic 
representation through media monopoly and a plutocracy that represents its own interest through law 
lobbying. Therefore the creative destruction of capitalism is usually not bottom up but top down through 
capital concentration.  

  
Waves of innovation. The author, CC BY-ND following Schumpeter Creative Destruction.  
 

Some of our students, interns, followers participate and are successful in developing entrepreneurial 
disruptive technology. At The Cooper Union, where I taught for 14 years, we developed several means to 
address the expansion of innovation in computation and robotic systems. We did so by expanding the 
workshop developed by students back in 1970’s through including new technologies. But instead of buying 
new technologies we developed our own machinery with students. Promptly we were able to have CNCs 
and other types of machines developed by students in several of my classes. The architecture of information 
idea started growing also in parallel in relation to my students and assistants developing their own start ups 
and innovative companies implementing new technologies. One successful case is Cover.inc founded by 

 
50 Their, Hadas, The Working Class is the Vast Majority of Society, Jacobin Magazine, Sept 2020 
51 Schumpeter, Joseph A. Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. London: Routledge (1994) [orig. 1942]. pp. 82–83. ISBN 978-0-415-10762-4. 
Retrieved 23 November 2011. 
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Alexis Rivas and Jemuel Joseph, young students at Cooper who attended several of my courses and 
mentioned me that they will implement what I was teaching for real. In the beginning I was optimistic that 
they would be able to develop their own company with a good idea but I did not imagine that Sillicon 
Valley’s investors would line up behind them so fast. The first year they were able to raise $1M back in 2015. 
Cover develops small house units for backyards all the way from the filing documents to the fabrication of 
the units developing customization and precision in detailing. While I still think that their company is great, 
it is a quite commercial economic based entrepreneurial enterprise a case of success in the American market 
economy. Three years later $10M reaching the Forbes Magazine and now in 2021 a recent article places 
them at $60M investment. The two jumps in money concentration show many things, on the one hand the 
destructive power of capitalism through disruptive innovation, in this case in the production line rather than 
a radical idea that would transform architecture. The conservative approach to architecture did not change 
how architecture looks, but confirms previous modernist looking canons without any modern ideology 
derivative of technologies such as reinforced concrete. The conservative product that the company offers 
but this time built with high tech robots and manual mixed assembly lines is rather an image of an 
architecture produced otherwise. While I was enthusiastic and happy that some of our ideas reached the 
influence of real market economy, at the same it strike me how conservative was the notion of architecture 
by our students more concerned about a business model success than innovation in the discipline. At 
Cooper discipline was distinguished from discourse and while we always emphasized discourse innovation 
against disciplinary production, our students became lately more concern about their survival than radical 
innovation in architecture. At the same time, their model also changed drastically with the increase in 
investment, since a start up quickly became a company to sell futures, or a speculative stock based on 
disruptive innovation as a form of marketing and alignment and concentration of capital. Now at $60M 
investment, the trust and the interest of investors will guide the company. One wonders at such 
concentration of capital how this affects the possibility of other companies to be able or not to innovate or 
rather be suppressed by such larger interests. Also if this new pressure would actually help them or not to be 
more innovative while lacking of an ideology to orient their speculative growth at the time only based on the 
production line and assembly.  
 
In regards to AI systems the relationship between culture and technology becomes more interesting through 
Convolutional Neural Networks later discussed, since we would argue that an AI system could be feed with 
historic information through a robust data set, a diversity of systems of representations and platforms for 
data translation, and be trained through Machine Learning to identify rules and architectural values and 
relationships that would place as output culturally driven architectural results, although these would be 
highly dependent on the data set and the input in the training.   
 
This applies also to Scientific research and the state of advancement of our society in terms of reference 
knowledge (science) and functioning knowledge (technology). This thesis aims at addressing issues of the 
current state of advancement in the science of physics in terms of how we understand, measure, represent 
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and read the universe through the latest means available. This science is used to understand how 
architecture could measure space relative to current advances in science, such as for instance theories of 
space-time, universe expansion, quantum physics, and other issues discussed in the thesis. The project 
included aim at addressing the problematic relationship between Euclidean Space and non-Euclidean 
geometry in architecture without engaging with the Cartesian reference system. At the same time, issues of 
Scientific advancement are related to digital signifiers in terms of information theory to address new means 
to develop new digital signifiers in computation with useful applications to architecture. The thesis also 
explores multidimensionality as a Scientific research that can be meaningful in terms of dimensional units in 
architecture, such as points, lines, surfaces, volumes, etc engaging with topology and multidimensionality. 
The thesis also explores the expansion of dimensions in experiments that aim at opening opportunities to 
develop additional dimensions in the relationship between information systems and architecture 
implications through computational design, robotic fabrication and materials as well as virtual reality.   
 
At the same time, we should avoid the contemporary acceleration of time perception which undermines 
cultural memory and is in a state of constant technological substitution. In economic regime terms, time is 
constantly substituted by newness. History is replaced by the amnesia of the new that is only valid for the 
sake of being new, an acceleration fostered by consumerism. In this respect, a new cultural agenda based on 
new technology must also encounter the history of architecture as a discipline from a theoretical 
technological and representational point of view, recognizing the value of canons as disciplinary-specific 
revolutions (Eisenman) and not as commonly mistakenly understood disciplinary stability and engage with 
history at a structural level (Le Corbusier understood by Rowe). The understanding of history as an active 
theoretical construct will define the relevance of how we deal with the disciplinary expansion of new 
technologies. Equally, we should think architecture projects as specific to new media but engage with deep 
structure in representational systems to understand how to work with computation and information systems 
more critically, expanding on its proto-architecture quality from a culturally disciplinary-specific position.  
 
The Capitalist Neoliberal model induced through ideology a particular notion of knowledge by, for instance 
eliminating from the production chain the young and the elderly. The young provided the hope to change 
the education system based on wisdom projecting new forms of knowledge. By focusing on the present 
productivity chain, the Neoliberal model destroyed critical thinking and critical education. The elderly 
brought up wisdom, a particular form of knowledge today eliminated completely in our society. In tandem, 
the extension of our bodies to terminals such as cell phones are relegating our ability to think by depending 
on memory to search engines or availability. Memory is one of the most important functions of intelligence 
and is being wiped out though the Internet of Things.  
 
T.S Elliot Pyramid of Organizational Knowledge: 

DATA 
INFORMATION 
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KNOWLEDGE 
WISDOM 

 
Which relates to  

WHAT 
HOW 
WHY 

 
Bloom’s Taxonomy: 

CREATING 
EVALUATING 
ANALYZING 
APPLYING 

UNDERSTANDING 
REMEMBERING 

 
Issues of creativity, parameters and complexity are discussed in relation to Cellular Automation further 
below. 
 
CULTURE AND EMERGING ISSUES 
The understanding of western civilization of technology is different from other cultures and civilizations. It 
is also different depending on which section through history one takes and where it does. Anglo Saxon 
culture and Mediterranean culture understand technology differently depending where and when. This thesis 
understands technology and culture differently, or at least, aims at disclosing new means to relate the two as 
integrated unique explorations and dimensions. Technology can be understood as new knowledge, therefore 
the relationship between emerging technologies and culture is of questioning means to address reality 
through new lenses, new media, and new systems of representation and enaction.  
 
The Egyptian architecture dealing with cultural values that can be contrasted to those of today (time 
transcendence vs present anxiety) through technology of construction that cannot be separated from 
cultural projects and that are still being discussed today and analyzed as impossibilities, such as is the case of 
the pyramids of the multiple dynasties. In addition, the sophisticated conceptions of positive and negative 
space in the architecture of the dynasties of the third and late period. The Inca civilization in contemporary 
Peru understood technology differently and is evident in Machu Pichu’s development of an architecture 
from an urbanism of agriculture through terracing and building containing walls in the steep geography 
efficiently through a unique technique of stone cutting and forming of sophisticated walls. These issues are 
also discussed in terms of the canons of beauty and systems of measurement and representation of 
proportions of the body.  
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The pre-Renaissance of Siena (interrupted by the Black death) and the Renaissance of Florence established 
issues of technologies of representation in painting that influenced architecture form the visual arts, such as 
perspective (Lorenzetti in Siena and Brunelleschi in Florence). In the mannerism of Venice and then the 
baroque in Rome, these issues were displaced through innovation in systems of representation (Palladio in 
Venice and Borromini in Rome) by displacing perspective as authoritative accepted system of representation 
of reality illusionistic perspective, forced built perspective expanding or contracting space (Borromini and 
Bernini in Rome), anamorphosis and virtual expansion and contradiction of space (Pozzo in Rome). 
 
The approach to computation in architecture is based the assumption that digital architecture through 
conventional use of given available software and fabrication tools and techniques can never be critical nor 
relevant since computational languages, software, interfaces, and fabrication systems are often proto-
architectural. Therefore, for architecture to be relevant in the current technological revolution, I am 
interested in creating an Architecture and Urbanism of Information through the systems of representation 
and construction that prescribe it. I am interested in trans-disciplinarity rather than interdisciplinarity, in 
opening new disciplinary territories in the emergence of new project-based questions. Instead of importing 
interdisciplinary content, I am interested in creating spaces of collaborations in between disciplines. 
Departing from clear disciplinary discourses, research, and positions, I am interested in displacing 
disciplinary boundaries and creating problem-specific collaborations from different viewpoints, testing 
architecture relevance to other disciplines instead of simply incorporating non-disciplinary content. Within 
this context, I draw parallels to the Renaissance arguing that architects had to necessarily understand reality 
at a different level and thus developed new disciplinary-specific systems of representation such as 
Perspective. None of this happened in the last digital revolutions, where architects simply use available new 
technologies and systems of representation such as software developed from the outside of the discipline 
without recognizing a crossing of multiple ideologies, agendas and means to understand reality.  
 
Some of the most interesting architects are the ones who were able to identify a cultural reference and 
revolutionize it. This is also extended to economic systems, problems of representation, mapping, 
construction systems, materials, social programmatic relationships and computation. For instance, digital 
fabrication and building technologies usually reference conventional construction techniques, and economic 
systems of value, rather than challenging implicit cultural projects through new emergent technologies 
displacing, advancing and innovating in techniques of construction.  
 
The reason why it is difficult to find interesting relevant architecture within digital design is the lack of 
understanding of history/theory and criticism in relation to architecture culture, representation and building 
technologies. The spread of visual images of buildings through fast glaze in mass media reinforces this crisis, 
separating image from content. By architecture indexing media the result is a lack of architecture structure, 
tectonics, syntax, substance and bodily experience. Architects such as Brunelleschi, had the necessity to 
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develop mediums of representation, defining new parameters to represent reality such as perspective. But 
his revolution was so structural to the discipline and to the world, that perspective consequently structured 
reality since the Renaissance until today (Erwin Panofsky). Mannerist architects, such as Palladio displaced 
the parameters defined by their precedents in the Renaissance, such as linear perspective, through discrete 
picture planes and layering (Eisenman, 2015). High Baroque architects arrived to an advanced integration of 
multidisciplinary systems of representation coordinated by architecture, defining, potentially, a higher artistic 
multi-dimensional space. The Modern Movement resisted perspective representation in favor of an object-
machinic representation of architecture through axonometric projection.   
 
Some of the most interesting architects in history are the ones who were able to identify a clear intrinsic to 
architecture cultural reference and were able to revolutionize it. This is my understanding of a disciplinary 
canon through Peter Eisenman's thesis. Digital fabrication and building technologies usually reference 
conventional construction techniques, rather than challenging implicit cultural projects within techniques of 
construction. Therefore, a new critical synthesis is necessary within this context.  
 
This thesis runs the risk of developing a reductionist approach to Computer Science ignoring certain issues 
of computational logic. This thesis also runs the risk of a reductionist approach to Data Science ignoring 
perhaps certain issues of statistics. At the same time, in relation to disruptive technologies, technologists and 
programmers run the same risk in developing platforms to replace architecture and urbanism. Technologists 
and programmers that are not architects nor urbanist developing technology for architecture or urbanism, 
run the risk of ignoring the structures and conditions as well as the stabilities and revolutions that each 
discipline may have gone through, projecting conventional notions from the outside such as, for instance of 
space making and digital signifiers that stabilize space organization, rather than opening up new cultural 
problems.  
 
We are proposing an architecture of information based on interfaces, but not replacing architecture’s 
cultural project, but expanding it from within, expanding its autonomy acknowledging the ideology and 
structure that interfaces project relative to systems of representation, pairing and expanding digital signifiers 
as projecting signification with an architecture signification, both indexing technology but also displacing 
technology from a cultural criticism, including the histories and theories of representation that do not 
normalize representation in any discipline and the necessity for each discipline to create its own set of 
conditions, ideological constructs in relation to computation. 
 
ETHICS and AESTHETICS: AUTHORSHIP, AUTHORITY, POLITICS, IDEOLOGY AND 
CULTURE 
The thesis will also frame various arguments around the issue of authorship in relation to computer 
representation, that while culture seems to be eroding and be meaningless today due to a technocracy, and it 
seems that we have eliminated the notion of authorship (“Death of the Author” ), authority, aesthetics, 
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ideology, culture in general, this is perception due to misunderstanding how reality is structured through 
information systems at a meta-level.  
 
If one pays attention rather than to the product-objects, to the meta systems that structure reality, all these 
notions are problematically active, there is clear authorship in Big Tech at the contractual level, including the 
ownership of data produced within all interfaces, social media and others including Google monopoly over 
web information organization and retrieval through layered algorithms and FaceBook doing it at a social 
network level regulating social interaction and behavior, and even at a physical level, Monsanto owns the 
largest DNA database repository and library of seeds genetically modified for agricultural seeds and is 
pressuring governments globally to profit from the use of this technology in exports as it imposed resistant 
DNA modifications to crops to promote food production. Notions of ideology and culture from the top-
down need to be deconstructed and problematized. Big Tech, through enacting the Capitalist monopoly and 
enhancing its panopticon authority and control is actually enforcing problematic bypassing of cultural 
projects, enacting for instance privacy eliminations, enacting a top-down authorship through systems of 
organization, control and manipulation later discussed in the thesis, enacting problematic ideology that is 
loaded at the level of a system and that need to be identified and culturally deconstructed and decoded. In 
this sense, the ideology of a system needs to be addressed and deconstructed.  
 
Le Corbusier “Eyes that do not See”, references a similar situation in an architecture of information within 
an information age today. There is a naturalization of technology that is overcoming cultural projects since 
there is not a cultural deconstruction of the implicit projects within technology because of cultural issues in 
society, that is why AI is racist, that is why Big Data through Capitalism gears towards societal control. 
While we address architecture from by passing issues of authority and authorship in shared collective 
practices and the dissemination of the author at many levels, if this is not enacted at the same level of 
origination of the interface, it will remain at a lower dimensional topological level and will not carry through 
its “good” meaning through the system. The current Post-Digital tendency, discussed further on, only offers 
temporary tricks to bypass the struggle of technology, by lowering down its functionality and understanding 
representation through post-modern means while it still depends on graphic software and any hand drawing 
is communicated electronically, unless one addresses the Post-Digital as means to go beyond deterministic 
authorial computational processes in which the author is the programmer and the architect-programmer 
takes over the defined linguistic deterministic set defined by the system.  
 
Issues of authorship will be addressed at multiple levels, but in relation to language and aesthetics, not 
aesthetics only as an issue of perception, but ultimately at its deepest levels, a problem of linguistic 
expression and a unique set of signifiers through unique signs. Even if the aesthetics of a project seems to 
be radically different, the content is structured and determined by the ideology of the system and 
information actualization interface-platform as discussed, transferring authorship from the user-designer to 
the software designer that had already established the signifiers and the ranges of possibilities within the 
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technology. As discussed, the only means to deconstruct authorship, authority and to address cultural 
projects and ideology at the systemic meta-levels that structure reality is through expanding Open Source 
systems and distributed peer to peer gate validation Blockchain technology are means to address these issues 
at the deep structure level of representation and not only at the lower dimensional level of the product of 
design. 
 
But in relation to aesthetics, there should be a fundamental shift in the current understanding of the political 
role of aesthetics in terms of new systems of representation, and its shift in the notions of definition of 
space in architecture, order, reference systems, and others, such as language, for instance as discussed 
relative to fluid dynamic simulation and the shift in the aesthetic value of space referencing as signifier 
energy flows through Navier-Stokes equations, or in the particular case of Big Data 3d scanning referencing 
as signifiers points. But in general architecture and urbanism must totally and radically change the aesthetics 
and how a Kunstwollen is constructed in society apart from Capitalist system of reference or objects of desire 
fueled by psychological manipulation through libido promoting objects as a packaging marketing-oriented 
semiotics. Aesthetics cannot be simplified to beauty, and the cultural values of our society needs to radically 
change to address the current crises.  
 
Aesthetics needs to be updated with a political sense of ideological ethical concern addressing the 
environment, thinking architecture and urban space as an extension of the environment through scientific 
evidence-based informed approach to architecture based on ethics to address a radical and different 
relationship with the environment as an extension and not as “the other”. In this respect the ecological 
crises now correlational of the last 50 years defining the Anthropocene, should require a new sense of 
aesthetics from all disciplines, acknowledging the shift from an anthropocentric personal authorial 
expressive aesthetic to a non-anthropocentric but also authorial informed evidence based scientific aesthetic, 
for instance the values and systems emerging from nature and ecology as self-regulatory balancing 
mechanisms, evolutionary responsive systems,  as opposed to controlling structuring low dimensional 
systems by humans in which nature is controlled through top down strategies without understanding the 
entire set of dynamic systems that define natural systems. Both aesthetics and anaesthetics, need to define a 
new political ideology based on the current correlational crises to address how humanity needs to fully 
transform its relationship to the environment, starting from the food chain, and ending with the economic 
systems towards circularity.  
 
While we keep watering our artificially grown domesticated gardens killing weed, our ground becomes less 
fertile, so the notion of beautiful gardens need to be addressed through a different environmental ethics, and 
see through the damage our aesthetic vales are creating, by understanding the deep destructive force 
through signification of our cultural values and way of life, awfully destructive and aggressive if one sees it 
through the position of natural systems. While agriculture, including organic agriculture keeps eroding the 
ground on earth for human consumption, turning nature into a Capitalist system of global goods, through 
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painting these cultural values were seen as beautiful domestication of the landscape and need to radically 
change in relation to the real destructive damage in terms of how we are structuring to the environment. In 
architecture the aesthetics of concrete and material ethics need to be addressed through new lenses, 
understanding the entire cycle from production, transportation, to design and use.  
 
Artificial Intelligence as a disruptive technology is shifting paradigms at many levels through automation, 
revealing deep cultural problems in our society by means of how neural networks are being trained and 
repositories tagged through problematic categories. While we are in an earlier age in automation, and we 
expect these issues to be less problematic, cultural issues are as structural as the technology implemented.  
 
STRUCTURALISM AND POST-STRUCTURALISM: DETERMINATION AND NON-
DETERMINATION 
The ideology Modern Movement, as one of the several Renaissances clearly articulated the importance of 
revolutionizing reality innovating at all levels, all the way from new systems of representation, new systems 
of construction as well as new spatial-organizational principles. The Modern Movement imposed a tabula 
rasa as a reaction to the heavy load of tradition, culture and history, especially in Europe.  Among other 
representatives of the Modern Movement such as Le Corbusier and Mies Van Der Rohe, a technological 
determinism structured such radical architecture innovation. Opposing such determinism, after the period 
of reaction against the tabula rasa of the Modern Movement, several theories in architecture emerged, such 
as the one identified as site-specificity. After the post war, post-structuralism emerged as a reaction to the 
structuralism of the Modern Movement. In the post-structuralist intellectual work of Mario Gandelsonas, 
Peter Eisenman, Diana Agrest, Anthony Vidler and Manfredo Tafuri as well as others at the Institute of 
Advanced Urban Studies in New York presented an alternative discourse for architecture based on 
architecture theory and resisting technological determination, presenting architecture through linguistic 
theories, and focusing on the uniqueness autonomy of architecture as a discipline independently from its 
tectonic expression. This position emerged out of the historical relevance of architecture organization 
independent from style, a historical analysis of architecture started, according to Anthony Vidler52 by Paul 
Frankl53. While the architecture of Eisenman's houses and their machinic diagram processes manifest an 
ambition to radically separate architecture as a language from the determinism of building construction 
technology as a medium, his work developed an interesting innovation in terms of architecture representation 
understood as media.   
 
THE ARCHITECTURE OF TECHNOLOGY: CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS AND DIGITAL 
FABRICATION 

 
52 Frankl, Paul Principles of Architecture History 
53 Vidler, Anthony  "Diagrams of Diagrams: Architectural Abstraction and Modern Representation" in Representations 72, University of California 
Press, Autumn 2000. 
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Architecture language was historically informed by systems of representation and construction systems. 
Construction systems based on materials have historically determined architecture containment through 
discrete categorical typologies. Architecture typologies are understood following Aldo Rossi's Architecture 
of the City, as the integration between a generic formal type and an organization. If architecture typologies 
have been historically categorized through formal types, organization, function, and overall efficiency, then 
we should perhaps re-think construction at this level to address Rem Koolhaas’ Venice Biennale thesis of 
2014. If this is the case, the task would be to deconstruct the conventional systems of construction and 
systems of material production in order to develop innovation in architecture. In parallel one would have to 
necessarily also address Peter Eisenman’s critique of Koolhaas's thesis. If architecture is a language 
following Manfredo Tafuri's thesis, according to Eisenman, one would have to address the "grammatology" 
(Jaques Derrida) of architecture, or the emerging linguistic problems between grammar and syntax 
associated with architecture as an autonomous discipline, therefore avoiding to simply refer to architecture 
as the result of functionalist problems of organization and typology relative to construction systems. In this 
integrated thesis, a full deconstruction of architecture would also critique the linguistic signs, syntax and 
grammar that were built up in the history of architecture as a discipline in relation to the efficiency and 
economic parameters of the sedimented types and typologies that emerged out of the cultural and 
contextual technological systems.  
 
ECOLOGY AND CITIES AS SPACE-ENVIRONMENTS IN THE ANTHROPOCENE 
The Anthropocene defines the geology and environment of the planet as informed by human action. Since the 
planet and its environment can now be understood as artificially informed by humanity, the previously 
defined paradigm of separation between humans and their ecosystem, between ecology and “nature” must 
be thought as integrated built ecosystems and environments understanding a topological continuity between 
humans, cities, energy harvesting, industrial production, and the environment. Capitalism as a dominant 
ideology needs to be addressed within this context in terms of its benefits, such as class movement, 
development and equality but also critiqued in terms of its negative output as a system towards the 
environment. This crisis is such that environmental restoration is no longer feasible since we are beyond the 
point of return to restore the damage done to our planet, therefore the solution at this point can only be 
artificial.  Additionally, it is too late for any progressive medium- and long-term solution.  Immediate action 
from the top levels down, coordinated globally and locally from the bottom up is necessary in the various 
forms of knowledge and political action from all fields. While the crisis finally is calling the world's political 
leaders’ attention due to its impact in the economic terms, it is necessary to develop a sustainable form of 
economic growth sustainable at the local level, optimizing mobility and public infrastructure, as well as 
energy and food consumption and trash recycling. We need to build up now a scientific, architectural, 
philosophical, cultural, living, architectural, urbanistic and technological-ecological holistic transformational 
revolution on the relationship between a post-human society and a post-natural environment.  
 
The ecological crisis has been initially questioning architecture from an efficiency point of view, a technological 
problem which did not influence the cultural project of the discipline. But more recently, the ecological 
discourse was able to enter architecture's cultural project through representation. Fluid dynamics and energy 
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modelling through dynamic real time simulation was able to consolidate a new aesthetic, a new envision of 
an integrated space-environment. New means of representation presented the possibility to directly 
manipulate energy, a new way to enable a discourse on ecology relative to architecture, shifting many of its 
means to address spatial boundaries, and by extension, architecture tectonic. This emergent architecture 
quality through representation was instrumented into a new discipline, which understands spatial boundaries 
as energy boundaries. Fluid dynamic simulation in administrating real time Big Data influenced a growing 
necessity to understand the decoding of environmental systems. This process which is revolutionizing 
architecture representation is also re-coding architecture's matter, shifting the discipline to artificially 
structure environmental processes. Architecture is changing its internal coding and can now be understood 
as a meta-organizational system that can activate at a structural level, latent dynamic forces in natural 
systems. Architecture has therefore shifted from structuring space to structuring environments.  
 
URBANISM OF INFORMATION 
An emerging urbanism of information is also claiming back authorship at the coding level in terms of 
how we develop cities. Cities were designed by architect in the Egypt, Greek, Roman times. In the gothic 
cities grew organically. In the Renaissance Brunelleschi developed with the Domo a centralized city 
organizing its symbolic form as well as its layout (Prof. Guido Zuliani). Since the early Baroque, Rome 
addressed its growth with several precise interventions interrelating monuments and places in an integrated 
design. With the illuminism and then the industrial revolution, city health and planning engaged with a 
different ways of scientifically addressing urban design and planning. The Modern Movement developed a 
radical manifesto for a tabula rasa, a new beginning and leaving history behind to be replaced by grids and 
systems. During the post-war there was a reaction against tabula rasa and the logic of the place took back a 
bottom up tactics to planning with the reconsideration of the idea of context (misinterpreted by many 
architects) and in relation to topo-logos or the logic of the place. Later the CIAM aimed to understand 
scientifically and architecturally the form of buildings, social organizations, living conditions, public space 
and the form of the city but their organization and objectives were critiqued strongly by post-structuralist 
thinkers, professionals and artists, who saw a standardization of life as well as the risk for top-down social 
engineering. The social housing of the 1970's had interesting agendas, but many did not work and created 
further social problems that the ones they aimed to resolve. In opposition there is no solution provided in 
contemporary housing since governments took a conservative approach by developing single or paired units 
for low income communities without addressing standardization, infrastructure, efficiency or a larger social-
cultural project.  
 
In the late 1970s the neoliberal model, pressured to compensate the failing decaying top-down dictatorial 
communism of the USSR (far from Marx project of the Commons), replaced the previous government 
balancing mechanisms of the New Deal (USA) and the social welfare of the post-war recovery for a private 
ideological pressure on the public space administrated by managerial capitalist logic measured by economic 
success and private profit to motivate urban growth at the expense of public space. This was first a 
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demonstration of the power of capitalism to win the Cold War against Communism demonstrated by the 
Berlin Wall collapse together with the Western cities-states of the USSR, but after the collapse of the USSR 
Capitalism became an ideology without criticism and open to market manipulation by monopoly, a systemic 
problem understood in the first economic crises in the USA in the early XXth Century. The morphology of 
the city today indexes real estate interests and economic equations54. Suspending any ideological bias, these 
issues can be tested and compared historically for their advantages and disadvantages. Continuous economic 
speculation and association between Stock Exchanges and Real Estate speculation through Insurance 
Companies and security holdings is verifiable in the corporate skyline and residential development pressure 
on city zoning and increasing monopolies, an economic balancing between the virtual and the real. This way 
of doing business eventually displaced architects and urbanists from public city decisions replaced by 
negotiations between politicians, contractors and real estate developers in favor of private economic growth 
with little verifiable public profit such as welfare, urban health, social equality and public space other than 
phew local oppositions. As a result, the city became a commodity systemically producing as a result 
gentrification, social displacement, inequality as well as the consumption of environments.  
 
The necessity of a bottom up way of informing public decisions giving the society and the planet as a whole 
representation and control is contrasted today with the authorial and authoritative single means of the 
centralized control of private information and flows of data by large media such as Google, Facebook, and 
Amazon which as a result are informing public space, mobility and relationships. If Google is doing 
urbanism by simply mapping and administrating flows through data gathering and information platforms, 
this architecture of information is highly architectural in a literal sense: cities are being shaped and 
transformed by how information is being gathered, processed, represented, being available for use and how 
this is thus providing an informed flow of movements. Eventually, as a zoning, the city catches up in its 
physical form with the tendencies, demands and actualizations of these platforms, opening up an 
opportunity for an urbanism of information. My research developed several projects in which we were 
able to optimize transportation flows to activate fragmented environmental conditions, delivery and 
emergent infrastructure.  
 
But one cannot simply fall again into a CIAM, a modern technological tabula rasa, the world domination by 
technologists in Silicon Valley who claim technology as an unstoppable force with consequences to sacrifice, 
or into technological determinism by implementing algorithms which could result into social engineering. 
Today's scenario is both a revolution that will change paradigms at all levels, but it is also an opportunity not 
to repeat another Renaissance or Modernism of tabula rasa, therefore the solution to these issues is not 
simple. My research in architecture and urban typologies is also supported by an equally important time 
spent at thinking algorithmic information typologies to come up with the right structure. Distributed block-
chain algorithmic technology seemed to be the solution to decentralization, born out of radical technologists 

 
54 Willis, Carol Forms Follows Finance: Skyscrapers and Skylines in New York and Chicago, PAP, New York 1995. 
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in the 1970's who envisioned the problem of centralized network control and authorial information 
processing, but it has been currently proven (2018) that they are not immune to large capital market and 
media manipulation (Bitcoin price is highly manipulated). In this sense, a displaced algorithmic structure that 
secures horizontal representation informed by disciplinary knowledge is necessary in the form of the right 
representational structure. This political and professional collaboration would help city officials to secure an 
informed professional representation in the growth and form of the city and its relationship to the 
environment (not populism).  
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INTRODUCTION II: 
TIMELINE SECTION THROUGH THE HISTORY AND THEORIES OF 
REPRESENTATION AND COMPUTATION RELEVANT TO ARCHITECTURE 

 
Historically organized section in relation to theories that revolutionized disciplines with relevance in 
architecture representation, establishing relationship between Art, Linguistics, Computation, Mathematics, 
Logic and Philosophy through a sense of computation.  

 
 

Hierarchical Structure I: Computation as a Binary Boolean Cognitive System 
The following history line is ordered temporarily but are not understood as precedence, but rather 
references that the discipline of Computation is dealing with as an implicit architecture which is embedded 
in the latest technology, thinking the evolution of computation as the evolution of architecture. Most of 
these items are discussed in the introduction as well as in the articles and discussions.  
 

Linguistics 
Sensorial approach to reality 

Relational by analogy 
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Relational thinking 
Abstract thinking 

Symbolic abstract relational thinking 
Language 

Mathematics as Language 
Computation 

Symbolic Computation 
Meta-Structure 

Computing Paradigms 
 

Computational Theory 
Cybernetics 

Abstract Machines 
Universal Computation 

Turing Machine 
Minski Machine 

Undecidability 
Godel Incompleteness Theorems 

Halting Problem 
Lamda Calculus 

Robotic Autonomous Agents  
Computational Robots  

Robotic Systems  
Robotic Materials 

Topology 
Multidimensional Systems 

Post Canonical System-Computability Theory 
Artificial Intelligence 

Quantum Computing 
 

Computational Paradigms 
Mainframe Computing 
Imperative Computing 
Centralized Computing 

Distributed-Network/Grid Computing 
ANN 

ML 
SI 

Parallel Computing 
Cloud-Internet / Internet of Things Computing 

Molecular Computing 
Bio Computing 

Quantum Computing 
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Computational Structures 
Centralized Computing 

Distributed-Network/Grid Computing 
Parallel Computing 

Quantum Computing 
 

Computational Types 
Algorithmic Computation 

Discrete Computation 
Continuous Computation 
Conditional Computation  

Stochastic Computation 
Simulation Based Computation 

 
Computational Dimensions 

Point Base-Object Oriented Computation 
Linear Computation 

Bifurcating Computation 
Bidimensional Computation 

Three-Dimensional Computation 
Multidimensional Data System 

Multidimensional Scaling computation 
Multidimensional System 

 
 

Computer Languages in Relation to Architecture 
Pascal 

Cobol (imperative, procedural, object oriented language) 
C, C+, C++, C# 

Python (interpreted, high level, structured, object oriented, functional pseudo language,) 
JavaScript 
Assembly  

 
Computational Systems in relation to Representation in Architecture: 

Algebra as Computation 
Algorithms 

Geometric Algorithms 
Human figuration-subdivision surfaces topology 

Projective Geometry-Visualization 
Symbolic Abstract Computation 

Boolean Logic 
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Dynamic Perspective 
Object dynamics 

Mathematical Communication 
Discrete Computation 

Continuous Computation 
Object Oriented Programming (design around data-objects: no function, no logic) 

OOP: Encapsulation, Abstraction, Inheritance, Polymorphism) 
Functional Programming (functions, logic, Lambda Calculus) 

Procedural Computation 
Evolutionary Computation 

Self Replication 
Simulation of Behavior 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Cellular Automation 

 Lambda Calculus 
Parametric Equations, Parametric Plot 

Site Based Computation 
Topology-Based Optimization 

Swarm Computation  
Computer Vision 

Machine Learning 
Artificial Neural Networks 

AI 
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Hierarchical Structure II: Architecture as a Cognitive-Linguistic-Visual System  
 
Architecture Autonomy: 
Plan 
Section 
Structural Grid 
Figure-Ground 
Frame-Object 
Raumplannung 
Free Plan 
Free Section 
Noli map 
Solid-Void 
Positive Space-Negative Space 
Concave space-Convex Space 
Pulsating Space (Borromini by Schultz) 
Poché Space 
Topology as Poche Space 
 
Architecture Exteriority: 
Deep Structure (systems of representation and notation) 
Layered Space (in relation to painting) 
Non-perspectival space 
Flat space 
Collage 
Montage 
Site Specificity 
Topo-logos 
Topology Surface-Space 
Fractals-Recursive Structure 
Space-environment 
Parametric Space 
Energy-based architecture 
Data based architecture 
 
Architecture in relation to Systems of Representation: 
Human Proportions-mapping 
Entasis 
Perspective 
Axonometric projections: isometric, others 
Historicism 
Design  
Style 
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Repetition 
Fragmentation 
Ground-surface inhabitable space 
Multidimensional Space-Environment 
Architecture of Information 
 
Architecture Dimensions (conventions) 
Point 
Line 
Surface 
Volume/Mass 
Three-dimensional Euclidean-Cartesian Space XYZ 
Space-Time Fabric (Einstein) 
Four Dimensional Space-Projection 
Multidimensional Space (nano-scale / macro-scale) 
Multidimensional Systems 
Multidimensional Space-Environment 
 
Interdisciplinarity:  
Cross disciplinary collaborations 
 
Multidisciplinary: 
Many disciplines project 
 
Transdisciplinarity: 
Expansion of disciplinary borders towards new disciplines 
 
Anti-disciplinarity 
Problem Oriented Approach 
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Historic Line I (right): Technological Revolutions in Computation (selection) 
Historic Section Line of Events related to Technological Revolutions in Computation that are relevant for 
Architecture Representation. 
 
Historic Line II (left): Architecture Representation Revolutions (selection) 
Historic Section Line of Events related to architecture representation that are relevant or are informed by a 
systemic approach, analog computation or digital computation. 
 
 
 

Technological Revolutions in Computation (Selection): 
Architecture Representation Revolutions (Selection): 

Arithmetic Calculations BCE -2000  
-250 BCE Euclidean Space  

Algorithms 800 
Chinese Monks Print 860 

Korean Movable Type Print 1230 
1340 Lorenzetti’s Annunciation – Perspective Parametric Space 
1400 Perspective as Parametric Space - Brunelleschi  

Guttenberg Print -Age of Reproduction-1440 
1500 Bramante St Peter’s Basilica – Positive Negative Space 

Etching 1510 
1550 Mathematical Relational Thinking – Palladio 
1560 Perspectival Scenographic Space Teatro Olimpico, Vicenza - Palladio 
1630 Borromini Pulsating Space – Positive-Negative 
 

1630 Rene Descartes - Cartesian Coordinate Space 
1680 Newton-Leibniz Infinitesimal calculation 

 
1680 Perspective Built as Space Bernini Scala Reggia 
1740 Bach Music as Mathematics 
1750 Noli Map of Rome – Survey Figure Ground- 
1760 Piranesi Campo Marzio 
1800 Durand Architecture Catalogue-Encyclopedia 
1880 Gaudi Catenary Studies – Evidence Based Design Robert Hooke Analogy 1670 

 
Telegraph 1820 

Morse Code 1830 
Telephone1840 
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Boolean Logic 1850 
Telephone Exchange 1880 

Telephone Switch 1890 
1900 Universal Grided Space – Le Corbusier-Mies 

Information Age Boolean Logic Applied to Electromechanical Circuits 1940 
Marvin Minsky Neural Nets – Cybernetics 1960 

1970 Pre-Digital Architecture Eisenman 
Tomas Maldonado Real – Virtual 1995 

Being Digital Nicholas Negroponte 1995  
1990 Digital Architecture – Impossible Worlds 
2000 Digital Fabrication – Impossible made Possible 

2010 Machine Learning - ANN  
Virtual Real – Virtual Reality as new Real through Economic Speculation 2020 
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Historic Line III (right): Histories and Theories of Computation (selection) 
Historic Section related to Revolutions in Computational theory that are relevant for Architecture 
Representation. 
 
Historic Line IV (left): Histories and Theories of Architecture (selection) 
Historic Section related to histories and theories of architecture that are relevant or are informed by issues 
of measurement, proportional systems, survey, systemic approach, analog computation or digital 
computation. 
 
 
 
 

HISTORIES AND THEORIES OF COMPUTATION > 
 
< HISTORIES AND THEORIES OF ARCHITECTURE 
  
73,000 Years Old Oldest Known Drawing 
44,000 years old Cave Painintings 
30,000 Years Ago 
13,000 to 9,000 Cueva de las manos 
6000-3000 BCE Egypt Measuring Systems 

 
2500 BCE Babylonians used arithmetic algorithms 

600 -450 BC- Pythagoras  
Pythagoras trigonometry calculation. Trigonometry is a type of geometric calculation that has been present 
throughout the history of mathematics as a scientific reference to multiple problems. (evidence now points 

out to Trigonometry 1000 years before Pythagoras in Babylonians)  
450-300 BC Plato, Aristotles, Socrates,  

+/-250 BC Euclidean Space 
Systemic PreDetermination, Universal Measurement Systems. 

Non Euclidean Space 
Greek Peloponnese, Topography Survey, Proportions, Order 
Greek Entasis 
Roman Architecture: Military Survey, Structure, Typology  
200 CE Woodblock printing  

755 Meru Prastaara  
Indian manuscripts from Pingal. Manuscript from Raghunath Library J&K; 755 AD  

868 Chinese monks per page cast of   
message (not modular, but reproducible) 

831-833 Algorism or Algorithm  
Abdullah Muhammad bin Musa al-Khwarizmi 

"The Compendious Book on Calculation by Completion and Balancing 
953-1029 Abū Bakr Muḥammad ibn al Ḥasan al-Karajī  

Pascal (as western denomination) Triangle 
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1234 Movable type Koreaa 
 

1400-1500 Inca Civilization. Machu Pichu 
1344 Lorenzetti’s  
Brunelleschi’s Single Point Perspectival Parametric-Space:  
Alberti Della Pintura and Representation in Architecture 
 

Gutenberg Print: characters to imprint message. Movable type 1440 
Printing system and typography 

partial reproduction of the font used to print the Gutenberg Bible, which ultimately totalled 292 different 
forms of alphabetic characters and ligatures. 

Originally published by Gottfried Zedler, reproduced from Füssel, Gutenberg und seine Wirkung. 
1450-80 Leonardo Da Vinci Section 
1470 Piero della Francesca De Prospectiva Pigendi Survey and Mapping Projection 
1506 Bramante St Peter 

Etching 1515 
1640 Jean Jannon type seting 

1528 DURER HUMAN PROPORTIONS PARAMETRIC MATRICES 
Dürer, Albrecht  Vier Bücher von menschlicher Proportion Nuremberg, 1528 
 
1548 1549 TINTORETTO EL LAVATORIO 
1570 PALLADIO’S CRITICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF LOGICO MATHEMATICAL 
SYSTEMS 
PALLADIO’S BARCHESSA AS A CRITIQUE OF ARCHITECTURE AS AN OBJECT 
1592 PALLADIO DISPLACEMENT OF PERSPECTIVE:  
IL REDENTORE AND TEATRO OLIMPICO 
1615 BORROMINI SPACE 
1632 BORROMINISPADA 
 
1656 Carlo Rainaldi’s Critical Synthesis 
  
1656 VELAZQUEZ LAS MENINAS DISPLACEMENT OF PERSPECTIVE  
Velazquez Las Meninas Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa analysis Diagram 
 
1663 Bernini Scala Reggia 
1686 Pozzo’s Anamorphosis Projection 
 

Cartesian Coordinate System 1637 
Rene Descartes universal reference space is an homogeneous mathematical construction reference frame 

that allows to describe spatial coordinate system with three axis, X, Y, Z.  
 

Leibniz Differential Space Infinitesimal Calculation 
A critique of the deterministic absolute measuring of space was developed by Leibniz. 
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Expansion of systems of reference, displacement of systems of reference, new systems of reference 
 

Leibniz Characteristica Universalis 
Universal language capable of developing communication between sciences, mathematics, philosophy.  

 
Robert Hooke’s Analogy 1670 

 
Robert Hooke Acoustic Telephone 1672 

Pascal: Calculating Machines 
Pascal Language Flow Diagrams, FlowChart, 2d Computational flow 

 
 1725 Basile Bouchon 

control a textile machine loom with a perforated paper tape  (punchcards) 
Musee des Arts et Metiers, Paris 

 
 Friedrich von Knaus (1724-1789) Miraculous Writing Machine 1760 

clock mechanism as automation for hand writing script 
 

1804 Jacquard loom machine 
simplifies manufacturing complex textiles 

Punch cards create a signaling mechanism to activate actions on a machine  (punchcards) 
A Jacquard loom showing information punchcards, National Museum of Scotland 

 
 

1747 J.S.Bach Canonic Variations 
1747 Noli Map of Rome: Survey as New Urbanism  
1766 Piranesi Campo Marzio Theoretical Archeology of Rome  
1800 Sir John Soane 
 
Durand Universal Cataglog for Architecture 
 

Navier Stokes Equations 1822 
Fluid Dynamics 

Electromagnetism 
 

Electromagnetism applied to telegraphy 1824 
 

 Morse Code 1837 
 1853 Pohlke’s Theorem or space as object in Axonometric Projection 
Application of axonometric projection as three dimensional object-space into Cartesian coordinate system 
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George Boole - Boolean Logic 185455 
Antonio Meucci Telephone Like 1854 

Darwin The Origin of the Species 1859 
Nietsche The Wold As Representation 

William Thomson – Lord Kelvin Tide Prediction Machine 1872/76 
 Tivadar Puskas Telephone Switchboard Exchange 1876 

 TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD 1880 
New York telephone exchange in the 1880s, with both men and women as operators 

Bell telephone magazine (1922) 

 
 Santiago Ramon y Cajal Neuroscience 1888 

 STROWGER SWITCH ELECTROMECHANICAL STEPPING SWITCH TELEPHONE 
EXCHANGE SYSTEM 1891 

Begson’s Creative Evolutionary Form 1902 
Time, Duration in relation to the creative evolutionary process.  

D’Arcy Thomson Evolutive Diagram Matrices 
 
1882 Gaudi’s Material Computation 
1905 Man with a Movie Camera 

1902 Theory of Signs, Charles Sanders Pierce 
1916 Ferdinand De Saussure Course in General Linguistics 

Arbitrary relationship between Signifier and Signified. []SIGN= Signifier (sound-image) / Signified 
(concept)] 

1900-1916 Course in General Linguistics  
Semiology, Ferdinand de Saussure (Semiotics) 

Linguistics 
1916 (posthumous) 

Bell Telephone Patent 1876 
Bell Telephone Call Across Atlantic 1915 

1908-1924 Flow Chart. Flow Diagram. 
Frank and Lilian Gilbreth.  

Identify error in a process. Process Chart.  
 

1914 5 Points of Architecture. Domino System. LC Free Plan 
1920 Noam Gabo Russian Constructivist Realistic Manifesto 
1928 The Narkomfin Building (Dom Narkomfin) in Moscow designed by Moisei Ginzburg and Ignatii 
Milinis 1928.  
1929 Adolf Loos Architecture Logico-Representation 
1930 Mies Van Der Rohe the Architecture of Technological Determinism 
1919-1933 Bauhaus Axonometric Representation of Space as Object 

 
55 Boole, George (2012) [Originally published by Watts & Co., London, in 1952]. Rhees, Rush (ed.). Studies in Logic and Probability (Reprint 
ed.). Mineola, New York: Dover Publications. p. 273. ISBN 978-0-486-48826-4. Retrieved 27 October 2015. 
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1925 Dot matrix printing 

1930 Turing machine, The Architecture of Computing Signals 
1928 Klein Existenzminimum 
1928 Alexander Klein Plan-efficiency comparison 
 

Lambda calculus Computational Grammar 1930 
Godel’s Undecidability 1931 
1936 Alan Turin a-Machine 

Automatic Machine 
Claude Shannon MIT Thesis 1937 

Digital Circuit Electrical applications of Boolean algebra 
Boolean Algebra=Telephone switching circuits 

 
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION AGE 

Digital Circuit Claude Shannon  
Electrical applications of Boolean algebra could construct any logical numerical relationship 

Boolean Algebra=Telephone switching circuits : either on or not 
BIT Unit of Information – information theory 1945  

Shannon also was a cryptographer 
Minimum unit of information. 2 possible values 1 or 0 based on Boolean Logic (GB 1854) 

Parallel Transmission 
1942 ENIAC  

First electronic programmable computer 
physicist John Mauchly ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer), 1943 -1945 the first 

large-scale computer to run at electronic speed without being slowed by any mechanical parts. 
Computational Fluid Dynamics ENIAC  

1919-1945 Piet Mondrian’s From Abstraction to Autonomy to a New Order 
1927-29 Erwin Panofsky Methodologies of Art History: Symbolic Form 
 

1945 Von Neumann Architecture Software Hardware 
CPU, abstract machine program. Recursive logic, bolean logic. Flow diagram.  

1946 ENIAC Computational Machine  
Coding symbolic representation, flow diagrams, machine binary signal input and output. 

Cryptography, Cryptology, Encoding. Quantum Particles and Computation. 
Alan Turing Artificial Intelligence Mention 1947 

“What we want is a machine that can learn from experience” 
1949 CNC (Computer Numeric Control) James Parsons  

Turing Test 1950 
Von Neumann Celular Automata Universal Constructor 1948 

1944 Hilverseimer Anti-Bomb City 
1948 Le Corbusier’s Modulor and its Abstract Machine Space  
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                Cryptography: Cryptology: 
Methods for procedural logic to secure information 

Data communication visible: 
Encryption 

Claude Shannon Mathematical Theory of Communication 1948 
"Symbolic Analysis of Relay and Switching Circuits". 

Shannon Math Theory of Communication 
1948 Shannon Mathematical Theory of Communication 

1949 Von Neumann Artificial Intelligence Singularity 
Singularity evolution technology beyond human.  

 
Chomsky Hierarchy 

Grammar theory and formal grammar. 
1949 Shannon Limit Chess complexity 10^120 

1950 Shannon electromechanical mouse  
CYBERNETICS 

Theseus Autonomous responsive electromechanical system. Algorithm robotics AI 
1950 Marvin Minsky Princeton University Can Machines think? 

Marvin Minsky SNARC (Stochastic neural analog reinforcement calculator) 1951 
 

CYBERNETICS  
SAGE Computer System (MIT – Military) 1950 – Operational 1961 

Roland Barthes Writing degree zero 1953 
Marvin Minsky 1954 

1952 Photography as a medium  
PUTNIK FIRST SATELLITE 1957 

1947-1967 John Hejduk the Architecture of Representation 
1950 Splines  
 

1960 Illya Prigoyine Thermodynamics Irreversibility 
Theory of fluid dynamics, Chaos and Emergence and non reversible expansive systems 

 
Sensorama 1962 

The Sensorama, from U.S. Patent #3050870 is identified as the first inmersive interactive Virtual Reality precursor.  

Marvin Minsky Head Mounted Graphical Display 1963 
 

1963 Ivan Sutherland SKETCHPAD 
“The medium is the message" Marshall McLuhan 1964 

“Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man” 
Communication Theory 

Machine Language, Assembly Language, High Level Programming Language 
Assembler Language 1949 

Typical secondary output from an assembler Motorola MC6800  
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Paradigm Imperative, unstructured 
 1967 Logo Programming Language 

1967 Archizoom Non Stop Scripted City 
Coding a system though a specific media to produce urbanism. The city as a text, the coding, the 
cryptography as a means to script the narrative of a medium-city landscape.  

1967 Derrida’s Deconstruction: 
Displacement through Grammatology 

 
1967-1977 Peter Eisenman’s Pre-Digital Machinic Architecture 
 

1970 Pascal Language Niklaus Wirth 
 

Simpson Paradox 1973  
Data (flip results)problem is 

       noise  
       context  

       data gathering 
Niklaus Wirth’ Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs, 1976 

John Archibald Wheeler It From BIT 1960-1970 
BlockChain 1970  

L Systems 1968 
Arstid Lindenmayer  

 John Conway Game of Life 1970 
Bell Labs 1970s 

Guido van Rossum Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica (CWI) Python 1980s 
ABC Programming based 

 
Virtual, Real, Actualizations 
The philosophy of the virtual 
Photoshop’s Pixel Sign 

Minsky, Marvin A Framework for Representing Knowledge, 1974 
1977 Pixar 
Pont by point 3d mapping and geometric automated projection 
Ed Catmull’s feature in FutureWorld Film 1976 
 
1977 Lucas Film,  
The evolution of computer graphics took a radical transformation by first Lucas Film, then Walt Disney and 
finally Pixar.  
1979 Rosalind Krauss Expanded Field  
The Expanded Field, diagram by Rosalind Krauss. Reprinted from Krauss, R. (1979). Sculpture in the 
Expanded Field. October, 8, p. 37 
1980 The universal standard: proportions of the human body Source: Neufert (1980). 
1981 Peter Eisenman House X Axonometric Model 
1981 Peter Eisenman Eleven Odd  
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1981 Silicon Graphics 
1980 
Kodama Patent 3d Printing 
1981 
SLA Stereolithography photosensitive resin polymerized by UV light 
1983 Logo “Turtle” 
The Valiant Turtle was sold from 1983 
Stephen Wolfram 1983 
CA Rule 30 CRYPTOGRAPHY  
Rule 30 has been used as a possible cipher in cryptography 
1984 3d Printer (Charles Hull) 

 1984 Disney Tron Virtual Environment 
 

1985 Nicholas Negroponte MIT Media Lab 
1988 SLA1 3d commercial printing  

 
DIGITAL FABRICATION 

Computation informed by Architecture. 
From Digital to Actualizations: Unfold Command 

 
 Terminator Liquid Man, James Cameron, Warren jr. Effects Supervisor 1991  

1995 Pixar Hyper realistic Animation 
1991-1994 Cementerio de Igualada, Spain. Miralles Pinos 
 

Nicholas Negroponte’s (MIT) seminal influential book Being Digital 1995 
Tomas Maldonado Lo Real y Lo Virtual 1995 

1995 FOA’s Yokohama International Port Terminal 
 

First Human to be defeated by a Computer - Garry Kasparov Chess DEEP BLUE 1997 
Alias|Wavefront Maya: The Architecture of Topological Fluid Form 1998 

The main innovation of Alias Wavefront was to think geometry all together differently through concepts of 
topology. 

Google’s (Alphabet) Architecture and Urbanism of Information Organization 1998 
The Architecture and Urbanism of Systems 

 
1998 Bernard Cache Objectile 
1998-2002 Biodigital Architecture Alberto T. Estévez 
1997-1999 Greg Lynn topological variations  
1999 Eisenman Virtual House 
 

Voxel Modeling 2000-2010 
The Matrix Film, Watchovsky Brothers 1999 

2000s Fused Deposition Printing 
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 Couzin’s SWARM56 Behavior 2003 
2004 Jacques Ranciere The Politics of Aesthetics 

 
1998-2004 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Site Survey through satellite imagery, bathymetry and other layered information.  
2001 Office dA’s The Architecture of Digital Fabrication 
2002-2010 RSie(n) Francois Roche Water Flux CNC  
2004 Patrik Schmarcher Parametricism Linear Indexed Information 
2004 Robert McNeel, Daniel Picker  
The Architecture of Interfaces through Visual Algorithms  
 
Simulation: Structural 
Optimization 
Robotic Fabrication 
Automated Fabrication 
Interactive robotic responsive systems 
The body, the Cyborg and Post-Humanism 
Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality 
Processing 
2004 Facebook, Instagram, Whattsapp, Media as a Project  
 

2006-07 introduced CUDA (Computer Unified Device Architecture)  
for their graphic cards 

 
1999; 2008; 2012 The Recurring Resistance to Computation 
Post-Digital Architecture as Resistance to Linear Reversible Deterministic Computation 
ARCHEOLOGY OF THE DIGITAL GREGG LYNN 

2010 Big Data outweighs Algorithms Theory 
Theory/Data balance change 

precision decision 
2010 BIG DATA SURVEY 3D SCANNING 
History transformation. Point cloud 3d laser scanning  
Semantic Segmentation 3d Point Cloud 
2010-2015 Robotic Autonomous Machinic Simulation  

First Computer IBM WATSON to defeat human players 2011 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ADVANCEMENT 2010 

2010 Machine Learning: the Meta Architecture of Algorithms 
Algorithms of Algorithms 

Self editing/optimizing algorithms 
Neural Netwoeks 

DARK INFORMATION INTOXICATION AGE  
 

56  Couzin ID, Krause J. Self-organization and collective behavior in vertebrates. Advances in the Study of Behavior 32, 2003. pp. 1–75. 
doi:10.1016/S0065-3454(03)01001-5. 
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1980-2010 Cybernetics 
Resemblance neural activity 

Meta Algorithms:  
2014 GAN 

Generative Adversarial Nets 
NVIDIA GAN  

Neural Networks 
  Machine Learning  

GAN Adversarial NN 
ANN 

Artificial Neural Networks 
2010-2013 FORM FOLLOWS INFORMATION  
Complexity Process vs Validation 
CONVOLUTED APPROXIMATED FORM 
GOOGLE DREAM 

Style Transfer 

Convolutional Neural Networks 
Google AlphaGo 2016  

Blue Brain Project 2017 
ML AI 2015-2020 
3D SCANNING AI ML  

Natural Language Processing NLP 
Space-Environment 
Higher dimensional surface-space 
Non-Cartesian Measuring Reference System 
From Planetary Architecture Computation to Universal Architecture Computation 
Multidimensional Space 
4d Plot Space Warped Matrix 
Quantum Physics, Space and reference 
Quantum Computation 
Entanglement 
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II. HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 
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HYPOTHESIS: RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

 Research Question 1: 
What is architecture and urbanism in the current information age?  

 Research Question 2: 
If in the Renaissance Architects lead spatial representation by developing systems of 
representation, why is it that contemporary, modern or structuralist architects do not 
establish nor expand the representational systems they work with? 

 Research Question 3: 
If in the Baroque architects displaced universal conventions in representation established in 
the Renaissance, why is it that today post-structuralist architects do not displace the systems 
established by the Renaissance or the Modern Movement? 

 Research Question 4: 
If post-structuralism critique Language as the ultimate barrier to surpass in Literature, why is 
it that post-structuralist architects do not critique the linguistic digital signifiers given by 
computer representation? 

 Research Question 5: 
Who is the author of the architectures and urbanisms that are developed today with 
computer aided design?  

 Research Question 6: 
What are the possibilities for architecture and urbanism to conceive and develop disruptive 
technologies that could address an expanded authorship?  

 Research Question 7: 
Can we displace systems of spatial representation to expand dimensions and address 
authorship in an architecture of information?  

 Research Question 8: 
Can the most stable systems of reference, Cartesian Reference-Space be displaced, expanded 
or critiqued beyond X,Y,Z three dimensional coordinate system of measurement and 
reference? 

 Research Question 9: 
Are there disadvantages in technologists substituting cultural disciplines such as architecture 
and urbanism from the outside through computational systems and interfaces?  

 Research Question 10: 
What are the conventional notions that software designers and technologists project when 
replacing a discipline with its histories and theories with a disruptive technological 
innovation? 

 Research Question 11: 
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What are the shortcomings on architects and urbanists developing computer science and 
data science innovating from a cultural position? 

 Research Question 12: 
Can or should architects develop their own computational languages in correlation with the 
languages that emerged through the histories and theories of the discipline? 

 Research Question 13: 
Can we displace the set of digital signifiers that infer signification through computational 
languages and electronic signal processing based on Boolean logic? 
Research Question 14: 
Is it possible to displace or avoid media determinism? 

 Research Question 15: 
What are the means to address the current Digital Feudalism and securing democratic 
representation in Data Gathering, Processing, Validations and Representation? Can and 
should architects and urbanist develop their own data gathering mechanisms and validation 
systems? 
Research Question 16: 
What are the foreseeable issues in Quantum Computing in relation to overcoming Boolean 
Logic? 

 
 
THESIS HYPOTHESES: 
 

Following media determinism, systems of representation predetermine authorship in 
architecture and digital signifiers infer signification. This thesis aims at expanding 
authorship in an architecture of information through the displacement and expansion of 
computational based systems of representation and digital signifiers.  

 
This thesis expands the historical critical oppositional work of Renaissance (1344-1480) and the Baroque 
(1550-1680) declared by Wölfflin through artists, mathematicians, engineers, and architects that developed, 
displaced and work on innovation on systems of representation. The thesis hypothesis is that it is possible to 
expand dimensions in architecture by working out means to displace and expand computational, robotic, and 
material systems thinking them as systems of representation. The understanding of media determinism is not 
limited to systems of representation through semiotics, but the thesis hypothesis is that one may also displace and 
expand digital signifiers from linguistic theory, since computational systems activate through mathematics electronic 
communication issues at a signal level. The thesis hypothesis is that it is possible to develop an architecture of 
information through mediating electronic signal processing and architecture, understanding technology as language.  
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Hypothesis RQ1 
The thesis hypothesis is that since there is no information without a form of representation (media) or 
through an actualized form of materialization (medium), the constitution of these environments becomes an 
issue in itself: an Architecture of Information would become active if one is able to inform reality real time 
acknowledging the cultural bias in the representation process, activating a form of architecture.   
 
Hypothesis RQ2 
This thesis traces references from the historical critical work of Renaissance (1344-1480). In order to think 
of the future of architecture and urbanism, we need to innovate at the level of the virtual and physical 
computational systems as systems of representation as it did happen in the Renaissance, which are 
in themselves the parameters that enable us to survey, read, map, understand, represent, project and 
construct reality through buildings and cities as artificial environments in relation to natural environments. 
 
Hypothesis RQ3 
This thesis hypothesis is that one can trace the historical critical oppositional work of Renaissance (1344-
1480) and the Baroque (1550-1680) declared by Wölfflin and apply through design research means to 
displace systems of representation in contemporary architecture. 
 
Hypothesis RQ4 
Roland Barthes established the death of the author by identifying language as the ultimate barrier for writing 
in Literature. The hypothesis is that one would have to displace the language one is using in programming 
through coding when designing through computation, including its analysis, displacement and eventually a 
new form of language all together in computation to be able to identify the cultural sedimented bias and 
work through the medium a specific type of message that escapes linguistic determination.  
 
Hypothesis RQ5 
The thesis hypothesis is that usually architecture designers, architects and urbanists relegate design 
authorship to the software developers and software designers who establish the general deterministic 
ideology of the software interface, from how space is represented to the digital signifiers or digital means to 
represent geometry, physics and space in software. 
 
Hypothesis RQ6 
The thesis hypothesis is that architects can play a more active role in the design of software, algorithms and 
in general the media through which they develop architecture, by expanding systems of representation and 
digital signifiers. 
 
Hypothesis RQ7 
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The hypothesis is that a multidimensional architecture is possible by problematizing dimensions in 
architecture and how they are defined, from small scale to large urban and global scale; from the definition 
of common dimensions such as a point, a line, a surface plane, a volume or a hyperdimensional space-
environments.  
 
Hypothesis RQ8 
Usually, architects take reference measurement universal systems as a given conventional accepted 
parameter that belongs to a deep structure that seems to be impossible to problematize. The thesis 
hypothesis is that architects can challenge the background universal systems that anticipate architecture, for 
instance the Cartesian deterministic three-dimensional system of representation that references space, 
bypassing or at least expanding its origination reference system.  
 
Hypothesis RQ9 
Technological progress through disruptive innovation tends to replace ahistorical processes in any 
disciplinary sedimented knowledge, usually from the outside of any disciplinary boundary. The thesis 
hypothesis is that one can critically engage in technological disruptive innovation by identifying a cultural 
problem within the discipline and innovate by integrating a cultural question through technological 
innovation. The thesis hypothesis is that if this does not happen, the disruptive technological innovation 
would project conventional cultural values to what is being replaced, advancing technologically but receding 
culturally.  
 
Hypothesis RQ10 
The thesis hypothesis is that software designers project cultural notions when innovating technologically 
from the outside of a disciplinary boundary without acknowledging the cultural revolutions that the 
discipline went through. The thesis hypothesis is that software designers and developers project cultural 
conventions of space making embedded in the software that continue to be active in apparently radical 
architecture.  
 
Hypothesis RQ11 
The thesis hypothesis is that Computer Science and Data Science in Artificial Intelligence are today meta-
cognitive systems across disciplines and that each discipline today must engage with computational thinking 
in order to be able to innovate within the discipline and aiming at activating or expanding its own discipline 
through transdisciplinary knowledge-field. The thesis hypothesis is that one can integrate cultural 
revolutions and technological disruption. The thesis hypothesis builds up from the notion that in 
contemporary society one would be illiterate if is not able to express themselves through computational 
languages.  
 
Hypothesis RQ12 
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The thesis hypothesis is that architects within the architecture of information can only do architecture if 
they are able to develop architecture through equally developing the architecture of computation, therefore 
correlating computational languages and architecture language. 
 
Hypothesis RQ13 
The thesis hypothesis is that architects must be able to displace the digital signifiers that determine the 
architecture signifier in order to innovate in architecture. A new sign in architecture must be paired with a 
new sign within the system that expresses it, acknowledging the relationship and dependency between 
systems of representation, signifiers and content. This is determined by algorithms based on binary signal 
processing reduced through ruling out ambiguity through Boolean Logic.  
 
Hypothesis RQ14 
The thesis hypothesis is that one can address and critique media determination through postructuralism by 
developing non deterministic software automatically through non-supervised Machine Learning. 
 
Hypothesis RQ 15 
The thesis hypothesis is that architects and urbanist can address bottom up strategies through tactics by 
addressing Data Gathering, Data ownership and Data Validation through BlockChain technology. The 
hypothesis is that architects and urbanist should be able to gather, survey and develop their own data, 
including their own data sets, and their own mechanisms for data survey and representation to address data 
authorship as an act of design. The hypothesis is that if architects do not develop and collect their own data 
their design will be crossed by other means of addressing reality in conflict with the design agendas that they 
may want to activate. 
 
Hypothesis RQ16 
The thesis hypothesis identifies Binary Boolean Logic as a meta level to overcome through Quantum 
Computing. The thesis hypothesis is that a new architectural meta level will become active in which 
architecture and urban issues will be redefined and reframed by Quantum Physics and Computing.  
 
Today, architecture is expanding its disciplinary boundaries and knowledge in relation to three main 
environments which are now computational-based: The Natural Environment, The Built Environment 
and The Virtual Environment. Within the ecological crisis, architecture is expanding its disciplinary 
definition to the design of environments, addressing the necessity to rethink architecture space in relation to 
and in continuity with the Natural Environment. Within the Built Environment, architecture is expanding 
how a building is understood, all the way from the development of new materials at a molecular level, to the 
artificial ecologies that emerge within buildings, to how boundaries between our bodies and building 
envelopes are understood as a continuum, to new means of digital robotic fabrication in the pursuit of more 
creative, efficient, effective, and ecological methods of architecture design and construction. Within the 
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Virtual Environment, architecture is rethinking how we experience space through augmenting reality. The 
relevance of these three environments are being measured, tested and expanded through computation, 
from how we model natural processes, to how we understand matter and construction systems, to how we 
develop virtual simulations and environments.  
 
Architecture must address reality at this level - innovating at the level of the systems of representation, such 
as: perspective, axonometric, simulation, computational fluid dynamics and multidimensional spatial 
representation, including software development; and the systems that enable the construction of a building-
environment, such as: nano materials, biological materials, 3d printing, 4d printing (time based) and robots. 
 
EXPANDING DIMENSIONS IN AN ARCHITECTURE OF INFORMATION THROUGH 
DIGITAL SIGNIFIERS AND SYSTEMS OF REPRESENTATION: FROM BIG DATA 
SURVEY, ROBOTICS AND MATERIALS, TO SIMULATION, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
AND QUANTUM COMPUTATION 
The thesis aims to redefine architecture history to provide a more consistent present and future architecture 
of information. Eventually how certain displacements of conventions as revolutions completely redefined 
new systems of reference for architecture and urbanism. The thesis aims at providing a new layer of survey 
of the relationship between how deterministic systems of representation as parameters influence the 
development of spatial order in architecture. The series of chapters discuss how systems of measurement 
and representation were also critiqued and displaced. Therefore, the thesis traces the several relevant 
revolutionary attempts in history to create, address and also displace the parameters and systems of 
representation and the revolutions that create new canons as new ordering parameters, from survey systems, 
to robotics to materials through artificial intelligence. The thesis also attempts to discuss by anticipating 
some minor issues in architecture about quantum computing. The thesis is both a statement manifesto 
grounded in the history and theories of architecture through the critical art history method of deep structure 
developed by Erwin Panofsky, placed this time in relation to computation in architecture.  
 
The thesis aims to set up a critical discourse of computation in architecture, as opposed to the current 
operative determinism is currently being implemented in which new technologies mark the phase of 
architecture advancement. The thesis aims at proposing a new critical relationship between computation and 
architecture by identifying the architects, artists, mathematicians, philosophers that were able to invert the 
equation and therefore revolutionize their disciplines through the development of new technologies, and 
new systems of representation of reality, therefore creating new lenses to understand reality.  
 
The thesis will present arguments critiquing mainly three current issues in contemporary understanding of 
architecture and computation. First, the thesis will address Mario Carpo’s critical distance from a historian 
of technology, but also critique this distance from an experimental practitioner point of view, understanding 
the insights of new technologies as well as their potential to be part of a creative agency. Second, the thesis 
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will, on the other hand, also address the operative criticism of Patrik Schumacher understanding his 
approach through a technological determinism, and therefore a repetition of the errors of the past in the 
architecture of the Modern Movement specially in regards to indexing technology in a linear functionalism 
that is easily reversible. Schumacher understands that new technologies are directly used in architecture to 
advance it technologically, but does not address the cultural impact they have and understands the architect 
as an implemetator and organizator of various technologies, dismissing the revolutionary positions of 
architects in the past such as Brunelleschi, Le Corbusier or Mies Van Der Rohe in relation to developing 
technologies as proto-architecture. Third, the thesis will also aim at defining a new disciplinary architecture 
autonomy in relation to computation and information systems, critiquing Pier Vittorio Aureli’s Absolute 
Architecture fixed in the paradigms of architecture discussion of 1970’s but agreeing on identifying the 
autonomy of architecture as a form of resistance to the external logic of Capitalism such as real estate 
pressure and other forms of validation against culture, but building up on Venturi’s Complexity and 
Contradiction in architecture operative historical criticism to present a practice manifesto as well as 
Eisenman’s Formal Basis of Modern Architecture thesis. Fourth, while the post-digital understands 
computation as a derministic problem using computer representation with old techniques such as collage 
aiming at claiming back architecture cultural relevance taken from software developers, the approach of the 
thesis is a cultural based critical creative approach to new technologies as potential creative agents to 
transform the discipline, understanding computational emergent technologies in architecture representation 
as proto-architectural, engaging with the development of new technologies instead of simply ignoring them. 
The thesis aims at completely redefining architecture theory from an informational new plateau, a territorial 
emergent condition that is transforming other disciplines more than architecture itself, as other disciplines 
are directly producing architecture without architects, such as Google with mapping urban flows, as well as 
other emergent technological companies. 
 
Computation has established new representational paradigms that can be compared to the revolution of 
perspective in the Renaissance. In this sense, the thesis will understand that architecture language and style 
are being currently defined by software developers rather than architects, and that architects necessarily 
must enter the emergent new technological paradigms by developing new technologies from an architecture 
position. Architects have been having a limited authorship in the current digital revolution that is 
transforming systems of representation that they work with every day. This is because, while architects have 
been using and incorporating digital tools, they have a little understanding of the several processes of 
information representation in computation relative to architecture.  
 
Framed historically through Hegelian dialectics, the theories in the thesis are presented to surpass negative 
opposition, departing from latent problems of spatial projection in the development of linear perspective in 
the Renaissance to the complexity of multidimensional representation in the Baroque. The tension between 
the Renaissance and the Baroque is taken through multiple histories of architects who were involved in the 
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advancement of mathematical, mechanic, machinic and computational systems of spatial projection and 
representation.  
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OBJECTIVES 
New paradigms of representation are in fact a unique opportunity that requires short, medium, and long-
term vision, engaging through contemporary debates in information systems that challenge the histories 
and theories of our discipline. At the same time, these information systems must also be challenged to avoid 
a linear and simplistic technological determinism to culture. Finding the current relevant relationship 
between technology and culture seems to be the issue. Consequently, research in architecture with focus in 
expanding relationships between "drawing" and "building" artificial and natural environments through 
computation in building construction systems holds enormous potential to inform Architecture, thereby 
redefining the potential by: 
 

 Objective 1 
Apply Computer Science in Architecture; 

 Objective 2 
Apply Data Science in Architecture; 

 Objective 3 
Communicate the discipline of architecture beyond itself, but also making architecture relevant to 
other disciplines; 

 Objective 4 
Expanding trans-disciplinary discourses based on history and theory. This expansion should explore 
new theories of aesthetics and representation, displacing conventional representation authorial 
algorithms, virtual reality, augmented reality, and understanding new paradigms within the new 
epistemologies that emerge from new technologies. Therefore, developing a Digital Humanities;  
 

 Objective 5 
Address systems of representation from history/theories of representation in architecture 
and art in the Renaissance and the Baroque limited to specific works of art and architecture 
as a section through history (Tafuri’s Methodology):  
 ART: Lorenzetti, Tintoretto, Velazquez, Pozzo, Gabo, Mondrian;  
 ARCHITECTURE: Brunelleschi, Palladio, Borromini, Rainaldi; Loos, Le Corbusier, Mies, 
 Hedjuk and Eisenman; 

 

 Objective 6 
Discuss issues of representation in relation to architecture, exploring their influence in spatial 
organization; 

 Objective 7 
Displace a system of representation that has an impact in spatial organization; 
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 Objective 8 
Innovating in architecture by contributing to the development of new emergent technologies; 

 Objective9 
Expand disciplinary knowledge and co-relationships between new emergent technologies and 
cultural innovation; 
 

 Objective 10 
Expand Architecture Dimensions through displacing and innovating in building construction 
technologies, digital fabrication, machinic and robotic construction systems and materials; 

 Objective 11 
Expand notions of space, dimensionality, geometric and material dimensionality, geometry, 
simulation, form, organization that are able to transform architecture typologies and that are relevant 
to other disciplines; 

 Objective 12 
Innovating in unique ways through computation, systems of representation, Big Data, data 
processing, digital fabrication and robotics by students who are encouraged to develop 
“personalized” architecture at the level of the parameters they use to design; 

 Objective 13 
Defining a new type of informed applied research including interfaces, automated processes and the 
development of information systems, such as machines to “draw” (virtual and physical machines, 
software) and machines to “build” (3d, 4d printing, and robots);  

 Objective 14 
Engaging in multiple levels with the environmental crisis, expanding the dimensions and the 
definition of architecture as space-environment through reading, mapping, survey, analysis 
implementing Simulation, Big Data Gathering and Processing and computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD);  

 Objective 15 
Develop conceptual and technical means to address Big Data gathering, processing and retrieval real 
time; 

 Objective 16 
Read, analyze and expand notions of Artificial Intelligence through supervised and non supervised 
Machine Learning, Artificial Neural Networks in architecture and urbanism, activating different 
means to gather and process information through parallel processing, including Adversarial Neural 
Networks; 

 Objective 17 
Develop automated emergent software as a strategy to critique software media determinism through 
AI; 
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 Objective 18 
Innovating in terms of how we understand, map and model our cities, an emerging urbanism of 
information; 

 Objective 19 
Expand Computer Science and Data Science from a cultural architecture and urbanism point of 
view, being relevant to other disciplines; 

 Objective 20 
Inform Reality real time by mediating information flows through applications, interfaces and other 
means to gather information, process it and retrieve it activating and defining an architecture of 
information; 

 Objective 21 
Expand design authorship to information systems, representational medias, materials, automated 
machines and fabrication technologies that define architecture, elevating design to the design of 
parameters, defining an Architecture and Urbanism of information; 

 Objective 22 
Expand Digital Signifiers as a necessary process to corelate computational language, signal 
electronic processing, computation and an architecture of information. 
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III. METHODOLOGY I 
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DOCTORATE THESIS APPROACH 
There are two types of Doctorate Thesis Methodologies based on a Scientific Method: Quantitative and 
Qualitative Methodologies, often identified with science and technology on the side of quantitative 
methodologies and Humanities on the side of qualitative methodology. This thesis methodology will be 
based on a mixed methodology with different levels of quantitative visual measurement and validation 
methods dependent on project-based learning in architecture studio’s format (academic and professional) 
that is communicable universal but that is also instrumental to the discipline as well as meaningful and 
expansional for others.  
 
We will define the Scientific Method based on the Oxford definition and spanning from Aristotles to Pierce 
based on Observation, Research, Hypothesis, Testing-Experimentation, Analysis (Data) and Reporting 
Conclusions, not necessarily order the same way in relation to the problems presented but that are 
reproducible. In addition we will follow Wallace Wheel of theory, deduction, hypothesis, operability, 
observation, interpretation, empiric generalization and contrast with hypothesis, and induction.  
 
The scientific method aims at discerning knowledge, and this thesis also problematizes culturally based from 
technologically based functional in action knowledge proven by mechanisms of actions (robotic machines: 
abstract to physical machines and materials as machinic programmable matter) from culturally based 
knowledge. For this purpose issues of epistemology as the science of knowledge are risen through the thesis, 
from cultural acceptance, to canons as revolutions or conventions, to social agreement and psychology 
based on public platforms and access to information validation.  
 
The scientific method will be contrasted with qualitative cultural biases, often involved in objective scientific 
methods that may involve histories, theories, ethnicity, race and other types of biases addressing cultural 
criticism to a certain degree related mainly to Artificial Intelligence and to be expanded to include non-
western history/theory of representation not included in this thesis.  
 
This thesis will also be organized in scale, from small to large scale, and historically, and be generally 
organized by project based learning (PBL).   
 
1-CUANTITATIVE Doctorate Thesis 
A quantitative data driven scientific research based on measurable comparative and analytic data following 
the scientific method described. Evidence based scientific doctorate thesis identifying a single technology 
and a single problem in depth.  
 
In architecture we implemented quantitative methodologies at multiple levels, from directly developing 
architecture through quantitative mathematics through equations and parametric plots, to measurable navier 
stokes equations implementing fluid dynamic simulation, to swarm simulation to different types of Artificial 
Intelligence and emergent evolutionary systems such as Cellular Automation. In general, when this thesis 
addresses quantitative methodologies, it does so comparatively in relation to a reference system, thereby 
developing a frame of reference of value to the discipline as well as to others, that in the context of this 
thesis is considered a convention to acknowledge and aimed to be surpassed or overcome as a benchmark. 
In certain cases, the measurement reference system is the Cartesian Coordinate space itself as in House IIb.  
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In general, quantitative analysis are used to implement data through diverse mechanism, through survey and 
data acquisition, data gathering and data retrieval and processing. It also uses government data sets but 
emphasizes the survey and development of data sets by measuring reality and surveying reality through our 
own methods and mechanisms as well as technologies to address a higher level of authorship. The 
measurement value in numeric terms makes only sense in measurable energy consumption or insulation 
values in architecture envelope for instance, whilst in others it only makes sense at a visual reference level 
for validation. Since architecture is a visual arts humanities discipline that is also based on engineering 
through construction technologies, this thesis uses as numeric value system graphic evaluations systems that 
can measure the validity of the argument by application and dependent on the case study-project based 
learning case.  
 
The thesis develops drawings that present their measurement and validation system integrated. When a case 
such as an urban territory, the City of New York is a case study, the Island of Manhattan as an object-
reference system is included, and the validation of the measurement system is done formally and visually. 
For instance, when addressing climate in New York City, an environmental skyline is developed addressing 
heat island effect in terms of cold and warm relative to temperature measurement, but the information that 
is more relevant in this study is the heat island effect skyline working on top of existing buildings. This 
quantitative analysis makes sense in visual form and not numerically only.  
 
Within the quantitative method, the thesis follows a diverse of approaches, from inductive to deductive 
through always developing a degree of analytical process. 
 
The positivistic stable non correlational approach to technology by measurement and validation is also 
discussed and critiqued through technological and media determinism. These are placed in relation to 
political-economical reference systems. This thesis aims at addressing a correlational complex emergent 
dynamic reality as well as to engage in a cultural deconstruction to avoid biases in positivism.  
 
 
2-QUALITATIVE Doctorate Thesis 
Scientific method applied to Humanities to obtain knowledge based on observations, formulating general 
ruling laws, and developing theories and to probe that these theories as hypothesis actually are measurable 
through experimentation but that is objective, practical, theoretical as it infer universal laws and that is based 
on precision and is consistent through a technical language and expanding this technical language by 
problematizing conventions. This method aims to a certain universality and that is predictive of the near 
future to come as well as larger historical projective anticipations. History, Theory, cultural Criticism based 
Doctorate Thesis identifying from within Humanities a specific historical relevant precedence and aiming at 
addressing it in relation to contemporary lenses. Cultural knowledge is usually identified with a property of 
quality in social sciences and humanities that may be objective, demonstrable but open to cultural criticism 
and ideological constructs that are often the target to disclose and critique through a scientific method. 
Architecture and urbanism are visual based disciplines in arts and humanities with technical knowledge. 
Archi-tecture from techne or the definition by Britannica (with the problems of generic universal 
knowledge) as the art and technique of designing and building.  
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Within the qualitative method, the thesis follows both an analytic-synthetic method based on historic-
comparative analysis (Renaissance and Baroque, Modern Movement and Post-Structuralism). 
 
3-MIXED METHODOLOGY: Correlations of Emerging Technologies and Scientific Paradigms 
in relation to History, Theory and Cultural Criticism through Design Research57 Methodology 
Instead of developing a quantitative technical based concise focused Doctorate Thesis researching a single 
technology and its application, or a history/theory based thesis based on the work of precedent, this 
doctorate thesis is critical of compartmentalized knowledge silos58 and that perhaps present the current 
boundary in the relevance of previously understood linearly organized bifurcating and increasingly detailed 
research opening up new problems and its functionality in innovation, and instead understanding co-
relationships between multiple technologies driven from scientific problems relevant to architecture through 
problems of representation by developing an hybrid mixed methodology of applied scientific research in 
Computer Science and Data Science to architecture and urbanism through a qualitative cultural criticism in 
an history/theory mixed design research methodology.  
 
Reality has become increasingly influenced by certain paradigms that are worth mentioning and that are 
further discussed in the thesis: cultural criticism, art, technology, architecture, late Capitalism, Neoliberalism, 
social inequality, ecological crises, health crises, gender balance, accelerationism, emergence, information 
theory, computational power, computational thinking, machine learning, neural networks and AI, 
interconnectivity, correlationism, entanglement, quantum physics and computation, statistics, mathematics, 
scientific advancement, universal theories, virtual reality and others such as authoritative and authorial 
issues. If one analyzes, understands and agrees with the principles of these correlational paradigms, one 
would encounter ethical questions when developing a single based technological research, since while one 
focuses on an issue other emergent problems may arise elsewhere as a consequence of them, or in 
correlational terms and emergence, there is no prediction possible other than running simulations across 
multiple issues to analyze and be aware of the relationship between linear, bifurcating, parallel, relational and 
correlational issues that may emerge. Due to the lack of cross disciplinary and cross sectional layered and 
parallel correlational methodologies of research, research support, grants, funding, we constantly present 
isolated focused problems that in themselves are scientifically validated and precise, but that may not work 
when developing correlations through other lenses.  
 
The interdisciplinary discourse emerged at Palo Alto’s School symbolic interactive research group lead by 
people such as Gregory Bateson59 developing innovation in communication theory, recognizing the current 
limits in scientific silos of knowledge, specificity and further concentration in research and the autonomy of 
silo knowledges in relation to the necessity to rethink reality as a whole from multiple diverse points of view 
and from different disciplines collaborating with each other co-relating interactive feedback knowledge and 
setting up more integrated knowledge systems that recognize the limits of the different means and method 
of accessing reality, the different technologies involved and their limits and the advantages and 

 
57 Cross, Nigel "Designerly ways of knowing" in Design Studies vol 3 no 4 October 1982 pp. 221-227 
58 Milgrom Foundation, “The Limits of the Material”, conversation with Saskia Sassen, The Naomi Milgrom Foundation, 2018 
59 Bateson, G. “The Logical Categories of Learning and Communication”, in Steps to an Ecology of Mind, 2nd ed.; University of Chicago Press: 
Chicago, IL, USA, 2000. 
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disadvantages of multiplicity, diversity of the teams involved in terms of gender, geographic location, race 
and other elements that provide multiple angles and positions relative to the problem or question being 
addressed or raised by the team.  
 
While we value the focus of a technical based Doctorate thesis that builds up and contributes to a larger 
series of deep investigations, the current correlational crises demand to relate research and establish both 
precise and focus technical scientific research in relation to sections and cross correlations being developed 
addressing the shortcomings of a technocratic society in which technical research does not address larger 
cultural, social and political problems, even issues related to the autonomy and compartmentalization of 
knowledge silos, later discussed through the cultural criticism of J. Habermas and S. Sassen. 
 
In discussing issues of aesthetic, this thesis follows a scientific method in which aesthetic values are 
suspended, are not qualitatively described nor addressed and therefore aesthetic theory is addressed through 
issues of language (not style) through linguistics such as symbolic form, deep structure are contrasted to 
surface structure addressing more subjective issues such as experience and moral values relative to 
architecture aiming at addressing universal knowledge. In contrast aesthetics are also presented as new value 
reference systems, new aesthetics instead of value systems, as reference systems.  
 
The thesis is also mixed in terms of both proposing a diverse range of research, from applied research 
(Computer Science applied to Architecture) to theoretical research (proposing alternative computational 
models). The medium through which data is extracted is based on dynamic documentation (survey is also 
critical), is experimental since the thesis aims at exploring boundaries in the application of issues and expand 
architecture to new territories and is field research since contains disciplinary explorations.  
 
Different types of computation are explored exponentially, from data to intelligent information systems. Big 
Data is explored by implementing critically data gathering and processing through innovative means. 
Simulation is both explored as emergent chaotic systems in managing energy in architecture and urbanism 
through computational fluid dynamics to understanding simulation as site-based non-reversible 
computation. Robotics is understood in terms of autonomous systems, robotic interactivity, robotic 
construction and robotic materials, by developing machinic automated robotic systems that displace 
conventions in representation, opening up new possibilities in architecture design. Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
is understood through Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) through Generative 
Adversarial Networks (GAN) combining Data Science and Symbolic Computation through convolution 
through a range of gathering, processing and representational interfaces. 
 
TYPES OF SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATION, DATA AND MEDIUMS 
As presented, this thesis, uses to implement data through diverse mechanism, through survey and data 
acquisition, data gathering and data retrieval and processing. It also uses government data sets but 
emphasizes the survey and development of data sets by measuring reality and surveying reality through our 
own methods and mechanisms as well as technologies to address a higher level of authorship.  
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The thesis often develops a direct observation, participatory group crowd sourced through precise 
technologies and media, often developed by the team. The type of observation is of direct intervention on a 
field with the objective of addressing reality by mediating information flows.  
 
The media and tools used in the thesis are the subject matter of the thesis and as far as possible in terms of 
addressing artificially and intellectually the problem of origination and its impossibility (to be able to address 
any origin at all of anything), this thesis aims at addressing origination as an artificial means to define and 
control a problem, excluding others but also engaging into correlational issues of emergence and 
codependence. The media and tools are diversified as well as acknowledging a diverse set of programming 
languages, interfaces, platforms, and software to be able to be objective in the discussion on digital signifiers 
and their inference in signification through linguistic theory and information theory.  
 
RESEARCH IN ARCHITECTURE: HISTORY/THEORY vs TECHNOLOGY vs APPLIED 
DESIGN RESEARCH  
The thesis approaches a comprehensive relationship between history/theory in relation to precedence, 
coordinating philosophy, literature, methodologies of art history, cognition and history of representation 
and technology.  
 
This thesis aims to identify references both at the level of the spatial organization that defines a project 
(such as a grid) and how they are informed by the digital signs that represent them (a digital vector, a 
nurbs-based surface or an algorithm). This work aims to construct a new definition of space in relation to 
mediums of representation, a project preceded by how Brunelleschi related perspective with spatial order, 
how Palladio interrupted the linearity of the perspective cone effect, how Bramante activated an ambiguity 
between the mass of the wall and the positive value of the space enhancing space, how Borromini created a 
pulsating continuous space, and how Carlo Rainaldi developed a critical space as a synthesis of the issues 
developed between the Renaissance and the Baroque. The aim of the work aims to construct a new 
definition of space in architecture relation to media (systems of representation) and mediums (materials and 
construction systems), therefore placing at the same level problems of information representation and 
material actualization. Media and mediums are intimately related to how communication and construction 
systems, determined through history, building types.  These processes are also explained from multiple 
cultural points of views, addressing technological positivism (Industrial Revolution) and consequently 
technological determinism (Modern Movement). The focus is to understand how the disciplines built up 
knowledge, making students understand what a canon is by addressing contemporary revolutions that are 
historically relevant.  
 
The understanding of contemporary methodologies of teaching and design research has to do with claiming 
authorship at higher hidden structural levels, usually disregarded by architects who limit themselves by visual 
culture. If thinking that architecture is in a state of transdisciplinary expansion, architecture is then today the 
design of the conditions that produce architecture. This implies the development of new technologies that 
would infer paradigm changes for architecture. 
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METHODOLOGY THEMATIC DISCUSSION 
 
HISTORY, THEORY AND CRITICISM OF REPRESENTATION IN ARCHITECTURE 
FROM DISCIPLINARY AND TRANSDICISPLINARY EXPANSIONS IN ART, LINGUISTICS, 
COMPUTATION, MATHEMATICS, LOGIC, AND PHILOSOPHY 
 
The thesis aims to redefine architecture history to provide a more consistent present and future architecture 
of information. The thesis aims at providing a new layer of survey of the relationship between how 
deterministic systems of representation as parameters influence the development of spatial order in 
architecture. The series of discussions address how systems of measurement and representation were also 
critiqued and displaced. Therefore, the thesis traces the several relevant revolutionary attempts in history to 
create, address and also displace the parameters and systems of representation and the revolutions that 
create new canons as new ordering parameters. Eventually how certain displacements of conventions as 
revolutions completely redefined new systems of reference for architecture and urbanism.  
 
The histories and theories of historical methodology in architecture are in themselves worth noting in terms 
of how they were approached and how they were critiqued. In multiple ways and in parallel to each other, 
the Doctoral thesis addresses the following art and architecture methodologies of history to address the 
thesis and present an intellectual methodological context.  
 
The following methodologies are made explicit and integrated in the different arguments and discussions:  
 
Renaissance And Baroque: Suspending The Pendulum  
Following a Hegelian dialectical methodology of Thesis - Antithesis / Synthesis, this Doctorate Thesis will 
explore an architecture that can be considered a Thesis Modern Movement or Renaissance as well as the 
antithesis of the Modern Movement or the Post-War architecture or what has been denominated post-
structuralism, or what was called mannerism and then Baroque. If the Thesis departs from understanding 
the co-relation between architecture typology as, for example implicit in a deterministic nine square grid 
problem, the thesis also considers that this happens at the computational level of information representation 
through the space-matrix of computer software, computer interfaces and also algorithms, computational 
structures, computational paradigms, computer languages, cryptography and computer digital signals. 
 
The anti-Thesis will depart from an existing site conditions in architecture, or the emergent problems in the 
non structure a topological space-environment as site conditions. Architecture dealt with site specificity in 
art but also as the topo-logos, or the logic of the place in Greek architecture. Site conditions can also 
happen at a computational level through site-based computation in Cellular Automation or in certain 
Computational Fluid Dynamics, through emergent evolutive generation based computational systems. If the 
Modern Movement activated deterministic procedures and ideas of a new beginning through a radical tabula 
rasa manifested in the infinite grid, the radical post-structuralist strategies that emerged out of a reaction to 
the Modern movement after the Second World War proposed the opposite, to inform architecture through 
the specificity of the found site condition. If the Modern Movement can be related to a technological 
determinism and to a structuralist determination, the post-war period critiqued the tabula rasa of abstract 
order such as the grid placing site specificity to address the predetermination of abstract systems of 
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reference conceived a priori of any intervention. The studio will depart from understanding site-specificity 
as a means towards an architecture intervention starting from a site analysis, but also critiquing a 
conventional site analysis studio and aiming to develop a building in which these themes are resolved 
through design.   
 
The thesis reviews the histories and theories of the several relationships between a building and its ground. 
A modern example of a revolutionary canon in terms of the relationship between a building and its ground 
would be Le Corbusier's displacement of the object-ground relationship with his Villa Savoye and the free 
plan enabled by the pilotis structure liberating the ground surface. Le Corbusier frees the ground and 
recovers that surface in a man-made controlled environment, the garden-terrace, clearly separating man and 
nature, an ideology that aims to leaving nature as untouched as possible.  
 
A post-structuralist displacement of the object-ground or building/ground relation in architecture would be, 
for example, the way buildings reacted to the modern idea of separation between man and nature. This 
displacement and critique of the modern movement after the Second World War produced a revolution 
within the discipline—a swing of the pendulum—once buildings started to engage directly with the ground, 
thereby re-defining their relationship in direct connection and integration to a specific place. This 
established such a structural displacement and shift in the relationship between a building and its ground, or 
the figure-ground dialectic, that a new revolutionary canonical reference was incorporated in the discipline. 
The figure-ground relationship was taken further to the point that there would be no conceptual distinction 
between the ground surface and the building-object, deconstructing the historical dialectic in architecture 
between a building and its background into a figuration of the ground. Recent tectonics relate to a 
reactionary criticism of the modernist paradigm of universality, which demands a reconsideration of the role 
of place and territory. Architecture was informed by the expansion of the art-object from the gallery to site-
specific interventions.  This movement motivated structural displacements in the autonomy of the art-object 
relative to the specificity of a place and the measurement of a territory.  
 
Several critiques of the Modern movement work with modern ideas but through a “critical regionalism” 
(Frampton), and often activating the ground surface as part of the architecture of the buildings. Noguchi’s 
playground proposed a figuration of the topography of the landscape to propose a cross between 
architecture and sculpture.  Brasilia’s buildings by Oscar Niemeyer proposed a critique of the separation 
between architecture and the ground surface by displacing the natural reference to the horizon and 
intervening within the open landscape crossing relationships between artificial detached buildings and built-
form landscape buildings. Later, the post-structuralist movement proposed an autonomy to the evolution of 
these issues. The site-specific movement lead by artists that renounced to the gallery space and intervene in 
the open American landscape, proposing a non-deterministic bottom up intervention in which the site and 
the conditions of the landscape organized the logic of a project. The work of Richard Serra and Robert 
Smithson, for example, activated problems regarding such expansion, but the work of Michael Heizer folds 
this expansion back on itself, re-territorializing and displacing the frame of the gallery.  
 
Absolute Architecture or Ahistoric, Atemporal, Generic Architecture 
The thesis will also aim at defining a new disciplinary architecture autonomy in relation to computation and 
information systems, critiquing Pier Vittorio Aureli’s Absolute Architecture fixed in the paradigms of 
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architecture discussion of 1970’s, but building up on Venturi’s Complexity and Contradiction in architecture 
operative historical criticism to present a practice manifesto as well as Eisenman’s Formal Basis of Modern 
Architecture thesis book.  
 
While the post-digital understands computation as a deterministic problem using computer representation 
with old techniques such as collage aiming at claiming back architecture cultural relevance taken from 
software developers, the approach of the thesis is a cultural based critical creative approach to new 
technologies as potential creative agents to transform the discipline, understanding computational emergent 
technologies in architecture representation as proto-architectural, engaging with the development of new 
technologies instead of simply ignoring them. The thesis aims at completely redefining architecture theory 
from an informational new plateau, a territorial emergent condition that is transforming other disciplines 
more than architecture itself, as other disciplines are directly producing architecture without architects, such 
as Google with mapping urban flows, as well as other emergent technological companies. 
 
The thesis will aim at addressing architecture as a historical through computation.  
 
Joahan Sebastian Bach 
Bach’s music, as discussed in the introduction, is not only a form of art, but a statement and thesis on the 
relationship between harmony, form, structure and sensorial affection as means to understand reality deeper, 
aiming for a representation of perfection. Bach search for perfection through music, bypassed the 
conventions of music to revolutionize music through mathematical structures, that in turn produced new 
formal structures in music as well. The Doctorate thesis approaches the relationship between mathematics, 
philosophy and artistic expression through Bach deep relationships between sensorial ear organ affect 
through mathematical harmony syncopating brain activity.  
 
Hegel Art History Lectures 
Hegel’s philosophy is based on his canonical constitution of dialectics, proposed a structure of thinking 
critical of the means of directly addressing reality through an intellectual apparatus to define reality. Hegel 
defined a way of thinking based on Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis defined a way to not only describe 
reality but inform academic methodology.  
 
Nietzsche Double Negative Dialectic 
Nietzsche critiqued Hegelian dialectics by imagining what was being negated through dialectical reasoning, 
and the structures that dialectical reasoning would activate. Hegel’s philosophy and methodology for thesis 
was problematic as it would leave outside many aspects of reality and criticism not contained by the 
possibility of negation. The Doctorate thesis applies Nietzche’s method to activate a critique of Hegelian 
dialectics through double negation: not this not that, and therefore avoid the pendulum dialectical reasoning 
as oppositional forces beyond a problem of resistance.  
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Panofsky Through Cassirer Deep Structure And Symbolic Form60 
Panofsky’s symbolic form is an expansion in art from both Ernst Cassirer61 and revealing the indexing of 
work of art of what was denominated dee structure, or a structure that lies behind the structure of a work of 
art. Panofsky identified the most influential deep structure which became symbolic form with perspective, 
which structured human civilization for over 500 years since before the Renaissance with the work of 
Lorenzetti’s further explained in one of the articles and discussion. For Panofsky, Lorenzetti’s perspective is 
the first mathematically resolved conscious definition of a parametric space and a conscious use of the 
vanishing point. There are several books by Panofsky that are studied to identify multiple issues in this 
thesis, from his essay on human proportions to issues of iconography and iconology. The thesis is both a 
statement manifesto grounded in the history and theories of architecture through the critical art history 
method of deep structure developed by Erwin Panofsky, placed this time in relation to computation in 
architecture. 
 
Riegl Kunstwollen 
Alois Riegl’s reading of art history as a methodology to study art presents a spiral type of evolution, a force 
that allows to make readings of growth and evolution in continuity and change. The logic of the time, 
kunstwollen or the will of the epoch (time) is not a reading or mirroring of reality, but rather an artificial 
construction that is formed by the logic of the time. This thesis aims at activating Riegl’s Kunstwollen in the 
relationship between architecture and computation, but is also critical of the temporary aspect of it, aiming 
at developing  body of work that may transcend such logic and be relevant to later generations.  
 
Semper Historical Materialism 
Often architects reference materialism from Semper, without understanding Semper’s socio and historical 
materialism, but applying it directly as a critique of abstraction. The theory of Semper in relation to the 
weaving of fabric as means of understanding the materialism of matrices for cities, presents an example 
which was taken literally to experiment with material logic and directly address form in relation to a material 
assuming the connection with Semper. With this type of formalism, the notion of social history and 
economics criticism of Semper disappeared. Semper’s material history goes beyond interpreting the logic of 
materials, and is rather an accumulation of arts, craft, history, sociology in terms of how those notions are 
implicit in a cultural artifact. In this Doctorate thesis, we refer to the common application in digital 
architects of a Semperian methodology, which we are critical of, Semperians (not Semper) becomes 
problematic, translating material behavior to formal reading and then formal logic indexed by computer 
software as a materialist reading, bypassing and translating multiple issues without acknowledging them 
correctly.  
 
Gaudi’s Evolution And Reading Of Nature  Through Evolutionary Processes And Forces 
Antoni Gaudi’s reading of nature is not only formal, but placing form in movement in relation to 
evolutionary theory. Gaudi not only reads form in nature, developing a biomimicry, but also understand 
deeper how nature’s relationships can become physics tensors, energy relationships and forces. Through his 
catenary studies, previously discovered and used by engineers such as Bernard Forest de Bélidor62 and A.F. 

 
60 Panofsky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, 1995. Orig. 1927 
61 Cassirer, Ernst The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms: Language, 1923 
62 Forest de Bélidor, Bernard, La science des ingénieurs dans la conduite des travaux de fortification et d'architecture civile, 1729 
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Frezier63 organize as calculating machines parametric live equations that organize formal relationships 
through an evidence based design, systematizing variations, scales and formal organizations in terms of a 
deep reading of nature. Ero Saarinen and Frei Otto, continued this legacy. What Gaudi learns from nature is 
not by copying nature, but by making a close reading of nature understanding architecture and structure as 
means to translate nature as an artifice but also to demonstrate his notion of mathematics and nature as a 
reading of his understanding of transcendence through deity, God as expressed in natural perfection, giving 
room to a biological natural system as an architectural reading of nature.  This Doctorate thesis aims at 
activating Gaudi’s methodology of morphogenesis and analog computation in architecture. The first 
methodology aims at applying Gaudi’s a deep understanding of nature in relation to evolutionary 
computational aspect of morphogenesis. The second methodology aims at activating computational 
simulation of architecture structure through a truly computational model active in his catenary simulation 
complex machinic models.  
 
Manfredo Tafuri 
Tafuri’s contribution to architecture history in transitioning from the Modern Movement to a post 1968 
history is perhaps of most relevance to the conditions that organized architecture discourse and that by 
dialectical negation opened up a non-critical or post-critical attitude of pragmatism first identified with the 
digital in architecture as a reaction to his heavy loaded impermeable and uncompromised position in relation 
to the many aspects of architecture, from capitalism to sociology to cultural criticism and philosophy. 
Tafuri’s thesis is that architecture is a language. The Doctorate Thesis proposes to apply Tafuri’s sectional 
history methodology. 
 
Mario Gandelsonas’ Architectural Signifier and Diana Agrest Urban Semiotics 
Mario Gandelsonas and Diana Agrest are responsible for the introduction of the discussion of linguistics 
and semiotics in architecture and urbanism in the US in their early participation as fellows of the Institute 
for Architecture and Urban Studies (IAUS) and included in several of the texts in Oppositions. Peter 
Eisenman (first Executive Director) in New York City. Gandelsonas was named later a Director of the 
IAUS in 1983. Included in later discussions, the thesis proposes to recover the methodology of linguistics 
with variations to correlate architecture and computation through digital signifiers.  
 
Peter Eisenman’s Formal Basis Operative Criticism  
Eisenman’s Formal Basis of Modern Architecture64 presents an argument based mainly on Giuseppe 
Terragni’s Casa del Fascio and Casa Giuliani Frigerio65 to formulate an idea of formal autonomy in 
architecture as a system of signification beyond ideas and interpretations, but emanating conditions for 
architecture that can be read differently depending on cultural and political contexts and that surpass 
functionalism, by addressing function follows form. The thesis proposes to apply Eisenman’s methodology 
of displacement borrowed from Derrida’s deferral poststructuralist theory in architecture relative to architecture 
type.  
 

 
63 Frezier, A.F. La Beorieet la Pratiquede la Coupe de Pierres et des Bois. StrasbourgIParis: Charles-Antoine Jombert. (1737). 
64 Eisenman, Peter, Formal Basis of Modern Architecture, Lars Muller, 2005 
65 Eisenman, Peter, Giuseppe Terragni: Transformations, Decompositions, Critiques, The Monacelli Press, 2004 
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Eisenman has been studying the history of architecture in parallel to his experimental practice. While Tafuri 
critiqued his operative criticism, Eisenman’s developed a hinge in architecture history by being one of the 
first architects to develop a career both in history and theory as well as an experimental practice. Eisenman 
also critiqued Tafuri for the examples he presented in his theoretical investigations, for him often with a lack 
of architectural quality and problematic aesthetics, perhaps addressing issues but without having enough 
architecture autonomy for them to hold on their own, making the examples function more as argumentative 
for Tafuri and a validation of his thinking process than a relevance for architecture history on their own. 
Several articles and even a book discuss further with more specificity the work of Eisenman through the 
Thesis as one of the most influential architects that preceded the digital, defined in an article as the proto-
digital architect, the architect that worked digitally before the digital entered into our discipline (read article 
on Greg Lynn’s Archeology of the Digital by Thesis Author and also Eisenman’s Palladio Virtuel article on 
undecidability and parametric architecture). 
 
Karl Chu’s Computational Architecture articulating Philosophy and Morphogenesis  
Karl Chu’s methodology relates architecture with a direct translation of the history of computation, perhaps 
for moments bypassing architecture logic or replacing it by computation. Another methodological 
construction is to relate architecture with the history of mathematics, understanding mathematics as 
ontology and not as an apparatus of description of reality as a language. In this sense, for Chu mathematics 
is pure ontology and is non translatable to any other system of signification and is universal as is 
computation. His theory of morphogenesis allows him to make a transversal parallel analysis of the 
relationship between computation and architecture, by necessarily making architecture a product of a 
problem of emergence out of formal probabilistic theory. Later Professor Chu has been developing an 
entire genealogy of architecture philosophy, making computation as the natural evolution from mathematics 
of possible worlds through planetary computation. Chu was one of the earlier architects to incorporate 
mathematical and complex geometry in architecture from the earlier 1990s at Columbia University, 
influencing and informing many generations. This doctorate thesis aims at applying Chu’s methodology of 
architecture as computation, through automated morphogenesis understood as an intrinsic to architecture 
philosophy.  
 
Gregg Lynn First Digital Architect and Curator of an early Archeology of The Digital 
Lynn was one of the first architects to implement the concept of fluid variation in architecture as a 
methodology of design in relation to computer representation, aiming at advancing Eisenman’s pre-digital 
step by step architecture design variations. Lynn doing so through Maya Software in mid 1990’s explored 
concepts of Fluid Form and topology variations using at the time innovative fluid form interface through 
embedded history topology of form Alias WaveFront | Maya. In some discussions later included, we discuss 
Greg Lynn’s early work opening the digital in architecture as design and his declaration of an early 
archeology of the digital as closing artificially a circle, both at the beginning and at the end, perhaps 
recognizing the difference between digital architecture and the current computational architecture of AI.  
 
Mario Carpo’s History of Technology 
The thesis will present arguments critiquing mainly three current issues in contemporary understanding of 
architecture and computation. First, the thesis addresses Mario Carpo’s critical distance from a historian of 
technology, but also critique this distance from an experimental practitioner point of view, understanding 
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the insights of new technologies as well as their potential to be part of a creative agency. This Doctorate 
thesis aims at applying Carpo’s methodology of cross relating architecture and technology history in terms 
of representation and reproduction in relation to computational technologies, critiquing and expanding his 
current methodology particularly in relation to the notion of authorship displacement in computational 
architecture.  
 
Patrik Schumacher Libertarian Operative Positivism 
The thesis also address the operative criticism of Patrik Schumacher understanding his approach through a 
technological determinism in the Autopoiesis of Architecture66, and therefore a repetition of the errors of the 
past in the architecture of the Modern Movement specially in regard to indexing technology in a linear 
functionalism that is easily reversible. The sense of autopoiesis as a linearly informed system by 
technological advancement, separating the design process and designer as author from the act of design of 
the computational flow and interface and applying it full scale through reproducibility and positivism 
promotes a Fordism and a universal approach to computation in which is understood as a form of 
translation and not as poetic autonomy critical of a media determinism. In the second volume67, Schumacher 
presents and agenda for the near future of interwoven intercommunication and information flow in which 
the architect designs this flow by inserting operations references as parametric as style as a form of indexing 
technology as expressionism. This Doctorate thesis values Schumarcher’s contribution to the field but is 
critical of his positivistic technological methodology which considers a linear relationship between 
technological and architecture innovation.  
 
Schumacher understands that new technologies are directly used in architecture to advance it technologically 
but does not address the cultural impact they have and understands the architect as an implementation and 
organization of various technologies, dismissing the revolutionary positions of architects in the past such as 
Brunelleschi, Le Corbusier or Mies Van Der Rohe in relation to developing technologies as proto-
architecture.  
 
This thesis is critical of the Fordism and technological linear determinism of Schumacher understood as an 
extension of modern determination and of Capitalism as personal empowerment and validating over the 
environment. The thesis establishes a Marxist critique of division of labor to expand the notion of 
authorship in relation to design and to create a distributed collaborative social fabric in relation to 
computation.  
 

Authorship through Media Determinism: Systems of Representation and Linguistic Signs  
Authorship in architecture will be presented through Marshal McLuhan’s and Nicholas Negroponte’s media 
determinism. Linguistic theory through signifiers that infer signification defining how we think through 
Chomsky’s Hierarchy, Derrida’s grammatology, and Minsky’s cybernetics and in relation to Von Neumann’s 
architecture, Turing Machine/halting problem, and Shannon’s Mathematical Theory of Communication 
based on transistors electrical signal applying reductive Boolean logic ruling out ambiguity. Linguistic theory 

 
66 Schumacher, Patrik, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume I: A New Framework for Architecture, Wiley, London 2011 
67 Schumacher, Patrik, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume II: A New Agenda for Architecture, Wiley, London 2012 
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and semiotics are traced in architecture through Gandelsonas, Agrest and Eisenman. Systems of 
representation will be addressed following Panofsky’s deep structure borrowed from Cassirer’s Symbolic 
Form, and the notion of architecture as autonomy relative to systems of representation will be based on 
Hejduk’s activation of representation as a generative process and Eisenman’s Formal Basis and 
representation experiments. 
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IV. PUBLISHED AND INDEXED THESIS ARTICLES 
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INTRODUCTION TO ARTICLES 
The articles in the thesis discuss several issues from history/theory of representation to current advances in 
Artificial Intelligence and parallel processing through Machine Learning, Artificial Neural Networks, Swarm 
Simulation, Cellular Automation and other computational paradigms. The indexed articles are noted with 
full quality indicators and annexed at the end of the thesis dossier.  
 
First the thesis discusses its methodology, by referencing and implementing different methodologies 
borrowed from philosophy, history of technology, history of art representation and architecture, urbanism, 
architecture technology and representation.  
 
The ranges of Architecture Histories include all the way from systems of representation and measurement 
of the body to systems of spatial representation, to mapping systems in art, architecture, and urbanism. The 
ranges of Computation Histories include all the way from mathematical, geometry and reference systems of 
technologies, to computation, and scientific methods that address nature and reality.   
 
The thesis also includes together with a bibliography, a Glossary of Terms. This glossary is a section through 
history organized into a timeline split into two sectional categories: Architecture Histories and Computation 
Histories.  
 
The Chapters incrementally discuss from history to anticipating the future in architecture the following 
issues briefly described and interrelated: 
 
Multidimensional Space:  From Perspective To Big Data  
This article discusses why is it that architecture has historically led spatial representation and why 
architecture does not have an active role in the contemporary investigations over conceptions and 
developments on multidimensional spaces. From Painting to Architecture, Urbanism and Material 
fabrication, the chapter discusses how systems of representation structure innovation and how necessarily in 
the information age architects must displace conventions in systems of representation to innovate in 
architecture design. The chapter addresses how contemporary architecture needs to innovate in 
multidimensional space-systems, including material and robotic construction systems in relation to 
innovation in representational systems. 
 
In:Forming A Critical Digital Architecture Autonomy Into Life  
This article sets up back in 2010 the anticipation of an architecture of information. It was a peer review 
application to Chair the Life In: Formation ACADIA 2010 conference at The Cooper Union co-chaired by 
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Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Aaron Sprecher, Shai Yeshayahu. ACADIA (Association of Computer Aided Design 
in Architecture).  
 
This article discusses the principles for an autonomy in digital architecture which was not discussed so far 
through digital signs, from the historical computing of relationships through numeric sequences in Palladio 
to surface topology, understanding the political role of parametric variations to transform deeper 
representational structures which so far were not considered part of the design. This paper as well as the 
conference anticipated a controversial argument for the time, that unless architects design the interfaces and 
deep structures that they use to design, their design would be limited to a range of possibilities within the 
real of the interface, therefore relegating design authorship to the software designers. This argument was 
highly criticized and controversial at the time of the conference, arguing we were not addressing architecture 
design, as it was misunderstood that we were aiming to address design at the deeper coding level by 
designing the systems of representation. This argument ended up anticipating what it is happening today 
with architects designing their own tools, interfaces, robotic systems and materials.   
  
Ecoinduction III: Rezoning Nyc Through Big Data  
This article discusses how a reading of multiple layers of information in the city of New York can derive 
into a Big Data platform that can administrate real time the growth of the city. It proposes fluid dynamic 
simulation and big data acquisition and processing to administrate through a blockchain technology a 
multidimensional space-environment globally coordinated platform that is calibrated real time.  
 
Space-Environment Commons: From Big Data Survey, To AI, To A Post-Capitalist Blockchain 
Zoning Platform  
This article discusses how the city’s policies for public space and health need to be recovered in most cities 
in which validation is through economic private gain instead of public welfare. Alternative bottom up means 
to bypass authoritative politically based and biases information by accessing crowdsourcing meta data in 
user platforms and cell phone devices. It does so by retrieving real time personal data and administrate it 
algorithmically to inform an urbanism of information.  
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IN:FORMING A CRITICAL DIGITAL 
ARCHITECTURE AUTONOMY INTO LIFE 

Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Referential structures in digital representation and those that have established contemporary canons have 
been progressively negated. Post-structuralism, as a pendulous reactionary force against structuralism, broke 
away from deconstruction’s conceptual premise: to produce a full decomposition of any assumed 
disciplinary fundamentals. Rather than focusing on a syntax based on structural logics, digital architecture 
tendencies hide deep conceptual structures in favor of superficial perceptual structures, relying on the media-
based spectacular semiotic effect of the visual that has exhausted its capacity to be critical.  
 
Codes that cipher data and reference identity are bringing back the relevance of structures, displacing the 
visual paradigm of previous postmodern decades. Moreover, this process is related to the artificial man-
made bit of information, as the design of codes reference Kantian logical cognitive structures, presenting an 
alternative to the simple Hegelian mirroring of biomorphic tendencies in digital architecture.  
 
Each year, digital-architecture discussions bring the latest technological advances in computation that by 
informing the discipline, and are expected to renew the discipline. Scientific and technological advances 
stimulate extrinsic motivations that may internalize transformations in architecture, but their incorporation 
has to be resolved within intrinsic disciplinary fundamentals, since the value of critical theory in art is 
relative to a pendulous movement that has to be continuously actualized, differentiating architecture from 
science, which can accumulate knowledge (Wölfflin, H. 1888)68.  
 
The aim of this publication and particularly this essay is to map the potential of architecture to qualify digital 
space from new internal relationships that identify and displace hidden structures that are repressing the 
digital from its potential, holding it back to a naive representational role.  

 
68   Wölfflin, Heinrich Renaissance and Baroque, Cornell U. Press, New York, 1964 (Renaissance und Barock orig. 1888) 
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1      INFORMATION, REPRESENTATION AND PERFORMANCE IN COMPUTATION  
 
There are several problems in the relationship between information, the processing of this information, the 
interfaces involved, and their output that are important to develop in the context of this argument and how 
they are structured in this publication.  
 
1.1  INFORMATION STRUCTURES 
 
First, is the role of structures that organize and categorize information. The relevance of structural thought 
in relation to cognition as defined by Kant (Kant I. 1781)69, was attacked by Derrida (Derrida J. 1976). While 
Derrida’s critique is in favor of the dissemination of categorical thought, it has also induced certain 
formalisms in algorithms, what Deleuze calls difference without concept (Deleuze, G. 1994)70 and a problem that 
is emerging through infoxication –information intoxication. Structuralist thought classifies types that emerge 
from changes which ultimately acquire more stability, as it occurs with the sedimented stable structures that 
become disciplinary canons. Deep structures remain untouched unless they are brought to the foreground 
and become available to work with, so that their homogenization can be resisted.  
 
Within the classification of information is the unavoidable reduction in computation of mathematical binary 
codes that represent extrinsic information as content. Since information does not exist independent from 
representation, this brings a problem inherent to structuralism that is the reduction to categories. Against 
this reduction is the historical example of Cartesian predetermination contrasted by Leibniz’s differential 
and infinitesimal calculus that allowed analysis situs. Poststructuralist concepts such as mapping, suspend 
reductive reasoning voided from cultural presumptions, which consider the indeterminacy of topographies 
and heterotopias, and that are entering computation through topology, swarm intelligence and non-linear 
computational systems.  
 
1.2  INFORMATION INTERFACES  
 
The second question is of the interfaces involved and their striation in the transferring of information.  
Panofsky’s described perspective as the system that striated modern space (Panofsky, E. 1924). Derrida’s 
concept of parergon (Derrida J. 1978)71 questions the context in which it is defined, its interface, as the work 
is activated and determined by the frame-interface questioning any extrinsic origin. If the mediums of 
representation have such a power to regulate the work, then interfaces are spaces of differentiation that can 
activate a performative aspect in the work, triggering a formal generative capacity of differentiation that 
originates a conceptual continuous loop of responsive and interactive feedback (Fig. 1). 
                       
1.3  INFORMATION PROCESSING AND FORMAL AUTONOMY  
 

 
69   Kant, Immanuel, Chapter III: “The architectonics of Pure Reason”, en The Critique of Pure Reason, William Benton Publishers, 1951, orig. 
1781. 
70   Deleuze, Gilles, Difference and Repetition, The Athlone Press Limited, 1994. [orig. Différence et répétition] 
71   Derrida, J. Of Grammatology, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore & London, 1976 
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Third, is the relative autonomy that architecture form acquires as a result of this processing of information, 
a logic that is against the linear resemblance between the indexing of information and the constitution of 
form. Disciplinary autonomy never entered digital architecture, since current post-criticality is based on a 
reaction against previous decades’ asphyxiating disciplinary fundamentals which consequently provoked an 
expansion, of the now indeterminate, limits of architecture. Bateson’s studies on systemic theories derived 
from self regulatory mechanisms induced the interdisciplinary, focusing on the reciprocity and feedback of 
external associations (Bateson, G. 1979)72. Current automated formalisms disregard the self-regulatory 
quality of systems and aim for a difference that does not recognizes multiple levels of change, outputting 
further homogeneity since difference is not based on a systemic structural change as are, for instance, 
computer viruses.  
 
Panofsky’s work may be seen as an effort across artistic disciplines that define its autonomy and relevance to 
other disciplines.  Aristotle’s conception was that art had logic of its own, as it was the implicit syntax in 
formal logic systems. And Michelangelo has pointed out the possibility of a metaphysics intrinsic to art, as 
for him through art matter may acquire a life of its own. These problems present aesthetic and logic 
questions, the consolidation of a formal logic intrinsic to the conformation of the architecture of the project as 
a whole.  
 
Information visualization, as mapping, indexing and processing of information relates to the predetermination 
of structures. The latest work of Ben Fry concerned with responsive non-linear models and interactive 
graphics strategies, remain structurally constant with differing subject matter, conveying a functional 
relationship between content and form (Fry, B. 2007)73. When form is not given an autonomy, it works 
merely indexing quantitative information without qualitative relevance, which would eventually induce 
further relationships.  
 
The information available over the Internet has been striated by Google Inc. since the apparently formless 
flow of data is structured through its interface-algorithm. If meaning is relative to categories, then the 
structuring of data sets and its interaction induces content, as it happens through crowdsourcing. What’s 
inherent to such striation of the world may relate to Prigogine’s critique of networked societies, where he 
denotes the advantages of bifurcation, but warns about potential homogenization (Prigogine I. 2000)74. The 
city indexes information, a process related to the abstract flux of capital forces in the autonomous field of 
communicative experiences (Tafuri M. 1973)75. But once these forces sediment, they acquire an independent 
formal quality that induces other architectures, opening up interactions that displace the previous indexed 
information (Fig. 2).  

 
72 Bateson, G. Mind and Nature. A Necessary Unit, Dutton, New York, 1979 
73 Fry, B. Visualizing Data: Exploring and Explaining Data with the Processing Environment, O’Reilly, 2007 
74 Prigogine, I. “The Networked Society”, in Journal of World-Systems Research, Volume IV, Number 3, 2000 
75 Tafuri, M. Progetto e utopia: Architettura e sviluppo capitalistico, Laterza, Bari, 1973 
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Figure 1.  Perspective diagram: generative and responsive interaction in interfaces, diagram by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, New York, 2007. 
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Figure  2.  Analog and digital interfaces: Infrastructure that affect environmental forces using instability to induce landscape opportunities in an 
ecology of natural feedback exchanging information and energy. Mississippi River Delta, Arch 177, The Cooper Union and diagrams by Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, New York, 2006.  

 
Several architects study scientific advances inferring translations into architecture. These speculations may 
present interesting innovation, but activate representational problems as they rely on an analogous visual 
resemblance that can imply rather structural difference. The visual provides access to a formal logic, but 
without questioning our senses, we may only produce difference without concept.  
 
The disregard in the intermediation of interfaces becomes more evident in the automated linear translation 
to the physical in digital fabrication, which generates an unmediated image of an image, a linearity that Nader 
Tehrani resisted in his installations. Gregg Lynn instigated an architectural specificity related to computer 
space and representation. Karl Chu attempts a philosophy inherent to computation by means of a genetic 
morphogenesis in the architecture of systems. This reasoning attempts to construct a logic that avoids 
confusions among different topological levels of thought (Bateson G. 1973)76, questioning Derrida’s critique 
on the artificial boundaries among disciplines. 
 
But there might be a synthesis between abstract information and form as opposites, which resides in the 
structuring of codes that are common to both realms, enabling a vectorial diagram. There is a deeper 
common metaphysical project implicit since the renaissance in architecture that computation is part of. The 
floor plan constituted the logos of space, an organizational matrix that is not visual, as it may only be 
experienced. Within digital representation, the shift from the horizontal plateau of the drafting table, to the 
vertical computer screen displaced the tectonics of the floor plan, activating a picture plane relationship, that 
assimilated architecture with the tectonics of cinema in which depth and not the vertical defines space. This 
promoted the exchanging of a structural logic for a perceptive logic. Codes and algorithms may be 
associated to what ensures a structural continuity in the underlying logic of control that organizes Palladio’s 
floor plans that are based in mathematics and proportions.  But these codes do not allow for specific relative 
topological displacements that in the case of his Palazzo Chiericati, transform the departing type from an 
original centralized nine square grid into the same displaced organization becoming a layered space, 
critiquing the departing scheme in an intrinsic to architecture operation (Fig. 3). This reading resolves an 
implicit logic in variation series forging changes that are able to transcend the departing structure (Lorenzo-
Eiroa P. 2008)77. 

 
76 Bateson, G. Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Paladin Books, London, 1973 
77 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. Instalaciones: Sobre el Trabajo de Peter Eisenman, DLO/RE, Buenos Aires, 2008 
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Figure 3.  Andrea Palladio’s Palazzo Chiericati, diagram. Wittkower’s eleven Palladio schemes (Wittkower R. 1949)78 develop only a differential 
change of degree and not such conceptual typological change. Palazzo Chiericati diagram by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, New York, 2008. 

 
Algorithms are based on tree-like structures, the computation of solutions to a pre-given set of problems, 
that if do not attempt to question  their source structure, fail to develop a specific consistent logic and to 
resist linearity in the relationships that they array. Recent neurosciences research estipulate that the human 
brain calculates known solutions to given problems evolved from successful experiences that are determined 
from external adaptive responses and internal recorded memories. Consequently this processing may be 
related to certain structuralism that emerges as a limit in reasoning that if not recognized, constrains 
specificity, non-linearity and ideas.  
 
2.    ANTICIPATING CARTOPOLOGICAL SPACE 
 

 
78 Wittkower, R. Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism, Norton & Co., New  
York, 1971 [orig. 1949] 
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The outlined questions and the ones in this publication provide a ground to the development of certain 
architecture specificity within the digital.  
 
The autonomy of the vectorial surface acquired by the dissembling of the object towards the expanded field 
was resolved in the canonical thickening of the ground as an inhabitable surface that recently provoked 
spatial warping (Vidler A. 2000)79. Yet, current models assumed too promptly the presence of a different type 
of space derived from such expansion, a “topological” space dominated by continuity, non-Euclidean 
geometry and increasingly ranges of indeterminacy driven by the logos of the site, which conceptually 
negated referential structures and Cartesian space.  
 
As a solution, the mathematically striated computer logos and, its visual translation as measured perspectival 
space, is first brought to the foreground and then confronted through the topology and layering of 
parametric surfaces (Fig. 4). 

       
Figure 4.  Topological surface-space parameterized against its referential dynamic Cartesian space. Static Cartesian frame + topological möbius 
strip surface indexing spatial warping = integrated in a synthetic composition.  Topological surface and Möbius surface enfolding, diagram by 
Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, New York, 2010. 

 
This proposition considers surface-matrices as interfaces among software in which transformations are 
encrypted and accumulated in a layered process, distinguishing degree change from conceptual difference 
(Fig. 5). This process forces a formal disjunction between information and its visual translation, resolved in 
an autonomous formal configuration that is subsequently consider conceptually independent to that 
previous informational moment, resisting automatic predetermination.  
 
Relative forces through topological bi-continuous and rheotomic mathematical surface-space intend to 
displace the referential absolute stable Cartesian frame-space of its own representational system. The 
enfolding of contemporary canons to revisit architecture limits proposes the institution of a state of 
suspension that demands the recognition of a hybrid transitory space. Therefore a space suspended between 
a potential topological surface-space and its referential Cartesian coordinate system, a space defined as 
Cartopological (Fig. 7). This formulation is the base for a manifesto to suspend the continuous state of 
pendulum revolution in architecture history; a non-dialectical a-historical synthesis that is able to attack a 
long lasting metaphysical project. 

 
79 Vidler, A. Warped Space, MIT Press, Cambridge, 2000 
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Figure 5.  Analog surface-matrix algorithm that computes digital strategies among interfaces as it indexes information in multiple topological and 
typological levels. Surface-matrix interfaces by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, New York, 2008-2010.  
Figure 6.  House I, Cartopological space-diagram by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Buenos Aires, 2009. House I, project diagram by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, 
Buenos Aires, 2009. 
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Abstract 
Architecture has historically led spatial representation. The question is why architecture does not have an active 
role in the contemporary investigations over conceptions and developments on multidimensional spaces.   

Computation has established new representational paradigms that can be compared to the revolution of 
perspective in the Renaissance. But architects have now limited authorship in the current digital revolution that 
is transforming systems of representation that they work with every day.  

The essay is based on latent problems of multidimensional spatial projection from the development of linear 
perspective in the Renaissance to the complexity of multidimensional representation in the Baroque.  

The essay explores higher dimensional space in computer representation by displacing conventional spatial 
projection methods, from perspective, to topology, to big data processing.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Architecture has historically led spatial representation. The question is why architecture does not have a more 
compromised active role in the contemporary investigations on multidimensional space.   

Today, computation has established new representational paradigms that can be compared to the revolution 
of perspective in the Renaissance. Architects were key figures in the Renaissance, but  today have limited 
authorship in the current digital revolution that is transforming systems of representation that they work with 
every day. 

The tension between the Renaissance and the Baroque was quite productive in terms of spatial representation 
in architecture. While the Renaissance established new systems of representation, the Baroque displaced these 
systems of representation to previously unknown levels, contributing to other fields, both artistic and 
scientific.   

In the Renaissance, Brunelleschi developed an influential technique in painting that then he used to organize 
space linearly with the mathematical implementation of the vanishing point. Later, Palladio critiqued the 
linearity of the perspective cone effect, used for instance by Brunelleschi to organize space linearly in 
architecture, interrupting this linearity with multiple perpendicular picture planes, contrasting spatial flatness 
to spatial depth. Defining an attitude later defined as Baroque, Borromini critiqued spatial flatness by inverting 
the corners of the architecture container, introducing a new spatial dimension in a pulsating space.  

Taking spatial representation to a higher Baroque level, Andrea Pozzo displaced the linear relationship 
between illusionistic perspective frescoes and the form of the space in which they were projected, extending, 
warping and critiquing spatial containment. Carlo Rainaldi was able to tension the relationship between 
painting, sculpture and architecture expanding spatial dimensions between different disciplines. Pozzo and 
Rainaldi were able to challenge the referential systems of representation cross relating painting, sculpture and 
architecture, developing a critical synthesis between the Renaissance and the Baroque. Therefore, it is possible 
to understand an already latent multidimensional space in their work.  

It is also possible to envision that the next digital revolution is based on representing an increasingly complex 
multidimensional space-environment based also on multidimensional information systems.  

Contemporary architects incorporate interdisciplinary knowledge to explore novel ideas to represent space, 
from fields such as geometry, mathematics, physics, information theory and more recently topology and fluid 
dynamics. These representational explorations influence architecture, which today understands space and 
information from a topological standpoint. Contemporary computer software deals with bi-dimensional and 
three dimensional space, augmented virtual reality and time-based formal topology in discrete conventional 
spatial terms. Spatial organization plays an essential role at a cognitive level, presenting limits to how disciplines 
measure different space-time paradigms. Today, architects should be in a position to contribute novel 
concepts and modes of representation to investigations in computation and other fields, contributing to 
research on multidimensional space. Since content, form and medium inform each other, innovation in 
multidimensional space can inform strategies to organize dynamic multi-level informational systems, including 
big data processing. 

This essay intends to compare problems of multidimensional space representation in the Renaissance and the 
Baroque focusing on the synthetic work of Pozzo and Rainaldi, in relation to problems of representation 
based on contemporary architecture and computation. The aim of the essay is to identify how, through the 
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critique of the determination of computer-based systems of representation, architects may start to author their 
own techniques, codes, interfaces, languages and spaces of representation. Therefore, the essay opens up 
possibilities for the exploration of higher dimensional space-environments from perspective, to topology, to 
big data processing. 

2. RENAISSANCE PERSPECTIVE 

Perspective has been striating Western modern space as explained by Erwin Panofsky (Panofsky, orig. 1927, 
1991)80. If the mediums of representation have such a power to regulate the work of the artist as well as the 
architect, then representation is a space of differentiation, where content is structured.  

Panofsky’s symbolic form analysis, presents Lorenzetti’s Annunciation of 1344, by the implied centered 
vanishing point that splits the canvas in two distinct spaces or “realities” (Fig. 1). The structure of the medium 
of representation performs in the scene symbolically in the presence of the absence of the non-visible infinite, 
materialized by a vanishing point that is also symbolic to the narrative of the painting, representing the 
mediation of God an invisible but present Being.  

“What makes a picture like Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Annunciation of 1344 so important is, first of all, that the 
visible orthogonals of the ground plane are here for the first time all oriented towards a single point, 
undoubtedly with full mathematical consciousness; for the discovery of the vanishing point, as “the image of 
the infinitely distant points of all orthogonals,” is in a sense, the concrete symbol for the discovery of the 
infinite itself. …..The checkerboard tile pattern…now in fact runs under the figures and thus becomes an 
index for spatial values, and indeed as much for those of the individual bodies as for those of the 
intervals.”(Panofsky, 1991). 

The symbolic presence of the system of representation  and the content of the painting are performing at the 
same structural level which coincides in the vanishing point providing simultaneously structure, matter and 
content for each other, and making the artistic operation a powerful all-inclusive unique entity by activating 
an idea of God. With Panofsky, it became clear that an artistic method, through its artificial description of 
reality, informed the internal structure of how reality is understood, constructed and organized (Fig. 2). 

 
80 Panofsky, E. Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, New York, 1991 [orig. “Die Perspektive als “symbolische Form””, Leipzig & Berlin, 
1927] 
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Figure 1. Painting, gold leaf and tempera on wood panel (127cm x 120cm), "Annunciation" by Ambrogio Lorenzetti. 1344 Pinacoteca Nazionale, 
Siena, Italy. Scala Resource 
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Figure 2. Diagram, "Lorenzetti's Parametric Perspective-Space" by author, 2008. 

“Brunelleschi, about 1420 by drawing the mathematical consequences from the picture window (...). They 
conceived the visual rays as straight lines from a pyramid or cone having its apex in the eye and its base on 
the object seen; of the pictorial surface as of plane intersecting this pyramid or cone; and of the picture itself 
as of a central projection onto this plane” (Panofsky, 1976)81 (Fig. 3). Brunelleschi incorporates the viewing 
subject in the space of representation, center of the universe, within the newly clearly organized space of 

 
81 Panofsky, E. “Italy and the Lowlands During the Fifteenth century”, in Spencer, H., Readings in Art History, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New 
York, 1976 
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perspective.  

 
Figure 3. Loggia perspectival-space and inscribed window in door, facing Piazza SS. Annunciata at Ospedale degli Innocenti by Filippo 
Brunelleschi, 1419-1427 

DISPLACING RENAISSANCE PERSPECTIVE 

Diego Velázquez Las Meninas (Fig. 4) contrasts and displaces Lorenzetti’s perspective and its organization of 
space as it presents a paradigmatic example of an artistic work that in this contexts develops a technical 
exposition of a paradoxical quality according to John Searle (Searle, 1980)82. This painting creates a limit within 
the impossibility of representation that invents a conceptual diagram that challenges structure, deconstructs 
its own mediums of representation in which is based and builds up a performative relationship between the 
viewer and the work of art since it induces a psychological and bodily affect. According to Searle this painting, 
originates a violation of one fundamental rule of “the axiom system of classical illusionist representative 
painting”, the basic rule is the axiom of perspective that requires the painting to be projected as well as viewed 
from the viewpoint of the artist. Foucault presents Velázquez work as a suspension, but also a manifesto: the 

 
82 Searle, J. Critical Inquiry, University of Chicago Press, 1980 
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death of representation (Foucault, 1973)83. There is extensive writing about this masterpiece as many aspects 
relative to representation and architecture provide an argument for the current essay in regards to the 
displacement of the background mediums of representation in order to activate a unique foreground design 
content.  

The painting, the painting of the painting, the space of the painting, the space of representation of the painting, 
the mirror, which conceptually is the space of the observer or the king and queen, the background, the service 
space and other spatial elements such as depth, conform a layered series of complex spatial problems indexed 
by pictorial planes that imply a conscious intellectual architectural composition that can be described in plan 
(Fig. 5).  

First, in the pictorial plane of the canvas, there is a void behind where Velázquez projects what we cannot see, 
inverting the point of view, opposing the observer. Second, the apparent narrative of the painting, Las Meninas 
(Maids of Honor) and the princess, are contained between two virtual picture planes, indexed by the light 
entering from the side windows. Third, the viewer’s political space is again engaged with the mirror in the 
back of the room that represents the omnipresent political power of the royal family, inverting directions with 
the vanishing point. Fourth, behind that plane-façade, a theatrical scenography and through the vanishing 
point framed by the service door, there is another virtual infinite space from which the assistant manipulates 
this political theater. In coordination with Velazquez’s studio that is represented again in the canvas above the 
door, the symbolic structure of the unifying perspective of the space is continued and another reflexive loop 
is developed between representations and realities.  

The perspectival displacement exchanges deep structure and superficial structure into a continuous 
topological inversion of the layered spaces that activates a spatial warping between the virtual spaces of the 
painting and the real space of the viewer. Lastly, the single vanishing point contrast with the multiple focuses 
of attentions establishing a dialectic between a stability performed by the unifying centrality of the normal-
structure perspectival method and an instability that displaces that structure informed by the multiplicity of 
events.  

 
83 Foucault, M. The Order of Things, Vintage Books, New York, 1973 [orig. Les Mots et les choses, 1966]  
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Figure 4. Oil on canvas (318cm x 276cm), "Las Meninas" by Diego Velazquez, 1656, Museo del Prado, Madrid, Spain. 
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Figure 5. Diagram, "Velazquez Topological Perspective-Space" by author, 2008 
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Figure 6. Il Redentore by Andrea Palladio (1577), Venice, Italy. 

Andrea Palladio's Il Redentore (Fig. 6) presents a critique against the linearity of the perspectival cone effect 
and its validity as an accurate representation of reality (Eisenman, Roman, 2015)84. The building's floor plan 
clearly demonstrates an architecture of added sequential spaces articulated by scenographic picture planes that 
interrupt the perspectival cone effect. The space of the church is elongated through multiple spaces 

 
84 Eisenman, P. with Roman, M. Palladio Virtuel, Yale University Press, New Haven, 2015 
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accentuating spatial depth. The perpendicular axis of the Church is compressed responding to the width site 
constraint but without compromising the scale of the tension between a centralized humanistic building and 
the Latin Cross building demanded by the Church counter-reformation, creating a unique typological 
displacement.  

Simultaneously, the facade is artificially flat and detached from the rest of the building, as a white scenographic 
picture plane figure compressing in a diagram a series of overlapped porticos, that work as planar urban 
descriptions of what is going on inside.  

Through these two distinct operations, Palladio displaces perspective as a normative artificial system of 
representation, both compressing space to a diagram and expanding space as depth, dissociating 
representation from experience.  

Velazquez purchased for his king Tintoreto's painting "El Lavatorio" (1548-49) in Venice, a landscape painting 
that he took to Spain which also displaces conventional perspective with a Palladian influence. 

3. BAROQUE PULSATING SPACE: BORROMINI'S SAN CARLO 

A new type of space initiated in Saint Peter’s Basilica by Donato Bramante(1506) simultaneously activates 
both positive and negative space, figuring both the form of the void as a positive space as well as the mass of 
the wall as negative poché space, adding tension and dimensional dialectic to space.  

Borromini, pragmatically develops a spatial innovation in tensioning positive and negative space performed 
firstly in the cloister of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane (Rome, 1634-1637) where the typical concave corner 
is inverted into a convex figure that indexes a spatial inversion. Through a special designed distortion, the 
interior of the church becomes a simultaneously convex and concave continuous space (1638-1641). 
Borromini designs a distorted dome-pendentive relationship along the two axis of an initially centralized 
building with four apses and half domes with three altars. By addressing the counterreformation liturgical 
demands of a latin cross organization, the church is simultaneously organized by two systems: one that 
displaces the center of the dome linearly through an oval figure (geometrically formed by two centers) 
expanding the dome along the main axis (Fig. 7b), and the other that compresses the center in the 
perpendicular axis by distorting the two side apses (Fig. 7c). By these means, Borromini develops an hybrid 
building typology that combines both a centralized organization and a linear organization indexing a distorted 
nine square grid (Fig. 7a). At the same time, the spatial tension between the two organizations is due to the 
horizontal continuity of the space between the altars. Borromini creates continuity along the four apses by 
inverting the space corners. A horizontal continuity is reinforced by the field of functionally undifferentiated 
columns which sometimes hold the arches of the apses indexing the nine square grid in plan, and sometimes 
just simply frame the altars. The spatial figuration becomes active when the corners become inverted activating 
a pulsating space between negative and positive spaces, alternating between different convex and concave 
spaces.  

By activating convex corners and coordinating spatial deformations Borromini adds dimensional and 
perceptual qualities to a previously static architecture. 
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Figure 7a,b,c. San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane by Francesco Borromini (1634-1641), Rome, Italy 

3d scanning survey done at San Carlo by Prof. Andrew Saunders and subsequential analysis after studying 
Marco Canciani's dome reconstruction using 3d scanning (Canciani, 2015)85, suggest rather more complexity 
in understanding Borromini's built intentions in contrast with his geometric construction in the floor plans. 
Canciani suggest a series of Serlian ovals of different sizes and relationships index the form of the dome. A 
later developed analysis proposes, also based on this assumption, proposes the dome and the geometry that 
indexes the semi-domes apses as a multiplicity of singular spaces in tension unified by the oval (Fig. 8).  

 
85 Canciani, M. "Il disegno della cupola di San Carlino alle Quattro Fontane di Borromini: ovale canonico?"in Le Misure Dell"Architettura, 
DisegnareCon, Bologna, 2015 
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Figure 8. Reconstruction diagrams based on geometric reconstruction San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (WIP 2016). 
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RENAISSANCE-BAROQUE HISTORICAL SYNTHESIS AS A MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
SPACE: RAINALDI'S SM CAMPITELLI 

 
Figure 9a,b,c. Santa Maria in Campitelli by Carlo Rainaldi, Rome (1656) 
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Figure 10. Photo Santa Maria in Campitelli by Carlo Rainaldi, Rome, by author (2016) 

The structure of the church of S.M. in Campitelli (figure 9 and 10) is enlarged and divided in two and it can 
be analyzed from a critic to the church of San Carlo by Borromini. First, SM in Campitelli can be analyzed by 
comparing how it can index two Borromini floor plans organized perpendicular to each other, matching their 
dimensions (figure 11d). 

Second, the first space can be read as a Greek cross that indexes the previously constructed church (diagram 
in figure 11a). The displacement of the dome and the altar towards the back (Figure 11b, c) generates a series 
of inversions between the two spaces, since both spaces are organized centrally. Through double negations, 
these two spaces overcome a simple dialectic (figure 11c, d, e). The extension of the main nave can also refer 
to the deep space exercises carried out by Andrea Palladio (Eisenman with Roman, 2015) in Venice, such as 
Santa Maria Maggiore and Il Redentore (figure 6). 

Third, both spaces are based on a centralized nine square grid organization. A series of topological 
transformations -as gradual changes- (including site adjustments) could place in evidence a possible reading 
of the building: the first anterior space is expanded and the posterior space was compressed (figure 11). The 
posterior space is compressed transversely before the altar, as it denies the latin cross organization that is 
supposed to be at this intersection below the displaced dome. This intersection is left in the previous space as 
in a centralized Greek cross composition, tensioning the organization. Therefore, the transept and the dome 
are displaced from each other, while each indexes two displaced centers. But these displacements also seem 
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to refer to Borromini's spatial tension in San Carlo between the two building's transverse and longitudinal 
sections. The two cross sections perpendicular to the main axis are opposed: the first section where the 
transept is, expands and the second section where the dome is compresses (compare figures 7 and 9). More 
importantly, there seems to be a "topological" transformation of the structure that relates both the expanded 
spaces and the compressed spaces if they are read by supposing a single original organization. This 
transformation causes a typological change between the two spaces: the anterior space reinforces the 
transverse direction perpendicular to the axis towards the altar. The posterior space reinforces the axial 
processional direction with a lateral transverse compression, which is why it faces frontally towards the altar 
and in coordination with the vertical presence of the dome, which is indexed but denied in the previous 
anterior space (figure 11e). Both spaces are contained in a composition that produces a synthesis between two 
structures in tension. 

 
Figure 11. Santa Maria in Campitelli analytical diagrams integrating Borromini's spatial pulsation with Palladio's critique of perspective, author 
(2008-2012) 

Fourth, these displacements present themselves within a continuity due to a telescopic expansion of the space 
towards the altar and the continuity between concave and convex spaces enabled by a complex field of 
columns. But this continuous spatial pulsation is interrupted. With the interruption of the wall continuity and 
the linearity of the perspectival cone effect towards the altar, Rainaldi interrupts Borromini’s spatial continuity 
by introducing Palladio’s picture planes.  

Rainaldi's, in a theoretical synthesis of history, integrates a Borrominean pulsation of space which is 
interrupted and critiqued by a Palladian series of picture planes. The double reading of Brunelleschi’s 
perspectival cone effect and its simultaneous interruption, generate an excess of multiplicity and a synthesis 
of opposites in tension (fig. 11e, 12).  

By adding dimensional complexity to space through spatial tension and then critiquing the means of 
representation such as perspective, Rainaldi tensions the relationship between visual perception and structural 
organization as these problems are precisely articulated through the mediums of representation that originate 
them.  
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One could argue that the theory and history of architecture expands each time there is innovation in the 
mediums and technologies of representation, expanding also the work of these architects. For instance 3d 
scanning technology not only allow us to compare built geometries through survey (Fig. 8), but also to 
understand a building through a series of points, or through new lenses, allowing us to represent the latent 
tension between the displacement of the dome and its related expanded anterior space (Fig. 12). 

 
Figure 12. Rendering point cloud by author (2016) from 3d scanning big data survey of Santa Maria in Campitelli by Andrew Saunders, Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, Mario Graziano Valenti (2016) 

4. BAROQUE ILLUSIONISTIC PERSPECTIVE: ANDREA POZZO'S PROJECTED 
MULTIDIMENSIONALITY 

Andrea Pozzo invents a unique projective geometry technique that, according to Professor Mario Graziano 
Valenti from the Dipartimento di Storia, Disegno e Restauro della Architettura at Sapienza University in Rome 
(Valenti, 2014)86 has not been yet totally comprehended nor replicated even using advanced 3d scanning and 
digital simulation projective techniques by experts (Figure 13). Pozzo develops an illusionistic perspective that 

 
86 Valenti, M. G. Prospettive architettoniche, conservazione digitale, divulgazione e studio, Volume I, Sapienza Universitá Editrice, Roma, 2014 
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expands space and perception beyond the surface that these frescoes are projected onto. Pozzo's illusionistic 
frescoes activate multiple dimensional expansions of the spaces that they displace, including the physical 
perception of the form of the host space. These frescoes techniques displace and distort the space they expand 
and that they project from. The surface frescoes build up from the architectural physical curved ceilings that 
they are projected into activating an artistic critique of the same space they expand. This process activates a 
complex series of artistic criticisms building up an illusionistic perspective-space with multidimensional 
aspirations.  

For instance in Sant'Ignatius Loyola's corridor, Pozzo develops a unique projective geometry technique which 
he conflicts with the real curvature of the ceiling of the corridor. By developing a a counter-intuitive 
illusionistic perspective, instead of expanding the existing space, he flattens out the corridor's physical barrel 
vault ceiling with a series of projected apparently straight porticos that vary their relationship with the observer 
parametrically, compressing and disjointing the normal coordination between the viewer's visual perspective 
and theirs bodily perception in a gradually shifting space (Fig. 13). Therefore these frescos critique and 
transform their initial referential base, adding dimensions to it.  
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Figure 13. Rendering point cloud by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (2016)from 3d scanning of Sant' Ignazio Loyola's Corridor by Andrea Pozzo (1682-85) 
survey developed by Matteo Flavio Mancini and Marta Salvatore of Sapienza University Restoration Department (2015) 

Carlo Rainaldi seems to build up, before Andrea Pozzo on this potential relationship between the different 
artistic disciplines, by developing a synthetic unity between architecture, painting and sculpture, critiquing 
each discipline every time one sets up a reference for the other, developing a notion of spatial 
multidimensionality based on building up artistic signification across different artistic disciplines.  

These transgressions not only build up on each other but they also recognize and critique the reach and range 
of each other's autonomies. Rainaldi developed a multidimensionality spatial expansion that could only be 
reached by coordinating critical relationships among different means to understand and project space. And 
he did so by coordinating and displacing conventional relationships between deep structural organizational 
levels as well as superficial perceptual visual levels which end up affecting bodily experience. By critiquing 
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each disciplinary limit and displacing the same systems of representation that originate their logic, Rainaldi 
activates a higher dimensional art, an artistic synthesis which was only reached in the high baroque.  

The contemporary means of understanding the possibilities of expansion of computer representation in terms 
of spatial multidimensionality are not yet at the level of the High Baroque, and this is perhaps due to the fact 
that architects are not engaged in the advancement and displacement of computer algorithms and systems of 
representation as they were in the Renaissance and the Baroque.  

 

THE ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM OF INFORMATION: TOPOLOGY AND BIG  
DATA AS MULTIDIMENSIONALITY 
The possibilities of activating spatial multidimensionality are predetermined by the three possible dimensions 
of the Cartesian axes X, Y, Z common to all the software that simulate dynamic information through two-
dimensional interfaces, although there are programs, such as Processing©, in which the representation space 
must be designed. 

Architects incorporate interdisciplinary knowledge to explore novel ideas to represent space, from fields such 
as: geometry, mathematics, physics, information theory and more recently topology and fluid dynamics. These 
representational explorations influence architecture, which today understands space and information from a 
topological standpoint.  Mathematical topological surfaces informed the architectural envelope, inducing 
continuity between inside and outside, activating an apparently multi-dimensional space. Topology deals with 
self intersection which cannot be projected bi-dimensionally, but it does not imply a multi-dimensional system 
of representation. Contemporary computer software deals with bi-dimensional representation, three-
dimensional dynamic spatial representation, augmented virtual reality and time-based formal topology 
animations in discrete conventional terms. If spatial organization plays an essential role at a cognitive level, 
presenting limits to how disciplines measure different space-time paradigms, today, architects should be able 
to contribute novel algorithms, techniques and concepts of modes of representation to investigations in other 
fields conducting research on multidimensional space. Any topological surface, fluid form or non-Euclidean 
geometry, is contained, measured against, constructed, striated, regulated and parameterized within a Cartesian 
three-dimensional space.  This dissociation between a background dynamic Cartesian Euclidean system of 
representation and the constitution of complex bi-continuous non-Euclidean foreground form-objects is not 
usually addressed. This manifests the necessity to relate back and forth representational deep structures and the 
content that emerges from these structures. 

House IIB (Fig. 14, 5, 16) is a house project that integrates multiple architectural typologies within a single 
continuous tri-fold-topology. House IIB develops multiple topological displacements layering information 
parametrically, combining different source codes through multiple interfaces. This multi-dimensional space 
integrates interior and exterior intermediate spaces in a singular looping differentiated structure. This 
continuous tri-fold-topology simultaneously integrates into a single gradating differentiated space, both positive 
and negative sides of each of the three Cartesian referential axes, XYZ.  Each of the three Cartesian planes 
(XY, ZY, ZX) proposes an initial nine square grid organization that displaces through continuity center and 
corner reference-spaces (Fig. 14). For instance, the corner space of the XY plane by spiraling and turning 
becomes continuous with the center of the YZ plane. Likewise, the courtyard space of the XY plane becomes 
continuous with the corner of the ZX plane (the tower type of the XYZ Cartesian Coordinate). Ultimately the 
center of the XZ plane becomes continuous with the perpendicular corner of the ZY plane. Therefore, these 
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displacements happen in each of the three Cartesian planes (XY, ZY, ZX) and in relation to each other's 
perpendicular planes, making each of the discrete planes dependent on each other, as each corner becomes the 
center of the other perpendicular plane. These center-corner gradual accumulative continuities transform 
structurally the overall three dimensional diagram, relating relative displacement to a structural transformation 
of the typology of the entire project. The initial XYZ axis is overcome as an origin to the project by developing 
a space that displaces its own parameters (Fig. 15). By these means, surface-topology becomes the new poché 
space in which the positive side and the negative sides of a continuous surface are both active and continuous 
with each other's sides, thus two three-fold spaces or two simultaneous figure/figure relationship (Lorenzo-
Eiroa, 2013)87. 

 
Figure 14. Topological diagrams displacing Cartesian planes. House IIb, 2013 e(eiroa)-Architects  

 

 
87 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. "Cartopological Space: Postructuralist Form In Formation" in Lorenzo-Eiroa, P, and Sprecher, A. ed. Architecture In 
Formation, Routledge/Taylor and Francis, London, 2013 
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Figure 15. Topological diagrams center-periphery displacement and continuity in three axes, House IIb, 2013 e(eiroa)-Architects 

 
Figure 16. House IIb, 2013 e(eiroa)-Architects: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; designers: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin 

 

THE URBANISM OF INFORMATION: BIG DATA  

The second digital issue relates to information processing, intimately related to a problem of spatial 
organization.  

One of the most interesting aspects of the environmental concern since the 1970's in architecture was not only 
the progressive appropriation of fluid dynamic simulation used to model environments, but also the type of 
autonomy in modeling and representation of space that this process built up into architecture as a discipline. A 
stronger notion of modeling space as space-environment transformed the discipline both within and from 
without. The environmental concern disclosed the way the architecture container could no longer establish a 
parameter to measure space based on discrete environmental processes that were performed both inside 
buildings through air conditioning systems and outside buildings in relation to their environmental footprint 
and that of cities.  

Space-environment expanded architecture to deal with fluid dynamics and real time simulation and incorporate 
such dimensional quality in which each particle of a space matters and is differentiated within a topological 
understanding of space. In this understanding of architecture and urbanism, the architecture envelope and its 
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environment are thought within an elastic continuity. This process not only produced an expansion of 
architecture as a discipline, but also a transformation in the notion of what architecture is and how space is 
conceived as equal to its environment, transforming both its inner disciplinary base as well as the means to 
represent space now based in fluid dynamic modeling, simulation  as emergent systems, statistical analysis and 
big data processing.  

Architecture then becomes a means to structure and inform space-environments (Fig. 17). 

 
Figure 17. Rezoning of New York City as space-environment through Big Data Processing and simulation by e(eiroa)-Architects: Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa; designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz, Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz, USDA-CIG-
69F35217-268 

EXPANDING DIMENSIONS BETWEEN "DRAWING" AND "BUILDING" 

While technology is marking architecture’s actualization pace, our discipline seems not to be able to displace 
its cultural baggage in relation to such change. But the kind of disciplinary expansion that is more relevant 
today is more interesting than a pure incursion into other disciplines. It demands a different kind of disciplinary 
expansion able to claim authorship at new levels of architecture signification.  

While we are getting used not to question an increasing relegation of authorship, this position demands less 
from the architect who is getting used to assemble reality out of shared algorithms, and implementing 
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fabrication technologies provided by an experimental industry.  

The digital architect must claim authorship to new levels in a reality in continuous augmentation, challenging 
the condition of comfort by consuming what's available in a discipline trapped by the notion of choice. The 
architect must be able to stand ahead of the merely secure position of coming up with solutions to a defined 
society. The critical instance is to critique the assumed point of departure.  

Software developers set the pace of technology providing material update to architecture, determining its 
actualization. Software and interfaces structure the work through these interfaces, producing interdisciplinary 
trends that originate in the realm of the programmer, who hence presets the relations through which architects 
work. 

The most interesting aspect of practicing architecture today focuses on these issues: how to redefine and 
expand the autonomy of architecture in relation to the project of computation. This can be done by 
architecture proposing innovative algorithmic structures, by exploring new concepts of space and by 
defining new means of critical materialization.  
 
A robotic machine can expand dimensions between drawing and projective geometry techniques if the 
architect is able to expand the design process to include the systems of representation that are today usually 
given (Fig. 18). The architect can expand and do research into new technologies that may open up cultural 
disciplinary problems. 
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Figure 18. Robotic laser drawing building up a space through projective geometry, Machines to Draw and Build, ARCH 177/482B, The Cooper 
Union, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, students: Gabriel Munnich and Yaoyi Fan (2015) 

An architect can also expand dimensions in problematizing the linear relationship between representation 
and fabrication and between drawing and building. Today we broke with Alberti's theory of representation 
in the Renaissance in which the architect’s design as an intellectual author was more important than the built 
building. Due to the expansion of robotic machinic processes for construction, the architect no longer 
needs to be separated from the act of construction but can problematize representation from the 
multiplicity of actions between drawing and building, therefore expanding this relationship. The architect 
now can now be participant as author in the systems of construction that are usually given and that define 
the technology of construction including the ranges of architecture possibilities that can emerge from it or 
its spatial typologies and dimensions.  
 
A problematic relationship between representation and construction may be to activate intrinsic forces in 
materials by designing a machinic process that contemplate material deformation. An example can be 
designing a project that emerges only at its construction process. Minimal surfaces become active in this 
construction process, acknowledging the qualities and possibilities of the material that becomes an 
important aspect of the design (Fig. 19). 
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Figure 19. Minimal surfaces activated by machinic CNC processes deforming an aluminum sheet, "Canvas Scraper" Dean's Wall Exhibition at The 
Cooper Union, e(eiroa)-Architects (2017), design principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; assistants: Gabriel Munnich and Yaoyi Fan. 

5. MULTIDIMENSIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Finally, it is possible to envision that the next digital revolution is based on representing an increasingly 
complex multidimensional space-environment based on multidimensional information systems.  

We are now trying to define an architecture and urbanism of information, by designing alternative means to 
organize multidimensional dynamic information systems throughout diverse simultaneous algorithmic 
processes. This contemporary problem can expand the role of architecture today, not limited to spatial 
organization, but expanded to information systems. In order to avoid data from being self-referential in 
relation to its processing algorithm, it is necessary to be able to identify ranges and limits. In order to access 
more expanded knowledge that can deconstruct the categories we project, the statistics of large databases may 
or may not open possibilities, perhaps they may even close possibilities building up a new structuralism if the 
processing algorithms are so common and conventional. In such scenario algorithms may become more 
referential than the data they process. 

After the disciplinary expansions of topological modeling, augmented reality, fluid dynamic simulation and 
how we understand and inform real time architecture and cities as expanded space-environments, the 
algorithms and big data processing mechanisms that process and administrate recursive information 
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themselves are becoming parameters and references in a progressively multidimensional informed reality.  

An architecture and Urbanism of information implies not only the implementation of data and information 
systems, but implies also the expansion of design authorship in dealing with these issues which are usually 
given to architecture and architecture has little participation in. The current computational revolution is based 
on understanding new technologies and information processing as projects, in which the architecture project 
and the urbanism are not a built building or a planned city but understanding that the processes to represent 
reality and architecturalize information entail an architecture that is further more influential than the 
architecture of the built environment.  

Since Google is doing more urbanism than any architect or city planner in the world, an urbanism of 
information implies the architect as a direct agent in the representation and transformation of reality though 
the displacement of information systems, as the architect can survey, map and inform the city real time (Fig. 
20).  
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Figure 20. Shared driving optimizing walkable public space in New York City, Urbanism of Information, Master Studio ARCH 411, The Cooper 
Union, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, student: Frank Fengqi Li (2017) 

Multidimensionality today has a higher degree of relevance in terms of how we map, process, work with and 
index information systems in multiple levels and dimensions (Fig. 21).  
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Figure 21. 3d scanning point cloud distorting a Cartesian hypercube through augmented reality. House IV, e(eiroa)-Architects (2016), Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa 
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3. ECOINDUCTION III: REZONING NYC THROUGH BIG DATA 
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ABSTRACT 
Ecoinduction proposes a new means of understanding cities globally in the anthropocene, opening up new 
relationships between the human-made city and a its artificially informed environment. Ecoinduction III, 
rezoning New York City through Big Data understands City Planning and Urban Zoning as anticipatory 
means to actualize the ideal form of the city, proposing a new fluctuating participatory democratic platform 
to regulate real-time the relationship between architecture, the city, its geology and its environment as a 
single topological space-environment.  
 
Keywords big data; environment; urbanism; zoning; information 
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Figure 1. New York City massing. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, 
Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268 
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INTRODUCTION 
Ecoinduction understands cities as a continuous topological space-environment. Ecoinduction proposes a 
critical and comprehensive urban-architectural-ecological information-based strategy for a new ecological 
urban planning and zoning. The morphology of the city is informed by the environmental conditions that it 
activates, engaging into an urban Big Data Processing information-based computational design exercise to 
rethink the whole city as a topological space-environment, building up a reflective self-balancing feedback 
interface-mechanism. The project aims to address the latent emergent ecological conditions that the city 
represses by conventional city-zoning and conventional building massing design and construction, by 
analyzing its potential activation and integration of multiple fragmented latent ecologies across the entire 
region. These ecologies are integrated into a multidimensional Big Data model. Big Data gathering, Big Data 
processing, Big Data Survey and Mapping, and how information is processed to inform the design of the 
city and its environment is integrated in a single topological project includes several platforms, media, 
mediums and interfaces. Ecoinduction promotes an urbanism of information mapping, representing, and 
originating critical data to read and test real time impact the potential transformation of the city’s space-
environment. 
 
Ecoinduction proposes a new means of understanding cities globally in the anthropocene (Crutzen and 
Stoermer, 2000)88 opening up new relationships between the human-made city and a its artificially informed 
environment proposing a distinct ideological position and understanding of nature. The Renaissance 
proposed humanism as the center of the universe. The Modern Movement proposed a clear separation 
between human and Nature, with diverse ideological variations in such opposition, ranging from rethinking 
artificially the environment, to not interrupting the flow and development of Nature. The post-war reaction 
to the modern tabula rasa rethought the relationship between humanity and its environment, rethinking the 
logic of the place through site-specificity. Interventions were rethought from bottom-up as opposed to top-
down, understanding entropy, and, in some cases aiming for recognizing latent opportunities, activating and 
consolidating an emergent order.  
 
After several readings and deconstructions of the notion of Nature, the Anthropocene shifted its perception 
as “the other”, since nature, ecology and geology are informed by human interaction with the environment. 
The Anthropocene promptly recognized human action as the last geological crust that built up in our planet, 
sometimes presenting a point of no-return and a limitation to go back to simple environmental preservation. 
Nature needs now to be redefined holistically and requires a new linguistic and architecture definition to 
define the current and next problematic relationship between human and environment. Nature is no longer 
the other and it is artificially informed. One of the most interesting contemporary definitions of the 
relationship between architecture and Nature is given by Professor Diana Agrest’s Architecture of Nature 
(Agrest and Angus McPhee 2018)89 in which architecture studios analyze Nature as architecture, questioning 
the means to access and understand natural processes and opening up conditions to what architecture can 
reflect upon today.   
 
Humans are no longer naturally evolved animals since we are already in a trans-human status of 
transcendence. Computation and interfaces of communication expanded our notion of thinking, living and 
interaction with our environment through increasingly machinic thinking and an engineered manipulated 
body.  
 

 
88 Crutzen, P.  and Stoermer, E. F. “The Anthropocene”, in IGBP Newsletter, 2000 
89 Agrest, Diana and Angus McPhee, John Architecture of Nature, ORO Editions, 2018 
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The city is understood both physically and virtually, both in terms of massing as well as its implied 
environmental conditions, and both in terms of center and periphery, since environmental conditions and 
effects can no longer be traced differentiating center and periphery but as a complex emergent fluid dynamic 
environment. Inside and outside the city and the environment are no longer a distinction but a flux that 
includes the evolution of our internal post-human cell constitution.  
 
Ecoinduction III, rezoning New York City through Big Data understands City Planning and Urban Zoning 
as anticipatory means to actualize the ideal form of the city, proposing a new fluctuating participatory 
democratic platform to regulate real-time the relationship between architecture, the city, its geology and its 
environment. This is one of a series of Ecoinduction projects such as a built ecological park in Buenos Aires 
(1999), Ecoinduction I Rio de la Plata Estuary in Buenos Aires, and Ecoinduction II Jamaica Bay in New 
York City (2011) and that  since 2004 is working with fluid dynamic simulation implementing Big Data 
survey, data gathering and processing.  
 
Ecoinduction III aims to address the latent emergent ecological fragmented conditions analyzing its 
potential activation and integration across entire larger ecological corridors and regions, critiquing the way 
cities have been addressed in terms of center/periphery. These ecologies are integrated into a 
multidimensional Big Data model. Big Data gathering, Big Data processing, data mapping, and how 
information is processed to inform the design of the city and its environment is integrated in a single 
topological project includes several platforms, media, mediums and interfaces. Multiple aspects are studied, 
for instance: how geology can inform a city; how suppressed ecologies, hidden basins that become visible 
through storm surge; how channeled rivers, below grade topography can be rediscovered as active ecological 
ecosystems; how light and shade conditions, humidity, the heat island effect generated by buildings can be 
investigated to activate certain environmental conditions; how vortexes and wind patterns  informed by 
buildings can be architecturalize to address urban morphology while filtering pollution, and how the city 
overall can build up continuity between fragmented latent ecologies. These conditions are measured, 
processed and designed to inform a dynamic zoning of NYC through various means. Each time a building is 
developed following parameters of the algorithmic zoning, it informs and modifies its environment. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Form:In:form means form follows information (Lorenzo-Eiroa, 2013)90. Form is structured by systems of 
representation and in turn these inform reality as well. Since computation has become a common plateau 
across any discipline, new technologies enable new means to measure reality. An architecture of information 
implies that it may be more relevant today to address architecture through the development of new 
informational systems. Rather than understanding architecture through designing buildings, spaces, cities, an 
architecture of information implies a different information level, redefining the core of architecture. This is 
the definition of the expansion of authorship (Lorenzo-Eiroa, 2013) in an architecture of information. 

 
90 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. "Form In:Form: On The Relationship Between Digital Signifiers and Formal Autonomy", in Architecture in Formation, ed. 
Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Aaron Sprecher, Routledge/Taylor and Francis, London 2013.  
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Figure 2.New York City urban massing morphology. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro 
Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz.  
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Figure 3: New York City Rivers and Deltas in relation to topography and geology. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
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Figure 4: Fluid Dynamic Simulation of rivers in relation to latent ecologies that could be openened by demolishing old tenament buildings. 
Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 

 
As an expanded discipline, architecture is now dealing with the design of space-environments. But this 
expansion did not yet influence the way of doing urbanism. Moreover, such expansion is now more 
influenced by a representation shift activated by Big Data Processing. Increasing information processes 
define new means to read, map, represent and project reality. This is one of the most relevant conditions 
today: to understand the implicit relationships between information processes and the city understood as an 
emergent and dynamic space-environment.  
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Figure 5: Fluid Dynamic Simulation Rivers and Shores. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz 
and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
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Figure 6: Fluid Dynamic Simulation  Urban Massing wind patterns and heat island effect. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
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Figure 7: Fluid Dynamic Simulation wind patters to model Urban Massing in relation to vortexes activation. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design 
Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette 
Guitierrez Ortiz. 

 
The ecological crisis has been initially questioning architecture from a functionalist and environmentally 
friendly point of view. But more recently, the ecological discourse was able to displace architecture's cultural 
baggage and its disciplinary project through systems of representation. Computational fluid dynamic was 
able to envision a more radical means to understand architecture as an integrated space-environment. New 
means of representation enabled the direct manipulation of the relationship between static space-form-
frames and the emergent environmental and energy conditions that became active due to its framing and 
containment qualities, therefore opening up a new way to enable a discourse on ecology relative to 
architecture. This emergent quality through representation was instrumented into a new discipline, which 
understands spatial boundaries as energy boundaries. Fluid dynamic simulation in administrating real time 
Big Data influenced a growing necessity to understand the decoding of environmental systems. This process 
which is revolutionizing architecture representation is also re-coding architecture's matter, shifting the 
discipline to artificially structure environmental processes. Architecture is changing its internal coding and 
can now be understood as a meta-organizational system that can activate at a structural level, latent dynamic 
forces in natural systems. Architecture has therefore shifted from structuring space to structuring 
environments.  
 
While architecture expanded the definition of containment by blurring boundaries between space and 
environment, this expansion was not applied to the city.  
 
The current ideological-political understanding of the city relative to policy making, spatial division and land 
ownership in urban codes offers measurement parameters and tools of understanding the territory that cap 
the understanding and potential transformation of the city as a space-environment. This zoning necessarily 
implies the reformulation of the city fabric, including its urban elements such as the city block, or the 
isolated or integrated tower. The city block, would necessarily have to change in its dimensions and its 
relationship to the emerging environments the entire city would promote. The new block would also include 
a redesign of the typical relationship between front and back and internal courtyard containment and 
exterior public spaces, to include the activation of sequential and interconnected ecologies that would be 
able to build up ecosystems across the city. A new urban fabric would emerge informed by its ecological 
performance. 
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Figure 8: Fluid Dynamic Simulation Massing Proposed. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: 
Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 

 
Issues such as the geological components below a city, the suppressed ecologies that usually cities try to 
cover, the hidden basins, the channeled rivers, the below grade topography, light and shade conditions, 
humidity, the heat island effect generated by buildings, the vortexes and wind patterns informed by 
buildings, are gathered, mapped, calculated and measured to inform the zoning project through various 
means, media and mediums. The project develops also an open participatory platform in which zoning is 
informed by civic interests in coordination with environmental forces.  
 
Each time a building is developed following parameters in the zoning, it will inform and modify the 
environment. This cycle of continuous information feedback develops a robust modeling system that is 
actualized real time, balancing air rights and ownership in relation to environmental interests. Land 
ownership is seen as an integral civic responsibility in terms of a shared common environmental interest that 
affect the entire world, therefore air rights based on lot ownership are kept but transferred real time without 
compromising real estate depreciation and interests, but build up to a common global interest that does not 
distinguish between center and periphery, between city and environment or between income levels.      
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Figure 9: Fluid Dynamic Simulation Thermal Reading Urban Massing Proposed. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 

 
RESULTS 
New zoning strategies and systems must foster the activation of an architecture of environments since 
environmental preservation seems not only problematic but also no longer possible. These issues require a 
comprehensive new law and zoning strategy necessarily following common interests that consider 
continuities across land ownership and lot rights.  
 
Ecoinduction III proposes to integrate all of the information that is produced in relation to the city, its 
mobility and its environment into a single multidimensional Big Data Processing platform. Ecoinduction 
anticipates cities to actualize their zoning laws, their public and private spaces through a real time dynamic 
platform, therefore necessarily engaging with an interface that would integrate the continuous growth of the 
city readjusting all of its parameters and building up from emergent conditions.  
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Figure 10: Massing City and Active Ecologies balancing heat island effect and interconnecting the various fragmented latent ecologies across the 
city. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, 
Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 

 
At a regional level, the entire typology of cities and their relation to the regional ecosystems should be 
critiqued and displaced in addressing the environmental crisis. For instance, the function of Central Park in 
New York City, could now be critiqued and displaced to activate environmental continuity, creating for 
instance balanced relationships between center and periphery in Manhattan, as well as activating an 
ecosystem across parks or in between parks. The public welfare of setting up healthier conditions for cities 
derived in the development of parks in the Ninetieth Century. It seems evident that this project should be 
actualized to integrate environmental conditions for the cities for the Twenty First and Twenty Second 
Centuries anticipating and planning phases for the next five hundred years. 
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Figure 11: Final Massing. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara 
Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
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Figure 12. New York City massing. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Alejandro Mieses 
Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the current challenges of how cities grow is how reality is measured and validated. Late Capitalism 
measures and validates reality through private profit, therefore appropriated and commercialized the urban 
and planning policies of the 1800s that secured health, sanitation, equity, communities, and the environment 
through cities as business and real estate speculation. More recently, information ownership become 
profitable and subject to economic speculation, distorting information, and creating clusters of self-
validation controlling and administering social relationships through a privatization of public spaces due to 
the ability to inform reality.  
 
What would be the means to propose our future ways of living in relation to our environmental commons? 
How can we secure a real time system including zoning laws and parameters that include humans, post-
humans, non-humans in a post-Capitalist post-Anthropocene?  
 
These issues are addressed in the emergent architecture and urbanism of information, which consists in 
surveying reality, reading, interpreting, mediating, and organizing information flows identifying conflicts of 
interests between data acquisition, their representation and functionality. Ecoinduction III, Rezoning New 
York Region is an ongoing research that integrates different survey and measuring systems, such as Big 
Data, simulations, Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to activate real time a dynamic 
varying ecological zoning thinking the city as interconnected space-environments. A blockchain technology 
platform surveys and integrates multidimensional information in a dynamically continuously changing 
system that can inform reality real time. The platform surveys latent environmental ecologies, and through a 
zoning activates them and coordinates them into larger regional ecological space-environments.  
 
Keywords: Architecture of Information; Urbanism of Information; Ecology; Big Data; Survey; Simulation; 
Evolutionary Simulation; Computational Design; Machine Learning; ML; Artificial Intelligence; AI; post-
Anthropocene; Post-Capitalism 
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INTRODUCTION 
The current pandemic may seem unprecedented and disruptive, but previous histories and theories of urban 
planning and sanitation addressed means to prevent and overcome similar issues. The urgency of the current 
environmental, social, health, and economic crises must be addressed as a systemic whole identifying the 
main causes and issues to overcome. Health and environment are knowingly interrelated. 65% of the 
diseases transmitted from animals to humans have been related over the last 60 years91 to the displacement 
of natural biomes due to global warming caused by human action. The Anthropocene’s correlational crises 
present challenges beyond a point of environmental restoration with unknown emergent dimensions.  
 
Architecture and Urbanism are politically influenced through multiple fields, from sanitation to economics. 
In the late 1800s and early 1900s with large immigration waves cities globally faced informal conditions, 
including densification, hacination, compromising public health and sanitation92. A comprehensive set of 
interconnected laws, zonings, codes, and protocols secured minimum living standards as human rights while 
scientific advances were incorporated in modern planning and urbanism. Indoor plumbing and city 
treatment plants for dangerous effluents were designed to contain diseases; daily trash collection and public 
space cleaning were organized to prevent plagues; street landscaping were designed to provide fresh air and 
diminish pollution; infrastructure and transportation connectivity and continuity was planned to prevent 
socio-economic apartheid; building setbacks were designed to ensure minimal sunlight exposure at street 
level promoting body defenses against viruses; minimum green areas per inhabitant were calculated to 
provide enough healthy air and expansion; minimum apartments surface area and in relation to inhabitants 
avoided hacination; minimum window areas and maximum floor plate depth secured minimum sunlight 
levels939495; housing security a stable society; etc. In terms of urbanism, these parameters could be 
synthetically related to measuring, securing, standardizing, and organizing urban voids as public 
environmental assets in relation to infrastructure planning. Interestingly these standards continuously 
decrease with the Neoliberal model. This model claims a form of unregulated free market economy as 
responsible for the growth of the city, naturalizing a manipulated economy in which public services, public 
health, as well as urbanism are not secured but rather turned into profit, with consequences not only 
deteriorating life quality, but current correlational crises are resulting in the six Holocene mass extinction 
and a biological annihilation due to the Anthropocene96. The time for urgent action is long pass due97 and 
the real issue is why after a half century we are struggling with the same sense of urgency, without being able 
to question any of the parameters that took us where we are, reducing what’s possible98. 
 
THE POLITICS OF THE URBAN VOID: ARCHITECTURE AND CAPITALISM  

 
91 Morse SS, Woolhouse M, Parrish CR, Carroll D, Karesh WB, Zambrana-Torrelio C, Lipkin WI, Daszak P “Prediction and prevention of the 
next pandemic zoonosis”, Lancet Journal, Volume 
380, Pages 1956-65, 2012 
92 Nijenhuis, Wim The Riddle Of The Real City, Or The Dark Knowledge Of Urbanism Genealogy, Prophecy, And Epistemology, Duizend & Een 2017 
93 Klein, Alexander Grundrissbildung und Raumgestaltung von Kleinwohnungen und neue Auswertungsmethoden, (Plan design and spatial forms for the minimum 
dwelling and new methods of enquiry) Berlin, 1928.  
94 Lombardi, Roberto “Medida y norma: Notas sobre la proporción y escala en la manualistica moderna”, in Cuaderno de Lecturas Morfologia 
Catedra Javier Garcia Cano, numero 5, Art 1, FADU-UBA, 2003. Existenzminimum includes parametric variable manuals for housing regulations. 
95 Bevilacqua, Marco G. Alexander Klein and the Existenzminimum: A ‘Scientific’ Approach to Design Techniques, Nexus Network Journal, July 2011 
Existenzminimum was developed while working as a Baurat in Berlin’s town planning. 
96 Ripple WJ, Wolf C, Newsome TM, Galetti M, Alamgir M, Crist E, Mahmoud MI, Laurance WF (13 November 2017). "World Scientists' 
Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice". BioScience. 67 (12): 1026–1028. 
97 Žižek, Slavoj Living in the End Times, Verso Books, London, 2010 
98 Jameson, Fredric The Seeds of Time, Columbia University Press, New York, 1994 
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It is time to deconstruct the ideological relationship between architecture, urbanism, and Capitalism. 
Capitalism provided many positive necessary transformations to the feudal society, from revolutionary social 
class movement, to entrepreneurship, to a free market economy, to technological progress. The evolution of 
urbanism in the United States can be referenced by Capitalism. American Protestant human-nature agrarian 
ethic relationship against the vices of the city99 promoted the colonization of the west through spread 
individual land ownership distribution. The emancipation of the individual thanks to the automobile 
promoted suburban development supported by the oil industry lobby, in conflict with the linear and 
centralized infrastructure of the railroad. Later as a consequence of the military-technological development 
during the World War II 100 the US completed an urban sprawl process, consuming the landscape as a 
military defense strategy101 of decentralization102 against atomic blast defining the urbanism of the Cold War 
Era103. In parallel, architecture often praised the apparently accidental outputs of the Capitalist system104. 
Various theories discussed the apparently emergent output of a system from the bottom up, naturalizing the 
replacement of architecture and urbanism for an idealized Capitalist self-regulating system105. Capitalism 
generated new architecture and urban typologies such as John Portman’s sky lobbies and NYC Times 
Square. But a Late Capitalist Realism was able deregulate, remove, and displace the previous urban and 
planning revolutions, allowing the return of monopolies, market manipulation through buy back investment, 
and a Fordism replacing democratic representation in definition of the form of the city, revealing the 
abstract logic of capitalism speculation independent from the real economy106. The result of this model is the 
distortion of systems of measurement and validation, including parameters, zonings, infrastructure, and laws 
originally designed to benefit society. The neoliberal model promotes infinite profit and economic 
expansion in a planet with limited resources. This model transferred public shared responsibility to the 
individual, out of luck for getting sick and responsible to save the world through individual recycling instead 
of a planetary coordinated common strategy. Therefore, profit expansion took over public assets: urban 
voids become occupied; health become exclusive; sanitation business; infrastructure promoted real estate 
apartheid; towers no longer needed setbacks; micro apartments promoted hacination to artificially elevate 
the initial profit price; and increasingly, the zoning of cities like New York lost their social relevance over 
variances. The agency of architects and planners often seen as idealistic and top-donw was replaced by both 
a fetishized populist representation approach through the uninformed local bottom up for public validation, 
often rightly defending social causes, but also dismissing the histories and theories of urbanism, which in 
turn empowered larger background corporate interests coordinated with real estate, promoting cities as 
business or Carol Willis’ “Form Follows Finance”107 indexed by the corporate skyline. While the city of New 
York had some minor fragmented accomplishments over the last 50 years these are not comparable with the 
structural long term revolutionary vision of the 1800s and early 1900s.   
 
The greatest public asset the city has is the void as it takes several forms, from public parks, to setbacks, to 
sidewalks, and other spaces such as space-environments. In an envisioned post-Anthropocene, the city 
would not be a city, but rather a series of parallel inter correlated networks of common space-environments. 

 
99 Ciucci Giorgio, Dal Co Francesco , Manien-Elia Mario, Tafuri Manfredo, The American City: From the Civil War to the New Deal, transl. LaPenta, 
Barbara L. The MIT Press, 1983 
100 Wierner, Norbert Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, The Technology Press, Massachusetts, 1948. 
101 Hilberseimer, Ludwig The New Regional Pattern: industries and gardens, workshops and farms, Paul Theobald, Chicago 1949. 
102 Ludwig Hilberseimer, The Nature of Cities; Origin, Growth and Decline Pattern and Form Planing Problems. Paul Theobald Press, Chicago, 1955. 
103 Wierner Norbert, "How U.S. Cities can Prepare for Atomic War", Life 18, December 1950. 
104 Tafuri, Manfredo Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development, trans. La Penta  Barbara L., The MIT Press, 1976 
105 Venturi, Robert, Scott Brown, Denise, Izeneur, Steven Learning From Las Vegas: The Forgotten Simbolism of Architectural Form, MIT 
Press, 1972 
106 Nakamoto, Satoshi " Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”, 31 October 2008. Read also "The misidentification of Satoshi 
Nakamoto" in theweek.com 30 June 2015.  
107 Lewis C. Form Follows Finance: Skyscrapers and Skylines in New York and Chicago, Princeton Architectural Press, 1995 
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Environmental commons of shared interest and rights should include all life diversity. Such agency can only 
be done through a secured scientific participatory process as a real time planetary computation.  
 
THE URBANISM OF INFORMATION, ECOINDUCTION III: FROM BIG DATA SURVEY, 
TO MACHINE LEARNING, TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  
The architecture and urbanism of the information age implies that architects and urbanist may no longer 
need to design buildings or cities, but can do so working at a meta level, by designing the systems and 
interfaces that mediate, displace, transform, represent, and organize information flows and thus have a larger 
impact in the transformation of a mediated reality. The understanding of a project from survey to regulatory 
platforms, allows to inform reality real time faster than how most disciplines collect, read, and inform reality 
until their discoveries are integrated in society. This inverts the relationship between theory and application, 
outweighing theoretical speculation by real time performance and optimization. The urbanism of 
information does not necessarily mean economic loss but through transfer credits, can balance interests 
incorporating a sustainable circular economy, integrating politics, health, society, technology, and 
architecture. 
 
Because of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) architecture is now dealing with the design of space-
environments. CFD simulation allow architects and environmentalists to directly manipulate energy, a way to 
define a discourse on ecology, an agency relative to architecture, shifting the conception of spatial 
boundaries. CFD through real time Big Data gathering and measurement influenced a growing necessity to 
analyse, understand and work with environmental systems, implementing critically new technologies by 
avoiding ideological research biases through measurable statistic quantitative analysis. The urbanism of 
space-environments is based on a long-term project denominated Eco-induction or ecological artificial 
induction, a project that understands architecture and urbanism by reading, analyzing, activating, displacing, 
mediating, and organizing environmental processes. In Ecoinduction III environmental processes are also 
integrated, activated, coordinated, mediated, and organized in relation to information processing. 
Ecoinduction III, rezoning New York understands City Planning and Urban Zoning as anticipatory 
predictive means to actualize the ideal form of the city, proposing a new participatory democratic interface 
to regulate real-time the relationship between architecture, the city, its geology, and its environment as a 
single topological space-environment.  
 
Survey through Big Data gathering, and processing has several known problems108 opening scientific data 
validation issues as well as how data can easily be manipulated to address initial assumptions countering its 
scientific objective. Data acquisition is problematic all the way from what is searched for, how is gathered, 
the methodology used, the technology, the algorithms definitions, statistics, metrics, and others. For 
instance, the current zoning of New York is based on obsolete land and air rights ownership defining urban 
massing, building types and urban blocks independently from the environment. It is also based on political 
boundaries such as zip codes can give room to problematic data segregation, separation from the city 
geology and environment. Social media as well as technological giants understood this problem well enough 
to speculate and profit from it exponentially spreading misinformation109 faster than authoritative scientific 
information since the logic of advertisement profits from self-validating privatized social bubbles and 
psychological manipulation promoting uncertainty110.  

 
108 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Data and Politics of Information: Rezoning New York City Through Big Data”, (pag. 210-231), in Data, Architecture and 
The Experience of Place, Ed. Karandinou A., Routledge T&F, New York 2019 
109 Guess, A.M., Nyhan, B. & Reifler, J. Exposure to untrustworthy websites in the 2016 US election. Nat Hum Behav 4, 472–480, 2020 
110 Schwering, Markus, “Jürgen Habermas über Corona: ‘So viel Wissen über unser Nichtwissen gab es noch nie’,” Frankfurter Rundschau, April 
10, 2020 
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In Ecoinduction III survey is understood as the first act of transfiguration of reality. Big Data Survey is 
done avoiding political boundaries activating geo-information location systems by both accessing multiple 
technologies and platforms, understanding that each would produce a distortion and signification, including 
governmental information top down as well as activating different sensing devices bottom-up. At the 
information level, survey involves linguistic signification and therefore an agency at the level of 
representation. Big Data is gathered through multiple means, from satellite images, satellite photos, to 
LiDAR (public and private air scanning at medium elevation), to GIS government information, form the 
top-down and through bottom-up different sources, such as users’ sensors in cell phones, the Internet of 
Things, 3d Scanning, social media and other API [Fig 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The information retrieval, 
decomposition, delayering, and its reconstruction is done through an architectural transfiguration cultural 
criticism and not through a technocratic functionalist raw data linear use but developing interfaces with 
qualitative information through parallel processing, ML, ANN. The information reconstruction activates an 
architectural multidimensional model to activate a performance based machinic emergent territory [Fig 1, 5].  
 
We approach data science through multiple means and models. A model including information retrieval 
through an Application Programming Interface (API) identifies public transportation flows. The first model 
[Fig 1] identifies the regional movement of people, revealing means to understand public infrastructure 
transportation in relation to private car sharing, building up a dynamic real time emergent infrastructure 
transportation model in which public and private transportation can complement each other. Through 
Machine Learning (ML) we approach data science by developing a repository for feature extraction using 
supervised and non-supervised learning, training prediction models through classifiers. We then train data 
repositories through statistical gradients and tensor fitness through diverse Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN) implementing Artificial Intelligence (AI) through various systems, including Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNN), Deep Feed Forward Neural Networks (DFF) and Boltzmann Machine (BM). Addressing 
the mathematically unresolved Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) the model optimizes autonomous car 
sharing and delivery common routes, behavior, and loops identifying information flows to make prediction 
models bypassing the VRP to create urban superblocks [Fig. 1]. The model network is defined by clusters 
which are optimized topologically [Fig 2]. These superblocks coordinate latent ecologies from existing green 
areas by reducing traffic and increasing pedestrian areas. We are currently working on developing more 
critical AI models using both computer vision through CNN and BM by which instead of focusing on the 
automated process, focuses on a self-referential and measurable output. While this is problematic, since 
human accountability in Big Data is impossible, we are judging through a visual logic of information 
representation architecture output activating disciplinary expertise until we resolve a more robust 
autonomous AI model: The e-Architects. The stacking of layers and chains for parallel processing, ANN, 
ML, complex composition, deviations, and predictions including different regression models and 
classification and Recurring Neural Network (RNN) loops is used at aiming at recognizing flows and 
optimizing them, but excessive convolution and stacking by approximation makes the process less efficient 
(CO2) and promotes a black box approach.  
 
Ecoinduction III applies Big Data by developing CFD simulation models. These readings are both indexical 
but also emergent design material by understanding the city through managing energy. Big Data is also 
applied through evolutionary simulation, interacting CFD with the definition of the architecture of buildings 
through dynamic emergent systems. Ecoinduction promotes the growth of the city by densification as well 
as artificially induces ecologies, through demolition, lowering density. Incrementally the project coordinates 
micro-environments, to become interconnected to larger regional ecologies, understanding them as part of a 
planetary computation. This model is weighted in relation to varying environmental conditions, such wind 
patterns [Fig 2]. Wind patterns simulated through CFD can be manipulated through building contours or 
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coordinated voids to accentuate vortexes and speed up wind, therefore alleviating the city from CO2 
emissions and lowering the heat island effect due to building density. The emergent infrastructure of 
superblocks that compliments public infrastructure, can be coordinated to expand existing urban green 
spaces voids, and in relation to the activation or larger voids as environmental corridors.  
 

 
Fig 1 Transportation and delivery optimization. Ecoinduction III in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Fig 2 Transportation and delivery optimization in relation to emergent environmental corridors. Ecoinduction III in NYC, DOT Presentation, 
e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne 
Shang-Wei Lin. 

 
Blockchain Social Participatory Platform 
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By retrieving individual open sensors from cell phones or API through social media platforms one can 
create emergent correlational 3d models that by-pass governmental centralized authority [Fig 3, 4]. 3d 
scanning is also used to identify multiple additional issues: from the mapping of the differential between the 
artificial topography of the city and the natural topography, in order to promote or unmotivate building 
heights, predicting building form to be optimized in relation to soil density and proximity as well as 
environmental performance; to measure temperature ranges in existing buildings and streetscape; to identify 
wind vortexes optimization in relation to existing city fabric; to identifying where demolition could happen 
or where development could be motivated by air rights transferring.  By accessing 3d scanning from both 
government resources, developing, and using our own 3d scanning devices, and accessing information 
through crowdsourcing, the project builds up a diversified set of media and mediums aiming at 
deconstructing typification and data distortions making the repository multidimensional, democratic, and 
participatory. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Experimental 3d scanning sensing and delayering infrared visual spectrum, resulting into a thermal reading. Ecoinduction III Optimizing 
Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank 
Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Fig. 4 Experimental 3d scanning point cloud result by processing multiple data entry points resulting into a full city-wide 3d scanning. 
Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Fig 5. Ecoinduction III: proposed bio-digital New York City. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. credits: e(eiroa)-architects. 
design principal and research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers And Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
Egipciaco Cruz And Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. Sponsor-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 

 
The platform works as a regulatory intermediation mechanism of Ecoinduction III. The interface can be 
autonomously regulated by a participatory democratic real time interface-architecture implementing a block 
chain technology network that can displace top-down authority while constantly redefining the relationship 
between health and environmental performance real time. This cannot be done directly, but arguably 
through authority, a consortium of experts in different areas coordinated, ensuring democratic 
representation through weighting gradients. New law and zoning strategy are necessary to protect and 
expand environmental commons by creating continuity across public and private land ownership, lot rights, 
recovering and expanding latent ecologies, defending the rights of all types of living beings. Laws must be 
actualized to integrate environmental conditions for next five hundred years. The neoliberal “form follows 
finance” motto is replaced by a Post-Capitalist “form follows ecology” to activate through blockchain 
technology “form follows information” [Fig 5].  
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Research Results 
 
The articles presented are the result of peer review conference paper presentations. Each of these published 
and indexed papers went through several rounds of peer review process, sometimes one round sometimes 
two rounds. The research results of the Articles presented are expanded in the VI.DISCUSSION Section. 
The following are conclusions from the research pointing out the results. The Thesis Hypothesis is that one 
would be able to develop an architecture of information by displacing systems of representation that 
determine media in architecture and the digital signifiers that compose architecture through computation. 
 
IN:FORMING A CRITICAL DIGITAL ARCHITECTURE AUTONOMY INTO LIFE  
Lays out the principles of research avenues later developed through the years and presents and demonstrates 
earlier strategies given the technology of the time (which later is critiqued by developing our own systems). 
The paper questioned the relative authorship that architects had in relation to software developers and the 
algorithms they used, expanding architecture as a field to necessarily engage with background computer 
codes.  
 
The article discusses issues of representation from the system of representation point of view: perspective 
Fig. 1; topographies of information as transferring information between interfaces Fig.2; to the floor plan as 
the index of typology in architecture Fig. 3). Representation as displaced from outside architecture and that 
influenced architecture (such as the displacement from plan to picture plane induced by the computer 
screen Z=Y). This displacement of the computer plateau through the screen as a vertical canvas, inverting 
space for depth was not critiqued before. One research result is to coordinate the logic of the interface with 
the typology of the architecture space to displace, and mentions as a case example where this happened in 
Palladio Chiericati Palace in Vicenza in which the compression of the space counteracts perspective as a 
system of representation and as a generative system of representation for architecture typology, since 
Palladio was critical of Brunelleschi’s perspective (See DISCUSSION II) and therefore developed an 
architecture of compression and expansion against the perspectival cone effect. This example pairs a 
displacement of a system of representation with an innovation at the architecture type/typology through 
topology (the center of the building is compressed elastically demonstrating an index of the original 
centrality of the building that becomes a series of layers activated by Palladio’s resistance to perspective by 
activating a flat picture plane and thanks to his discussions and incursion into painting with Tintoretto (see 
DISCUSSION III). This process did not happen yet in architecture relative to computation, as we are 
aiming to pair systems of representation and innovation in architecture typology.  
 
The emerging architecture of information discloses such displacement as a critique of image-architecture 
complicit with media determinism in media communication of architecture and favors an architecture of 
systems in which relationships are more relevant than images and offers means to counteract such outside 
of the discipline displacement.  
 
The series of topographies-diagrams (Fig. 2) address the early necessity in digital architecture of the 90s to 
address topology not only from a surface-complex architecture-building, but to address computation as a 
form of topography through the way we deal and work with interfaces as topographies of information. 
Moreover, this methodology is also thought as diversified plateaus in which the claim of the architecture of 
the 1900s to deal with complexity is not really taken to an algorithmic deeper level. The article provides 
solutions to treating interfaces as informational plateaus addressing Deleuze deterritorialization machine and 
developing topographies of information that work literally as visual algorithms that inform the next layer. 
These are also understood as digital signifiers if they are able to compute relationships among interfaces, 
since the topography of one laye informs the next one. While this in principle was an early attempt back in 
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200 to address complexity at the digital level, such strategy became a coding strategy and an expansion 
literally of digital signifiers by developing machines and electronic signs as a grammatology of computation 
in DISCUSSION VIII and DISCUSSION XII. In the way is is developed in this paper, the computational 
framework works out by developing interfaces-visual algorithms between layers in a project and tracing out 
transitions between them. In addition, the strategy works also as a way to displace the linear logic of 
algorithms and develop surface-territory algorithms, therefore treating the interface architecture as the 
architecture is developing.  
 
Cartopological space presents a solution to index both topographical visual algorithms as territorial complex 
informational plateaus (fig. 5) addressing the relationship between topographies as complex territories of 
information and surface scripting as complex informed surfaces based on topographies. These are enfolded 
to critique the determination of the Cartesian system of representation using mathematics and visual based 
algorithms as attractor images-fields (fig. 4 and 6). This is further expanded in the discussions later in the 
thesis, specifically in DISCUSSION IX but addressing in the short paper the relationship between 
architecture topographies as means to expand architecture dimensions in a Cartesian frame-space, therefore 
integrating computational design scripting through mathematics and visual algorithms customized and the 
overall container space defined by the Cartesian reference system of representation. This contributing essay 
develops pioneering research on Big Data to relate field conditions to information processing, developing 
informed space-environments and buildings and has been referenced by others.  
 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPACE: FROM PERSPECTIVE TO BIG DATA  
This paper serves as the representation specific paper in relation to a general structure of the Thesis. It 
traces strategies in the Renaissance and the Baroque to displace systems of representation in relation to 
spatial typology innovations but also helps to transition into contemporary computational design in terms of 
an aspect that is non-existent: the displacement of a computational system of representation rarely happens 
at a coding digital signifier level, unless such artists identified in the thesis that developed their own coding 
language from scratch but without identifying the generic canons sedimented in representation, meking 
them almost not relevant in terms of the history of representation other than attempting different avenues 
of research. The research results presented show that one can trace a continuous development in radical 
transformative and revolutionary architecture that necessarily needs to innovate in the systems of 
representation in order to be relevant to history. By doing so, the work of architecture develops a unique 
powerful integration and is able to create architecture beyond itself when contemporaries take over the 
project developed in terms of systems of representation and appropriate it to do architecture as it is 
happening with new plug ins, new algorithms developed by architects that are working at a meta-
representational level innovating not only in architecture but also the systems that inform architecture.  
 
This paper includes a survey through the history of representation in architecture and urbanism, addressing 
issues of signs and systems of representation relative to computation. This paper declares perspective as a 
machinic mathematical computational system based on Panofsky’s identification from Lorenzetti, oairing a 
unique type of content in relation to the frame-system of reference and representation (Vnishing 
Point=God). Then proceeds to identify in Velazquez a displacement to activate a different type of meaning 
in Las Meninas, correlating the form of the paining with its technique and its topological-mental space. The 
paper traces relationships between architecture typology and systems of representation, identifying in 
Brunelleschi the ideal innovation, but presenting it as a linear technological disruptive innovation similar to 
where we are at today, and identifying what is missing which is a deconstruction of systems of 
representation. 
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The paper identifies the necessity to innovate in data gathering and data survey in architecture as part of an 
expansion of the field (Fig. 12). The paper identifies the point cloud or the point as a new digital signifier 
that is already informing architecture space and that needs to be deconstructed and critiqued. The paper 
identifies artists that challenged the structure of the space through VR in the Baroque through frescoes (Fig. 
13). 
 
In terms of research results of the developed projects that innovate both at the coding digital signifier level 
and system of representation, we can identify Fig 14 as the main argument in which the topology of the 
project aims at successfully displacing its plot reference space frame through mathematical coding. This 
project proposes the discovery of a truly multidimensional space frame in which the object-surface displaces 
its container space, aiming at displacing a system of representation. In Fig. 17 we developed new digital 
signifiers, particularly developing technology through simulation, mathematics and algorithms that consider 
space as environments, instead of thinking space as a container. We were some of the first architects to 
work with environmental simulation as a way to activate through statistics flows and thermodynamics back 
at the end of 1990s. We anticipated the necessity to shift modeling for relational information flows in this 
case through fluid dynamic simulation, which we investigated continuously through the last 20 years. The 
identification of a new type of signifier is for us more important even than working with ecology, since the 
argument is that if you are able to innovate at the technology representational structural level all carries 
through the rest.  
 
The project in Fig 18 is a research result spanning as a demonstration of a course at the Cooper Union in 
which we opened up avenues investigating to expand the systems of representation in architecture 
deconstructing relationships between drawing and building, in this case developing all the way the digital 
signifier as the compiler develops electronic communication protocols to activate through laser beams 
means to draw in space through linear perspective beam. The project programs a microcontroller that 
expands in 2 dimensional turns a robotic connector that projects a laser beam to draw in space. Spans from 
these courses included other machines CAM aimed at replacing the old woodshop at the Cooper Union 
with a set of machines robotically controlled and developed by students, expanding authorship in design to 
address the parameters of the machines that they make the projects feasible. 
 
The research result in Fig. 19 activates structural forces in a material bypassing modeling and activating the 
form of the project through robotic fabrication forces as opposed to constructing images of models 
developed digitally in the computer and 3d printed. The uniqueness of this research is that a new type of 
digital signifier emerges, one that is not within the virtual digital nor within the physical digital but in 
between through simulation expanding dimensions between drawing and building through material 
emergent form and addressing the indexing of the tool/CAM machinery that made it possible. 
 
Image 20 research result aims at mapping information flows as new type of digital signifiers since mobility 
vectors have been a part of architecture representation for a while, but not seen as representation of 
simulation flows real time. Image 21 aims at developing an augmented VR interface to address 
multidimensional space-environments by developing a 4d Plot space (an impossibility currently).  
 
ECOINDUCTION III: REZONING NYC THROUGH BIG DATA  
This paper presents a prototype for a policy regulating interface in relation to the growth of the city as 
development and the necessity to address emergent environmental issues. The result is to develop a bottom 
up blockchain technology that secures professional, scientific, data driven, evidence based democratic 
representation to defend the interests of the environment and Nature at large in relation to the pressures of 
development and the current conflict of interest with an economic system that validates its own parameters.  
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The paper discusses an alternative political and architecture scenario for cities considering the design of 
buildings and public spaces in relation to activating lost or latent ecological environmental conditions 
through Big Data gathering, data sets, GIS, API and large non-manageable analogically data ranging from 
200M entry data sets using innovative gathering techniques and technologies.   
 
By developing a Big Data multidimensional processing platform compiling multiple interfaces within a 
framework, the project transfers its knowledge to an architecture of architectures or an architecture of 
information, creating a new system of representation that is able to develop a meta project by informing 
reality real time, addressing the Thesis Objectives but also expanding the systems of representation available 
for architects. Data is thought as an act of design and therefore the first signifier active in the project, 
therefore to innovate at this level is essential to activate new means to develop architecture.  
 
The figures included in the paper address the motivation of the paper to correlate the necessity to measure 
environmental processes real time through fluid dynamic simulation and to expand architecture to engage 
no only with space but expanding architecture space to include the environment (space-environment). By 
this displacement, the paper identified CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) as the digital signifier to 
activate in relation to considering space-environments. Instead of modeling space through surfaces, the 
paper identifies the necessity to thing variable environmental qualities as means to address architecture.  
 
Both systems of representation and digital signifiers are expanded in the research results. 
 
SPACE-ENVIRONMENT COMMONS: FROM BIG DATA SURVEY, TO AI, TO A POST-
CAPITALIST BLOCKCHAIN ZONING PLATFORM  
This paper addressed how the politics of architecture and urbanism are not separate to the theorization and 
transformation of the discipline, from origination to destination. From origination in terms of addressing 
space from topology to space-environments, and therefore understanding the environment, its processes 
and conditions as an intrinsic part and component of architecture from the possibilities to represent energy 
flows through Computational Fluid Dynamics and processing Big Data. AI proves to not only propose a 
new aesthetics, or a new functionality, but also to address through parallel processing a new type of 
displacement of architecture at a deeper representational level, by being able to address reversibility and 
simulation in architecture non-linearly. In addition this article concludes on the necessity to displace the 
paradigms of architecture relative to computation, from theocratization to practice by addressing statistics 
through Big Data and by informing reality real time. This project concludes that this can only happen if it is 
done real time through a Big Data blockchain technology that is able to self-adjust in relation to 
environmental conditions that change with the growth or demolition of the city. Therefore, it addresses 
architecture at a representational level proposing a platform that as a destination in architecture as a 
spectrum to address reality, can provide a system to not only resolve this project but that can become a meta 
project implemented by many generations of architects and urbanists globally and to create a coordinated 
commons across the globe.  
 
The research results include a variety of means to gather data, represent data, represent information valuable 
and active and develop full systems of representation.  
 
Fig. 1 and 2 aims at developing new signifiers in relation to mobility and urbanism, by addressing 
relationships between information flows and environmental simulation. It therefore understands a new type 
of signifier which is a moving vector that can inform both mobility optimization, large urban spaces and the 
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environment. In this sense it is a meta digital signifier simulated and then actualized in the form of the 
interface meant to regulate and inform the form of the city. 
 
Fig. 4 develops an interface to articulate image in Instagram and develops a virtual repository to reconfigure 
a 3d scanning of the city. This workflow aims at critiquing media determination and use media as a new 
information system to inform other things such as the form of the city though survey. 
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DISCUSSION INDEX WITH SUMMARIES 
Through this thesis it is the hope of this thesis is to help create positive impact, generate a vibrant exchange 
of ideas across Architecture international intellectual community and its partners, and effectively contribute 
in new and lasting structural ways to Architecture, Urbanism, Design, Technology, and Culture.  This thesis 
aims at advancing contemporary architectural discourses, explore transdisciplinary issues, and to advance 
new approaches to cultural paradigms and new emergent technologies. 
 
The thesis discussed opening up possibilities for architecture from research but also engaging into different 
means of affecting reality real time through multiple scenarios, defining an entrepreneurial nature aiming to 
define the parameters through which projects are developed. The emerging Architecture and Urbanism of 
Information range from the digital to the physical, from designing and representing information systems to 
designing space-environments. The thesis discusses how information “mapping” and “visualizations” 
gathering and processing Big Data for cities-environments, software and information-based machinic 
systems to “draw” and “build”, understanding them as proto-architectural.  
 
The design philosophy is to question the representational, technological, ecological, economical, political, 
socio-cultural and spatial parameters that become referential in architecture to secure higher levels of 
authorship.  
 
At the urban level, his research understands the city as a space-environment through representational 
strategies such as computational fluid dynamics and also developing and processing Big Data. This thesis is 
aiming to understand the architecture of the city through information systems, activating also relationships 
between humans and nature, activating latent ecological processes. The urbanism of information is possible 
by optimizing, for instance, latent emerging infrastructure through mobility, exploring its potential to inform 
the city real time.  
 
 
DISCUSSION I 
SYSTEMS OF MEASUREMENT IDEALIZING AND DISPLACING HUMAN PROPORTIONS:  
FROM ZOOCENTRIC, TO THEOCENTRIC, TO ANTHROPOCENTRIC, TO MECHANIZED, TO 
ECOCENTRIC, TO A POSTHUMAN BODY discusses the actual relationship between ideal form, how 
systems of representation not only stretch proportions to fit ideal canons and validation systems but actually 
have physical consequences in social values such as human proportions. Each historical time had a set ideal 
value for the human figure and the societies stretched their bodies to fit them. 
 
DISCUSSION II 
BRUNELLESCHI’S PARAMETRIC COMPUTATIONAL MODEL: FROM MEDIA 
DETERMINATION NORMALIZING VISUALIZATION TO DISPLACING AND INNOVATING 
IN SYSTEMS OF REPRESENTATION discusses how contemporary representation in architecture 
through computation proposes parametric variations that do not address a structural transformation due to 
the limitation of the application of a tool or the latest technology without addressing how systems of 
representation need to be acknowledged in order to develop a project that can be critical of the dominant 
structures. The chapter discusses degree change and structural transformation by analyzing artists and 
architects that dealt with similar issues and a strategy to do so today using computational design through 
topology. The chapter includes an appendix actualizing current updated research on the subject.  
 
 
DISCUSSION III 
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PALLADIO’s RELATIONAL COMPUTATIONAL MODEL: PARAMETRIC TOPOLOGICAL 
DISPLACEMENTS TO DISSEMINATE ORIGINATION Discusses the first relational computational 
architect through the thesis by Peter Eisenman on Palladio through a particular notion of mathematics and 
computation: Undecidability. The chapter discusses how Palladio critiqued the notion of a symbolic 
architecture building as the center of the composition and the metaphysics of architecture: the building, in 
relation to the barchese buildings or service buildings/barns that critique center-periphery in symbolic form 
but also place in tension the relationship between origin and destination (or completeness of a project by 
further incompleteness and dissemination), opening up the projects to a parametric undecidability. 
 
DISCUSSION IV 
BORROMINI AND RAINALDI TOPOLOGICAL COMPUTATIONAL MODEL: 
HISTORIOGRAPHY OF REPRESENTATION AS DOUBLE NEGATION discusses the possibilities 
for a critical historiography of systems of representation in relation to space, incorporating novelty through 
recovering Roman notions of space in Borromini through Michelangelo and then Carlo Rainaldi by 
extending the work of Borromini and critiquing it through Palladio synthetizing an ahistorical project 
through double negation. 
 
DISCUSSION V 
ANTONI GAUDI INFORMATIONAL-ANALOG COMPUTATIONAL MODEL: FROM SURVEY 
TO BIG DATA SIMULATION discusses Gaudi as the first analog computational architect, an evidence 
based design and a computational machinic system for design. The discussion develops research integrating 
these issues through the projective geometry of point clouds and GAN technology in parallel processing 
through ANN from Big Data Survey models, to robotic fabrication and materials all the way to Artificial 
Intelligence using GAN through style transfer.  
 
DISCUSSION VI 
FROM AUTONOMY TO TRANSDISCIPLINARY ARCHEOLOGY: NON-WESTERN NON-
EUROCENTRIC DECOLONIZATION OF SYSTEMS OF REPRESENTATION OF SPACE AND 
TERRITORY opens up possible means to discuss the relationship between measurement of space, human 
proportion and systems of representation, understanding at parallel non colonial alternative means to 
understand architecture and reality.  
 
DISCUSSION VII 
DIGITAL SIGNIFIERS: FROM CRIPTOLOGY TO EXPANDING COMPUTATIONAL 
LINGUISTICS discusses the relationship between linguistics signs, computation and architecture form in 
the emerging architecture of information. The chapter discusses several issues in the information age: from 
issues of signal processing and semantics, to the role of relative displacement in contemporary architecture 
addressing deep structures (algorithms structures is discussed in an innovative chart anticipating the 
necessity to displace deeper codes such as blockchain or parallel processing), to the embedded history of 
representation in the latest computational releases.  
 
DISCUSSION VIII 
NEW ORIGINS AS NEW LINGUISTIC SIGNS: LANGUAGE AND ELECTRONIC SIGNS AS 
SIGNIFIERS discusses how digital signs at the deep level of platforms and interfaces already have 
embedded ideologies of space at the coding and sign level, all the way from who their space-matrices are 
designed to how geometry is originated and developed.  
This section also discusses how through different applied research examples, through a notion of post-
history or negation of history in narrative terms by implemented at the level of the interface, how deeper 
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systems of representation in computational design can be first acknowledged, then brought to the 
foreground, then critiqued, then displaced and ultimately opening up the discussion to the possibilities of 
new systems of representation. 
 
DISCUSSION IX 
EXPANDING DIMENSIONS IN SYSTEMS OF REPRESENTATION TO EXPAND DIMENSIONS 
IN ARCHITECTURAL SPACE discusses contemporary theories of the universe form and concepts of 
space-time to address the possibility of multidimensionality in architecture space.  
 
DISCUSSION X 
TYPOLOGY – TOPOLOGY: STRUCTURALISM AS CONTINUITY WITH POST-
STRUCTURALISM discusses the role of relative displacement in parametric variations to address the 
relationship between typology and topology in architecture. It also discusses in particular how a deep system 
of representation such as Cartesian XYZ space can be critiqued and eventually displaced through space-knot 
theory (circulation) and topology.  
 
 
DISCUSSION XI 
THE POST DIGITAL AS EXPANSION OF DESIGN AUTHORSHIP: THE FUNCTION OF 
THEORY AND CULTURAL CRITICISM WITHIN AN ARCHITECTURE OF INFORMATION 
discusses how contemporary reaction to computational homogeneity can be directed to a new expanded and 
differentiated type of computation, by expanding design authorship to address new systems of 
representation.  
 
DISCUSSION XII 
EXPANDING ARCHITECTURE AUTHORSHIP THROUGH NEW COMPUTATIONAL SIGNS:  
NEW DIMENSIONS BETWEEN "DRAWING" AND "BUILDING" discusses the possibility of a 
formal autonomy relative to material based construction systems when these construction systems are not 
yet defined by convention. The chapter discusses how usually material based systems of construction index 
the industry through economics, modularity, transportation, and how innovation in construction systems 
from materials to machines to build can propose new authorship through innovation in paradigms that 
define architecture.  It also discusses how to design through reading and manipulating matter and also 
environmental forces such as sedimentation.  
 
 
DISCUSSION XIII 
INFORMED MATERIAL PROCESSES discusses how the relationship between drawing and building, or 
origination of signs and actualization is displaced by particular signs, such as the 3d scanning point cloud 
sign and the actualization of this sign in material forces through a robotically fabricated piece in which its 
materiality reacts by accumulation and displaces the design system. The chapter discusses non linear 
relationships between drawing and construction through expanding dimensions between the two and 
opening up indeterminacy.  
 
 
DISCUSSION XIV 
INFORMED INTER-SCALAR FLUIDITY: 
SYNTHETIC SIMULATED AI SPACE-ENVIRONMENTS discusses site based computational systems, 
computational fluid dynamic simulation and swarm simulation in evolutionary based systems to address 
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optimization and non linear relationships between ideation and actualization. It also discusses through an 
installation at the Venice Biennale how architecture has been enfolding strategies that deal with the 
environment in terms of architecture interior space. The discussion addresses different types of 
computational simulation: formal evolutionary simulation through swarms, structural simulation, material 
simulation, robotic fabrication simulation, environmental simulation and virtual reality simulation. All these 
synthetic simulations are integrated in to an expanded Virtual Reality simulation that addresses the presence 
of various viewers experiencing the space through robotic interactivity. The space of the installation is also 
expanded to include its virtual space through historical notions of illusionistic infinite perspective that are 
addressed through infinite computational variations. 
 
DISCUSSION XV 
PROJECT AND SITE-SPECIFIC INFORMATIONAL ROBOTIC SYSTEMS discusses how innovation 
in digital fabrication necessarily expands into robotic systems for fabrication, expanding design authorship 
to the meta-structures and machines that define possibilities for architecture design bypassing Fordism in 
architecture design or division of labor. The project presents an innovative chaise-longue that needs to be 
fabricated by expanding its digital fabrication system. The project expands to design a site-specific adaptable 
3d printer that does not need a frame to build, but can be adapted to any existing condition through cable-
driven technology. The architecture of the system expands to include the digital fabrication system that 
defines it. It also discusses an architecture of information, as an expansion of design authorship avoiding 
capitalism determination in relation to technological determinism. The project integrates both background 
processes and foreground design at the same level by innovating in the chair design as well as in the robotic 
fabrication system that defines it. Equally at the other side of the spectrum, the project innovates in 
materials by designing a polymer that can react to body temperature activating a robotic material. The 
chapter includes an annex in which the details of the mathematics of the design of the chaise longue as well 
as the details of the mathematics of the cable driven machinic geometry were equally resolved to address 
their design. The 3d printer change from a Cartesian geometry for 3d printing fusion deposition mechanism 
to a cable driven non-cartesian deposition challenge conventions in the projective geometry system. The 
annex also includes the possibility of adaptation of the cable driven mechanism to larger scales and an 
infinite variation of site conditions.  
 
DISCUSSION XVI 
DATA AND POLITICS IN AN URBANISM OF INFORMATION discusses how the neoliberal model 
of form follows finance must be changed by form follows information in identifying environmental 
processes. The chapter discusses the challenges of an outdated zoning mechanism that is based on political 
divisions and real estate speculation in relation to the new readings and challenges of the current 
environmental crises. By reading and displacing environmental processes, an urbanism of simulation 
becomes active recognizing flows of energy in space. The chapter discusses the advantages of a real time Big 
Data emergent simulation in relation to different means to measure environmental forces: from 
sedimentation in the rivers that flood New York City to the acoustic problems of a city.  It also discusses an 
urbanism of informed environments, addressing ecology in relation to interface and software. Ecoinduction 
proposes means to address echology expanding the logic of an informed architecture and urbanism 
discussed in the previous chapters: by informing the environment. In effect by reading, analyzing and 
displacing environmental processes through computer representation, the chapter addresses how 
architecture changed from designing buildings to designing space-environments in shifting from modeling 
to managing energy through Big Data simulation. 
 
DISCUSSION XVII 
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URBANISM OF INFORMATION: FROM DATA ACQUISITION, TO DATA PROCESSING TO 
REAL TIME INFORMATION FLOWS discusses the possibilities for a real time informed urbanism of 
information through multiple types of survey mechanisms, data acquisition and processing, all the way from 
interactive survey to interactive virtual reality. It also discusses the relationship between different types of 
computation and the emergent different types of cities or ideal cities within an urbanism of information.  
 
DISCUSSION XVIII 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN AN ARCHITECTURE OF INFORMATION:  
DISPLACING REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEMS TO EXAND ARCHITECTURE THROUGH 
PARALLEL PROCESSING, MACHINE LEARNING (ML), TO ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
(ANN) discusses the relationship between Big Data, Big Data Point Cloud manipulation, parallel processing, 
Machine Learning (ML), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), machine vision, machine learning and artificial 
neural networks in an emergent convolutional architecture, all the way from contemporary limits in AI, 
biases and ethics to the emergent e-Architect as a meta-architectural system. 
 
DISCUSSION XIX: 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE THROUGH INFORMED REALISMS discusses applied AI in relation to 
survey, activating design methodologies by measuring and representing reality. 
 

DISCUSSION XX 
UNIVERSAL SPACE-ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH AN URBANISM OF INFORMATION: FROM 
SURVEY, BIG DATA, EVOLUTIONARY SIMULATION, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI), TO A 
BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM discusses how a multidimensional data model that reads, analyzes real time 
environmental dynamic processes, can be administrated through an expanded Artificial Intelligence 3d 
scanning, mapping and anticipatory predictive model, understanding latencies in the existing ecologies and 
promoting or diminishing growth to propel these environmental latencies. The project develops a Big Data 
gathering and processing AI platform that through a blockchain technology can define the future of cities 
globally coordinated. Several layers are studied, from traffic routing problems optimized in relation to 
emergent environmental processes to the potential of the blockchain platform. 
 
DISCUSSION XXI 

AUTHORSHIP, OWNERSHIP, and AUTHORITY, THE AI e-ARCHITECT: THE ARCHITECTURE 
OF INFORMATION DIVIDED BETWEEN USERS AND PROGRAMMERS AS NEW FORMS OF 
ARCHITECTURE PRACTICE AND RESEARCH discusses from Negroponte’s move bits not atoms 
several means to articulate the emergent architecture of information in which reality is informed real time 
through interfaces and robotic automated systems displacing the conception of authorship and the role 
model of the architect, towards the e-Architect. 
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DISCUSSION I SYSTEMS OF MEASUREMENT IDEALIZING AND DISPLACING HUMAN 

PROPORTIONS 
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From Zoocentric, To Theocentric, To Anthropocentric, To Mechanized, To Ecocentric, To A 
Posthuman Body 
Every age measures reality in relation to cultural and technological advances. While in the machine age, the 
human body was understood as a machine, currently in the information age the human brain has been 
compared to information networks and interconnectivity while inspiring cross relationships between 
memory storage and data processing. But reality may also feedback in terms of representation, as our bodies 
and way of thinking is transformed in relation to current measurement systems, such as current search 
engines or social media that are able to inform our behavior through the algorithms that feed information to 
us. Current neuroscientific research asserts that our brain activity as well as neural connections are being 
transformed by how current systems work later discussed. The thesis discusses in cybernetics that by 
imitating the brain through neural nets, the brain plasticity is changing in relation to the feedback of 
representation through, for instance social media feeds designed to profile users and addict them to the 
platform optimized to sell advertisement, presenting another feedback loop between representation and 
performance.  
 
Theocentric Measurement  
Egyptian mummification was a technique for the preservation of the body with the objective of 
transcendence to eternity. The actual body was prepared even during lifetime to be preserved towards 
mummification. After death the mummification process would also stretch the body to embalming 
standards, bandage and the sarcophagus.   
 

 
Egyptian dynasties search for eternity developed sophisticated mummification techniques to preserving the body. Mohamed Muslemany / 
Mohamed Muslemany, NBC Cameraperson. Howard Carter examining the innermost coffin of Tutankhamun Exclusive to The Times - The 
New York Times photo archive. Mummy in the history museum of Jingzhou 

 
In The History of Human Proportions111, Panofsky analyzes the parallel between the representation of human 
figure proportion and the perception of space as artistic will of the epoch, Kunstwollens, through an abstract 
normative structural matrix, a screen-interface that holds together perception, representation and 
normalization.  
 

 
111 The History of Human Proportions as a Reflection of the History of Styles, Meaning in the Visual Arts, Erwin Panofsky, The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago 1955 
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Egypcian Dynasties human proportions, Villard de Honnecourt, Leonardo Da Vinci Human Proportion in the Vitruvian Man (1492) as two 
systems of measurement and reference: square and circle, identifying conflicts between possible means to address them.  
 

  
Wooden structure to deform crane in native americans. Museo del Inca, Peru. The Hunus in Asia and Alanos in the Middle East and in 
contemporary Peru have been found evidence of practices disproportion manipulation in cranes by deformation.  

 
 
In his book Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism112, Panofsky demonstrates the relationship between Gothic 
autonomous and repetitive set of units of spaces subordinated to larger orders, as a summa of knowledge. In 
this case the gothic plan works as an interface-matrix sharing a structural organization. Panofsky 
differentiated artistic volition113 as a conceptual synthesis, which is not a synthesis of particular period or will 
of the time and neither as artist’s volition, but as an artistic perception: the ultimate meaning, not only 
psychological but also a transcendental / philosophical sense. Although Panofsky departures from the 
Freudian desire in art: he describes them as forces that reflect the autonomy of art, separating himself from 
the mere psychological. He introduced a concept Sum Unity of the creative forces as form and content from 
within: artistic volition. While the will is psychological, the creative mind goes over materials and is a 
formative force. The meaning is imminent to the work of art; its content is the work itself.  
 
”Historical analysis, intention of the artist, with the will of the epoch or the effect in the original or a 
contemporary audience, are extrinsic to the work. Inherent meaning of an artwork must deal with the 
formative principle, the Kunstwollen, that lies “beneath” the phenomenal appearance of the work and that 
is presupposed by that appearance….”more-than-phenomenal” consideration of artistic phenomena…Riegl 
understanding of the concept…optical and tactile (a better form is “haptic”) in spite of psychological and 
empirical no serve to their meaning, but aim at revealing a meaning immanent in artistic phenomena….”   
 

 
112 Gothic architecture and scholasticism, Erwin Panofsky, Meridian Books, New York, 1957, copyright 1951. 
113 Panofsky, Erwin, The concept of Artistic Volition, in Critical Inquiry, Volume 8, Number 1, Autumn 1981 originally “Der Bergriff des 
Kunstwollens” 1920, Berlin, 1964. 
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…“Riegl secured the autonomy of artistic creation Kunstwollen… against numerous theories of dependence 
…and against the material-technological view of Gottfried Semper.”114  
 
Alois Riegl (1858-1905) considers the history of styles as a spiral continuous movement of problems of 
style. He distinguishes between the will against the need in which he is anticipating Freud (1893). Darwin 
and Semper had different ways of relating to the evolution development, art as culture. There is a 
Darwinism in Riegl as there is a certain basis for material formation and the needs in art, as his continuity in 
forms. Semper had a more mechanistic idea of art: as based on material foundations and needs. But Riegl is 
also Hegelian since the desire is projected out. He makes a critique of Kunstwollen and seems to doubt for 
moments.  
 
“Riegl had commenced his cultural history by introducing a new repertoire of formal categories. Haptic and 
Optic, internal and external, coordination and subordination – like Wölfflin’s famous “principles” – were 
deep structural attributes of the work. Analysis of structure at this level transcended not only history, but 
also questions of function or value, beauty or meaning. Structural analysis revealed a pattern behind the 
temporal sequence of works of art, an internal telos or motivation, which Riegl personified as Kunstwollen 
or ‘artistic will’.” 115 
 
Anthropocentric Renaissance And Baroque: Measurement, Ideal Proportions And Distortion 
Derrida’s concept of parergon116 questions the origin and the frame of the work of art, which has also been 
disregarded by this contemporary scene. For Derrida the context in which art is defined is not completely 
outside the work; moreover, the content of the work is activated and determined by the presence of the 
frame in which it is situated, questioning its origin. The parergon-ergon relationship defines a series of 
problems between frame and object (as content) that qualify each other conceptually and formally. Any 
content or architectural problem starts with the frame that supports the work, the context that redefines it, 
the “canvas”, the screen and the interfaces (such as any software) through which problems are striated. 
Following Derrida’s critique on the origin of the work of art, the frame is the context within which the work 
is made possible, implying a topological relationship in information technologies relative to formal 
processes, between the apparently formless flow of data that is seen extrinsic to form, structure, the 
interfaces involved and how information is constituted. 
 
Structuralism And Poststructuralism: Perspective As Deterministic Deep Structure And Point 
Cloud Mapping As Topography Contingent Meassurement 
Erwin Panofsky, who previously presented problems of structure and deep structure through Cassirer’s 
symbolic form method. The structuralist work of Panofsky may be seen as an effort across artistic 
disciplines that define an autonomy of art and its relevance to other disciplines and not inversely.  
 
Rosalind Krauss’ index117 proposed an empty presence without an external signifier, an elimination of the 
pictorial codes different from expressionist abstraction. This idea forced a different understanding of the 
relation between structure as predetermination and non-determination, as architectural projects started to 
index former presences related to ideas of the conditions of place that affected the predetermination of 
departing structures or generic logics. Mapping differences, describing that difference, analyzing it, and 
ultimately coming to a conclusion or a thesis in regards to how these particular contingencies conform a 

 
114 Panofsky, E. Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, New York, 1991 [orig. “Die Perspektive als “symbolische Form””, Leipzig & Berlin, 
1927] 
115 Wood, Christopher, “Introduction” to Panosfky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, New York, 1995 [orig. 1927] 
116 Derrida, Jacques, La vérité en peinture, París, Flammarion, 1978. 
117 Krauss, Rosalind “Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in America”, first published in October 3 and 4 (spring and fall 1977). 
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certain latent architectural problem may be the beginning of the constitution of a different plateau. Latencies 
reveal a potential for a relevant difference to alter a higher level of organization. The city continuously 
produces latencies, and their continuous consideration may propel the reformulation of their hierarchical 
structures. The city, the most striated territory, produces continuous difference that is the result of the 
tension between the top down regulation of space that enters in conflict with economic, spatial, functional 
and other pressures. If such difference provides a potential for a bottom up instability to those structures 
such as organization, codes, regulations, etc, then these differences, accumulated or not, if recognized and 
empowered, may activate larger structural transformations. This also means that if certain contingencies do 
not transcend such change, they will remain as simple accidents with no structural significance. The practice 
of formal negotiation may not enable a structural or conceptual differentiation, as such organic, non-
ideological procedure may only produce accommodation, a practice that opposes artistic will. Eisenman118 
explained how the concept of index has been recently displaced by the possibility of digital manipulation. 
Codes, structures of information now are the only means to relate to a former presence or question the 
original, which constitutes a new paradigm of truth that brings back the relevance of deeper structures 
against the relative appearance of the visual119.  
 
A drawing, as a description is already a frame and confronts a transcendental condition of cultural 
categorization, as the Gestalt exposed that when we look at something, we are creating an object based on 
our subjective experience, which implies an idea of predetermination, with structural implications. Michel de 
Certeau120 suggests that strategy and tactics are alike as they both operate in space and time. However, unlike 
strategy, which inherently creates its own autonomous space, “a tactic is a calculated action determined by 
the absence of a proper locus. Tactics are operative, pragmatic. The poststructuralist concept of mapping 
suspends any overall reasoning voided from any cultural reduction of the structural, to work with 
indeterminacy, heterotopia121 and stochastic processes that leave questions open. Demetri Porphyrios relates as 
opposites the concepts of heterotopia and homotopia derived from Foucault’s The Order of Things, to 
compare the work of Mies Van Der Rohe and Alvar Aalto,  who developed his architectural differentiation 
in relation to an idea about the territory. 
 
Albrecht Durer122 proposes multiple techniques, apparatus, machines, matrices and systemic approaches to 
measuring bodies and understand them across different ranges through parametric measuring systems such 
as matrices. Within the several perspectival machines-techniques, the rea are some that perhaps offer more 
clarity on the thinking process: the point cloud through the perspective picture plane-window projected 
through lines-threads and the perspective matrix as window projected into a horizontal matrix.  
 
Piero della Francesca123 (c.1412-1492), presented a novel deductive method of mapping points to depict a 
specific human figure in an accurate perspective projection, an alternative to contemporary inductive 
structural representational attempts that usually tended to deform an ideal based human figure based on 
complicated geometric relations or proportions, resulting on a geometric parameterization of form and 
expression that may be related to current computer representation. Panofsky in his Human Proportions 
essay124 studied the induction of symbolic ambitions by the way different cultures understood their ideal 

 
118 Eisenman, Peter, Coded Mutations: From Index to Codex. 
119 The identity of a person, a former presence, can only be deciphered by the identification of the DNA code and no longer through an 
indexing of a photograph that could have been digitally manipulated.  
120 De Certeau, Michel, The Practice of Everyday Life, University of California Press, 1984 
121 Porphyrios, Demetri, “Alvar Aalto”, Architectural Monographs 4, Academy Ed., London, 1978. 
122 Durer, Albretch Unterweysung des Messung, 1525 
123 della Francesca, Piero, De Prospectiva Pingendi (disegni relativi della testa umana) (c.1412-1492) treaty. 
124 Panofsky, Erwin “The History of the Theory of Human Proportions as a Reflection of the History of Styles”, Meaning in the Visual Arts, The 
University of Chicago Press, 1955. 
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human proportions as normative, though a matrix that structures as a consequence, space. This clearly 
depicts a structuralist problem and determination opposed to the concept of mapping that suspends this 
predetermination and that was the basis for the postructuralist movement. Durer Ideal Proportions and 
Piero della Francesca Point Cloud Projective Geometry, contrast identified by Professor Guido Zuliani of 
The Cooper Union. 
 
Piero della Francesca was aware of the problems of distortion of human representation in terms of 
idealizing proportions of the body. He developed or the first time a unique system of projective geometry 
aimed at representing a specific person in his paintings avoiding idealization of representation in 
proportions. By developing a point per point mapping of the head and face of a particular person, he then 
took point by point to a projective flat plane, representing for the first time a cloud of points projected to a 
picture plane. This technique of presentation is almost identical as a projective geometry problem to a 
rendering mapping technique in computer representation. Piero Della Francesca Point Cloud Projective 
Geometry is similar to projective geometry contemporary constructions and technology used to map 
surfaces into geometric figures in computation. Della Francesca also developed for the first time the 
painting of not a generic abstract character, but of a real person measured surveyed and projected, and not 
idealized. The mapping technique through projective geometry is in simple terms a similar method of point 
by point image projection through meshes used in contemporary 3d Rendering.  
 

  
Durer Perspective window perspectival projection point cloud  

 
Durer matrix to eye window and matrix to picture plane horizontal projection. 
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Proportional Matrices by Albretch Durer 1528 (typified people stretched to matrices trying to understand ideal proportions) studying 
proportional variations within ranges through parametric grids vs Piero della Francesca Point Cloud mapping projection (real person, projective 
geometry survey system). 
 

 
While Durer stretches a person’s proportions to match the system of reference to understand ideal conditions, Della Francesca in Perspectiva 
Pingendi develops a precise system to avoid distortions.  
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Deleuze’s idea of re-territorialization contrasts with the concept of frame as a limit to a territory, the frame 
as a border. Inverse to this idea of frame is the idea of the Cartesian frame that has been the paradigm of 
such striation of the world, even if being set aside for the non Euclidean geometry (hyperbolic topological 
geometry).  
 
Descartes’s frame is the intersection of the X,Y,Z coordinates and not the demarcation of a border, that in 
this case has no limit. Leibniz differential equation and integral calculation developed as a system of 
representation a quantification of the idea of differential but also a means to critique Cartesian 
determination.  
 
Evolutionary Zoocentric Body 
Henry Bergson125 critiqued science because it negated time by developing a philosophical thinking in relation 
to the evolutionary spirit of nature, developing a series of formal study examples based on the creative 
evolution of species. Bergson clearly distinguished between a gradual formal change of degree based on the 
progressive accumulation of information from the environment and a genetic capacity and how new species 
would emerge once that progressive imprint acquired a structural transformation. Later, D’ Arcy 
Thomson126 applied predetermine matrices to understand the genealogy of the variation of the adaptation 
design evolution in different animal species as scientific representation of functional demands, both defining 
biological differenciation. Thomson was unable to describe with these matrices any structural typological 
change that enables difference among species, therefore describing only change in degree within a range.  

 
Darwin The Origin of the Species, 1859 

 

 
125 Bergson, Henry, L’Évolution Créatrice, 1907. 
126 Thomson, D’Arcy, On Growth and Form, Cambridge University Press, 1917. 
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D'Arcy Thomson On Growth and Form, parametric topological grids studying relationships across evolution in animals and measuring ranges 
of variations on proportions relative to external adaptation, perhaps inspired on Albrecht Durer matrices.  

 
In opposition to these examples, the combination of elements of Jean-Nicholas-Luis Durand of 1809 
proposes a universal encyclopedia classification of abstract types, a combinatory mechanistic variation of a 
system of modular units that through aggregation define a functional grammar. These simplified universal 
deterministic modular types suffer from excessive abstraction and typification, sacrificing architectural 
quality for universal standardization, sacrificing differentiation in favor of an homogeneous quality of the 
totality.  
 
These paradigmatic examples intend to understand and classify difference in different fields but do not 
conform to a consistent structuralist diagram that is able to relate typological static organizations and 
topological dynamic displacements.  
 
Panofsky opens up a structural understanding of space departing from the representational methods as they 
have been prescribing space, revealing the relationship between the subject’s deep cultural thinking 
structures and the art-object that becomes autonomous. This capacity of the surface molded the topological 
derived from the motivation of the ground that has been more lately applied to the enclosure of a building.  
 
Pertaining to the critique of structuralist predetermination with the incorporation of difference that qualifies 
a specific place, the deconstruction of the structure sculpture-pedestal generated an artistic movement that 
displaced objects of art from the gallery to site specific interventions that index and measure open 
landscapes127.  
 
Mechanical Universal Modern Body 
Le Corbusier’s Modulor presents an ambition for a coordinated universal system of measurement that 
contemplates differential calculation in determining scale-oriented proportional body measurements to 
inform a functional-oriented architecture centered on the body. The machine to live in as defined for LC 
architecture becomes a mechanized standardized space-furniture landscape in which the movement of the 
body is coordinated with the anticipated functional design of the furniture, indexing function and 
movement. The deterministic approach to standardize the mechanization of the body movements defines 
not only “form follows function” but also a linear and deterministic ideology about form and what informs 

 
127 Krauss, Rosalind, Sculpture in the Expanded Field, October, Vol. 8 (Spring, 1979), pp. 30-44, MIT Press. 
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form. LC architecture indexes linearly function to the point that the form follows the information collected 
linearly. LC Chaise Longue aims at indexing the body positions, to the point that once one realizes the body 
id being indeed indexed, this type of functional linear autonomy quickly becomes stigmatic, controlling, 
defining, deterministic anticipatory, and thus uncomfortable. The form indexing function does not allow for 
the furniture to become something other than what was planned for, freezing form to contain its original 
determination and not allowing the form of the chair to be able to be read in other open ended conditions 
or to be read differently than its original purpose. The curved structure that can vary chair positions in 
gradual degrees is not enough to compensate the static proposed indexed body.  
 
Neufert continues LC ideology in his manual for a universal system of measurement standardizing the body 
proportions and its measurements as well as the conditions that define by the movement of the body, 
extending it to the architecture of furniture and some generic structures. Neufert’s mechanical body define a 
manual glossary of universal conditions that become anticipatory of the late modern industrial globalized 
world.  
 

  
Le Corbusier Modulor, 1948. The universal standard: proportions of the human body Source: Neufert (1980). LC Petite Cabanon,1952. 
 

  
 
LC Ville Savoye main suite bathroom-bath space. The LC4 lounge chair, a streamlined, “jazz-age piece of furniture.” “Le Corbusier”. Charlotte 
Perriand on the B306 chaise longue (1928-29), designed by Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret, and Perriand. © F.L.C. / ADAGP, Paris 2019 © 
ADAGP, Paris 2019 © AChP 
 
Robotic, Digital And Mediated Body: Computer Graphics The Architecture Of Virtual Spaces  
Ed Catmull was the first researcher to develop a rendered graphic animation for his PhD Thesis. Later on at 
New York Institute of Technology, Ed Catmull developed the first technology for tween frame animation, 
allowing animations rendering to run smoothly from frame to frame at the New York Institute of 
Technology Computer Graphics Lab founded by Dr. Alexander Schure. The lab was initially founded to 
produce a short high-quality feature film with the project name of The Works (never completed, was a 90-
minute feature that was to be the first entirely computer-generated CGI movie). Production mainly focused 
around DEC PDP and VAX machines. Many of the original CGL team now form the elite of the CG and 
computer world with members going on to Silicon Graphics, Microsoft, Cisco, NVIDIA and others, 
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including Pixar president and co-founder Ed Catmull, Pixar co-founder and Microsoft graphics fellow Alvy 
Ray Smith, Pixar co-founder[citation needed] Ralph Guggenheim, Walt Disney Animation Studios chief 
scientist Lance Williams, Netscape and Silicon Graphics founder Jim Clark, Microsoft graphics fellow Jim 
Blinn, Thad Beier, Oscar and Bafta nominee Jacques Stroweis, Andrew Glassner, and Tom Brigham. 
Systems programmer Bruce Perens went on to co-found the Open Source Initiative.” 
 

 
Point by point 3d mapping and geometric automated projection Ed Catmull 1974, then Future World 1976, then Lucas Film, then Pixar 1977 

 
1986 Music Non Stop Kraftwerk 

 
1995 Pixar Hyper realistic Animation. George Lucas’s visual-effects studio Industrial Light & Magic (ILM). liquid metal man T-1000 assassin. 
Photo: TriStar Pictures 
 
 
Capitalist, Mediated Consumed Body 
The age of Capitalism needs to be measured in terms of its influence in human evolution as well as 
environmental impact as discussed. Capitalism has direct consequences on the human proportions as a 
means of representation and ideal condition displaced from ideal body and media advertising. On the one 
hand model and fashion propose ideal proportions, on the other consumption and lack of activity resolve in 
self awareness as a shared social consequence displaced from criticality but societal comfort instead of 
acknowledging the unsustainable and health consequences of a system. Capitalism has direct impacts on 
several levels in terms of human evolution that can be measured in many ways with several parameters of 
validation128.  Individuality, excess, eating habits of processed food, food validated by means of production 
and not by healthy standards, consumption habits and lack of body activity, media passivity and the 
decentralization of suburban settings in which everybody moves by car had direct consequences on the 
human body and its proportions now validated by new standards that aim at displacing critique to the 
system absorbed by the individual while the deep structure of the system and its consequences is aimed at 

 
128 Robert Chernomas, Ian Hudson, Gregory Chernomas “Can Neoliberal Capitalism Affect Human Evolution?” SAGE Journals, Volume: 48 
issue: 1, page(s): 166-188, 2018 
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the superfluous discussion. This also has consequences to the environment, since if the society at large is 
not able to critique the means of consumption and production as well as the amount of food that is wasted 
(40% estimated) after production, transportation, distribution and sales, the entire cycle of the economy is 
continuously wasting resources to keep a system of monetary speculation as a form of validation.  
 
Plastic surgery has been a known method for social projection of ideals into people’s bodies and faces, 
stretching, deforming129 and displacing one’s own body and face to match ideals to points perhaps beyond 
conventional comprehension and with health consequences such as death.  
 

 
(ValeriaLukyanova / Facebook -deborah-is-lola / Flickr) 
 

Robotic, Proesthetic, Augmented Body 
Robotics started informing the body through prosthesis, anticipating body movement and functionalism, 
but at a certain point going beyond the body movement and producing a different type of post-human 
robotic body, expanding and extending the capacity of a post-human body beyond itself with the aid of 
sensoring, mapping, and robotic interactivity and mobility. 
 

 
Image in article by Heidi Reidel, Prescouter, 2017. 

 
Posthuman Robotic AI Augmented Body  
Prosthesis allows humans to augment their bodies, often before seen as an impediment, now prosthesis are 
seen as an extension and augmentation of the body questioning at a certain point whether we are humans 
anymore or not. 
 
Augmentation can happen at multiple levels since our cell phones are already part of an augmented body 
and mind. Neuroscience research identified that the memory dependence on our cell phones is playing a 
important role in the diminishing of our mental capacities as memory is an important function of 
intelligence later further discussed on AI ethics.   
 

 
129 Emma Grey Ellis “The Perma-Viral World of the At-Home Nose Job” CULTURE 2020 
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NYIT SoAD Dean Maria Perbellini, Mauricio Tacoman and Prof Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students low tech 3d printed covid-19 face shields 
and masks as mapping and projecting a prosthesis body through simulation of fluid dynamics. AN.ONYMOUS In.Dent, Designing 
Architectural Research Exhibition at NYIT SoAD. Lori Zimmer article on Easton LaChappelle who for $250 3d printed his own robotic 
prosthetic arm. Elon Musk Neuralink-Getty Images. 

  
Posthuman Artificial Intelligence Body: Measurement, Recognition, Deep Fake Emulation 
Simulation  
In the history of human proportions, the face recognition software130 in humans131 have played special 
attention, due to character recognition, figuration and other aspects such as behavior.  
 
As discussed before with systems of representation, human proportions have taken a special subject matter 
in the history of representation, either from idealizing proportions and relationships through ideal canons-
matrices, to precise particular features through mapping projections and point clouds, the history of 
representation of the human figure is of special consideration. There is a new body through articulating the 
older contrast between geometry (idealized) and mapping (survey), between a system of description and 
representation that stretches reality through a system of ideal reference, and its opposite, a point cloud 3d 
scanning through photogrammetry or laser scanning.  
 

 
3d Scanning of body to survey function and optimize chair form e-Architects body 3d scanning for body-interactive to heat chaise longue. Site-
Specific 3d Printer and e-Chaise Longue. e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel 
Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. Wolfram Mathematica used to script variable mathematical equations that define 
the form of the e-Chair. 

 
 

130 Vicki Bruce and Andy Young “Understanding face recognition” In British Journal of Psychology (1986), 77, 305-327 Printed in Great 
Britain, 1986 
131 Wenyi Zhao, Rama Chellappa, P Jonathon Phillips, Azriel Rosenfeld “Face recognition: A literature survey” in  
ACM computing surveys (CSUR) 2003 
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Face recognition kinetic mapping132 through proportional relationships establish as Durer did a flexible 
network of relationships and proportions through an underlying matrix-kinetic structure or through other 
means such as canonical preprocessing through depth map. 3d recognition aims at not reducing much 
through structural relationships but to address the actual shape of the face, through mapping. Human 
identification at a distance (HID133) based on machine vision hallucination by tensor patch.  

 
 

 

 
Facial recognition data point cloud points as survey tagged by anchor points of reference, 2014. Right image: networked reference system for 
facial recognition. Responsible Limits on Facial Recognition Technology World Economic Forum  

Apple Face ID134 technology introduced for Apple phones in 2017 (not available to Apple) is based on 
scanning face of owner through infrared sensing.  
 

 
132 Li, B. Y. L., Mian, A., Liu, W., & Krishna, A. “Using Kinect for face recognition under varying poses, expressions, illumination and disguise. 
In Applications of Computer Vision (WACV)”, 2013 IEEE Workshop (pp. 186-192). USA: IEEE. 2013 
133 Baker, Simon; Kanade, Takeo. "Hallucinating Faces". Retrieved 18 November 2014. 
134 Heisler, Yoni "Infrared video shows off the iPhone X's new Face ID feature in action". BGR. 2017. 
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Clearview AI facial recognition app reverse data search allows you to take a photo of a person and retrieve 
all the associations possible, including ownership, accounts, were this face appears published or including 
camera repositories (open) and others, on the one hand facilitating police work, on the other ending privacy 
and opening up questions on data ethics. Current technology allows to recognize mood135 and to develop a 
personalized with more than 2000 tags to develop a psychological profile for the user mapping reactions to 
social media feeds through cell phone cameras and optimizing advertisement triggering emotional feedback 
and addition in the use of social media platforms designed to optimize maximum attention and time in the 
platform to sell advertisement. This technology has proven to alter behavior to the point of being 
considered social engineering for profit. Some cities and states as well as nations prohibit the use of this 
technology.  

 

 
MBA RF Mask, ideal golden Marquardt Beauty Mask based on mathematical proportions.  
 

Deep Fake 
AI systems allow us to develop deep fakes, such as being able to record a voice, scramble a desired text and 
make a person by using an image or video say things they never did through decoders and autoencoders in 
GANs136 adversarial neural networks AI later discussed in the thesis. Likewise an image can be mapped into 

 
135  Gates, Kelly Our Biometric Future: Facial Recognition Technology and the Culture of Surveillance, NYU Press, 2011. p. 161 
136 Justus, T. Zollhofer, M.  Stamminger M Theobalt C Nießner M “Face2Face: Real-time Face Capture and Reenactment of RGB Videos”, 
2016 
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someone else body, exchange face digitally with ease and in combination with voice, anything is now 
possible if the intention is there. This raises to a limit the current role of images and videos for proof 
validation since anyone can fake them easily raising a new boundary in media validation and proof.  

 

 
 

Posthuman Ai Resistance: Anti Facial Recognition  
While facial recognition is triggering ethical considerations, resistance to this technology independent from 
government regulation is done through identifying how the technology works and using the minimal 
information to trick the AI system which is the actual current technology limitation today, while it performs 
extremely well under common conditions, it is easy to be tricked if the method is known137. 
 

 
HKU Design/Jip van Leeuwenstein 

 

 
Posthuman Anthropocentric - Biocentric Cyborg 
The latest cyborgs are still either anthropocentric or biocentric/zoocentric, and did not address the post-
human post-zoocentric potential of robotics. Robotics are still centered in western colonial capitalist 
ideology in which robotics are not yet able to present autonomous conditions beyond indexing the real 
parameters that define the statu quo.  

 
137 Gallagher, R. "These Goofy-Looking Glasses Could Make You Invisible to Facial Recognition Technology" in Slate, 2013. 
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Boston Dynamics Robotic Sentinel AI  

 
Swarm Robotics And Post-Anthropocentric Post-Biocentric Robotics 
Bio inspired robotics, smart materials aim at expanding human knowledge in robotics through biomimicry 
or translating biological features into robotic artificial conditions through swarm mathematics or other 
means to emulate natural behavior. Still an autonomy of robotic intelligence and potential is missing in 
relation to the set of artificial signifiers that robotics and AI bring to develop what they are in themselves 
and their being not be in reference to external signification through translation.  
 

  
A swarm of Kilobots. Photograph: Sheffield Centre for Robotics & Department of Automatic Control and Systems Engineering. Swarm 
Robotics AAAS 

 
Post-Human Virtual Eternal Self-Body 
Virtual reality simulation and immersion allow people to exchange and displace their own bodies, identity 
and create their own selves. Some with some physical characteristics can be a totally different person online 
and design theirs own personality and virtual embodiment.  
 
With the help of artificial intelligence, cybernetic selves extending body through chips and other terminals. 
But this may also open even with the help of artificial intelligence, for a virtual self in the network for 
eternity.  
While the thesis recovers issues of systems of representation of the Renaissance, the thesis proposes to go 
beyond an anthropocentric reality. In a post-human universal reality in correlation to a post-Anthropocene 
the reference systems may finally no longer need to be anthropocentric, both in terms of how reality is 
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measured and validated and in terms of how life is considered, giving more room for other sort of beings 
while humans transcend their own bodies and cultural validation systems.  
 
In search for identity and eternity, new virtual technologies allow a full series of transformations, 
transfigurations and possibilities, extending our brains, our bodies and ourselves through virtual reality into 
eternity.  
 

  
Unreal Engine (Software) MetaHuman creator. Futuristic woman interactive glowing tatoos – getty images. Image Credits: Maksim Tkachenko 
Getty Images 
 

Post-Human Emergent Being And AI Conciousness 
The human brain has 10^15 connections and that contains 10^11 neurons. The Internet of Things is by 
2020 close to 10^10 and will be 30^10 by 2025. The world is interconnected through the internet as a 
decentralized machinic organization in which information flow, could at a certain point become conscious, 
what has been called “singularity” 138 only due to information flow. Intelligence, consciousness has been an 
issue difficult to explain for scientists, which some argue is an emergent condition result of information flow 
and awareness. Neuroscientists identify relationships between neural connections, synapsis and the 
organization and multidimensionality of the human brain in relation to information flow139140. Whether this 
is our current notion of automata or a new form of cognition and being, mathematical, interconnected 
emergent and information based, needs further study. We are now able to anticipate and predict through 
artificial neural networks certain behavior through statistic curve fitting, but we are far yet from a type of 
intelligence and automation comparable to what can be called artificial intelligence, although the definition 
of intelligence is constantly shifting and the Turing Test as a method of inquiry in Artificial Intelligence has 
been passed by several automated systems. Often parallels between human, human growth, animals are used 
as means to develop similar computational systems based on feedback through inference, one of the 
fundamental means to achieve artificial intelligence through parallel processing and loops aiming at 
replicating similar cybernetic means to emulate synapsis between neurons activating certain information 
flow path and loops identifying features in the data flow. Human development, children, are studied as 
means to understand Machine Learning to explore means to achieve intelligence through neural information 
flow using data science methods (information and data analysis, statistics) and combining them with tensors 
through weighting (computer science symbolic based computation), although child development having 
multidimensional neural connections takes several years and includes sensory terminals and neurons at the 
organ level expanding the capacity of human brain to the body. Intuition, as a form of evolved acquired 
intelligence is paired with instinct as an inherited form of intelligence through hard repeated attempts, 
failure, interaction, transmission, communication and other forms of learning. The flexibility of human brain 

 
138 Eden, Amnon H.; Moor, James H “Singularity hypotheses: A Scientific and Philosophical Assessment” Dordrecht: 
Springe, 2012  pp. 1–2. ISBN 9783642325601 
139 Michael W. Reimann, Max Nolte, Martina Scolamiero, Katharine Turner, Rodrigo Perin, Giuseppe Chindemi, Paweł 
Dłotko, Ran Levi, Kathryn Hess and Henry Markram, Cliques of Neurons Bound into Cavities Provide a Missing Link 
between Structure and Function, Blue Brain Project, Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 2017 
140 Hilbert, M.R. and Kempt, D.J. “Information in the Biosphere and Digital Worlds” in Trends in Ecology and Evolution, 
31,2016 pp180-189 
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through enhancing certain neural synapsis, activating a certain information flow, against other which 
become less motivated and may even evolve to produce neural death, makes the human brain flexible to 
change and shift its form continuously. This is the reason why certain tasks and certain type of interaction 
defines human intelligence, for instance the high dependence on our cell phones for expanding our memory 
is making our brains neural synapsis less able to store memory. Dangerously, memory is one of the most 
important functions of human intelligence, so as our systems become more intelligence, our brain capacity 
decreases depending on this interaction and perhaps activating other type of synapsis not yet seen or 
opening up other qualities that we did not have before. Stimulation is the activator for synapsis, and synapsis 
enables electrical bridges among neurons, developing information flow routes that are able to solve 
problems and activate questions.  
 
Machines can also simulate machines, self-replicating machines such as Cellular Automation141 are Turing 
Complete and capable of Universal Computation, activating artificial intelligence notions. Lately this is 
increasingly becoming an area of study based on virtual machines and the possibilities of universal 
computing or the simulation of universal computing.  Through machine vision, Machine Learning 
(reinforcement learning142), computer systems are able to train themselves how to play, inverting the 
relationship between programming and the anticipatory determinism of computation and opening up 
simulation as new means to develop computation through automation, learning and the potential emergence 
of intelligence (later discussed).  
  

 
141 Von Neumann, J. and A. W. Burks (1966). Theory of self-reproducing automata. Urbana, University of Illinois Press. 
142 Jaderberg, Max, Czarnecki, Wojciech M. Dunning, Iain Marris, Luke Lever, Guy Garcia Castañeda Antonio, et all, 
"Human-level performance in 3D multiplayer games with population-based reinforcement learning" in Science  31 May 
2019:Vol. 364, Issue 6443, pp. 859-865 DOI: 10.1126/science.aau6249 
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DISCUSSION II: BRUNELLESCHI’S PARAMETRIC COMPUTATIONAL MODEL: FROM 
MEDIA DETERMINATION NORMALIZING VISUALIZATION TO DISPLACING AND 

INNOVATING IN SYSTEMS OF REPRESENTATION  
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New Orders and their Critique: From Lorenzetti’s Parametric Space, to Brunelleschi’s Parametric 
Computational Model, Displaced by Velazquez and Palladio 
Perspective and the displacement of perspective are essential to understand how through history many 
artists and architects dealt before with displacing systems of representation. Since Alberti143 wrote the first 
complete treatise on perspective,144 as a method, perspective has been striating Western modern space as 
explained by Erwin Panofsky145.  
 
 “Visual space and tactical space are both anisotropic and unhomogeneous in contrast to the metric 
space of Euclidean geometry….” Panofsky146 
 
Panofsky’s symbolic form analysis, presents Lorenzetti’s147 Annunciation of 1344, the symbolic presence of 
the system of representation (as a parergon-frame) and the content of the painting (ergon) are performing at 
the same structural level that coincides to the infinity (vanishing point) providing structure, matter and 
content for each other, making the artistic operation a powerful all-inclusive unique entity. An aesthetic 
fundament based on metaphysics of presence. This establishes a difference between the infinite and 
homogeneous purely mathematical space of perspective, and psychological space based in the perception 
and that does not recognize the concept of infinite.  

 
143 Alberti, Leon Battista, On Painting, Yale University Press, 1956, transl. John Spencer [orig. Della Pintura]. 
144 Perspective: Perpectiva is a Latin word which means seeing through, Albretch Durer. 
145 Panofsky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, 1991. orig. “Die Perspecktive als ‘symbolische Form,’” in the Vorträge der Bibliotheck 
Warburg, 1924-1925 (Leipzig & Berlin, 1927) pp. 258-330. 
146 Perspective as Symbolic Form, Erwin Panofsky, Zone Books, New York 1997, originally published “Die Perspektive als “symbolische Form””, Leipzig 
& Berlin, 1927. 

147 Lorenzetti, Ambrogio “Annunciation,” gold leaf and tempera on wood panel by 1344, (Pinacoteca Nazionale, Siena, Italy.) [fig. 1] 
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Piero Della Francesca, Polittico di Sant’Antonio, e L’Annunciazione, Arezzo, Perugia 1460-70, 338cm x 230cm. The altar piece proposes three 
distinctive spaces, and the void of the perspectival vanishing point as a space in between the angel and Mary.  

 
 
Las Meninas (1656) by Diego Velázquez148 contrasts and displaces Lorenzetti’s perspective and its 
organization of space as it presents a paradigmatic example of an artistic work. 
 

 
Velazquez Las Meninas diagrams by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 

 
This is a space based on a heterotopia that resists the homogenization of the representational structure that 
proposes the perspectival cone. This perspectival cone is simultaneously cut with the series of perpendicular 
pictorial picture planes that establishes an architectural field of spaces that organizes such heterogeneous 
space. According to Foucault: “we were just to apprehend ourselves, transcribed by his hand as through a 
mirror, we apprehend nothing in its lusterless back, the other side of a psyche….Representation being freed 
from the relation it was impeding it, can offer itself as representation in its pure form.” 
 
Velazquez as an intellectual opens up another aspect in the reality of representation by criticizing the 
mediums within the work is constituted. This painting is part of the permanent collection at El Prado where 
one can find another master piece that works similar problems, El Lavatorio (1547) by Tintoretto. A year 

 
148 Velázquez, Diego “Las Meninas” by, 1656, Oil on canvas, 3180mm x 2760mm, Museo del Prado, Madrid, image downloaded from the 
internet. [fig.3] 
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after placing El Lavatorio in El Escorial Palace, Velázquez149 painted Las Meninas (influence noted by Paul 
Barolsky150). In this painting there are multiple points of attention and spaces in relation to the figures, that 
contrast against the continuous dynamic unifying movement due to the illusionist perspective effect that is 
only active once the viewer physically moves (bodily affection) from one end to the other of this large 
landscape oriented work (211mm x 534mm)151.  
 
Velazquez after Tintoretto, continues the use and displacement of the perspective as system of 
representation. Tintoretto in El Lavattorio uses a technique to place movement in the painting. Velazquez 
displaces the system of representation of the painting by placing himself as the author of the painting 
presenting an impossibility in terms of the projection of the technique of the painting, but simultaneously 
engaging the viewer in the painting and looping scene with reality. Both painters recognize the totalitarian 
deterministic homogenization of perspective as a system of representation and they implement through the 
painting means to critique its determination.  
 
Tintoretto, worked in Venice and another reference is made possible, since Andrea Palladio (1508-1580), 
presented as an alternative to the linearity spatial organization of perspectival centrally organized space of 
Bruneleschi’s San Lorenzo or the Foundling Hospital (1419) that used the practical application of medieval 
theory of optics in the arts and their applicability in architecture such as the vanishing point and the 
window-frame that function as a compositional strategy to unify space.  
 
 “Brunelleschi, …about 1420 by drawing the mathematical consequences from the window simile. 
 They conceived of the visual rays as of straight lines from a pyramid or cone having its apex in the 
 eye and its base on the object seen; of the pictorial surface as of plane intersecting this pyramid or 
 cone; and of the picture itself as of a central projection onto this plane” Panofsky, Erwin, “Italy and 
 the Lowlands During the Fifteenth century” 152   
 
Tintoretto’s El Lavatorio, for the first time, develops a displacement of perspective as deep structure. By 
acknowledging the movement of the viewer as part of the performance of the painting, Tintoretto develops 
a purposely extremely horizontal-landscape oriented canvas, measuring 5.33m horizontally x 2.28m height 
(the height of a low ceiling or LC Modulor 2.26m). If one moves left to right of the painting in El Prado 
museum in Madrid, one can sense a somatic experiential notion implicit in the design of the painting, that 
the perspectival illusion follows the movement of the viewer, thanks to the hexagonal tiling in the floor, that 
is able to create a movement illusionistic perception that the entire reference structure of the painting 
changes as the viewer changes position. Equally other sophisticated conditions are important, such as the 
contrast between a clear perspectival unifying structure playing against in tension with the multiplicity of 
grouping of narratives and characters in the painting. In addition, the depiction of a similar scene is seen on 
the right side in the back, playing with a mirror reflection and creating a parallel perspective cone effect, 
secondary but tensioning the linearity of the painting.   
 

 
149 Holbein’s (1497/8-1543) painting the Ambassadors (1533) activates space through a indiscernible diagonal figure that can only be understood 
after leaving the space once one looks at it turning backwards (skull), but this movement does not engages any deep structure of the painting 
and remains as an external addition to its structure. 
150 Barolsky, Paul, ”A Source for Las Meninas”, Source. Notes in the History of Art, X, 1991. 
151 The Last Supper by Tintoretto (in which is also rendered in a “mirror” like space in the back of El Lavatorio) and The Last Supper  by Velazquez 
share many similarities. 
152 Spencer, Harold, Readings in Art History, New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1976 
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This argument places first perspective as the homogenization of space through a deterministic method of 
mechanization of space by Brunelleschi153. Palladio addressed the problems of a naturalized perspectival 
illusionistic approach154 to both painting and architecture, by displacing perspective in the form of the 
buildings, by developing a non-perspectival architecture.  
 
 
 

 
153 Scolari, Massimo Oblique Drawing: A History of Anti-perspective  MIT Press, 2012 
154 Argan, Giulio, "The Importance of Sanmicheli in the Formation of Palladio," in Renaissance Art, ed. Creighton Gilbert,  New York: Harper 
and Rowe, 1973 
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Perspective as a parametric-space abstract construction, Brunelleschi. Perspective of San Lorenzo, Florence, IT 

 
Perspective marks the beginning of the Renaissance due to the contrast with the Gothic Era in terms of the 
humanistic scientific method implemented by Brunelleschi. Brunelleschi developed a clear geometrico-
mathematic system of representation for Perspective which was quite intuitive so far with the exception of 
Lorenzetti’s use of the vanishing point. The Gothic dark times in which the Church dominated information, 
knowledge and dissemination through various types of control, develop a societal set back, misinformation 
and mysticism reflected in the various forms of life, urbanism and architecture. The architecture of the 
gothic cathedral follows a clear structural hierarchical thinking, but this is not applied to urban settings in 
which the Church occupies the center of reference but there is no structure in the city other than organic 
negotiated paths and informal settlements sedimented into more formalized buildings but without a clear 
organization nor hierarchy. In this sense, while this discussion focuses on Perspective as a normalized 
structure to displace, at the time, Perspective was a non-conventional clarifying and organizing scientific 
structure that projected order as a form of displacement of the contextual non-order of the dark times of 
the Gothic. Perspective brought up mental and structural clarity in representation but also through 
Brunelleschi applied to buildings and urbanism. In Florence, SM dei Fiore presents itself as a center of 
reference to reorganize the organic disorder of the Gothic155.   
 

 
155 Zuliani, Guido History Theory Seminar, lecture at The Cooper Union) 
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Filippo Brunelleschi is considered in the context of this thesis as the first computational parametric architect 
through representation, thanks to his method of perspective applied to architectural space, unifying through 
the vanishing point a clear systematic organization of his built architectural space, clearly executed in the 
Hospital of the Innocents’ loggia and in San Lorenzo’s nave.  Brunelleschi created a method of spatial 
representation applied to architecture and imported from painting in which through the vanishing point 
matching the viewer’s eye, space diminishes parametrically mathematically towards the infinity. While 
painters simulate spatial depth through a naïve perspectival projection, which Lorenzetti innovates for the 
first time through a truly mathematic parametric space in his Annunciation painting in Siena -probably his 
last one, Brunelleschi developed a three-dimensional parametric method-framing model to organize space in 
relation to the shifting vanishing point depending on the viewer experiencing the space. Brunelleschi, 
created the first machinic parametric model to compute space dynamically as we still do today through 
automated descriptive geometry using any computer three-dimensional representational perspectival camera 
simulation. His systematic method of spatial representation was not only new, innovative and unique but 
also was a machinic means to represent space through the projective geometry parameter of the vanishing 
point as space diminishes parametrically towards infinity.  
 
Perspective as an external incorporation in architecture from the visual arts, also created a new form of sign 
and signifier at an architectural level, since the columns of the Hospital of the Innocents in Florence 
develop a new notion of column grid, columns understood as the minimal point in space in plan a new form 
of abstraction in which material is reduced to its minimum expression. Brunelleschi reduces columns to  the 
minimum, for the first time and in relation to the technological constructive possibilities of the time, the 
most slender columns until then, producing a new type of architectural sign and signifier in the language of 
architecture, a new lighter architecture by reducing to the minimum the column-structure and relating it 
conceptually to the notion of spatial representation of infinity of the vanishing point. At the same time, this 
idea is made evident in the continuity between the column structure and the vaulted ceiling, since the point 
in plan becomes a line in elevation through the column expressing its slenderness, and the line becomes a 
surface through the vaulted ceiling and in continuity, making Brunelleschi’s structure not only modern new 
at a linguistic expressionist level but a new way of understanding structure since the Gothic, a correlation 
between space representation as it vanishes towards the infinite and architecture spatial containment 
through in structural terms the same way as the support structure diminishes as it touches the ground. 
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Research by Buratti, Giorgio; Mele, Giampiero; Rossi, Michela;; pointcloud LiDAR 3d scanning by Campagnia delle Missure. Santa Maria presso 
San Satiro in Milan, attributed to Donato Bramante. 1478-1482156 

 
Bramante’s Santa Maria presso San Satiro in Milan of 1478-1482 is an exploration on both a demonstration 
of the possibilities of representation in the expansion of space through illusionistic perspective and a 
functional solution to the lack of physical space. Bramante resolves in less than one meter depth (90cm)  the 
illusion of an entire nave behind the altar of this church. 
 
In Palladio’s Il Redentore, in Venice, the façade of the building, according to Eisenman, becomes a flat 
canvas painting, flattening the space but also constructing a diagram of what’s behind the façade. An 
interpretation in his relationship with Tintoretto is that Tintoretto aimed at recreating space within paining 
and Palladio did the opposite, recreating painting within architecture by flattening the façade of the building 
and presenting is independent from the rest. In addition, in the interior of the building, Palladio accentuates 
the perspectival cone, by creating a telescopic space within a space, creating a space behind the altar (in SM 
Maggiore becomes the choir). By these means, he accentuates spaces beyond spaces, or behind spaces, de 
naturalizing perspective. At the same time, the floor plan interrupts with several picture planes the telescopic 

 
156 Buratti, Giorgio; Mele, Giampiero; Rossi, Michela "Perspective Trials in the Manipulation of Space. The Bramante’s Fake Choir of 
Santa Maria presso San Satiro in Milan" in Drawing as (In)Tangible Representation, Disegno 4, 2019 
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perspectival cone effect through perpendicular planes, at the façade there are multiple thresholds, between 
the nave and the done the space is interrupted as in a theater, behind the altar as well. According to 
Eisenman157, Palladio’s façade is flattened against the illusionistic perspectival cone effect naturalized by the 
time, and also by extending the building spaces in the inside, so both flattening space as well as extending 
space beyond its limits, crossing an architecture of painting and the depth of architecture space. 
Borromini’s158 Palazzo Spada 1632159 or the later Bernini Scala Reggia of 1663 are also not only means to 
address the domination of perspective but to construct an autonomy of representation in relation to the 
naturalization of perspective. The thesis also discusses the transition between Borromini and Rainaldi in the 
Palladian displacement of perspective to open up question of multidimensionality in the work of Andrea 
Pozzo’s Corridor of Sant Iganzio in Rome.  
 
 

 

 
157 Argan, Giulio Carlo and Robb, Nesca A. “The Architecture of Brunelleschi and the Origins of Perspective Theory in the Fifteenth Century” 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 9, pp. 96-121 The Warburg Institute 1946 
158 Rocco Sinisgalli, “Borromini a Quattro Dimensioni, L’eresia prospettica di Palazzo Spada”, Universita Degli Studi di Roma, Facolta 
d’Architetura, 1981 
159 Programme of the conference held May 19th 1999 Centro Svizzero di Cultura di Roma part of the cycle "Prospettiva e Prospettive" edited by 
prof. Rocco Sinisgalli September 1999 Rendering of the Gallery (E. Garbin, LAR, DPA, IUAV) 
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Perspective as criticism by flattening exterior façade and extending space inside. Palladio Il Redentore, Venice, Italy 
 

 
In Teatro Olimpico, in Vicenza, Palladio accentuates the perspectival cone effect to demonstrate not only 
the illusionistic quality of perspective, but also to re-represent the space of the city through streets 
conveying in a radial organization. Later Borromini as well as Bernini reconstructed versions of such 
illusionistic painting space in real space.  
 
Space Typology Critiqued by Illusionistic Perspective: Baroque Multidimensional Real-Virtual 
Spaces 
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Perspective as forced real-virtual illusionistic space. Palazzo Spada Forced Perspective by Borromini and Scala Reggia at the Vatican by Bernini 
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Room San Giovanni, 1635, Palazzo Pitti, Florence. The perspective of the room is anamorphic and distorts experientially the space placing in 
motion a strangement between the viewer and the space-reference.  

 
Andrea Pozzo’s illusionistic perspective has been studied by many scholars, and his seminal work is 
perhaps the church of St Ingazio in Rome. The vaulted barrel of the nave is placed in contrast with an 
illusionistic perspective extending the space towards the sky through a perspectival projection that is placed 
against the distortion of the vaulted barrel nave. In plan the projection looks apparently to be planar, but it 
is confronted to the curvature of the nave, creating interesting distortions that accelerate or dimmish the 
perspectival effect depending where the viewer stands. This effect is contrasted with the “dome”. Any 
church of most religions not only due to structural capacity but due to the symbolic and elevated form 
develops a dome (or a distorted dome in the Baroque through ellipses or ovals). The dome in St. Ignazio is a 
non-dome. While the nave is built as a barrel nave, the dome presents to the viewer as a darker than normal 
dome in contrast with the highly luminous nave. Once one approaches the “dome” one realizes the dome is 
not actually built and is surprisingly constructed as an artifact of perspectival illusion meant to be 
architecturally flat, but perceived tall and accentuated from the nave’s viewer position. In the back of the 
monastery building, Pozzo developed a special type of corridor that takes some of the issues developed in 
the church and works them out as a complicit dialectical performative game. While the church’s nave was 
accentuated high through the illusionistic perspective that bypasses the curvature of the architecture of the 
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nave and compensates it to appear to be straight illusionistic perspectival space (columns extended) aligned 
towards a single vanishing point, the corridor at the back of the building complex presents a similar but 
clearly contrasting condition building up and learning from the previous experiment. The nave is curved and 
the perspective is accentuated by distorting through curvature to create the illusion of flatness, presenting an 
interesting compensating physical-virtual effect of illusion.  
 

 
St. Ignazio Fresco by Pozzo 
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St Ignazio projected illusionistic perspective “dome” 

 
In the corridor something similar happens, but now taking full advantage of the technique developed for the 
nave, while the corridor’s architecture is curved, the illusionistic perspective presents a series of flat porticos 
purposely flattening the curved space to appear to be flat. Through anamorphosis projection presents a 
means in painting to problematize illusionistic perspective through projective geometry. In the Corridor of 
St Ignazio, the fresco challenges the containment form of the space where they are projected, developing 
means to both expand and displace the architecture of the space. The space projected of the fresco (a series 
of porticos) displaces the actual physical space where the painting fresco is projected (a barrel-vaulted 
space), creating a spatial effect that turns into a physical affection of perception displacing the normal 
relationship between spatial projection and perception. From the starting of the space towards the end of it, 
the porticos become progressively flat while the form of the space is the same (barrel vault). 
 
At the end of the corridor, after the viewer’s perception is contrasted with the physical experience and 
continuous re-scanning of the space through the multiple focusing and adjustment of focus through the 
vision producing both an affect at the level of the eye organ as well as the body through positioning, speed 
and balance, the space terminates with a slated diagonal wall that contrasts with the illusionistic continuation 
of the space against the direction of the space, disjuncting again architecture depth from illusionistic 
perception.  
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Start of space, the vaulted nave distorts the illusionistic perspectival distrotion, towards the end the space becomes progressively flattened by the 
contrastic illusionistic projection. While th architecture is constant, the fresco distorts the space progressively and topollogically throgh 
anamorphosis. 
 

  
Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio Corridor 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of Sapienza University Rilevo department, visualization Pablo Lorenzo 
Eiroa. 
 

Performative Modern Machinic Systems and Critical Systems of Reference and Representation 
Antoni Gaudi developed a form of material computation. He worked with catenary funicular chains to 
describe physically through material studies the structural stress of a design, real time. For this he developed 
a machinic scaled model system to be able to calculate the form of the catenaries in relation to the design of 
his buildings. This structural catenary method was later implemented as a design methodology by Gaudi and 
a principle of analog design simulation in physical models that calculate the form of the project through an 
evidence based scientific method following a clear understanding of natural forces and an ideology of 
nature. Gaudi used this method to understand, analyze, read nature and to design through an evidence-
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based design methodology of structure machinic simulation. Today with computer simulation we develop 
architecture the same way, by reading the simulation of natural forces and optimizing architecture design to 
the study of these conditions.  
 

 
Gaudi Catenray model for Sagrada Familia, picuture by Pierre Dragicevic, 2015 
 

 
Man with a movie camera (credit: Sovkino) 1905. self-portrait Aleksandr Rodchenko juli shass radio, 1925 

  
Mass vs Space by Gabo. Noam Gabo. 'Construction in Space with Crystalline Centre' (1938-40) © Nina & Graham Williams. Noam Gabo, 
‘Linear Construction No 2’ (1970-1) © Nina & Graham Williams 1970, Sculpture Perspex with nylon monofilament, 1976  
 
Russian experimental Constructivist and futurists first in 1917 by Victor Shklovsky, art as technique, 
differentiating an autonomy through doing and content unique to its medium, a difference that would make 
no sense in other language, expression or media and unique to sculpture as well as architecture. Later, this 
logic was clearly depicted by Noam Gabos’ Realism Manifesto in the difference between mass and space in a 
volume cube. Russian Constructivists and European formalism in the beginning of the Twentieth century 
introduced an idea of autonomy and purpose in art different from their contemporaries of representational 
art from abstraction. In these aesthetics, technique is presented as content, in opposition to form and 
content, an attentive state of the constructive aspect of art, the architectonic constructive unity of art. 
Shklovsky attacks the idea of art as thinking in images and the purpose of representing the abstract or the 
transcendental. According to Alois Riegl, Semper suggested that the material and the technique play a role in 
the genesis of artistic forms, but semperians jumped to conclude that all forms of art were the direct result 
of material and techniques that are interchangeable with art; he adds that Semper would have never accepted 
the interchange of free artistic and creative will (Kunstwollen) for a guide of imitation of the essentially 
mechanical and materialist.  
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Russian constructivists and European formalism introduced the idea of autonomy and purpose of art 
different from contemporary representational art as abstraction, as they introduced the different aesthetics of 
technique as content, as opposed to form and content, an awareness of the constructive aspect of art, the architectonic 
(constructive unity) of art. This is an important shift in the understanding of such autonomy reinforced by 
the developing of form as a technique as there is no necessary to draw a line between technique and 
creativity160 (formalist movement).  
 
Victor Shklovsky attacks the idea of art as thinking in images and the purpose of presenting the abstract or 
transcendent. 161 For him the automatic habitual perception is the one that has to be suspended by the 
technique of art, to make objects “unfamiliar” as to motivate a length of perception. The formless also bases its 
premises on the non formal accumulation of traces where technique and materials dominate the artistic 
expression. Eisenman’s162 formal methods and techniques are sometimes confused with formalisms. While 
his formal procedures departure from ideal solids as a series of transformations based on conceptual 
difference and ideas, they are not simply the development of movements based on geometric 
transformations. These movements attack specific architecture structures. 
 
While Picasso projects perspective as a subjective visual spectrum from a multiplicity of view points back to 
the figuration of a single person, the work of art indexes multiple perspectival systems to reconfigure 
painting. Braque disfigures the foreground in relation to the background.  Francis Bacon, later on takes 
issues of figuration and disfiguration to place foreground and background in tension through emerging 
tensions that become figural in the canvas according to Deleuze’s The Logic of Sensation163. Deleuze’s 
Bacon reading activates issues of affect, a transformation of the body and different to effect, a problem 
discussed back in the early 2000’s in architecture, first translated in English in the US in 2002 and to which 
we access back in 2001 to an editorial preliminary translation at Princeton through Eisenman. Deleuze’s 
theory sets up an interesting position against structural thought through the work of Bacon and against the 
objectivation of the figure against its active context or background. This perhaps is one of the cultural 
projects that guides this thesis, relating background coding and processing in relation to foreground 
figuration and transfiguration, a different type of realism critical of the economic system objectification of 
architecture as well as other forms of arts due to the desire motivated by consumerism. We use such 
premise to understand means to escape structure given by Machine Learning, and mainly the media-active 
use of ML for GAN’s in order not to fall into the desire sensibility as a designer that gets trapped by media 
determinism or the desire build up in our subconscious by media.   
 
Lucio Fontana’s literal art tensioning the canvas through a cut presents a new type of artistic expression and 
language through technical autonomy in the canvas itself tensioning the frame of reference and 
representation. But current AI painting include data-based gathering and processing to develop automated 
form of art through AI, including several attempts to develop aesthetics such as Refik Anadol164 that may go 
beyond the system’s ideology and few able to surpass the digital signifier proposed by the computational 
thinking and design system, in most cases today the point through 3d scanning and GANs165. 
 

 
160 Bakhtin, M.M., Medvedev, P.M. The Formal Method in European Art Scholarship [Kunstwissenschaft], 1928 
161 Shklovsky, V., Lemon, L. Art as Technique, ed., Russian Formalist Criticism (1917), see also The Theory of the “Formal Method”. 
162 Eisenman owns one of the largest constructivist publications collections. 
163 Deleuze, Gilles Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2002 [orig. 1981] 
164 How This Artist Uses A.I. & Data to Teach Us About the World, Wired, 2020 
165 Anadol Refik “Series of Artworks from Machine Hallucinations”,  AI Data Painting, NVIDIA, 2019-2020 
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Picasso, Braque, Bacon, Fontana 

 

   
Jackson Pollok, turned the canvas to the horizontal ground condition eliminating the horizon and exchanging it for an indexing of syntax 
through mechanical painting drops as signs. On the right image, a contemporary artist developing a catenary based recursive machine to 
reproduce Pollok’s paintings166.  
 
 

 

GAN AI style transfer by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 2017. Style transfer is problematized and critiqued in the thesis discussion on AI further below 
in this thesis. While certain artists and architects understand art in terms of style, as visual aesthetic values, this thesis understands style as the 
ultimate linguistic systemic creative process in which an artist or architect creates its own language. In this sense, the thesis discusses 
computation in terms of linguistics with the aim to develop new computational expressions through languages and signs. While style transfers 
emulate visual resemblance, it does not depict the cultural political and ideological dimension of the work of art. In AI style transfer, the politics 
of the background-foreground transfiguration is not understood by the programming, training and results of the ANN through style transfer as 
further discussed. This understanding of art through technological reproduction dismisses one of the main arguments by Habermas critiquing 
technocracy in which politics, sociology and culture in general are replaced by technology and science.   

 

 
166 Spehar, Branka, Clifford, Colin, Newell, Ben, Taylor Richard, "Universal aesthetic of fractals" in Computers & Graphics 27(5):813-820 DOI: 
10.1016/S0097-8493(03)00154-7  October 2003 
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John Hejduk nine square grid problem, house 3 (1954) and house 5  

 

Piet Mondrian series from abstraction, to autonomy, to framing to rotating the horizon. 
 

     
John Hejduk’s Diamond Houses the envelope is rotated in relation to the structure, activating an architecture through working with the 
axonometric projection technique relating background and foreground. 
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JOHN HEJDUK 1954-1974: The Evolution of Form from the Nine Square Grid to the Wall House. ETSAB Master Thesis, 2008 

 
House 3 by Hejduk presents an all-inclusive integrated architecture made from different logical systems 
both integrated and contradicting each other167 out of a clearly defined nine square grid system-game in 
contrast with a four-square grid system, integrating and placing in contrast with each other. Hejduk 
addresses a later discussed problem by the work of Le Corbusier in designing his architecture through a 
structural history methodology without addressing issues of style and extracting only a historical spatial 
organization, as described by Colin Rowe in relating in his Villa Stein in referencing Palladio’s Malcontenta 
of 500 years earlier of around 1550’s usually identified as Mannerism in Italy. By integrating both a nine 
square grid (the center as a void) and a four-square grid (the center occupied) simultaneously. Based on 
Mondrian’s abstraction to autonomy sequence, Hejduk devices a means to construct through architecture 
representation the means for a project to address the structure of its representation medium, by 
coordinating angle of projective geometry to conventional angle of representation and dissociating the 
envelope to the core of the diamond houses series. By using axonometric representation the Diamond 
House series problematize the medium of representation as the means through which the architecture is 
possible, questioning origination and the necessity of a medium-specific architecture.  Hejduk Axonometric 
works two ways, as a 0|90 degree axonometric (envelope exterior) and as a 45<45 degree axonometric 
projection if one focuses on the interior of the house. Therefore the frame is rotated from the interior, 
following Mondrian frame rotation168. Hejduk work is often recall, especially at The Cooper Union through 

 
167 Eisenman, Peter Eisenman Inside Out: Selected Writings, 1963-1988 by Yale University Press, 2004 
168 Linder, Mark Nothing Less Than Literal: Architecture After Minimalism, MIT 2007 
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his latest work, which escaped systems of representation for more personal expression, related first to an 
escape from spatial organization to program169 and then to more personal narratives.   
 
Media and Mediums: Non-Linear Deep Science and Critical Visual Arts 
Rosalind Krauss stated that, “Mediums became the current subject matter of artistic expression, in which 
the indexing of technology is what is currently driving artistic production, especially installations.” Since the 
Industrial Revolution architecture has been driven by capital and technological advancement. Modern 
architects had completely different means of dealing with technology170.  
 
Peter Eisenman’s House IV diagrams open up a democratic and scientific process of design, in which critics 
can inquire in the open available design process and make critique, making Eisenman the first pre-digital 
architect, or the architect that enters the transition from the analog to the digital in disciplinary terms. 
According to Mario Gandelsonas, Eisenman develops for his houses, and in particular in House X a 
linguistic system based on semantics and syntax171 developing issues of deep and surface structure, from 
structure to object and by doing so, he is able to develop an architecture language172. In addition, 
Gandelsonas develops interesting logical and linguistic based diagrams for logical validation of the 
arguments and also presents the concept of double deep structure (based on problems of hierarchy and 
feedback) in the reading of the architecture of Eisenman. It is interesting to note that perhaps before 
Eisenman, and arguably based on Eisenman’s reading of the work of Giuseppe Terragni’s, specifically Casa 
del Fascio (1933-1936) and Casa Giuliano Frigerio (1939-1940)173, architecture design process was a black 
box condition in which personality and individual language prevailed over scientific procedural logic. In 
House IV, different from House I, II, III, the process acquires a more resolved logical procedural logic, by 
departing from multiple actualizations of platonic solids: linear system, planar system and mass system – and 
or volume. House IV diagrams different from other houses diagrams develop linear and non-linear 
evolutive formal logical diagrams, presenting bifurcations, and iterations, making these diagrams rather a 
flow logical diagram, a necessary procedural logic to rule out ambiguity and to resolve necessary 
intermediate steps. These diagrams resemble a flow diagram to resolve a type of formal logic and grammar, 
a type of analog algorithm that would compute all the possible variations and solutions to the linear, planar 
and volume systems interplaying with each other.  
 

 
169 Zuliani, Guido Lecture on John Hejduk House III and V at New York Institute of Technology School of Architecture and Design, 2020 
170 Le Corbusier builds his Ville Savoye to look like was built with an advanced technology that did not exist; Mies resists the linear structural 
tectonic logic of the four profiles of the Barcelona Pavilion column to mark corners of spatial units, hiding their true expression in favor of the 
aesthetic of slenderness. For reference see La arquitectura como representación, Ignasi de Solá-Morales, Mies 101 años, 1986.   “LC Dom-ino [is a] 
diagram…Mies, on the other hand, never had a diagram; he was a realist who dealt with connections, such as the corner. Colin Rowe was right 
when he said that the Chicago frame, while it was instrumentally modern, was not ideological.“ Peter Eisenman 
171 Gandelsonas, M. and Morton, D. “On Reading Architecture”, in Progressive Architecture, 1972 
172 Gandelsonas, M. “From Structure to Subject: The Formation of an Architectural Language” in J. Ockman (Ed.), House X, Rizzoli, New York, 
1982. 
173 Eisenman, P. Giuseppe Terragni: Transformations, Decompositions, Critiques, The Monacelli Press, New York, 2003 
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Peter Eisenman’s House IV diagrams rule out ambiguity, addressing all possible combinatory logical systemic approach to architecture and are 
analog to algorithms bifurcating structures and calculating possible combinations, development, subtractions and additions to the systemic 
design development developing a grammatology of architecture through exploring the possibilities for architecture language to emerge as an 
autonomous disciplinary construction.  
 

 

The axonometric model of house X by Eisenman and House El Even Odd, 1981. Competition entry for Park de la Villette based on the 
previous Cannaregio project.  

The axonometric model of house X by Eisenman is meant to be seen with a single eye (monocular vision). 
As it reads as a flat drawing due to the elimination of binocular vision that recreates perspectival depth, the 
model becomes a two dimensional drawing. Eisenman House El Even Odd, 1981. Each projection of the 
House into a canvas-model becomes a representation and construction of the project in relation to the 
ground-canvas frame of reference. The angle of vision in relation to the background becomes the house. 
One could therefore understand John Hejduk as developing an architecture of representation and Peter 
Eisenman a disciplinary understanding of architecture as a cultural construct separated from building 
technology but through the technology of representation. The later discussions expand on means to address 
representation are pointed to expand on the legacy of John Hejduk and Peter Eisenman on architecture 
problematizing representation.   
 
Eisenman’s book Houses of Cards174 is not only a poetic reference but also a literal means to address the 
disjunction between architecture and representation as a project, all the way to the construction of the 
houses. House II was constructed as a physical model, and in fact in certain publications, following Bauhaus 
techniques and Terragni’s photomontages, Eisenman deceives the reader in his publications by including 
images of the house presented out of context as a physical model, implying that construction should be 
about representation. This concept is taken to an extreme in House II since the house is literally constructed 
following physical models techniques, by joining planes and not thinking as the conventions of architecture 

 
174 Eisenman, Peter; Krauss, R.E.; Tafuri, M.; Houses of Cards, Oxford University Press, 1987 
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construction based on material systems. This conceptualization was also a technical challenge, resolved with 
NASA developed silicone by joining planes of the house for weatherization though this new technology of 
the time, displacing building construction methods and scaling up a model construction method as an act of 
representation and a critique of the functionalism of building constructions techniques. The house 
withstand weather for quite several years and without the proper maintenance, the house entered in a state 
of decay by early 2000s, but actually disclosing its radical political concept by the state of its ruins, brining 
back Bernard Tschumi’s manifesto175 through capitalist form of advertisement as representational everyday 
life brochures on the state of decay of Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye in which he claims that the most 
architectural thing this building is the state of decay in which it is, revealing the disjunction between the way 
the Villa Savoye looked like and the actual technology which was not expressed even though Le Corbusier 
had spoken on the possibilities of reinforced concrete while using a combination of reinforced concrete and 
conventional brick layering techniques at the house.   
 

 
 

  
 
Eisenman’s Houses of Cards, Book. House IV Model layered space. House II physical model with plexi galss. House II axonometric. 
House II plexi glass model by Eduardo Alfonso and Zulaikha Ayub at The Cooper Union, Prof. Zuliani and Lorenzo-Eiroa, House II built 
presented as an abstract physical model montage. House II in state of decay, 2000s later restored. Bernard Tschumi Ville Savoye 
Manifesto. 
 

  

 
175 Tschumi, B., ‘Advertisements for Architecture’, 1976-1977 
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Displacement of The Real by Expanding The Virtual: The Architecture of Digital Interfaces 
After analyzing the different means to understand architecture history through computational models and 
representational models, both architecture and the visual arts are surpassed by computational systems of 
representation. While architecture and the visual arts are informed by innovation in computation through 
new systems of representation, the discipline has been gradually shifted towards a form of exteriority, by 
replacing internal historical revolutions as cannons, for conventional means of understanding representation 
by software and interface designers. This has resulted in new means of understanding and operating within 
architecture and the visual arts, transcending by disruptive replacement innovation their disciplinary 
expertise by interfaces that replace almost all disciplines for conventional notions that apply conventions of 
what they are.  
 
Visualization is one of those strange normalizing words that is problematic. The word visualization is an 
extrinsic to any visual arts discipline which through language normalizes the historical revolutions that 
transform the way humans have been perceiving and transforming reality through artificial systems of 
representation. Visualization implies that there is an outside reality that can be simply “visualized” through 
conventional notions. This words does not recognizes the presence and theories of symbolic form, nor deep 
structures that create apparatus that separate us from reality through sophisticated machines that in turn 
transform that reality. Previous discussions in this text address the problematic relationship between 
representation, actualization and systems of representation through Panofsky’s symbolic form. And this 
extends to the problematic relationship between “real” space and “virtual” space.  
 

Shape Grammar 
Shape Grammar, introduced in 1971 presents a paradigmatic example of the necessity to articulate digital 
signifiers and visual systems of representation. Shape Grammar by Stiny and Mitchel is indeed considered a 
2D and 3D language. Stiny and Mitchel developed shape grammar to bypass representational translation 
between input and output in relation to computer languages coding and the inherent visual logic of form, 
form as a procedural relational language, understanding Shape Grammar as “non-representational” 2d and 
3d shape making176. They applied Shape Grammar to a reading and re-writing in visual non representational 
terms of the generative work of Palladio as a “Parametric Shape Grammar that generates the ground plans 
of Palladio’s Villas is developed as a definition of the Palladian Style” a type of subdivision grammar 
alternative to Palladian “Grammar” through typological variation. 177 In this thesis we understand the 
necessity to address language in architecture or architecture as a form of language in relation to 
computational languages through digital signifiers. Shape Grammar addresses the necessity to bypass 
notional representational coding in relation to working directly with shapes as form developing a type of 
computational language that is able to work directly with the signifier that is addressing, in this case 2D and 
3D forms. Shape Grammar bypasses translational notation and develops a language intrinsic to the formal 
problem as a system of representation, therefore unifying system of representation and linguistic 
expression178 through the same signifier. A Shape Grammar is itself a computational system composed of 
rules through a shape (in this thesis this would be addressed as form and not as shape) that becomes the rule 
parameter and a generation engine that is able to select and process data in relation to the rules, therefore 
developing a pictorial formal generative emergent computational model, connecting aesthetics and criticism 
within its expressive potential.  

 
176Stiny, George and James Gips. “Shape Grammars and the Generative Specification of Painting and Sculpture.” IFIP Congress (1971). 
177 Stiny, G. and Mitchell W.J. “The Palladian Grammar”, in Environment and Planning B, Volume 5, pages 5-8, 1978 
178 Stiny, G. Pictorial and Formal Aspects of Shape and Shape Grammars, On Computer Generation of Aesthetic Objects, Springer Basel AG, 1975 
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Stiny and Mitchel “non-representational” 2d and 3d shape Grammar. 
 

Computational Art 
Computational art was a form of experimental research which can be traced back to 1950s. The magazine 
Computers and Automation which run in the 1960s created a competition in 1963 for computer generated 
art and then the magazine Computer Graphics and Art published periodically computer graphics, often 
computer scientists and mathematicians experimenting with art to explore boundaries in computation. The 
computer art examples correlate technique with a unique form of expression, correlating artistic signification 
through the interface developed. Programming languages determine the ideology of the work of art, as from 
the computational point of view the art is being developed avoiding any type of translation in meaning, 
signification, and translation.  
 

 
Danny Cohen Boeing Flight Simulator ARPAnet 1970. Michael Noll Hypercube 4D animation, Bell Laboratories, using IBM 7094, 1965. ART 1 
“computer program for artists” by Katherine Nash 1969 from Leonardo, Vol. 3 Pergamon Press, 1970. Computer Graphics and Art Magazine 
covers.  

 
Necessarily the field of artist-programmers started emerging in parallel to computation, both within 
computer programmers testing computational systems incurring into art and from without artists exploring 
programming as a form of expression beyond conventional software and platforms expanding systems of 
representation from within computation179. Artists were some of the first ones to clash against 

 
179 McLean, Christopher Alex “Artists-Programmers and Programming Languages for the Arts” Doctor of Philosophy Thesis, University of 
London, October 2011 
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computational languages determination, and since language is the ultimate barrier for creativity according to 
Barthes and later discussed, artists developed their own system of signification and coding, notational 
systems, syntax, and other aspects of linguistic determination through signs. In certain artistic projects the 
relationship between the deep organizing code and the experience through senses of the expression of the 
art is problematized, bringing back and forth relationships between deep representational structure through 
computational linguistics and artistic phenomena, referred as artistic synesthesia. The programming language 
Piet developed in 1991 by David Morgan-Mar establishes a form of coding, a language and as a result an 
output Mondrian-like artistic expression as style as an ideological output, arguable as an objective structuring 
the world as representation through the linguistic style of Mondrian. This form of thinking, at the deepest 
linguistics levels, by developing theirs own language through computation, develops a form of functional 
knowledge that is able to address a way of thinking related to a system of representation, expanding art to a 
form of language including means to code implementing different algorithmic structures. Morgan-Mar 
develops multiple esoteric languages, as did Xul Solar correlating forms of languages, religions and logical 
systems as ways of artistic expression. The program Texture180 allows for a combination between geometry 
and symbolic computation. The current Capitalist speculation in NFT (Non fungible token) 181 pushed 
artists to develop art as a form of token, speculating from their own production and recovering the lost 
project of the 1960s in which artists were developing their own coding languages as a form to by pass media 
determinism through computation. Because of the pragmatics of architecture, this process has not been that 
powerful until the 1990s in architecture other than architects developing directly commercial software or 
tools from Form Z discussed incursion collaboration between Peter Eisenman and Chris Yessios for a 
specific unfold command for developable surfaces, several other architects incurring into software 
development in several software companies, or in the 2000s the development of Grasshopper Plug In for 
Rhinoceros 3d later discussed.  
 

     
“The Ancestral Code” programming interface by John Corbett, 2021. “Texture” Programming Language for music articulating geometry and 
symbolic computation, from thesis by McLean.  Program in “in:verse” by Bora Aydintug.  Piet programming language, by David Morgan-Mar in 
1991 Day of Week Calculator. Game of Life by Geerten Vink using Piet. Assembled Piet Code by Sergei Lewis, as a complex Piet program.  

 
 

 
180 McLean,Alex and Wiggins, Geraint  "Texture: Visual Notation For Live Coding Of Pattern", Centre for Cognition, Computation and 
Culture, Department of Computing, Goldsmiths, University of London, 2015 
181 Temkin, Daniel "Programming Language Design as Art: Open-ended, community based, and collaborative, “esolangs” serve as a reminder 
that digital art has other histories and other futures." in Hyperallergic, January, 2022 
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The relationship between the real world and virtual reality extends beyond what is usually understood. 
Baroque illusionistic painting presented means to create tension between the architecture of the space and 
its perception, shifting relationships between three-dimensional actual space and two-dimensional 
illusionistic space as discussed in the work of Baroque artists such as Andrea Pozzo.  
 
But more recently through video animation, the relationship between the two has necessarily expanded not 
only because of technological innovation but also out of a necessity to expand the thickness of the medium-
interface to create a real virtual space of representation that would allow to create new imaginaries and 
newforms of desire. This motion from cinema desire to actual spatial representation innovation was then 
expanded in relation to networking communications, integrating the two and transforming the world for 
ever through networked computation and the internet. Videogaming enabled the development of a virtual 
space first static through dynamic player roles and then dynamic screens with interactive roles playing 
features. The relationship between the architecture of the media-interface as a space planning developed 
means to relate image signal coding at the back end in relation to the dynamic participation of the player. 
Tron Arcade Videogame and the later movie of 1982 was the first complete commercial three dimensional 
animated rendering movie, but contained interestingly both real characters mapped into animations and 
techniques bypassing video rendering techniques, placing it at an interesting transition moment between real 
to virtual as the movie itself shifts in its narrative from real space to a virtualization of the character entering 
a parallel virtual computer world.  
 
This evolution continue expanding virtual space until the space itself became the objective of the game.  
GTA (Grand Theft Auto) presents an interesting case on a real-word based representation of the city of LA 
(Los Angeles) and the possibilities and limits of video gaming technology and representation. While video 
games depend on a finite set of screens and scenes in which players can interact, the relationship between 
rendering and video game memory (RAM and GPU) is optimized in the form of the game. VRML 
technology enabled the pre-baking or pre-rendering of the scenes earlier in 1990s to optimize screen 
navigation and bypass rendering frame by frame. GTA after optimizing virtual reality navigation developed 
means to optimize the relationship between scenes and loops, creating an illusion of infinite variations and 
continuous play in the actual city of LA by retrieving real locations and architecture of the city in relation to 
the continuity of screens and circulation optimizing the video games loops in relation to a distortion of the 
actual real city. Ne has the illusion of actually navigating in LA while it is a quite distorted artificial 
circulation and navigation of LA. Liberty City videogame of 1998 takes this issue further by developing a 
parallel type of reduce quality version of the city creating connections that are based on real connections but 
that are displaced and transformed to activate video gaming continuity, creating literally a different version 
of New York City through representation.  
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Galaksija computer 1980-83 do it yourself open source technology personal computer available as a kit to thousands in Yugoslavia, a post-
socialist state sponsored cybernetic approach to innovation. Galaksija emulator v1.0 by Simon Owen 
(https://simonowen.com/sam/galemu/) Yugoslavian Galaxy home computer, a Z80-based kit machine released in 1983. Pac Man simple 
interface provided an intrinsic literal relationship between image processing and playing dynamics. Tron Arcade Video Game through Cobol; 
Emulator: MAME ROM: tron Hardware: X Arcade Dual Joystick by almightiDeadlock. 
 

 

 
Tron Movie, front effects, 1982 

 

 
Several video games aimed at activating a dyunamic means to represent space and navigation, expanding dimensions within its two-dimensional 
space-frame in the simulation interface within the movie Escape from New York of 1981. Minecraft as space-interface world construction.  
 

  
GTA Grand Theft Auto Los Angeles loops. Liberty City video game, 1998. New York City Subway Map, MTA 2021 

 
In cinema we have often similar type of strategies, in which an imaginary idealized or post-apocalyptic city is 
constructed from real buildings collaged in different cities landscapes and integrated through continuous city 
fabric developed through three dimensional software, articulating a pseudo reality powerul and convincing 
enough for credibility but imaginative enough to create illusionistic effects based on the desire constructed 
in the narrative of the film. Gotham City in Christopher Nolan’s Batman Movie is in fact real, virtual and 
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both realistic and futuristic post-apocalyptic, confusing the viewer in its references to actual cities like New 
York and Chicago with Avant Garde old mega structural interventions between buildings. The subway map 
of New York developed an interesting transformation and relationship between its layout, the territory 
mapped, the distortion of the territory and the foldability and portability of its physical map. The map itself 
declares its representational role and clearly defines its representational ideology by distorting the actual real 
city in function of the interconnectivity and readability of its complex network of possible subway 
connections.  
 

  
Gotham City reconstruction based on Christopher Nolan’s Batman Movie. “Map of Gotham City from Christopher Nolan's Batman films” by 
MarineKingPrime, Github, 2020.  

 
Google has been informing real time information flows, and through this way has been able to inform 
urbanism faster than anyone before, moving bits instead of atoms, following Negroponte’s moto “Move 
bits, not atoms”182.  Although Google has been accused of not being the intellectual author of the many 
algorithms, platforms, and interfaces under Alphabet. One case of its revolutionary platform is based on an 
earlier platform developed by T_Vision or Terra Vision ART+COM company’s interface in 1994 more than 
10 years earlier than Google Earth. ART+COM founders envisioned a network access through the new 
internet to be able to access real time to different areas of the world, but also to be able to navigate through 
virtual reality accessing different locations, shops, places, restaurants, and other visionary elements of an 
informed urban global world enabling a vision then applied by Google. Google through first Keyhole funded 
by the CIA was able to develop the necessary infrastructure to make Google Earth function properly and 
applied to a massive scale through the internet. This new way of seeing and navigating the world through 
satellite images and aerial photos downloaded real time and coordinated through a dynamic Cartesian 
coordinate system, revolutionized the way of relating humans to the world through geolocation and 
geographic information systems, understanding the relationship between geography and cities worldwide in 
a new continuous and dynamic way which then opened up the means to an informed urbanism navigation 
and augmented reality through the development of a virtual informed new world. Litigation in the US is 
costly, therefore, by default, does not support small companies and favors large corporations that are able to 
afford litigation processes. One of the claims of ART+COM founders after the legal process which 
supported Google is that although they are not famous nor they are the leaders of a new world, is that they 
were able to develop a new way of seeing the world. This claim is one of the aspects this research aims at 
discussing and activating, not only Ways of Seeing by John Berger’s183 addressing McLuhan’s184 solution to 
Media Determinism, but new systems of representation activating a long-standing project in architecture 
since the Renaissance in which architects through painting displaced conventions of seeing and developed 

 
182 Negroponte, Nicholas, Being Digital, Knopf,  New York 1999 
183 Berger, John Ways of Seeing, Pinguin Books, 1990 
184 McLuhan, Marshall Understanding Media, The extensions of Man, Mentor, New York, 1964 
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new means of representing space such as Brunelleschi’s perspective. While Google claims to be a creative 
corporate enterprise, its domination is based on illegally appropriating small creative companies work and 
claiming it as theirs, including coding and interfaces playing with the American corporate plutocratic legal 
system based on Fordism to support and promote Capitalism ad infinitum.  
 

 
 

“The method involves providing a plurality of spatially distributed data sources for storing space-
related data; determining a field of view including an area of the object to be represented; requesting 
data for the field of view from the spatially distributed data sources; centrally storing the data for the 
field of view; representing the field of view data in a pictorial representation having one or more 
sections; dividing sections with image resolutions less than a desired resolution into smaller sections 
and requesting higher resolution data to be centrally stored; and repeating this last step until every 
section has the desired image resolution. The resulting invention improved upon conventional 
systems for visualizing geographic data which could not provide an image generation rate sufficient 
upon the alteration of an observer’s location or viewpoint, useful for creating the impression of the 
continuous movement of the observer.” Steve  Brachman, 2017185 

 
 

  
 

185 Brachman Steve, "CAFC affirms invalidity of geographic map visualization patent asserted against Google Earth", 
ipwatchdog, 2017 
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T_Vision Terra Vision vs Google Earth comparison. Ipwatchdog, 2017 

 
Systems of representation are marking the difference between invention and innovation186, such as this case 
in which young artists and developers invented a system but then Google innovate by influencing real time 
the physical world through a virtual applied interface.  
 
The city became an extension of the video game, but the relationship between navigation, data retrieval and 
data acquisition became continuous in the formation of Google search corelated with Google Maps, Google 
Earth and the advertising machine of Google. The city space became privatized by means of representation 
and information flow representation, activating for profit marketing purposes a reality 24/7 of continuous 
consumption and attention.  
 

 
Google Maps with satellite images-layers. Google Earth 3d Buildings; 2021 screen captures. 

 
Since information does not exist without representation, to design without acknowledging the system of 
representation is analog to thinking without questioning language or to think independently from language 
(an impossibility), without understanding the difference between speech and writing, without understanding 
linguistics, without understanding reality as a projection of ideology through cultural perception. 
Architecture as a visual arts discipline has a medium specificity that needs to be acknowledged and displaced 
in order to activate a medium-specific content. Reality is not inert-objective and our brains recompose 
constantly an interpretation of reality through mapping through the senses. The aim is to develop 
architecture by questioning representation and the medium, and therefore expand architecture dimensions 
by expanding architecture space. The first attempt happens through a series of investigations on Cartesian 
Topologies through experimental practice e-Architects, a series of projects discussed and later expanded in 
which background processing space or representation as media as well as foreground design space of 
actualization are placed in relation with each other feedbacking on each other and making them 
correlational, therefore not possible in other media or medium or interface, technological dependent but 
also technological critical non-linear by displacing its medium.  
 

 
186Thalheim Robert, Dir., Ziegenbalg Oliver Writer The Billion Dollar Code, Netflix TV Series, 2021 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shantanu Bahlla. 
Photogrammetry 3d scans from social media data acquisition, filtering, retrieval, and processing.  

 
 
 
The argument for an architecture of information is to develop disciplinary specific critical systems of 
representation. The argument is to avoid the normalization and standardization implicit in the new emergent 
technologies developed outside the discipline and incorporated to replace the discipline, and instead open 
up possible means to displace their ideology which mostly project conventional concepts of architecture 
from the outside. Usually an ahistorical convention about architecture, space and representation becomes 
active in platforms, interfaces, software and others such as plug ins, without addressing the revolutionary 
cannons187 that transformed and defined the histories and theories of representation in architecture and 
made it into a discipline through specific displacements that can activate specific content. Eisenman’s 
reading of an canon, is not the conventional understanding of a canon as a stable historical sedimentation of 
a stable structure in a discipline, but rather a revolution that identifies a sedimented convention and 
redefines and changes the discipline by displacing such convention, such as Le Corbusier’s free plan and the 

 
187 Eisenman, Peter Ten Canonical Buildings: 1950-2000, Rizzoli, New York, 2008 
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conventional historical relationship between a building and the ground. In this sense, commercial software, 
platforms and standard systems of representation project from the outside conventions as informed 
ideology at the level of the technology implemented. Architects usually use such available technology with 
implicit conventional cultural ideology and change architecture backwards in terms of its historical 
theoretical revolutions that took place and defined architecture as such. At the same time, we must also 
critique the convention and notion of canon in relation to the lost alternative secluded and repressed 
histories and theories non western revolutions in architecture and urbanism, some of them referenced in 
this thesis further below, defining for instance as in the case of the Inca Empire, different relationships 
between architecture, urbanism and the ground, different urban economies and different relationships 
between humanity and nature. There are some few architects and artists that may or not share this point of 
view in relation to contemporary computational thinking and new emergent technologies with differences 
that we are trying to keep, resist or integrate, so we can only offer an alternative point of view on these 
matters.  
 
 

 

Non linear feedback between representation system, its displacement through accentuated illusionistic perspective as forced built perspective, 
machinic robotic construction, robotic computational design automation, generative evolutionary modeling, simulation, emergent site based 
computation, interactive robotics, virtual reality and the multiple feedbacks between representation and presentation, systems of representation 
and performative emergent systems within an emergent space-environment.  New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and 
Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo, 
Brianna Lopez, Peter Leonardi, Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 
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Figures 16,17,18. A series of projective geometry techniques to "draw" a virtual computer coded parametric surface. The exercise consists of 
developing machines to "draw" and to "build", critiquing the structuralism imposed by known techniques, tools and machines of representation. 
By developing a drawing tool using physical computation (arduino microcontrollers) a laser beam projects the virtual geometry of a parametric 
surface into a shifting interface-background space, problematizing the spectrum between subject (designer) and the object (drawing), by instead, 
developing a project by motivating the interface (medium) and the background. Machines to "draw" and "build", student developed plotter, and 
automated projective laser choreography. ARCH 177/482B Computer Processing and Vision /Graduate Seminar in Technology, The Cooper 
Union, Spring 2016. Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Students: Gabriel Munnich, Yooyi Fann and Cecilia Bjartmar. 
 

 
House IIB House II version B, Endless Infinite House:  -X, X -Y, Y -Z, Z House II, 2013. Cartopological ©  space aims at placing at the same 
level background representation space and the space fo the project being design through the media, acknowledging the reciprocity between 
both. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Research Assistant: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin 
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House IV, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, e-Architects 2016. Big Data multidimensional space 2D Illusionistic perspective scan warping and flattening a 
3D space to a 3D projection of a 2D space to a 3.5D space to a 4D projected hypercube higher dimensional shadow  through point cloud 
semantic segmentation and perspectival manipulation after a Big Data LiDAR 3d Scanning using laser technology. Point Cloud 3d Scanning 
from Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio Corridor 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of Sapienza University Rilevo department.  Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa. 
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DISCUSSION III PALLADIO’s RELATIONAL COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
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Parametric Topological Displacements To Disseminate Origination  
Andrea Palladio can be defined as the first computational architect through relational organizational logic, 
distinguishing himself from the previous and commonly accepted during the Renaissance perspectival 
model of Brunelleschi, a shift from the visual to the relational abstract. Palladio an architect who has been 
identified by historians to be mannerist distinguishing a transition after the Renaissance, resisted perspective 
as a naturalization of illusionistic space seen as not natural. Palladio developed an architecture of resistance 
to the naturalization of perspective through interrupting purposely the perspectival cone effect through 
picture planes and both extending and compressing space, later discussed.  
 
We will discuss across the thesis what being a computational architect means and the difference between a 
computational project, an analog computational machine, and an informational computational model. 
Palladio can be said that was the first computational architect in regard to how he understood, for the first 
time, the relationship between the part and the whole through a systematic proportional method, 
distinguishing it from the typical model in which proportions were measured from antique buildings and 
applied as a series of proportional ratios securing an overall proportional model for the building. Palladio 
did this by developing his own mathematical proportional model, as an abstract machine able to compute 
relationships between part and whole and between experiential progression of spaces, creating a continuity 
and a simultaneous tension with a diverse of architectural figures, motivations and systems.  
 
Although Palladio owes more than usually accepted and know to his predecessor who earlier published very 
similar architecture variations also in the form of books: Sebastiano Serlio. Serlio’s interest seem more varied 
than of Palladio, from the canonical geometric construction of what was called the Serlian Oval188 to studies 
on perspective189, scenography, the city and radical experimentations on organizations, juxtapositions and 
universal spaces and types confronted with extreme contiguity through poched spaces as articulations. 
Serlio’s books were published not sequentially and in different times and cities (Book I, Paris 1545, Book III 
Venice, 1540; Book IV Venice, 1537; Book VI 1550; Book Extraorinario Lyon 1551, Book VII 
posthumously in 1575190). It seems as if Serlio was not interested in a systematic architecture as much as a 
systematic covering of multiple typologies of architecture. Although his book on Domestic Architecture 
covers systematically domestic common houses and apartment layouts through independently organized 
spaces, systematic within the bay but not across the entire organization and as systematic in his architecture 
as Palladio was, but perhaps this reading is due to the extent and variations of explorations on his work than 
the close analysis of his architecture that spans from well organized and systematic designs following 
geometric techniques, modules, proportional ratios and spanning to fragmented and purposely juxtaposed 
spaces that do follow modules. Perhaps a reading is that Palladio both critical of perspective and 
fragmentation, develop his work expanding Serlio’s fragmented spaces juxtaposed by poched space to 
develop an architecture of systematic variation through generic rules.  
 

 
188 Serlio, Sebastiano Libro I: Principi della Geomtria, Paris, 1545. Editrice Edalo Roma, 1980 
189 Serlio, Sebastiano Libro II: Trattato di prospetiva & Trattato sopra le scene, 1570. Editrice Edalo Roma, 1980 
190 Spallone, R., Vitali, M. Geometry, Modularity and Proportion in the Extraordinario Libro by Sebastiano Serlio: 50 Portals 
Between Regola and Licentia. Nexus Netw J 22, 139–167 (2020). 
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Serlio’s book 1570, Serlian Oval on his geometry book and perspective technique on his perspective treaty. Scenography as Tragedy in 
architecture 1547. All Serlios’ books were published in 1583 

 

  
Serlio’s books on Domestic Architecture and plates from the book on similar to Palladio’s compositions early published, although Book VII On 
Domestic Architecture was published in 1575 posthumously. Palladio’s Four Books191 of Architecture was published in 1570. 

 
Peter Eisenman, identified in this thesis as the first pre-digital architect, has analyzed the work of Andrea 
Palladio in several opportunities such as his book Palladio Virtuel192 that has been featured in many forms193. 
Different from previous analysis of his professors, Eisenman analyzes a challenging quality in the relative 
autonomy of certain Palladian building parts that seem to contradict the mere displacement of a clearly 
structured whole, separating his work from a known mannerist attitude. Architectural historian Rudolph 
Wittkower’s analysis194 of Palladio’s villas proposed a reading based on the recognition of an underlying 
elastic relational whole with displacements based on variations in the parts that constitute the whole, which 
became canonical by revealing an underlying nine square pattern common to eleven of Palladio’s villas. This 
revolutionary thesis influenced many architects and is the most important structuralist assumption that 
Eisenman’s exhibition is questioning. But Eisenman, a radical architect known to be a continuous critical 
innovator, develops this exhibition devoid from historicism and presumptions by introducing a close 
reading that implies a historical reformulation difficult to dismiss. This exhibition presents a synthesis of 
many investigations which build a manifesto which implies many consequences. One of such consequences 
may be to go as far as to reformulate certain commonly assumed fundamentals of Eisenman’s own project.  
 

 
191 Palladio, Andrea Quatro Libri di Architettura, 1570 
192 Eisenman, P. with Roman, M. Palladio Virtuel, Yale University Press, New Haven, 2015 
193 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo “Eisenman Palladian Virtuality: Ahistoric Parametric Undecidability” Palladio Virtuel Review: in Constructs, ed. Nina 
Rappaport, Yale Architecture, 2012.  
194 Wittkower, Rudolf, Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism…WW Norton 1971 [orig.1949] 
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Critique Of Systemic Determination 
Palladio’s architecture, may be understood by the way it is presented by Wittkower, as a critical historic 
project aimed to construct a long lasting metaphysical project for the discipline - by revealing the stability of 
underlying dominating structures. Wittkower’s reading constituted a revolutionary canon and an axis of 
reference across architectural history based on a modern structuralism thus proposing an ideal origin in a 
series of variations, a normal meta-type that served as reference. In addition, the common nine square 
diagram that Colin Rowe195, a student of Wittkower, traces between Palladio’s Villa Malcontenta and Le 
Corbusier’s Villa Stein in Garches; Terragni’s underlying spatial organization based on Palladian strategies; as 
well as John Hejduk’s Texas Houses and Peter Eisenman’s House series of the 1970's – all of which 
complete an referential axis for such a structuralist plateau across the twentieth century. Each of these 
architects, including Eisenman, resolved a specific tension between bringing deeper stable recognizable 
orders to the foreground to displace them and therefore activate architecture problems promoting different 
solutions, conflicts and contradictions.  
 

 
Rudolph Wittkower, Diagrams of Palladian Villas. Fig. 3b Colin Rowe, Diagrams of Palladio’s Malcontenta and Le Corbusier’s Villa Stein in 
Garche, paired with plans.  

 
In relationship to the ideal and the virtual, Anthony Vidler196 offers a critique of Eisenman’s analysis of 
Palladio, goes even further to affirm that Eisenman “now put into question as a stable, unified, 
geometrically clear object…to demonstrate that none of the villas, however pure they seem at first glance, 
has any formal consistency − or rather has any formal typological consistency in relation to one another.” 
This is a strong and perhaps controversial statement by Vidler, given the usual understanding of structural 
continuity, systematism in the work of Palladio. Eisenman’s novel reading may emerge as a resistance to a 
diagrammatic simplification of his legacy promoted by many of his followers, a critique of previous 

 
195 Rowe, Colin, “Mathematics of the Ideal Villa” in The  Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other Essays, MIT Press, 1976. 

196 Vidler, Anthony “Palladio reassessed by Eisenman”, The Architectural Review, October 2012. 
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structuralist readings usually regarded as ideal immaterial diagrams. Wittkower’s reductive abstractions197 
disregarded particularities of the design of the buildings that sometimes question the linearity of the revealed 
organization. Eisenman focuses this time on these factors - the varying thicknesses in the walls which 
sometimes present pochéd spaces separating and articulating specific spatial juxtapositions; key relationships 
between columns and walls; and the articulated walls and the external architecture elements.  These elements 
were previously eliminated by Wittkower, such as the porticos and the barchese buildings that articulate non 
linear qualitative relationships between the villas and their sites therefore unmotivating the figure of the 
main building which is dissipated as normative reference. In regard to such reduction, Eisenman redefines 
Wittkower’s diagrams as topological, in line with the contemporary qualification of an elastic diagram differing 
from a simple articulated systematic variation over a generic pattern, also implying problems that emerge in 
focusing only on degree variation which may have eclipsed Palladio’s spatial articulations.  
 
Palladio’s Unstabilizing The Notion Of Origin By Overcoming Parametric Variation  
Following Wittkower, Palladio defined a modern project based on a clear organizing structure and the 
recognition of an absolute idea of order, which can be identified with the humanist theories of the time. 
Architects of the Renaissance measured and surveyed buildings by the Romans to base their designs on 
systems of proportions developed in the past, aiming for ideals of beauty. Many architects developed 
techniques of survey aiming at disclosing codes and cypher proportional regulations that made Greek and 
Roman buildings masterpieces work according to their ideals and actualized during the Renaissance. 
Palladio, differently from replicating a system of proportions from the past based on an idea of a revival of a 
style or a past notion of beauty, develops rather his own proportional system, not based only on Roman 
proportions for columns, capitels and others such as entablatures, but innovating rather on a proportional 
system that is not in reference to antiquity, but that its reference becomes the origination of a regulating 
system across the building. This modernism is understood based on an advancement from Leon Battista 
Alberti’s system of measurements, which Palladio used to establish a system of relationships among spaces, 
assigning continuity across the composition through alternating rhythmical mathematical ratios, a form of 
spatial algorithm of part to whole relationships. He reinforced a general logic, not only relating part to 
whole, but creating a responsive structural organizing system that can be both referenced and altered, 
subsequently giving an underlying sense of control to the organization. While a normal proportion is kept 
constant, the other varies by inducing displacements to this initial reference, projecting a relationship that is 
both kept, accumulated, but also displaced. This system of relationships systematically controls decisions 
based on proportions parameterized by mathematical progression, but particularly developing a self-
referential modern consciousness. This proportion follows the golden ratio between spaces, progressions 
between spaces, analyzed by many architects, and even aimed at understanding them computationally 
through shape grammar in which departing from a 1:1, the first variation is a diagonal projection (Sq Root 
of 2), then one dimension is kept while others are extended following different studied progressing with 
some controversial differences between ideal proportions and actual real spatial dimensions.  

 
197 Wittkower’s line diagrams simplified Palladio building’s walls arranged in a sequence, following Paul Frankl’s immaterial diagrams where 
spatial organization is abstracted from style, inducing a structuralist relational organizational dimension. Frankl, Paul and James F. Gorman 
Principles of Architectural History, MIT Press, 1973, orig. 1914 
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Subdivision Grammar as alternative to Palladian Grammar198“Parametric Shape Grammar that generates the ground plans of Palladio’s Villas is 

developed as a definition of the Palladian Style” 199 
 

 
Shape Grammar is a type of computational language developed in 1971 that bypasses notation as translation 
and identifies formal procedural relationships as a type of language for 2D and 3D computational language. 
Shape Grammar developed by Stiny and Mitchel addresses the formal basis of Andrea Palladio in relation to 

 
198 Benros, D. Duarte, Jose P., Hanna, Sean “Subdivision Grammar as alternative to Palladian Grammar” in International Journal of 
Architectural Computing, Issue 04, Volume 10, 2020 
199 Stiny, G. and Mitchell W.J. “The Palladian Grammar”, in Environment and Planning B, Volume 5, pages 5-8, 1978 
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the presence of a type across all his villas following Witkower, but addressing a computational systemic logic 
which is dependent, evolutionary and parametric. This notion of grammar can also be applied to the 
understanding of Architecture as a language in the formal relational work of Peter Eisenman in his houses 
series discussed in the thesis. Shape Grammar seems to be addressing in computational terms what 
Eisenman defined as a formal basis for architecture articulating formal logic and architecture as a formal 
language.  
 
But what’s interesting in relation to Vidler’s radical non systemic reading of Palladio opposing the reading of 
a continuous underlying system presents a postructuralist critique of this mental consciousness that affects 
the entire organization is taken to another level. Eisenman’s analysis may be seen as a critique to the ideal, 
generic, and typological set of pre-established relationships incorporating variations to the composition with 
singular displacements that activate specific architecture problems that respond to the logic of the particular. 
In this sense, and in agreement with Eisenman, he does not negate the presence of an underlying structure, 
he rather critiques a reductive understanding of organization resisting an ideological project that would 
eclipse problems and raise new questions in the architecture of Palladio.  
 
Villa Rotonda is the “ideal villa par excellence” as a symmetric unity and harmonic whole diagram. Already 
in the apparently most stable of his villas, Palladio is incorporating a deep transformation of such 
schematism dismissed by historians such as Francis Ching200, that describe the villa as a symmetric building 
when in reality, as the analytic model-diagrams present, one direction is privileged over the other through a 
series of layered spaces that interrupt the perspective cone effect and displace the building’s centrality. So 
already in this first example the most pure ideal, the reference for the normative, is both addressed by 
Eisenman as an absolute but also critiqued since Palladio is already proposing a deep conceptual 
transformation. This means that in this clear reference to an underlying organizational type, the notion of 
predetermination is consciously displaced, acknowledging a deeper understanding of the role of structure 
and the relative independency and role of the parts, proposing an elastic diagram but also a critique of the 
homogenization of generic structures, thereby addressing a strong differentiation activated by parts that 
present tension against the unification of the whole.  
 
The most disarticulated and singular building in the exhibition where the ideal figure is not yet completely 
dissipated, seems to be Palazzo Chiericatti. This building seems to dismiss any reference due to the 
proportions of the spaces, and due to the fact that apparently only one interior centered space articulates the 
exterior loggia with the interior courtyard. Spaces are longitudinal and narrow due to the compression of 
sequential spatial layers perpendicular to the main axis, which may be related to the dissemination of an ideal 
distorted nine square grid figure201. The building is sited on what was the edge of Vicenza and its 
disproportion is forced by the constraint of the site. But independently from indexing this circumstance, it 
activates a more relevant organizational problem. For Eisenman it is clear that there are indices of many 
displacements in this building, such as the double column overlapping at 45 degrees indexing the 
overlapping of the figure of the portico into the space of the loggia that runs through the entire façade.  
 

 
200 Ching, Francis D.K. Form, Space, Order, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979 
201 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo “Eisenman’s Palladio Diagrams: Somatic Space as a Form of Affect” in Performalism: Form and Performance in Digital 
Architecture by Yasha Grobman and Eran Neuman ed., 2008. 
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Fig. 4a Villa Rotonda. Fig. 4b Pallazo Chiericati. Fig. 4c Villa Sarego (Santa Sophia) 

 
This Palazzo develops a series of displacements, an alternative idea of an architecture topology, since one may 
reconstruct the relationship between an implied normal original type and the final design in a continuous 
elastic diagram. But what may be implicit in Eisenman’s new argumentation, or as an alternative 
argumentation to understanding his new position in continuity with his previous structuralism, is that this 
topological transformation may be read as a displacement critiquing the initial ideal nine square grid 
organization and proposing a distinct typological change, displacing the organization from a centralized 
singular organization to a field of layered spaces with no hierarchy. In addition, the design ultimately seems 
to tension spaces apart from the elastic generic organization, designing spatial articulations through the walls 
and the columns. The resultant spaces acquire certain autonomy from the generic relational logic, and even 
if one may trace this formal genealogy as in a topology, the composition is not reversible, adding tension to 
the organization and revisiting Eisenman’s reading -that the buildings seem less cohesive. Providing the fact 
that any interpretation is an ideological design decision, this projective alternative reading also offers an 
unstable idea of origin, a displacement that offers the possibility to encounter such level of critique in a 
topological transformation where a new condition may emerge becoming a new parameter, an invention of 
a new type generating other possible origins. 
 
This reading on Palazzo Chiericati may propose an overall understanding of Palladio’s humanist project 
which may offer a synthesis of Eisenman’s previous research in relation to his new insights. Palladio may 
have proposed both the establishment of a relational order and a resistance to the homogenizing quality of 
the predetermination given by that same order. Palladio may assign relevance and autonomy to the parts to 
resist the idea of a whole. Therefore the design of Palladio’s buildings opens up what Eisenman calls a state 
of “undecidability” by critiquing the set of parameters that indexed its process.  
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Fig. 5 Palazzo Chiericatti analytical drawings by Eisenman and Roman 
 

 
But with Chiericatti, this problem is taken a step further and may be useful to question certain issues in 
parametric series in contemporary digital architecture and may point out Eisenman’s preoccupation to resist 
any linear superficial diagrammatic reading that may undermine his own work. Eisenman's formal method in 
the 1970s developed an increasingly complex diagram from basic displacements in a step by step logic of 
iterations, however the origin or the departure organizational structure is not questioned through this 
process, therefore an idea of a stable origin prevails.  This synthetic reading attempts to resolve the implicit 
project in the implementation of the relative, which its ultimate aim is to displace absolute values. The 
implicit project in parametric variations is to resolve within relative topological displacements a structural 
typological change that is able to critique and transcend the departing implicit or explicit organizational 
structure.   
 
 
Palladio believed perspective as an artificial and not natural technique unique to man, a separation between 
man and nature, opposite but in relation to, the conventional thinking of unification between subject-object 
and nature as explained by Panofsky. Palladio improves a precise system of relations between spaces with 
proportional rhythms following Alberti (measurements), assigning continuity across the composition 
reinforcing an overall logic that engages the part to the whole giving a sense of pensiveness of the architect’s 
control. Palladio shifts architecture representing nature and its proportions to an attention focus in the 
configuration of the building-object. There is a clear composition that defines a normal (a type) and 
inducing displacements that alter that original reference. While a proportion (normal) is kept constant the 
other varies, projecting a memory that is accumulated in rhythms. This systematic work across his villas is 
demonstrated through a series of diagrams that the historian Rudolf Wittkower202 analyzes, ending up in a 
normal figure, a common nine square organizational diagram.   
 

 
202 Wittkower, Rudolf, Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism, New York, Norton & Co, 1971, orig. 1949 
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Palladio’s resistance to perspective (instead favoring structured space) implies many changes in spatial 
composition, from the optic to the haptic, but also from the visual to a structural thinking. The study of 
structure and relative spatial displacements through Palladio’s Palazzo Chiericati may offer a parallel 
argument to Eisenman’s203 analysis. The first characteristic of the Palazzo Chiericati of 1565 in Vicenza 
[fig.5] is, according to Ackerman204, is its disproportion: spaces are longitudinal and narrow and there is an 
excessive circulation in relation to the inhabitable space. The palace is constructed by compression: a 
movement in layers of sequential spaces with pictorial planes of diverse qualities that conform a distorted 
nine square grid figure.  
 
First, experientially, once one enters the space of the gallery (loggia) after climbing through the stairs of the 
front of the palace, two overlapped columns meeting at a 45 angle degree index an overlapping: the space 
that is supposed to belong to a portico, overlaps the space of the loggia. At that point one recognizes that 
the previous space of the stairs was actually the space of an implied portico displaced into the loggia, a 
transition of three distinct spaces that articulate the ceremonial entrance to the palace. Second, the first 
interior space after the loggia is presented as a vestibule. Continuing to the next space over the same central 
axis, one expects to find a monumental central space, but surprisingly one finds the outside of the building 
again, a gallery-portico that faces the back courtyard. Third, this manifests that the previous space that was 
read as a loggia changes its quality, since two partial enclosing doorways at the ends of this longitudinal 
space clearly demarcate the space as an hybrid interior-exterior space and not as a simple loggia, a relative 
space that works according to the location of the observer [fig.6]. Also, the vestibule constituted in reality 
the central space of the palace, compressed and distorted from its ideal circular figure (and in reference to 
Palladio’s Rotunda [fig.7]), the center of the nine square grid figure. Fourth, a similar displacement occurs 
with the gallery and the preliminary portico that change their condition. Therefore, the series of preliminary 
spaces that were read perceptually, expecting an ideal form as a metaphysical presence but also as habit, are 
negated by an haptic experience of affection of the body and in consequence, generate another conceptual 
apperceptive interpretation. Fifth, these spaces present a compression against the principal axis of 
circulation, but also an accumulation of a somatic series of experiences –a psychological memory at the level 
of the organ- that projects a bodily affection as habit in the transition between spaces, overlapping 
alternatively real and implicit relationships. These series of dissimilar somatic experiences produce 
involuntary inertias that are projected between spaces trough a psychological expectation that is deceived by 
the anticipated compression of the series of spaces. According to Freud205, the subconscious is the 
instinctive construction of a pulse of the body. Lastly, these displacements demand a mental recomposition 
of the experienced spatial organization that implies a condition of presence that rewrites the object-building. 
Palladio’s strategy therefore is based on a logic of the totality that induces a mental projection.   
 
The design solution works out many clearly distinct problems and times in the relationship subject/object. 
Palladio resists perspective by interrupting the continuity of the “perspective cone effect” of the space 
through parallel planes. By displacing the continuity between spaces with a series of architecture signs, 
developing spatial contiguity, overlapping and layering spaces into one another, he indexes the presence of a 
structure confronted with a visual logic. A mental interpretation becomes active after circulating and 
experiencing this building, by the physical somatic affection that gives a feedback of the reading of space 
through the subconscious. This post-experience conceptual mental re-composition, is due to a false visual 
and perceptual anticipation of the space provided by a tendency to an ideal organization. This organization 

 
203 Eisenman, Peter, “Digital Scrambler, From Index to Codex”, in Written into the Void, Selected Writings 1990-2004, Yale University Press, 2007. 
Refer also to Eisenman’s 2004 Venice Biennale installation, where many of these problems are developed within the design of a space.   
204 Ackerman, James S., Palladio, The Architect and Society, New York, Penguin Books, 1966. 
205 Freud, S. “The unconscious,” in Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. 14, ed. Strachey J., Hogarth Press, 
London, 1915.  
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is refuted by the physical experience of the space which is at the same time disjointed from the unconscious 
mental implied organization, providing a physical structure and a virtual structure that acquires presence and 
overlaps each other, stimulating different and multiple relational structures between the perceptual, the 
physical, the implicit mental and spatial presence.  
 

 
Diagrams relating relative topological displacements of a generic organization to develop Palladio’s Chiericatti by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 

 
These series of encounters, apparently phenomenological, confront the perception through a strong 
empathy that is contrasted through the implicit-conceptual that is indexed by specific forms and details that 
the architecture of the building develops. These series of structural displacements acquire a “topological” 
quality since one may reconstruct the relationship between the original type and the final design one in a 
continuous diagram.  
 
It is interesting to think why Wittkower did not include such an interesting case in his eleven paradigmatic 
diagrams. If it was due to the strangeness of this palace, or due to the chosen category, then his useful 
search for homogeneity was reductive. The radical coplanar displacements that clearly confront this 
metaphysical structural homogeneity, disregard the value of the contingencies of the specific design of the 
building, that forced him to include only a differential change of degree or difference without concept and not such 
radical and conceptual typological change, or a specific to architecture differentiation.  
 
This is also visible in the exclusion of the porticos and the displacement that they produce to the overall 
original structure, that as frames (parergon) redefine the condition of origin that qualifies the center 
(ergon). The framing bias, meaning that culturally we tend to address reality and propose a different 
perception of an object due to how it is framed, comes here as a post-structuralist formulation against this 
typical consideration in which the subject’s position relative to the object of observation cannot change due 
to its framing of reference. Derrida clearly goes against this bias notion and addresses the relativity of the 
frame that defines its content and assigns a real transformation, transfiguration or reality through the 
condition or specificity of the frame, the frame of reference or the new context in which an object or 
content is presented. In visual arts, this is particularly relevant, that even if in terms of, for instance a camera 
framing a scene and placing it out of context, it really creates signification beyond the original context. 
While, yes this is problematic and does not really modifies the original content displaced by the framing of 
the camera, literally through representation creates a scene independent from the real action or object. In 
media theory, the frame of references is the activator of the narrative of the scene and directors use this 
technique to create signification. Our theory of computation in architecture representation derives 
partially to address the relationship between an apparent inert content and the frame of reference or the 
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interface in which this content is originated, placing in motion the problematization between parergon and 
ergon later discussed in the discussions.  
 
Wittkower’s attitude suffers from an excessive modern reductive search for abstraction, even a metaphysical 
and universal knowledge that is frontally confronted in the structural displacements of each other. 
 

 
 
 
Architecture, as a cultural discipline, has been structuring its advancement on a continuous state of 
revolution. Heinrich Wölfflin206 described the group of architects that reacted to the Renaissance as Baroque, 
defining a historic structure which would repeat in the form of a pendulum from one revolution to the 
other. This form of advancement differentiates artistic disciplines from science, which bases its 
advancement on continuous progress. By this strategy, the work of Palladio seems to critique both the 
determinism of structuralism and the indeterminism of the upcoming late Mannerism which later turned 
into a post-structuralist Baroque. 
 

 
206 Wölfflin, Heinrich Renaissance und Barock (1888) 
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Mannerist Displacemtents And Continuous Unstable Origins 
Palladio developed both a new way of understanding order and elastic structural organization as well as a 
way to critique the overall logical deterministic order that he himself developed. This happenes, through 
addressing the autonomy of the parts in a building distances his work from a mannerist architect, according 
to Eisenman. Eisenman brings this disarticulation to critique Wittkower’s reductive reading, a closer 
appreciation of an architecture in tension with its own organizing principles. This reading is supported by 
Eisenman’s thesis on the work of Terragni207 and Palladio’s influence on his work, specifically in Casa 
Giuliani Frigerio. Looking at Terragni’s building from one side, the unifying relational openings of the 
facades reveal the volume as a mass, which enters in tension with the openings that separate each of the 
facades in the other side of the building, making these facades rather independent planar elements. 
Therefore, these planes acquire independency from each other resulting in a non-cohesive building that 
seems to explode, attacking the stability of the assumed initial structure. 
 
Computation through parametric design brings the necessity to address the homogenizing quality of pre-
determined structures that algorithms infer in architectural representation. These structures are persistent 
throughout, from the form information technologies organize data to how these structures influence the 
spatial organization of the projects parameterized through these intermediary interfaces. While parametric 
design enables the possibility of variation, the underlying principles remain quite stable since the output that 
emerges is rather visually complicated while, regarding its relational organizational level, remains quite 
simple, activating rather conventional relations predetermined by the source coding of the algorithm 
implemented.  
 
In this sense, the problems raised in Eisenman’s Palladio exhibition are pertinent to contemporary 
discussions identifying the limits of working relationally and the possibility of a project to open up 
indetermination. Computation brings back the idea of reference by implementing information into a set of 
clearly hierarchical organized algorithms. These algorithms are based on similar tree-like bifurcating 
recurring structures, eliminating the possibility of a different kind of thinking process other than the set of 
predetermined ideas implicit in the system, or as a unique alternative, by displacing these code structures. 
The question then, relative to parametric design, is if a different thinking process or spatial organization may 
be possible by a dissipation of the given structure, a structural displacement which is able to engage into a 
different type of thinking process than the given by these origin structures208. 
 
What becomes interesting in Eisenman’s argument is the tension between a parameter to measure 
differences and the possibility of these differences to create new parameters. Palladio may have been aware of 
the problems emerging in a systemic mathematical parametric progressive proportional system of 
relationships based on a unifying system, proposing a different initial systemic unity, a process based on 
discrete ideas of displacement of the initial system, developing ultimately an architecture where those initial 
relationships are critiqued giving independency to the final disjointed object that acquires an autonomy from 
the set of signifiers that index its constitution.  
 
Durand Catalog And Encyclopedia For A Universal Architecture 
In terms of parameters and variations, the ideology of a system running through variations has been 
explored by several architects. Durand had the ambition of a universal encyclopedia of architecture by first 
cataloguing all existing buildings ordered by type and then abstracting them into generic organizations in 

 
207 Giuseppe Terragni: Transformations, Decompositions, Critiques Peter Eisenman, The Monacelli Press, New York, 2003.  
208 The author is currently co-editing with Aaron Sprecher a book with Routledge entitled Architecture In Formation planned to be released in September 
of 2013. 
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simplified terms including Palladio’s buildings. Durand for the first time, applied the logic of the time 
relative to universal knowledge by means to catalog and systematize all the architecture of the world in an 
encyclopedia. By cataloguing all possible typologies and variations of architecture in an encyclopedia, then 
aimed at creating typological categories, aimed at creating universal methodological means to create 
systemically architecture. By abstracting typologies and types to such generic organizations abstracting all 
traces of architecture design quality in favor to a systemic universal whole, Durand developed a systematic 
set of generic organizational diagrams that leave behind architecture design to propose idealized 
architecture-system devoided from any particular conflict and for the purity and transcendental abstraction 
of the meta-architecture platform. It is quite problematic to therefore compare the work of Palladio as a 
systemic architect to the work of Durand. It is difficult to assert as Pier Vittorio Aureli209 affirms that 
Palladio is a systemic universal architect only, placing him more in terms of an early Renaissance than a 
Mannerist critique of homogenizing systems such as perspective or homogeneous grids activating abstract 
and pure totalitarian systems. This affirmation of Palladio as a systematic architect through proportional 
ratios would be dismissing the radical dissemination of the whole by the subversive role of the part that 
fragments any trace of totality. This double reading allows to read Palladian Villas as systematic and as non-
transcendental fragmented, a double reading for both unity under tension and fragmented pieces that pull 
away from any reference to a totality. In fact one could discuss a counter argument to Witkower’s nine 
square pattern, asserting as Anthony Vidler does that the whole does not really exists and that all Villas are 
different and not related to each other.  If we understood Palladio as a systemic universal architect we would 
dismiss the self-referential and critical work in dissembling and placing in tension the unity of the project or 
the tension between order and dissemination or order or between the whole and the part which are in 
tension with each other as he does with the homogenizing perspectival cone effect by both collapsing space 
and expanding space. Any reference to a normal is displaced in the work of Palladio, both at a 
representational level as well as at an organizational level crossing relationships between both deep structure 
and organizational logical planimetric level. If we would compare the work of Palladio to Durand, we would 
dismiss the variation of types and role of the elements in function of the typological difference. 
 

 
Palladio by Durand 

 
209 Aureli, Pier Vittorio The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, Architectural form reconsidered in light of a unitary conception of architecture and the city. MIT 
Press, 2011 
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Typologies ordered historically. 

 
Durand “Horizontal Combinations”  

 
Abstracted generic diagrams based on simple organizations. 
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Le Corbusier Free Plan patent from 1919  

 

The Modern Movement developed a systematic architecture based on simple parameters. While Le 
Corbusier horizontal space diagram through the free plan implied an infinite grid, such as grids and 
displaced orders based on function such as poched spaces expressing the contrast with the grid (not part of 
the universal pilotis free plan patent but implemented as an expression of its flexibility in all of LC 
buildings). Le Cobusier proposed an architecture of systems aimed at creating a novel means for humans 
separated from nature. This tabula rasa proposed a universal systemic grid which is laid out against nature. 
The machine to live in is not much a metaphor but a means to catalog, measure and develop architecture 
relationships relative to the modulor and organize architecture life.  
 
But Alexander Klein210 took systematicity further to a regulatory measurement and evidence-based (natural 
light, air circulation, circulation) systems to implement health inhabitation rules through public regulation 
manual “Existenzminimum” 211. These regulatory parameters studied from the inside out, efficiency in 
internal distribution and circulation without overlapping as well as internal setbacks for sun exposure of 
interior spaces setting up maximum distances from light sources. Perhaps not much of an architecture 
system, but rather a meta-architectural regulatory parametric designed to serve at a manual regulatory level 
presents problems but also a clear ideology on the use of a system with variations within ranges and limits, 
rather than exploring ranges to overcome typological classification, the system searches to optimize existing 
typologies based on these parameters. This scientific evidence-based system does not much focuses on 
architecture differentiation but rather a means to quantify architecture through functional demands. The 
goal is to develop a system of reference through measurements.  
 

 
Alexander Klein Optimization of dwelling circulation 

 
210 Klein, Alexander Grundrissbildung und Raumgestaltung von Kleinwohnungen und neue Auswertungsmethoden, (Plan design and spatial forms for the minimum 
dwelling and new methods of enquiry) Berlin, 1928. 
211 Marson Korbi, A. Migotto, “Between Rationalization and Political Project: The Existenzminimum from Klein and Teige to Today” Political 
Science, 2019 
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1928 Alexander Klein Plan-efficiency comparison 
 

What Palladio developed is both a system of proportions to develop a consistency across a building as an 
organic structural whole. Having this understanding, Palladio both developed a generic organic system but 
also a critique of its systematicity and generic consistency through particular articulations that aim at 
redefining the relationship between typology and topology to overcome the system.  
 
The project of cataloguing, systematically organize history (Durand), and developing a system of 
measurement (LC Modulor) and critique it is again a project to deconstruct given the current state of AI in 
Architecture. While we advanced from Palladio to the Modern Movement to Klein to AI, the use of systems 
and its ideology has varied according to each cultural and technical project.  
 
Later discussed in this thesis there have been several attempts to develop a universal system for architecture, 
from the outside of the discipline and even a universal self-reproduction automated constructor such as 
Cellular Automation212 (CA) by von Neumann exploring means to send information to other planets for 
space exploration that was later expanded to Conway’s Game of Life, and Stephen Wolfram rule 30 as 
irreducible complex. Although in relation to the systemic approach and its critique by Palladio, CA’s 
problem is the actual cell as a module that remains invariable in relation to the variations, a problem later 
approached in this thesis and resolved through emergent topological variations that are made continuous 
through cells going beyond their structure but not able to distort the cell configuration as a meta structure 
that still remains invariable.  
 
  

 
212 Von Neumann, J. and A. W. Burks (1966). Theory of self-reproducing automata. Urbana, University of Illinois Press. 
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DISCUSSION IV: BORROMINI AND RAINALDI TOPOLOGICAL COMPUTATIONAL 
MODEL 
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Historiography of Representation as Double Negation  
Filippo Borromini in the context of this thesis, can be understood as the first computational topological 
architect, thanks to his way of equating positive and negative pulsating space from borrowing from 
Bramante’s San Peter’s pochéd wall space.  
 
Michelangelo was often referenced as the common master to all baroque architects and according to Argan, 
his intents was to achieve form through the dematerialization of matter, which is clearly manifested once 
one is able to experience physically his sculptures.  
 

”To this result he comes operating from matter…privating it from bodily gravitas. “Design” is no 
longer something that precedes execution, but something that it is found or it is achieved through 
the inspired execution. By this means the value of art is translated from “invention” to the operative 
process of the artist, the direct forming of matter. This is the first time that a conception of art is 
presented as pure interiority.“ Guilio Carlo Argan213 

 
Borromini was influenced by Michelangelo who took after Bramante’s San Peter’s project. Bramante’s space 
emerges as a positive figure thanks to the poché-walls activates a metaphysics in space through the pulsation 
of form, evident in one of his last interventions the façade for San Carlo alle Quatro Fontane (1665-1667). 
Borromini integrates Bramante’s concave and convex space with the sculptural plasticity of Michelangelo’s 
work on San Peter. The new kind of spatial paradigm that was initiated in Saint Peter’s Basilica and 
furthered in San Carlo is one where space seems to be a positive figure as the design of the pochéd walls 
index the forces of the space that they contain. In this respect there is a new definition of the role of the 
parergon towards space. Borromini pragmatically engenders his philosophic concepts of Res-Extensa 
performed firstly in the cloister (1634-1637) where the concave corner is inverted into a convex figure that 
indexes a space from outside. The interior (1638-1641), presents the corners as a presence of absence (only 
straight line in the composition) as a removal of the corner condition, which affects the stability of the 
structure of the space, a metaphysical absence in a sinuous movement that results in a space that becomes a 
continuous positive figure, a unity and a new synthesis, a new canon. The church is simultaneously 
organized by two systems: one that displaces the centroidal through two centers that transform the dome in 
an oval form with a linear direction and the other conformed by a nine square grid figure that index the 
crossing of two axis, one expanded and the other compressed, unified through a continuous spatial gradual 
degree change, a “topology”. 
 
 “Borromini’s real contribution did not lie in the development of new types, but in the invention of a 
 method of handling space...Basically his method is founded on the principles of continuity, 
 interdependence and variation. His spaces, therefore, have the character of a dynamic field 
 determined by the interaction of outer and inner forces, and the wall becomes the critical zone 
 where these forces meet. These forces also have psychological implications. The changing inside-
 outside relationships represent psychic processes….”214 
 
 
Rewriting History and Theory: Big Data Information Representation, Processing and Retrieval  
Borromini, with others such as Bramante, Palladio, Loos, Le Corbusier, Mies Van Der Rohe is perhaps one 
of the most analyzed architects. Different historians aimed at analyzing his work, developing multiple 
theories of the object, such as his seminal small church San Carlo alle Quatro Fontane in Rome. Historians 

 
213 Argan, Giulio Carlo, Borromini, Xarait Ediciones, Madrid, 1980, orig. Milano 1955.  
214 Norberg-Schulz, C.Meaning in Western Architecture, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1975, orig. Electa 1974.  
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as well as architects wrote and analyzed Borromini’s work. Borromini also studied the work of other 
architects before him and was influenced by them, including Roman Antiquity, the Villa Adriana, and 
architects studying also these buildings such as Sangallo’s reading of Tempio di Venere, Peruzzi’s Triangular 
Church (influence in Borromini’s Sapienza), Serlio’s oval analysis, Serlio’s ancient round structure; and 
others. Michelangelo’s tectonic work and Bramante’s poched space positive and negative invertions at San 
Peter’s Bassilica.  
 
Historians and architects who did well known analysis on Borromini’s work include: Eberhard Hempel,  
Hans Sedlmayr, L.S. Naumann, Leo Steinberg, Francesco Dal Co, and others.  
 
 

 
Tivoli, Villa Adriana, sala a cupola della Piazza d’Oro (Heinz Kahler). Tempio di Venere, Graphic translation from the book Disegni G. Sangallo 
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Different readings, analysis, interpretations and theories of Borromini’s San Carlo in Rome 

 
Big Data Survey, Reading, Analysis, through Remote Sensing and Point Cloud Representation  
We started working in 2012 with 3d scanning LiDAR technology for a Venice Biennale Proposal at the 
Cooper Union exploring the possibilities of navigating virtually through point clouds rendered visible 
performing at true color values and through Big Data at 10M points, expanding the possibilities of space-
time interaction and a new form of augmented in scale and real indexical realism, creating a new architecture 
signifier through representation. In 2013 Marco Canciari did a 3d scan of Borromini’s San Carlo to analyze 
the difference between the floor plan analyzed geometry and the actual built geometry, focusing on the 
differences between the floor plan as idealized projection and the build dome as a non-abstract physically 
determined construction-based geometry. Several 3d Big Data scans of baroque churches were done by 
Andrew Saunders assisted by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Mario Graziano Valenti in Rome in 2015.  Andrew 
Saunders’ book Baroque Topologies215 develops a series of 3D LiDAR remote sensing 3D scanning to 
strange the normal way of understanding Baroque Buildings, including inverting the solid-void relationship 
and studying space as a positive object, following Moretti’s casted spaces techniques216 to which we had to 
opportunity to collaborate with.  

 
215 Saunders, A. Baroque Topologies, Palombi Editori, 2018 
216 Moretti, Luigi, “Forma come struttura”, Spazio, June-July, 1957. 
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Original Drawings developed by students for the architecture design II course Baroque Analysis directed by professors Michael Young, Felicia 
Davis and Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, The Cooper Union, 2008. San Carlo by Borromini floor plan and sections drawing interpretations by Pamela 
Cabrera, Andres Larrauri, Rolando Vega,  Elena Cena, Guilherme Nunes, and Will Shapiro 

 

    
Marco Canciani, Roma Tre, LiDAR 3d scanning of Borromini San Carlino, analyzing the geometries built in contrast to the geometries of the 
floor plans. Histories and theories of Borromini’s San Carlino’s building217.  
 

 

  
 

217 Canciani, Marco, “The drawing of the dome of Borromini? San Carlino alle Quattro Fontane: 
canonic oval?”, in Disegnarecon, 2015 
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The Cooper Union Design 2, Student Will Shapiro, Professors Michael Young (coordinator), Felicia Davis, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Borromini’s 
analysis, 2008. This analysis aims at creating a non-critical abstract geometrical reading of the floor plan by tangents processing points as lines 
that read as surfaces.  

 
The analysis here aims at critically integrating the multiplicity of readings of all historians, architects and 
theoreticians and compare them with the original drawings by Borromini and the actual build building by 
Borromini.  
 
This structural reference understood as a diagram is performed in different ways across other buildings, and 
one can understand this transformation from an idealized diagram as in Wittkower’s Palladio diagrams. In 
Santa Maria dei Sette Dolori (1642-1643) the opposite corners in the main axis are also negated, but in this 
case the side altars are pushed inwards. The displacement between the main nave and the façade develops a 
transition space where pulsation is mostly explored. The interior function is altered and splits the space in 
two functional halves. In his alteration of Sant’ Andrea delle Frate (1653-1665) this is repeated, this time 
materialized by a lateral entrance axis from the street across the main nave, in the middle centered with the 
interior cloister, strongly dividing the space in two both physically with an articulation and functionally. The 
first space along the main axis is extended and the space across is compressed presenting tension between 
the linear (Latin cross) and the centroidal (Dome-Greek cross). The cloister columns meet at a diagonal 45< 
degree, as in Palladio’s Chiericati Palace218, doubling but also suspending the perpendicularity of the corners 
making the planes of the four sides independent from each other.  
 

  
Sant Ivo All Sapienza, Francesco Borromini, from Biblioteca Hertziana. Santa Maria Dei Sette Dolori, Francesco Borromini, from renovation 
construction drawings.  
 

 
218 Wittkower analyzes in Palladio and English Palladianism the influence of Palladio in the Baroque Rome, as an example the case of Bernini and 
the semicircular arms in the colonnades the unorthodox combination of columns and pillars in Piazza San Pietro in Rome, as a reference to the 
strange joining of the columns in the Chiericati Palace, which I believe is not such a clear example since the column and the pilar are in tension 
but not in an angle, they are aligned perpendicular to each other forming an “L”, the case of Borromini is a clearer example since the formal 
resolution is comparable which roots our analysis in terms of relating Rainaldi to Palladio.   
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Opratorio Filipini, Chiesa degli Magi, Francesco Borromini 
 

  
Fig. 8a,b,c Fig 8a,b Usually attributed to Bernardo Borromini, it is known now to be attributed to Francesco Borromini as a variation of San 
Carlo’s original design, including an original center dome, displaced by two circular domes. The peripheral spaces-altars chapels acquired 
autonomy from the main oval, giving room to the pulsation space between positive and negative. Notice the double order of columns, 
articulating positive and negative corridor spaces, which became rather altar and framed-arches in the final solution. Fig 8c Borromini’s San 
Carlo including the entire set of buildings and courtyards.  
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Borromini San Carlo floor plan. Borromini floor plan analysis by Author. Borromini floor plan as a nine square grid structure by extending the 
arches, separating main columns from altar columns framing, purposely made equal by Borromini to create a continuous effect.  
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3d Scanning LiDAR by Andrew Saunders with assistance of Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Mario Graziano Valenti, Rome 2016. Renderings point 
cloud representation by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with research assistance Salma Kattass, NYIT 2022. The floor plan and the reflected ceiling plan 
perception and representation reading, understanding, representation and interpretation based on ideological and perceptual biases vary from its 
real indexed representation implementing forensic survey through LiDAR, opening up a different relationship between modeling and survey in 
architecture.  
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Borromini San Carlo Reconstruction Diagrams and Topological Animation by author. 

 
The diagrams here included reading, redrawing, decoding, analyzing, and theorizing on Borromini’s San 
Carlo by the author propose a different starting point. The diagrams start from a single dimensional unit 
that is repeated as in Fig. 9 or a column diameter size, that is repeated to conform the overall initial dome 
circle base unit that when repeated and translated composes the Serlian Oval, corroborating Canciari’s thesis 
in terms of the Serial oval, but also addressing an additional information. In these diagrams, the side 
deformed altars are usually not related as part of the same geometric construction of the dome. In this case, 
the single circle is able to reconstruct the entire geometry, counting with thicknesses differentials, referring 
to Michelangelo’s influence in Borromini of order out of a constellation and not a single figuration.    
 
These ideas have been also developed by one of Borromini’s collaborator, Carlo Rainaldi, in his masterpiece 
Santa Maria in Campitelli (1656-1665). Wittkower219 analyses this paradigmatic building that escapes (at least 
for me) any stylistic category of the time as he describes the importance of the problem of orientation in 
centrally planned buildings. 
 

 
219 Carlo Rainaldi and the Roman Architecture of the Full Baroque,  Rudolf Wittkower Art Bulletin N.19, 1937 
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 “the centrally planned building of the Renaissance all parts are equally grouped around one point”, 
 “the second half of the sixteenth century can be resolved into two types: the simple circular form 
 and the Greek cross”, which the lack of orientation in both shapes conflicts with the liturgical 
 requirements…the altar gives an axial direction which does not accord with the aesthetic law of a 
 circle. From the Counter-Reformation onwards liturgical considerations were to the fore…not in 
 any sense a return to the nave structure”…  
 
 “From the fifteenth century onwards the old problem of combining the central dome and the nave 
 had been resolved in two different ways. The first as a fusion into an organic entity, the second 
 principle, the two fundamental structural forms remain isolated. Rainaldi presents a variation of 
 previous solutions of the organic combination in S. Maria in Campitelli,“ in which the domed 
 interior is contrasted by the columns that are on a transverse axis and are placed in rectangular 
 niches, while those on the long axis are detached and stand in front of a level wall surface; express a 
 longitudinal line of direction…”as a cross of directions”…the line orientation of the nave is 
 broken...opposed to the classical standpoint…the same elements (the columns) are given divergent 
 functions, producing the impression of a confusing elaboration….” Wittkower 
 
 …“Rome has no precedents for a scenographic type of architecture; scenographia in the Palladian 
 sense is non-existent, even in the height of the Seicento. The kind of structures created by such 
 architects as Borromini or Cortona are basically anti-scenographic; that is, they consist of single 
 spaces with an interrupted rhythmic and dynamic system of articulation. Architecture based on a 
 uniform system of elements does not produce a concentration of motifs toward the high altar. The 
 contrary is true in scenographic architecture, which does not obey to such system.”220 Wittkower 
 

 
220 Palladio and English Palladianism, Palladio’s Influence on Venetial Religious Architecture, Rudolf Wittkower, Thames and Hudson, 1983 orig. 
1974 
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First, the structure of the church of S.M. in Campitelli is divided in two and it can be analyzed both as a 
continuation but also a critique of Borromini’s San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, as it indexes two of its floor 
plans organized perpendicular to each other, but restructuring their fluid continuity.  
 
Second, the anterior space may be read typologically as a Greek cross that indexes a small previous church221 
of 1658. In this article he traces several archeological studies of the previous interventions and possible 
alternative projects that constitute Rainaldi’s church.  
 
The displacement of the dome and the altar towards the back generates a series of inversions between the 
two centroidal spaces that through double negations surpass a dialectic222.  
 
Third, the processional axis is interrupted in the middle, where the nave and the posterior space change 
scale in section and in plan responding to the site constrain that is coordinated with the telescopic 
perspectival focus towards the altar. Also an interruption in plan originally drawn by Rainaldi similarly to 
Palladio’s Il Redentore, indexes another perpendicular axis as a lateral entrance to the church as in the other 
cases of Borromini splitting the church functionally and in the middle.  
 
Fourth, both spaces are based on a nine square grid organization type since a series of topological –as gradual 
displacements- index one with the other (including site adjustments): the anterior space expanded and the 
posterior space compressed. The posterior transversally compressed space, negates the transept that is 
supposed to be at the intersection of the two directions and below the dome that is left at the anterior space 
as in a Greek cross composition, but also referencing Borromini’s tension in San Carlo’s between the 

 
221 Güthlein, Klaus, “Zwei unbekannte Zeichnungen zur Planungs- und Baugeschichte der römischen Pestkirche Santa Maria in Campitelli”, 
185–255, 1990, in the book titled Römisches Jahrbuch der Bibliotheca Hertziana, München, Hirmer. 
222 Deleuze, Gilles, Nietzsche and Philosophy, The Atholone Press, 1983, orig. France, 1962. 
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transversal and longitudinal sections. In Campitelli these two sections, the compressed one and the 
expanded one, are parallel to each other composing the two transversal sections of the building [compare 
Rainaldi and Borromini sections223]. More importantly, this “topological” continuous transformation 
originated as a displacement of the original structure, originates a typological change between the two 
spaces: the anterior space reinforces the transversal direction, since the space seems to orient primarily 
interrupting perpendicularly to the processional axis with the two lateral altars; the posterior one reinforces 
this processional axial direction with a lateral transversal compression, hence becoming frontally oriented 
towards the altar and in coordination with the vertical presence of the dome, which as such is indexed but 
negated in the anterior space. Both spaces are contained in a composition that produces a synthesis among 
two structures in tension. The perpendicular axis in the posterior space (dome space) acquires presence by 
being negated (double negation) since rather than presenting lateral altars, abstract emptied walls are 
integrated by a curvilinear movement of continuity that widens the compressed space, as it happens in 
Borromini’s S.M. Sette Dolori224, coordinated with the dome, projecting a somatic memory in a bodily 
affection of the previous experienced space.  
 
Fifth, these simultaneous displacements present themselves continuous due to a telescopic folding of space, 
and here is when the psychological conception in the pulsation of the space is interrupted, articulated and 
structured with sequential acceleration of the rhythm of the space. With the interruption of the continuity of 
the wall pulsation with a structural reference and in parallel to the linearity of the perspectival space 
focalized in the altar, Rainaldi critiques Borromini’s spatial plasticity as a disciplinary expansion.  
 
Sixth, this linearity as well as the folding or the Borrominean continuity are interrupted by a series of frontal 
scenographic pictorial planes that perpendicularly interrupt the perspectival cone, indexed by the columns 
and the superior entablature of the capitals, as exaggerated cuts articulate the spaces as Palladio225. We can 
relate the effect of multiplicity in tension with the unification of Brunelleschi’s perspectival space with 
Tintoretto and Velazquez through Panofsky. At this point, we can relate the effect of multiplicity in tension 
with the unification of Brunelleschi’s perspectival space. The Borrominean pulsation of the space is 
critiqued by an enfolding, as the Palladian picture planes reinstitute a structural articulation. However, it is 
due to the relative topological displacements to the structural correspondences between the two spaces that 
integrate them, that such particular polyrhythm unfurls multiple visual and bodily affects.  
 

 
223 Original Drawings developed by students for the architecture design II course Baroque Analysis directed by professors Michael Young, Felicia 
Davis and Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, The Cooper Union, 2008. San Carlo by Borromini floor plan and sections drawing interpretations by Pamela 
Cabrera, Andres Larrauri, Rolando Vega,  Elena Cena, and Will Shapiro. 
224 S.M. Sette Dolori, Borromini, the space presents two single spaces oriented functionally perpendicular to each other with the benches, while 
the general organization of the church follows a compressed layout that flattens out the pulsation present in San Carlo. 
225 Wittkower analyzes in Palladio and English Palladianism, the influence of Palladio in the Baroque Rome. He quotes as an example the case of 
Bernini and his colonnade in Piaza San Pietro with the strange combination of columns in the portico of the Chiericati Palace in Vicenza. On 
the other hand, in relation to the pictorial Palladian picture planes: “Rome has no precedent of a scenographic type of architecture; 
scenographia, in the Palladian sense is inexistent, including in the high Seicento. The type of structures created by architects such as Borromini 
or Cortona are basically antiscenographic...The architecture based in an uniform system of elements do not produce a concentration of motifs 
towards the altar. The contrary happens with scenographic architecture, that does not obey to that system...” Wittkower, Rudolf, “Carlo Rainaldi 
and the Roman Architecture of the Full Baroque”, Art Bulletin N.19, 1937. Even if at this point he does not mention the case of Rainaldi, he 
clarifies that he is influenced by Palladio.  
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elevation after 3d scan, 13 axonometric after LiDAR 3d scan. Rainaldi’s Santa Maria in Campitelli, LiDAR 3d Scanning by Andrew Saunders 
UPenn, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Visiting Professor Sapienza University and Mario Graziano Valenti Sapienza University in Rome. Research by 
Associate Visiting Professor, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Sapienza University in Rome 2015. 

 
Lastly, the columns as architectural signs become unmotivated due to their ambiguous formal functioning 
and to an overall structural formal syntax, hence these differentiations are systematized and contained within 
a field. The result is a complex field that accelerates the space, folds, and that is articulated within a pulsating 
continuity; but such continuity is also simultaneously interrupted perpendicularly, without loosing the 
perspectival unification that integrates the sequence of columns. This field develops then two kinds of 
differentiations, introducing an innovative idea that creates a complex contradictory but simultaneously 
progressive polyrhythm. These two differentiations can be described as gradual rhythms that produce 
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difference in degree in the overall organization of the building, but also as another kind of formal difference 
that critiques the original organizational type of the building, that at a conceptual level changes this original 
type into a the deeper structural difference that enables many inverting double readings and open 
relationships from these gradual topological relative differentiations. 
 

 
Site and first design proposal by Rainaldi, where the Original Greek floor Plan is visible. SM Campitelli by Rainaldi, as an extension of the space. 
Hertziana Library and Bilblioteca Apostolica Vaticana by author.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
Rainaldi SM Campitelli. Posterior Space and Anterior Space 
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The double reading of a perspectival space and its interruption by means of the pictorial planes generate an 
excess of multiplicity and a synthesis of opposites in tension within a curvilinear and folded spatial 
continuity. This strategy presents a baroque affection that displaces spatial structure in a post-structuralist 
manner but also a structural re-composition against fluidity, a renaissance structuralist strategy that 
recomposes the whole through perspective and the planes that perpendicularly interrupt it. These structural 
problems are precisely integrated with the mediums of representation, establishing a manifest that 
transcends the historic dialectic of the continuous state of revolution in art between Renaissance and 
Baroque. The building presents a spatial synthesis of many pairs of concepts developed by Wölfflin 
simultaneously and in tension that transcend the dialectic through a double negation –not this not the other, 
not affirmative and negative- of a field of relationships and tensions. Wölfflin presents the history of art as a 
pendulum movement, a process in continuous revolution, a dialectic between classicism and baroque as a 
continuous historical structure. His categories: linear and pictoric (tangible and intangible); plane and 
recession as a spatial version of the previous one; open and closed; multiplicity and unity; absolute and 
relative (clarity and no clarity) left a box of tools that follow a Hegelian model as Eric Fernie226 suggests. 
Eisenman works with oppositional structures and manifested that Rainaldi’s building provided his most 
interesting spatial experience and it seems that many of these oppositional strategies are attempted in his 
projects, effectively synthesized in his dialectic in tension of the Berlin Memorial that provides an especial 
kind of unity. Rather than presenting visual-perceptual oppositions in conflict as Robert Venturi, or a 
fragmented way to see the world through discontinuities that became in architecture a figurative cliché, what 
this analysis proposes is a difference that is integrated at a structural level. 

 
226 Fernie, Eric, art history and its methods, a critical anthology,  selection and commentary by Eric Fernie, New York, Phaidon Press, 1995. 
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Borromini’s San Carlo indexed by Rainaldi’s Santa Maria in Campitelli by expanding and contracting different axis at different spaces (front and 
back), author (read previous thesis article From Perspective to Big Data). Rendering and analysis by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
 

 
The work of Borromini’s pulsating space, concave and convex following Bramante’s San Pietro’s project 
and Michelangelo’s mass tectonic, is continued by his disciple Carlo Rainaldi, as previously explained. The 
work here aims at expanding relationships back in history, expanding history, aiming at redefining the thesis 
of historians through evidence based design and aiming at relating systems of representation as means to 
expand space. Moreover, the documentation of the projects is never complete nor it can be compared with 
the complexity of design solutions in the final built construction. It is therefore that forensic architecture 
survey is of ultimate importance when analyzing and studying the work of architects. This paradigm takes 
back the relevance of dimensioning buildings and decoding proportional relationships as a form of coding, 
an aspect of architecture lost with the Modern Movement’s tabula rasa, with the exception of Le Corbusier’s 
structural history which is not based on himself making dimensional studies but relaying on historians.  
 
This research aims at expanding from the discussion on Palladio developing his own system of 
measurement and proportion based on historical measurements. While Palladio extracted a system of 
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proportions and mathematics from analyzing historical buildings instead of replicating ideal measurement 
systems, our research aims at establishing critical relationships between measurement, physical indexical 
survey227, projection and plotting of the representation of the survey228 and the development of a logical 
system to do architecture. Survey technologies such as LiDAR displace the typical relationship between 
representation and protection of a survey, through direct indexing through laser beam of the site-building 
and its representation in the form of point clouds. The following LiDAR 3d scanning exercises area aimed 
at analyzing the relationship between Borromini and Rainaldi, by measuring spaces with each other, front 
and back and in relation to Borromini San Carlo.  
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
227 Lombardi, Roberto “Medida y norma: Notas sobre la proporción y escala en la manualistica moderna”, in Cuaderno de Lecturas Morfologia 
Catedra Javier Garcia Cano, numero 5, Art 1, FADU-UBA, 2003.  
228 Lombardi, Roberto, “Relevamiento y Replanteo”, Cuadernos De Lecturas 13, Catedra Lombardi, FADU UBA, 2009 “El relevamiento es el 
procedimiento que traduce y organiza en un documento gráfico el registro de esa acción. El documento es posterior a la acción. Replantear es el 
procedimiento con que la construcción transfiere al sitio las dimensiones y posiciones desde los documentos gráficos.” 
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Fig. 16a,b,c,d,e, f Rainaldi’s Santa Maria in Campitelli, LiDAR 3d Scanning by Andrew Saunders UPenn, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Visiting Professor 
Sapienza University and Mario Graziano Valenti Sapienza University in Rome. Research on Summer 2015 Sapienza University in Rome. 
Rendering and analysis by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
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3d Scanning LiDAR by Andrew Saunders with assistance of Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Mario Graziano Valenti, Rome 2016. Renderings point 
cloud representation by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with research assistance Salma Kattass, NYIT 2022.  
 

 
AI GAN style transfer from 3d scanning data set, from Rainaldi’s SM Campitelli in Rome hyperrealistic RGB 3d scanning data set to abstracted 
point cloud enabling critical transparency to compare back space and front space to a style transfiguration combining both readings. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa 2016-2017 
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Three Dimensional Informed Realism comparative critical analysis between San Carlo by Borromini and SM Campitelli by Rainaldi. 3d Scanning 
LiDAR by Andrew Saunders with assistance of Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Mario Graziano Valenti, Rome 2016. Renderings point cloud 
representation by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with research assistance Salma Kattass, NYIT 2022. 

 
The Diagram and Its Origin  
In the text Diagrams of Diagrams: Architectural Abstraction and Modern Representation, Anthony Vidler229 
discusses a genealogy of the architecture diagram in relation to computer representation through semiotics. 
Vidler identifies as early as 1914-1924 in the work of Paul T. Frankl230 and A.E. Brinckmann as schematic 

 
229 Vidler, Anthony “Diagrams of Diagrams: Architectural Abstraction and Modern Representation”, in Representations, No.72 Autum 2000, 
University of California Press, 2000  
230   Frankl, Paul Principles of Architecture History, 1914 
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renderings of historical space abstracted from style, identifying the structural organization of the building as 
the fundamental element through which hsiotrical buildings and contemporary architecture could share a 
common means to directly relate architecture concepts. Moreover, this seems to be Le Corbusier’s strategy 
in Villa Stein as identified by Colin Rowe231 a student at the time of Rudolph Wittkower232 a year before his 
publication relating Le Corbusier with Palladio through structural history and anticipating his professor’s 
book on the work of Palladio in which he published the page of systematized diagrams of Palladia villas 
discussed in this thesis. Paul Frankl abstracted from style floor plans identifying as organizing principles the 
structure of the building, opening up not only cross references in architecture through history, but a method 
of art history: structural history used by Le Corbusier in his architecture borrowing from Palladio as 
discussed by Rowe. 
 
“More fundamentally, the intersection of diagram and materiality impelled by digitalization upsets the 
semiotic distinctions drawn by Charles Sanders Peirce as the diagram becomes less and less an icon and 
more and more a blueprint” 
 

 
Paul Frankl abstracted from style floor plans in his book Principles of Architecture History.  

 
It is necessary to analyze certain structural qualities of the diagram specifically in the relationship between 
type and topology. A diagram that departures from a simple form that may be transformed accumulating 
traces and indexing its own process resisting a unique moment of synthesis, since the diagram is in 
continuous state of becoming. Contrary to this dynamic condition is the static but empowering parti that as a 
singular inductive moment of unity and force which envisions an anticipation that may relate to Panofsky’s 
conception of art as an a priori solution.  
 

 
231 Rowe, Colin, “Mathematics of the Ideal Villa” in The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other Essays, MIT Press, 1976. 
232 Wittkower, Rudolf, Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism…WW Norton 1971 [orig.1949] 
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The architecture process, apparently linear, is crossed by ideas that produce logical jumps and assign 
deterministic directions to the process, avoiding the tree-rooted structure, defining an external, a homotopia, 
transcendental and ideological imprint, forward a condition of future, as a substitution. Contrarily is the 
always continuous reformulation as a linear and hierarchical process of edition that moves backwards as a 
heterotopia, topologic, non-ideological, an accumulative condition of critical incorporation of the past. Its 
object is constituted by a logical discourse that is self-referential, that is paraphrased and that actualizes the 
diagram as it has not time, a condition of the present.  
 
The formal differentiation generated by the machinic233 diagram may, to a certain extent, be more critical of 
the relationships it produces, throughout the application of a field intelligence that assigns value to the series 
of iterations that such diagram may produce, re-editing the result into a complex structure of reflexive 
operations in order to overcome its predeterminations. The formal qualities of the diagram are presented in 
terms of a difference between quantity and quality. Due to its flexible quality, the generic departing origin 
presents the possibility of developing an abstract continuous topological transformation, a genealogy of 
dynamic forces that accumulates traces by indexing particular non structural mappings. This dynamic 
topological transformation may enable such displacement that may critique the point of departure, the 
recognition of such a typological change that may induce a change in kind that as a critique of the 
transcendental enables a critique of concepts and categories. The diagram is based on a structural flexibility 
that is able to maintain the quality of certain relationships within a fluid dynamic condition, consequently 
unlike the concept of pattern in which repetitive units are based on a visual appearance of unity that holds 
no organic correspondence among its parts. Finally, even if the diagram is an open structure, it should not 
be considered as a visual expression of thought as representation of content, but rather as thought.  
Eisenman’s methodological formal procedures, starting from a generic solid that is progressively 
transformed accumulating traces, indexing the process of its own constitution resist the development of a 
unique moment of synthesis, since it is a diagram always in a state of becoming. On the other hand, 
Eisenman believes in the empowerment of the parti, as a single inductive moment of unity and force, which 
shares similar problems with Panofsky’s idea of solution a-priori of the form of art. The ideal apparently 
linear process (crossed by parti-like ideas that produce jumps, assigning deterministic directions–forward, 
future condition) is always in a state of reconstitution (process of edition –backwards, past condition) and the 
object is developed in a structure of a logical discourse that is paraphrased, actualizing the diagram (-timeless, 
present condition).  
 
Within this logic it seems that Eisenman presents an hybrid position in relation to Panofsky’s idea of the 
structural solution a-priori of artistic production. He introduces the idea of a scientific deductive process 
that is not completely based on the deductive indexical but incorporates inductive moments too, halting 
presumably artistic volition and the anthropocentric idea of the artist-genius234. Eisenman introduces the 
possibility of continuous back and forth between actualization of ideas (inductive but static) and critique 
editing process (deductive and dynamic) incorporating time as writing that unmotivates the unconscious 
repressed symbolic desires that emerge in the at-once idea based timeless action of the artist. In this sense, 
the Berlin Memorial escapes this dialectic between ideas and process. Is a special synthesis in Eisenman’s 
career between his two personalities: the architect that measures his work with metaphysics of presence 
(being) and the American formalist that searches for sophisticated formal processes? The Berlin memorial 
presents these two worlds synthesized in form, but not as a process, but rather as an inductive method, 

 
233 Eisenman, Peter, “Processes of the Interstitial, Notes on Zaera-Polo’s idea of the Machinic”, Written Into the Void, Selected Writings 1990-2004, 
New Haven, Yale University Press. 
234 Some of these ideas intend to present an alternative perspective to Guido Zuliani’s article included in this not-book, which, to my judgment, 
is probably the most interesting article written about Eisenman.  
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which is possible only through the formal processes and investigations that back up this project as they 
become sedimented into this design, thus engaging but escaping the single a-priory of such solution.  
 
Deleuze’s Le Pli, Leibniz and the Baroque proposes the baroque space as a possibility of thought through 
topological folds235, in regards to the baroque façade he includes a diagram that contains the images that are 
perceived by the mind, processed and ordered in a flux of folds.  
 
In Panofsky’s perspective, the object is defined through the mediations of the structures of representation-
thought, in a retroactive reflective principle that brings back a Lacanian mirror of internal projections that 
become active once they become externalized in the object. Panofsky departures from a Freudian desire in 
art and describes it as the forces of form and content (Kunstwollen236) that acquire sense in the object and 
that separate from any constitutional reference.   
 
Contemporary practice resists criticism, one of architecture most developed tools, as well as a resistance to 
theory, but more recently the acknowledgment of any lack of necessary relationship to precedent models in 
history that may even confirm what we are facing. What this resistance has brought is the substitution of all 
these cultural structures for the indexing in the project of techne perhaps from Russian Constructivism (see 
Schlovsky art as techne) as an absolute and as a result the cycle of technological actualization. “Scientific 
envy” and external models may make architecture irrelevant as a discipline, therefore architecture must 
confront change with new discoveries, but cannot rely on its expertise to apply science as a translation but 
to directly engage with science as an expansion of its possibilities and thus be more relevant to the 
discussion and advancement of society from both culture and technology positions. 
 
There are multiple positive aspects of the digital revolution but the indexing of these technologies in the 
work may offer a resistance against their idealization. Even though digital formalisms have been 
unmotivating referential signs (and transcendental signifiers) for a spatial performance, also have been 
developing a metaphysics of nature that focus on a representational picturesque problem of abstraction 
rather than working on their striation, their autonomy. Computation made possible the performing of 
layering and accumulation of difference to a field condition and the control over complex form following 
mathematical equations. Moreover the coding of computer language enables an understanding of 
mathematical structuring of form resisting the visual. Interestingly, the computer-based work of Karl S. 
Chu237 clearly critical understanding of the virtual as real, although his idealized systems are not yet critical of 
the relationships they develop since they are emergent and open to possibilities. 
 
Luigi Moretti238 foresaw the incorporation of quantitative analysis of data to structure form in continuity 
with modern functionalism in a “parametric architecture”. However, his view was extremely idealist as even 
one of his essay is substituted with an equation. The logic of algorithms (if...then...loop or the repetition of 
no critical iterations) or the computer logos should be acknowledged and resisted by strategies that consist 
of the layering of judgment, developing interfaces, setting up architectural hierarchies and generating a new 
way of thinking space, otherwise, anything produced with algorithms will be predetermined. Scripting is 
rooted in algorithms or flux diagrams that mirror the capacity of our mind in terms of structuring orders as 
the languages necessary to communicate with computers are a machine-based repetitive series of 

 
235 Deleuze, Gilles, Le pli et le baroque, Minuit, Paris, 1988. 
236 Panofsky, Erwin, “The concept of Artistic Volition”, Critical Inquiry, Volume 8, Number 1, Autumn 1981 orig. “Der Bergriff des 
Kunstwollens”, 1920, Berlín, 1964. 
237 Noever, Peter and Open Source Architecture ed., The Gen(H)ome Project, MAK Center for Art and Architecture, Los Angeles, 2006. Karl S. 
Chu, Planetary Automata, ZyZx Series. 
238 Moretti, Luigi, “Forma come struttura”, Spazio, June-July, 1957. 
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calculations and automatization that reflect the known tree schemas239, opposing human thinking that is able 
to produce crossed relationships.  
 
A Critique To The Visual Logic 
For the first time, culture is clearly dominated by the visual. It seems contradictory that for architects this 
may sound negative, but we are experiencing the effects of such culture. The commoditization of the image 
is relative to the progressive capitalist ideology that reinforces media. Shorter lapses concentrate more 
information, and this increased proportionally our visual capacity to absorb information. Shorter spans of 
attention as the logic of the advertisement is dominating architecture production, hiding the structural 
(codes) in favor for the perceptual (manipulated reality, senses) as the image is sophisticatedly inducing 
psychological affect to motivate the phenomenological and the sensational; an ultimate stage of a rococo. 
Architecture not only loses interiority but any power of its physical presence.  
 
For Plato reality is “unavailable to those who use their senses”, and “he who sees with his eyes is blind” 240.  
 
 “There was the notion that the work of art is inferior to nature, insofar as it merely imitates nature, 
 at best point of deception; and then there was the notion that the work of art is superior to nature 
 because ….art independently confronts nature with a newly created image of beauty.”  
 
Adding to this condition, Panofsky writes:” … the finished work will reveal a beauty that is more than the 
mere copy of an attractive “reality” (which is presented only to the easily deceived senses), yet something 
else than the mere reflection of a “truth” essentially accessible only to intellect.” 241 
 
Architecture may precede philosophy as it is concerned with order, as Daedalus may be Socrates’ ancestor, 
the first mythical architect according to Inda Kagis McEwen242. Mc Ewen’s argument traces its origin in 
artisan techniques as to give form to the structure of thinking and the projection of order, for instance to 
the city origin can be thought from the technique of the woven fibers in a fabric (in Greece, craft is 
revelation of kosmos), although, this essay, confronts this position. Eisenman’s most important role in the 
discipline is his capacity to articulate philosophy and architecture, manifested in his “collaboration”243 with 
Derrida. There is a loop in terms of both disciplinary autonomies; architects quote literally philosophic 
terms that philosophers refer to architecture concepts. This external incorporation by Eisenman with 
Derrida244, Deleuze245, Blanchot246 and other thinkers happens with the words: deconstruction, trace, diagram, 
smooth, striated, territorialization, writing, etc. In “Writing and Difference” Jacques Derrida analyses the 
autonomy of philosophy in relation to the problem of language and writing. 
 
Adolf Loos247 raumplaunnung space resists representation since his buildings challenge logic. Ludwig 
Wittgenstein, a Viennese philosopher who was a contemporary of Loos, designed his own house where 
architecture becomes a catalyst of his language-games as forms of life. Architecture enables us to think in 

 
239 Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix, A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia, The University of Minnesota Press, 1987. 
240 Plato Allegory of the cave, and The Divided Line 
241 Hegel: Introductory Lectures on Aesthetics, Penguin Books, New York, 1993 orig. The introduction to Hegel’s Philosophy of Fine Art, 1886, from 
his series of lectures on Aesthetic 1801-1829, edited by H.G. Hotho in 1835. 
242 Socrates’ Ancestor, An essay on Architectural Beginnings, Inda Kagis Mc Ewen, MIT Press, Cambridge, 1993 
243 Derrida called this process a “double parasitic laziness”. 
244 Derrida, Jacques Writing and Difference, Routledge, 2001 [orig. 1967] 
245 Gilles Deleuze and Feliz Guattari, A Thousand plateaus, Capitalism and Schizophrenia, The University of Minnesota Press, 1987 orig. Mille 
Plateaux, volume 2 of Capitalisme et Schizophrénie, Les Editions de Minuit, 1980 
246 Blanchot, Maurice The Space of Literature, Universoty of Nebraska Press, 1989 [orig. 1955] 
247 Estevez, Alberto T. Escritos: 1897-1909 Adolf Loos, El Croquis, 1993 
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four dimensions (x,y,z –time(memory)), in this respect Derrida’s philosophical limitation of thinking in 
relation to language and writing, has different boundaries in architecture. Today this problem is even more 
important since the parallel nonphysical virtual space of the digital, which has only been mapped (e.g. 
constructed) as a written language or as a pictorial spatiality, another mirror that is part of this process of 
representation.  
 
 “In an important 1986 interview published in Domus, Derrida said that he wanted to raise the question of 
architecture as a possibility of thought that could not be reduced to simply a representation of thought. 
When one considers architecture as simple technique detached from thought, Derrida said, this action might 
repress an undiscovered way of thinking that belongs, uniquely, to the architectural moment.” Peter 
Eisenman 
                              
Contemporary North American formalism’s avant garde material discourse develops architecture from the 
performance of a material to motivate an analogical calculation of a diagram of dynamic forces as a form of 
quasi-metaphysical post-structuralism. This mechanistic method substitutes the value of design decisions a 
rather literal form of a meta-physical condition. One of the problems with this process is that, the idealistic 
speculation that change of degree would engender, as a self-organizational process, change of kind 
(Bergsonian), results in difference without concept. Conceptual categories that would classify difference are 
resisted, thus structure remains untouched. This difference through formalism demonstrates the failure of the 
ambition for a transcendental signifier, which is the post-critical idea that a concept independent from 
architecture language would emerge. Eisenman has been analyzing the possibility of the deconstruction of 
such problems but always departing from a deep understanding of architectural language. Certain 
paradigmatic changes should produce a change in our disciplines and vice versa. This dialect is manifested in 
other humanist disciplines as between Scientific Philosophy (British pragmatism) and Continental 
Philosophy (French world of ideas). 
 
One of the most important paradigmatic novelties in technology that affected any field was the shift from 
the analog to the mechanical and now to the electronic and digital. Contemporary practice negates history and 
theory, as architecture production indexes technology and the digital, thus is striated, homogenized by 
computer programs. Again, while I agree with a certain use of the productivity of computers, the problem is 
the judgment of value, which is intrinsic to design choices and aesthetic fundaments that escape the 
parameterization of information and other automated predeterminations such as scripts. While mathematics 
is based on abstract interchangeable values that can be quantify, artistic, cultural and architectural values do 
not have that quality. As visualization, the organizational automatic should also be resisted, but Algorithms 
too (if…then…loop: array of non-critical solutions; or the computer logos, a tree-like hierarchical binary 
organization) should be substituted by analog and digital strategies that consist of layering value decisions 
against information, developing interfaces between problems. Similarly, protocols are military-based 
procedures dominated the striation of the suburban American landscape in search for decentralization with 
political agendas248. As Ilya Progogine expressed, Internet may offer a multiplicity of communication 
possibilities but also the regulation of culture and the contamination of thinking as globalization 
encountered its most powerful means of homogenization. Prigogine’s discoveries in chemistry describe 
through issues of thermodynamics problems of determination and non-reversibility to question certainty in 
humanity.  
 

 
248 Prigogine, Ilya; Stengers, Isabelle The End of Certainty, The Free Press, 1997 
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 “The art of painting cannot be well judged except by those who are themselves good painters; but 
 truly for other persons, it is concealed as a foreign language is hidden from you.” Albretch Durer 
 
What it is interesting is that theory becomes a construction. According to Nietzsche sense is not intrinsic to 
the object, but a construction. Eisenman criticizes designers due to the lack of conceptualization. Designers 
criticize Eisenman for being too sophisticated. For Eisenman art criticism, theory and intellectualism are not 
developed within the discipline, as practicing architects. In that sense, he references Alberti, Serlio, Palladio, 
Le Corbusier, Loos and others that as architects built but also wrote books.  
 
Formal excess together with an excessive continuity reached an extreme baroque rococo, and contemporary 
alternatives to such formal abuse propose an already historical reactionary reconsideration of the absolute 
values of types, an actualized minimalism, a neo modernism or a pragmatic conservative functionalism, only 
propose a negative dialectic that impedes a synthetic solution. In order to overcome these pendulum 
reactionary forces to contemporary iconographic deconstructivist formalism, what this essay proposes then 
is to synthesize structuralism as a continuity from poststructuralism. To offer an alternative solution to 
Wölfflin’s pendulum (the continuous state of revolution in art between Renaissance and Baroque that 
opposes to the progressive advance of the sciences), through a critique of structural predetermination with 
the inference of topological indeterminacy and relative transformations that would accomplish such a 
change to enable an evaluation of the determination of the point of departure.  
 
In regard to the current state of expansion and independently from the question if architecture has 
developed or not an intrinsic content, architecture as a language is a form of knowledge that even if 
departures from arbitrary origins it should be able to confront its own predetermination. This form of 
knowledge developed canons that are more stable than others and these assigns architectural reference that 
should be confronted with the continuous redefinition of the discipline, independently from the mere 
actualization of that the technological paradigm proposes. Hence, the work should be consistently 
compromised with the deep structures involved, indexing the frames that constitute the problems departing 
from the representational apparatus to suspend or manipulate their striation and then ensure an autonomy 
that develops continuously confronting its limits or the redefinition of these limits. This also implies to open 
a space intrinsic to the diagram between the new performance of the digital space enables and its interfaces 
to reach an autonomy in which their questions are intrinsic to its reality. The value of critical theory is always 
relative to this pendulum movement and must be actualized, this differentiates art disciplines from the 
sciences, that can accumulate knowledge. These sets of alternative solutions rescue the value of critical 
theory implicit only in the specificity of the disciplinary problems that are only available within the 
boundaries and canons of each media, considering all the parameters involved within a solution-object that 
is critical of all of those instances.  
 
Architecture is, at least within the fundaments of the arguments constructed in this essay, possible at that 
moment, when the interface performs within the work, constituting an autonomy, a reality, and a 
metaphysics only possible within the discipline.  Such autonomy has not yet entered the digital….    
For that reason work resisting totalitarian metaphysical categories, the methodological divorced from the 
particular problems and the generic logics, the diagrams that can be applied to any case and the excessively 
autonomous form, abstract and conceptual; but on the other hand, work also identifying difference at a 
conceptual and structural level to transform and critique those hierarchical structures, resisting also the 
merely material, technological problems that do not acquire a conceptual level, the pragmatic, the mere 
mapping of the particular, the fragmentation of the singular and inconsistent formalisms that do not test 
conceptual differentiation.  
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AI GAN style transfer from 3d scanning data set, from Rainaldi’s SM Campitelli in Rome hyperrealistic RGB 3d scanning data set to abstracted 
point cloud enabling critical transparency to compare back space and front space to a style transfiguration combining both readings. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa 2016-2017. 
 

 
Rainaldi’s Santa Maria in Campitelli, LiDAR 3d Scanning, Point Cloud Rendering and analysis and photography by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
through AI GANs using cross related to backwards realism through various repositories and feedbacking photos of the original building using 
ML framework TensorFlow 2.  
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DISCUSSION V: ANTONI GAUDI INFORMATIONAL-ANALOG 

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
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The Politics of Big Data: From Survey, To Ideal, Back To An Informed Realism  
If Brunelleschi is understood as the first computational parametric architect through his representation 
perspective method, and Palladio can be understood as the first computational architect through a logical 
critical elastic relational space, Gaudi in the context of this thesis, can be understood as the first analog 
computational machinic architect through his analog calculator catenary models.  

Gaudi’s innovation consisted of developing a scientific form-finding structural mechanism through analog 
physical models that work through catenary forces, a system borrowed by Robert Hooke. 

 
Robert Hooke’s Analogy of 1670. Gaudi Catenray model for Sagrada Familia, picuture by Pierre Dragicevic, 2015 
 

 “The use of these shapes has a mechanical origin, which goes back to the final years of the 171h 
 century. Around 1670 Hooke raised the following problem in a Royal Society Meeting (of which 
 Newton, Wren and Boyle were also members): what is the idea shape for an arch and how much 
 thrust does it impose on its buttresses.” 249  

Gaudi, instead of simply implementing catenaries to calculate structural geometry as Rooke, developed a 
fully functional model of representation to calculate the form of structurally sound buildings. Gaudi 
understood form as structure, a unique innovative means to understand architecture in relation to the 
evolutive form of nature, not representing nature formally as in biomorphic visual approximation, but 
understanding a deep coding of structural forces in the evolution of natural forms. Gaudi developed a fully 
comprehensive, precise computational model. This model can be understood as an analog computer model 
in which the machinic system is able to add, substract, triangulate, diversity, expand, bifurcate, correlate 
structural forces. The reason why we denominate this model as a truly functional computational analog 
system, is that is able to compute real time different conditions for the calculation of stress in a structure. 
The model is also a machinic system, since is able to work, function and produce form. The model is a 
methodology as well since it is able to calculate the overall form of a building through a performative deeply 
representational model, understanding deep relational structures to issues of visual representation actualizing 
real time through physical form structural forces. We will also continue to differentiate a representational 
model as symbolic form as opposed to a representational model that performs, both within the spectrum of 
problems of representation and media since they belong to issues of deep structure following Panofsky’s 
method. While Gaudi’s model is truly performative, it is also a representational model since is working both 
as a structural model and a way to represent and formulate the form of the building. In addition, Gaudi’s 
model is also informational, since the model is a system of measurement of weight to develop an evidence 

 
249 Huerta, Santiago, “Structural Design in the Work of Gaudi”, Department of Structural Design, Escuela Tecnica Superior de Arquitectura, 
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, 2006 
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based design approach that is able to calculate and process information real time that is measurable and that 
can be validated to be scaled and applied to a 1:1 scale building.  The form of the building is dependent on 
physical scaled models that are used to calculate the structure of the building by catenary structures real 
time.  

Different interpretations of the building’s design came to progressively be built thinking the project’s design 
process and construction as an evolutionary system, studying, displacing and evolving Gaudi’s design as a 
live process updated by cultural projects as well as technological advances. Jordi Bonet I Armengol and 
Mark Burry250 (executive architect and researcher) have been introducing advances in digital technologies 
since 1980 and different research has been then incorporated, advancing the construction of the building, 
including computer software, mathematics251, computer numeric control machines and 3d printing.  

The Temple Expiatori de la Sagrada Familia is a basilica (2010) originally designed by Antoni Gaudi (1852-
1926). The church construction began, as a social-political project, in 1882 and it is purposely design and 
built in parallel to the advancement of its society and through multiple generations, as it happened with 
churches of the gothic. This is the reason why it is not yet completed, although due to accumulated funding 
by tourism increase, the basilica is now anticipated to be finished due to funding by 2026. There have been 
multiple construction shops in charge of the construction of Sagrada Familia by Antoni Gaudi, and each 
shop interpreted the drawings, experiments and catenary models by Gaudi as a live machinic system with its 
own evolutionary process.  

The research hereby presented is aiming at expanding Antoni Gaudi's Sagrada Familia evolutionary design 
process and towards its completion, offering virtual reality navigation and a means to measure and validate 
by other representational means the differential between Gaudi’s original machinic model and a simulated 
virtual model. Using the opportunity to rethink its design as it gets built deviating from the original project, 
the studio worked on an analysis and latent relationships to displace the original design. The Studio first 
surveyed the building through Big Data gathering and processing, understanding the act of survey as an 
initiator of the design proposal. Then the studio worked out latent relationships in the building through Big 
Data processing using dynamic structural simulation and optimization. Therefore, the research, following 
Gaudi, related form to structural performance through dynamic interactive computational systems. The 
objective of the studio is to compare the original form of the surveyed building to a contemporary means to 
measure catenary forces, and from this analysis, critique, find problems and expand opportunities to displace 
Gaudi’s strategies. Survey can be understood as an act of design, developing an informed realism. Antoni 
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia’s building presents an interesting example for an experimental 3d scanning project, 
since the machinic system that informs the design of the building through catenary physical models can be 
read, analyzed and compared with the finish building project through 3d Photogrammetry. In this case 
personalized data sets as a form of indexical survey, have the objective of reading through media and 
analyzing architecture through forensics. The series of investigations aim at measuring differences and 
finding ways to open architecture questions between the actual physical evidence of the physical building 
and the original machinic system implemented and study potential means to open up latent issues in the 
differential between the original machinic system and the result building. The investigation also aims at 

 
250 Burry, M. Scripting cultures: Architectural design and programming, Wiley, London, 2011 
251 Burry, M. The New Mathematics of Architecture, Thames and Hudson, 2011  
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analyzing the validity of systems of measurement, evidence based systems through simulation (catenary 
models) understood as subsidiary of representation systems, and the signifiers that they each activate. 

Architecture, as a cultural discipline, historically based its advancement on a continuous state of cultural 
revolution. On the contrary, by more recently defining its project on the idea of infinite progress, 
contemporary digital architecture defines its avant-garde by continuously indexing technology. This 
workshop will be centered on the tension between these two modes of advancement.  

The research developed several computer representation based strategies expanding the work of Gaudi, 
from mathematical Big Data design, to topology, to conventional robotic CNC fabrication,  to non-linear 
emergent material based fabrication manipulating tool paths in relation to material deformation and 
informing back and forth the design, to Big Data Survey LiDAR 3d Scanning using photogrammetry, to 
Structural Form Finding and Simulation, to a Big Data informed realism through Big Data Machine 
Learning and Neural Networks Artificial Intelligence.  

The first experiment consisted on a physical construction of a 1:1 installation-space that work as an 
actualization of a vectorial space.  Gaudi’s work using mathematical experimental catenaries was understood 
as pure mathematics which were then actualized through countering tool paths. The studio explored 
mathematics as form finding simulation strategies of architecture design. The studio then developed a 
topological construction between the prescriptive space of computer representation and the prescriptive 
performance of materials.  The project will depart from the understanding of the logic of interfaces and will 
then developed analog and digital computer assisted architectural constructions and transformations that 
will also understand the implicit forces that act upon materials. This architecture installation indexing the 
constitution of the design was constructed with low-tech inexpensive efficient materials implementing 
computer-assisted affordable resources. Students developed a space through specific software working with 
vectorial forces and actualizing them in physical terms. Critiquing capitalist excess, which has been 
translated to architecture as excess, this experiment intended to question the current digital advancement in 
computation and digital fabrication not only in terms of the structuralist determination of codes but also 
relative to affordability. This research critically related architecture autonomy to computer’s virtual space, 
aiming to motivate the codes and processes that inform the apparently unmotivated background of 
computer space.  Concepts of parametric relationships based on information, information transferring, 
information actualization, interfaces, surface coding, algorithms structures and processing revised in the last 
relied on multiple digital strategies between different media and software interfaces, plug ins but also critical 
relationships between analog techniques and digital assisted construction.  
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The politics of digital architecture 1:1: Progress or Revolution? Biodigital Master Program Director Alberto Estévez, Studio 2014 Associate Professor Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students: Arias, Ernesto; Cruz Mendoza, Alejandro; Fiuza, Ronaldo; Jaramillo, Bruno; Lin, Haozhi; Romero Martel, David; Sanchez, Dario; 
Winkler, Sarah; Woods, Harold 
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The politics of digital architecture 1:1: Progress or Revolution? Biodigital Master Program Director Alberto Estévez, Studio 2014 Associate 
Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students: Arias, Ernesto; Cruz Mendoza, Alejandro; Fiuza, Ronaldo; Jaramillo, Bruno; Lin, Haozhi; Romero 
Martel, David; Sanchez, Dario; Winkler, Sarah; Woods, Harold 

 

The following experiments aim at problematizing representation and simulation through both evidence 
based design and survey to exploring latent cultural design issues in the work of Gaudi implementing 
simulation and Generative Adversarial Networks through image based style transfer but recognizing 
relationships between the simulation and the original architecture of the building.  

In this research experiment, the group aimed at comparing structural simulations and the original building 
(modeled version).  
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Biodigital Architecture Master Program, Director Alberto Estevez Studio: by Invited Associate Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa UIC, Studio 
Summer 2019. Students: Abdulrahman Al-Harib , Valerija Galkina; Secil Afsar, Joy Nakad, Margaret Tara Maalouf; Alexandros Mpougas, Adan 
Orozco; Iris Andrea Florez Salamanca, Gabriela Bello Ugalde; Mariam Jalloul 
 
 

  
Summer 2020 Uic Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Tarek Elgazzar, Nadin + 
Mabuza, Tintswalo + Fattahi, Mahmoud  

 
In this Project, the 3d scanning becomes a way to read and analyze the structure of the building, but to also 
explore the potential spatial continuity of the building if it were simulated using minimal surfaces instead of 
catenaries only. The project aims at developing positive and negative spatial continuities within a topological 
surface-space that while it indexes structural simulation and evidence based on the original building, it 
explores means to overcome its analysis and become a design-reading of potential architectures implicit in 
the original design.  
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 Summer 
2019 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Abdulrahman All Harib and 
Galkina Valerija  
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Summer 2019 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Abdulrahman All Harib 
and Galkina Valerija  

 
 
Summer 2019 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Abdulrahman All Harib 
and Galkina Valerija  
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Summer 2019 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Abdulrahman All Harib 
and Galkina Valerija  

 
Summer 2019 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Abdulrahman All Harib 
and Galkina Valerija  

In the following design exploration the structural simulation aims at exploring in between spatial 
articulations between the different catenaries. While the project works through evidence based design using 
physics simulation and optimization, it also explores means to reveal other ways of architecture spatial 
articulations implicit in the relationships established in the original design by Gaudi.  
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Summer 2020 Uic Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Tarek Elgazzar, Nadin + 
Mabuza, Tintswalo + Fattahi, Mahmoud  
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Summer 2020 Uic Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Al Chami Khadija+ Dasari, 
Surekha Srinivas + Eid, Rakan Khaled Ali  

 

Summer 2020 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Alonso Ramirez, Natalia+ 
Maksoud, Mohammed+ Tipnis, Mruga  

Style transfer through GANs is used to project back and forth potential readings and misreadings of the 
original design through structural simulation, developing  parallel realism informed by the original 
architecture.  

 

UIC Barcelona, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Tara Malaaouf and Joy Secil. Gaudi Sagrada Familia Big Data Workshop. Google Dream 
Style Transfer AI. UIC Barcelona, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Tara Malaaouf and Joy Secil. Gaudi Sagrada Familia Big Data 
Workshop. Google Dream Style Transfer AI 2017 
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Summer 2020 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: AL CHAMI, Khadija, 
ALONSO RAMIREZ, Natalia, DASARI, Surekha Srinivas, EID, Rakan Khaled Ali, FATTAHI, Mahmoud, KUPPILI, Rajesh, MABUZA, 
Tintswalo, MAKSOUD, Mohammed,  MSZROS, Pl, TAREK ELGAZZAR, Nadin, TIPNIS, Mruga. Big Data Survey and AI GAN of Antoni 
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia in Barcelona Workshop 2020 at UIC Barcelona Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa evolving workshop results based on various 
forms of Big Data survey and simulations. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with M. Mohammad, A. Natalia and T. Mruga  
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AI GAN style transfer relating original Gaudi Sagrada Familia dome photogrammetry 3d scanning, to metal CNC pieces replicating through 
CNC the actual catenary forces that created the original dome structure, transferred with the actual realism of Sagrada Familia as an informed 
feedback between survey, reading, interpretation, displacement and prediction projection. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 2016-2017. 
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Big Data Survey and AI GAN of Antoni Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia in Barcelona Workshop 2020 at UIC Barcelona Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
evolving workshop results based on various forms of Big Data survey and simulations. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Mahmoud Fattahi; Tintswalo 
Mabuza and Nadin Tarek Elgazzar. 
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DISCUSSION VI FROM AUTONOMY TO TRANSDISCIPLINARY 
ARCHEOLOGY 
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Non-Western Non-Eurocentric Decolonization Of Systems Of Representation Of Space And 
Territory 
 
While history can be understood as an artificial structuralist construction a posteriori, one can rethink 
history as an archeologist, looking for evidence in the object of study independent from any historical 
cultural reading, promoting rather the autonomy of the object of study independent from its cultural 
contextual reconstructed reading. The conventional means to understand history involves describing with 
precision what happened in the past through the lenses of the present. Tafuri developed the methodology of 
a section through history to address and index the methodology in the reading. In the era of Data Science, 
we can invert such equation and disregard any structuralist means to address history by focusing on data 
gathered, represented through contemporary lenses and reconstructing a historical object independent from 
cultural interpretation aiming at recovering cultural lost projects repressed by our contemporary structures. 
For such project one can develop a methodology based on an archeological surveying and measuring system 
that would be able to open up means to co relate lost cultural artifacts in relation to the lost technologies 
that made them unique and possible, including lost systems of representation, from lost languages to lost 
means to describe the world-environments. A current emergent cultural and technological revolution resides 
in being able to disclose and open up the repressed histories and theories of humanity caped by 
colonization. This project is a long lasting ongoing process in which one recognizes the underlying theory of 
this thesis by pairing language and technology, for instance recognizing means of speech as means to 
describe a reality that no longer exists, from lost mathematical accountability methods to lost languages and 
aesthetic projects to lost forms of ecological circular economies.  
 
Although this discussion may escape the thesis scope and focus, the histories and theories of architecture 
and urbanism are currently being critiqued by not including or neglecting other histories and theories that 
are beyond the canons and revolutions that are centered in Europe. The colonization of Americas, one of 
the most diverse culturally and ethnically continents needs to be decolonized in relation to architecture and 
computation, to retrieve lost argumentations, cultural values and even forms of technologies that escape our 
current conceptions. This needs to be decolonized all the way from linguistic determination to historic 
measurement determination can be expanded into a thesis in itself. We are hereby including the issues that 
may be discussed in relation to this thesis discussing an architecture of information. Christian era time 
determination cannot be applied to measure the civilizations that occupied the Americas before European 
colonization. Urban-architecture relationships and systems of construction cannot be projected to 
understand how the Americas developed their means of relating urbanism and the environment. Economic 
readings also need to be decolonized. 
 
In this regard, the history and theory of systems of representation need to be decolonized in order to 
expand our knowledge and means to access knowledge through cultural biases. This goes all the way from 
how we represent our bodies and idealize proportions, to how we develop our cities in relation to the 
environment. In terms of the history of proportions, we are dedicating a discussion to the problem, but in 
terms of architecture there is more to be done, especially in terms of systems of description, measurement, 
representation, geometry, and other systems that may be lost and need to be rediscovered and reassessed.  
 
One of the issues in regard to LiDAR technology discussed implementing 3d laser scanning and Big Data 
through Data Science gathering in architecture and urbanism is the current revolution in archeology 
advancement that open up the discovering of otherwise hidden civilizations and urbanisms that were not 
visible otherwise due to, for instance forest canopy or being partially buried. One example is the current 
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archeological research on the Maya civilization Tikal development in the Maya Biosphere Reserve, Peten 
region of Guatemala252.  
 

 
“Laser technology LiDAR removing forest canopy to reveal ancient ruins”, in Maya Tikal, National Geographic, curtesy Wild Blue 
Media/National Geographic. Thomas Garrison, Ithaca College archeologist and National Geographic Explorer.   

 
The Machu Pichu253 urban development of the Inca Civilization prove to have advanced civilizational 
qualities like no other civilization, by articulating a collaborative relationship with the environment of non 
invasive but respectful cyclical codependence, both at the level of the culture, and at the urban level of their 
development, not only measuring the territory through terracing for agriculture, but developing the 
architecture of the city through density with the retaining walls for agriculture, thereby understanding 
agriculture and urbanism as a human intervention that needs to be integrated for a cyclical economic 
efficient means of development respectful of the environment. 
 

   
Terrain model of Andes Mountains of Southern Peru and Machu Pichu, Reinaldo Escada Chohfi, Architecture and Urban Design, Office of 
Academic Computing, UCLA 

     
Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021, Tongji University, Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: 
Pattnaik Ayush, Name – Chand Baori is a stepwell, situated in the village of Abhaneri in the Indian state of Rajasthan. Abhaneri, Bandikui, Rajasthan 303313, 
India. 3d Photogrammetry scanning + AI GAN’s.  
 
 
 

 
252 Clynes, Tom “Laser Scans Reveal Maya "Megalopolis" Below Guatemalan Jungle” National Geographic, 2018 
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/maya-laser-lidar-guatemala-pacunam 
253 Escada Chohfi, Reinaldo “Terrain model of Andes Mountains of Southern Peru and Machu Pichu”, Architecture and Urban Design, Office 
of Academic Computing, UCLA, 1993 http://sustentavel.geodesign.com.br/reinaldo/outras_pub_mp.html 
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Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Workshop Student: Pattnaik Ayush. Street Address - Ganesh Marg, 
Hindwadi City – Belgaum - 590011State – Karnataka Country – India Geolocation - 15°50'19.7"N 74°30'35.0". 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation 
implementing Artificial Intelligence and Simulation. 
 

 
Virtual Mixed Reality As Expansion 
In relation to the discussion on Data Science and the inversion on the relationship between data and 
speculation in design, or data and algorithms in which data supersedes now algorithmic speculative 
anticipation, 3d Scanning and survey through LiDAR or photogrammetry opens up a realism that inverts 
the usual conception of architecture. This inversion between data and projection, statistics and anticipation 
or forensic data understanding and processing in relation to prediction can be related to the current state of 
architecture construction and its impact in the environment. Current forensic architecture and urbanism can 
be analyzed and used to understand how we have been doing architecture and urbanism in the past to 
predict how to optimize it, but also to reconsider all together what architecture is.  

The ongoing environmental crises demands a full reconsideration of the meaning of adding carbon 
footprint to our world. Capitalist logic declares infinite growth and progress within a limited planet and 
resources. Such contradiction became unsustainable today given the current environmental crises in which 
global warming is mainly due to human activity, and buildings responsible for up to 40% of carbon 
emissions. Within this context, survey in relation to Virtual Reality becomes an area of exploration to 
develop parallel means to relate a building to its alternative full latent potentials instead of adding to the 
built environment, a forensic analysis and optimization reuse of existing structures activates a non-building 
deconstructive demolishing paradigm in architecture. In this sense, survey and forensic architecture has a 
double meaning. It means not only to reconsider architecture in relation to its past to optimize it and to 
learn more about it, to deconstruct colonizing cultural strategies to deconstruct them and to know more 
about structures and construction techniques in relation to cultural projects, but also it opens up the 
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possibility to work directly with existing buildings, heritage and architecture as a form of adaptive reuse in 
which another type of conceptual inversion of architecture can take place.  

Rather than adding to our built environment, we can survey and reformulate a building and architecture, a 
landscape, or a space-environment to both analyze and displace its structure, to recover latent lost ideas and 
conditions and to expand the work and give it a difference sense and direction, to read and project at the 
same time, opening up the work to its latency at both real and virtual dimensions. The work can be 
physically transformed by recovering its physical dimension by recovering it and bringing it back to a full 
new dimension, but also it can be physically expanded and adapted for new uses.  

Baudrillard in Simulacra and Simulation254 describes the degrees of progressive separation from reality by the 
terms of the linguistic systems that society developed. Simulation is first a sort of copy of reality, but 
increasingly the copy acquires a certain autonomy rendering reality meaningless and irrelevant in a simulacra 
identifying the interface as a medium distant from reality as a form of perversion that no longer needs that 
original reality. Virtual Reality is finally catching up with this notion of separation and autonomy, from 
reality and its validation systems, including monetary value since various forms of speculation are creating 
value through trust in virtual reality constructions of parallel realities.  
 
In parallel to its physical survey and expansion recovering latent opportunities through analysis and 
optimization, architecture can also be expanded virtually, not only to learn more about its past and possible 
futures, but also to expand relationships between real and virtual. The current Metaverse by Facebook 
aiming at recreating previous more radical versions of virtual worlds is now having a monetary value. The 
real city can be expanded virtually not as a separate reality but as an alternative reality building up from 
surveys that recover latent conditions unused, saving energy and expanding creativity to deal with the 
complexity of the real instead of being simply replaced by the idealization of an interface and reduced 
creative impulse by replacing reality all together.  

Survey new technologies enables Survey activates the origination of a project from the measurement of, for 
instance, a site condition. Surveying architecture as means to develop design may also offer means to 
develop different forms of architecture analysis and different ways to reconsider the relationship between 
the real and the fiction, or the real and design. Through simulation the typical relationship between 
programming, software and design changes. While software programmers usually anticipate problems 
through algorithms to resolve through an interface, simulation is activating a different means to understand 
reality and interact with it through realisms.  

In the following experimental workshop, survey is understood as a primary mode of design origination 
through Big Data 3d scanning. Spatial environments were surveyed, analyzed, displaced and transformed, 
generating an informed realism. Three-dimensional representations of Big Data were processed by 
implementing AI (Artificial Intelligence) through different type of artificial intelligence simulations and post 
processed through GANs (Generative Adversarial Networks). 

The cultural project of Grammatology is active through the deconstruction of the scanned object-space by 
activating a digital signifier (point cloud) that would open up parallel implicit grammar in a polymorphic 

 
254 Baudrillard, Jean Simulacra and Simulation, Semiotext(e), Los Angeles, 1983 [orig. Simulacres et Simulation, 1981] 
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space-environment through diverse organizational latent states and in state of becoming. These intermediate 
states can analyze latent opportunities, present radical readings, discover bifurcations in the original project 
and activate a cultural critique of the original scanned organization and present a state of becoming 
unmotivated of the original sign by creating a new architecture project that can go beyond its original sign.  
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DISCUSSION VII: DIGITAL SIGNIFIERS: FROM CRIPTOLOGY TO A 

COMPUTATIONAL GRAMMATOLOGY AS ARCHITECTURE 
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Linguistics 
This thesis argues for a linguistic approach to both computation and architecture as Marvin Minsky 
discussed cybernetics through linguistics and Noam Chomsky’s hierarchy and an approach to architecture as 
language after Tafuri, Gandelsonas (Semiotics) and Eisenman, and in media design based on media 
determinism by McLuhan (already discussed and further developed in the next discussions) and Digital 
Media Design by Mitchell255. Even mathematics and science is understood not only as an analysis of nature 
through scientific evidence based methodology, but also a system of description as each discipline describes 
reality through evidence but also through codes and symbols. In this sense, this thesis understands 
computation as a series of calculations based on linguistic representations through mathematical 
communication, understanding language, mathematics as systems of representation of reality and not natural 
discoveries. Meaning that, if we would meet alien forms of life assuming at our scale of observation, we 
would discover that they would have a different computational and mathematical system.  
 
Perhaps it may seem a contradiction here in the argument, we still think that mathematics and 
computation’s larger objectives are universal communication, and that we may be able to communicate with 
other beings through mathematics and communications but perhaps the codes and references may not be 
the same. In this sense, Fabretti256 identifies the difference between what people do with software as 
opposed to what software does to people, addressing ideology in software also in reference to Althusser257. 
Fabretti referes to Hayles’s book My Mother Was a Computer258, as an earlier bibliography in which 
relationships between computation, coding and linguistics are developed. The problem is that each time a 
new technology disrupts reality presents a new system of reference, measurement, and validation as well as 
representation and thinking through linguistics – speech and language as well as code writing. What we 
disagree on is to think that the microcircuit is a signifier and first layer of code as signified attributing 
meaning to them hierarchically, we rather understand the output signal as a signifier, further developed 
through the argument. Fuller in the book Behind the Blip, identifies software as ideology arguing for a more 
neutral form of interfaces through open source technology addressing software production and being 
critical of the commercial distribution of software259. Fuller also aims at reveling the structure of certain 
software as a speculative transformation, reinventing and expanding software.  
 
Today with Data Science and Artificial Intelligence, as discussed later on the relationship between 
computation as symbolic computation and data survey, retrieval and processing through statistics is also 
shifting conceptual thinking as well in exchange for data accumulation and validation through statistical 
methods in an emergent digital humanities.  
 
In terms of media theory, McLuhan260 identified “the medium is the message” in terms of how media as 
mediums create cultural signification through technological determinism but also perhaps one can see here 
the anticipating of concepts, such as the emergent discipline of media design as a form of anticipating and 
manipulating this feedback in transforming and forming realities. If this is the case, this would be an 
argument we are constructing as possible, the development of cultural projects through the development of 
new technologies as new media design, an issue which is at the core of this thesis in regards to the emergent 
architecture of information by designing new technologies and systems of representation to expand 

 
255 Mitchell, William J. and McCullough, Malcom Digital Design Media, Second Edition, John Wiley & Son, New York, 1995 
256 Fabretti, Federica, Software Theory: A Cultural and Philosophical Study, in Media Philosophy, Rowman and Littlefield, London, 2015.  
257 Althusser, Louis "Idéologie et appareils idéologiques d'État (Notes pour une recherche)", La Pensée, 1970. 
258 Hayles, Katherine N. My Mother Was a Computer: Digital Subjects and Literary Texts, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2005 
259 Fuller, Matthew Behind the Blip: Essays on the Culture of Software,  Autonomedia, 2003 
260 McLuhan, Marshall Understanding Media, The extensions of Man, Mentor, New York, 1964 
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dimensions and possibilities in architecture and urbanism. This would also mean a new relationship between 
culture and technology inverting the current technocratic canonical progression of technology and its 
anticipation of culture.  In this sense, both Fabretti and Manovich anticipate the shift in disciplines from 
media theory to software theory around the same time and contemporary with our own formulations on the 
issue. This theory presents controversy as expressed by many back in 2010 when we developed these issues 
in the international conference ACADIA 2010 and goes against many of the conventions in architecture, 
from Patrik Schumarcher’s technological determinism and a linear functionalism of data (forms indexes 
data), to how architects apply new technologies determining their design agendas and aesthetics. This is one 
of the identified main issues in academia as all schools of architecture in the world compete to have the 
latest technology in terms of software packages and fabrication facilities creating a sense of homogeneity 
and against the cultural projects developed at each school historically by not understanding this problem.  
 
Because of these matters, and not to give or assign a hierarchy, we understand computation through, first at 
least, French structuralism and post-structuralism as discussed, based on linguistic theory through semiotics. 
Later discussed and earlier introduced, Claude Shannon developed a mathematical theory of communication 
as computation; Marvin Minsky261 developed concepts of feedback in cybernetics through linguistic theory 
and neuroscience, addressing Chomsky’s hierarchy and developing neural nets establishing the foundations 
of artificial intelligence.  We will then move in the discussion towards data science and statistics and the 
problem of symbolic computation relative to linguistics and convolutional and adversarial neural networks 
incorporating several paradigms of computation and systems of information gathering, processing and 
representation.  
 
Wittgenstein Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus262 reveals the problematic relationship between language and the 
world, demonstrating the limits of representation.  
 

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus  = Laguage as limit of representation 
 
Charles Sanders Pierce’s263 theory of Signs in linguistic representation, triadic signs: Icon (likeness), Symbol 
(convention) and Index (actual connection). Pierce understood logic as formal semiotics.  

 

 
261 Minsky, Marvin A Framework for Representing Knowledge, MIT-AI Laboratory Memo 306, June, 1974. 
262 Wittgenstein L. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, in  W. Ostwald's Annalen der Naturphilosophie, Austria 1921 
263 Peirce, C.S. The Essential Peirce, Selected Philosophical Writings, Volume 1 (1867–1893), 1992, Nathan Houser and Christian Kloesel, eds., 
and Volume 2 (1893–1913), 1998, Peirce Edition Project, eds., Bloomington and Indianapolis, Indiana: Indiana University Press (1992, 1998) 
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Renderings of the Peircean sign model by Mogens Kilstrup 264 

 
 

Ferdinand de Saussure265 defines the Sign (the basic unit of language) as the relationship between the 
Signifier (sound-image) and the signified (the referent, the meaning) and defines this relationship as not 
natural and arbitrary.  

                 
Looking at Narrative: Saussure and Semiotics By Dylan 

 
One can differentiate here in defining Saussure’s arbitrariness, between speech and writing following 
Derrida through deferral, later discussed, in which speech is conceptually different from escriture (writing) 
in which through senses and sounds there is association (natural) between the sound image and its 
signification, but that later through writing this changes to a conceptual cognitive plateau in which there is a 
disjunction and therefore arbitrariness due to this shift in grammar and abstract thinking. In this sense, 
language structures can relate to issues of abstraction following Chomsky’s hierarchy by differentiating 
sensorial speech from conceptual writing through grammar and syntax.  
 
Immanuel Kant in defining what is truth addresses that we cannot differentiate reality “neumenon” or “the 
thing in itself” as an objective reality independent from human presence or cognition, from the perception 
of reality by humans through senses “phenomenon” establishing the fundamentals of scientific inquiry and 
the difference in epistemology between Philosophy as questioning knowledge against Science as acquiring 
and generalizing knowledge. 
 
The relevance of structural thought as defined by Kant was frontally attacked by Derrida. Kant266 defines 
structure with the term “architectonic”, as he refers to the art of constructing a system.  
 
In Force and Signification, Derrida267 quotes Jean Rousset “I will call “structures” to those formal constants, 
these liaisons that betray the mental universe reinvented by each artist according to his needs”....Derrida 
adds that structure is then the unity of a form and a meaning; the form as the work, is treated as if it had no 
origin; and adds that the structure becomes the object itself. Derrida differentiates structures as deterministic 
of concepts instead of concepts in themselves, addressing the function of deconstruction of structures to 
address “meaning”.  
 
Within the contemporary method implemented by the diagram and following Vidler’s genealogy discussed 
and Eisenman’s logical step by step process of multiple alternative iterations that put a formal syntax in 
movement, the origin, the departure point, has not been under question. The procedure itself was supposed 
to overcome the arbitrariness of the point of departure. Today this method has to be questioned, as the 

 
264 Kilstrup, Mogens “Naturalizing semiotics: The triadic sign of Charles Sanders Peirce as a systems property” in Progress in Biophysics and 
Molecular Biology, PubMed, Denmark 2015 
265 De Saussure, Ferdinand Course in General Linguistics. Open Court. trans. Roy Harris. Chicago 1986 orig. 1916 
266 Kant, Immanuel, Chapter III: “The architectonics of Pure Reason”, en The Critique of Pure Reason, William Benton Publishers, 1951, orig. 
1781. 
267 Derrida, Jacques, “Force and Signification”, in Writing and Difference, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1978. 
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problem with such mechanistic procedure established no frame of reference or any means to test its 
beginning (origin) and its end (sense). With the critical implementation of progressive transformations this 
problem acquires a different dimension. If through critical displacements a structural change is reached, 
such difference should be able to transform the point of departure, a solution of such predetermination.  
 
Structuralist thought has been criticized for generating categories which obscure the recognition of difference 
that may not be fitted for those frames. Categories and concepts define and classify types that emerge from 
changes which ultimately assimilate and acquire more stability within time. However, deep structures 
continuously return, that if they are brought to the foreground, become available to deconstruct or work with 
resisting their homogenization.  
 
In structural terms, For Nietzsche, the topological implies a genealogy268 of displacement of “relative forces” 
and the typological a variation in absolutes values. For Nietzsche, Hegelian dialectics provide a false image 
of difference through oppositions and contradictions that are based on reactionary forces. 
 
Ernst Cassirer The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms of 1923269, antecedent to Erwin Panofsky’s Perspective as Symbolic 
Form of 1927, deals in Volume 1 with language. Building from Kant Philosophy of Form, Cassirer discusses 
with depth, intensity and clarity the various issues on the multiple possible relationships between structure, 
form and language relative to symbolic form based on theory of signs. From the Universal function of the 
sign to issues of meaning, Cassirer takes a structural-formal approach to language differentiating meaning 
from form and identifying nonlinear relationships and reciprocal relationships among them. Cassirer 
describes the original and power of the sign over content being described, problematizing the typical linear 
representational understanding of signs that on the one hand, De Saussure identifies as arbitrary relationship 
between the Signifier and the Signified, and Cassirer gives to the sign an empowerment over content, or at 
least a tension between the two. Georges Teyssot270 defined it through the algorithm of sign S/s replacing 
the slash with a topology in relating the Signifier and the signified.  
 

“Symbolic Form” 
 

“The name of the thing and the thing in itself are inseparably fused” Ernst Cassirer 
 

Signifier = Signified 
 
Cassirer identifying differences between languages and the notational pragmatic evolution of language and 
the formal structure of signs, and on the other, Gianbattista Vico “Origin of Language”. In Cassirer’s 
discussion on the Universal Function of the Sign and the Problem of Meaning, goes back to the concept of 
“symbol” by Heinrich Hertz, from natural science, identifying connections but also language as a system of 
signs. For instance Cassirer refers to Galileo explanation in the “book of nature” through the language of 
mathematics.   
 

“For the sign is no mere accidental cloak of the idea, but its necessary and essential organ. It serves 
not merely to communicate a complete and given through-content, but is an instrument, by means 

 
268 Deleuze, Gilles Nietzsche and Philosophy , The Atholone Press, 1983, originally France, 1962. 
269 Cassirer, Ernst The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, Volume 1: Language, Yale University Press, 1955. Tenth Print 1973. [Philosophie 
der symbolischen Formen] (1923–29)] 
270 Teyssot, Georges, “The Membrane and The Fold”, in Life In: Formation Conference Proceedings, ed. Sprecher A., Yeshayahu S. and Lorenzo-
Eiroa, P., ACADIA, New York, 2010 
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of which this content develops and fully defines itself. The conceptual definition of a content goes 
hand in hand with its stabilization in some characteristic sign. […] Without the universal signs 
provided by arithmetic and algebra, no special relation in physics, no special law of nature would be 
expressible.” Ernst Cassirer 

 
Conrad Fiedler271 opposed the Kantian idea that art was a lower form of cognition, since artistic form 
constitutes an autonomous logical system which its purpose is not to mean through translation or 
representation.  
 
De Saussure272 developed a method in which its essential theoretical implication is that structures are 
autonomous. Lévi-Strauss references273 his investigation on social structures, as he studies the case of the 
myth that appears in cultures that did not have any contact, for instance Europe and America. The myth 
enables the externalization of repressed feelings between the man and his social relationships through the 
conversation as substance, a structure that is discontinuous, and that it is opposed to poetry that cannot be 
translated and it is defined through style. Saussure defines the Sign (the basic unit of language) as the 
relationship between the Signified (concept) and the Signifier (sound-image), as its value is arbitrary and 
exchangeable within time.  
 
Roland Barthes through Writing Degree Zero274, problematized writing, distinguishing it from language and 
style, a distinction we would like to adapt to architecture, differentiated from style and design, as Barthes 
declared the end of authorship when he defined language as system of predetermination of content275 and 
the ultimate barrier. Barthes276 discusses the city as a form of discourse and language, and signifiers in 
relation to signified in the city contrasting objective mapping in planning in contrast with open non static 
signification.  
  

author = language barrier (system) 
 
 
And the problem is that even though Noam Chomsky's277 hierarchy grammar theory of 1956 and formal 
grammar in linguistics influenced the way architects understand formal systems, from the problems of 
linguistic systems to logical abstractions in the development of syntax278 that open up semantics through 
semiotics. In his theory of grammar, his explores the linguistic levels that are possible organized from deep 
to surface structure and in relation to generative grammar. Chomsky’s ideas did influence computation and 
artificial intelligence through his syntactic structures which refer to deep and surface structures through 
Symbolic Form’s methodology by Ernst Cassirer279. Chomsky’s three models for the description of language 
develops concepts for finite state and context dependent meaning in the English language280. 
 
Chomsky’s hierarchy:  

 
271 Fiedler, Conrad On Judging Works of Visual Arts. University of California Press, Los Angeles: 1949 
272 De Saussure, Ferdinand, Course in General Linguistics, 1916. 
273  Lévi-Strauss, Claude, Structural Study of the Myth, 1958.  
274 Barthes, Roland Le degré zéro de L’escriture, Aux Editions du Seul, France, 1953 
275 Barthes, Roland “The Death of the Author”Image, Music, Text. Hill and Wang. trans. Stephen Heath, New York 1999 orig. 1967 
276 Barthes, Roland “Semiology and the Urban” [orig. lecture 1967], in Leach, Neil, Rethinking Architecture:  Reader in Cultural History, 
Routledge, London, 1997 (p.168) 
277 Chomsky, Noam Syntactic Structures Mouton, The Hague 1957. 
278 Chomsky, N. Aspects on the Theory of Syntax, MIT, Cambridge, 1975 
279 Cassirer, Ernst The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms: Language, 1923 
280 Chomsky, Noam "Three Models for the Description of Language", 1956 
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SYMBOL: letters, digits characters 
STRING: sequence of symbols 
RULES: set of rules for grammar, following strings that are syntactically valid 
TERMINAL: smallest unit of grammar 
NON_TERMINAL: symbols replaced by others 
GRAMMAR: rules for forming structured sentences 
LANGUAGE:  set of strings conforming to grammar 
AUTOMATION: Programmable version of grammar by pre-defined rules 
 

   
“Chomsky Hierarchy, as increasingly complex classes of formal languages. The simplest are regular languages, followed by context-free, context-
sensitive, and recursively enumerable languages.”281 Chomsky Hierarchy Levels. Source: Fitch. 2014. Languages, Automaton, Grammar, 
Recognition. Source: Hauser and Watumull 2016282 
 

 

 
Chomsky’s Three Models Of Description Of Language diagrams 16 and 22 from the original article. 

 
Jacques Derrida's283 critique of Saussure's equation (sign=signifier/signified) is that structuralism 
disseminates categorical thought. Derrida saw structuralism as a form of philosophical totalitarianism, and 
he presents the idea of différance (difference and deferral) as the deconstruction of the issues that the history 
of philosophy has hidden, forbidden, and repressed. For Derrida the difference between writing and 
meaning can be called différance as the deconstruction of what the history of philosophy has repressed. For 
Derrida such difference can be traced to a sign as it is understood not much as De Saussure’s equation, but 
the promotion of direct inference as meaning, the sign for Derrida is in itself the creation of signifiers as 
deferrance or a sequence of signifiers that defers meaning284, an artificial construction independent from 
what it is being named.  Derrida pointed out that language creates signifiers, meaning that each time we 

 
281 Park, Hyun Seok, Galbadrakh, Bulgan, and Kim Young Mi “Recent Progresses in the Linguistic Modeling of Biological Sequences Based on 
Formal Language Theory” in Genomics and Informatics, 2011 
282 Devopedia. "Chomsky Hierarchy." Version 8, October 16, 2019. Accessed 2021-03-28. https://devopedia.org/chomsky-hierarchy 
283 Derrida, Jaques Of Gramatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravosrty Spivak, Corrected Edition, John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and 
London, 1997. [Orig. Les Editions de Munuit, France 1967] 
284 Derrida, Jacques “Différance” Margins of Philosophy. University of Chicago Press, Chicago & London 1982. 
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name something we are creating an independent entity, an artificial construction independent from what it is 
being named (a sign at a certain point, becomes a signifier). Derrida’s idea of deferral as the fundamental 
means or the means to possible activate cultural criticism given the cultural philosophical context of post-
structuralism. With it there are some fundamental principles: to disclose hidden sedimented structures. To 
understand language as deterministic of expression and thinking, therefore understand how to disclose 
ideological hidden structures that force signification. Derrida’s Grammatology proposes a way through 
grammar to activate means in language to disclose deeper problems through a mode that he developed as a 
method: deconstruction.  
 
In Spivak’s introduction to Of Grammatology285, arguably describes technological determinism by a 
conventional critique of anthropological reading of engineering and a praise to artistic tool misuse in 
quoting Levi-Strauss contrasting definitions. 
 

“The engineer’s “instrument” is “specially adapted to a specific technical need”; the bricoleur makes 
do with things that were meant perhaps for other ends” 
 
Spivak describes that for Derrida an engineer cannot make the “means” – the sign- and the “end” – become 
self identical to which Derrida following Nietzsche, disseminates all traces undoing the opposition. 
 

Signifier of the Signifier 
 

Signified = Signifier 
 

Derrida seems to build up on Barthes “death of the author” identifying in language the ultimate cultural 
barrier to surpass, as Derrida puts it as a “horizon” since the word language is “inflated”. For this he 
problematizes writing in relation to speech as the projection of political structure in society through the 
formalization of the structure of language in the formalism of writing. Derrida starts by identifying how to 
transcend language through the extension of language, since in writing the signified already functions as a 
signifier and in order to address the problematization of the origin through both concealing and erasing its 
own production through a form of writing as erasure of the traces of origin. “The essay on the Origin of 
Languages opposes speech to writing as presence to absence and liberty to servitude…The degradation of 
language is the symptom of a social and political degradation…The language is the property of the people 
(in reference to Duclos)” 
  
 “The written signifier is always technical and representative…It has no constitutive meaning. This 
derivation is the very origin of the notion of the “signifier”. The notion of the sign always implies within 
itself the distinction between signifier and signified, even if, as Saussure argues, they are distinguished simply 
as the two faces of one and the same leaf” Derrida 

 
“As modern structural thought has clearly realized, language is a system of signs and linguistics is 
part and parcel of the science of signs, or semiotics (Saussure’s semiliogie). The medieval deginition 
of sign –“aliquid stat pro aliquo” – has been resurrected and put forward as still valid and productive. 
Thus the constitutive mark of any sign in general and of any linguistic sign in particular is its two 
fold character: every linguistic unit is bipartite and involves both aspects -one sensible and the other 
intangible, or in other words, both signams “signifier” (Saussure significant) and the signatum 

 
285 Derrida, Jaques Of Gramatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravosrty Spivak, Corrected Edition, John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and 
London, 1997. [Orig. Les Editions de Munuit, France 1967] 
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“signified” (signifié). These two constituents of a linguistic sign (and of sign in general) necessarily 
suppose and require each other”286 quote in Derrida’s of Grammatology  Part 1. 
 

In reference to problems of translation and the dependance of thinking relative to language, Derrida argues 
“And this entire theory of the teaching of languages rest on rigorous distinctions separating the thing, 
meaning (or idea) and sign;” today we would speak of the referent, the signified and the signifier.” 

 
“The difficulty of the pedagogy of language and of the teaching of foreign languages is, Emile will 
say, that one cannot separate the signifier from the signified, and changing words, one changes ideas 
in wuch way that the teaching of language transmits at the same time an entire national culture over 
which the pedagogue has no control, which resists him like the already-there preceding the 
formation, the institution preceding instruction… Minds are formed by language, thoughts take their 
color from its ideas”  
 
“The death of speech is therefore the horizon and origin of language” Derrida, Of Grammatology 

 
Deleuze calls difference without concept287 differentials are understood as real differences contrasting structuralist 
categorical differences, as he notes the value of the curvature, independent from other assumed referential 
categories. Deleuze and Guattari288 discuss in both Chapters 4 and 5 “November 20,1923-Postulates of 
Linguistics” and “587 B.C.-A.D. 70: On several Regimes of Signs” similar type of issues to Derrida but 
without mentioning his work, rather addressing Chomsky’s linguistics as a scientific approach to language 
through logic, syntax and semiotics and its limitations and in relation to the imperialist power structure of 
language and the medium of the signs as regimes, demanding not for a theory of signs but a machine able to 
deconstruct pragmatically the means through which language and signs impose order through language itself 
rather than any outside cause. In Chapter 4 they discuss that language is not informational, but rather a 
coordinate system that can process foundations for grammars through the order-word as implicit pre-
suppositions. By language neither being informational nor communicational, Deleuze and Guattari are 
addressing a different notion of Media Determinism and the structure of language as an “assemblage that 
combine in a regime of signs or a semiotic machine” in a highly homogeneous system. They propose a 
pragmatic higher level of abstraction machinic system that is not that clear how it operates and what it does 
other than, for instance ideas of frequency and resonance through a rhizome and the notion of the 
diagrammatic abstract machine as necessary more than language operative by matter (pragmatics, not by 
substance) and function (not by form). For Deleuze and Guattari the sign can refer to another sign ad 
infinitum and as a despotic signifier as they also refer to presignifying semiotic and postsignigying regime as 
“subjectification”. This resonance machinic system is for Deleuze based on a rizome, a rizomatic post-
structure critical of the conventional societal tree-root structure of hierarchical bifurcations and growth 
system, anticipating some of the notions we are interested in terms of Neural Nets and parallel processing, 
as opposed to hierarchical, single entry database structures of linear and reversible tree-like algorithms.  
 
Critiquing such distancing as a form of representation through symbols and signs, Baudrillard in Simulacra 
and Simulation289 specifies the separation from reality through language as a form of first simulation 
rendering reality meaningless and irrelevant in a simulacra identifying the interface as a medium distant from 

 
286 Jackobson Roman, “Essais de linguistique générale”, tr. Fr., p 162, in “The Phenemic and Grammatical Aspects of Language in their 
Interrelations”, Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress of Linguistics, Paris, 1949 p.6 
287  Deleuze, Gilles, Difference and Repetition, The Athlone Press Limited, 1994. [orig. Différence et répétition] 
288 Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix, A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia, The University of Minnesota Press, 1987 
289 Baudrillard, Jean Simulacra and Simulation, Semiotext(e), Los Angeles, 1983 [orig. Simulacres et Simulation, 1981] 
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reality as simulacra that no longer needs that original reality. Perhaps what we claim as a form of autonomy 
through representation.   
 
Georges Teyssot290 refers to Deleuze’s theory of sign in contrast to both De Saussure and Derrida, by 
stating that Deleuze defines it in the form of an algorithm, in which Deleuze develops a topological fold to 
displace De Saussure’s slash between the signifier and the signified (Sign=Signifier/Signified), addressing 
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s critique of signs to signs transferring to returning in a circularity in the form of an 
infinite network. In the Fold291, Deleuze references Leibniz ambiguous sign, as relating the fold in the 
Baroque in opposition to conditions of deterministic structure and previous notions of difference and 
repetition in relation to curvature, addressing Bernard Cache Earth Moves292.   
 
In Derrida’s criticism of Ferdinand De Saussure’s linguistic equation in his 1916 Course in general 
Linguistics  

[Sign= Signifier (sound-image)/ Signified (concept)] 
for  

[Sign = Signifier = Signifiers] 
 

meaning that language itself creates signification independent from what is being signified 
 

Sign=Signifier 
 
Alain Badiou293 questioned any existing information outside a system, since there is no language that is 
complete. Alain Badiou, points out that this does not happen with Mathematics, which resolved the 
question of being that Philosophy raised, since it is the only autonomous system able to support its own 
validation. Mathematics is used by Badiu to analyze and validate a logical statement, to find out 
contradictions and pure truth. Although we here in this thesis we understand mathematics as a human 
construction through symbolic representation of natural scientific laws and not as a discovery, and yes as a 
language as perhaps Badiu implies in his discussions as a solution to a problem. 

 
Georges Teyssot’s reading of Deleuze and Guattari’s Sign as a Fold: the Sign as an algorithm described by 
the topological formula: 
  

Sign = Signifier (“/” = & fold) Signified   
 

"We cannot admit that perception is the act in which the meaning of the statement of perception is realized, 
its expressive intention." We must therefore think that the meaning of a perception or rather of a "judgment 
of perception" "cannot reside in the perception but necessarily resides in specific acts of expression” 294  
 
Even if there is no correlation or causal link between material matter, sign and meaning, relations between 
those are made with a dynamical structure such as consciousness since the sign is arbitrary. In 

 
290 Teyssot, Georges, “The Membrane and The Fold”, in Life In: Formation Conference Proceedings, ed. Sprecher A., Yeshayahu S. and Lorenzo-
Eiroa, P., ACADIA, New York, 2010 
291 Deleuze, Gilles, The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 1993 [Le pli et le baroque, Minuit, Paris, 
1988]. 
292 Cache Bernard, Earth Moves, Writing Architecture Series ed. Davidson Cynthia, MIT Press, Massachusetts, 1995 
293 Badiou, Alain Being and Event. Continuum. trans. Oliver Feltham, New York 2005 
294 Husserl, Edmund, Logical Investigations, V, 1901, pp. 28-30. 
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computational terms, the sign is defined through Boolean logic295 and electromechanical possibilities of 
logical reduction to yes/no, and within this reductive recursive thinking through algorithms. Claude 
Shannon made a mathematical representation for the computability of the world (further discussed later). 
Since meaning is independent from the aleatory sign and this is different in each realm, medium and artistic 
expression. Ideology makes is constituted in the set of ideas of the structure of the medium/media. Alexis 
Meier critiques the notion of logocentrism in architecture after mathematics, pointing out computation 
against design, later discussed in the Post-Digital section296.  
 
If all human thinking is referenced by linguistics, language as writing (not speech) is the first interface media 
as a cognitive system to reconstruct reality through linguistic representation. Humans through linguistics can 
be considered an abstract-logical machine, both thinking through and promoting linguistics signs and 
therefore signifiers inducing signification independently from the reality in continuous reconstruction-
objectification.   
 
Symbolic Form 
If language has been problematized on the relationship between speech and writing and in relation to 
thinking and expressing thinking through a medium, the visual arts present an apparatus defined by deep 
structure by Erwin Panofsky297, discussed before but not in relation to the relationship between symbol, sign 
and signifiers. Panofsky identifies the vanishing point as symbolic form, representing the presence of the 
apparatus that structured western civilization for more than 500 years as we think art through perspective.  
 

Perspective as Symbolic Form, Panofsky 
 
The pictorial sign of the vanishing point presents a unification in painting between deep structure and the 
canvas surface through framing, the mathematical diminishing of space in bidimensional representation and 
the vanishing point as an artificial apparatus able to mechanically reconstruct space in two dimensions. As 
discussed, there is the recognition of the idea of an interiority and autonomy in painting as a medium of 
communication. In the discussed painting by Lorenzetti’s Annunciation, the artist can express a meaning 
unique to its medium, by representing in the infinity of the vanishing point and idea of God in pictorial 
terms. The sign of the vanishing point is both absence implicit and present explicit providing a unifying 
structure to the whole. The particularity of perspective is its symbolic presence through a precise sign that 
becomes a signifier in painting. One could question that other systems of representation did not have the 
power enough to activate systemically such machinic abstraction that is able to create signification. Palladio’s 
flattening façade becomes a bidimensional abstract linguistic system of signification for architecture to 
express beyond itself and in reference to other medium such as painting.  
 

Vanishing Point (infinity) = Sign (VP) as signifier 
 

Before Palladio critiqued Brunelleschi’s machinic perspectival mathematical system as a cone effect, 
Alberti’s298 defines architecture as a linguistic system of representation and communication. Damish299 

 
295 Boole, George (2012) [Originally published by Watts & Co., London, in 1952]. Rhees, Rush (ed.). Studies in Logic and Probability (Reprint 
ed.). Mineola, New York: Dover Publications. p. 273. ISBN 978-0-486-48826-4. Retrieved 27 October 2015. 
296 Meier, Alexis, “Computation Against Design? Toward a New Logicocentrism in Architecture”, in Life In Formation ed. Sprecher, A 
Yeshayahu, S. Lorenzo-Eiroa, P., ACADIA, New York, 2010 
297 Panofsky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, 1991. orig. “Die Perspecktive als ‘symbolische Form,’” in the Vorträge der 
Bibliotheck Warburg, 1924-1925 (Leipzig & Berlin, 1927) pp. 258-330. 
298 Alberti, Leon Battista De Re Aedificatoria, (1404-1472) 
299 Damish, Hubert “The Column and The Wall” Architectural Design Profile 21:Leonis Baptiste Alberti 49, no. 5-6 (1979): 18-25 
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discusses the tension between the column and the wall in Alberti’s Palazzo Ruccelai as a conscious 
construction of architecture in linguistic terms, by constructing a flat column embedded within the wall as 
representation of its sign in architecture to hold a building up in structural terms and activating it as a 
signifier expressing itself flat in tension to the wall, placing in ambiguity both wall and column as signifiers. 
Eisenman discusses in multiple writings this problem, and activating an common means to activate linguistic 
theory on his architecture through “the becoming unmotivated of the sign”300 discussed further on. Alberti’s 
theory of architecture is not only traceable to systems of representation in art such as perspective or the 
problems of painting301 theory questioning representation, but Alberti implicitly proposes different from 
Brunelleschi’s deterministic machinic perspective and his Dome in Florence, an alternative cultural 
intellectual non technological deterministic architecture through critiquing and questioning representation in 
architecture.  
 

 
Shape Grammar = Formal Logical Computational System 

 
Shape = Computational Signifier 

 
Computational languages developed as discussed with the case of Shannon their own series of logical 
Boolean logic in relation to electronic communication systems through mathematics and arithmetics of 
algorithms ruling out ambiguity, from electronic signal communication protocols, assembly language and 
input data, information and output data or information. As discussed, Shape Grammar addresses the 
differential between a semiotic system of representation such as perspective through directly processing 
shapes as a form of grammar in 2D and 3D computation as a form of language that bypasses translation of 
information notation from how it is coded to its output since the entry values are embedded in the shape, 
developing a grammar of possible emergent generative outputs. In architecture, this is fundational, since the 
relationship at least in the cases of floor plans as discussed with Palladio or in 3D shape grammars, the logic 
is inherent to the language avoiding the linguistic signifier and activating form as a type of signifier.  

 
300 Eisenman, Peter “The Diagram and the Becoming Unmotivated of the Sign” In Peter Eisenman: Diagram Diaries, United Kingdom, Universe 
Publishing,  1999: 210-215 
301 Alberti, Leon Battista, On Painting, Yale University Press, 1956, transl. John Spencer [orig. Della Pintura]. 
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“The Architectural Signifier”302 
The discussion to bring back the relevance of linguistic theory in architecture after so many years of deep 
theoretical discussion in the field of architecture by figures such as Pierce, Saussure, Levi Strauss, Derrida, 
Barthes, Eco, Gandelsonas, Agrest, Tafuri, Eisenman, and others in the 1970’s arises from the group of 
digital architects that claimed to react against the oppressive form of heavy architectural criticism and theory 
of this generation. The generation reacting against architecture theory unleashed the digital ideal at the time 
of architecture as deconstruction from adopting visually and lightly Derrida’s theory on Grammatology. 
This was a form of generational reaction against their predecessors and that claim the digital as a media 
expression field in which anything was possible as a form of real, thinking of the interface as a form of 
reality, a virtual one. These theories, both architecture as a form of signifier and deconstruction as a form of 
criticism of language were not analyzed from a computational digital media criticism with the exception of a 
visual confusing way of applying Derrida’s theory to architecture from a stylistic design applied point of 
view instead of identifying the deep structures of architecture in terms of representation and organization, 
that rather remained untouched.  
 

Architecture = Language 
 

Architecture Signifier = Column  
(or any identifiable architecture element) 

 
Interestingly enough the editor of “Desonstructivist Architecture”303 a show then a book publication, can be 
understood in the difference between Derrida’s theory of linguistic deconstruction in contrast to Johnson’s 
visual style as deconstructive-ism. The interesting political position of this exhibition is to show the power 
of architecture as a visual arts discipline. Although this shift from the philosophy of Derrida’s 
deconstruction in language to a visual language in architecture has been critiqued and one can relate to an 
applied theory from philosophy to architecture and art from Philip Johnson, who already identified as a 
character in architectural history responsible for lowering down the heroic ambitions of the Modern 
Movement detaching it from its social political endeavor and making it a question of visual style, as 
“Modern-ism” the “New International Style”. This shift, from a theory of structural criticism to a visual 
application, a political structural criticism derived into a problem of style yes problematizing the rigid 
language of architecture unleashing Frank Gehry’s architecture with others such as Zaha Hadid, but also 
identifying a postmodern movement, rather than a structurally politically transformative post-structuralist 
theory. Although one can argue the intuition was actually powerful enough through visual representation 
and expression to affect and entire form of expression through language, including structural transformation 
of forms of representation such as perspective, axonometric and others, the looks prevailed as a form of 
media impression more than the politics of the structural agenda of Derrida. One can argue for the political 
activism of the transformative power of architecture form increased by the media form of communication 
of architecture experienced by the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao by Gehry. Deconstructivism in 
architecture did transform and displace structures of representation such as perspective and axonometric 
with several experiments from Zaha Hadid to Koolhaas but more interestingly expressed by John Hejduk 
perhaps identified as part of an in between generation (not included in the show nor the catalog) and Peter 
Eisenman with exceptional forms of investigation in architecture representation as a form of reality already 
discussed.  

 
302 Gandelsonas, Mario “The Architectural Signifier,” paper presented at the First Congress of the International Association of Semiotic Studies, 
Milan, 1974. 
303 Johnson, Phillip and Wigley, Mark. Deconstructivist Architecture: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Little Brown and Company, 1988 
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But none of them discussed the emerging form of representation in computation as part of such problem 
other than attempts by Agrest and Gandelsonas, Zaha Hadid, Koolhaas, Eisenman to deal with a new form 
of representation exacerbating its capacities after exploring ranges of possibilities but without entering into 
the coding structures as a form of linguistic theory to deconstruct. Moreover, Patrik Shumarcher’s304 
explanation of the issue is just a reinforcement of the problems of deconstructivism as a style carried over 
and without any criticism of media determination as a form of language nor any linear implementation of 
new technologies as a form of technocracy. In this regards, surface structures remained detached from deep 
structures in the use of digital software to represent architecture, it was structural in terms of content but 
not displacing the frame that originated the content. This split was used as an advantage by software 
developers and designers who saw the opportunity to innovate directly by developing new codes of 
representation and strategies all together, separating architects from software developers as architects.  
 
Any language mediates reality and determines the way we think305.  
 
Computer software are based on computational languages and they are themselves have become proto-
architectural. While interfaces process information, at the same time they re-structure extrinsic content to fit 
its medium, activating a topological loop that in the end informs reality. The problem is that the proto-
architectural quality of software is based on conventions that were not critiqued as well as assumptions 
about space, geometry, and perception. Software interfaces and codes constitute implicit frames where 
artistic expression begins. If the mediums of representation have such a power to regulate the work, then 
interfaces are spaces of differentiation. As such, interfaces can activate a performative aspect in the work, 
triggering a formal generative capacity. Part of this problem is how a project starts, as the first sign in a 
project may already be structured by systems of representation. This discussion aims at addressing two 
aspects of design in mediated computational representation: signs as originators of signifiers and de-sign as a 
method of critiquing such origination. 
 
Why representation and why Linguistics in an architecture of information active through Digital Signifiers?  
 

Communication and Representation 
 

Mathematics – Computation 
Linguistics – Systems of Representation 

 
We first understand computation through the mathematical theory of communication by Claude Shannon306 
in which Boolean logic is active through algorithms through binary electrical signal yes-no 0-1 as an 
information Bit of communication. In this context, we can also address the controversial means to refer to 
Mathematics as a discovery or as an invention307, since the epistemology of Mathematics as a form of 
cognition is in itself considered by some as a human discovery of natural laws through science autonomous 
from humans cognition by addressing the laws of nature at the deepest possible levels; while for others 

 
304 Schumacher, Patrik, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume I: A New Framework for Architecture, Wiley, London 2011 
305 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo “Form In:Form, On the Relationship Between Digital Signifiers and Formal Autonomy”, in Architecture in Formation, ed. 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo and Sprecher, Aaron, Routledge Taylor and Francis, London 2013 
306 Shannon, Claude Elwood "A Mathematical Theory of Communication". Bell System Technical Journal. 27 (3): 379–423. (July 1948). 
307 Kitcher, Philip The Nature of Mathematical Knowledge, Oxford University Press, New York and Oxford, 1983 
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mathematics is a human invention, a linguistic system of representation through symbolic representation in 
which its knowledge is a belief produced by a process that validates it (Kitcher endorsement of Golman’s 
psychologism); while some argue for both dependent on the system of reference or description in which 
Mathematics operates.  
 
We then have to understand in parallel that architecture can be both thought as computation (e.g. a 
computational system infers architecture as it becomes deployed in architecture, determining in advance the 
type of output through its range of possible solutions and that a system and its organizing principles are 
themselves forms of architecture, pairing usual conventional denominations of information architecture to 
actual architecture in the age of information systems), but that also architecture has its own disciplinary 
cultural and technological evolution based on revolutionary canons that defined the discipline as such based 
on visual and experiential logic and the solution of shelter from nature as the tectonic (or not tectonic but 
resolved technically) definition, configuration or construction of artificial space-environments (the 
Anthropocene can be understood as a bad outcome of the last geology of human intervention or an artificial 
ecology and therefore an architecture of environments with damaging effects on the natural environment). 
Computation as architecture can be traced back to how information is processed through the history and 
theories of technologies that may be relevant to the description and mapping of reality, space and organizing 
systems from geometry to complex systems such as projective geometry and others.  
 
Architecture can be understood as a language through Tafuri’s assertion308 in which the sections through the 
history of architecture reference issues of linguistics and that also identified by Barthes in describing the city 
as language. The lineage of architects that can be related to such genealogy in the context of this thesis have 
been mentioned, from Alberti, to Palladio, to Terragni, to Eisenman in which a grammatology (following 
Derrida’s309 On Grammatology later discussed) of architecture elements is necessary to be able to develop a 
meaningful architecture message deconstructing both the conventions of the language and be able to 
develop innovation at the level of the parameters that define the system.  
 
In this context, linguistics presents both a reference system but also a cultural construction to critique to be 
able to be truly creative and to be able to develop a meaningful message through the medium of 
computation and architecture in relation to the contemporary issues that present the current horizon in the 
cognitive possibilities of thinking through such mediums and media. Linguistics can be applied as a form of 
representation through syntax, grammar as a form of construction of a message unique to a discipline and a 
deconstruction of the means of that discipline through decoding its language to develop new messages. 
Syntax in this respect would be based on a visual logic, therefore activating a problem not present in 
linguistics, addressing the cognitive autonomy of the visual arts through visual representation by Cassirer 
and activating problems of deep structure and symbolic form through Panofsky’s art history project, to both 
recognize the structuring power of systems of representation in media and to overcome the determination 
of such systems of representation by developing new systems.  

 
308 Tafuri, Manfredo. "L'Architecture dans le Boudoir: The Language of Criticism and the Criticism of Language" in Oppositions 3, New York 
1974. 
309 Derrida, Jaques Of Gramatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravosrty Spivak, Corrected Edition, John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and 
London, 1997. [Orig. Les Editions de Munuit, France 1967] 
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Systems of Representation = Visual Systems of Structuring Communication 

Computer Representation = Mathematical System of Communication (linguistic) + Visual System 
of Representation (non linguistic) 

 
Therefore systems of representation can also be understood as organizing systems of reality through a 
theory of communication or as a theory of communication in themselves through computational systems. 
Architecture as computation within an architecture of information can be therefore understood as a 
encoded system of communication through mathematics in which visual representation and mathematical 
communication are both paired as a linguistic representational system which is therefore architectural.  The 
issue is to differentiate architecture as a linguistic system through visual communication as understood by 
Eisenman through Terragni based on Palladio in which a visual syntax and a grammatology is possible by 
understanding the conventional “speech” of the language through history (relationships between column 
and wall identified by Alberti in terms of representation) and in which the visual composes a full linguistic 
system and in which deep structure or system of representation such as perspective is in terms of systems of 
representation at a deeper structuring level, not analog to any other system in natural language. This issue is 
analog in computation to systems of representation in which this happens at tow distinct levels. At one level 
a system of representation in computation is active when an electronic signal representation level of 
encoded message a decoded message in binary sequences needs to be assembled from bits of information 
transmitted through electronic signs in microprocessors chips to conform operations.  At another level, a 
system of representation is made active in computation in which systems of organization and processing of 
information such as algorithms, through linear or non-linear mathematical algebra solves a problem through 
bifurcating algorithms, or algorithms of algorithms through parallel processing in Artificial Neural 
Networks.  
 
An architecture of information through recognizing architecture as language and linguistics in computation 
(mathematics) and visual systems of representation becomes active when one deals with the architecture of 
the message at all instances from electronic transmission to assembler language, to the structure of 
algorithms to the form of the interface as a visual system of representation. The issue to resolve is the 
advantage of translation in electronic communication to binary information systems and electronic 
communication exchanging message and medium through translation of languages and encoders. What this 
thesis presents is that for a Grammatology of Computation to become active one would have to be aware of 
the conventional issues that are naturalized in computation which is electronic mathematical translation and 
electromechanics translation as means to conventionalize messages and the current barrier in the 
advancement of an architecture of information through computation today.  
 
We have been reading about Virtual Reality, new computational technologies such as Artificial Intelligence 
since 1950s and 1970s. Why would this thesis would present anything different or relevant in such process? 
If we are able to address architecture at the computational signal level and resolve the issue of 
communication through expanding digital signifiers and avoiding translation, the work would be a different 
type of thesis in the typical relationship between architecture and computation or emergent technologies 
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related to computation in which architecture by activating a positivistic non critical agenda simply promotes 
an application of the latest technology available as a form of discourse based on technology as a cultural 
surprise or equal to magic until that technology rapidly becomes conventional knowledge.  
 
 
Barthes declares “The city is a discourse and this discourse is truly a language…” expanding on the notion 
and discussion that the city is a form of signifier, open to signification and readings310. Umberto Eco311 
discusses semiotics relating linguistic signs to architecture elements, such as the column as a sign, relating 
architecture to a form of language. In his book La strutura assente312, he defines the architectural sign “signs as 
a unit of an architectural code, as a system of manufactured objects and circumscribed spaces” identifying 
stimulation as a way to describe function different from signification, beyond functional use.  
 
  “studying architecture as the communication of a particular conception of space is the 
equivalent of studying language as  a means of expressing syntactic relationships” Umberto Eco  
 
Eco then addresses architecture as a sign-vehicle to signify new meanings, as well as new cultural units, and 
cites De Fusco referring to simbols (column as semantic value referring for instance to Doric order) and 
provides a chart in which classifies architectural, historical and aesthetic connotations in architecture, tracing 
signs in a system to their signification.  
 
Mario Gandelsonas describes architecture as a form of signifier313 the “architectural signifier”. Mario 
Gandelsonas and Diana Agrest have been identified by their historical relevance in bringing to the US 
linguistic theory at a time in which there was no discourse of architecture nor theory. Agrest and 
Gandelsonas also explored relationships further discussed based on Barthes “the city as language” on the 
relationship between the city and semiotics314. In addition, Gandelsonas later discusses the systematic work 
of Eisenman as the “formation of an architectural language” and its signification through linguistic theory315. 
 
Tafuri is also identified as the one of the first historians to denotate architecture as a form of language and 
to critique language as a form of determination.  
 
 “We must, however, keep in mind that any analysis which attempts to grasp the structural 
 relationship between the specific forms of the architectural language and the world of production of 
 which they are a part must do so by violating the object of the analysis itself. Criticism, in other 
 words, sees itself constrained to adopt a "repressive" character if it wishes to free that which is 
 beyond language; it desires to bring upon itself the cruel autonomy of architectural writing, and it, 
 after all, it wishes the “mortal silence of the sign”316 to speak. As has been acutely pointed out, to 

 
310 Barthes, Roland “Semiology and the Urban” [orig. lecture 1967], in Leach, Neil, Rethinking Architecture:  Reader in Cultural History, Routledge, 
London, 1997 (p.168) 
311 Eco, Umberto, “A Componential Analysis of the Architectural Sign/Column/”, Semiotica, Vol 5.2, 1972 [trans. David 
Osmond-Smith] 
312 Eco, Umberto, La struttura assente: introduzione alla ricerca semiológica, Bonpiani, 1968  
313 Gandelsonas, Mario “The Architectural Signifier,” paper presented at the First Congress of the International Association of Semiotic Studies, 
Milan, 1974. 
314 Gandelsonas, Mario “Linguistic and Semiotic Models in Architecture” in Basic Questions of Design Theory (New York: North Holland. 
1975). 
315 Gandelsonas, M. “From Structure to Subject: The Formation of an Architectural Language” in J. Ockman (Ed.), House X, Rizzoli, New 
York, 1982. 
316 Attributed to Nietzsche, according to Tafuri’s text. 
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 Nietzsche’s question “Who speaks?” Mallarmé has answered, “The word itself317.” Manfredo 
 Tafuri318 
 
 

Architecture as language 
 

architecture questioning representation = autonomy – truth   
 

“architectural signifier” = column as a sign 
 
We have discussed how Andrea Palladio identified the machinic apparatus by Brunelleschi as his machine to 
see the world and critical of the perspectival cone effect, developed an architecture in which the 
naturalization of perspective was either extended artificially with telescopic spaces, interrupted with picture 
planes or flattened in the façade of his churches, as Eisenman wrote based on Argan319320 making 
architecture flat to activate a critique of painting playing in contrast with painting a flat picture plane often 
representing deep space.   
 
We discussed the relationship between Mies Van der Rohe and Alberti, in construction terms addressing 
architecture linguistics through details and materials, since Mies following the architecture of Alberti, 
represents through steel and column as a signifier the hidden technology of the column-steel I beam in the 
Seagram in New York, being re-represented in the curtain wall I beams as tertiary structural system in the 
outer most layer of the building. In Tower and office321 Ábalos and Herreros discuss the potential of the 
curtain wall I beams as being able to cross brace the structure of the building, leaving its current function 
suspended from this idea, but latent in terms of representation.  

 
 

Analog And Digital Computational Signs: Towards A Grammatology Of Computation As 
Architecture 
In of Grammatology Derrida proposes a displacement of the conditions of language structure in favor to 
disclose origins that project politics through language.  
 
One could argue that a certain grammatology was applied in the recognition of the autonomy of architecture 
in relation to formal logic in the work of Terragni, Eisenman, Meier and others that develop formal syntax 
in their work through the linguistic elements of architecture as a language. One could argue that a 
grammatology of representation was done through history in relation to motivating, displacing, and creating 
means to critique conventional systems of representation such as perspective of the horizon in the work of 
Picasso, Mondrian, and others. But this has rarely happened with certain occasional cases in computation.  
 

 
317 Foucault, M. The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, Vintage Books, New York, 1973 [orig. Les 
Mots et les choses, 1966] 
318 Tafuri, Manfredo. "L'Architecture dans le Boudoir: The Language of Criticism and the Criticism of Language" in Oppositions 3, New 
York 1974. 
319 Argan, Giulio, "The Importance of Sanmicheli in the Formation of Palladio," in Renaissance Art, ed. Creighton Gilbert,  New York: Harper 
and Rowe, 1973 
320 Argan, Giulio Carlo and Robb, Nesca A. “The Architecture of Brunelleschi and the Origins of Perspective Theory in the Fifteenth Century” 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 9, pp. 96-121 The Warburg Institute 1946 
321 Ábalos, Iñaki; Herreros, Juan Tower and Office: From Modernist Theory to Contemporary Practice, MIT Press, 2005 
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There is currently no grammatology of computation, computational signs, computational signifiers, digital 
signifiers and others. In other words, the conventions of computation remain static in relation to the work 
developed through computation, therefore there is no critique at a deep structural level of the relationship 
of the evolution of computational languages and what is being expressed or activated as meaning, symbolic 
form, or semiotics through these languages. This is quite visible in software packages that predetermine 
through tools the type and range of problems that the software package anticipates to solve through 
packages of prescribed coding through computer languages. One can think, if relevant, of a use of language 
in which tools can be analog to deterministic expression in the forms of sentences and one can choose from 
premade sentences to create a text.  If one follows the discussed arguments on literature, thinking language 
as the ultimate barrier for literature322, one could literally apply this notion to using software as a means of 
political indoctrination or surrogate citizens as opposed to emancipated free citizens able to deal with the 
possibility of displacement and thinking at the level of origination of the politics and economic reference 
infrastructure of our reality: computation. 
 
The argument of this body of work is to develop such grammatology in computation through electronic signs of information to 
decode and displace digital signifiers in relation to architecture language and through a mathematical system of communication.  
 
We are still debating whether our children should or not learn to code in school at earlier or later stages in 
their education. One could also critique as Derrida does the politics of learning how to speak, read and write 
following the political constructions implicit in language through education as a projection of the proper 
way to express ourselves following structured language and form. But this notion is not even possible within 
computation which is seen as a technical skill separated from cultural ideological constructions and 
projections of politics as if there would be no ideology, distortion of project in computational languages, 
even worse in software packages as discussed and expanded later on. I happened to studied in a primary and 
secondary school that taught us how to code since 1st grade in the 1980s, learning how to think going 
through multiple coding languages because the Director of our school thought that in our current future, 
not knowing how to program would equal to not knowing how to write and read on previous ages, not 
knowing how to program would equal to being illiterate. Learning the alphabet should today be equal to 
learning the computational signs that become active in the use of programming. The bit as a minimum 
source of information that is able to code and decode mathematical means of communication through 
computation.  
 
We need to start by reading, analyzing, critiquing, and ultimately displacing, deep structures sedimented in 
computation and computer software that are taken as a given. The space of representation of the computer 
is referenced by a Cartesian Coordinate system which is actualized and represented different by each 
software package or interface, activating distinct technological electronic signals and organizational 
representational digital signifiers later discussed. Descartes323 Cartesian Coordinate Space presents a system 
of reference for geometric signs referenced through universal axis.  
 
 

Geometric Sign: Cartesian Coordinate Space-Matrix 
 

Signifier = Cartesian Space 

 
322 Barthes, Roland “The Death of the Author” Image, Music, Text. Hill and Wang. trans. Stephen Heath, New York 1999 orig. 1967 
323 Descartes, René  Discourse on Method, Optics, Geometry, and Meteorology. Translated by Paul J. Oscamp (Revised ed.). Indianapolis, 2001. 
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Pascal’s calculator patented in 1649, diagrams designs of 1642. Pascaline a metallic machine designed by Pascal 
 
 

Sign = Mechanic Sequential Calculation 
 

Signifier = Mechanical Thinking 
 

 

 
Leibniz Diagram of reasoning 1666. Leibniz stepped drum gear calculator or Leibniz wheel, (Miscellanea Berolensia ad incrementum scientiarum (1710) 1672. 
Leibniz calculator 1727.  
 

Leibniz Differential Space Infinitesimal Calculation can be also read as an ambiguous sign and a critique to 
Cartesian determination through mathematics of differential calculus. Deleuze in Le Pli324 refers to Leibniz 
“ambiguous sign” as a problem in curvature and reference to a difference325 that cannot be referenced in 
conventional terms.  

 
324 Deleuze, Gilles, The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 1993 [Le pli et le baroque, Minuit, Paris, 1988]. 
325 Deleuze, Gilles, Difference and Repetition, The Athlone Press Limited, 1994. [orig. Différence et répétition] 
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Leibniz “Ambiguous Sign” as mapping of difference 
 
    
 

 
Cartesian Coordinate System and Leibniz Differential Space Infinitesimal Calculation.  

 
 
Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) Tide Predictor machine 1872, analog mechanical calculating machine, adding differential equations of tide 
signals.  
 

Sign = analog continuous mechanical movement (signal) 
 

Basile Bouchon in 1725 devised a control machine loom with a perforated paper tape as punchcards to 
instruct complex orders to a recursive weaving of threads to create textile fabrics. In 1804 the Jacquard 
Loom was developed for complex textile analog continuous weaving using a digital discrete punch card 
continuous feed. In 1760 the Miraculous Writing Machine by von Knaus entered keyed letters (as in a type 
writer) and informed mechanisms to translate the signal into a continuous handwriting. Charles Baddage’s 
Analytical Engine of 1837 precured a stored program idea via punchcards from Jacquard and a precursor to 
von Neumann’s RAM.  
 
    sign= digital  - discrete mechanical punch card (signal) 
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In 1837 The Morse Code was developed as a way to encode language in electromagnetic digital signals. 
Information technologies enable the communication between computer interfaces.  
 

 
The Rules of Thought by Boole326 in 1854 set up logic in terms of the most reductive means through binary logic, yes or no.  
 

 
Gottob Frege then developed the Begriffsschrift327 or concept-script a book of logic of 1879 through a formal system. Judging, negation assertion formal logic to 
script language by Frege through axioms. 
 

 
Independently from what is computable or not, which problems are solvable by algorithms, algorithms are 
able to rule out ambiguity through recursion through input, if/then (conditionals), Y/N (Boolean logic) and 
an output328.  

 
326 Boole, George  The Laws of Thought, facsimile of 1854 edition, with an introduction by J. Corcoran. Prometheus Books (2003). Reviewed by 
James van Evra in Philosophy in Review.24 Buffalo: 1854/2003. 2004 pags. 167–169 

327 Gottlob Frege. Begriffsschrift: eine der arithmetischen nachgebildete Formelsprache des reinen Denkens. Halle a/S: Verlag von Louis Nebert, 1879. 
328 Cormen, T H., Leiserson, C E. Rivest, R L. Stein, C Introduction to Algorithms, The MIT Press Cambridge, 2009 
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First Electric Telegraph, 1816, Francis Ronalds 

 

 
International Morse Code by Samuel Morse. 
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Relay apparatus, Whatstones magneto alphabetical telegraph, Whatstone’s Automatic Telegraph, Telegraph, 
Telegraphy, means of coded signal communication. Wellcome Images / Wikimedia Commons / CCY BY 4.0 

 

 
Manual Telephone Exchange, Switchboard operators at Enfield telephone exchange, 1960. 

 

 
Strowger automatic telephone, 1901–1910; Strowger step-by-step automatic telephone exchange switch, 

1897–1898. The first automatic exchange public network open at Epsom in Surrey in 1912. 
 

As discussed in the introduction, in 1837 the Morse Code was developed and applied to the existing 
telegraph key and sounder to encode information in codified electromagnetic impulse signals short-long, 
and up to three repetitions enabling mass communication through wiring. The manual Telephone exchange 
of the 1880 enable mass communication and by 1891 the Strowger Switch electromechanical Stepping 
telephone exchange system. 
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In 1936 Alan Turing329 develop an automatic machine that runs on an infinite memory tape with 
instructions based on symbolic logic activating electromagnetic signals in transistors designed to develop 
automated calculations for decoding secret messages by the enigma machine that encrypted messages by 
Nazi Germany during the World War II.  
 
 

 
Universal Turing Machine, Manolis Kamvysselis  
 

Sign=Transistor + Tape (memory and instructions) 
 

 
“The evolution of the busy-beaver's computation starts at the top and proceeds to the bottom.” Wvbailey. Wikipedia commons. 

 
sign= electromagnetic signal Morse code Y / N short/Long 

 

 
 

 
329 Turing, A.M. "On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem", Proceedings of the London Mathematical 
Society, 2, 1936, [published 1937] 42: 230–265. doi:10.1112/plms/s2-42.1.230. 
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Claude Shannon330 developed a communication theory and a mathematical theory of communication, 
opening up the emergent problems in computation relative to linguistics and communications theory and 
developing the information age communication era in binary terms for electronic mechanical switches 
signals on/off following George Boole331 logic332 of TRUE or FLASE; YES or NO; 0 or 1 through Boolean 
operators AND, OR, NOT or AND NOT. By doing so, he correlated mathematics as a theory of 
communication through symbolic computation as a universal language. Shannon devices the advantage 
of translation in communication for efficiency, it is always most efficient to encode information into bits 
before transmitting it. This research develop ENIAC as the first programmable digital computer in 1942-
45/46. So if ENIAC is the first digital programmable computer, the Jacquard Looming Machine is a 
programmable digital computer (as in RAM through punch cards) with analog computational result as a 
looming action, directly inputting signals between digital punch card to analog mechanical actions.  
 

 
Jacquard Loom of 1804, Shannon Combination Lock circuit and ENIAC computer. 

 
Combinatory Mathematics = Binary Sign = Universal Language 

 
Binary Sign = New System of Representation 

 
One can argue that the relationship between Boolean logic and yes/no signal constituted a new 
revolutionary system of representation. This electronic based system of representation as means to encode 
and transmit information as a mathematical means of communication did to the message what perspective 
did to painting, structured through parametric encoding of reality a new way of measuring, understanding 
and communicating the world.  
 
In terms of the relationship between a system of representation and the actualization of an architecture that 
is able to index its own constitution by acknowledging the structure of the medium, being media and 
medium-specific, the abstraction and reduction of all thinking in binary terms to enable communication in 
terms of electronic signal yes/no, defines the logic of the time. This opens the struggle in the thesis and the 
argument, between an autonomy of information once is constituted and transmissibility for electronic 
communication efficiency of data into codes and information retrieval. This thesis places forward non-
translation as media and medium specific type of message, an architecture as a visual language, and to 
develop architecture from the coding sets of information signals directly aiming at an autonomy in 
representation terms, means avoiding linguistic translation and activating an artistic autonomy at the signal 

 
330 Shannon, Claude Elwood "A Mathematical Theory of Communication". Bell System Technical Journal. 27 (3): 379–423. (July 1948). 
331 Boole, George  The Laws of Thought, facsimile of 1854 edition, with an introduction by J. Corcoran. Prometheus Books (2003). Reviewed 
by James van Evra in Philosophy in Review.24 Buffalo: 1854/2003. 2004 pags. 167–169 
332 Boole, George The Mathematical Analysis of Logic, 1847 
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level. This means that the reduction in binary terms projects a way of understanding the world that 
homogenizes what can be possible and needs further expansion. 
 
 

Boolean Logic = Y / N 

 

 
George Boole binary logic 

 
 

 
Shannon combination lock circuit 
 

Mathematical Theory of Communication (Boolean Logic)  
 

Electromechanical Circuit Break, Sign = On/Off 
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Shannon Mathematical theory of communication 

 

 
Ray Kurzweil in the foreword to the Third Edition of The Computer and the Brain, describes how von 
Neumann articulated Claude Shannon’s fundamental problem of making information reliable (mathematical 
model of communication) and Alan Turing’s universality of computation (as a feedback since was 
influenced by von Neumann) in the development of information technologies in the information age by 
developing the fundamental architecture of the computer era by developing the Von Neumann 
architecture333 of software-hardware334 developing the basic core structure for all computed automated 
machines, from simple appliances (microcontrollers) to complex computers. The von Neumann machine 
follows a diagram comparable to the brain activity, the development of the Central Processing Unit CPU in 
relation to a memory unit (later RAM) based on the brain functionality, can be understood beyond such 
biomimicry or neuroscience, but an artificial means of processing information as a complete machine, 
resolving the practicality of a computer machine. For Kurzweil, Turing was not interested in the computer 
solving a problem, the Turing Machine was not a practical conception based on efficiency, but problems of 
computability, rather exploring the ranges of problems that could be solved by computation. 
 
Von Neumann EDVAC machine allows through the memory to be able to be programmed for different 
tasks through the RAM (random access memory) which can be immediately retrieved, while Turing’s one bit 
computation tape program was a set of recorded instructions for multiple word bits computability. Von 
Neumann identifies another problem in the human brain, that neural calculation is actually slow, but the 
massive parallel processing of the brain is what gives advantage to humans, and according to Kurzweil, 
what was not known at the time is how learning occurs by destroying or building connections between 
neurons.  
 
 
 

 
Von Neumann Architecture 

 

 
333 Von Neumann, John, The Computer and the Brain, Yale University Press, 1958 [Third Edition, 2012] 
334 Von Neumann, John First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC, University of Pennsylvania, 1945  
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Computation can be basically defined conceptually as computing calculations based on arithmetic. This 
basic notion becomes more complex, with the several levels of computation, computability, recursiveness 
and parallel computation. Computation is made possible by articulating through a computer language based 
on symbolic codes that represent instructions and computability among calculations, that can give precise 
non ambiguous instructions to electro-mechanical signals which are now made completely digital. The 
transferring from a symbolic language to a machinic language is made possible through an assembler 
language.   

 

 
 

ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE 
Electromechanical Sign = On/Off   

Digital Sign = 0 | 1 
 

Assembler Language 1949 Typical secondary output from an assembler Motorola MC6800 Paradigm Imperative, unstructured. Credit image: 
educba.com 
     

DATA= sign with no meaning, organization nor meaning 
 

INFORMATION = signs organized meaningfully enabling a message  
 
 

In 1948 von Neumann developed the mathematics for a universal construction through self replication and 
theory of games and Cellular Automata developing its full theory by 1966335. The cell becomes a signifier 
since anything automated in CA becomes modular grid based. CA has been used to calculate relationships 
and then this process transferred into other actualization forms, avoiding such signifier. Some experiments 
work out continuous surfaces across CA cells developing continuity and topological relationships of solid 
and void across units further developed below.  
 
 

      
Cellular Automation =  Cell Neighborhood 

 

Signifier = Cell based module 
 

 
335 Von Neumann, J. and A. W. Burks (1966). Theory of self-reproducing automata. Urbana, University of Illinois Press. 
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For Husserl336, mathematics as a formal ontology replaces reality thereby constructing a set of independent 
conditions337.  
 
 

Flow Charts = Logic Optimization 
 

 
 

Around 1908-1924 the Flow Chart was developed as a mechanism to understand machinic functioning and 
systemic thinking through a Flow Chart Diagram by Frank and Lilian Gilbreth. The objective of the flow 
chart is to identify an error in a process-decision making ruling out ambiguity or through recursiveness 
following the logic of algorithms. Algorithms through flow charts were able to conceptualize and identify 
problems through recursive binary thinking. The question applied to computation is how well a code is 
written and to test the functionality of the flow chart in the actual code and running it as discussed by 
Fabretti referencing Kinslow338339.  
 

 
336 Husserl, E. Cartesian Meditations: An Introduction to Phenomenology, 1929-1931  
337 Husserl, Edmund Formal and Transcendental Logic, The Hague: Nijhoff. Cairns, D., trans. 1969, orig. 1929 
338 Randell, “Software Engineering 1968” Proceedings of IEEE, Munnich, 1979 
339 Naur and Randell Software Engineering, reports (several) 
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Computational Thinking diagram by Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), CSpathsthala in which Computational Thinking paradigm is 
thought as a cycle in which a programmer decomposes a problem, analysis a pattern through pattern recognition features, develops an 
abstraction (concept based) of the problem and then the algorithm that implements them, looping back to either optimize the algorithm and 
develop a more robust platform or initiate another set of algorithms. This process is based on an algorithm design often based on a scientific 
method.  

 
 

Code=application of logic functionality 
 

Software Writing = Optimization by Attempts 
 

A known problem in computation is to write a software that can anticipate problems in its functionality as 
coders understand a system through designing the system itself an issue that Alain Badiu identifies in terms 
of the philosophy of systems that no solution can come from outside the system itself, making them always 
self-referential and autonomous, a problem we are trying to address through non deterministic evolutionary 
computation and through a critique of the division of labor or Fordism in which design is separated from 
production through new technologies of fabrication and automation. In this regards the ideology difference 
between separation or integration between software and hardware can also be mentioned in relation to 
Microsoft (separated intendent abstract) and Macintosh-Apple (integrated dependent) and opensource 
systems, that can be expanded and modified by the programmer-user, real time simulation and optimization 
feedback automation, and block chain.  
 
The word Cybernetics was first published by Robert Weiner in 1948340 in relation to self regulatory systems, 
servomechanisms, automation, artificial intelligence, and other subjects such as references to time (Bergson 
vs Newton in relation to reversibility and irreversibility), mechanism, feedback, parallels between computing 
machines (digital machines, numerical machines) and nervous systems and analog machines (engines), 
gestalt and information in relation to language. Although the word cybernetics was used in different 
contexts already by Plato341 in terms of self-governance. Weiner developed also the foundations to the 
several discussions in information theory and communication such as the difference between analog and 
digital signs as continuous and discontinuous signs in collaboration with Claude Shannon. Weiner develops 
notions of cybernetics from self reproduction (von Neumann CA) and the military warfare through the 
machine age342.  

 
340 Weiner, Robert, Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, Hermann & Cie & MIT Press Paris, Camb. Mass. 1948, 
2nd revised ed. 1961. ISBN 978-0-262-73009-9 
341 Plato, The philosophy of government, Book VI 
342 Norbert Wiener, "The Machine Age", The New York Times 1949 
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Reversible vs Non Reversible 

 
Analog (continuous) vs Digital Signs (discontinuous) 

 
Marvin Minsky identifies in “Words, Sentences and Meanings”343 various relationships between computation 
and linguistics through Noam Chomsky grammar in “encoding” meaning. Minsky in developing neural 
theories of computational processing and steps towards344 Artificial Intelligence345 also identifies the limits of 
language in terms of the brain construction of knowledge, a theory that bypasses language and that for us is 
problematic, since we understand representation through language and therefore cognition is only possible 
through a medium and a system of representation. Minsky discussed generative grammar, or the possibility 
for grammar to produce words or linguistic signification. 
 

 
Operant reinforcement model. Predictions and expectations. Minsky 1960 

 
 
Minsky also refers to Fillmore (1968) and Celce-Murcia346 (1972) in correlating structures with frames and 
gives us a warning about Deep Structure, the methodology we have been using: “we must not assume that 
the transient semantic structure built during the syntactic analysis (what language theorists today call the 
"deep structure" of a sentence) is identical with the larger (and "deeper") structure built up incrementally as 
each fragment of a coherent linguistic communication operates upon it!”. In contrasts Minsky also refers to 
Language Translation347, for us a problem, and for him also an issue to identify in terms of meaning 
structured by language. Minsky goes on to deal with semantics recognition by machine understanding and 
processing and to identify a syntactic structure that may deal with meaning relative to information 
processing to propose using “Frames in Heuristic Search” the problems we are dealing with today with 

 
343 Minsky, Marvin “A Framework for Representing Knowledge”, MIT-AI Laboratory Memo 306, June, 1974. 
344 Minsky, Marvin “Steps Towards Artificial Intelligence”, Dept. of Mathematics, Research Lab of Electronics, MIT 1960. 
345 Minsky M. and Papert S., "Progress Report on Artificial Intelligence," AI Memo 252, MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Cambridge, 
Mass., Jan. 1972 
346 Celce-Murcia, M. Paradigms for Sentence Recognition, UCLA Dept. of Linguistics, 1972 
347 Wilks, Y.An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Machine Translation, in Schank and Colby, 1973 
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Machine Learning and semantic segmentation later discussed in this thesis. Form and content had also been 
discussed in previous writings348.  

 
Tracking the image of a cube through neural nets, Marvin Minsky 1974 after Guzman349 (1967) and Winston (1970). 

 
Minsky’s artificial intelligence classifiers problems through semantics, meaning and platforms for knowledge. For a while since late 1990s AI 
have been dismissed until around 2010 when computer power through GPU started accelerating back the relationship between image 
recognition, data science in neural nets and classifiers through tensorflow.  
 

The relationship between signs and signifiers and signifier and signified becomes also problematic in 
computational languages representing space and visual work. Conrad Fiedler’s On Judging Works of Visual 
Art350, defines an area of cognition and validation independent from mathematics and language, intrinsic to 
the wok of art that needs not only to have its own systems of reference and validation, but that is also 
essential for cognitive advancement, placing visual arts as an essential education in society from early ages, 
defining the basics for art education.  
 
“Although the conceptual structures of these representations (mathematical calculations, measurements of 
natural proportions) require logical, scientific exactness, they do not require a “visual whole”, a logic in the 
pictorial construction of the creative configuration, nor, consequently, an artistic form. Such pictorial works 
have their origin as well as their purpose in conceptual thinking” Henry Schaefer-Simmer Introduction to 
Conrad Fiedler’s book. Fiedler refers to artistic autonomy, to visual logic and  to aesthetic appreciation as 
validation. 
 
“What art creates is no second world alongside the other world which has an existence without art; what art 
creates is the world, made by and for the artistic consciousness. […] Art does not start from abstract 
thought in order to arrive at forms; rather, it climbs up from the formless to the formed, and in this process 
is found its entire mental meaning.” Fiedler as continues to quote Dürer “The art of painting cannot be well 
judged except by those who are themselves good painters; but truly, for other persons, it is concealed as a 
foreign language is hidden from you”. 
 
Minsky also identifies Frames as Paradigms and also identifies that a purely logical approach to information 
processing will not be complete (“Criticism of the Logistic Approach) identifying the limits of current 
mathematics and formal logic (“propositions: embody specific information and syllogisms: general laws of 

 
348 Minsky, M., “Form and Content in Computer Science”, J.A.C.M., Jan 1972 
349 Guzman  A. Some Aspects of pattern recognition by Computer, MS Thesis, MIT, Feb. 1967 
350 Fiedler, Conrad On Judging Works of Visual Art, University of California Press, Berkley and Los Angeles, 1949 [trans. Henry Schaefer-
Simmern and Fulmer Mood] 
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proper inference”) for consistency and completeness “(1) Complete–"All true statements can be proven"; 
and (2) Consistent–"No false statements can be proven."”  

 
Minsky Global Space Frame (GSF) 1974 proposes a 3D object frames that map directly into space locations.  
 

PROPOSITIONS 
+ 

SYLLOGISMS 
 

 
Gregory Bateson translated issues of cybernetics and information theory to the social sciences through 
ecology351 from linguistics and using ideas from feedback systems, such as the self-regulating thermostat, 
and other ideas to motion in different aspects of the social relationships. Bateson also helped defined issues 
of information theory and complexity applied to social sciences. An interesting notion in cybernetics is the 
Second Order cybernetics, or meta-cybernetics known as cybernetics of cybernetics352 as self referentiality 
and self-organization of complex systems through feedback loop. This notion is compatible with self editing 
algorithms in Artificial Intelligence through optimization and recurring self editing, although this notion 
through linguistics was also critiqued when not performative.  
 

 
First and Second Order Cybernetics, by Bateson and Mead353 Mark Côté, Redrawn Wikipedia commons 

 
Cybernetics of Cybernetics = Self-Referential Cybernetics 

 
John R. Pierce referred to information theory instead of communication (mathematical) theory by Shannon 
when relating in a pre-digital era, Symbols, Signals and Noise354 (as a defacto problem in communication 
theory through a channel, later eliminated by digital encoding). Pierce identifies that we do not have a 
complete grammar for any natural language, and that “formal grammar has been proved powerful in 

 
351 Bateson, G. Mind and Nature: A Necessary Unity, Hampton Press (2002) [First published 1979]. ISBN 9781572734340. 
352 Mead, Margaret. "The Cybernetics of Cybernetics." In Purposive Systems, edited by Heinz von Foerster, John D. White, Larry J. Peterson 
and John K. Russell, 1-11. New York, NY: Spartan Books, 1968. 
353 Bateson, Gregory and Mead, Margaret “Interview” CoEvolution Quarterly, June 1973. 
354 Pierce, John R. Symbols, Signals and Noise, The Dover Edition, Second Revised Edition, 1980 [orig. 1961] 
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computer languages” and in reference to Chomsky355. Pierce relates the notion of motion (Aristotle 
(magniture, affection, place) to Newton’s universal law of gravitation (force, mass, velocity, atttraction) in 
terms of attraction of particles to Laplace as the universe as an explicable machine. Pierce notes in science 
the indifference to language as a medium to address reality. Continues to reference network theory in 
electrical theory as circuits or networks and the transferring of electrical conduits through channels such as 
wire, copper, magnetic cores) and in relation to communication structures from idealized electrical systems, 
eg. Relating information theory to electrical communication, correlating signals with current and time in 
conveying-communicating a message. In tension with such idealization refers to thermodynamics and 
entropy in relation to statistical mechanics and as a measurement of reversibility (no entropy change, the 
process is reversible) and that the natural physical phenomena processes are non-reversible and applies this 
to information theory in relation to a message possibility.  
 

  
Signals, in relation to electrical current and time. Encoding signals in binary bits of information  

 
Communication = Information 

Information Theory = Mathematical Theory 
Information = Electrical Communication 

 

 
Message grammar prediction based on statistic probability word use diagram-machine by Pierce 

 
Pierce distinguishes information from knowledge and rather assigns the resolution of uncertainty to 
information theory and analyzes means to communicate messages through signals, channels, signal decoding 
and grammar through statistical words prediction. Pierce discusses cybernetics in the work of Marvin 
Minsky and addresses communication theory through statistics for prediction message. 

 
355 Chomsky, N. and Halle, M. The Sound Pattern of English, Harper and Row, 1968  
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According to von Bayer356, information theory bridges all forms of knowledge through binary translation 
(von Bayer H.C. 2003). Information theory investigates this form of communication through mathematics. 
Computer interfaces calculate, organize and transfer sets of data that communicate a message that translated 
through interfaces conveys information. A bit is the minimum unit of data signal. Signs organized through 
code sequences represent the content, message, or information.  Even if a code may change the signal 
remains the same, as the relational logic of the code acquires importance and relevance over the binary sign. 
Architecture form, and therefore architectural space, is standardized, homogenized and parameterized 
through information processing.  As a result of the possibilities of information technologies, architecture is 
now an integrated informed organic system: a responsive interface that organizes information forming 
spaces-environments.  
 
Computational logic differs from visual logic and from linguistics, although computation as a mathematical 
system of communication is based on a linguistic problem through both description, message, encryption 
and communication. In terms of its linguistics, computation references reality through binary signs, a system 
of representation based on a developed linguistics of machine language through electronic compilers to 
assimilate abstract binary information into physical electronic transmission signs through electronic impulse 
limiting bit processing to the bit system of the computer operating system (Microsoft DOS 8 bit, 16 bit, 32 
bit and 64 bit microprocessors).  
 
Visual logic is not alien to linguistics, but a different type of science, description and representation of 
reality. Even if visual systems of representation are based on autonomous formal logic, such as geometrical 
configurations of descriptions of infinite in the case of perspective, they become a system of communication 
and themselves a linguistic problem. Architecture likewise, through its autonomous system of signification, 
formal logic and set of architectural elements that become signs, develops a linguistic system of 
communication that signifies. Meaning evolved beyond simple functional terms, as Alberti is able to 
articulate in Palazzo’s Ruccelai’s column-wall relationship discussed.  
 

 
356 von Bayer, Hans Christian Information, New Language of Science. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press 2003 
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Nicholas Negroponte identified the issues of bits as opposed to atoms in how easy and spread may be for 
information transmittal within the information age, but identifies the actualization of information through 
platforms as an issue to dedicate attention to, including the design of interfaces that sometimes may be a 
challenge and of interest in this thesis is his founding of the MIT Media Lab in 1985. 
 
 

ATOMS – BITS 
 

         
 

Helium atom ground state, Mykhal (talk | contribs). Shannon Bit. Bit manipulation using Java357.  

 
In John Archibald Wheeler’s It From Bit358, BIT is the minimum information unit, and therefore the 
building block of the universe as represent all reality only possible through information representation. This 
questions the unit of nature as well, since even if we are discussing matter as atoms and digital as bits, 
according to Wheeler, the minimum information unit related to actual physical world. Wheeler had worked 
with Eisenstein and also Bohr, relativity and quantum mechanics.  

 
“It from bit. Otherwise put, every it — every particle, every field of force, even the space-time 
continuum itself — derives its function, its meaning, its very existence entirely — even if in some 
contexts indirectly — from the apparatus-elicited answers to yes-or-no questions, binary choices, 
bits.”  
 
“The computer is built on yes-no logic. So, perhaps, is the universe”359 

 
 

357 Ruzicka, Vojtech “Bit Manipulation in Java – Bitwise and Bit Shift operations”, in Programming Blog, 2017 
358 Wheeler, J. A. “A Journey Into Gravity and Spacetime” in W.H. Freeman, Scientific American Library, New York, 1990 
359 Wheeler, John Archibald “It from Bit” Geons, Black Holes & Quantum Foam. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc 1998 
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“Zeilinger shares Wheeler’s hope that “tomorrow we will have learned to understand and express all of 
physics in the language of information.””  

 
Information = Universal Language 

 
 
Von Baeyer360 discusses a genealogy on the relationship between form and information, from the 
epistemology of the word to how we answer what is information. Information is about shaping something 
formless. What is form? In questioning meaning (Form = Plato=eidos = idea or ideal) as an archetype ideal 
but also discusses Aristotle’s problematization of the ideal form of Plato, defining it as a sum of the total 
properties that define things and form as expression of relationships in terms of other things but 
distinguishing from information as not equal as information carries a connotation of activity and movement 
not implicit in form. Von Baeyer quotes Cicero as the verb “inform” to signify giving shape to something, 
forming an idea. “Information, then, refers to imposing, detecting or communicating a form. It connotates 
change. It possesses “informative power”.  
 
 includes declares that  “Information is the transfer of form from one medium to another. IN the context of 
human information-exchange, “communication” is a more descriptive term than transfer, and since form is 
about relationships, we can tentatively define information as the communication of relationships.” 
     

Form = In Form 
Information = transfer of Form from one medium to another 

 
“The code has changed many times in the intervening process, an none of the individual signals, resemble 
their counterparts in other media. At the same time, the kind of energy that was associated with the signal 
also changes with each successive encoding of the music information, but despite this, the pattern, the 
relationship of the magnitudes and positions in time of the individual signals – in short, the form of the 
music- has survived intact throughout. [..] information is the flow of form” [..] “In-Formation – the infusion 
of form – the flow of relationships  - the communication of messages.” [..] “Information deals rather with 
relationships than with things.” 
 
Computation has been initially understood not only as a form of computation of problem solving through 
symbolic calculation and combination as well now as non-symbolic data processing through statistics in 
machine learning, but as universal language through binary signal processing. If mathematics is not a 
discovery of the fundamental laws of nature/physics, but a system of description through symbolic 
representation, then: 

 
Computation=Universal Language 

 
 
Architecture is understood as a visual language of spatial containment.  In this chart a theory of signs in 
Linguistics evolution, from De Saussure to Derrida. Computation is analyzed through the book as a 
linguistic problem as well as architecture understood as language, relating both computation and architecture 
through linguistic communications signs.  
 

 
360 Von Baeyer, Hans Christian Information: the New Language of Science, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 2003 
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COMPUTATION = MATHEMATICS (ARITHMETIC) 
 

Computation = Symbolic Code = Computing Arithmetic (Recursive Mathematics)    
 

COMPUTATION = SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE ARTICULATING MATH 
 

Computation is not replaceable by mathematics, but algorithms are arithmetic mathematical calculations. 
Computation is an expanding field through Computer Science. In mathematics, one could actually, in terms 
of architecture or design, draw anything that is currently explainable by mathematics in any dimension if one 
has the right equation. The problem is that this does not replaces computability, since computation 
articulates various forms of mathematics through calculating them through symbolic codes, making them 
interrelation, dependent, recursive, operational, parallel and other forms of computability. One can add or 
take in a mathematical series of equations to depict any type of configuration, by adding or subtracting 
equations, but this type of way of using mathematics to draw or make architecture is counter to the 
architecture of information in which mathematics is used to implement a degree of computability that would 
make sense and is not replaceable by other conventional types of drawing. By articulating degrees of 
magnitude in mathematical equations one may be able to take an argument across an entire project, 
calculating conditions through an entire field. Parallel processing through meta-algorithms (Machine 
Learning) can propose a means to overcome computation by combining data science and symbolic 
computation in which messages become emergent in relation to feature recognition.  
 
But at the same time, one could do the opposite and draw contingently anything by adding and subtracting 
making the point of calculation unnecessary redundant.  Within these two extremes, an architecture of 
information aims at displacing codes, signals and systems of representation that can compute and automate 
relationships that go beyond the initial parameters and expectations, entering into emergence but also 
displacing the same conditions of origination of the parameters that enable that emergence.  
 
The relationship between computation and architecture, computation as architecture and architecture of 
computation or information can be explored in the above diagram and structured in relation to the lines 
below and the sequence (exclusive of interest to this thesis subject matter): 
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SIG
NAL  
LEV
EL   
 

SIG
NAL 
UNI
T 

 
COMPUTA
TIONAL 
TYPE   

  Hard
ware 

Machi
ne 
Langua
ge 

ASSEM
BLY  
LANGU
AGE    

High 
Level 
Progra
mming 
Languag
e 
PROCED
URAL  
LANGU
AGE       

Dimension
s 

SIGN  Signifier  Operati
ng 
System 

PLATF
ORMS 

INTERFAC
ES    

APPLICA
TIONS     

OBJECT 
ORIENTE
D 
COMPUT
ATION 

MODE
LING 
 

0‐1  BIT        12‐24‐
64‐512 
BIT 
instruc
tion 
Platfor
m 
Depen
dent‐
CPU 

Platfor
m 
Indepe
ndent 
Interme
diate 
 
DVD‐CD 

C, C+, 
C++ C# 
CPytho
n 
Pascal 
Cobol 
JavaScri
pt 
Fortran 
 

                 

0‐1  BIT  ALGEBRAI
C 

SYMB
OLIC 

  12 BIT      1D 
2D 
3D 
4D (4D 
Plot) 
 

Num
eric 
Symb
olic 
Func
tion 
Vect
oria 
 

Math 
equation
s 

Windo
ws‐ 
 
MAC  
 
Linux 

  MathCAD 
MathLAB 
Wolfram 
Mathema
tica 

     

0‐1  BIT  MATHEMA
TIC 

Functi
ons 

        1D 
2D 
3D 
 

Num
eric 
Func
tion 
Vect
oria 

Math 
equation
s 

Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

  MathCAD 
MathLAB 
Wolfram 
Mathema
tica 

     

0‐1  BIT  ALGORITH
MIC 

bifurc
ating 

  Flow 
Diagra
m Y/N 
Loop 

    1D point 
2D nurbs 
line 
3D surface 
4D time 
based 
animaton‐
topology 

Vect
orial 
Alph
a‐
Num
eric 

surface  Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

  Rhinocer
os 3d 

Grassho
pper 

Data 
Object 

Nurbs 
Based 
Model
ling 

BIT        2D nurbs 
based line 
3D 
vectorial 
line 
based‐
shade 
surface 
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Alph
a‐
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line  Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 
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esk 
MAYA 

Autodesk
MAYA‐
Modellin
g 
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ogy 
Based 
Nurbs 
Model
ing 

BIT      JavaScri
pt 
Processi
ng 

2D 
3D 
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a‐
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code  Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

Proces
sing 

       

BIT        2D  Alph
a‐
Num
eric 
Rast
er‐
Pixel 

pixel  Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

Adobe    Photosh
op 

   

BIT  Discre
te 

        3D    voxel  Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

      Data 
Object 
Packages
‐Modular 

 

BIT                             

BIT                             

BIT  Serial‐
Gate 
Based 

  Block 
Chain 

    1D 
2D 
3D 
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Network 
Based 

  Distribut
ed 
netwrok 
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ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

         

BIT  Parall
el 

  ML 
ANN  

    1D 
2D 
3D 
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Convoluti
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  Convolut
ional‐
diverse 
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ws‐
MAC 
Linux 
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  BIT  SIMULATI
ON 

Parall
el 

      Swarm 
Intellige
nce (SI) 

1D 
2D 
3D 
 

  Robotic 
simulati
on unit 

Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

         

0‐1  BIT  CONDITIO
NAL 

Site 
Based 

      Cellular 
Automa
tion 

1D 
2D 
3D 

Cell 
base
d 

cell  mathe
matics 

         

0‐1  BIT  SIMULATI
ON 

Chaoti
c 

        3D  Vect
orial 
flow 

Navier 
stokes 

Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

AutoD
esk 
MAYA 

Autodesk
MAYA‐
Physics 

    Simula
tion 

0‐1  BIT  CLOUD            Multidime
nsional 
Data  

data  data  Windo
ws‐
MAC 
Linux 

  Wolfram 
Alpha 
Amazon 
Cloud 
 

     

0‐1    IMPERATI
VE 

      CD DVD                     

0‐1 
1‐0 

QBI
T 

QUANTU
M 

Quant
um 
Physic
s 
Based 

    IBM 
QCL 
 

QCL 
Quantu
m 
Comput
ation 
Languag
e 
Others 
Silq 
IBM 
QCL 
CQCL 

Quantum 
Dimnesion
s 

  Qbits  IBM 
 

         

 

Linguistics 
Sensorial approach to reality 

Relational by analogy 
Relational thinking 
Abstract thinking 

Symbolic abstract relational thinking 
Language 

Mathematics as Language 
Computation 

Symbolic Computation 
Meta-Structure 

Computing Paradigms 
 

Computational Theory 
Cybernetics 

Abstract Machines 
Universal Computation 

Turing Machine 
Minski Machine 
Undecidability 

Godel Incompleteness Theorems 
Halting Problem 
Lamda Calculus 

Robotic Autonomous Agents 
Computational Robots 

Robotic Systems 
Robotic Materials 

Topology 
Multidimensional Systems 
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Post Canonical System-Computability Theory 
Artificial Intelligence 
Quantum Computing 

 
Computational Paradigms 

Mainframe Computing 
Imperative Computing 
Centralized Computing 

Distributed-Network/Grid Computing 
ANN 
ML 
SI 

Parallel Computing 
Cloud-Internet / Internet of Things Computing 

Molecular Computing 
Bio Computing 

Quantum Computing 
 
 

Computational Structures 
Centralized Computing 

Distributed-Network/Grid Computing 
Parallel Computing 

Quantum Computing 
 

Computational Types 
Algorithmic Computation 

Discrete Computation 
Continuous Computation 
Conditional Computation 
Stochastic Computation 

Simulation Based Computation 
 

Computational Dimensions 
Point Base-Object Oriented Computation 

Linear Computation 
Bifurcating Computation 

Bidimensional Computation 
Three-Dimensional Computation 

Multidimensional Data System 
Multidimensional Scaling computation 

Multidimensional System 
 
 

Computer Languages in Relation to Architecture 
Pascal 

Cobol (imperative, procedural, object oriented language) 
C, C+, C++, C# 
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Python (interpreted, high level, structured, object oriented, functional pseudo language,) 
JavaScript 
Assembly 

 
Computational Systems in relation to Representation in Architecture: 

Algebra as Computation 
Algorithms 

Geometric Algorithms 
Human figuration-subdivision surfaces topology 

Projective Geometry-Visualization 
Symbolic Abstract Computation 

Boolean Logic 
Dynamic Perspective 

Object dynamics 
Mathematical Communication 

Discrete Computation 
Continuous Computation 

Object Oriented Programming (design around data-objects: no function, no logic) 
OOP: Encapsulation, Abstraction, Inheritance, Polymorphism) 
Functional Programming (functions, logic, Lambda Calculus) 

Procedural Computation 
Evolutionary Computation 

Self Replication 
Simulation of Behavior 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Cellular Automation 

Lambda Calculus 
Parametric Equations, Parametric Plot 

Site Based Computation 
Topology-Based Optimization 

Swarm Computation 
Computer Vision 
Machine Learning 

Artificial Neural Networks 
AI 

 
SketchPAD 

 

   
1963 Ivan Sutherland 
 

Mesh 
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Tween (animation)  

 

 
Ed Catmull Point Cloud 3d Scanning-Mesh. Tween tool 1974 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs361  
 
 

 
The first differentiation one may have to do to understand computation as a form of universal language is 
the controversy around whether Mathematics (Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry) is a universal 
non-anthropocentric discovery of natural scientific laws that govern the universe, or if Mathematics is the 
most abstract linguistic system of representation that humans were able to develop. This may be related or 
understood from the various mathematical problems, resolved and unresolved or the contradictions 
discovered in Mathematics as a discipline, such as Gödel’s Undecidibility362363 later discussed in relation to 
Pascal and Leibniz. Gödel “notorious paragraph”364 in Wittgenstein Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus365 can 
reference a continuity through opposition and evolution on the relationship between language and 

 
361 Wirth, Niklaus Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs, 1976 (Oberon 2004) 
362 Gödel, K. "Über Formal Unentscheidbare Sätze der Principia Mathematica und Verwandter Systeme, I." Monatshefte für Math. u. Physik, 1931. 
363 Gödel, K. On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica and Related Systems, Dover, New York 1992. 
364 Timm Lampert ”Wittgenstein’s “notorious paragraph” about the Gödel Theorem. Timm Lampert. Date: XML TEI markup by WAB (Rune J. 
Falch, Heinz W. Krüger, Alois Pichler, Deirdre C.P. Smith) 2011-13. Last change 18.12.2013. This page is made available under the Creative Commons General 
Public License "Attribution, Non-Commercial, Share-Alike", version 3.0 (CCPL BY-NC-SA) 
365 Wittgenstein L. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, in  W. Ostwald's Annalen der Naturphilosophie, Austria 1921 
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mathematics and how computation emerged from the aim of creating a system to rule out ambiguity in logic 
and through mathematically validated signs. 
 
In 1972 Bateson 366 published the concept of the thermostat as an interactive self-balancing feedback based 
automated learning mechanism from thermodynamics. This concept of communication based on feedback 
could be applied to the logic of how groups create roles by interaction, family therapy in psychology based 
on interaction and feedback, corelating internal psychology with group theory and context, concepts applied 
to other disciplines such as interdisciplinary collaborations, the logic of environments, and how to intervene, 
and others cases.  
 
 

Pixel 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

   

 
 

366 Bateson, G. The Logical Categories of Learning and Communication, in Steps to an Ecology of Mind, 2nd ed.; University of Chicago Press: 
Chicago, IL, USA, 2000 [orig. 1972]. 
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Photoshop Pixel Signifier and resolution optimization. 124144695-pixel-screen-background-vector-noise-signal-lcd-pixel-screen-broken-view-
error-video-digital-design. Photoshop dynamic filters. Photoshop color filter applied to satellite image sensing heat and formalizing 
sedimentation dynamics in the Mississippi Delta367 
 

NURBS Curves 

 
Splines were originally the wood longitudinal pieces used by boat builders to create curves (or splinters) by weights and anchors. 1950 Pierre 
Bezier developed the non uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) as a polynomial formula which was used in AutoCAD. Sam Derbyshire at 
the English-language Wikipedia Animation depicting the construction of a Bézier curve from six points. Selfmade with MuPad. 368 
 

NURBS Surfaces 

 
 

Nurbs Based Surfaces were dominant signifiers during the 1990s while being defined, measured and indexed by plot Cartesian space.  
 

Arguably the digital architecture of the 1990’s has been indexed by Nurbs based surfaces.  
 

 
A clustered fragmented surface as tiles dynamically and parametrically interrelated through attractors 
 

Nurbs = Morphing through Topology 
 

 
367 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. Analog and Digital Strategies Between Interfaces, Self Published Manual, 2006 
368 Mortenson, Michael E. Mathematics for Computer Graphics Applications, Industrial Press Inc, 1999 
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Morphing between Nurbs surfaces 
 
 

 
 

Voxel 
 

     
 

Voxel Geometry369 Conversion of updated information in the form of voxel geometry: (a) capturing many voxels with different material 
parameters values; (b) B-Rep geometry. Vossman; M. W. Toews - Own work. Illustration of a voxel grid containing color values Modellhafte 
Veranschaulichung des Voxelgitters einer de:Volumengrafik. --Thetawave 21:08, 23. Dez 2005 (CET). from Wikipedia commons.  
 

Voxel Modelling has been presenting new challenges in computational design through reduction and 
discrete computation. Separating in 3d packages of information for fast processing, from videogaming 
industry to now architecture and urbanism, later discussed in the thesis. Voxel are also used in 3d scanning 
for down sampling data reducing computational resources.  
 

Marching Cubes = Point Reconstructed Surfaces 
 

Translation Data Reconstruction 
 

 
 

369 Felix Hegemann, Puviyarrasan Manickam, Karlheinz Lehner, Christian Koch "A Hybrid Ground Data Model for Interacting Simulations in 
Mechanized Tunneling" November 2013Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering 27(6) DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CP.1943-5487.0000291 
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“The algorithm determines how the surface intersects this cube, then moves (or marchs) to the next cube. To 
find the surface intersection in a cube, we assign a one to a cube’s vertex if the data value at that vertex 
exceeds (or equals) the value of the surface we are constructing. These vertices are inside (or on) the surface. 
Cube vertices with values below the surface receive a zero and are outside the surface. The surface intersects 
those cube edges where one vertex is outside the surface (one) and the other is inside the surface (zero). 
With this assumption, we determine the topology of the surface within a cube, finding the location of the 
intersection later.” 370 

 
 

 VR – EXPANDED REALITY – EXPANDED SIGNIFIERS 
 

Virtual reality has its own sign in computation, which is that the scenes are rendered before hand and are 
not rendered frame by frame but are already baked in relation to certain lighting configuration and materials 
which interact with new conditions in the simulation. This in combination with background architecture 
baked and geoposition tracking, motion control and motion sensors of the avatar-user, creates an immersive 
interactive virtual environment through simulation. The different types of virtual reality are virtual reality 
can be augmented reality, mixed reality and cyberspace through networked interactivity as well as simulated 
reality.  
 

SIMULATION NAVIER STOKES = SIGN 
 

 
Simulation through Navier-Stokes equations 

The new dynamic non linear sign of Navier-Stokes fluid simulation, displaced architecture space to the 
environment through managing energy flows. Simulation is in itself a means to address the determination of 
computational thinking by simulating conditions and environments based on equations and variables that 
become unique and that therefore cannot be computed in advance unless the simulation is run.  
 

DATA MINING 
 

 
370 William E. Lorensen, Harvey E. Cline, Marching cubes: A high resolution 3D surface construction algorithm, SIGGRAPH '87: Proceedings 
of the 14th annual conference on Computer graphics and interactive techniquesAugust 1987 Pages 163–
169https://doi.org/10.1145/37401.37422 
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LiDAR or remote sensing through laser 3d scanning developing point-clouds, is a technique for survey that 
was developed back in 1960s371. We started working in 2012 with 3d scanning LiDAR technology for a 
Venice Biennale Proposal at the Cooper Union exploring the possibilities of navigating virtually through 
point clouds rendered visible performing at true color values and through Big Data at 10M points, 
expanding the possibilities of space-time interaction and a new form of indexical realism. This technology 
available for decades, had started to transform the way of understanding architecture representation, which 
in the 1990s was indexed through surfaces and that from around 2010 started being indexed thanks to some 
of our incursions by points, therefore augmenting the scale of observation from volumes in the early times, 
to surfaces in the 1990s to lines in the early 2000s to points in 2010. This dimensional expansion to work 
with the minimal digital signifier available, therefore both increasing observable scale and expanding one 
dimension in architecture. Before this time, GPU were not as advanced so large point clouds were difficult 
to manage in regular computers.  
 
We started working in 2012 with 3d scanning LiDAR technology for a Venice Biennale Proposal at the 
Cooper Union exploring the possibilities of navigating virtually through point clouds rendered visible 
performing at true color values and through Big Data at 10M points, expanding the possibilities of space-
time interaction and a new form of augmented in scale and real indexical realism, creating a new architecture 
signifier through representation. In 2013 Marco Canciari did a 3d scan of Borromini’s San Carlo to analyze 
the difference between the floor plan analyzed geometry and the actual built geometry, focusing on the 
differences between the floor plan as idealized projection and the build dome as a non-abstract physically 
determined construction-based geometry. Several 3d Big Data scans of baroque churches were done by 
Andrew Saunders assisted by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Mario Graziano Valenti in Rome in 2015.  Andrew 
Saunders’ book Baroque Topologies372 develops a series of 3D LiDAR remote sensing 3D scanning to 
strange the normal way of understanding Baroque Buildings, including inverting the solid-void relationship 
and studying space as a positive object, following Moretti’s casted spaces techniques373.  
 
Data acquisition is the first step towards surveying the world through computation, by identifying data and 
transforming it into useful information. The data acquisition mechanism already proposes a digital signifier. 
 

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 
3d Scanning-Photogrammetry  

Laser 3d Scanning 
 

Sign=Point; Point Cloud LiDAR 
 

 
371 Edl, Milan; Mizerák, Marek; Trojan, Jozef “3d Laser Scanners: History And Applications”, in International Scientific Journal about Simulation, 
Volum 4, 2018 pag.1-5 ISSN 1339-9640 
372 Saunders, A. Baroque Topologies, Palombi Editori, 2018 
373 Moretti, Luigi, “Forma come struttura”, Spazio, June-July, 1957. 
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Even though point clouds have been in computer representation for a while, and since Catmull’s hand 
scanning, optimization and mesh representation, nowadays due to the facility of 3d Scanning, 
Photogrammetry, Laser Scanning, as new forms of fast survey, including machine vision for self driving 
cars, Point Clouds have been presenting the new sign for architecture and urbanism representation. As 
discussed, a new form of signifier that addresses the world through points in XYZ coordinates and RGB 
values. This technology for surveying reality inverts as discussed in the article from Perspective to Big Data 
how to address design, through reverse engineering reality through scanning as is happening in several 
disciplines such as the movie industry with character animation.  
 
Each survey, scanning, LiDAR, any measurement of reality carries a digital signifier and therefore a 
origination parameter for any project.  

 
MACHINE LEARNING =DATA INPUT + INFORMATION FLOW – FEEDBACK 

NON DETERMINISTIC COMPUTATION 
 

Machine Learning, activating Artificial Intelligence through Cybernetics, presents a critique of the 
Computational Thinking diagram by Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) previously discussed, or 
computational thinking in terms of pattern recognition, anticipating a problem, creating a form of 
abstraction through algorithms and then decomposing reality back again to start over the process, 
optimizing the sequence recursively. Machine Learning proposes a way of developing software not by 
anticipating the problem to solve, but through statistics identifying pattern recognition in the data and 
letting the machine develop pattern recognition through feature recognition in non supervised learning and 
being able to resolve a problem identified in relation to the data feed in the system, therefore Learning 
through use of data and data flow. Machine Learning therefore critiques (partially) media determinism in 
which the problem is anticipated by the programmer in the form of the program/software that is pre-
designed to address a range of issues to resolve. Software and tools anticipate issues and expand programs in 
software and interfaces to address them, but this form of structuralist anticipation distorts reality to 
accommodate to the ideology implicit in the program or software. Machine Learning is supposed to be able 
to critique the typical computational thinking cycle in which programmers anticipate a form of reality 
through abstraction representation in algorithms. Machine Learning therefore in itself presents as a form of 
non deterministic approach to data and computation. The problem resides in media determinism since stil in 
the form of parallel processing one would still have a structure before the problem being fed. Equally the 
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data fed is also a form of pre condition. But this type of parallel processing and algorithms of algorithms 
aiming is aimed at critiquing determinism although it still needs to deal with the structure-form of 
information feed to be able to create a polymorphic emergent form of information processing in which the 
form of the structure would fluctuate in relation to the specificity of the question to be addressed or the 
problem identified and to be resolved.  goes in parallel to simulation as site based computation. Simulation 
aims at addressing through statistics and flow means to overcome determination, and several examples of 
computational simulation are discussed in the thesis. Site based computation such as Cellular Automation is 
another type of computation discussed in the text since it offers means to create sites that themselves 
become strata in which the relationships change based on generations.  
 
Data is analyzed through different methods, such as unsupervised learning, supervised learning, clustering, 
anomaly detection and others. Machine learning borrowed from statistics for prediction models based on 
data set and big data input, to develop statistical models and approximate them through quantitative 
methods for approximation and prediction models. Machine learning is activated to perform a task in which 
the computer system has not been programmed for by entering large amounts of data and by training the 
data set.   

  
REGRESSION REDUCTION=SIGN TO SIGN AS SIMBOLIC MEANING 

 
In linguistic terms, the reduction of data dimensionality for meaning extraction/feature purposes, proposes 
already a dimensional reduction that through curve fitting regression proposes problems in terms of 
translation, from the original signifier to the new signifier by way of reduction. In statistics features are given 
a numeric value associated with a certain characteristic that as a feature (quality) is translated into a numeric 
(quantitative) value, with all the associated problems that this exchange of sign as translation produces. In 
this translation the original sign is translated to a new decoded reduced sign to address a value system that is 
in function of the statist method implemented to regress through curve fitting similarities across different 
images or data to co-relate them by association.  

 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETOWRKS  

 
FEEDBACK SIGNAL = SIGN OPTIMIZATION 

 
Through initially designed cybernetics signal transfer, and feedback initially aiming to process data following 
neural activity, Artificial Neural Networks do follow neural activity but in artificial means, and not 
necessarily following the natural synapsis of neural brain activity. Cybernetics theory is based on information 
flow and feedback for progressive optimization in decision trees (bifurcation).   
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ANN by Glosser.ca. Hidden layer as deep learning. 
 

SUPERVISED LEARNING  = SEMANTIC BASED SIGNIFIER 
 

NON SUPERVISED LEARNING = FEATURE BASED SIGN 
 

 

Input and output signals 
 

DATA FLOW (NO SIGN) + TENSOR COMPUTING (SIMBOLIC SIGN) =  
GAN (GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS) 

 
Digital Signifiers, AI through Artificial Neural Networks, Data Flow and Machine Learning through tensor 
computing weighing through symbolic computation can develop adversarial networks such as GAN 
(Generative Adversarial Networks). GAN combines data science (dataflow) and computer science (symbolic 
computation) through tensor computing weighting, articulating data flow through statistical approximation 
with feature extraction and optimization.  
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GAN diagram and GAN trained by updating the discriminative distribution.374 

 
ANN = MULTIDIMENIONAL PARALLEL PROCESSING 

 
CNN = CONVOLUTED MATHEMATICAL SIGNS MERGED 

 
MUTIPLICITY INTERFACES THROUGH PARALLEL PROCESSING 

 
Sign=Signifier 

AI semiotics, syntax = formal logic 
 

Semantics = narrative 
 

 
Neural Networks chart Fjodor van Veen 2016375 CNN Convolutional Neural Network for Feature Extraction NN Architecture Leon Eyrich 
Jesson 

 
SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION = SIGNIFIER BEFORE SIGN 

 
Semantic segmentation presents in relation to the grammar sequence and interesting inversion and in 
relation to our proposal in implementing Data Science in relation to Computer Science. This inversion as 
discussed has been informing sciences, more relying on data than on complex algorithms. Reality is being 
understood differently through survey 3d scanning implementing LiDAR technology. In the sequence of 
linguistics relative to computation, mathematics and architecture, one could argue that semantic 
segmentation, the interpretation of categorical objects from small pieces of raw data without message 
(information) comprehending only on XYZ location and RGB value present and interesting inversion in the 
theory of signs all the way from Data Science through survey to statistics to linguistics in an inverse 
trajectory that, cannot simply be reversible. In this respect the emergence of semantics by retrieving through 
image repositories trained to recognize conventional objects through categories (tagged categories in 
supervised machine learning) or through feature recognition (non supervised machine learning 

 
374 Goodfellow, Ian; Pouget-Abadie, Jean; Mirza, Mehdi; Xu, Bing; Warde-Farley, David; Ozair, Sherjil; Courville, Aaron; Bengio, Yoshua 
“Generative Adversarial Nets”, Proceedings of the International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2014). pp. 2672–
2680. 2014. 
375 Saha, Sumit “A Comprehensive Guide to Convolutional Neural Networks”, 2018 
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implementing mathematical convolutional neural networks) present a challenge and define the character of 
the thesis-argumentation, since this reversal necessarily presents both the critique to computer science and 
data science from a linguistic disciplinary cultural position that cannot be feasible through the technology. In 
other words, semantic segmentation is both necessary for LiDAR navigation but also the problem in itself 
for architecture, since the semantic reading based on repositories or features is based on reinforcing 
machine learning trough conventions, placing architecture at a dichotomy in automation: either accentuating 
conventions to learn or deriving away from conventions for architecture linguistic innovation. In this sense, 
the sintax (disorganized due to point by point in space) is before speech (the message) and the medium is 
reconstructing a message from existing structured data (perspectival LiDAR) that has no meaning unless is 
interpreted (diversified detailed data). Architecture has historically been about displacing conventions in the 
definition of architectural elements. Semantic recognition sediments such conventions structuring them 
further. For architecture to be able to scan reality as a form of survey and go beyond reality should be able 
to deconstruct the set of meanings implicit in the message.  
 
The data mining machine learning mechanism through LiDAR survey would scan reality (constructed 
world), turn these scanned data into apparently disorganized and meaningless point clouds (data atomized) 
and reconstruct semantics by applying conventional repositories (tagged or feature recognition).  
 

Sign = LiDAR Point Cloud = Signifier 
 

Sign = Point (XYZ RGB) = Information 
  

 Vs 
 

Signified (the semantic meaning object) = Structure Data into conventional Message (bypassing 
information) 

 

 
 

Semantic Segmentation Reading Classification = Signified  
 

Signified = Conventionalization of Linguistic Sign 
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Signified = Message 

 
By applying semantics bypassing information, computer scientists are bypassing Derrida’s critique of De 
Saussure’s equation (sign = signifier/signified) for (sign=signifiers). A semantic reading of data bypassing 
information to produce a meaningful message in conventional terms would therefore project all the 
problems of culture, bypassing cultural criticism and activating a form of social convention impossible to be 
addressed from architecture as a discipline. This problematic image segmentation would also bypass the 
criticism of media determinism by pairing the signified to a message without acknowledging the interfaces and 
language as a set of signs that induce signifiers, therefore bypassing theory of signs. 
 

Therefore these sequence makes explicit one of the main implicit arguments in this exploration of this thesis: that 
computation cannot be operative as it claims, it cannot translate among interfaces from abstract data to meaningful 
messages, or in general replace all meaning as a universal language, without a form of disciplinary discourse linguistic 
criticism of the culture is structuring, translating and activating through computational languages and translating into 
binary codes.  

 
The apparently atomized data could have formal meaning (information) independently from a semantic 
reading projecting problematic conventions, cultural structures, politics, and values as a form of validation 
for meaning recognition. In this architecture of information, the dealing with the point cloud independently 
from conventional readings is ultimately important since otherwise, the new relationships emergent from the 
data collection scan would become conventionalized to adapt to current means of speech and would 
sediment and hide the emergent new possible readings of such information. Meaningful relational 
information would be conventionalized into semantic translation through semantic image recognition, 
reconstructing a problematic reality based on conventionalizing the structures that we would like to 
deconstruct, critique and displace.  
 
Therefore semantic segmentation would actually structure back problematic conventions rather than 
allowing for new syntax and messages to emerge. 3d scanning though LiDAR is a technology based on data 
science that wants to be released away from semantics and that the information emergent would reveal 
something rather emergent that would teach us something new we did not know about it. The 
domestication of data through problematic semantic segmentation is equal to automated writing, unless one 
is able to deconstruct and construct simultaneously the set of originations sedimented in cultural values.  
 

CRYPTO-LOGIC AS NEW ENCODING SIGNS 
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Cryptography diagram. Visual cryptography: schematic for image hiding process376.  

 
 

Symbolic computation and digital signifiers and their displacement through cryptology and cryptography. 
Encryption and decryption towards new boundaries in computation. Sign as encoding-decoder and towards 
new types and new signs in computation.  
 

CROWSOURCED VALIDATED SIGN = BLOCK CHAIN 
 

 
2-bit cipher, Block Kojo256 wikipedia commons. Cipher Block Chaining (CDC) mode encryption, White Timberwolf, WC 2013 

 
 

In fabrication through 3d printing, CNC, robotic arms, etc, the actual physical mechanical part develops 
analog movements that are informed through digital information systems, translating between digital models 
and analog mechanical movements. The change in signal as a signifier has not been accounted for, rather 
dealt with informally through simulating the differential between the desired form (digital abstract design) 
and the actual real physical form result of the mechanical robotic construction system through material 
deposition (3d printing) in which the real physical model varies accommodating deformations between the 
ideal digital and the real analog by simulating differentials due to environmental fabrication conditionants, 
gravity, CAM movement, etc.  This issue presents a paradigm change between the digital and the analog in 
computation, making it necessary to accumulate the experience with analog computation and retrieving it 
back with digital models fabrication.  
 

New Signifier 
Discrete and Continuous Signs  

Simulations, Actualizations between signal change 
Digital Computation + Analog Computation 

  

 
376 Zhenfei Li, Guoyan Dong, Dongyu Yang, Guilin Li, Shiyi Shi, Ke Bi, and Ji Zhou “Efficient dielectric metasurface hologram for visual-
cryptographic image hiding”, in OSA Publishing, Volume 27 Issue 14, 2019 (Optics and Photonics Journal) 
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DIGITAL SIGN TO ANALOG SIGN = “digital” Fabrication CAM 
 
 
 
 
 

NON BINARY SIGN = QUBIT 
 

QuBit Sign = New System of Representation 
 

 
Hunhani, Quantum Computer & Blockchain Security] Chapter 4. Quantum Information Processing using Qubits, from 
https://steemit.com/writing/@hunhani/quantum-computer-and-blockchain-security-chapter-4-quantum-information-processing-using-qubits. 

       
 
 
 
      
 

Bloch Sphere representation of a Qbit.  Glosser.ca from Wikipedia Commons “Bloch sphere; a geometrical representation of a two-level 
quantum system. Rendered with Asymptote.” 
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Quantum Computing QUBIT by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa through Wolfram Mathematica notebook processing platform. 
 

In Quantum computing, the sign is continuous and no longer binary 1-0 but ranges defined as in a quantum 
QUBIT  from 0-1 | 1-0 and the signifiers are already emerging as unstable units of subject dependent 
measurement, acknowledging in discussions below the power of the system of representation, measurement 
and validation as signifier and empowerment by literally transforming reality. Quantum computing is photon 
based instead of electronic based through a chip in conventional current computers. Quantum instead of 
electrical signals, conducts information through photons active in a beam of light, therefore a mathematical 
communication theory that transitions from a previous electrical paradigm to a light paradigm, a different 
sign and therefore a different signifier since quantum proposes a different means to measure, describe and 
process information in understanding reality differently all together since two simultaneous opposite states 
are valid.  
 

Quantum Machine Learning = Parallel Photon Signals 
 

Hans(z) Moravec377 in his book Mind Children…addresses various means for critiquing determination in 
computation. Moravec refers to non deterministic computation in reference to Cellular Automation and also 
in reference to Quantum Computing.  Moravec anticipates Quantum Computing as a form of non 
deterministic computation, by literally addressing the Vehicle Routing Problem through parallel 
simultaneous processing thanks to Quantum computing back in 1988. Quantum Machine Learning creates 
the possibility for parallel processing to compute multiple states in parallel correlational simultaneously. For 
urbanism, quantum computing means, for instance in relation to the discussed vehicle routing problem 

 
377 Moravec, Hans Mind Children. The Future of Robot, and Human Intelligence, Harvard University Press, Boston, 1988 
[1990] 
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(VRP) the possibility to compute multiple urban routes through different waypoints, simultaneously parallel 
correlational, addressing the vehicle routing problem, not through evolutionary optimization, but through 
multiple parallel possible states or computational simulations running simultaneously to each other and in 
codependency correlational with each other, expanding exponentially times each parallel simultaneous 
calculation.  
 
For computational fluid dynamics it means that one will be able to compute multiple factors and multiple 
simulation fields and contingencies simultaneously in parallel correlational multidimensional processing 
systems, addressing a different type of real time architecture design, perhaps even addressing though site 
based computation, variability of multiple conflicting external conditions in confluence with internal 
evolutionary states. 
 
The argument is to disclose and critique the dissociation of architecture history and theory from the 
revolutions that describe reality in other disciplines such as mathematics and physics as well as experimental 
computer science and data science but without loosing focus of the cultural unique project of architecture as 
a discipline. In mathematics and physics the early Twentieth century problems of quantum physics are being 
actualized in physics and computation today while architecture is fixed in even older notions of space as 
Cartesian coordinate systems and inert materials. In architecture we are still within a perspectival visual logic 
more than 500 years old (1400), at a critique of the perspectival cone effect by Palladio and later through 
axonometric projection focusing on the formal object instead as subject-object relationships activated a 
mechanical reference in the 1800s, but still architecture relies on a fixed three-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinate reference system (1600), and a linear notion of time. Moreover the perception of the discipline is 
problematic in its own terms in which a linear historical notion of architecture and theories of architecture 
based on conventional references. In mathematics, in physics, in computation, in art, the visual, formal, 
urban logical systems tied with old conventions of reference that are expired as systems of validation of 
reality and are most 500 years old. Architecture theory should be non-linear, post-colonial and 
multidimensional, not only displacing cultural colonial references but the heavy sedimented apparatus that 
define and stabilize the discipline against the revolutions that occur on other disciplines. At the same time 
one cannot replace disciplinary knowledge for interdisciplinary knowledge, since would cannot simply 
eliminate the revolutions of architecture by externally based revolutions. One cannot simply replace 
architecture for innovation in geometry, innovation in physics and innovation in mathematics. One would 
be missing the cultural dimension that references architecture as a discipline and conventionalize them by 
exchanging them from the outside. This is what literally is happening with software programmers advancing 
computational systems that architects implement, solidifying conventions in terms of architecture 
representation. In this sense theory should be understood Eisenman’s claim that a canon is a disciplinary 
revolution and not a problem of stability across history. Likewise, Tafuri’s notion of history as a section, can 
become contextual geolocated cultural social moment in time, avoiding the historian continuity as ideology 
out of fragmented or interrelated facts avoiding colonizing cultural structures that define geo-political 
projects.  
 
Quantum computing in terms of signal processing and reality representation can also become active in an 
architecture of information if the non binary non deterministic photon signal processing system can account 
for a real-time representation and processing of a computational parallel processing virtual reality. By means 
of 3d scanning as survey discussed in this thesis one can survey reality real time as a means of Big Data entry 
(repository build up) and real time processing. The real time processing of reality as survey can be done 
through parallel machine vision instruments coordinated real time through Artificial Intelligence, reverse 
inputting real time through various data entry machine vision mechanisms.  
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In addition, this condition of virtual space construction-reconstruction through various means and media 
can be processed real time in parallel by reconstructing a Virtual Reality model in which the user/viewer or 
field of users/viewers may expand real time by their gaze observation the actual retrieval and reconstruction 
processing of the expanded model. Usually, the virtual medium or interface in which spaces and coordinate 
systems are represented and that structure the space of representation are fixed. One could think in 
Quantum Computing that the reference system as well as the environments and plot spaces can become 
non-binary deterministic and that they can become interactive observer dependent. In this sense a VR 
navigation would literally expand real time processing its own plot space as it becomes active through visible 
reality spectrum activating in Virtual Reality Quantum Physics. This form of real time processing can be 
infinite, since the scale of observation at a micron level can be expanded ad infinitum as well as its 
dimensional scales of observation. The avatar-camera subject-viewer can have a processing robotic machine 
that automates real time through Quantum computing the relationship between space and observation 
variable change. The non resolved relationship between macro observation, scale based dimensional 
observation and quantum level observation can be resolved through the application of variable 
mathematical physics scale-dependent and observer-dependent, developing a Quantum Simulation engine 
through parallel processing and observation. The transition scales and dimensions of observation need to be 
resolved and corelated but the combination between dimensions, scales of observations and the 
transforming character of the subject-observer can be now simulated. The dimensional plot-spaces would 
also need to be addressed not only expressing dimensional change and variation, but expanding to higher 
dimensional systems of representation later discussed.  The observer expands by its logic centric world 
observation rules defining its virtual space of representation that is being processed real time. If getting us 
closer to depicting reality, understanding nature means that we can also understand Nature as a form of 
representation in Quantum Physics as a simulated reality, one could think of an AI system that replicates the 
rules of our understanding of reality real time. This notion would activate a simulation of a simulation or a 
higher level of feedback between survey, reading, understanding and plotting depiction observation 
expansion of reality.  
 
 

DESIGN = DE-SIGN 
 

This thesis aims at understanding computational thinking and computational design through the 
deconstructing of digital signs as signifiers, an essential different understanding of design as de-sign by 
opening up architectures of the possible. Through thinking de-sign from linguistics and computation and 
symbolic computation and mathematics, addressing the design of systems of representation as an 
architecture of information. This position is different from understanding architecture design as a form of 
personal expression and aiming for optimized beaty in relation to the conventions of aesthetics of societal 
sedimented cultural conventions, but for the development of a new language and new possibilities of 
expressions as new aesthetics through de-sign by deconstructing design through deconstructing systems of 
representation through the deconstruction of digital signs in computation that work as signifiers to 
architecture.  
 
The tracing of Eisenman in relation to Terragni and Palladio disguising architecture autonomy as a language 
defined by Tafuri, present a lineage following Alberti’s architecture as language. Eisenman’s unmotivation of 
the sign378 presents a methodology in architecture to deconstruct based on Derrida the accumulated 
sedimented linguistic structure of architecture speech in terms of rewriting. Eisenman’s suspended column 

 
378 Eisenman, Peter “The Diagram and the Becoming Unmotivated of the Sign” In Peter Eisenman: Diagram Diaries, United Kingdom, Universe 
Publishing,  1999: 210-215 
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in his Cincinnati’s Aronoff Center for Design and Art building or in House VI present a quotation in 
relation to Alberti’s column as a sign. By displacing architecture’s column from its technological 
determinism of structural function and tectonic, presents architecture as an autonomous language devoided 
of function, meaning, and presents architecture as is, as an intellectual apparatus based on problematizing 
architecture as a language in terms of communication representation. One could argue that this 
postmodernism in representational terms distinguishes Alberti and Eisenman from the rest of architects in 
history, but perhaps placing them in relation to a dimensional aspect of Palladio’s façade architecture as a 
diagram of the building. The unmotivation of the sign of holding the structure of the building presents not 
only an intellectual mind game, but addresses directly architecture as language, artificially separating 
architecture from construction. This unmotivation is presented by Eisenman as a means to secure 
architecture meaning by displacing accumulated conventional meaning.  
 

architecture = grammar  
(against technological determinism) 

 
Sign = becoming unmotivated  

(grammatology) 
 
Eisenman pushed this to a limit in terms of representation already discussed in the form of buildings built as 
models (House II) or architecture models as real buildings (Axonometric Model) in a cardboard architecture 
through houses of cards . The problem is that this idea got perhaps misused in the context of American 
postmodernism, isolating itself from Derrida’s Deconstruction or European post-structuralism, in which 
architecture became rather aligned with Capitalism in which the image of the building becomes the symbolic 
value and defined through media determinism a form of expression of the distortions of an economic 
system in favor of the commercialization of architecture as media through marketing and real estate, a value 
that Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi not only embraced but accelerated in both learning from Las 
Vegas the building as a literal advertising sign, and the architecture of their practice, for instance in their 
billboard building. This notion of architecture as a commercial sign not only placed architecture in relation 
to media, but as a victim of the output of capitalism, or its irrational output consequence. Venturi and 
Brown index through an expanded architecture sign, the building as a marketing media “sign” (American 
literal art) the status quo of a system disoriented by its apparently radical output but that we think, that is 
actually confusing radical revolutionary “vision” with irrational accidental output given by a main stream 
economic logic that was taking more expression defending its advantages in the US during the 1970’s in 
opposition to the political activism and radicalism of the May of 1968 student revolution against oil spills, 
the oil industry supported by the military complex and the pollution outcome by Capitalism.  
 
In the replacement of architecture by computational symbolic form through software and interfaces, 
architecture lost track of its autonomy, its agenda and its political role in culture and society at large, 
becoming either technologically deterministic by replacing architecture Avant Garde by technological 
computational innovation; by activating problems of Capitalism; or by aiming at addressing climate and 
social issues without clarifying its political and cultural role in this intermediation. As discussed, the 
architecture of information aims at activating its political role in relation to representation, commonly 
replaced in computation as performance aiming at disseminating any trace to problems of representation. 
But at the same time in the most performative of computational technologies such as environmental 
simulation there are undisclosed issues of representation and signifiers that enabled for instance architects to 
form space through energy. If understood in a mere deterministic technological dimension, architecture can 
be replaced by a form of technology replacing its history and theories as it happened before with the 
industrial revolution or the high-tech movement. The Modern Movement though offered an intellectual 
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solution to the mere replacing of technology in architecture, through the work of Le Corbusier and Mies 
Van der Rohe already discussed which is simultaneously innovative at a technological level, in terms of 
representation and conscious of architecture linguistic and stylistic problems through expanding architecture 
signs. This notion of problematizing technology and representation in architecture needs to be actualized in 
relation to computation and digital signifiers, to identify both the potential of architecture to be other than 
applied new technologies being easily substituted by these; or to fall into rhetorical problems of 
representation which end up activating, for instance, economic systems or media determinism as it 
happened with postmodernism in the US.  
 
A digital signifier implies the recognition of the relationship between the digital “signal” at the electronic 
communication level and at the coding level (bit) and its enforcement and role in its signification through 
the recognition of the signifier. The digital signifier is the recognition of the autonomy of information 
embedding different from the reversibility of data “visualization” in which the form of identification of the 
sign relative to the signifier is able to produce a form of autonomy that would inherently transform the same 
data is indexing, changing reality. The linear relationship between sign=signifier/signified acquires a 
different dimension and relation through Derrida’s sign=signifier in the use and implementation of data sets 
and multidimensional nested information systems. If one is able to identify the sign in the data acquisition 
level and its latent signifier, one would be activating an architecture of information, in the sense that the 
architecture representation of the data set as a signifier, not only would be based on indexing as an evidence 
of the trace of a problem in physical terms, but also able to recognize its potential latent condition to inform 
the world, therefore producing an empowerment in the form of representation that is no longer reversible 
and that can loop back through feedback to transform the same data that is indexing.  
 

DE-(SIGN) 
 

An example of such empowerment is noticeable in the manipulated data surveys done by politicians, in 
which data collection and information is manipulated from the form of the survey to the representation and 
communication of the survey to create electoral signifiers. Another example is the NFT or non-fungible 
token through blockchain technology unbreakable unique in which the value of the art perhaps depend on 
the recognition of the relationship between the digital sign and as a signifier. 
 
If design works by projecting cultural sedimented values, biases, tendencies, typologies of problems, 
structural constructions, to propose a form of Gestalt expression, or, even to those aware of Gestalt 
problems and avoid such libido projecting temptation, design can be understood rather as de-sign or the 
deconstruction of such primitive intuition cultural sedimented impulse, and rather work at a critical self-
referential level by addressing the systems of signification and signs that produce cultural artifacts and as 
such critique this feedback loop beyond the autonomous parameters that define them. Building up from 
Alberti’s Palazzo Ruccelai’s representation of the Column in relation to the wall379, Peter Eisenman discusses 
in relation to the work of Giuseppe Terragni in reference to Andrea Palladio, what he defined as the 
unmotivation of the self-referential sign380 by displacing references in signs and the state of becoming 
unmotivated of the sign to activate an architecture diagram in Deluze’s terms referencing Bergson’s Creative 
Evolution381.  

 
379 Damish, Hubert “The Column and The Wall” Architectural Design Profile 21:Leonis Baptiste Alberti 49, no. 5-6 (1979): 18-25 
380 Eisenman, Peter “The Diagram and the Becoming Unmotivated of the Sign” In Peter Eisenman: Diagram Diaries, United Kingdom, Universe 
Publishing,  1999: 210-215 
381 Bergson, Henry, Creative Evolution, Planeta Ed. Barcelona, 1981 [orig. 1907] 
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But this project was not yet taken into computation other than Deleuze discussing Bernard Cache’s object - 
objectile in The Fold382 in which there is a precise notion of curvature displacing reference systems expanding 
Difference and Repetition and Leibniz notion of “ambiguous sign” previously discussed. The problem at least in 
the context of this discussion is that Deleuze notion of art from a philosophical discussion of embodied 
logic as matter does not recognize much of the artistic revolutions in the history of art dealing with notions 
of autonomy and leaving behind the picture-window.  
 
According to John Rajchman383, in Deleuze’s Logic of Sense384, “logic acquires a new sense” in which one can 
later expand in Francis Bacon’s The Logic of Sensation385 as matter thinking through strokes in Bacon’s 
paintings revealing an unmotivation of the figuration in relation to emergent forces in the canvas, a form of 
philosophical pragmatism of reification and affect through the reading of Riegl’s artistic volition.  
 

“Deleuze tries to extract from the philosophical tradition. In Logic of Sense, for example, he offers a 
highly original view of the Stoic logic of implication in terms of “sense and event” rather than “truth 
and proposition”,… 

 
In this regards it seems that a new theory of representation in computation in relation to signs is necessary 
addressing the problem from within a visual arts and architecture position and through its mediums and 
media. Therefore not only not recognizing computation as a system of signification with cultural sedimented 
values, but also not addressing the impact and referential structuring power that these have over other 
cultural projects such as disciplines that implement computation. In addition, a sense of Riegl’s Kunstwollen386 
will of the epoch (times) reference to the cultural context and discussion of the references that validate signs 
is also a subject to address when distinguishing between aspects on computational signs as references to 
architecture signs. As mentioned before and discussed further ahead, the issue is how to address the relative 
authorship in shared systems of collaboration through universal signifiers. There is also a counter saying to 
Riegl’s relative to being able by the ability of the execution and not much by the will, addressing partially 
systems of representation in encoding signification independent from the original will, and addressing a 
problem of linguistic intermediation as message discussed across the thesis.  
 
The objective is to develop a technology that can be aware of the cultural baggage to deconstruct implicit in 
its system of signification that propose deterministic and open signs as signifiers. A type of critical 
computation aware of architectonics problems and the revolutions of the discipline, a Grammatology of 
Computational De-Sign and software through an undecidable real time simulation engine capable of 
universal computation.  
 
A computational engine of post-linguistic signs is not a type of problem that could be contained within this 
thesis, since it would aim at bypassing linguistic signs and significations, a project of intuitive use of the 
body against language as a source of description of the world, a type of means to access reality uncapable of 
linguistic abstraction and to access reality through senses and through the body, organs, mood, visceral 

 
382 Deleuze, Gilles, The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 1993 [Le pli et le baroque, Minuit, Paris, 
1988]. 
383 Rajchman, John The Deleuze Connections, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2000 
384 Deleuze, Gilles The Logic of Sense, Columbia University Press, New York, 1990 
385 Deleuze, Gilles Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2002 [orig. 1981] 

386 Panofsky, Erwin, The concept of Artistic Volition, in Critical Inquiry, Volume 8, Number 1, Autumn 1981 originally “Der Bergriff des 
Kunstwollens” 1920, Berlin, 1964. 
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feelings through rather oral discourse (speech) and not writing (intellectualization through symbolic 
expression in language through syntax, grammar and other issues), addressing partial aspects of Deleuze’s 
The Logic of Sensation387, or during the 1970s’ and 80s at The Cooper Union School of Architecture, and 
by authors such as the second and late phase in John Hejduk, Perez Gomez388 reference to the hand and the 
eye as a thinking organ through localized neural activity, or the logic of the body indexed in art and 
architecture bypassing linguistic signifiers389, through different means, from the cave humans as discussed in 
the introduction to how roof tiles and street blocks define patterns by indexing the body. One is aimed at 
bypassing geometry. But if one discusses the complexity of Husserl’s philosophy of arithmetic as sense and 
its signification in the mind, the struggle between mathematics as measurement and perception as the mind 
construction and space as a conceptual construction in his description and critique of geometry, but without 
displacing such structures or conflicts and contradictions between perception and conception and accessing 
to the body and the organs towards a primitive humanistic condition that replaces abstraction and categories 
in human cognition, one would bypass a fundamental parameter in the definition of the epistemology of 
knowledge. If one should aim at addressing Husserl’s critique of geometry through Derrida390, one would 
encounter some of the issues discussed in this thesis relative to semiotics.  
 
 

Digital Signifier = Sign Deconstruction  
 

Computational Grammatology = Decoded Expanded Digital Signifiers   
 

“Logocentrism would thus support the determination of the being of the entity as presence…The 
epoch of the logos thus debates writing considered as mediation of mediation and as a fall into the 
exteriority of meaning.“ 

 
Derrida discusses the issue of thinking through translation, projecting cultural baggage in the signifier and 
not addressing it in the form of translation. This problem is identified in the argument of this thesis as 
essentially missing in computation information translatability and exchangeability in decoding and 
encrypting messages, not only not identifying the deep structure of representation or the ideology cultural 
luggage of a language (computer language) or conventions of representation, but also the issue of translation 
as a form of universal meaning which is the objective of computation as a whole.  Moreover, Shannon’s 
mathematical theory of communication, as well as other philosophers such as Pascal’s Pascaline or Leibniz 
Ratiocinator or in general logicians or scientists aiming at a non-ambiguous form of communication as 
universal language and the aim of logocentrism of computation can be placed in scrutiny, not only by 
Gödel’s completeness theorem and undecidability, but also in terms of thinking through language and the 
impossibility of bypassing such representation – eg. There is no thinking possible outside language, speech, 
and its formalization through signifiers in writing. In addition one could argue that all our systems of 
representation are incomplete and undecidable open to ambiguity, including mathematics, computation and 
any language and that the universal project of idealization of any formalization of such languages is not only 
contradictory to the project of culture but are technically and scientifically impossible.  
 

 
387 Deleuze, Gilles Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2002 [orig. 1981] 
388 Perez Gomez, A. Architectural Representation and the Perspective Hinge, The MIT Press, 2000. 
389 Cárcamo Pino, Mauricio Arnoldo “Thinking and Intelligence in the Architectural Design. A Review from Language, Graphuage and 
Manuage.” in Marcos, Carlos L. ed., Graphic Imprints: The Influence of Representation and Ideation Tools in Architecture, Springer, 2018 
390 Derrida, J. Edmund Husserl’s Origin of Geometry: An Introduction, University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln and London, 1989 
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Borges in The Analytical Language of John Wilkins391 proposes a fictional character in search for a universal 
language quoted by many including seminal work such as The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human 
Sciences392 by Michael Foucault, in which taxonomies and characters are developed without addressing the 
necessary disambiguation necessary to overcome linguistic barriers and cultural boundaries, claiming as a 
conclusion that a universal language would not be able to get rid of arbitrariness and that the search for such 
enterprise is nothing but positivistic naïve.   
 
Computational thinking, digital signifiers and the machinic apparatus of representation based on 
technological determinism through disruptive innovation should be culturally critiqued in relation to 
architecture discourse. Digital signifiers become active through technological progress, usually replacing 
architecture through technology, and expressing an ideology before speech formally determining through 
language writing what can be said in advance. There are conventions implicit in spatial representation 
through software, interfaces and programming languages that become symbolic and active by software 
programmers that do not have the expertise of architecture as a field identifying the revolutionizing the 
sedimented structures that define architecture. Therefore, a displacement of the sedimented digital signifiers 
is necessary in order to code architecture as a form of linguistic writing and to be able to activate a 
Grammatology. Architecture as a language is not coplanar with computation, and computation presents a 
different hierarchy following Chomsky’s grammar problem relative to his “Chomsky Hierarchy” and 
Panofsky’s deep structure. Stiny and Mitchell393 refer to Chomsky’s grammar in their 1971 paper claiming a 
non-representational 2d and 3d shape grammar through computation, but our position is critical of the field 
of computer science understanding of the word “representation” as re-presentation of external signification 
through metaphoric presentation of content through a media, and we claim a position in relation to media 
determinism through McLuhan and reading of Panofsky’s deep structure in which the claim of non-
representation is not feasible since information does not exists independent out there outside of a medium 
of representation, from an electronic signal which encodes a message through bits/signals (Y/N), to 
addressing an external message mediated through a form of representation in media. In this sense, we claim 
a computational grammatology by addressing representation as a form of performance in which the signal 
and coding as well as the signifiers active are part of the message unified system of communication avoiding 
or at least problematizing “representation” as a form of translation between signals, signifiers, interfaces and 
languages which is usually seen as the advantage in information theory through computation in binary 
translation and encoding presenting the mathematical theory of communication by Shannon. Linear 
technological functionality goes against the grammar problematization in terms of linguistic deconstruction 
theory. In this sense, the technological positivism of direct application of technology as a functional 
instrumentalization through tooling is critiqued through a necessary cultural deconstruction. Stiny and 
Mitchell also refer to a grammar while there is no actual real grammar as per Chomsky’s formulation in 
terms of the relationship between linguistic coding languages and visual systems active. What they refer to 
grammar in visual terms is made through “performative non-representational” shape grammar, but it does 
not actually problematizes the structure of the coding level in relation to the shapes produced other than 
applying and deploying it. Moreover the word shape can also be problematized in relation to the output 
examples since the input syntax in the algorithm is deployed and validated in the application of the visual 
system, and the shapes generate a variety of positive and negative canvas-plotting space activating and 
transforming the reference system through which they activate visual arts in which the revolutionary canons 
may be addressed in terms of positive and negative space/figure ground since the canvas itself is defined 
and redefined by the generative process arising into positive and negative transfiguration through the 

 
391 Borges, Jorge Luis The Analytical Language of John Wilkins, SUR, Buenos Aires, 1952 
392 Foucault, M. The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, Vintage Books, New York, 1973 [orig. Les Mots et les choses, 1966] 
393 Stiny, George and James Gips. “Shape Grammars and the Generative Specification of Painting and Sculpture.” IFIP Congress (1971). 
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running of the rule set defined by the algorithm. The formal theory referenced in the paper as generative 
complex through syntax operations present an aesthetic of recursion and automation and seem to borrow 
the word formalism from Russian constructivist theory although the word shape seems to contrast to 
formalism in which form indexes its constitutional process and shapes do not. In the example a formal 
theorem is active and indexed but the structure does not displace its plot space nor its reference system as 
well as the coding generative system. 
 
Computation as a meta structure active through computational languages should be deconstructed since its 
signs would otherwise infer signification as signifiers in architecture (or any other discipline). Artificial 
Intelligence through Machine Learning in non-supervised learning should be able to shift its media 
deterministic structure of parallel computing and mathematical convolution to emergent informational and 
symbolic computational structures dependent on the questions raised and the data mining, data fed and 
information flow. In order for a meaningful architecture message to become actualized in the form of 
architecture as language (constructed identifying virtual or physical media or mediums), avoiding any 
translation between media and mediums which would disregard the digital signs as signifiers, would activate 
a grammatology of computation in which digital signifiers are displaced in relation to architecture 
actualization. Digital signifiers would not only need to be deconstructed at the electronic signal level and at 
each interface representational medium-change as a form of actualization, but also in order for architecture 
to operate at this signal level would necessary need to decode digital signs and expand computational writing 
through architecture.  
 
The apparent advantage of information decoding as a form of universal mathematical communication by 
Shannon, in which any message is translated to binary encoding encryption, needs to be critique as a form of 
grammatology relative to digital electronic signs activating a grammatology a form of information 
actualization that would make sense at each actualization level, at each interface that indexes a deep 
structure through its representational apparatus, making an architecture of information emerge at that level, 
being informational based but aware of the medium specific symbolic form.  The logocentrism394 of 
computation as meta mathematics, mathematics also understood not as a discovery but as a form of 
description of nature through algebra, geometry and symbolic calculation can be displaced in relation to 
architecture. 
 

 
394 Meier, Alexis, “Computation Against Design? Toward a New Logicocentrism in Architecture”, in LIFE in:formation, On Responsive 
Information and Variations in Architecture, Proceedings (ACADIA 2010 - Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture, Conference 
Proceedings ed. Sprecher, A Yeshayahu, S. Lorenzo-Eiroa, P., ACADIA, New York, 2010 
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Language And Style Determinism 
Computation is often deterministic, meaning that using a computational system implies that the solution is 
already contained within the programming interface prepared to compute the solution in relation to certain 
ideology of parameters. In architecture since space representation is already preset in the interface, the space 
representation ideology and therefore the expression of the content of the program and software is already 
predetermined by the logic and spatial set of ideas of the system, therefore language and style become 
determined by the interface and not the user as the content is structured by the deep structure logic of the 
system that represent through codes a set of signs that become signifiers.  
 
Leibniz395 Characteristica Universalis of 1666 (later discussed), addressed the optimism of developing a 
universal conceptual language capable of developing communication between sciences, mathematics. His 
system proposed a way to represent language ideas through calculus, through calculus ratiocinator, a universal 
calculation framework. This PhD Thesis identifies linguistic signs as means to prescribe content in language 
after Derrida. Computer signs prescribe signification (they become signifiers) as their set of combinatory 
systems are able to develop certain type of logical procedures. Leibniz was searching after a means to 
develop a formal based logic ways of communication to avoid ambiguity of language and make it a universal 
system of communication. The problem that this thesis depicts in this possibility of thinking computation as 
a universal language of communication through Shannon’s mathematic communication system is that any 
system will require its sets of representational codes and they themselves articulating thinking through a 
mediated representation, therefore the problem still persists, there will always be signifiers in human 
communication and even if not ambiguous formal systems, they themselves will become means to describe 
the world presenting a problem of structure and deep structure mediation that as signifiers will infer 
signification through their coding of reality. Computer Science works through symbolic computation, 
therefore addressing symbolic representation as signs. Computer science is aiming at addressing these issues 
through programming languages, programming directly through natural language and through simulation 
bypassing programming all together through non supervised machine learning. GAN (Generative 
Adversarial Networks) articulate as further on discussed symbolic computation or Computer Science and 
information data flow or Data Science, by recognizing features in data tensor flows are able to weigh 
symbolic computation in the flow of information.  

 
395 Leibniz,  G.W. Dissertatio de arte combinatoria,  Sämtliche Schriften und Briefe 1666, (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1923), A VI 1, p. 163; Philosophische 
Schriften (edited by Carl Immanuel Gerhardt), Bd. IV, p. 30 
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Expanding Computation As De-Sign Authorship   
Negroponte claims authorship in the design process belongs to the machine, as designers are usually 
credited by the output of a machine instead of the machine itself or the designer of the system. 
 
“Whenever a mechanism is equipped with a processing capable of finding a method of finding a method of 
solution, the authorship of the answer belongs to the machine”396 Negroponte 1969 
 
Software interfaces and codes constitute implicit frames where artistic expression begins. Software, 
interfaces, platforms, computer languages as discussed in the thesis articles do pose an interesting problem 
for design authorship. Even though the author as the intellectual single developer and conceiver of the work 
of art has been killed several times, the current origination of expression through both computational 
thinking and computational design resides in the set of ideas that the software designer has set to the 
program, the software, the interface or the platform, that carries residual signification through the 
computational language used. It is evident that software carries design agendas and as all of these 
mechanisms are developed through personal decisions, biases, omissions and preferences, and therefore 
carry some sort of ideology, all the way from how the computational language is conceived, its grammar and 
syntax, the signals implemented and developed, the symbolic computational system used or developed, and 
all the way to the form of the interface, its vectorial translations and actualizations and through which 
mathematics and forms of expressions are developed. What this thesis focuses on is the form and ideology 
of the background computer space that is already loaded with before the project starts and how to analyze, 
acknowledge it and overcome its determination in the search for new systems, new technologies and new 
digital signifiers that can open up possibilities for new expressions, new linguistics signs and new style in 
linguistic terms which necessarily include new aesthetics. This is a problem identified as early as 1998397 in 
different publications and discussions and elaborated and discussed in the ACADIA 2010 conference as 
described. Because of these issues, identified through linguistics, computation needs to be deconstructed 
and advanced continuously, through linguistics issues identified in cultural criticism, philosophy, and other 
disciplines as in this thesis mathematics is understood as a form of description and therefore falling under 
symbolic representation of reality through yes mathematical codes but that do not escape issues of grammar, 
syntax and symbolic representation.  
 
If the mediums of representation have such a power to regulate the work, then interfaces are spaces of 
differentiation. As such, interfaces can activate a performative aspect in the work, triggering a formal 
generative capacity. Part of this problem is how a project starts, as the first sign as in linguistic terms in a 
project may already be structured by systems of representation. If as in a structure content is predetermined 
by the interface, the designer is proposing as a designer a variation that completes the implicit combinations 
that the metaphysical project of the interface proposes, placing the programmer as the author.   
 
While Mario Carpo398 discusses the emergent collaborative distributed network structure in how architects 
shared authorship across different platforms and interfaces interdisciplinarity and real time, while this co-
sharing is agreeable in regards to the architecture object-building, at a deeper structural level, considering the 
position of the emergence architecture of information in which architects design rather systems of 
representation at a background meta level instead of the final form of the architecture buildings, the 

 
396 Negroponte, Nicholas, “Toward a Theory of Architecture Machines”, Journal of Architectural Education, Vol. 23, No.2 Taylor and Francis, 
March 1969 
397 Solsona, Entrevistas: Apuntes para una autobiografía, ed. Crispiani, Acuna, Fridman, Lorenzo-Eiroa, Rochas, Infinito, Buenos Aries, 1998 
398 Carpo, Mario The Alphabet and the Algorithm, MIT Press Massachusetts, Cambridge, 2011 
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displacement of the idea of authorship follows to this meta-level, necessarily expanding design authorship to 
the systems that mediate data flow and that enable different ideologies of architecture space representation 
through different platforms, interfaces, software, plug ins and other means. At the same time, corporate 
information companies extract without user’s consents data to expand their authorship over the mediation 
of information flows, from how information is organized through Google to how we interact socially in 
Facebook, raising not only concerns, but identifying that the real political battle today is in the authorship of 
higher level deep structure systems that organize reality.  
 
Manfredo Tafuri399 referenced architecture in relationship to language. One can reference computational 
theory to linguistic theory400 and Software Theory401. As discussed earlier, one could also then reveal 
problematic relationships in how architecture, as a form of language, is structured digitally through 
computational languages including how computational digital signs become architecture signifiers by how 
they determine meaning in advance of what they are representing, sometimes indexing the mathematics of 
the algorithmic process implemented. Although these may be known communication linguistic problems, 
they have not been critically understood and implemented by design professionals that deal with data 
gathering and processing. 
 
A vectorial line drawn in the computer screen is not a line. It is rather a series of computed codes that 
simulate a three-dimensional beam of light projected into a two dimensional screen. The image of this line is 
therefore a representation of an external binary calculation from its means of constitution. Since there is no 
information without representation, the reduction into codes results in a structuralism that replaces 
architecture. One could also reference computation as an algorithmic solution to a mathematical problem. 
But computation used for data gathering may not validate an underlying mathematical problem. A data 
gathering algorithmic process needs mathematical verification before data is processed to make sure the 
results are valid. Mathematical problems based on statistics models in data gathering arise when computing 
results. 
 
The Modern Movement at the forefront with Le Corbusier, proposed the motto:  
 

“Form Follows Function”  
 

which then Mies Van Der Rohe develop 
 

“Less is More”  
to what the postmodern (or in some cases postructuralist) movement reacted by: 
 

“Function Follows Form”  
Venturi’s  

“Less is a Bore” 
 
Philip Anderson (quoted by John Archibald Wheeler in “It from Bit”)402 

 
399 Tafuri, Manfredo. "L'Architecture dans le Boudoir: The Language of Criticism and the Criticism of Language" in Oppositions 3, New York 
1974. 
400 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Informing a Critical Autnomy into Life” in Life In Formation Proceedings of the 30th ACADIA Conference, ed. Sprecher, 
A. Yeshayahu, S. and Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. ACADIA, New York 2010. 
401 Frabetti, Federica, Software Theory: A Cultural and Philosophical Study, Media Philosophy Series, Rowman and Littlefield International Ltd., 
London, 2015  
402 Wheeler, John Archibald “It from Bit” Geons, Black Holes & Quantum Foam. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc 1998 
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“More is Different”  

 
with Robert Venturi’s opposition to Mies, in which Venturi and Rausch through Learning from Las Vegas 
activated an architecture of disclosure of Capitalism erratic accidental output and glorified in the form of 
discoveries, proposing an alignment between architecture and urbanism to the Neoliberal model proposed 
the moto for cities or the corporate skyline by Willis’s book 
 

“Form Follows Finance”  
 

Around the 2000’s the data driven architecture proposed by MVRDV  
 

“Forms Follows Data”  
 

to which later we introduced around 2000-2010 information theory in architecture (ACADIA 2010 
Conference) 

“Form Follows Information” 
 

Computer Signs (binary codes) represent information that is actualized through Interfaces (computer 
languages are mediums that activate symbolic form) that inform Form (index), activating a responsive loop 
between information and representation where interfaces as signifiers induce form through binary codes, 
activating the sign-signifier topology:   
 

“Form: in:form” 
 

 
But the actualized signifier acquires a certain autonomy independent from the indexed set of codes, inducing 
further relationships. While the underlying logic of the interface remains untouched, the designer confuses 
visual noise with predetermined organization. If the structure of a project is predetermined by the interface; 
the designer is merely interpreting a variation that completes the implicit combinations that the metaphysical 
project of the interface proposes, placing the programmer as the ultimate author.  
 
This equation would also critique the typification of the separation between aesthetics, politics and abstract 
informational relationships (formal aesthetics vs relational model) since the form of communication would 
be unique to the message.  
 
One could reference the work of several architects working at similar issues from a different positions, such 
as Peter Eisenman’s problematization of representation and contribution to computational signs through 
the tool developed with Chris Yessios for Form Z (unfold command- for ruled surfaces); Karl Chu 
philosophy of computation as architecture through mathematics and computational paradigms such as 
evolutive morphogenesis and others such as George L. Legendre working with architecture through 
mathematics.  
 
The implementation of structuralism expands a technological-mathematical paradigm diminishing artistic 
philosophy and aesthetic theory. One of the fundamental innovations in art was the abandonment of 
abstracted representation in favor of concrete art. In this form of art, content is not seen as extrinsic but 
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rather as generated by coordinating the set of conditions that index its formal logic, thereby opening up 
cultural problems and inducing relationships once it is constituted. In this sense, there is a unique art 
intrinsic to each medium, material, communication, technique, reality, context, frame that is only possible at 
a certain moment in time. Computation eliminated this dimension in art, and the current digital revolution is 
contingent upon this recognition. In information visualization and information mapping, formal strategies 
often are conceived independently from the data they are representing. In this reversible paradigm, form is 
unmotivated from its capacity to induce cultural change. These representational strategies have yet not 
accounted for the fact that a map is a deterritorialization machine that by describing a territory implicitly 
recreates it. 

 
Representational structures, interfaces, and organizational types. From left to right and top to bottom: binary code, genetic diagram, radial 
organization, bypassed radial organization, network structure. Mathematical scripting, flow diagram-algorithm, grasshopper visual algorithm, 
bifurcating structure, lattice structure. Parametric script, perspective-interface diagram, grid, striation, logarithmic grid. Blockchain diagram and 
Parallel processing (with one entry, but parallel diversification entry gates possible).  Diagrams by author. 
 

 
Virtual Reality, Computational Design, Simulation and Information Based Architectures discussed in this thesis. Diagrams by author. 
 

Algorithms are now critiqued for predetermining form, but historically speaking, systems of representation 
such as perspective has been structuring the way Western modern space has been perceived since the 
Renaissance according to Erwin Panofsky403 with similar consequences.  
 

 
403 Panofsky, Erwin  Perspective as Symbolic Form. Zone Books. trans. Christopher S. Wood, New York 1997 orig. 1924–1925 
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Computation, mathematics and form have independent cognitive principles but are based on common 
metaphysical organizational structures including bifurcations, grids, networks and other relational typologies. 
Formal invention must deal with the mechanisms of information processing in order to displace the 
prescriptive logic of interfaces and to activate a cultural discourse intrinsic to architecture, such as is 
happening with machine learning and parallel processing activating Artificial Intelligence later discussed.  
 
The historical implementation of the advancement of systems of representation in computation and 
architecture have been quite linear, top down and implemented each time there is an advancement, replacing 
architecture discourse by computational technological discourse. While architects in general do not develop 
software nor the technologies that they implement, one could question the relative authorship in this 
process, especially when spatial notions are proposed from conservative non discursive positions that end 
up informing architecture. The linear or exponential progress of technology relative to architecture from 
System-based design, Parametric Design, Algorithmic Design, Emergent Genetic based Design, Data 
mapping and Optimization (functionalism), Computational Fluid Dynamics, Machine Learning Design 
Automation, Artificial Intelligence Automation in general have been means to address shifts in the 
relationship between computation and architecture with different issues that have not been properly 
discussed or at least critique to surpass any linear relationship between the implementation of a 
methodology, a technology and architecture as a cultural discursive field.   
 
Palladio And Eisenman Autonomy And Disciplinary Critique Throuhg Mathematics, Linguistics 
And Computable Electronic Signs 
Brunelleschi presents the vanishing point of the perspectival window into architecture through the 
representation of the vanishing point in both elevation and space as a structure for organization. Borrowing 
from his invention in painting, Brunelleschi uses perspective as a parametric system of representation that is 
able to structure clarity in space. But in addition to this well known problem of painting into architecture, 
Brunelleschi by reducing architecture structure to its minimum activates an idea of the column as a point in 
space. The columns in the Hospital of the Innocents became as slender as never before and in continuity 
with the vaulted ceiling, transferring the weight from a column, to a surface, to a line, to a point. in multiple 
ways, not only as is commonly knowns through the representation of the vanishing point at the end of the 
gallery corridor but also conceptually in the column-point as a sign.  
 
Alberti problematizes architecture in relation to representation understanding architecture as a visual 
communication non verbal language. Alberti in re aedificatoria404, in reference to his Palazzo Ruccelai in 
Florence, presents the architecture column within the wall as a sign, as representation and not as a structural 
element, but a representation of its meaning. Damish in the text the Column and the Wall, describes the 
tension and signification of Alberti’s façade405.  

 
404 Alberti, Leon Battista De Re Aedificatoria, 1404-1472 
405  Damish, Hubert “The Column and The Wall” Architectural Design Profile 21:Leonis Baptiste Alberti 49, no. 5-6 (1979): 18-25 
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Le Corbusier presents the technology of reinforced concrete and in reference to Brunelleschi’s point in 
space, develops columns as slender as never before thanks to the technology of the reinforced concrete. 
Althogh the abstraction of reinforced concrete, makes LC architecture not reference or express much its 
tectonic with the exception of certain use of concrete such as the Unite D’Habitation in Marseille or other 
larger public buildings in which the construction of concrete is expressed. In general, the plasticity of LC 
architecture in referencing the structure and the wall system as part of the same linguistic expression, places 
different technologies under the same expression, unmotivating the technology in favor of an artistic 
abstract linguistic abstraction.  
 

Steel Column Re-Design = Re Representation 
Construction Detail as Signifier 

Representation = Cladding 
Signifier = Cladding beyond function 
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Mies Van Der Rohe, opposing from the architecture plastic abstraction of Le Corbusier, relates linguistic 
expression to technological determinism. Mies through issues of symbolic and signal representation in 
relation to a unique possibility of expression through the technological innovation. In the Barcelona 
Pavilion, the structure of the four independent L steel profiles creating a cross are covered with stainless 
steel cladding, hiding but also accentuating a notion of representation. In the Seagram building, Mies 
develops a complex series of relationships between the structure, the expression of the structure and the 
motivation of certain signs in terms of the linguistic expression of the building. The primary structure of the 
Seagram building is composed by a large I beam column which is protected against fire through concrete 
and is cladded back with a thin steel layer. This last layer, re-representing the hidden steel, expresses through 
a thin cladding layer the technology represented in a form of flat representation406. At the same time, the 
exterior secondary structure of the curtain wall, re-represents the hidden technology of the main primary 
structure by re-introducing a now exposed I beam secondary structure, holding the curtain wall and as 
expressed by Avalos and Herreros407 initially thought to cross brace the entire building assigning it a more 
structural overall role that was not accomplished. One has to acknowledge that the Seagram is placed in 
front of Mc Kim, Mead and White’s NYC Racquet and Tennis Club, a Neo Renaissance building that 
references Alberti’s façade in the relationship between the column as a sign and the column as structure, 
operating simultaneously at both level being flat and being a wall-square column. There are traces and 
evidence that Mies establishes a set of urban index in relation to the frontal building. First, Mies set back 
over Park Avenue, not only replaces the series of terraced set backs for an empty urban void activating an 
urban piazza, but also the measurement of this front piazza-basement-plinth references the depth of Mc 
Kim Mead and White’s building. The Seagram tower doubles this dimension, since the void and the tower 
have the same depth (Student Alexander Wood, Prof. Guido Zuliani, Caroline O’Donnell, Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa The Cooper Union Design II Urban Studio).   

 
 

 
406 De Sola Morales, Ignasi Barcelona Pavilion reconstruction, 1983 
407 Ábalos, Iñaki; Herreros, Juan Tower and Office: From Modernist Theory to Contemporary Practice, MIT Press, 2005 
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Palladio, as discussed, different from Durand’s cataloguing and systematic array of typologies, present a 
sophisticated tension between a system to develop architecture and displacements that pull apart such clear 
system, as discussed in Terragni’s book by Eisenman in reference to the work of Terragni’s Casa Giuliani 
Frigerio408. Eisenman takes this further in his Palladio’s book in which the portico’s or barquese disassemble 
or critique the object-buildings409. The unmotivation of the architectural sign as a means to address 
innovation in the work of Eisenman through variations in dimensional architectural elements in Houses II, 
III, IV and VI and in relation to Derrida’s Grammatology presents in relation to computation and 
disambiguation an interesting opportunity to rethink not only language in the terms of Gödel, Wittgenstein 
and Turing, but to present a new theory of architecture through digital signs. Eisenman’s houses series all 
diagrams present an aim for a logical systematicity through architectural signs410.  
 
 

 
Eisenman’s diagrams for Casa del Fascio by Terragni accentuating the reading of Palladio’s ideas of flat 
picture planes in tension with extended spatial depth in Terragni.411 
 

 

 
408 Eisenman, P. Giuseppe Terragni: Transformations, Decompositions, Critiques, The Monacelli Press, New York, 2003 
409 Eisenman, P. with Roman, M. Palladio Virtuel, Yale University Press, New Haven, 2015 
410 Gandelsonas, M. “From Structure to Subject: The Formation of an Architectural Language” in J. Ockman (Ed.), House X, Rizzoli, New 
York, 1982. 
411 Eisenman, P. Giuseppe Terragni: Transformations, Decompositions, Critiques, The Monacelli Press, New York, 2003 
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Eisenman House II, diagrams exploring relationships between Palladian frontality and extended depth in relation to walls-columns exchanging 
linguistic values. A column is sometimes read as an independent sign, and a column is sometimes read as part of the wall-façade.  

 

  
Sol Lewitt Incomplete Open Cubes, 1974 

 

  
Sol Lewitt variations present a series of explorations on the idea of variability and infinite desambiguation creating cultural objects through 

incomplete open cubes412.  
 
A new architecture may be possible, an architecture of information in which new digital electronic signs are 
paired through disambiguation of narrative in relation to defining what’s intrinsically architectural from the 

 
412 Allan Reb, Michael “Analysis Of Variations Of Incomplete Open Cubes By Sol Lewitt”, Washburn University, 2011 Thesis Submission 
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set of signs allowable through computation. The computation of architecture. not using computation to do 
architecture, but architecture of computation.  
 
A new computational system that enables logico variation of architecture, a new language of what 
architecture is. The series of projects presented in this thesis, tracing computation from Pascal and Leibniz 
to Shannon through linguistic signs, developed an ideal language: a paralanguage, a deconstruction of 
language. Geometry according to Husserl presents as new idea construction of reality and simplification and 
the critique is to address such standardization and simplification. Husserl critique of computation is forcing 
to yes/no following Boolean logic. Geometry is forcing all to an artificial origin of form in terms of its 
measurable combinatory and ideology of standardization and mathematical relational consistency, presenting 
a field of knowledge in itself and a branch of mathematics through form. Mathematics is forcing all to 
numbers. Data is forcing all to numeric validation statistics fitting. All systems produce object as structure 
anticipating their output result. Palladio seems to address such simplification and Durand accentuates it. 
Pascal Ratiocinator can be understood as a new machinic language of world ruling out ambiguity in 
communication. But such translation goes against the poetry in understanding semantic translation through 
signifiers that Barthes and Blanchot identify and discuss. In this sense, the theory of representation discusses 
identifies the impossibility of the lack of representation in communication through linguistics, and therefore 
aim at developing through recognizing such intermediation an architecture unique to its signifiers. Still the 
issue of the distance between computation and architecture exists, unless one thinks of expanding 
computational systems in relation to architecture signification.  
 
Architecture needs to complete its ideal form implicit in Eisenman not resolved systematic variation series 
addressing Palladio and Terragni. What’s missing is a computation implicit to architecture and new language 
through new signifiers compatible with computational electronic signals. This does not mean a new systemic 
variation as in form, but new system of computation and linguistic signs paired with electronic signs and 
through mathematics of architecture. If Cellular Automation can be through of an architecture of life 
through developing a self replicator, the mathematics of the Game of Life could present a new mathematical 
and computational challenge for arch disclosing all historicisms as a new structure emergent and that can be 
emergent, undecidable infinite. This would not be implemented through discrete assembly and combinatory 
any longer, but through complex form.  
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DISCUSSION VIII NEW ORIGINS AS NEW SIGNS 
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Language And Electronic Signs As Signifiers 
There has been many formulations on the idea of origin. Origin in the modern movement can be considered 
a tabula rasa artificial construction, and not tracing back some original content. Computation imposes an 
artificial origin. According to Derrida413 there is no traceable origin and there is no meaning or 
transcendental signifier (truth) but we are in the intersection of traces as a palimpsest, as well as original 
ideas in terms of authorship (later discussed).  The idea of origination in architecture or originator should be 
considered a construction of artifice plateau.  
 
Post-structuralist tendencies have progressively hidden deep conceptual structures in favor of superficial 
perceptual structures. Media has advanced a sensibility and education based on the understanding of a visual 
logic—highly beneficial to architecture—which bases itself in form, accessible both through optic and tactile 
senses.  
 
Computation has marked an end to post-structuralism. A late post-structuralism is obscuring digital 
architecture, by negating the structuring principles of form and space. An exclusive visual judgment 
activated by media reproduction reinforced this negation, relegating architecture to a bi-dimensional graphic 
condition informed by semantic metaphoric agendas. Until we are able to critique the predetermination of 
underlying codes, post-structuralism through computation is inconsistent.  
 
The only means to address such contradiction is to be critical of this emerging new structuralism. In 
reference to the change that is defining our discipline, information processing in digital architecture 
motivates the inevitable reduction of mathematical binary codes. Since there is no information without 
representation, the reduction of computational languages into codes results in the formation of a new 
movement that is defined as new structuralism. Hence the critical contemporary attitude is to suspend another 
cyclical historicism which is actualized in the form of a pendulum reaction: from taking authorship in the 
origination of new orders to a reactionary negation of any order; from a contradictorily-structured digital 
baroque to the new predetermination imposed by a digital renaissance. 
 
There is a structuralism common to algorithms that organize information through typological structures, e.g. 
binary bifurcations that structure form and relationships. Consequently, there is also a structuralism 
common to software interfaces that determine how they define space and, consequently, inform reality. In 
order for truly new models of architectural process to emerge, it is necessary to displace, and then transcend, 
these typological structures. 
 
Any architectural process must overcome the arbitrariness of the point of departure. Digital architects have 
already addressed the critique of utilizing generic, typological structures through their use of progressive, 
topological displacements. But these displacements need to go further. Architects working with these 
displacements must look for a break in their conceptual differentiation and aim to achieve a structural 
change that transcends simple variations of both the implicit or explicit initial structures. This suggests a 
series of implied conclusions with a critical understanding of the relationship between typology and 
topology.  
 
Derrida’s Grammatology builds up from his writing on “Edmund Husserl’s Origin of Geometry”414 in 
which Derrida points out the problems of science in reduction and idealization, such as the case of 

 
413 Derrida, J. Of Grammatology, Baltimore & London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976. 
414 Derrida, J. Edmund Husserl’s Origin of Geometry: An Introduction, University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln and London, 1989 
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geometry different than that of mathematics. In addition, discussed further on, the thesis references the 
problems of projection of structure and sedimentation of structures in naming, referred to the issue of sign 
and signifier or sign as signifier. For Husserl, and in reference to historiography as the creation of heritage 
and conservative history, references the idealization of any origin to the sense of tradition, whereas for 
Derrida the idealization of a sense of origin is an artificial construction with no traceable condition of 
origination or paradigm of origination, but rather a palimpsest of multiple layering of crossings of 
conditions.  
 
The thesis aims at disclosing such artificial signification in computation through both the form and design 
of the platform-interface and the geometric principles that the software activates as an artificial traditional 
signification that consolidates through technology a conservative notion of the discipline such as 
architecture produced by a software programmer, that in theirs notion and ideology of space-making and 
generation is implicit in any software and is preserved in most conventional way, as well as when any user-
designer operates sharing authorship with the platform or software but often the designer is not aware of 
such problem and the ideological paradigm is immersed into. A grammatology of the digital signifier is 
necessary when dealing with platforms, interfaces and computer software in which one would be able to 
both read, analyze, critique and displace the signifier through the source code. Below we included some 
examples that aim at opening up these questions through applied case studies.  
 

 
Different interfaces propose different means to design their background space-frames, understanding their architecture through different 
ideologies and signal processing representation. Photoshop pixel based nodes in grid, vs Rhinoceros 3d point grid, vs AutoCAD grid. 
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The Cooper Union, Design II 2012 Fall Associate Professor Adj. Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa (coordinator), James Lowder and Katerina Kourkuola. 
Students: Sam Young Kwang Choi, Yoonah Choi, Patrick Collingwood, Alice Colverd, Art Dushi, Cassandra Engstrom, Maximillian Gideonese, 
Diego Gonzalez, Corrie Hall, Isabel Higgins, Jenny Hsiao, Jemuel Joseph, Ashley Katz, Kyle Keene, Jieun Kim, Sang Jung Kim, So Youn Kim, 
Luke Kreul, Sehee Lee, Yoo Min Lee , Jaime Pabon, Xavier Rivas, Alexander Ruiz, Diego Salazar, Kyle Schroeder, Mitchell Schessler, Vanessa 
Tai, Janine Wang 
 

 
A defined spatial typology can be critiqued through a topological parametric displacement. In this project, 
the original dividing grid-space becomes a relativized parameter. The space is first referenced by a vector 
and then by a thick limit defining interstitial spaces. The resolution and scale that defines the vector of the 
grid becomes a spatial reference as well. By these means the project makes relative its departing parameter 
and therefore any reference to containment and organization. The project leaves behind the original 
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reference, opening itself up to a new set of parameters and typological classifications. Moreover, the 
definition of the grid indexes the logic of the processing interface, since the pixel that renders the grid 
becomes a parameter to be displaced.  
 
 
 

                    
Photoshop Pixel Signifier and resolution optimization 
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Typology|Topology studio, Fall 2013 The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union, Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with instructors Matt Roman, Jaterina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro; students: Akash Godbole and Ian Houser.  
 

 
Typology|Topology studio, Fall 2013 The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union, Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with instructors Matt Roman, Jaterina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro; students: Akash Godbole and Ian Houser. 
 

 
“Digital Interfaces: Multidimensionality”, Arch 482b The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union, Graduate Program, Prof. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, student Evan Burgess, 2016. Photoshop pixilation parametric variations and remapping.  

 
Digital Signifiers415 And The Politics Of Representation: New Emerging Disciplines  

 
415 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo (2013) "Digital Signifiers...", in Architecture in Formation, ed. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Aaron Sprecher, 
Routledge/Taylor and Francis, London 2013. 
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Stan Allen’s “Mapping the Intangible”416 of the early-2000s referred to problems that emerge in mapping 
intangible events, territories, heterotopias, or conditions by exploring the boundaries of representational 
techniques. In this sense, the content to be represented is extrinsic to the available mediums of 
representation and perhaps a consequence of the way Robin Evan’s writings on representation have 
influence American academia. While representation is discussed across the entire thesis, the thesis argues a 
different notion to that of translation as if there is a content that can be translated through different systems 
of representation417. In this context it is interesting to raise a contrasting problem: how mediums of 
representation produce signification and therefore induce content. While this thesis understands the 
advantages of thinking representation as a problem of linguistic translation, this thesis aims at activating 
unique meaning through acknowledging the systems of representation, therefore a content that cannot be 
possible in another medium or media418, a sort of poetic understanding of architecture in which the 
language, style, grammar, system of representation, and the actualization are in themselves unique 
expressions that cannot be translated.  Computation inversed Stan Allen’s equation, proposing a structure to 
the world. Computation as an inductive structure produces signification even with simulation algorithms 
that represent complex fluid systems. Computation aimed at replacing problems of representation with 
simulation and performance and shifted the mapping of extrinsic content to the coding of emergent 
content. The problem is that by doing so, innovation in technologies such as simulation replaced cultural 
projects and systems of representation remained untouched, not critiqued and conventional to the 
originating conditions that anticipate the architecture project activating again a media determinism. We 
understand simulation and emergent systems in computation as a problem of media representation, and 
therefore a project that can be contained within architecture as opposed to separating the technology 
through which architecture expresses itself.  
 
Formal logic is an autonomous cognitive system that produces signification. The representation of data as 
an extrinsic reality through any medium or form (mapping, data mining, form-making, etc.) should be 
questioned since this process informs the same reality it is depicting. Representation implies an 
empowerment, the creating of a signifier which is independent from what it is representing, the emergence 
of an independent object. What is interesting is that there is no data without representation, and any index 
will influence its represented data. Representation is usually thought of as fiction, but fiction is often more 
powerful than reality: it defines a political agenda. In artistic disciplines it becomes problematic when there 
is no representational agenda, such as when the content represented is extrinsic to the performance of its 
medium.  
 
Computer representation has induced a groundless matrix that originates architecture, a process which, 
through computational codes, has resulted in a new structuralism. The new structuralism, which defined itself 
in the late 2000s, is manifested in the artificial, man-made bit of information. Codes present an alternative to 
the mirroring of biomorphic tendencies in the digital architecture of the 1990s. A solution is presented by 
Alberto Estevez who by deeply understanding the work of Antoni Gaudi in Barcelona, proposes Genetic 
Architectures in a Biodigital Architecture as a vision of a deeper understanding of nature through 
architecture and not simply imitating biomorphic shapes but for a true biomorphic informed and structural 
architecture419. The late 1990s concern for blob surfaces has been displaced by the coding of relationships, 
taking a step towards abstraction in coordination with the shift from drawing to encoding information.  
 

 
416 Allen, S. (2000). “II...Notations + Diagrams: Mapping the Intangible” in Practice: Architecture Technique + Representation. Routledge  
417 Evans, Robin Translations from Drawing to Building and Other Essays, MIT Press 1997 
418 Manovich, Lev The Language of New Media, MIT 2002 
419 Estevez, Alberto T. “Biomorphic Architecture”, in Arquitecturas Geneticas 2: medios digitales y formas orgánicas, ESARQ, 2005 
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Language mediates reality and influences the way we think. In reference to the second digital revolution, 
information processing in digital architecture motivates the inevitable reduction of mathematical binary 
codes. That is, information processing necessarily standardizes, homogenizes, and parameterizes form and 
by extension, the representation of space. Since there can be no information without representation, the 
reduction of information to codes results in this new structuralism. Informational interfaces have been 
activating a new politics of representation since digital architecture has become self-referential. While interfaces 
process information, they re-structure extrinsic content to fit their medium, activating a topological loop 
that ends up informing reality.  
 
There is a consistently common ground in the exploration of the current emergence of new disciplinary 
boundaries—or even such expansion that breaks into multiple new disciplines—such as representation. 
New technologies of representation, sometimes informed by a cultural kunstwollen, enable the manipulation 
of data and visualization strategies to open up new possibilities and inform new discourses. In this sense, the 
expansion of the discipline is informed by new means of representation. Even if new discourses present 
cultural problems not addressed by the previous limits of the discipline, at many times these discourses 
become enabled by technological possibilities.  
 
Any new disciplinary exploration is based on the recognition of the potential of new ways of seeing. The 
problem is when new visualization ideas are based on similar representational strategies with identical codes. 
In this sense, even if Stan Allen’s argument has to be revisited relative to computation, it is interesting to 
think that the exploration of spatial-representational techniques, computing algorithms, and information 
structures which may have the potential to become a language and affect architecture from within, would 
eventually expand the boundaries of the discipline and even initiate new discourses. Architecture at this 
point would be the initiator of questions in the interdisciplinary discourse, rather than importing and 
translating content or knowledge extrinsic to it.  
 
These are the reasons why the background that defines the set of conditions in an informational interface 
and defines the frame for emergence by prescribing computer space must be questioned in relation to its 
generated content, indexing the set of parameters that constitutes a project’s logic. This presents an agency 
that becomes active by promoting, critiquing, or resisting the implicit agendas of representation. Digital 
representation created a revolution in architecture, the structuralism of which has not yet been displaced. 
Moreover, this structuralism has not been questioned from the set of cultural constructions defining the 
boundaries of architecture. 
 
If one could question the background representational space420 relative to what’s being generated in a single 
topology, one could place the project and the interface in which it is projected at the same level of 
signification. An interesting cultural aspect of Processing® is that the canvas or the space of representation 
is not given by the language; it has to be coded. A processing exercise as a critical reading of the conditions 
of software became the originator of a house project. This project dissipated its original determination by 
motivating the figuration of the background structure-space of the canvas.  

 
420 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Post-Historical Suspension: A Redefinition of the Role of the Relative” in Pidgin Magazine, Fall & Winter 2014, Princeton 
School of Architecture, Princeton, NJ 2014 
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Processing exercise. The constitution of the space of representation in Processing® becomes motivated by generating the architecture of the 
project. The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union: Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with instructors Matt Roman, 
Katerina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro, design II students: Piau Liu and Maya Krtic, Fall 2013. 
 
 
 

 
Computer Deep Space Representation grid and non grid nodes 

 
Cartesian Topologies increasing in dimensions, from 1D arithmetic recursive equations, to 2D surface to points, Ecoinduction Rio de la Plata, 
Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 2011 
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Typology|Topology studio, Fall 2013 The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union, Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with instructors Matt Roman, Jaterina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro; students: Corrie Hall  
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The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union: Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with instructors Matt Roman, 
Katerina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro, design II students: Aelitta Gore, Daniel Hall, Fall 2013. 
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Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar; Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective; Multidimensional Space: 
Machines to "Draw and Build" Spring 2016; Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students/Groups: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan; Jemuel Joseph, 
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Luis Figallo; Alberto Martinez Garcia, Kevin Savillon, Natalia Oliveri; Bing Dai, James Seung Hwan, Jin Lee; Zachary Hall, Rain Yu Kiu Chan, 
Mireya Fabregas, Julia Di Pietro 
  

 
Typology|Topology studio, Fall 2013 The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union, Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with instructors Matt Roman, Jaterina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro; students: Lucas Chao, Aimilios Davlantis Lo, Akash Godbole, Aelitta Gore, 
Pedro Galindo Landeira, Gabriela Gutierrez, Daniel Hall, James Hansen, Connor Holjes, Ian Houser, Shin Young, Jisoo Kim, Sam Koopman, 
Luke Kreul, Maya Krtic, Kelsey Lee, Hui Jung Liu, Piao Liu, Sofia Machaira, Wilson Muller, Celine Park, Joseph Parrella, Stephanie Restrepo, 
Jonathan Small, Chi-Hsuan (Vita) Wang 
 

 
Photoshop® by Adobe pixilation and fluid filters and after scanning fluid organizing diagrams. Las Heras Park, Student Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
Maestría de Diseño Arquitectónico Avanzado, Solsona, 2000 
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Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar; Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective; Multidimensional Space: 
Machines to "Draw and Build" Spring 2016; Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students/Groups: Akash Godbole, Connor Holjes, Ian Houser 
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Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar; Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective; Multidimensional Space: 
Machines to "Draw and Build" Spring 2016; Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students/Groups: Akash Godbole, Connor Holjes, Ian Houser 
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Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar; Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective; Multidimensional Space: 
Machines to "Draw and Build" Spring 2016; Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students/Groups: Akash Godbole, Connor Holjes, Ian Houser 
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Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar; Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective; Multidimensional Space: 
Machines to "Draw and Build" Spring 2016; Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students/Groups: Akash Godbole, Connor Holjes, Ian Houser 

 
By reading, analyzing, critiquing, and displacing electronic, mathematical, computational, digital signs and 
signifiers and developing a work that emerges from this criticism, one may be activating a kind of reductive 
suprematism to reduce the spectrum of possible options to the ones that become reference in the 
architecture of the project. The problem of such method supports focus by addressing and indexing in the 
work the signifiers in the system of representation is that runs the risk of not opening up the signifier to a 
multiplicity of dimensions and to reduce dimensions to a mono-dimensional referential sign-signifier. This 
problem is explored in multiple ways: one option is to expand dimensions within the digital signifier, 
expanding from one dimension to the other as a form of expansion of the sign itself; another option is to 
expand the dimensions in the system of representation; and another optimist position is that both of these 
expansions would allow for a spatial dimensional expansion in architecture. At the same time, the interface 
itself communicating between multiple systems should also be critiqued and displaced.  
 
Currently Neural Networks through convolution (Convolutional Neural Networks) propose to combine 
mathematical functions to develop a new function, through merging information through layered filters. 
The multiple convolution can produce a feature mapping after running the information multiple times 
(convolution) through the same layers, staking layers. Convolution through mathematics or through multiple 
interfaces/systems may opaque the relationship between processing and output, activating through multiple 
convolution a backbox approach that may obscure the neural processing through the layers. The multiplicity 
of systems of representation and interfaces that become active through weighting (GAN) in neural networks 
combining data science with computer science and convolution (CNN) through mathematical layering 
addressing problem solving but through progressively opaque means. We discuss this particular issue later 
on, but what’s important to note at this point is that the interfaces themselves work as dimensional 
translations of information instead of being addressed, indexed and displaced within the work, therefore 
conventionalizing at each translation process the means through which information is constituted and 
indexing that into the process without any type of questioning.  
 
The informational model though is purposely based on a translating mechanism through mathematical 
means fo communication, abstracting into 0s1s encoded information that is compiled and translated 
between electronic processing signs and computational languages. This advantage described to reduce all 
thinking in Boolean logic and processed through binary electronic signs started from the looming machine 
creates advantages but the elimination of the questioning of the message in relation to the decoding of the 
message, making a grammatology of computational languages either impossible or irrelevant. The notion of 
cultural apparatus embedded at each interface and computer language cannot be therefore deconstructed 
and critiqued unless one is working at that level of origination of the message. But once this is translated, 
this work has to be redone again and again to be able to both index the constitution of the message as well 
as to displace it at a signal level and to be able to develop a real truthful message in which the message and 
the medium are correlated and critiqued in relation to their content. The dichotomy between indexing and 
critiquing a sign as a nondimensional actualizational problem and the informational multidimensional 
translating model would therefore propose a unique synthesis, both acknowledging and problematizing the 
system of representation in relation to the message created unifying topologically sign / signifier in relation 
to the medium / message.   
 
The challenge of multidimensional information systems is to recognize this form of communication and the 
necessity to critique it at the signal level. The challenge of convolution is not to force meaningless 
mathematical merging and this becomes visible in feature recognition. Although the activation of 
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translations from a multiplicity of platforms to the point that one is not able to understand what is going on 
in the stacking of layers in neural networks becomes problematic. Perhaps this excessive convolution 
addresses the importance of data science and data flow through computer science to the point that the 
information flow and its optimization may index deeper problems without obscuring them.  
 
What we propose is a multidimensional informational model in which a grammatology of electronic signals 
as well as a grammatology of computer languages and a displacement of the conventions of representation 
of interfaces proposes a real multidimensional architecture of information.  
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DISCUSSION IX EXPANDING DIMENSIONS IN SYSTEMS OF 
REPRESENTATION TO EXPAND DIMENSIONS IN ARCHITECTURAL 

SPACE 
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Architecture as Space Necessarily Needs to Question Spatial Dimensions  
The entire thesis discusses how to expand dimensions in architecture. In the different articles and previous 
and further thesis discussions, the thesis introduces several means to address the possibilities to expand 
dimensions in architecture space -spatial multidimensionality- as well as to expand dimensions in 
conventional systems of representation and notation from drawing to construction.   
 
This thesis is aware of the complexity of addressing multidimensionality in both space physics, quantum 
physics and astrophysics and in terms of information theory in computation. At the same time, because this 
thesis focuses on systems of representation in relation to computation, both are necessary to be understood 
and addressed within the information age we are at since Scientists do not count representation as a 
cognitive problem, facing complex scientific cognitive problems without the necessary complexity at the 
level of the medium of representation or without understanding the differential between the real accessible 
through the senses in relation to the systems of representation that validate that differential. We do think of 
mathematics as a language, therefore pairing architecture and computation as languages. Indeed, the issue of 
representation (even for performative models) comes up through linguistic signifiers.  
 
This thesis finds it essential to address architecture space representation both in terms of how theories of 
quantum physics are developing, as well as entanglement and string theory, to aim at problematizing 
architecture reference to Cartesian systems of representation which are outdated in terms of current 
understanding of physics and space. As discussed in the article thesis “Multidimensional Space: From 
Perspective to Big Data”, at the minimum, this thesis aims at discussing the role of architecture in 
multidisciplinary discussion in how to represent complex space dimensions. If architecture can provide any 
content in terms of other disciplines, it should do so by problematizing in both representational terms as 
well as in space how to address issues of multidimensionality.  In terms of multidimensionality and 
expanding architecture dimensions, this thesis discusses basically three strategies with applied research 
scenarios and projects. This is done by developing computational systems of representation, from 
algorithms to Cartesian Coordinate space-reference, to rethink representation in architecture by informing 
reality real time by mediating information flows by passing notational drawings in architecture and 
informing actualizations through robotic fabrication, to developing multidimensional robotic systems for 
drawing and construction. 
 
Cartesian Coordinate System and Leibniz Differential Equation 
Architects usually work with complex sometimes multidimensional surface geometry, but without 
addressing the limitations of Cartesian Coordinate reference system. In previous discussions and the next 
ones the thesis explores through progressive dimensional spaces architecture problems of representation. In 
this discussion the argument is to explore the current spatial systems of representation and how architecture 
may be or not able to address, expand, and further develop spatial dimensions, contributing from its 
expertise to scientific advances in multidimensionality.  
 
The first issue is to understand in mathematics and geometry how the issue of Cartesian space has been 
developed and contrasted. For instance Leibniz Differential Infinitesimal Calculation addresses the 
problems of limits in resolving surfaces within Cartesian Coordinate systems, already exploring the limits fo 
the notation, the reference system and developing the integral calculation as a means to approximate 
curvature within projective coordinate reference axes.  
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Cartesian Coordinate System. Leibniz Differential Space Infinitesimal Calculation. A critique of the deterministic absolute measuring of space 
was developed by Leibniz. Expansion of systems of reference, displacement of systems of reference, new systems of reference 
 

Something similar happens with Euclidean Space and elliptic and Hyperbolic non Euclidean Space. 
Euclidean space does not allow for topology self intersection. Higher dimensional geometric topology 
dealing with self intersection cannot be projected to Cartesian Coordinate Euclidean space.  
 
We have developed some means to address dimensional expansion and some of these issues and limitation 
in e-Architects through House I, II, IIa, IIb, IIc, IV and others such as the Gugglenheim Museum 
Competition.  
 
Points, lines, surfaces-volumes, surface topology, 3D space-environments, 4D space, and multidimensional 
spaces are incremental dimensions that have been worked out to both reference and present possibilities to 
expand dimensions in architecture. One of the limitations is 3D plot Space and the fact that there are no 4D 
Plot Spaces that would be able to dynamically address the projection of other dimensions into 3D space. 
For this we developed through both illusionistic perspective and a 4D Hypercube a project that intends to 
explore this problem.  
 
 

Multidimensional Space:  Adolf Loos Architecture Logico-Representation 
Adolf Loos resisted a linear relationship between representation and architecture. His projects propose a 3d 
chess spatial game in which the logical understanding of the space as well as its experience are mental and 
sensorial games to human cognition. His buildings cannot be easily understood in conventional 
representational terms, but they need to be dissected, cut, exploded as the raunplannum nests spaces within 
spaces in a spiral organization as they are displaced in XYZ coordinates.  Villa Muller of 1929-1930 
proposes a complex organization displacing reference in both floor plan and section, creating a complex 
three-dimensional architecture mind-game.  

 
The Cooper Union, Professor Guido Zuliani and Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Architecture analysis, Students: Jaeho Chong And Timothy Evans  
 

Non Cartesian Measurement 
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Both the Machu Pichu and Miralle’s and Pinos Igualada cementery measure a territory through other means, 
such as the topography.  
 

 
Miralles and Pinos’s Igualada Cementery, 1991 

 
Karl Chu, Metaxy Planetary Automata 1D Cellular Automation 2006 
 
 

Higher Dimensional Space 
As discussed, these issues of multidimensionality are to cover two functions, the first one to be aware of 
current theories of the physics of space and to compare how architecture is able to or is dealing with them, 
at the minimum in terms of representation, and at the aim to include these theories in architecture space-
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environments. In addition these issues are also discussed in how architecture has been expanding space to 
include environments in the last two articles in the thesis and in later discussions.  
 

  
Knot Theory in mathematics A table of all prime knots with seven crossings or fewer (not including mirror images) and to the right with medial 
graph, public domain wikipedia commons.  
 

  
Knot theory and median curves developed into surface topology421 
 

 
Lorenz attractor and trifold knot by Jos Leys422 
 

 
421 Jarke J. van Wijk∗ Arjeh M. Cohen, "Visualization of the Genus of Knots", Dept. Mathematics and Computer Science Technische 
Universiteit Eindhoven 
422 Ghys, Ethienne and Leys, Jos “Lorenz and modular flows: a visual introduction”,  
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Inverting a Sphere. Erik De Neve, 1997 

 
Topological surfaces can be classified building up reference in relation to the thesis in terms of how many 
axis, planes and volumes activate within a Cartesian Reference System. Therefore a possible classification 
can be organized, as previously presented and discussed from Mobius strip, to a Klein bottle to a Boy 
Surface, continuing with higher dimensional  surfaces that self intersect. Differential topology understands 
the reduction in dimension and the projection of a topology into a lower dimensional space or plane. The 
project included aim at addressing the problematic relationship between Euclidean Space and non-Euclidean 
geometry in architecture. The issue is how architecture can propose a system of reference that would change 
its Cartesian reference system. 
 
 

 
Dimensional expansion from 2d surfaces, 2.5 dimensional surfaces dealing with simulation, to 3d space through topology 
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Cartesian Topology, 9sq grid, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 2008 
 

 
Cartesian Topology, 4sq grid Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 2009 

 

 
Cartopological space: typological Cartesian variations through relative topological displacements as parallel processing and interrelationships. 
House IIa, Eiroa Architects NY 2011. 
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Cartesian Costa Topology, David Varón and Harry Murzyn, ARCH 177-482B The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union Graduate 
Architecture Seminar in Computation Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, 2009 

 

 
The Cooper Union. Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective 
Multidimensional Space: From Virtual representation to Digital Fabrication Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students: Jemuel Joseph, 2015 
 

Below one can follow the increasing complexity in surface topology if referenced to Cartesian planes and 
axes. A Boy Surface topology consist of 3 Klein topologies and 6 Mobius topologies. Their intersections 
belong to a higher dimensional 4D space, therefore the intersections in Cartesian space overlap. 1 Mobius 
strip cut in the middle produces a 3-1 knot.  
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House IIB House II version B, Endless Infinite House: Mobius Strip topology, Kelin topology and Boy Topology referenced to Cartesian 
Coordinate Space, Axes and Planes. The Boy Surface is correlated to Cartesian axis creating continuity between them and their voids as 
explained before in the Thesis Article.  -X, X -Y, Y -Z, Z House II, 2013. Cartopological ©  space. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. 
Research Assistant: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin 

` 
 

 
House IIB House II version B, Endless Infinite House:  -X, X -Y, Y -Z, Z House II, 2013. Cartopological ©  space. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. Research Assistant: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin 

 
 
 
 

 
House IIB House II version B, Endless Infinite House:  -X, X -Y, Y -Z, Z House II, 2013. Cartopological ©  space. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. Research Assistant: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin 
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House IIB House II version B, Endless Infinite House:  -X, X -Y, Y -Z, Z House II, 2013. Cartopological ©  space. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. Research Assistant: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin  

 
The Guggenheim Museum423 competition entry presents a double boy topology in each of the three axis, 
making it a six fold mobius topology. The two three fold topology are continuous with each other, 
acitvating a higher than the House II dimensional space-environment.  
 

 
Guggenheim Museum Helsinki Competition Entry: GH-8746022806 Year: 2014 Eiroa Architects | e-Architects, New York, Buenos Aires 
Designer: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Design Team: Felicia Killiot, Peter Douglas Renderings: Craft CG - Computer Graphic Agency 
All images|Photos: ©e-Architects  

 
 

 

 
423 The Guggenheim Museum competition entry is further analyzed in the thesis discussion “Typology-Topology” 
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Multidimensional Cube Drawn by de:Benutzer:Karl Bednarik 

 

 
5D Anatomy of a d-dimensional Rubik's Cube. “These are Rubik's cubes of the form 3d, with the original popular puzzle being 33.  We label the 
puzzles like this because they are a d-dimensional cube broken into 3d smaller pieces or "cubies" of the same dimension.  For example, the 3D 
cube has 33 or 27 total 3-dimensional cubies.” Roice Nelson http://www.gravitation3d.com/about.html 
 

 
Perspective of Euclid’s orchard: 1D trees of unit heights. CC BY-SA 3.0 File:Euclid's Orchard (perspective).svg Created: 29 December 2012 

 
Fractal Geometry 
Fractals are not a subject of study in this thesis but their properties and relationships are. For instance one 
of the thesis discussions centers on CA and some recursive emergent variations on Cellular Automation 
replicate fractal patterns and recursive structures in scale, presenting a problem in terms of infinite 
recursiveness and scale.  
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Sierpinski carpet (to level 6), a fractal with a topological dimension of 1 and a Hausdorff dimension of 1.893 Johannes Rössel. A Sierpinski 
gasket can be generated by a fractal tree using JavaScript. Rafael Ruggiero. A fractal generated by a finite subdivision rule for an alternating link, 
A tile type of a finite subdivision rule associated to the right-angled cuboctahedron after repeated subdivision by Brirush. Wikipedia commons.  
 

 
Arstid Lindenmayer in 1968 developed L-Systems as recursive branching mechanisms following an axiom and a set of rules. Lindenmeyer L-
Systems by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa.  

 
Cartesian Representation In A Non-Cartesian World Space Coordinate Projection 
The world pretends to be straight and parallel, but problematically projects a straight Cartesian space within 
a projection which follows a curved space. This problem is known in cartography and satellite geolocation. 
World geodesic system.  
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Relationships between Geodetic, ECEF and Scene ENU coordinate systems. DIRSIGTM Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image 
Generation 

 
World Map incomplete projections. Credit https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/b5yaf5/an_incomplete_list_of_map_projections/ 
 

Geodesic Projection In Global Geographic Maps Representation 
Space is usually understood in terms of three axis, XYZ that are perpendicular and straight, while the reality 
is that space-time curvature does not allow for a truly Cartesian space, other than in an idealized condition. 
This is the reason why in cartography, there is a problematic deviation between the territory and satellites 
measuring the territory on earth, which problematically uses a straight Cartesian system of reference without 
addressing the curvature of earth. Projective cartographies have tried to address this issue. While 
Architecture produces through its industry Cartesian cuts, materials, assembly due to economic efficiency 
projecting a space-frame with Cartesian determination, the space is warped and therefore a line that is 
thought as straight and projected straight even with a laser measuring system, will not be straight or parallel 
if projected futher. In this sense, our Cartesian coordinate system must be displaced in relation to surveying 
systems that are currently measuring these type of consequences on the non update of measuring systems. 
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World Map Projection [AuthaGraph World Map] Business Owner, Keio University Graduate School of Media and Governance Narukawa 
Laboratory + AuthaGraph CO., Ltd 

 
Space-Time Curvature 
While in Cartesian Terms, we developed cartesian topologies to critique the 3 axial reference system, we 
need to come to terms that space is warped and not straight due to the Space-Time fabric as described by 
Einstein. Space may also accelerate time, so apart from expanding dimensions in terms of plot space, 
architects need to expand the incorporation of time as a function of space-curvature. 
 

  
This artistic representation visualises spacetime as a simplified, two-dimensional surface, which is being distorted by the presence of three 
massive bodies, represented as coloured spheres. The distortion caused by each sphere is proportional to its mass. European Space Agency 
ESA–C.Carreau. Gravitation 3d screnshoot. Roice Nelson. An animated look at how spacetime responds as a mass moves through it helps 
showcase exactly how,... [+] LUCASVB424 
 
 
 
 

 
424 Siegel Ethan, Starts with a Bang Group "This is Why The Speed of Gravity Must Equal The Speed of Light", Science Forbes Magazine, 
2019 
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Left Image: 9 years of WMAP data. The image reveals 13.77 billion year old temperature fluctuations that correspond to what become the 
galaxies. Image credits: NASA / WMAP. Right Image: Three possible shapes of the Universe: closed, open and flat from top to bottom. Image 
credits: NASA.  
 

  
Penrose Diagram: Space-Time in relation to gravity and singularity through information loss curve to which Wheeler identified as the Black 
Hole. The Charter-Penrose Diagram6 for the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates for Space-Time with mass M. 
 

 

  
Left Image: “1: Representation of the Schwarzschild black hole in Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates. The Schwarzschild geometry consists of four 
regions I, II, III, IV where I and III are two distinct asymptotically at regions. The black hole interior is given by the regions II and IV. The 
classical Schwarschild solution, equation 3.6, covers regions I and II”425.  Left Image Conformal diagram: ‘The Kruskal picture with conformal 
infinity represented.’ 

 

 
425 Lars Nerger "Investigations of 3D Binary Black Hole Systems" Doctorate thesis , Bremen University, 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/27258949 
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Right Image: black hole, seen from the side. NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center/Jeremy Schnittman 
 

  
 

 
Left Image: Lucy Reading-Ikkanda/Quanta Magazine426. Right Image: Gravity Flower - A grid of particles colored by their velocity are distorted 
by the mass of a slow moving planet. Universe Sandbox is a physics-based space simulator. 
 
 

In John Wheeler’s It From Bit427, BIT is the minimum information unit, and therefore the building block of 
the universe as represent all reality only possible through information representation. The challenge in 
architecture is to identify the notion of information theory relative to space entities at maximum 
understanding of micro scale to macro scale, so that our understanding of architecture as space-
environments is up to date in terms of theories about information and space-time. Wheeler establishes a 
boundary-space identifying how a black hole can contain information expressed in binary terms. According 
to von Baeyer428 Einstein theory of relativity revealed that non phenomenon, including time itself can be 
described without reference to the viewer-observer state of motion, inserting the observer in the filed of 
science and physics. And according to quantum theory, the state of a physical element such as an atom, the 
observer defines the measurement apparatus and system of reference and therefore the determination of the 
possible answers and with it the behavior of reality by the act of measurement, making is observer-
dependent, as reality is shaped apparently by the questions we ask. Historically science had separated the 
subjectivity of the observer from an objective reality (Democritus to a certain extents defines also the limits 
of objectivity by reasoning and the mediation of the senses). In von Baeyer’s book information is related to 
quantum physics, such as the energy of the universe as constant, and that the entropy of the universe tends 

 
426 Klarreich, Erica and Reading-Ikkanda Lucy,“What is the Geometry of the Universe” Quanta Magazine, 2020 
427 Wheeler, J. A. “A Journey Into Gravity and Spacetime” in W.H. Freeman, Scientific American Library, New York, 1990 
428 Von Baeyer, Hans Christian Information: the New Language of Science, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 2003 
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to increase. He relates this to Hawking’s Black Holes Information Paradox, in which these previous notions 
of the universe no longer apply, information is conserved in a natural process described by quantum 
mechanics and by loosing information, a black hole destroys information something forbidden by the laws 
of quantum mechanics.  
 

  
Left image: based on Wheeler’s 1990 “The number of Planck areas needed to tile the horizon og a black hole determines how many bits of 
information are shielded by the horizon” From a Journey into Gravity and Spacetime by Wheeler 1990.” It from Bit, Wheeler Information 
theory429 Wheeler It from Bit and Does looking back “now” gives reality to what happened “then”? in “It From Bit” discussing quantum 
physics and “measurement as an irreversible act in which uncertainty collapses to certainty”430. 

 
Encoded on the surface of the black hole can be bits of information, proportional to the event horizon's 
surface area. 
 

 
Paul Harpern Quntum Labyrinth431 

 
Non-Cartesian Measuring Reference System 
While Architecture produces through its industry Cartesian cuts, materials, assembly due to economic 
efficiency projecting a space-frame with Cartesian determination, the space is warped and therefore a line 
that is thought as straight and projected straight even with a laser measuring system, will not be straight or 
parallel if projected futher. In this sense, our Cartesian coordinate system must be displaced in relation to 

 
429 Wheeler, John Archibald, Beyond the Black Hole.In Some Strangeness in Proportion. Edited by H. Wolf. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1980 
430 Wheeler, John Archibald “It from Bit” Geons, Black Holes & Quantum Foam. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc 1998 
431 Hapern, Paul "It From Bit: Is The Universe A Cellular Automaton?" Science, Forbes, 2017 
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surveying systems that are currently measuring these type of consequences on the non update of measuring 
systems. 

 

 
Left Imae: The extra-dimensional nature of string theory can be represented with a Calabi–Yau manifold such as this. Right Image: By 
vchal/Shutterstock M-Theory is a multistring theory, quintic Calabi–Yau manifold432. 

String theory establishes 6 dimensions of quarks moving shiftong not one place multiplicity. Unified with 
Gravity since string plus gravity at small scalr gives string. 3 dimensions Time Other dimensions at small 
scale of quarks. 
 

 

Jonathan Heckman, an assistant professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Penn 

 
432 Hanson (1994), "A construction for computer visualization of certain complex curves", Notices of the Amer.Math.Soc. 41(9): 1156–1163 
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Entanglement National Institute of Standards and Technology 

 

 “The image attempts to illustrate something that cannot be imaged — a universe of multi-dimensional structures and spaces. On the left is a 
digital copy of a part of the neocortex, the brain’s most evolved part. On the right are shapes of different sizes and geometries in an attempt to 
represent structures ranging from 1 dimension to 7 dimensions and beyond. The “black-hole” in the middle symbolizes a complex of multi-
dimensional spaces or cavities. Researchers at Blue Brain Project report groups of neurons bound into such cavities provide the missing link 
between neural structure and function in their new study published in Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience.” Image Credit: Blue Brain 
Project. Image Credit: The Blue Brain Project433 

 
Alcubierre Drive 

 
Uses space-time warping to accelerate speed time. Credit NASA 

 
433 Michael W. Reimann, Max Nolte, Martina Scolamiero, Katharine Turner, Rodrigo Perin, Giuseppe Chindemi, Paweł Dłotko, Ran Levi, 
Kathryn Hess and Henry Markram, Cliques of Neurons Bound into Cavities Provide a Missing Link between Structure and Function, Blue Brain 
Project, Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 2017 
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Quantum Physics, Space and reference 
What happens when system of measurement changes in relation to when it is measured? Several 
consequences are drawn from such intriguing problem thinking reality in terms of a simulation problem in 
which the observer defines the laws by projecting the system of measurement implemented, connecting 
representation as enaction and empowerment over reality to a maximum dimensional problem. The issues 
of quantum computation and quantum physics escapes the spectrum of focus of this thesis, but present 
issues to anticipate and to start preparing for since representation takes a whole new dimensional quality 
here relative to how we measure, project and understand reality.  
 
According to quantum physics, literally, the laws of space change when measured. Systemic determination is 
active when measurement happens. Reality is stretched to fit system of measurement. System of 
measurement expand dimensions. Observation and event in two at once. Photon splits and signal equal 
value in 2 places at same time. reality flexible. discover dimension expand reality. quantum is parallel 
computing at one step all possibilities of a combinatory system at once. AI will change with parallel 
computing and with the 6 dimensions of quantum mechanics.  

 
 
 
 

 
Wolfram Physics Project434 aims at representing through computational languages and systems a fundamental consistent theory of the laws of 
physics through computational systems of representation. The project articulates CA theory in relation to tensors in physics to develop a theory 
of the universal laws of the universe.  

 

 
434 Wolfram, Stephen “Finally We May Have a Path to the Fundamental Theory of Physics… 
and It’s Beautiful” 2020 https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2020/04/finally-we-may-have-a-path-to-the-fundamental-theory-of-physics-
and-its-beautiful/ 
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Quantum Computing: Bit For Qubit 
The difference between classical computing and Quntum computing is that of the Qbit replaces the decision 
making binary system of the Bit of true/false for a multiple state system, following Quantum physics. A 
qubit (or quantum bit) according to Wolfram World is the analog of a bit for quantum computation. A bit 
which may only assume two possible values (0 and 1), a qubit is a continuum of values 

 where  and  are arbitrary complex numbers satisfying . The power of a Quantum 
Computing system is exponential in relation to the amount of Qbits as opposed to in classical computing in 
which there is a linear relationship between power and number of electronic transitors/chips. Quantum 
computing is an advantageous system over a typical computational system in the type of computational 
power in certain type of tasks, such as parallel real time processing, simulation of multiple agent 
systems/paths, optimization of intertwined parallel correlational conditions. This develops a significative 
advantage in terms of Big Data Science and AI since parallel computation, simulation and optimization 
simply demand too much computational power from classical computers. One of the examples discussed in 
this thesis is the VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem) as a simulation problem of optimization and correlation, 
which is an ideal type of simulation for Quantum comping.  
 
 

   
Bits, three-state systems, cobits, and qubits. Our secure delegated computing protocol can be achieved by means of a three-state classical system. 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ Right image, The ID Staff, “Indian scientists 
from RRI devise test for fairness of qubits in quantum computers” in Indus Dictum, 2020.  
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Qubits on the Poincaré (Bloch) Sphere using Wolfram Demonstrations interface by Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa, Contributed by: Rudolf Muradian 
(March 2011). Open content licensed under CC BY-NC-SA “ The Poincaré (Bloch) sphere provides a geometric representation of a pure qubit 

(quantum bit) state space as points on the surface of the unit sphere . Any point of the surface represents some pure qubit. The mixed qubit 
states can be represented by points inside of the unit sphere, with the maximally mixed state laying at the center. The red line from the center to 
the surface of the sphere corresponds to the pure state and has unit length. For mixed qubit state the length of line must be less than 1.” 435 
 
 
 

   
Bloch Sphere from http://www.laborsciencenetwork.com. Impression of a transmon qubit. Quantum representation436 
 
 
 

 

 
Quantum time-space 
 

 
435 Rudolf Muradian "Qubits on the Poincaré (Bloch) Sphere" http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/QubitsOnThePoincareBlochSphere/ 
Wolfram Demonstrations Project Published: March 7 2011 
436 Tyler Craig, Careful with Hot Objects, in Spotlights, Los Alamos National Laboratory, August 2018 
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Multidimensional Data 
The contemporary informed space-environments present a challenge in terms of their convolutional 
clustering of layered correlational information that often is aimed at becoming organized through 
multidimensional data layers, bifurcations and means to categorize topological information levels. The 
relationship discussed between information “visualization” and information autonomy, as signifier beyond 
the data indexed, presents a means to escape the problematic relationship between convolution 
(Convolutional Neural Networks for feature recognition) and categorical multidimensionality, later 
discussed in relation to Artificial Intelligence, parallel processing and Convolutional Neural Networks. The 
issue of spatial dimensions and information dimensions have not been problematized through architecture 
terms. While Computer Scientist refer to the dimensions of an architecture of a computer system, and Data 
Scientists refer to multidimensional data sets, architects often do not relate at this level with the architecture 
they developed, continuously informed by new technologies that are not comprehended but rather blindly 
applied, replacing architecture ideology by the architecture implicit in the technology of the system.  
 
 

 
Multidimensional Data schematic outline of methods in Neuroscience research developing time based multidimensional data sets by scanned 
fMRI behaviors and developing simulations437  

 
 

Multidimensional Space: Displacing Reference Frame Systems, Digital Signifiers, Systems of 
Representation, Space Typology, Construction Systems and Materials 
The first strategy is to address dimensional problems relative to XYZ Coordinates and displace 
conventions in Cartesian Coordinate Space (XYZ axes) increasingly by analyzing and displacing each 
possible dimension through topological displacement and through surface topology discussed in the articles 
and in the discussions. From 0D to 1D, to 2D, to 3D and beyond, the articles and discussions address 
means to co relate dimensions with fundamental architecture elements such as points, lines, planes, volumes, 

 
437 Robyn L. Miller, Erik B. Erhardt, Oktay Agcaoglu,, Elena A. Allen, Andrew M. Michael5, Jessica A. Turner, Juan Bustillo, Judith M. Ford, 
Daniel H. Mathalon, Theo G. M. Van Erp, Steven Potkin, Adrian Preda, Godfrey Pearlson and Vince D. Calhoun "Multidimensional frequency 
domain analysis of full-volume fMRI reveals significant effects of age, gender, and mental illness on the spatiotemporal organization of resting-
state brain activity" in Frontiers in Neuroscience, 2015 
 
                    
Photoshop Pixel Signifier and resolution optimization 
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environments by displacing each fundamental architecture element as absolute entities to develop a 
multidimensional intermediate architecture, to identifying means to unfold them into subsequential 
dimensions, to finding means to create continuity through dimensions as well as others.  Applied research in 
the discussion “Digital Signifiers” and “New Origins As New Linguistic Signs” including projects and 
installations developed expanding dimensions from point to topology experimental research done using 
diverse interfaces, to other experiments in “Expanding Architecture Authorship Through New 
Computational Signs”. This is done by identifying digital signifiers in relation to architecture elements at 
each dimensional level. In addition in relation to 3D Cartesian space, aiming at creating continuity between 
the three Cartesian axes and the positive and negative sides of them; perhaps a dimensional consideration to 
simply critique Cartesian Axes in the mode that Leibniz did through infinitesimal calculation; or simply aim 
at correlating surface topology with Cartesian axes; or to find means to go beyond 3D to 3.5D through 
mathematical plot space, therefore addressing the system of representation at the same level of the content-
space being generating an attempt to corelate background processing in computer representation and spatial 
organization. Applied research in the thesis article “MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPACE” and the discussion 
“DIGITAL SIGNIFIERS” and “TYPOLOGY TOPOLOGY”.  
 
Mitchell and McCullogh in their Digital Media Design438 book of 1995 discusses several dimensions in 
computer representation, from 1D media as data, words and text, to 2d media as images, lines, polygons, 
plans and maps as graphics, to 3d media as three-dimensional representation of liens in space, surfaces and 
renderings and assemblies, to multidimensional media as motion models, animations and other means of 
representation such as hypermedia discussing from coding, computational structures and various technical 
forms of representation such as the change of CNC and computer representation revolutions (CAD/CAM) 
that informed Frank Gehry’s office (Gehry Associates, including credits to James Glymph) in the 1990s to 
the new studio of the 21st century through research work developed at Harvard GSD and MIT. This book 
pairs computational dimensions to an architecture which is potentially informed by these computational 
dimensions addressing the necessity to shift architecture’s dimensions understanding through new means to 
represent information.  
 
When one represents information in the picture plane of a computer screen, several operations take place 
simultaneously that are usually conventionalized, generalized and therefore misunderstood. From how 
digital binary codes encrypt information to execute actions to how a computer screen simulates perspective 
through projective geometry, computation can be expanded relative to architecture at each of these 
dimensional changes.  
 

 
Typology|Topology studio, Fall 2013 The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union, Head Professor and Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with instructors Matt Roman, Jaterina Kourkoula and Will Shapiro; students: Akash Godbole and Ian Houser.  
 

 

 
438 Mitchell, William J. and McCullough, Malcom Digital Design Media, Second Edition, John Wiley & Son, New York, 1995 
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Arch 482B Master Program Technology Seminar; Undergraduate Arch 177 Computer Design Seminar Elective; Multidimensional Space: 
Machines to "Draw and Build" Spring 2016; Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Students/Groups: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan; Jemuel Joseph, 
Luis Figallo; Alberto Martinez Garcia, Kevin Savillon, Natalia Oliveri; Bing Dai, James Seung Hwan, Jin Lee; Zachary Hall, Rain Yu Kiu Chan, 
Mireya Fabregas, Julia Di Pietro 
 

 
House IIB House II version B, Endless Infinite House:  -X, X -Y, Y -Z, Z House II, 2013. Cartopological ©  space. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. Research Assistant: Luo Xuan, Pedro Joaquin 

 
Guggenheim Museum Helsinki Competition Entry: GH-8746022806 Year: 2014 Eiroa Architects | e-Architects, New York, Buenos Aires 
Designer: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Design Team: Felicia Killiot, Peter Douglas Renderings: Craft CG - Computer Graphic Agency 
All images|Photos: ©e-Architects  
 

The second strategy is to expand architecture space to space-environments. In order to understand the 
mapping, tracing, measurement and application of data sets at an informational level, the architecture of the 
system, the architecture of the data and the architecture being developed need to be coordinated at the same 
topological level of information in Bateson  terms. Further discussions in terms of data scanning, data 
retrieval, data mapping, data measurement, data sets and the implementation of an informed space-
environment discuss issues of multidimensionality by addressing a multidimensional BlockChain platform in 
which multidimensional data sets are incorporated to develop a comprehensive multidimensional space-
environment at various scales of operation for instance in the project Ecoinduction III implementing a 
different means and system of representation including signifiers through Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Simulation (CFD). 
 
This strategy is presented to incorporate environmental forces as part of architecture autonomy through 
understanding, analyzing, displacing and managing energy information flows through data mapping-surveys 
and CFD. CFD is included in the thesis article “ECOINDUCTION III” and the article “Space-
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Environment Commons” as well as in the thesis discussion “Data And Politics Of Information and 
Urbanism Of Information”.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 12. New York City informed massing variation in relation to existing fabric, an interface to start dynamic participatory interface. 
Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design 
Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
 

The third strategy is to expand dimensions in architecture by identifying problems or opportunities that 
emerge between “drawing” and “building” through expanding dimensions in conventional representation 
processes as well as notation through scale. In previous articles and further discussions, we include research 
done in identifying the possibilities to expand dimensions from drawings, to notational drawings to make 
buildings and to identify their relationships with materials through displacing and expanding dimensions 
each time an information flow presents the opportunity for architecturally meaningful mediation, to develop 
an architecture through an expanded digital signifier. In some of the articles and discussions reference to 
information materialization is done to explore in between dimensional expansion in architecture formation, 
by identifying emerging problems and process them through information flows as dimensional problems 
and not as conventional scalar notational architecture representation processes bypassing architecture 
notation and scale. This is done all the way from representation as modelling through algorithms in the 
computer to their physical actualization in several means, from lasers that can draw in space and conform 
spaces, to machinic tool paths that are thought as forces applied to materials that perform by deformation 
rather than as static 3d physical representations of computer drawings and modeling. 3d Printing is thought 
as an opportunity to vary emergent conditions in the physical actualization of how the material is developed, 
fused, and deposited and not as a translation between digital and physical, acknowledging the physical forces 
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as information systems at play in the mediation of emergent information flows. This is further developed in 
the article “Multidimensional Space” and in the thesis discussion “Expanding Architecture Authorship 
Through New Computational Signs and Informed Material Processes” and “Informed Inter-Scalar 
Fluidity”. 
 

 
Canvascraper shifts from a process of representation to processing the issues encountered evolving and critiquing the parameters each time 
there is a different interface. Canvascraper Exhibition: e (eiroa)-Architects, NY. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Design Team: Yaoyi 
Fann and Gabriel Munnich. Exhibition Curator: Steven Hillyer and Nader Tehrani, The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union Archive. 
Location: Dean's Wall. Fall 2017 
 

The fourth strategy is by developing correlations between representation and actualization. Issues of 
representation are presented in the later DISCUSSION XIV. Representation is also understood as to 
include issues of simulation, performance and emergent conditions addressed through computational 
models. The conventional understanding of materialization can be understood in terms of actualization in 
an informed model. Dimensional problems become active in how information is actualized depending on 
the dimensional capacities of the machinery equipment that actualizes forces or through other material 
means, develops actualizations of informational models. The argument here is to address a correlation in 
cognitive terms between representation of dimensional axes and machinery dimensional capacity. CAM can 
be expanded either by modifying components such as end diffusors, modifying the entire structure of the 
CAM or by modifying the G-Code developing a toolpath that does not follow the conventions of the site-
layering deposition of filament in the 3d printing process and instead propose a modified path that deviates 
in the XYZ axis the toolpath, especially in the Z axis avoiding the flattening of the print in relation to the 
double curvature of the physical print. The displacement of the regular G-Code toolpath of the CAM can 
address and expand issues of dimensionality in the way physical actualizations are developed.  The material 
and environmental behavioral qualities while the printing occurs can also be computed real time to address 
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the dimensional-structural quality of the physical actualization after digital simulations, addressing the 
material properties once the optimization is made physical. 

 
Student Work Salma Kattass. ARCH 702B Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, MS in Architecture Computational Technologies Program, NYIT SoAD, 
S2022. AI Based architecture of information actualizing real time G-Code as correlational material, expanding CAM dimensions and optimizing 
structural and behavioral properties in the deposition of filament in 3d Printing.  

 
Dimensions in actualization can be related to multidimensional robotic systems (autonomous sentinel) and 
robotic fabrication (construction). This thesis discusses how it is necessary to innovate at the 
representational level to address other dimensions or multidimensionality in architecture. Therefore this 
thesis presents research done by expanding dimensions in 3d printing as means to actualize information 
flows in physical terms though robotic machinic construction systems. The robotic systems presented as 
either thought as a distributed autonomous 1D swarm system that through a flock intelligence can build and 
expand dimensions in construction and fabrication and robotic systems that expand axes and dimensions in 
3d printing displacing conventions in Computer Numeric Control (CNC) mechanisms and support 
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structures, displacing also anthropocentric reference systems (robotic “arms”) and Cartesian Coordinate 
Systems. 
 

 
e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 

 
 
The fifth strategy is by addressing an augmented immersive ephemeral space-environment realism through 
virtual reality and robotic interactivity, displacing conventions in how to address space in architecture 
through real time interactive expanded representation. This thesis explores blurring boundaries between real 
space and virtual space by interrelating real, real distorted, real distorted accentuated, real physical simulated 
construction, augmented construction, virtual, virtual augmented, virtual interactive, virtual experiential 
spaces into a continuous space-environment immersive experience activating sensors through robotic 
interactivity sensing the space and making the space interactive to activate smell, humidity, heat, sound, light 
as ephemeral interactive space-environment. Applied research developed on virtual reality, 3d printing, 
robotic interaction in the “Interscalar Informed Fluidity” exhibition and installation at Palazzo Bembo in 
Venice in this thesis addresses multidimensional interactive spaces as means to analyze conventional systems 
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of representation and projecting them into real space such as perspective (forced perspective built) and to 
expand beyond the actual space through multiple intermediate realities and dimensions. 
 
Multidimensional data and spatial systems can also be discussed in cultural terms, for instance, the previous 
analysis on deep structure through the work of Panofsky discussed in particular the case of Lorenzetti and 
Velazquez, in which in Lorenzetti, the structure of the paining-frame, the deep structure of the painting and 
its narrative are coordinated to develop a unique meaning through a unique set of signifiers, including the 
vanishing point. In the case of Velazquez these relationships are displaced to coordinate another meaning by 
displacing the frame, the system of representation and the narrative in which the painter becomes part of 
the painting.   
 
The work of Andrea Pozzo, previously discussed in thesis Article “Multidimensional Space” addresses an 
interesting case in illusionistic perspective at the St. Ignazio Corridor in Rome. Instead of expanding a space 
to a virtual space through an illusionistic projection, the artist does this but on top, flattens the space as he 
extends it, contrasting the actual vaulted barrel ceiling of the space which is disconnected from its 
contrasted illusion, forced perspective and the physicality of the space. Due to these spatial perceptual visual 
constructions that address a different type of multidimensional space, the mind and body become 
disoriented and the relationship between background depth field of vision and the body enter in a state of 
physical affection and immersion.  
 

 
Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Jose 
David Mejias Morales. Catedral de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation implementing Artificial Intelligence and 
Simulation. Big Data AI simulation gradual degree displacement of original surveyed architecture point cloud. 
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Hypercube, House IV e-Architects 2016, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa using Point Cloud 3d Big Data Scanning from Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio 
Corridor LiDAR 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of Sapienza University Rilevo department 

 
AI Big Data LiDAR 3d Scanning Semantic Segmentation project House IV, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, e-Architects 2016-2021 (WIP). Big Data 
multidimensional space 2D Illusionistic perspective scan warping and flattening a 3D space to a 3D projection of a 2D space to a 3.5D space to 
a 4D hypercube projected higher dimensional space shadow through Big Data Laser 3d Scanning point cloud semantic segmentation and 
perspectival manipulation. Big Data Survey 3d Laser Scanning Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio Corridor 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of 
Sapienza University Rilevo department, visualization Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa. 
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AI Big Data LiDAR 3d Scanning Semantic Segmentation project House IV, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, e-Architects 2016-2021 (WIP). Big Data multidimensional 
space 2D Illusionistic perspective scan warping and flattening a 3D space to a 3D projection of a 2D space to a 3.5D space to a 4D hypercube projected higher 
dimensional space shadow through Big Data Laser 3d Scanning point cloud semantic segmentation and perspectival manipulation. Big Data Survey 3d Laser 
Scanning Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio Corridor 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of Sapienza University Rilevo department, visualization Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa. 

The sixth strategy is through parallel multidimensional processing in computational design Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) through Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Developing 
convolutional computational paradigms stacking layers through parallel processing in machine learning 
through ANN this thesis investigates how different systems of data gathering, data processing, repositories 
and systems of representation can be combined, interrelated, parallel and integrated. From perspectival 
machine vision implementing 2d and 3d scanning, to semantic segmentation in those collected Big Data 
repositories, to interpreting several 2D layered images and extracting features, to implementing a group of 
linear, bifurcating and interrelated algorithms as well as non linear non reversible simulation site-based 
algorithms, to other strategies such as Boltzman Machine, these information flows can be combined 
through weighting tensor flow using symbolic computation. Therefore this complex parallel processing 
algorithms combining Data Science through statistics and data flow extracting feature and symbolic based 
weighted Computational Design can present means for a multidimensional computational machinic 
processing space-environment, addressing the co-relationship between expanding dimensions in architecture 
by necessarily displacing systems of representation. Applied Research in the article Ecoinduction III, Space-
Environment Commons as well as in the thesis discussion Data And Politics Of Information and Urbanism 
Of Information. Artificial Intelligence In An Architecture Of Information: Displacing Representation 
Through Parallel Processing, Universal Space-Environments Through An Urbanism Of Information: From 
Survey, Big Data, Evolutionary Simulation, Artificial Intelligence (Ai), To A Blockchain Platform. 
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AI Prediction model based on neural network hierarchy activity recognizing dominant traffic flows to identify emergent infrastructure and 
optimize traffic flows in relation to environmental ecologies. Topologically optimized to develop Superblock clusters boundary areas model 
designed to run a network-based optimization prediction model. Superblock cluster areas in relation to environmental CFD simulations that are 
designed to identify latent ecologies suppressed by the city, recover them, and coordinate them across the city, building up local, regional, and 
ultimately a global network. We are currently working on a CNN and BM and RNN optimizes traffic to respond to the simulations optimizing 
parallel computing. Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design 
Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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DISCUSSION X: TYPOLOGY – TOPOLOGY 
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Structuralism As Continuity With Post-Structuralism 
Architecture references space through typology, or spatial containers-frames. Space is indexed in 
mathematics through spatial topology. Architecture has been displacing its notions of spatial containment 
since 1990s through surface topology. The problem is that such architecture never questioned the 
relationship between type and topology at a system of representation level, nor at a linguistic signifier level, 
aspects that are objective of this thesis. 
 
It is necessary today to develop a critical understanding of the relationship between typology and topology 
as the possibility of criticism to overcome predetermination in architecture. Peter Eisenman's formal 
methods in the 70s attempted to develop an increasingly complex diagram from a series of step-by-step 
basic displacements. However, the origin, or the first organizational structure, while being displaced, was not 
transcended throughout the process. While Greg Lynn's animate form theorized relative topological 
variations, he claimed that any solution in the series was equally valuable439 not really being able to overcome 
this lack, but rather avoiding it by means of a purer form of indeterminacy. Alejandro Zaera-Polo, in turn, 
described Eisenman's process as a machinic diagram,440 where computed solutions opened up non-critical 
relationships, like those emerging in the Berlin Memorial. The machinic and the systemic is actually what is 
being critiqued in contemporary digital architecture, making it necessary to question not only the parameters 
of a system, but the conditions themselves that constitute them as the structure of a system. Mario Carpo441 
here contrasts the way in which architects worked in the 1990s with manageable amounts of data, by 
designing through nurb-based curves, with the way in which contemporary architects work with processing 
large amounts of data. While Carpo argues for a shift to a non-deterministic paradigm, one should rather 
question the deterministic structuralism that is present in the algorithmic calculation through which big data 
is processed, therefore prescribing implicitly the parametric structure of projects. The work of Rem 
Koolhaas has consistently proposed an interesting tension between generic structures and typological 
displacements, both introducing innovative architectural typologies and critiquing structuralism. One can 
refer, for instance, to OMA's Agadir proposition, which has displaced Le Corbusier's universal free plan by 
means of a diversified spatial topography. In the proposed variation of this formula for "Inside-Out City," 
the topographic undulation of the slab displaced the universal slabs and created topological continuity 
among different levels. "Stacked Freedoms," applied in the Seattle library, equally references Luis Kahn's 
tartan grid, which alternates service spaces between larger lobby spaces, displacing their repetition and 
alternating structural strategies. This strategy can be related to Le Corbusier’s Villa Stein’s organizational 
spatial structure referencing Palladio -as pointed out by Collin Rowe-, but rather in section. Koolhaas’s 
Bordeaux House, finally, proposes an elevated suspended-unground volume, and below, in tension, a 
partially topographic underground house. The post-modernism of Koolhaas can indeed be formulated as a 
mechanism of escaping simple oppositions, borrowing the critical paranoid method of surrealism, and 
merging it with a double negative dialectic: not this-not that, as many of his buildings start by proposing the 
negation of a referential typology (not this), in tension with its negative dialectic: the displacement of that 
originally referenced type (not that). Koolhaas engages with a structural critique of history by continuously 
attempting to resolve typological innovation at the generic level of the architectural container. This 
innovation affects the generic organization of the space, the program and the standard construction systems. 
The target of this attitude may also be extended to his critique of Capitalist systems, which may reside in 
simply making evident and thus accelerating emerging cultural problems. 
 

 
439 Lynn, Gregg, Animate Form, Princeton Architectural Press, New York 1999 
440 Zaera-Polo, Alejandro "Eisenman's Machine of Infinite Resistance" in Peter Eisenman 1990-1997 El Croquis 83, Madrid 1997 
441 Carpo, Mario "Breaking the curve, on Big Data and Design", ARTFORUM, February 2014 
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In architecture, typology can be thought as a stable generic category, which results of a process of 
stabilization, conforming a disciplinary reference both in terms of organization and containment. 
Structuralism has been criticized for constructing categories that reference generic conventions, which 
obscure real differences. In Gilles Deleuze's idea of difference without concept442, differentials are 
understood as real differences, as he notes the value of the curvature, independent from other assumed 
referential categories.  
 
Structures and their negation can be related to typology and topology. In principle, typology is the opposite 
of topology (topos443 + logos). Topo-logos refers to the various definitions of space relative to 
topographical differentiation, which are manifest in the placement of antique Greek sanctuaries. In this 
sense, topology is the inverse to the idea of categorical classification, since, within a given continuity, each 
topographical moment is unique. For Friedrich Nietzsche, topology implies a genealogy444, a displacement of 
“relative forces,” and the typological, a variation in absolutes values. For the German philosopher, as well as 
for Deleuze and Jacques Derrida, Hegelian dialectics provide a false image of difference through the 
creation of categorical generic oppositions, which generate contradictions based on reactionary forces. 
Deleuze resolves this tension, as he considers the platonic inversion by stochastics between a state of 
becoming (about ideal form) and substance. What one must resist is the tendency that appears in each 
discipline to known types, which, if not displaced, continue to wrongly prescribe order, and establish a false 
idea of difference. In biology, in turn, D'Arcy Thomson proposed the understanding of structure as an 
elastic topological relational reference, mathematically measuring degrees of change while leaving unresolved 
the differences among species. Henri Bergson resolved this problem understanding form in relationship to 
time. Bergson developed a biological theory of form, where structural change can be understood in 
continuity to and because of variations in degree, establishing that structural change results from the 
emergence of order out of an accumulative process: a creative evolution, but also a theory of topology.  
 
To dislodge the tension between typology and topology from the set of artificial signifiers that constitute 
architecture as a discipline: this seems to be our aim at present. But rather than resisting one position for the 
other, it has become evident that, today, both the emerging structuralism, raised by the need of the 
discipline to displace consolidated types, and the motivations of late post-structuralisms, tending to ignore 
the consolidation of these structures, must be equally put under rigorous critique, suspending the cyclical 
reactionary pendulum predestined, as if naturally, to be the only way to continuously renew the discipline445 
and activate its critical process. 
 
Feedbacks Between Origination And Destination 
We might not be able to find a generic museum diagram through history, but there are some problems 
intrinsic to museums that continuously redefine them. While contemporary art museums are being redefined 
by new media communications, museums are known as buildings that by containing art they also impose an 
additional spatial frame that may redefine their apparently autonomous content. Contemporary art museums 
started to deal with digital information systems as part of their curatorial means of communication. 
Therefore their physical, institutional and virtual spaces are also interestingly becoming not only spatial and 
political frames, but also digital interface-frames were knowledge is not only curated but also 
institutionalized. The problems of containing art, experiencing art and communicating art in the digital 
information age became the subject matter of the architecture of this art museum project. 

 
442 Deleuze, Gilles Difference and Repetition, Columbia University Press, New York 1994 
443 Aristotle, in Physics IV defines Topos as the Site-Space. 
444 Deleuze, Gilles Nietzsche and Philosophy , The Atholone Press, 1983, originally France, 1962. 
445 Wölfflin described the group of architects that reacted to the Renaissance as Baroque, defining a historic structure that repeats in the form of 
a pendulum from one revolution to the other. Wölfflin, Heinrich Renaissance and Baroque, Cornell University Press, 1961 [orig. German 1888].   
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The genesis of the project is first placed in relation to its interface of representation. The motivation of the 
representational interface that generates the project becomes also an integral part of the formal logic and 
spatial organization of the museum. This (art) museum project intends to motivate spatial experience by 
challenging subject-object-performance relationships in terms of how these artistic objects and events are 
framed. Additionally, this museum problematizes how art is communicated, integrating the digital media 
interfaces, making the “building” envelopes themselves media-interfaces. Therefore the museum aims to 
address the range of issues that emerge from origination to destination.  
 
Museums are usually distinguished from each other as they propose unique spatial organizations in relation 
to how they frame art.  There are generic typologies, such as how a museum usually divides temporary and 
permanent exhibition galleries. There have been many discussions on the hierarchical relationship between 
the architecture of a museum as a generic container, enhancing or not the presence of the work of art, and 
whether artists should be forced or not to compete with the architecture of the frame within which their art 
is presented or re-situated. This relationship is also conflicted in understanding art as the constitution of 
spatial atmospheres and art as performance, in which the relationship between the viewer experience and 
the constitution of space is rather performative and open. For instance, one can address increasing framing 
problems often dissociated from the work of an architect, such as the digital interfaces that re-structure art 
imposing a mediated experience whether artist recognize this displacement to their work or not.  
 
Although what indexes contemporary art can also be related to what indexes contemporary architecture, 
since computation is structuring all fields. Due to computation, digital systems of representation as mediums 
often define the parameters for artistic origination. Additionally, on the destination side of the 
representation, the effect of media reproduction is nowadays weighting more than the intrinsic value of the 
work of art as an object, or as performance, displacing art to a mediatic social-political instigator. One can 
even extend these issues to a critique of the gallery system as a whole and its relevance. While the politics of 
the curatorial work define such dynamic relationship with society, architecture cannot disengage itself from 
these processes which define how art is contained, reframed, structured, re-presented to society or its 
meaning emerges within its media reproduction. This museum project intends to motivate as many of these 
problems as possible by the architecturalization of the multiple dimensions that define these issues, whether 
they can be understood at a cognitive, political, physical, relational or virtual level. 
 
Derrida’s concept of parergon446 questions the origin and the frame of the work of art. For Derrida the 
context in which art is defined is not completely outside the work; moreover, the content of the work is 
activated and determined by the presence of the frame in which it is situated, questioning its origin. 
Structure becomes the object. Any content starts with the frame that supports the work, the context that 
redefines it, the “canvas”, the screen and the interface through which is structured. Karl Schwitters’ 
Merzbau447 presents a resonance between art, its context, the frame within which is originated and the life of 
the artist as a resonance whole. The way we communicate the apparently inert "content" of a piece of art in 
a museum is also an extension or a displacement of the art being exhibited, a generation of new signification 
implicit in the form of the media-interface or space, a layered reference that redefines the previous 
condition.  
 

 
446 Derrida, Jacques, La vérité en peinture, Flammarion, Paris, 1978 
447 Burns Gamard, Elizabeth, Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau: The Cathedral of Erotic Misery, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 2000 
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Feedback 1: Origination 
This museum project is first schematically categorized as a building within a building. This nesting concept 
is redefined in the form of the project, since by becoming specific and non linear, each act of framing 
transforms the logic of what is contained as this also feedbacks on them. The first framing happens at the 
level of origination of the project, since the design is first structured through a set of digital software and 
interfaces. The project is both determined and indexed by the several systems of representation, including 
recursive algorithms that structure its logic.  

 
From top to bottom, left to right.  
Positive and negative space invertion and continuity. 
Spatial containment experience: frame and content. 
Diagrams of increasing topological surfaces in relation to Cartesian Coordinate space:  Mobius Strip, Klein Bottle and topological surface for the museum.  
Cartesian development of a three-fold topology. 
Cartesian diagrams of a double three-fold topology (I and II) continuous and contained within each other.  
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Cartesian diagrams of a double three-fold topology (I and II) continuous and contained within each other (Detail) 

 
If one could question the background representational space relative to the project that's being generated in 
a single topology, one could coordinate at the same level of signification both the project and its interface. 
But one can go further, critiquing its origination and thus displacing the medium. This museum project 
dissipates its original determination by motivating the figuration of the background structure-space within 
which it is constituted. The museum diagram integrates the background parametric plot-space that 
prescribes the topology of the project. It does so by developing the following relationships between form, 
representation and design.  
 
Historically, the mathematical Möbius surface model was incorporated to displaced interior-exterior 
relationships in architecture. This was then used to displace the XY "ground plane" by integrating building 
and ground in a single figuration. Building envelopes became progressively more complex thanks to the 
modeling possibilities of complex surfaces in parametric software. The Klein surface model offered another 
conceptual layer of complexity by displacing both XY-YZ planes in architecture, integrating the previous 
figuration of the ground plane to the picture plane in complex envelopes. Architecture has almost 
exclusively developed bi-dimensional diagrams, being able to integrate plan and section only. A 
Cartopological diagram (initially developed for our House IIB448) coordinates a three-fold complex surface 
model displacing simultaneously the three XY-YZ-XZ Cartesian planes, developing a trully three-
dimensional architecture diagram. This continuous tri-fold-topology displaces both positive and negative 
sides of each of the three Cartesian referential axes.  Each of the three planes (XY, ZY, ZX) propose an 
initial nine square grid organization that is displaced through developing continuity between the center of 
one plane and the corner of its perpendicular plane. The museum inverts the Cartesian coordinate space to 
propose a topological space but detached from the topo-logos of the ground. For instance, in this upside 
down inverted Cartesian frame, the corner space initially extruded from the horizontal XY plane by spiraling 
and turning becomes continuous with the center of the vertical volume of the YZ plane. Likewise, the 
courtyard space of the horizontal XY plane becomes continuous with the corner volume of the vertical ZX 
plane (the tower type that defines the vertical axis of the Cartesian coordinate). Ultimately the center space 
related to the XZ plane becomes continuous with the corner volume of the perpendicular ZY plane. These 
center-corner spatial continuities organized by Cartesian planes transform the overall three dimensional 

 
448 House IIb published in Paradigms in Computing, ed. David Gerber and Mariana Ibañez, eVolo 2014 and in Architecture In Formation, ed. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa and Aaron Sprecher, Routledge 2013. The author developed this essay and drawings while completing House IIC phase I, a first 
referential typology in a physical actualization of House IIB.  
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diagram, connecting relative displacement to an overall structural transformation of the project. The 
originating XYZ frame is overcome as a reference by a space that displaces its own parameters. Through 
such displacement, the project activates and displaces negative and positive sides of each of the three 
Cartesian reference planes, not only activating a three dimensional volumetric diagram that warps displacing 
these reference planes which become complex volumes, but also motivating spatial multidimensionality.  
 
But this model is taken to a higher level of complexity. Based on discovered mathematical topological 
properties, the topology that displaced the original Cartesian planes was successfully duplicated, displacing 
this time the three left over voided centers of the previous volumetric diagram (that progressively become 
interior peripheral spaces) and connecting them to the new peripheries of each of the three parts of a new 
continuous volume. By repeating the topological relationships of the previous diagram displaced diagonally 
one quadrant in XYZ, center to periphery relationships become displaced once more forming the totality of 
the museum, extending a semi-domestic three-fold topology into a semi-public six-fold topology engaging 
the city.  
 
This last museum envelope-frame changes the geometric expression of its topology, keeping the same 
relationships. As it flattens the envelopes’ curvature to a degree one, this last set of containments 
unmotivates its formal expression in a new kind of complex synthesis, materialized in a progressively sharp 
edge glass volume. While this volume apparently references back the first Cartesian origin, its is not as an 
absolute unified platonic volume, but a diversified three partite integrated volume, a displacement that no 
longer needs formal expression. This process avoids the false opposition between what was has been 
referred to as formal and in-formal (if it possible at all), situating the project in a range of degrees of 
structuralization, formalization, figuration and affection. These ranges are aimed to critique the parameters 
that become referential, therefore engaging with structural transformations that grow in scale: from an 
object, to a room, to a gallery, to a building, to a set of buildings, to a contained environment, to a growing 
city redefining each time its center.  
 
Feedback 2: Typologies-Topologies 
The circulation of museums is usually divided in temporary and permanent galleries defining different 
typologies. This museum project organizes temporary and permanent galleries as well as public and private 
services and circulations interconnecting them and blurring boundaries informed by the double three-fold 
spatial topology. The double topology (I and II) organize the two interdependent permanent (A,B,E) and 
temporary (C,D,F) gallery loops. The temporary and permanent loops are separated but also interdependent 
since center and periphery become continuous through the two nested topologies.  
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A double three-fold topology.  Topology I (Building as Art) and Topology II (Building as Environment) each containing a three-fold topology developed by three 
continuous loops.  

 
 

Double three-fold topology (I and II) 
Double three-fold topology (I and II) programmatic diagram. 
Double three-fold topology (I and II) differentiated formally by curvature degree. Topology I curvature degree  
permanent exhibition galleries. Topoology II curvature degree 1: temporary flexible exhibition galleries.  

 

 
Mathematical generative diagram of project 
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Internal topology (I) in relation to ultimate topology (II) 
 

The first topology (I) composed by loops A, B and E is accessible from the west side of the city, accessing 
to the permanent exhibition galleries.  The second topology (II) is composed by loops C, D and F is 
accessible from the north side of the city defining the temporary exhibition galleries. These two topologies 
can be combined into a continuous six-fold loop following the circulation sequence A,B,C,D,E,F or into 
two separate three-fold loops: permanent (A,B,E) and temporary (C,D,F) exhibition loops as well as six 
independent loops (A-B-C-D-E or F independently). The center to corner displacements of each of the 
figures (horizontal, vertical in the ZY axis and vertical in ZX axis) of the loops do not remain in their 
abstract Platonic form (as in diagram Fig. 4), but shift in a range of varying continuities that progressively 
conform different spatial relationships and functional areas (once the diagram is actualized into the formally 
motivated topology I). These varying continuities shift both in program as well as in the type of 
containment of art. This variation is developed in such a way that many shifts become structural 
transformations of these relationships. For instance, a shift may be from art being framed by a formally 
motivated space to art framed by a container-environment, from a space that is centered which shifts to 
becoming peripheral, or from a space which is apparently a prominent centered courtyard exhibition space 
shifting into a space that accommodates museum offices and services. Loop A: is a formally differentiated 
continuous semi-vertical volume containing permanent exhibition galleries which loops around horizontal 
loop B as it becomes part of it; Loop B: is a formally differentiated continuous semi-horizontal ramped 
spiraling permanent exhibition gallery which loops around vertical courtyard Loop E as it opens up and 
becomes part of Loop C; Loop C: is a formally unmotivated vertical volume continuous with Loop B 
containing first public lounge areas and then shifting to contain temporary exhibition galleries bypassing 
around perpendicular vertical Loop A; Loop D: a formally unmotivated horizontal volume containing 
temporary exhibition galleries circulating around a second vertical courtyard Loop E; Loop E: is a formally 
differentiated vertical courtyard-atrium containing permanent exhibition galleries, it provides access to 
auditoriums underground, and then turns back and becomes part of the corner vertical loop A as well as it 
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also shifts to contain museum offices and services; Loop F: is a formally unmotivated overall volume-
environment containing temporary exhibition galleries that loops around horizontal Loop B. 
 
Feedback 4: Building, Environment: a City within the City 
The museum as an institution may be regarded as center for knowledge and information. An art museum 
can be regarded in its relationship to the city as a city within a city, or an environment that contains 
environments since it is a building that contains galleries, and themselves contain sets of rooms that also 
contain art-objects or artistic events.  
 
In relation to the organization of the city, the north corner establishes a first reference. This corner as 
origination of the coordinates of the project is displaced and its referential condition is surpassed by 
multiple interacting museum loops and spaces. The result is that each coordinate (X,Y,Z) is displaced in its 
interior-exterior relationship. The relationship between “city”, the “park” in front of the museum and the 
"building" resists also a linear solution. The building becomes an extension of the park as an enfolded 
internalized differentiated topo-logos or a continuous artificial topography (with topology I). By this means 
the museum defines rather a set of buildings encased within each other within a fragment of the city, a 
particularly interesting means to critique the accumulation of objects, frames, in dissonant scales (both time 
and spatial) usually found in museums. A paneled system is strategically located at bottom and top of the 
last set of glass envelopes defining a passive heating system during winter months, while maximizing solar 
during the short days: a Winter Garden for Helsinki with port and city views. In summer, panels open 
circulating air as a passive cooling system supplemented with mechanical, when required.  
 
Perceived from four distinct different locations, the building’s image communicates differently to the 
multiple relationships the museum establishes with its context.  From the waterfront, it is perceived as a 
clear topological glass-container containing a sculptural object-building.  From the park it enfolds nature as a 
continuous artificial topography. And from the city the corner tower establishes a Cartesian reference that is 
surpassed and critiqued by the multiple topologies that open up voids displacing the universality of the rigid 
planes.  
 
Feedback 5: Destination 
In contemporary architecture tension has emerged between two sides of the conceptual picture plane 
materialized in the envelope of buildings. The envelope of a building as symbolic form indexes two sides of 
a representational spectrum. On the one end the envelope of a building indexes the interfaces, software and 
codes that prescribe the origin of its form. On the other end, the envelope of a building also indexes the 
media reproduction systems that as destination define relevance to society.  
 
This museum project aims to define, displace and also suspend both sides of this representational spectrum. 
The communication of the work of art as knowledge, or the idea that a museum is a permanent growing 
information-based archive for the cultural production of a city, presents another problematic layering in the 
form of the museum and how the work of art would be communicated and perceived beyond the museum 
limits. Art curators would think that the curatorial form of the art displayed within the architecture of the 
museum may not be informed by the architect’s decision, the same way artist may have resisted the media 
communication interfaces that transformed their work. But within this problematic architecturalization of 
the interfaces between interfaces that structure art, art being framed and art being displaced by media 
communications, one may imagine simply an expansion and overlap of the agendas of the software 
programmer, the artist, the architect, the curator and the media. This museum expands its architecture by 
integrating them all, as a curatorial work may include a specially designed cell phone application with 
interactive relationships among users through a situated Virtual Reality interface. The pieces of the museum 
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collection can become available in three dimensions to anyone connected to a VRML web site, to people 
passing by outside the museum, as well as, anyone inside the museum interested in augmenting its 
experience through an informed reality. These several mediated experiences could then be broadcasted real 
time by both projecting them onto the glass envelope of the museum, as well as in the main web site, 
communicating the performance of the museum to the scale of the city as well as to a global scale.  
 

 
 
Ultimately this project will also be re-qualified by the framing proposed by the editors-designers of this 
book, displacing its content within a different editorial context, adding complexity, contradiction or tension 
to the multiple layers of artistic ideology of the project. This process will also keep growing after the book is 
published. Added interfaces will be inferring displacements that will redefine the way this book content is 
presented, reframing it through different media interfaces, readings and interpretations, political contexts 
and conditions that would again displace and deviate the previously presented “content” through their 
media-signifiers, expanding levels of feedback within several multidimensional information systems.  
 
Simultaneously, the array of media, social media and each individual user bradcasting the content of this 
book through different interfaces would structure this project again as the apparently stable content of this 
book would shifts due to the shifting of the references that would re-present this book. This will then, of 
course loop back in terms of signification in the way content is formed and emerges in the receiving subject. 
The several subjects from several alternative view points, diverse contexts and situations will be producing 
an array of mis-readings opening up other problems.  
 
Problematically, this array of apparent singular multiplicity and apparently emergent situated meaning would 
probably become possible thanks to the same set of parameters given by the same algorithms and coding 
languages which initially structured this project. In this globalized capitalist scenario in which computation 
determinates reality at both ends of the representational spectrum, from origination to destination, there might 
be no outside containment possible other than the first set of parameters placed by the interface, the 
software and the ideology of the computer language that originated the possibilities of this project. At this 
point one may find out that the limit to thinking a project is contained within the first parameters that one is 
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able to identify as a reference, or within the same digital signifiers which already established the conditions 
of origination and destination of a project, structuring its beginning and its end whether you choose to see it 
or not.  
 
A known post-structuralist position has been to break through previous parameters by imposing new ones 
disregarding the presence of structuring systems. By contrast this negating attitude made these hidden 
structures even stronger. This museum project aims to investigate limits in disclosing deeper structures and 
critique them as soon as they become parameters as references, to be able to open up possibilities for deeper 
structural transformations. The question is how infinite or how absolute this systemic criticism may be, 
understanding the relationship between new systems, parameters and languages that would themselves 
become references to displace.   
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DISCUSSION XI: THE POST-DIGITAL449 AS EXPANSION OF DESIGN 
AUTHORSHIP 

  

 
449 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Post-Digital as Design Authorship Expansion, Review of Greg Lynn’s “Archeology of the Digital” exhibition at Yale 
School of Architecture” ed. Rapaport, Nina Constructs Fall Yale University School of Architecture Journal, 2017. 
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The Function Of Theory And Cultural Criticism Within An Architecture Of Information 
At the time we organized the ACADIA 2010 conference there was a clear division which is again evident 
between architecture cultural theory and criticism and advanced technology in architecture through 
representation. Nowadays, equal to back in 2010, the current scenario in architecture is quite divided 
between architects who claim themselves as post-digital negating the structuring force of computation, its 
relevance and advanced digital representation, claiming back a critical cultural dimension to architecture due 
to the problematic manipulation of computation through data science of the social relations of people in 
social media as well as the techno feudalism that emerged out of the concentration of media corporate 
power in the Big Tech (Facebook-Meta, Google-Alphabet, Microsoft and others). This division is for a 
cultural based dimension of architecture, but strangely enough comes from curators, artists and historians 
usually disengaged from the practice of architecture profession, therefore separating technology from 
culture, disregarding equally the functional and tectonic problematic of architecture construction that we 
pair to the problem of representation in architecture through computation. This separation would not work 
in the discussion of the work of Loos, Le Corbusier or Mies, and even disregarding the technological 
deterministic dimension of the Modern Movement, still this separation to reinforce culture from technology 
is problematic since it does not include the form of the language of the discipline to think through these 
issues, such as is systems of representation in the form of drawing/projection and material-based systems of 
construction, placing them historically asynchronously and out of date referencing issues of representation 
from pre-computational times, such as collage, axonometric representation, and previous to the modern 
movement postmodern building technologies such as brick and older conventional systems of construction. 
This divide separates the technological innovation of architecture from the cultural advancement of the 
discipline. This lack of technological and scientific measurement, structuring and validation leaves 
architecture outside of function, providing for a social dimension of architecture without any functional 
value in relation to the contemporary advancement of society quickly transforming the means of production 
and the means of representation dissociating architecture from the big questions raising up in contemporary 
society. This position becomes highly conservative recycling older techniques of representation and 
construction aiming at activating lost cultural projects.  
 
At the same time, equally problematic now a days is the lack of cultural theory and criticism in architecture 
from the digital computational innovators who address a technological determinism without cultural 
criticism, from the top down enacting many of the problems of our society, from the economic system to 
the social-political problems that the economic system projects. The current division can be identified with a 
techno-capitalist turning into a digital feudalism later discussed, in which disruptive technologies enable 
market domination and speculation without any form of criticism through a technological positivism, 
disregarding any cultural dimension, disregarding the value of theory and criticism and therefore activating a 
techno functionalist primitivism in which technology for itself becomes the reference in our society. This is 
quite evident in the current state of technology and science which problematically activate social, cultural 
biases in the implementation of Data Science and Computer Science and that by default address technology 
in a functional linear way without addressing any type of ideology implicit in the way of constructing, 
representing and reconstructing reality through new means of representation, measurement and validation. 
Contemporary architects who rely in simply actualizing architecture through new technology fail to 
understand the cultural advancement and criticism of architecture, simply creating form through 
computational systems or robotic fabrication narrowing down architecture to a functionalist utilitarian 
dimension. Many of these issues come back in the form of biases algorithms later discussed in AI Ethics. 
This process makes architecture equally to its counter post-digital part, highly conservative as well and while 
it seems to be up to date in relation to the technology, it fails to address the issues that this same technology 
is bringing up, including the shifts in philosophical and cultural paradigms that change references.  
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While the digital enabled a common structure to open horizontal collaborations, it also defined the form of 
this structure through systems, expanding so fast and so widely that the form of the structure also defined 
its content. The predetermination of digital platforms, interfaces, software, and collaborative systems ended 
up replacing design agendas, indexing rather the form of the structure in the content and form produced 
and activating a structuralism. Common algorithms and techniques spread quickly to produce complex 
forms and relationships, creating a strange notion of similarity since the underlying interface, software, and 
structure remained the same across different authors, projects, practices, contexts, and cultures. While 
architects explored the ranges of possibility given by deterministic software and tools, authorship about 
background processing became an issue between 2004 and 2010, giving rise to a post-digital reaction. The 
interesting double meaning of the exhibition closes this cycle exactly when the spread of technology became 
a necessary convention across collaborations and around 2002 to 2004 the digital became a banal 
international style. 
 
 
The Post-Digital  
As a critical recognition of this process, a post-digital attitude can be understood in two ways. The current 
opposition replaces the digital insisting on an architectural culture independent from technology, going back 
to manual drawing, collage, symbolism and old techniques. While this opposition aims at engaging politically 
with a recovered post-modern aesthetic, it activates a pragmatic postmodern realism using digital tools 
conventionally. This model relies on the effect of an image and its symbolic perception. This postmodern 
nihilist methodology gives away any power of architecture to challenge reality as it is aligned with the 
accepted political values, roles, agendas, cultural values, and aesthetics promoted top-down by mass media 
capitalism. This would not be a positivistic approach to technology any longer, recognizing the post-war 
attempts to critique technological determinism, and determinism in general. In Derrida’s terms it seems 
necessary to expand the archeology of the digital to an archeology of language, this time critiquing the 
structuralism of systems, by attempting to develop a critical deconstruction of computation.  As part of this 
solution the architect would change its cultural role as it did in the Renaissance, necessarily engaging with 
the coding of reality, expanding computation and design authorship simultaneously by playing a more 
relevant role in the development of new technologies informed by cultural projects. By default, of their 
implemented systems taking architecture to a meta-level, an architecture of architectures or an architecture 
of information would engage with the architecturalization of new technologies which would inform new 
typologies of spaces, new forms of organization and therefore new architectures.  This alternative solution 
marked the beginning of the next challenge relative to computation, to engage with the architecture of 
background processing, deep computation, and Big Data. 
 
The other understanding of the post-digital is to claim design authorship at higher representational levels by 
engaging with computation, and emerging technologies for both spatial representation, survey and 
processing as well as means to address construction and materials in a post-capitalist post-Anthropocene. As 
part of this scenario the architect would change its cultural role to necessarily engage with the coding of 
reality, expanding design authorship to that of computational systems and playing a more relevant cultural 
role through the development of new technologies. This alternative solution marks the beginning of the 
challenge to engage with the architecture of background processing, deep computation, and big data.  
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It is up to contemporary architects to take a less comfortable lead, comparable to the architects of the 
Renaissance, to develop an architecture of architectures—the systems that define buildings—and expand 
authorship to the conditions and parameters that precede architecture.  
 
Aesthetics And Inasthetics In Visual Arts And Architecture 
For Plato we consider beautiful something we lack in our lives. In the society of the spectacle, this desire is 
built through advertisement, creating objects of desire through marketing. Aesthetic values can also be 
superficial feel better in a lack of overall comfort or interest. Taste or feeling based on temporal cultural 
construction based on the primitive instinct. In marketing capitalism is based on constructing fashion and 
detach values for new ones change for change for consumption. Long lasting aesthetics or aesthetics can be 
a project. In discussed projects by Borromini in the Baroque,  his work with disproportions were considered 
ugly at the time against aesthetics and for a project in architecture for other times and the canons of the 
Renaissance. Displacement or critique of aesthetic canon by Badiu philosophy taken from other fields such 
as mathematics as a form of ontology, politics, art (inaesthetics), science each of these four have influence 
but cannot become philosophy.  
 
How come we could agree on aesthetic? It means no revolution, means conservative agreement of beauty in 
the past through media marketing imposition and not by discovering or opening up new boundaries in 
perception, beauty while most relevant historical architecture and art broke with aesthetic principles and 
canons of the time. There is also the moral of truth as beauty which Postmodernism made relative. The 
Neoliberal book Learning from Las Vegas450 proposed a theory after a neo realism through the acceptance of 
Capitalism irrational output as a form of social aesthetics to embrace, displacing critical theory to a model of 
non resistance and consumerism. The aesthetics451 of software as new media (language452) as well as data 
visualization as pure technical driven result as discusses only promotes the cultural values implicit in the 
ideology of the interface, platform or visualization development strategy, which combines yes technology, 
but also a cultural ideology of the space of the interface in the form of the deep structure of the interface, 
the way information is actualized in vectorial form, and the way form is indexed and developed.  
 
In this thesis we value the search for new cultural and aesthetic values that are not referencing Capitalism 
marketing ideology nor desire; a new form that does not reference the primitive human in which visceral 
sensationalist desires relate to going back to instinctual feelings; nor an aesthetic that is a consequence of 
new technologies through new systems of representation, but that is the result of a problem specific 
construction as knowledge. Hopefully these cultural values are also not part of the Anthropocene, but that 
propose through artificial means ways to open up possibilities beyond human action on the environment 
and that may be therefore non anthropocentric by developing robotic automation beyond human reference.  
 
In perhaps contrast and in some cases, opposing the relationship between systems of representation and 
architecture and art, but using technologies of representation, perhaps questioning representation from 
conceptual positions and disregarding the historic structures of the discipline in both architecture and art, 
and thinking through them as forms of media, and maybe sometimes perhaps running the risk of falling into 
a technological determinism or a functionalism of technology, one could reference John Maeda as a 
synthetic literal form of art specific to its medium and transforming the conventions of coding and 
representation; Lev Manovich in media arts through new media as expressions; as well as others such as 
Diller Scofidio + Renfro with Kurgan which through mapping visualization aim at disclosing new territories 

 
450 Venturi, Robert, Scott Brown, Denise, Izeneur, Steven Learning From Las Vegas: The Forgotten Simbolism of Architectural Form, MIT 
Press, 1972 
451 Manovich, Lev Software Takes Command, Bloomsbury, New York/London, 2013 
452 Manovich, Lev The Language of New Media, MIT 2002 
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of information. Lev Manovich453, discusses not only media in relation to emerging technologies, but what is 
media in relation to theories of aesthetics of Adorno and the relationship between software design and art 
and non linear relationships between the two acknowledging the broad array of influence of software in 
defining culture through universal language by  identifying how interfaces and tools shape aesthetics in 
contemporary media an design and aligning ideologically with our claims (ACADIA 2010 and Architecture 
in Formation) on the influence of authorship through digital interfaces on architects and artists personal 
design agendas through deterministic packages and tolls454.  
 

  
John Maeda Nature+Eye’m Hungry, Foundation Cartier pour l’ art contemporain, 2005-2006; Lev Manovich On Broadway, new interface 
urban data visualization; Exit, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2015 by Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Mark Hansen, Laura Kurgan and Ben Rubin, with 
assistance by Stewart Smith and Robert Gerarg Pietrusko, picture by Lub Boegly, Foundation Cartier.  
  

 
Mapping as representing and manipulating information flows to reveal latent and possible territories, politics of representation. 
Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 

 
453 Manovich, Lev The Language of New Media, MIT, Cambridge, 2001 
454 Manovich, Lev Software Takes Command, Bloomsbury Academic, 2013 
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Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268.  
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DISCUSSION XII EXPANDING ARCHITECTURE AUTHORSHIP THROUGH 
NEW COMPUTATIONAL SIGNS 
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Expanding Dimensions Between "Drawing" And "Building" 
Technology is marking architecture actualization and architects develop architecture by incorporating the 
latest technological advance, but the discipline seems not to be able to displace its cultural baggage in 
relation to such change, at a conceptual level and at the construction level. It demands a different kind of 
disciplinary expansion able to claim authorship at new levels of architecture signification to engage in the 
development of innovation of the systems that inform architecture, from computational design to 
fabrication. In architecture it became clear the necessity to program our own codes rather than exhausting 
the possibilities among a given interface or a CAD system or software package. This process starts by first 
recognizing and then displacing the generic common structures of algorithms.  
 
The discussion that emerged back between 2004 and 2010 relative to authorship is actualized in terms of 
materialization. Independently from but in parallel to the construction industry local professional 
conventions, the methodology includes the study of conventional construction systems relative to history 
and how architects activated different means to understand materials, matter, structures and construction 
systems.  
 
Architects understood ideologically how to design spaces and buildings dependent or not to a certain 
material and construction system in relation to a certain socio-cultural context. Alvar Aalto and Marcel 
Breuer did with construction systems something radically different with wood and in different cultural 
contexts, whereas Peter Behrens and Mies Van Der Rohe implemented in their different buildings steel 
differently, and Le Corbusier found new means to address the new plastic technology of reinforced 
concrete. Each of these architects reinforced a different understanding of the genesis of space and how to 
structure and critique order in relation to the construction system and technology they used, making it 
impossible to translate their architecture in a different construction system.  
 
But rather than framing these questions just as a problem of digital fabrication, it is rather interesting to 
think them within the category of information materialization455456. What seems to be the most interesting 
advance -to be able to directly print our digital model in scale or directly as an object building- may be one 
of the issues to decipher in expanding our discipline. It seems that one of the issues is the reproducibility of 
the object-building form in relation to first information actualization through interfaces and then in terms of 
digital fabrication or information materialization.  
 
Questioning representation must be a common procedure in both processes. Since there is no information 
without representation there are processes of representation in any information-based translation, and this 
applies to any machine executing a protocol to fabricate a digital model through an aggregate or a CNC 
mechanism.  The benefit in the direct translation of a digital form into matter tends to be naturalized. This 
apparent benefit avoids the questioning and displacement of the several translation mechanisms that happen 
between the digital model and the fabricated actualization. This conventionalization of the intermediation of 
the several processes that occur beholds fabrication from reaching a higher level of artistic autonomy. It 
seems imperative the exploration of the current investigation: to question the relationship between 
information processing and information materialization.  
 

 
455 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “La ampliación del concepto de autoría entre dibujo y construcción” en Detalles constructivos, 3 Mapa tecnológico 
inconcluso, Revista PLOT, Buenos Aires, 2016  
456 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo ”Expanding Authorship in Materiality”, in Info Matter, ed. Del Campo, Matias and Biloira Nimish, in Next Generation 
Building, 2012 
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Previously discussed cases like the relationship between Peter Eisenman and Form-Z have become the basis 
for an experimental practice. Eisenman had a specific problem: his office needed to develop physical models 
of curved surfaces defined digitally in the computer. He presented the problem to Chris Yessios, founder of 
Form-Z and together with Greg Lynn they developed an algorithm widely used in digital manufacturing 
today: the unfold surface (surface unroll / dev. surf in Rhino). This older example set up the beginnings of 
information materialization and certain fabrication techniques, since not only there was a capacity to 
materialize precisely a digital model, but also a new tool or algorithm informed the popularity of a software 
interface.  
 
Information processes have expanded the role of the architect. But information processes are not only 
informing space, but also are expanding the architecture project.  Within the last decade, architects have 
been designing challenging forms, complex objects, as well as new means to understand space. But 
architects should be claiming authorship in the software, codes and interfaces that originate a project, by 
also acknowledging that the background-mediums are equally as important as the design-content. By 
expanding object-background relationships within digital interfaces, architects should be now more 
interested in defining also the tools through which a project is actualized through digital fabrication, rather 
than just simply exploring the range of possibilities of the latest fabrication technology. But instead of 
understanding the virtual and the real in terms of opposites, the question is how to expand dimensions 
between “drawing” and “building”, or rather how to expand dimensions in the way information processes 
are informing reality. 
 
Architects must now expand relationships between "drawing" and "building", rather between coding and 
information materialization, expanding dimensions between the virtual and the real avoiding oppositions 
between the two usually understood in terms of translation. But instead of working through conventional 
virtual interfaces and actualizing their projects through conventional means of fabrication, architects must 
critique, displace, and eventually created their own coding languages and means of materialization and tools. 
Architects must now expand their knowledge in terms of recursive machines to draw and recursive 
machines to build. Machinic processes expanded the design from the conveying tool to the indexing of the 
interface that structures the design to the physical actualization of the project.  
 
Instead of applying conventional means to represent the multiple dimensions that are explored in each of 
the projects, such as a bi-dimensional plotter, an extruded bi-dimensional laser cutter, or a 3d printer, 
architects today are asked to also analyze, displace and explore alternative means to represent and construct 
dimensions, expanding the critique of project to the set of conditions that initiate it. When dealing with 
digital fabrication, architects must explore relationships between the means to inform aggregates, used for 
fabrication (for instance powder 3d printing) and the definition of a dimension in a project, for instance a 
point in space. Therefore, an issue is to explore the relationship between the definition of a dimension in 
drawing, to explore the definition of that dimension with a recursive analog machinic process as well as to 
explore the definition of a dimension through computer numeric control fabrication process.  
 
Materialization As Reference 
Form is structured by interfaces, and this gives relevance to the formation of what was defined as a new-
structuralism457. The increasing number of interfaces informing a project, are layers where information is 
represented, translated, cross and presented. These interfaces work as intermediary spaces and thus they 
relate to theories of representation of Erwin Panofsky458. If interfaces are representational spaces, they are 

 
457 Introduction by author to the ACADIA (Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture) 2010 Conference at The Cooper Union. 
458 Panofsky E. (1997 orig. 1924-1927) Perspective as symbolic Form, trans. Christopher S. Wood. Zone Books New York. 
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spaces of differentiation, therefore these spaces activate an agency, a generative capacity as the content of a 
project is constituted in a topological reflective cycle between the logic of the interface and the form that 
indexes them. The problem is that if the designer does not recognize the structuring agency of interfaces, 
she/he ends up designing a project contained within a range of possible variations implicit a priori in the set 
of relationships contained in the software/interface. 
 
With digital fabrication, we can now print a building through aggregates. The previous architecture of details 
assembling different materials and construction techniques is replaced by an architecture of digital 
techniques, crossing the digital model and its physical actualization.  
 
This new technological paradigm breaks with the previous disciplinary separation between notation and 
construction. Leon Battista Alberti was the first to claim authorship in the work of the architect, who 
through notational-scaled drawings is the intellectual author of the architecture of the built building. The 
new information materialization paradigm we are all getting used to, breaks with the separation between 
notation as representation and execution as building. Today the architect can execute her/his drawings, 
skipping any notational scale. But in this process, there are many intermediations. There are multiple 
interfaces that measure and distort according to other parameters the relation between digitalized 
informational model and the printed or robotically ensemble model. The biggest problem is that fabricated 
objects, 3d printed objects, models or even buildings, do not acquire certain autonomy in relation to the set 
of informational processes that constituted its reality. In this regard if one refers to a built object as an 
information materialization exercise without acknowledging its new emergent condition, there will be no 
autonomy between the built object and the indexing of its digital constitution. There will be a reversible, 
visually evident process in which the new state is not recognized. For instance, the lack of orientation, which 
is an advantage in the computer screen, becomes problematic once the digital model is fabricated directly 
without acknowledging gravity. The fabricated objects are built with aggregates challenging gravity by 
additive progressive materialization. There is also a distance and a problem with structural optimization, 
since this means of dissociating form from structure involves thinking the shape of a project independently 
from the structuring of its form both in terms of its internal organization as well as its structure. When 
architects engineer a space, project or an object by optimizing its structural components, by reinforcing 
matter in areas of structural stress without challenging the designing or the mathematics of the structure of 
the form, there is such dissociation between form and structure. The most interesting engineers challenge 
known formal notions through the understanding of the expression of structural forces in material systems. 
Felix Candela was able to interpret multiple structural forces through the logic of a material system such as 
reinforced concrete, integrating form, structure optimization and space in a powerful synthesis.  
 
As many claimed, information materialization also breaks with the economic-repetitive equation, since for 
machine it is the same an extravagant form to that of a regular one. The only difference is the tool path that 
defines the materialization in the form of a printing or milling and the amount of material used. But the 
awareness of the conditions that prescribe a project defined a modern attitude towards the work, indexing 
within the project the questioning of the parameters that define it. This self-referential attitude can be 
identified with the modern attitude of certain architects since the Renaissance. The motivation and 
displacement of the parameters and conditions that become referential in a project has marked a cultural 
innovation, which is defined by the recognition and questioning of the cultural signs that prescribe symbolic 
form in a project.  
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A further objective in the design and optimization of the physical presence of a project might be to critique 
the emerging referential parameter,  which may be the result of the forces implicit or explicit in its 
materialization. Any material can update forces or define forces, depending on how an architect understands 
materiality. There are no good nor bad, expensive nor cheap, rich nor sterile materials, there is only the 
ability to understand materiality and its latent potential. Materiality is generally understood conventionally by 
which its performance is assumed. These degrees of materiality, including implicit and explicit forces acting 
upon materials, or even the resistance to materiality, may offer different means to motivate the architecture 
of a project. 
 
There are several positions in regard to resisting linear information materialization, or the philosophy of 
actualization relative to a project that acquires different degrees of the real in a state of becoming. There is 
certainly architecture each time a project is constituted indexing the reality of the medium through which it 
is presented.  In this sense, each moment an interface (re)presenting a different reality of a project can be 
thought as a material actualization. The project should not only index the coding of the medium, but it 
should also be able to question what becomes referential in each actualization, so that the project acquires a 
certain autonomy by recognizing and then displacing the signifiers of the medium in which it is constituted. 
This would avoid any linear reversibility between representation and materialization and would account for a 
certain formal autonomy.  
 
Materialization As Actualization  
To offer other alternative solutions to the question of information actualization, there are many 
formulations by architects that resist the idea of reversibility or translation between interfaces. These 
architects would argue the reality of the medium is unique to an independent project and that there can be 
no transcendental relationship between different mediums. Moreover, there is a different reality in each 
materialization. For this philosophy, the project can only start through its materialization. But, if a project is 
engendered directly through a material, there are other issues to consider. Architects that work this way, 
usually develop 1:1 scale tests experimenting with the actual material. But in these cases, the later notation 
and representation become separations, such that even if they are meant only to notate directions in the 
work to be constructed, they would engender signification that would translate back in the materiality of the 
building. This can take the form of a detail or any other expression of constructability in conventional terms. 
Thus the medium of representation for the notation of conventional means to communicate details ends up 
becoming also a certain sort of reference to an external signification outside of the project.  
 
The second problem in the architecture that originates through a material, is when the construction 
technique, the craft, projects a non-intended symbolic cultural reference to the project, such as is with brick 
construction and the different means of mortar connection in different cultures. Another issue would be any 
given constructive system, any standardized construction using prefabricated assembly which clearly indexes 
a prescribed set of conditions that quickly become reference targets to avoid, even if a project may be able 
to express unknown variations possible but still confined within these systems. Constructive systems are 
often top-down generic strategies that propose a system to architecture.  
 
Any moment a reference presents a structure to a project, it proposes a system of signification across the 
project that needs to be displaced and eventually surpassed. This solution may secure a certain degree of 
authorship over the work and propose ultimately a new structuring system or order. If these references are 
not recognized and thus displaced, the project merely confirms an external system of signification, loosing 
presence and relegating autonomy. 
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There might be as many means of understanding materialization, construction, or the logic of a project 
engendered through its matter, as there are cultures and techniques of construction. The critique of the 
multiple means of construction described aims to arrive to the problematization of constructability in digital 
fabrication. And what is relevant and necessary of this description is that any digital means of materialization 
of information carries certain structuring problems that can be related to these questions. Even if the 
described advantage of fabrication is that it bypasses notational systems, giving the architect the possibility 
to implement his/her project directly, the problem of digital fabrication splits again into two questions.  
 
The first question is the interface that translates the digital vectorial information to the interface that 
arranges the protocol to develop a physical construction by aggregation or by controlling a CNC 
mechanism. This translation implies again a separation. One of the first ones to find this translation as an 
opportunity for design thinking on the autonomy of fabrication was Greg Lynn, by exploring  the 
particularity of the movements of a robot in regards to the possibilities of its technology therefore informing 
back the project, rather than directly execute a project without questioning this distance between the virtual 
model and the means of fabrication.  
 
The second question is the machinery itself. Both in terms of 3d printing and robotic fabrication, 
technologists are leading in our field. This is to say that the technologists that procure new means of digital 
fabrication are culturally leading the expansion of our field, since they establish the sets of conditions that 
will impose the solutions to our architecture, structuring and framing the possibilities of our work. In this 
sense, the question of relegating or non-authorship to the referential system that becomes structure for the 
project, this issue can be taken all the way to the technology that makes the project possible. Therefore, not 
only interfaces provide a structure to the means that our projects are represented, transferred, or actualized 
through different digital mediums, but also constructive systems, digital fabrication techniques, and more 
importantly digital fabrication technologies provide the sets of conditions for the materialization of projects 
today.  
 
This presents an expansion of the work of the architect, who today must be familiar with computer coding 
to resist conventional algorithms that would engender form relative to other cultural projects and that 
impose a referential logic against her/his own. This may also be extended to binary computer languages, 
since architecture as a discipline is finally realizing that we must eventually engender a computer language 
that is originated from within the sets of conditions of our discipline and not engendered from other 
questions. When we express our projects through a computer language that is developed within other 
cultural agendas, the first reaction is to see the world differently and displace our disciplinary discourse to 
the sets of cultural constructions provided by a new interface or computer language. But eventually there 
will be an exhaustion of this language in terms of the possibilities of its determination, until a new expanded 
language takes over. This technological actualization eventually will be engendered within our discipline and 
new architecture languages with different organizational and logical structures would be possible within the 
reformulation of our discipline. This will be the time in which architecture eventually will be able to 
influence and provide cultural material to other disciplines at deeper levels.  
 
The expansion of the work of the architect relative to computer languages must be applied to the issues that 
information materialization propose, such as techniques of fabrication at one level, but also the invention of 
new machines and production systems that would expand the role of the architect at a higher level of 
influence.  
 
It is quite clear today that the dominant techniques of fabrication quickly become reference to any project. 
In the previously described separation between structural performance (the expression and actualization of 
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tectonic forces) and the fabricated object it seems that both the work of Buckmister Fuller's geodesic dome 
and Amancio Williams's umbrella structures (Fig.1) could offer interesting models. For instance, in the work 
of Buckminster Fuller information materialization can be understood as a minimal actualization of structural 
forces. Fuller's geodesic dome for the Montreal Biosphére, not only presents a minimal means of 
construction based on efficiency and structural optimization in relation to its bracing members, but this 
construction is rather a built diagram of the forces that become active in the dome. Amancio Williams 
seems to tension aesthetically the differential between the acting forces of the material (reinforced concrete) 
and the form given to the structure (trimmed double curved surfaces).   
 
Often, the technique of fabrication becomes more clearly referential and imposed over the logic of the 
form, displacing the logic of the digital project into a disregarded objectification, relegating the logic of its 
materialization to the standardization, for example, of the 3d printing mechanism.  
 
Information Processing And Materialization As A Project 
Within this context, the following projects are organized critically from landscape projects to architectural 
autonomous objects, enfolding the previous expansion of the discipline concerned with site specificity to 
redefine the architectural container. During the previous decades, architecture was mainly focused on 
developing blurred figure-ground integrations between the building and its ground surface. Contemporary 
architecture has been rather enfolding the previous topographic strategies to redefine a complex 
parameterized topological architecture object. This tendency was first recognized by some of our projects in 
the early 2000's when we designed buildings detached from the ground, developing one of the first 
parametric envelopes as complex surfaces in our research proposal for the New York Times Think Big 
project for the World Trade Center in 2002 (Fig. 9).  This process was not only related to a disciplinary 
enfolding, but was also due to the expression of parametric digital strategies, which enabled the transferring 
of topographical differentiation to an increasingly complex object. 
 
The post-structuralism of site specificity was thought as a tactical resistance of the imposition of structural 
determinism, such as modern grids, in which tactical operations privileged formal differentiation against 
generic formal organizations. In this sense, bottom up field conditions or existing topographies informed 
the logic of contemporary buildings, enfolding such process and also geared complex surfaces indexing 
parametric algorithms.  
 
This process is related to representation and digital fabrication. In addition to the categorization of the 
projects below, these are also ordered from projects that motivate or index the digital interface that structure 
them, that index their own codes and means of geometric projection to projects that problematize their 
materialization, including the critique, displacement and ultimately the construction of novel drawing, 
projection methods and fabrication methods by the designer. The 3d printer revolution was possible by 
developing complex geometry free from a deterministic imposed structure, informing formal bi-continuous 
geometry through aggregates, a process that can be related to a post-structuralist philosophy. Even if one 
would have to address the previously discussed machine types that present a deterministic condition to the 
fabricated object as well as the algorithms that prescribe the protocols for fabrication, the post-structuralism 
of aggregates frees the previous determination of assembling structural gridded elements separating, for 
instance, structure and envelope, as defined by previous economic parameters. Consequently, one can relate 
the logic of earthwork architecture to the logic of fabrication aggregates, reinforcing the enfolding of 
ground-related strategies to re-define a complex independent free-standing architecture object, since 
continuous aggregates can constitute complex volumes and surfaces that can be structurally optimized 
(structure and form can also be coordinated) to work as free-standing independent objects.  
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Rather than proposing a means to consider the present of digital fabrication by expressing its current 
limitations, this essay intends to build up a critical historical means of reflecting on information 
materialization from several propositions. By this means the critical issue is how to critique the processes of 
representation that constituted a project relative to matter embodiment, reaching such a level of autonomy 
in the fabricated object in which its actualization could be able to influence back the formal processes and 
digital representation strategies that indexed the project. In terms of parametric information and or material 
digital fabrication, the projects below (fig 1-28) are experiments that develop, among other things, specific 
relationships between form finding processes informed by a material logic or a machinic fabrication process.  
 
There are common structures across these multiple information levels that must be critiqued in order to 
secure a certain degree of authorship in a project. The structures through which information is processed, 
represented and organized through interfaces can be related to the structures that organize information for 
digital fabrication. Different types of structures can also be recognized in machines for digital fabrication. 
And different parameters emerge as structures when we understand what we can do with materials.  Each 
interface as well as each fabrication process proposes a certain deterministic structure to the architecture 
project.  Each interface and fabrication process structures information which becomes typified in an 
organizational typology. Materials present also parameters to a project, since the way we activate forces in a 
material or the way we use a material imply the creation of a certain typification. These are the reasons why 
it is imminent to secure authorship in architecture at these multiple levels by identifying the structures that 
become active in the interfaces we work with, the algorithms we develop, the structure that typifies a 
fabrication process, the structures that emerge out of the limitations of the machines we use for fabrication 
and/or the organizational structures that emerge when we work with materials. In order to secure 
authorship in a project at the multiple expanding levels of our discipline, we must displace these implicit, 
emergent and latent structures in the constitution of a project. So that then we can coordinate these multiple 
levels informing the project into a single form that may acquire a certain autonomy independent from the 
systems that indexed it.    
 
The following is work in progress and intends to take upon the issues exposed, without addressing the 
complexity of these multiple propositions which are being researched as the work expands and recognizes 
its own limitations.  
 

 
Figures 1,2,3. A topographic surface informed parametrically by materiality. Landscape project in Buenos Aires, which is initiated by displacing 
material construction techniques by, for instance, parameterizing concrete blocks dispositions, undulations and colors. This solution relates the 
street topography to the designed landscaped ground undulations while accommodating the park's water runoff. The entire earthwork formally 
relates to the umbrella structure originally designed by Amancio Williams, which was strategically placed by the design team. Parque de la Costa, 
Francisco Cadau, Fernando Gimenez, Manuel Galvez, with Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa associated architect. Designers Florencia Rausch and Santiago 
Pages. Landscape Design Lucia Schiappapietra. Amancio Williams Pavillion reconstruction: Claudio Veckstein. Buenos Aires, 1999-2000. 
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Figures 4,5,6. Dynamic simulation using discrete surface topographies to inform landscape interventions. Dynamic simulation algorithm of river 
sedimentation deposition and its progressive accumulation on bifurcating infrastructure nodes. These infrastructure nodes increasingly bifurcate 
from the city towards the river reacting to topography levels. The resulting algorithm conforms three distinct modes of establishing a complex 
shifting structure. The agency of this shifting dynamic organization is activated once the growth of artificial landscapes is induced by promoting 
natural side effects in emergent non-determined areas, which are latent to these environments. Digital Interfaces: Structuring Fluid Territories 
after Hurricane Sandy, Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, students Katherine Bajo and Gregory Shikhman (Manhattan and East River), students 
Derrick Benson, William Hood and Jeremy Jacinth (Jamaica Bay and JFK Airport). 

 

 
Figures 7. These are physical 3d printed models views in plan of analog simulations. These simulation consist on a series models combining 
previous exercises on Fig. 4,5,6 in such way that the scale of the aggregate enters in tension and reacts actively to the analog simulations 
performed with ink, water and other aggregates added after. In Fig 7 a sand aggregate mixed in water deposits fluidly reacting to the proposed 
infrastructure. In Fig. 8 colored ink runs following water streams simulating rivers. Ink sediments and deposits while is absorbed by the 
aggregate of the digitally fabricated model. The ink reacts dynamically to the discrete infinitesimal formal differentiation proposed by the scale of 
the granulometry of the 3d printed model. By these means, the information materialization technique, the scale of the aggregates, the floating 
sediments in a fluid and the structure of the design perform and react to the physical simulation, motivating relationships between the physical 
presence of the fabricated object and the simulation. Digital Interfaces: Structuring Fluid Territories after Hurricane Sandy, Professor Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, students Katherine Bajo and Gregory Shikhman (Manhattan and East River), students Derrick Benson, William Hood and 
Jeremy Jacinth (Jamaica Bay and JFK Airport). 
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Fig. 8.TSA Cardinals Multipurpose Facility, Location: Glendale, Arizona, Design: 1997 – 2005. Construction: 2003 – 2006 projected completion, 
Design Architect: Eisenman Architects, Design Principal: Peter Eisenman, Project Architect: Richard Rosson 
Project designers: Marta Caldeira, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (prior to EA), Architect of Record: HOK Sport + Venue + Event, Kansas City, 
Missouri, Consultants: Structural Engineer: TLCP, Mechanical Engineer: M.E. Engineers, Stadium Civil Engineer: Evans Kuhn & Associates, 
Structural Engineer – roof and field: Walter P. Moore, Landscape: Urban Earth Design, Concessionaire: CINI-Little 
Audio/Visual: Wrightson, Johnson, Haddon, Williams, Life Safety: Code Consultants, Inc. General contractor: Hunt Construction Group 
Special features: Operable roof and movable field Major materials: Concrete, steel, foamed metal panels, glass, Birdair 
Additional information: Site area: 160 acres Total floor area: 1.6 million sq ft (155.000 m2), Cost: u$d 365 million. Client: Tourism and Sports 
Authority of Arizona and Arizona Cardinals 
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Figure 9,10. A surface that progressively becomes a space. A view on axis of a conventional linear wall-frame defining and exceeding its spatial 
parameters and becoming a surface-space. Initially dividing the space in two at either side, the surface progressively splits and creates on the 
opposite end an interstitial pochéd volume-space. The result surface-volume motivates the implicit structure of the construction technique and 
the capacity of its materiality as an integral part of the syntaxis of the transformation of the structure of the wall-frame. The initial wall frame 
works as a conventional linear structure, but then progressively expands its members superficially while it simultaneously delaminates as it splits 
in two, creating a surface-volume. Therefore the structure of the material system used for wall framing is displaced and then engenders the form 
of the project. Lab 003 Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Design III Professor: Roberto Lombardi with assistant professor Mariana Cavalli and students 
María Lucía Ayerbe Rant, Rolando Cantero, María Julia Chiesa, Gastón Hermida, Sofía Dominguez Remete, Agustín Llobera, Sofía Lowe, 
Tomás Meneghetti, Valeria Ospital, Sofía Perazzolo and Santiago Peña. Lab 003 was organized at the Universidad Di Tella, coordinated by 
Dean Ciro Najle, the Director of the School of Architecture, Sergio Foster and the Director of the CEAC, Julian Varas, 2014. Photo Pablo 
Gerson. 
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Figures 11, 12. A line as a parametric construction departing from the logic of its materialization constituting progressively a surface and an 
interstitial space. This line-space resists information materialization, since it materializes information from the motivation of the parameters that 
constitute the logic of the project. This line-space transforms from vertical to horizontal creating cross relationships between the two adjacent 
spaces and creating emergent interstitial spaces. Lab 003 Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Design II Professor Josep Ferrando with assistant professor 
Gisela Domènech and students Santiago, Federico, Teresa, Beatriz, Roberto, Santiago, Clara, Magdalena, Agustín, Beatriz, Martin, Florencia and 
Gaby. Lab 003 was organized at the Universidad Di Tella, coordinated by Dean Ciro Najle, the Director of the School of Architecture, Sergio 
Foster and the Director of the CEAC, Julian Varas, 2014. Photo Pablo Gerson. 
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Fig 12b. Parametric double curvature surface digital fabrication project and installation. Eisenman Solo Exhibition “Barefoot on White Hot 
Walls”, MAK Museum, Vienna. Designer: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, 2004 
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Figures 13, 14, 15. From point to line to surface to a topology. A point in space defines a line, then enfolds into a surface to create a volume 
constituted through a single mathematical script. This point to volume sequence follows Filippo Brunelleschi's geometric progression that 
considers a column a point in space, and where the line of a column becomes integrated with his vaulted ceilings.  But this sequence proposes a 
parametric progression of each of these transitions following Antoni Gaudi's catenary studies using mathematics. The information 
materialization process uses a conventional 3 axis CNC milling machine. The latent forces implicit in the material are not acknowleded since the 
materialization process is only indexed in the object by cordinating the different drill bits to score the material progressively. The material 
becomes inert proposing a background condition, motivating the performance of the space it is framing. But the problem of this way of working 
is that the final product does not acquire enough autonomy from the systems that indexed it. Parametric Gaudi: Biodigital Architecture Master 
Program, Summer 2014 Visiting Professor Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa with Students Ernesto Arias, Alejandro Cruz Mendoza, Ronaldo Fiuza, Bruno 
Jaramillo, David Romero Martel, Dario Sanchez, Sarah Winkler and Harold Woods. Assistant Pablo Baquero. UIC Biodigital Master Program 
Director Alberto Estevez. 
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Figures 16,17,18. A series of projective geometry techniques to "draw" a virtual computer coded parametric surface. The exercise consists of 
developing machines to "draw" and to "build", critiquing the structuralism imposed by known techniques, tools and machines of representation. 
By developing a drawing tool using physical computation (arduino microcontrollers) a laser beam projects the virtual geometry of a parametric 
surface into a shifting interface-background space, problematizing the spectrum between subject (designer) and the object (drawing), by instead, 
developing a project by motivating the interface (medium) and the background. Machines to "draw" and "build", student developed plotter, and 
automated projective laser choreography. ARCH 177/482B Computer Processing and Vision /Graduate Seminar in Technology, The Cooper 
Union, Spring 2016. Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Students: Gabriel Munnich, Yooyi Fann and Cecilia Bjartmar. 

 

 
Figures 19,20. An harmonograph consists of a machine to develop a recursive analog drawing. In this case, this displaced case of harmonograph 
produces a recursive drawing by activating the background space of representation, rather than moving the instrument to draw. Machines to 
"draw" and "build", ARCH 177/482B Computer Processing and Vision /Graduate Seminar in Technology, The Cooper Union, Spring 2016. 
Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Students: Cecilia Bjartmar. 
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Machinic system interrelating background media and foreground emergent design, including non-linear feedback, re-representation and 
machinic emergent technologies as part of the project.  
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Figures 21,22. Nine Square Grid Exercise displacing architecture figures and spaces through parametric surfaces. 
Machines to "draw" and "build", ARCH 177/482B Computer Processing and Vision seminar/Graduate Seminar in Technology, The Cooper 
Union, Spring 2016. Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Students: Zachary Hall, Yu Kiu Chan. 
 

 
Figures 23,24,25. Nine Square Grid Exercise displacing architecture figures and spaces through parametric surfaces. Problematizing digital 
fabrication in a CNC by indexing and displacing RhinoCam's path and parameters. Machines to "draw" and "build", ARCH 177/482B 
Computer Processing and Vision seminar/Graduate Seminar in Technology, The Cooper Union, Spring 2016. Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 
Students: Jemuel Joseph and Luis Figallo. 
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Fig. 26,27 3d Printing through Resin (laser cured) 

 
Material Information  
Materiality is generally understood in relation to the conventional constructiveness of a project. But 
materiality can be understood differently459.  
 
One can argue that a deeper understanding of the intrinsic structural forces in certain materials may even go 
against accepted knowledge and visual expression. Materiality can be understood by deeply resisting intuitive 
conventions based on simple observations, as shown by the work of Achim Menges. At a closer 
observational scale, wood behaves differently than the originally assumed natural-fiber composite, since the 
microfibrils have a major influence on wood's behavior. Menges implements these means of understanding 
wood behavior by developing extremely thin plywood sheets (6.5 mm) through a robotic manufacturing 
process integrating computational design.460 
 
In regard to the logic of a material, this is commonly understood by the implicit forces that inform material 
behavior. But the linear relationship between material logic and material behavior can be tensioned, as in the 
work of Nader Tehrani. Therefore, materiality can be understood critically, resisting the commonly 
understood forces acting upon a material in stress, working against the logic of a material. In the Immaterial 

 
459 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P Srecher, A. (eds. 2013) Architecture In Formation, Routledge, London. Chapter 5 "Material Information" is comprised of various 
positions in the relationship information-materiality in the architecture of experimental practitioners. 
460 Menges, A. "Coalescences of Machine and Material Computation", in Lorenzo-Eiroa, P Srecher, A. (eds. 2013) Architecture In Formation, 
Routledge, London. 
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Ultramaterial exhibition Mockup at the Harvard's GSD Gallery461, Nader Tehrani used multiple plywood 
members against its conventional properties, informing the material with the logic of garmet ply’s. The 
cutting and bending of the plywood pieces made the material behave differently to its natural figuration, 
overlaying extrinsic information related to a cloth ply technique to structure the plywood, providing inertia 
to the plywood folds. This project resists a linear relationship between form, structure, and material 
actualization, presenting these relationships as an expansion of the conventional limits of the design of a 
project in relation to materiality.  
 
The form of a project can be informed by computational design simulating material behavior. The work of 
Roland Snooks incorporates the logic of materials through simulation algorithms, intending to extend 
material intelligence throughout the design. In Swarm Matter as well as in other built prototypes, material 
embedded intelligence is spread throughout the project algorithmically to locate emergent conditions and 
optimize the material performance and behavior of the project. 
 
Moreover, materials can be designed, as is the proposition of Bioart, in which materiality is an exploration of 
reality. Materiality can be understood as a living, active organism, evolving, as is the human body, as in the 
work of Philip Beesley through active biologies. The Hylozoic installation aims to create a continuous 
biological field between the body of the subject that experience living space and elements that make them 
both, generating feelings and empathy.462 
 
Material logic can be explored understanding it as a machinic model, to compute concrete relationships in 
the form finding process exploring tendencies in the process of becoming of a project. The form of Reiser 
+ Umemoto projects sometimes is calculated by understanding the implicit forces acting upon a material 
under stress, by changing and adjusting parameters, such as in some of their wax experimental models or 
their Catenary experiments. These formal solutions are computed by using material as a machinic agent, 
understanding deviations, forces and organizational qualities that emerge out of understanding latency in the 
logic of a material.463 
 
Expanding on these notions, materiality can be understood as a philosophy, at a meta-level. Materiality can 
even be understood as a discipline, as a material discipline, as a regime that defines organizations in the work 
of Ciro Najle. Within this notion, materiality can also be understood in relation to determination as an 
entity, as substance, resisting, but also actualizing abstractions, and defining tensions between general and 
absolute classifications. 
 
 

 

  

 
461Toshiko M. (ed. 2002), Immaterial|Ultramaterial, Harvard Design School with George Braziller Publisher, New York. 
462 Besley, Philip Hylozoic Series: Sibyl, Biennale of Sydney, 2012.  
463 Reiser, J. and Umemoto N., Atlas of Novel Tectonics, Princeton Architectural Press, New York. 
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DISCUSSION XIII INFORMED MATERIAL PROCESSES 
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Within the apparent opposition between abstracted utopia and complex tectonics, between the digital as 
becoming and digital fabrication as the new real, we should rather understand how these processes have 
been informing cross relationships among each other within a continuous process of potentiality and 
expansion. For instance, the digital can be understood as a construction and digital fabrication as both the 
validation and domestication of its utopia. But, similarly to the problematic visualization of information, 
digital fabrication has been understood almost exclusively as a translation – a direct communication problem 
between the digital model and its physical reality, while, with as little transformation as possible, keeping the 
"image-like" of the impossible within the physical. Few architects have discussed the different, possible 
definitions of how reality is currently understood and therefore expanded, and how different theories of 
structural engineering and material science were theorized in radically different, divergent ways.  
 
Throughout history, there have been different, interesting strategies for understanding, measuring, and 
controlling the forces acting on materials under stress, including form-finding analog methodologies, 
informed models between the digital and the analog, and computational simulation models that physically 
challenged how we understand reality. Antoni Gaudí understood architectural design as a systemic reading 
of evolutive systems in nature by, for instance, designing his buildings through the analysis and manipulation 
of the catenary of forces. Buckminster Fuller understood the physical as a radical abstraction of forces by 
pushing matter to its minimum expression, thereby maximizing both the formal and structural efficiency of 
his geodesic domes. Frei Otto understood the physical forces on structures by empirically activating 
mathematical, minimal surfaces through his form-finding experiments. Amancio Williams searched for a 
new aesthetic based on refining the expression of structural forces in his umbrella structures. Eladio Dieste 
used conventional technologies to achieve the higher level, complex geometries of double-curvature brick 
walls and roofs – geometries which could only be formed by structural stress. 
 
Today, due to the automated translation between a digital drawing and its physical reality, implicit material 
forces are inert – or, at least, they are not motivated, as in the case of conventional 3D-printing. Material 
forces are often over-repressed or over-represented, and are not, under almost any circumstance, based on 
material efficiency. Innovation in what has been called 4D-printing is moving towards the understanding of 
materiality as a dimension by also programming the material computationally. But, Digital Fabrication is still 
referencing older art paradigms. Art is still understood as a translation between media and mediums, without 
engaging with previous, revolutionary definitions of art, such as in certain work of the Renaissance or the 
later called Baroque, or in the modern socio-political revolution of Russian Constructivism, for which an 
understanding of art in its concrete dimension conveyed a unique, non-translatable message relative to its 
medium, and thereby activated an autonomy.   
 
Lately, technology has progressively been marking the actualization of architecture. Technology is now 
advancing so fast that the degree of its influence has shifted. New technologies are informing new cultural 
agendas. Technology is accelerating this change, while architecture is relegating its cultural advancement to 
that of merely implementing the ideology implicit to new technologies by simply actualizing it. At the 
current rate of progress, it seems the usual cyclical relationship between a machine and its capacity to 
produce projects is changing. In line with this transformation, the process, the software, and the technology 
can all be understood at this new level, and can all be paired with the singularity of an architectural project, 
which displaces the paradigm of the universality of construction systems and makes them project-specific. If 
new technologies are more relevant to the production of a cultural discourse, for architecture to remain 
relevant as a cultural discipline, it must engage with this transformation by informing the development of 
new media and new technologies, and while avoiding the standardization of culture. 
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Expanding Dimensions Between Survey, Projection, And Informed Material Processes 
The following projects are the result of experimentation developed by designing directly through CAM 
(Computer Aided Machine) instead of CAD (Computer Aided Design) by directly addressing robotic arms 
and CNC (Computer Numeric Control) as means to explore design possibilities in architecture. These 
computational processes are developed through material inert and passive as well as latent forces and 
qualities and properties that become active through the CNC and CAM process. 
 
There are two types of conditions that can be described in these experiments. Surfaces become active in this 
informed-materialization process in the series of experiments presented. There are double curvature 
minimal surfaces that become active by the simple cartesian deformation of the material, which comes 
under stress through rectilinear contour lines. These emerging surfaces do not exist in digital form but 
become active in a CAM milling process that increasingly deforms the material, thinning the surface in the 
contouring process by accumulating matter to the sides and progressively accumulating the displaced 
material into minimal surfaces.  
 

 
Custom CNC developed by students at The Cooper Union in a wide effort to have students develop their own tools and expand the fabrication lab as it was done 
with the tools developed for the woodshop at The Cooper Union in the 1970s. 
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The topographic scoring of site becomes an opportunity to express a differentiated material surface with physical properties and with deviations from the digital 
drawing. Project 2b. Canvascraper Exhibition: e (eiroa)-Architects, NY. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Design Team: Yaoyi Fann and Gabriel Munnich. 
Exhibition Curator: Steven Hillyer and Nader Tehrani, The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union Archive. Location: Dean's Wall. Fall 2017 
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Incremental Sheet Forming testing informed material processes.  A minimal surface becomes active by material deformation in the scoring of 
progressive topographical squares using a CNC milling machine. This test activates a physical emergent problem in the deformation, thinning 
and displacement of accumulated matter of the thin material sheet, which does not exist as a digital form. Group exercise example by Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, with assistants Gabriel Munnich and Yaoyi Fann.   

 
The second project, the Canvascraper exhibition464, aims to explore the various relationships among a 
drawing, its apparent content, and its exhibition by questioning fabrication processes. Consequently, the 
exhibition of the drawing and its curatorial objective became a project. The project aims to expand design 
authorship to the mechanisms that prescribe a digitally developed project, such as the background coding of 
the computer languages that are being used to “draw” and the digital fabrication technologies – and 
machines – that are being used to “build” 465.   
 
Emergent problems arise when a digitally fabricated series of models-drawings-inscriptions (activate the 
spatial qualities. The exhibition is phased by shifting from the two-dimensional digital codings dealing with 
the initial relationship between an understanding of topography in architecture as topo-logos, to the relief 
inscriptions that activate the background of the canvas, and to the figuration of the new, emerging 
actualization of the project. The Canvascraper exhibition also brings into tension the problems between 

 
464 Canvascraper 2017 is part of a series of curated exhibitions by Steven Hillyer and Nader Tehrani at the Dean's Wall by the Archive of The 
School of Architecture of The Cooper Union. The series forms part of the fundraising initiative to support free tuition at The Cooper Union. 
Since it is a funding initiative for students, the exhibition is paired with research developed in the computer seminar ARCH 177/482B 
“Machines to Draw and Build” – a seminar under the instruction of Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa since 2014. The seminar aims for students to 
design/develop their own tools and parameters; it stands as a means of progressively actualizing the 4th floor wood workshop of the Foundation 
Building of The Cooper Union, as the workshop was built with machines originally developed by students. 
 
465 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Post-Digital as Design Authorship in Informed Mater Processes” in Part 2 Objects: Topological Evolution of the 
Architectural Entity, in Instabilities and Potentialities, Notes on the Nature of Knowledge in Digital Architecture, Ahrens, Chandler and 
Sprecher, Aaron, Routledge T&F, New York, 2019 
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project by aiming to activate the tension between the new canvas-site and the emergent quality of the 
project that redefines it. In the Canvascraper exhibition, the drawing progressively shifts from a physical 
model to an architectural experiment.  
 
Minimal surfaces, deformations, and new topo-logos emerged out of the simple encoding, engraving, and 
progressive deformation of the CNC mill. The technique by which the CNC scores and deforms the 
aluminum sheet was parameterized and systematized in order to address the translating problem between a 
code, a routing CAM code to operate the milling bead, and the torque force applied to the bead at every 
moment. This is when the scoring and an emerging deformation of the canvas-material takes its own formal, 
mathematical, and structural properties into action. The formal qualities and the emerging minimal surfaces 
also become a prototype for a differentiated structural membrane. This structural membrane gains inertia 
through increased contour deformation, thereby providing a detailed enclosure strategy for varying 
structural spans and breaking the typical relationships between structure, surface, and detail.   
 
 
Instead of understanding architecture as a mechanism of the communication of content between different 
languages, interfaces, and modes of representation, i.e. – as a translation, the Canvascraper exhibition can 
now be understood as a project, with the understanding of each step of the process as a thing, identifying 
latent emergent relationships and expanding them. This understanding depends upon: defining a concrete 
art concept within the post-digital, defining unique, non-reversible, non-reproducible expressions, 
presenting an emergent formal autonomy that aims to critique the initially predetermined given parameters, 
and expanding authorship in the design process to a higher level. The Canvascraper project does not emerge 
out of a digital design process, but out of a development of progressive figuration and displacement, which 
is informed by active material relationships and forces. 
 
Therefore, the project's design emerges out of the integration of different historical means of addressing 
latent forces acting on materials, of understanding materialization in different dimensions, of activating a 
historiography by synthetically developing an informed, post-digital materialization process.  By displacing 
coding at different levels through a CNC process, to the modification of the CAM code to active material 
forces, to the re-coding of these forces to develop figuration in the Canvascraper project, these exercises 
aim to define an architecture of information that seeks to engage with the displacement of background 
processing and material forces that are usually naturalized and taken as given. 
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In this experiment, material forces emerge in the coordination of the CNC scoring, the deformation of a tensioned aluminum sheet and a 
background structure that references the Groundscraper project.  Canvascraper Exhibition: e (eiroa)-Architects, NY. Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. Design Team: Yaoyi Fann and Gabriel Munnich. Exhibition Curator: Steven Hillyer and Nader Tehrani, The School of 
Architecture of The Cooper Union Archive. Location: Dean's Wall. Fall 2017 
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Canvascraper shifts from a process of representation to processing the issues encountered evolving and critiquing the parameters each time 
there is a different interface. Canvascraper Exhibition: e (eiroa)-Architects, NY. Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Design Team: Yaoyi 
Fann and Gabriel Munnich. Exhibition Curator: Steven Hillyer and Nader Tehrani, The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union Archive. 
Location: Dean's Wall. Fall 2017 
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DISCUSSION XIV INFORMED INTER-SCALAR FLUIDITY 
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Synthetic Simulated AI Space-Environments  
This discussion, based on experimental architecture research developed for an immersive responsive 
installation at Palazzo Bembo for the Venice Biennale 2021 in which the Doctorate thesis research is 
discussed in relation to simulation, robotic fabrication, robotic interactivity, augmented reality through 
artificial intelligence.  
 
The architecture of the installation proposes cultural disciplinary and transdisciplinary problems that engage 
with specific sections in the histories and theories of representation in architecture from painting, to 
representation to the environment through different types of simulation-computational engines understood 
as synthetic environments.  
 
Is it possible to do a critical computation? While computation means programming in advance to a problem 
to solve, we enter in a media and a technological determinism. Currently this is being addressed by an 
internet of things, the interconnectivity that is able to read and process real time environments of 
information, through open source software, but most relevant is the increasing real time programming by 
optimization and feedback environment in which the relationship between users’ information solving 
problems through a platform or a programming environment provide statistical information which is used 
real time to edit the programming platform or interface, raising issues of privacy, ethics and power 
structures, but also providing adaptable knowledge tested and experimented real-time by optimization.  
 
While architects claim to work on bottom up approaches to the discipline addressing power structures in 
our society, the current neoliberal model imposes from the top down polices to strengthen corporate power, 
placing a conflict of interest between a plutocracy in the government against the interests of the population. 
While architects claim to work through projects from the bottom up, usually address space through 
deterministic computational tools that promote the imposition of deterministic structures. How can we 
think of a critical computation in this context? Determination is a pretext of computation, and non-
determination an objective in contemporary philosophy of architecture in conflict with each other. The 
projects in this installation address these issues through a different type of computation, a computational 
technology aiming at critiquing these issues working both at the programming level and at the 
representational level to develop an architecture of computational environments.   
 
Historically computation has been the tabula rasa for culture through technology. Technological disruptive 
innovation based on Capitalism promotes a logic of replacement, often called “creative destruction”466. The 
relationship between culture and technology has been understood differently through history and 
civilizations and through geopolitics and even different epistemology. In the context of this discussion, one 
can note the codependence between technology and culture in a different way, by aiming at developing a 
critical disruptive open-source technology from a cultural project. The reference to such relationship is how 
perspective and Brunelleschi’s spatial innovation are codependent, such as the technique or technology of 
representation cannot be separated from the cultural project of the architecture, addressing science through 
representation, projective geometry, mathematics and notation and therefore developing an innovative 
universal space that is being used as a deterministic system of representation today467. But one can also refer 
to Palladio’s critique of the determinism of perspective in the radical resistance of his buildings, particularly 

 
466 Schumpeter, Joseph A. Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. London: Routledge (1994) [orig. 1942]. pp. 82–83. ISBN 978-0-415-10762-4. 
Retrieved 23 November 2011. 
467 Panofsky, Erwin, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Zone Books, 1991. orig. “Die Perspecktive als ‘symbolische Form,’” in the Vorträge der 
Bibliotheck Warburg, 1924-1925 (Leipzig & Berlin, 1927) pp. 258-330. 
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in Il Redentore in Venice which flattens any reference to perspective in the building is negated, broken, 
interrupted or extended. While the façade is flattened addressing the structure of the building, perspective 
extends beyond normal through a telescopic fragmented spaces beyond the altar, while the perspectival cone 
effect is interrupted interrupts the with picture planes.  
  
Since computation has been replacing each time with new software releases a kind of cultural history 
through ahistoric468 means as each new version of cultural knowledge is implicit in the latest software 
release. Each platform or program is used for a certain discipline or multi-discipline, or to explore 
innovation at new frontiers of disciplines or to develop new boundaries in non-disciplinary problems 
through problem based thinking, the platform is expanded in aiming at addressing the issues of the user’s in 
relation to a certain spectrum of determinate possibilities. At the same time, one should critique this 
practical approach to replacing by substitution of a cultural project by means of conventionalizing and 
homogenizing it through a normalizing ideology by the software programmer who interprets what’s needed 
in a certain discipline and develops a tool or interface to aim at addressing this. This has been happening in 
computation and architecture for a long time, sometimes even with architects programmers or programmers 
displacing architects. While from the technological view-point, addressing data science and computer 
science is problematic since one may enter known data science problems or computer science problems, this 
is equally problematic the other way around when a data scientist or computer engineer replaces a 
disciplinary knowledge by imposition of a new disruptive technology imposing an ideology of space based 
on conventional understandings. Machine Learning is supposed to flip the programmer anticipating the 
question equation by AI developing software automatically in relation to the information flow in parallel 
processing and feedback. 
 
We could understand the economic system as a manipulated by power machinic system implemented today 
through the Neoliberal model by top-down policies designed to serve corporate power469. These interests 
are both against public, health, equity, and the environment, understood as common resources for all. We 
can also understand the environment as a natural intelligence that through evolution has been adapting 
resources in relation to a computational input-output. How can we develop an machinic space-environment 
in which the politics of the space address power structures and propose through a critical computational 
thinking means to develop a responsive synthetic environment that learns from its environment? 
 
The installation reviewed Renaissance and Baroque opposing models of representation departing from 
Panofsy’s understanding of deep structure through his Symbolic Form methodology and including 
Wölfflin’s470 set of opposing terms based on Hegelian dialectics in defining the tension between the 
Renaissance and the Barok. Brunelleschi’s modern aesthetic of a machinic parametric means to construct 
space through a system of representation is based on the construction and definition of infinity in real terms 
through a mathematical geometrical method of the vanishing point as projective geometry defining 
perspective. Even though perspective as a parametric model was consciously used in 1344 by Lorenzetti’s 
Annunciation last painting, this painting does not proposes Brunelleschi’s explanations and scientific 
method as well as a clear homogeneous modern machinic construction.  This model was displaced later in 
the Baroque with Palladio’s resistance to perspective stating it was an artificial representational strategy and 
not a real depiction of reality, expressing its distortion in his Teatro Olimpico through forced perspectival 

 
468 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo Form in Form: On the Relationship between Digital Signifiers and Formal Autonomy” in Architecture in Formation, 
ed. Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo and Sprecher, Aaron, Routledge, London 2013 
469 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P., “Rezoning New York City through Big Data” in Chapter 13, Data and Politics of Information, in Data, Architecture and 
The Experience of Place, ed. Anastasia Karandinou, Routledge, Taylor and Francis, London/Oxon 2019, (Pages 210-231) 
470 Wölfflin, Heinrich Renaissance and Baroque, Cornell U. Press, New York, 1964 (Renaissance und Barok orig. 1888) 
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views demonstrating his point, to Il Redentore in Venice by flattening the façade of the building and 
expanding through a series of spaces the interior motivating its criticism and the societal normalization of 
perspective. Equally Borromini Palazzo Spada Gallery presents a space of representation, to demonstrate a 
possibility of spatial expansion through a technique of distorted illusionistic perspective built as a real space. 
Andrea Pozzo takes these issues of normalization and illusionistic distortion to place into ambiguity the 
relationship between the space of architecture and the space of representation in his frescoes in Rome. In 
the St. Ignazio Corridor, Pozzo normalizes a distorted physical space by flattening a vaulted barrel space 
through illusionistic fresco and expanding the space at the same time.  
 
Through the analysis of some of these cases and their computational demonstration, the installation 
developed discourses that presented tensions between real space and illusionistic representations of 
expansions of space. These studies were then integrated with other means to contain, define, structure, 
displace and wrap space both virtually and physically.  
 
The space of the installation, as a contained space, was first defined by a shell structure activating and 
inverting positive and negative space, aiming at engaging into a spatial topology, understanding surface 
topology as a form of contemporary poche. The installation progressively resolved space as containment 
activating framing properties, to space defined by frame-objects such as columns that became isolated 
elements but that structurally frame and design the space.  
 
The space also partially resolves a space flattening as well as a spatial extension. Certain architecture 
strategies were activated by scientific evidence-based design, addressing the advancement of the Modern 
Movement relative to technique as form. Certain aspects of the ethics and social contract of the Modern 
Movement were addressed, aiming at relating architecture order to tectonic structure; architecture envelope 
as structure; and architecture space as a form finding optimization.  
 
At the same time technological determination and order imposition through tabula rasa were critiqued with 
notions of cultural displacement through post-structuralist agendas of non-determination and site specificity. 
These notions were analyzed, developed, and expanded at a computational representational level, for 
instance displacing conventional normalizing algorithms with site-based algorithms, corelating a theory of 
architecture with a theory of computation. These issues of representation relative to architecture space were 
studied through computational models that would activate and displace spatial properties through 
mathematical, geometric, structural and automated simulation computational innovations and structures. By 
doing so, the installation paired deep structure with surface structure making them correlational and 
codependent, since surface figuration was codependent on deep coding transfiguration. Foreground 
figuration and background structuring through programming were placed at the same level of signification 
by aiming at innovating at both levels making them codependent.   
 
The installation aims at studying, learning, critiquing, and displacing conventional computational systems. In 
this project students were asked to designing computational and fabrication systems avoiding deterministic 
platforms and tools that tend to homogenize design production by indexing globally the latest technology 
based on external ideological design usually simply imported into architecture production. The project 
aimed at creating a different relationship between architecture and technology by designing technological 
disruption through developing new technologies thinking them from an architecture cultural agenda. The 
position is to avoid linguistic determination at the informational signal level by simply using predesigned 
computational systems. Through this method, the idea is to expand design authorship to design the proto-
architectural systems that determine the current emerging architecture of information. The project worked 
with computational simulations to critique the determination of algorithms, activating computational 
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problems relative to irreducibility, non-reversibility and emergent evolutive-based computation based on 
progressive site-based generations. The studio crossed relationships between computational digital models 
and computationally informed physical models, avoiding linear translations and expanding dimensions 
across computational technologies including materiality as a design agent. 
 
In this experimental research, the architecture of the installation not only aimed at innovating in 
computational design, but these notions of normalization and displacement were extended to robotic 
fabrication, working through diverse computational systems through non-linear feedback the physical 
actualizations activating material properties. One of its objectives is to critique the linear relationship 
between the digital model and its linguistic knowledge transfer through translation. Translation is a notion 
highly used in architecture after Robin Evans that we critiqued through the work of John Hejduk. Instead of 
thinking on the abstract digital model and its translation to a fabricated model, the installation worked 
through issues of representation and linguistic signification means to address rather a corelationship 
between linguistic expression as style and physical actualization. This was done by addressing actualization 
and information bit to atom problem but without disengaging materialization from a problem of 
information representation. The fabricated built model, which usually indexes tools such as 3d printing, 
robotic fabrication, or others was through as an intermediate dimension and expansion feedback back and 
forth between the digital model and the physical model, addressing non determination. The studio expanded 
dimensions between digital and physical actualizations across computational technologies, extending 
computational design to robotic automated simulation, robotic optimization, and robotic fabrication. In 
dealing with robotics at both virtual and physical levels students were asked to engage with robotic 
automated design, displacing human design authorship to instead author autonomous machinic systems. 
 
The project developed several types of simulations that were related to each other and recursively fed on 
each other, from environmental simulations applied to the architecture scale, to material simulation, to 
structural simulation, to fabrication simulation and optimization. The computational design strategy 
included a historiography of computational paradigms, as critical informational models activating non 
reversible computation, site based computation, swarm simulation and other types of correlational 
simulations addressing through Machine Learning, algorithmic Optimization, and Simulation various forms 
of Artificial Intelligence, later discussed specifically in more detail in the thesis, since this discussion is focus 
on digital optimization in robotic fabrication.  This historiography can be traced back to Von Neuman’s 
Cellular Automation of 1948 (published in 1966471) and later developed into the Game of Life by John 
Conway published by Gardner in 1970472 and discussed as non-reversible complex irreducible Rule 30 by 
Stephen Wolfram in 1983.  
 
The previous notions of Cellular Automation are themselves a critique of computational structures, since 
von Neumann by aiming to develop a universal self constructor for interplanetary colonization, developed 
the mathematics for a computational system that is site dependent specific since each generation defines the 
next through automation and recursiveness but the shift of the new condition of the site as state of 
relationships. While the project explored for different means to displace conventions in computation, one 
problematic notion in Cellular Automation is the cell itself that never changes with the complexity of the 
chain of site that evolve away from primitive simpler organizations into more complex irreducible states as 
demonstrated by Wolfram. In this notion of irreducibility, the cell itself is a universal constant. Our research 
in computation has been for several years now how to overcome computational determination avoinding 

 
471 Von Neumann, J. and A. W. Burks (1966). Theory of self-reproducing automata. Urbana, University of Illinois Press. 
472 Gardner, M. “Mathematical Games - The fantastic combinations of John Conway's new solitaire game "life" Scientific American, Oct. 1970 
120-123 
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technological determinism from a cultural based problem unique to architecture as a discipline related to 
space representation and space organization. The cell as a grid is reminiscent of a modern ideology of 
infinite repetition and immutability, unrelated to the ideology of evolution of Cellular Automation. While 
the Renaissance established a new order, the Baroque displaced orders, while the Modern Movement 
proposed a new universal infinite repetitive space, the post-structuralist movements of the post-war 
developed notions of site-specificity and topo-logos avoiding the projection if universal spaces. The 
approach to computation was taken with the same logic, identifying that Cellular Automation projects an 
ideology of space making disjuncted from its evolutionary states. For this, the project took an approach to 
this notion by aiming at displacing the reference structure of the 1d CA, 2d CA by displacing the 
deterministic cell container structure and developing a continuous surface across cells bypassing their 
determination and displacing boundaries between cells and between generations-sites. This was done 
through multiple means, through attractors, through dynamic site-based attractors, through simulations, 
through Machine Learning attractors that shifted while training the external repository and learning from the 
emergent conditions that were depicted. The result are site-dependent topological self-intersecting surface 
geometries that evolve in their interrelationships due to the site conditionants through the evolutionary 
system based on CA rules, and that create single continuous non-referenced cells structures across multiple 
generations. A missing component we are working on is the capacity to change this emergent organization 
in terms of more radical scale reference, since for the moment the type of emergent situations and results 
are non-reversible specific and open to scalar change but are not yet scalar evolutionary since the 
computational results are still within a range of recognizable scalar variation that is not able to transcend the 
scale of the CA unit beyond a certain threshold of a group of 3d CA clusters across some generations but 
not enough to displace the overall scale.  
 

 
[Image 01, 02] Surface Intelligence agent-based optimization for Venice Biennale Installation. Swarm based simulation running over several 
types of environmental-based, structural based, and material based simulations.  New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and 
Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation Preliminary Proposal ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : 
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Andres Carcamo; Brianna Lopez; Peter Leonardi; Alexandra Panichella; Ari Begun:; Oluwayemi Oyewole; Karina Pena; Isaiah Miller; Benjamin 
Sather F2019 

 

 
[Image 03] The research studio comprises both group and individual projects, united as a single installation.  The composition and the individual 
projects relationships to the whole will be further explained as a part of the review. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture 
and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Andres Carcamo: "Iconography Architecture"; Brianna Lopez: "Parametric Flow"; Peter 
Leonardi: "Structural Typologies"; Alexandra Panichella: "Material transitions: Feedback between the Analog and the Digital"; Ari 
Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light"; Oluwayemi Oyewole: "Structural Optimization"; Karina Pena: "Dynamics of Humidity and Temperature 
Advantages"; Isaiah Miller: "Sonic + Sensory"; Benjamin Sather: "[c]ellular Surfaces" 
 

The research pedagogy proposed computational design as a platform to study simulation as a media-specific 
and site-specific generated informed space-environments. Several issues were studied by designing the 
architecture of the space and exhibition through multiple computational design technologies: 
from surveying the space; analyzing its environmental properties; studying its potential experiential in-
habitation; understanding possible relationships through interactivity; and indefinitely growth 
through evolutive simulations designed to last for duration of the Venice Biennale in 2021.  
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[image 04, 05] New York Institute of Technology, Student Ben Sather, CA analysis thesis 2020 Professor Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa ARCH 501 
F2020 
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[image 06a, 06b, 06c, 06d] CA to develop self replicating and self organizing evolutionary formal-spatial systems. New York Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather F2019 
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[image 07a, 07b] 07a CA computational evolutionary sequence. 07b CA evolutionary computational variations.  New York Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather F2019 
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[image 08] CA evolutionary computation from discrete cellular neighborhood site-based computation, to continuous emergent surface based 
topologies across generations 2020. Cellular Automation cell growth and continuous surface topology through voxels. New York Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students: Benjamin Sather F2019. 
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[image 09] CA as discrete site based evolutionary computation to an integrated continuous surface topology, later discussed this project 
implements also several forms of AI. Through machine learning and attractors the voxel’s containment is displaced through the continuity of 
the surfaces, therefore critiquing CA cell-based modularity. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar 
Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Benjamin Sather F2019 
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[image 10a, 10b] CA AI simulation bypassing each cell unit through the Marching Cubes algorithm of 1987473, 3d printing output of sectional 
fragments. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-
502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Benjamin Sather F2019 

 
473 William E. Lorensen, Harvey E. Cline, Marching cubes: A high resolution 3D surface construction algorithm, SIGGRAPH '87: Proceedings 
of the 14th annual conference on Computer graphics and interactive techniquesAugust 1987 Pages 163–
169https://doi.org/10.1145/37401.37422 
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[image 11] CA alternative evolutionary computation output rule-set dependent bouncing as site boundaries against existing site (room) 
conditionants). New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 
501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Benjamin Sather F2019 
 
 
 
 

  \ 
[image 12a,b,c] Different site-based evolutionary computational designs working out different evolutionary outputs at different scales and 
through different rule sets. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale 
Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Benjamin Sather F2019 
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[Image 13, 14] New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 
501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather F2019 

 

Non Linear Recursive Robotic Fabrication Framework  
The architecture of the installation activates a scientific evidence-based design aiming at a higher artistic 
autonomy through recognizing emergent linguistic signifiers. The construction process is understood as a 
physical information actualization process that is aimed at identifying architecture opportunities through the 
codification of digital signs and signifiers as discussed, but this time expanding dimensions between 
simulation, coding and physical information actualization through robotic 3d printing. Instead of thinking 
the architecture of the installation in its ideal design form thorough computational design and then digitally 
built it through fabrication, the team developed intermediate expansions of dimensions between drawing 
through coding to buildings through information actualization. From material experiments that construct in 
1D through a tool path placed in motion, to a 2D surface manipulation to acquire inertia as a 3D piece to a 
material that activates both 2D and 3D physically structural forces to a 3D planar and stereo lattice, the 
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project learned to expand design dimensions through information simulation, actualization and 
optimization, analyzing, expanding and discovering emergent properties that would expand dimensions in 
the design process. Even if working through a scientific evidence based design methodology, the team 
aimed to express an artistic autonomy and a unique aesthetic expression by recognizing the emergent 
signifiers active through the information flow process. This process was made recursive and nonlinear, 
going back and forth between computational design and computational thinking and actualization through 
computational fabrication, developing robotics across the entire spectrum, from virtual machines that 
robotically found optimized routes for structural optimization, to robotic toll path that became dimensions 
to automate the process to robotic materials that react in the performance and during the fabrication 
process.  
 
One could reference in this problematization of representation and fabrication some few architects that 
developed a critical relationship between the two, from Frank Gehry’s innovation in software and building 
technologies to develop a non-tectonic technologically dependent artistic architecture that transformed the 
discipline; to Ludger Hovestadt474 in computation in architecture relative to emergent technologies and lately 
through robotic fabrication and AI; to Patrick Schumacher’s advances in the application of new 
technologies to design but avoiding a linear and functionalist technological determinism; Achim Menges and 
in regards to technology as architecture and us trying to integrate or contrast these positions in the 
architecture of information, and others younger generations such as Roland Snooks innovation on swarms 
structures and materials; as well as Jose Luis Garcia Del Castillo multimedia explorations and others. 
  

 

 
474 J Gauchel J., Van Wyk S., Bhat R.R., Hovestadt L. “Building Modeling Based on Concepts of Autonomy” In: Gero J.S., Sudweeks F. (eds) 
Artificial Intelligence in Design ’92, Springer, Dordrecht, 1992 https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-011-2787-5_10 
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[Image 15, 16] Robotic Fabrication simulation and G Code manipulation identifying differentials along the construction. New York Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather and Andres Carcamo F2019 
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[Images 17abcd, 18abcd, 19abcd, 20ab, 21] New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice 
Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather F2019 

 

The robotic 3d printing process was made recursive emergent nonlinear through manipulating deviations in 
the tool path as the material proposed means to identify opportunities for deviations from the original 
automated tool path proposed by the CAM algorithm. By displacing the relationship between the 
computational design process and its CAM actualization through the tool path, the team aimed at 
recognizing opportunity to expand dimensions in design and to activate an architecture of intermediation in 
the information flow. Information optimization through robotic computational design through Cellular 
Automation as site based computation was paired with emergent agent based computational abstract robotic 
optimization and cross fed with swarm simulation for agent based structural simulation and construction 
optimization activating several forms of correlational simulations in Artificial Intelligence.  
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[Image 22, 23, 24] From landscape topography to a shell structure informed by topography. AI based computer vision in relation to simulation 
water runoff and topography. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale 
Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Brianna Lopez F2019 
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[Image 25] From landscape topography to a shell structure informed by topography. AI based computer vision through a weather simulation 
remapping as a feature extraction. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale 
Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Brianna Lopez F2019. 
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[Images 26a,b] New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 
501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Brianna Lopez F2019 
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[Images 27ab, 28, 29, 30ab, 30cd, 30ef] Different types of simulations to optimize the materialization through robotic fabrication actualization of 
the original structurally simulated surface. The different simulations include structural catenary simulation, environmental simulation, hydraulic 
simulation, thermal simulation, swarm intelligence structural simulation, material simulation to optimize material distribution, robotic fabrication 
simulation path, and final optimized surface. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice 
Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Brianna Lopez F2019 
 

The typical design fabrication consists of digital design, then digital fabrication as an image metaphor of the 
digital model, and then perhaps a simulation that approximates the behavior of the fabrication. Usually you 
need data, then information and then you may be able to simulate behavior in materials in fabrication. What 
we have been trying to do, is to robotically fabricate, and develop correlational simulations simultaneously to 
break the paradigm of conception and then materialization. What happens after you have data. And can 
develop meaningful information, you may be able to develop conceptual models and repositories or libraries 
of experiential scientific method analysis to be able to approach fabrication with some resources. In our 
method, in which design and simulation are developed correlational and non-linearly non hierarchically, 
before we fabricate to save matter and for its economics and speed, we develop repositories libraries and 
studies that are able to work back and forth notions to develop design through robotic fabrication 
implementing simulation. We then validate our approach by measuring results through different media and 
tools.  
 
Students studied several types of computational simulations: from structural simulations (departing from 
Gaudi and Otto’s machinic models) and optimizations of different types that frame the installation; to 
lighting manipulation recognizing crowd interaction in relation to the rhythm proposed by the space-
environment; to acoustic interactivity sensing and distorting spatial frequencies create a site-specific acoustic 
music; to addressing the ecological environmental dynamics of the space by regulating and distorting its 
humidity and temperature; to fabrication technology through simulation-optimization non-linear feedbacks, 
integrating all these issues in an atmospheric immersive space-environment. The installation is designed 
using specific robotic automated evolutive computational technologies, and is designed to be built off-site 
and on-site, activating emergent material forces in robotic 3d printing fabrication.  
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[Image 31] New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with 
Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Alexandra Panichella: "Material 
transitions: Feedback between the Analog and the Digital” 
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[Image 32ab] Structural catenary and bracing through material simulation. Structural simulation and optimization. Structural and material 
optimization for robotic fabrication (simulation). New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, 
Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: 
Alexandra Panichella: "Material transitions: Feedback between the Analog and the Digital” 
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[Image 33] Structural simulation and material simulation through progressive computational design and robotic fabrication displacements. New 
York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by 
Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Alexandra Panichella: "Material transitions: 
Feedback between the Analog and the Digital” 
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[Image 34] Final structural design. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale 
Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Alexandra 
Panichella: "Material transitions: Feedback between the Analog and the Digital” 

 
Structural simulation and optimization, structural performance and formal optimization, material location in 
relation to structural performance and robotic fabrication in relation to material too path optimization were 
studied simultaneously and recursively, activating a topological design process going back and forth between 
conception, computational thinking through simulation, actualization and optimization, making the process 
non linear emergent.  
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[Image 35] Non-linear feedback through optimization between computational design, structural optimization, material optimization related to 
structural optimization, and fabrication simulation. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, 
Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: 
Oluwayemi Oyewole: "Structural Optimization". 
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[Image 36, 37] Non-linear feedback structural optimization and material optimization related to fabrication simulation. New York Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis 
Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Oluwayemi Oyewole and Andres Carcamo.. 
 

Physical Actualizations Workflows 
A mathematical parametric plot presents here an example of a problem of actualization in terms of 
representation. The parametric plot can represent an equation relative to X,Y,Z and within a range of a plot 
space in Cartesian Coordinates. This parametric plot can be actualized in several ways, in terms of 
representation, the plot can be represented through lines, surfaces, in actualization material terms, the plot 
can become actual by constructing planar ribs that describe the curves u and v in the parametric plot. Often 
we see architects by default constructing a parametric plot extruding the u and v curves without addressing 
which curve carries the argument of the equation. This of course is point, line, surface, volume, minimal 
surface, self intersecting topological surface dependent since in the different types of surfaces, u and v may 
carry different arguments, may transition arguments or may follow in lower hierarchy argumental curves. In 
a cylinder simple volume, the Generatrix curve of a surface/volume (circle) carries the geometrical 
argument, while the Directrix of a surface/volume (straight line-axis) develops the curve argument along an 
axis resulting in a cilinder. In this sense, u and v may be different depending on the type of surface/volume. 
Sometimes they have a clear hierarchy/dependency. In certain surfaces there is an exchange in terms of u 
and v curves of the generative aspect of a curve such as in minimal surfaces like the Costa Surface in which 
u and v exchange arguments, directions and orientations. In an Helicoid surface, the translation surface has 
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two same generatrices along a directrix axis. In some surfaces there is no hierarchy and both u and v carry 
the argument of the surface/volume. This distinction helps to understand dimensions in the architecture of 
a surface/volume and its actualizations through various materials, machinery and fabrication techniques.  
 
 

  
Fig 37b, 37c 

 
A mathematical plot would then therefore need to be precise in its physical 3d actualization describing the 
difference between a generatrix and a directrix, since for construction actualization purposes this difference 
can be essential to express the dimensional quality as well as the structural properties of a surface.  
 
A mathematical plot actualized through a two dimensional laser cutter or CNC milling machinery, one of 
the first historical actualizations in digital fabrication, can offer interesting insights to these dimensional 
problems. For instance, the ribs through which the mathematical plot actualizes the u and v curves in the 
surface, can be developed in different ways. If one extrudes the u and v curves, one gets an actualization of 
the top u and v curves but not the lower ones, as dimensionally there is a translation reduction by default 
addressing Z axis as the extrusion of a surface in 3d but in reality a reductive means to actualize a surface 
relative to gravity and addressing u and v directions to signify “beams” but wrongly reducing the surface 
equation. Instead one can offset the u and v curves and create a 3d rib system that would correspond to the 
original surface and a range of that surface in the z axis relative to its plot. This version is rather more 
precise relative to the surface geometry but less useful from an architectural loading beam signification and 
therefore less preferred in architecture. This may offer a certain displacement of the conventional means of 
actualization of a surface or a way to pay attention to the difference in orientation relative to the emergent 
arguments in the plot.  
 
A known fabrication technique is a topographical model. A topo model basically recreates a topographical 
landscape by adding layers of a surface to create a 3d model topography, dealing with double curvature as 
the directrix of the volume is able to express the shifting of the X and Y axis. This technique was widely 
explored in CNC and laser cutting allowing first precise topographical models and then thickness-dependent 
3d models a technique developed at Eisenman Architects to develop double curvature through fabrication 
in the late 90s. The thickness of a bidimensional material layer is given as a static dimensional fixed 
reference information, but the adding of several “topographical” bi-dimensional layers is able to reproduce 
in the translation of the directrix axis double complex 3d curvature geometry adding a dimensional 
expansion to the model from a bidimensional lower level.  
 
For 3d printing this problem remains, since any conventional 3d printer through FDM (fused deposition 
modeling) would address fabrication relative to X,Y,Z but actually in the form of filament deposition 
extrusion layer by layer, reduces the Z axis to a topography of layered deposition of material. This reduction 
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makes the surface actualization be formed in a specific way, offering advantages but also problems to certain 
type of surfaces and orientation in terms of how it is fabricated.  
 
Back in the late 1990s and early 2000s digital fabrication encountered some of these issues of reduction and 
dimensional increase working with the thickness of materials and CAM using CNC or laser cutting. We 
developed at Eisenman Architects innovative explorations on laser cutting to achieve double curvature from 
set material dimensional layers, that as topographical layers, describe double curvature, following 
topographical model construction and beam/ribs construction method in sailing boats. In order to bypass 
the layer deposition reduction, a technique developed back in early 2000s was to develop a modified tool 
path through coding our own G-Code and M-Code. By modifying the G-Code in any 3d printer one can 
actually transform the material deposition by shifting the Z axis while the FDM occurs, therefore expanding 
the dimensional axis of the model instead of fixing it to a layer by layer topographical deposition. This in 
turns displaces the Z axis of the 3d printer and allows for a more complex 3d geometrical expansion of the 
dimension inherited in the volume/model through a continuous tool path in which one can work out the 
angle, speed, feeder, temperature and general form and material behavior in relation to the environmental 
conditions of the environment in which the printing happens.  
 
Another problematic dimensional problem in FDM in 3d printing is the lack of correlation between the way 
the 3d printing deposition is done and the structural behavior of the actualized form. One can develop 
sophisticated structural and material simulations digitally with increasingly complex simulation engines, but 
the physical actualization of these simulations in physical form, deviates from the digital to perform through 
physics engine. In addition the lack of material agency in the behavioral properties of the material, often 
seen as a perfect representation of the abstract 3d digital form as an image printed. While several are 
addressing this problem and assigning through research an expansion of the agency of material to 3d 
printing to avoid such translation, one can argue that in 3d printing the relationship between form and 
structure is usually disjuncted. In general, the relationship between mathematics and physics is also 
disjuncted in architecture and while there are several investigating formal properties under stress in 
structures following the work of Antoni Gaudi or Frei Otto, there is a lot of work and research to be done 
covering the several relationships between form and structure, or better form as structure in an architecture 
of information. We explore the relationship between mathematical surfaces and their structural physics 
possibilities, aiming at pairing and correlating mathematics with physics through an informed 3d printing 
process. This can be done by avoiding the interfaces that usually translated to a machine code the toolpath 
in a 3d printing and by displacing the conventional tool path in the filament fusion and deposition, one can 
work out the emergent structural forces related to the mathematics of the form adding a dimensional quality 
to the form and a behavioral dimensional quality to the materialization by optimizing the relationship 
between structural simulation (physics engine) in the form and its actual physical actualization through 3d 
printing. Not all forms created mathematically are structural (in the case of minimal surfaces) since XYZ 
math’s do not contemplate for gravitational forces, but all structural forms contemplating gravity do have a 
mathematical translation since physics engines are based on mathematical equations and computation.  
 
A robotic arm is able to add dimensions in actualizations. Even if a robotic arm has dimensional axis set by 
each rotation ability of the robotic arm, with a diffusion ender one can activate several dimensional 
problems relative to actualizations. In 3d printing with a robotic arm, the previous problem of the reference 
axis of the bridge-dependent 3d printer are surpassed by the ability of the robotic arm to move in several 
axes. This allows for a robotic arm to be able to develop FDM in real 3d space, displacing the Z axis 
directrix of the form as it rotates in the extrusion of the surface/volume. The combination of the several 
possible axes increases dimensional possibilities in the actualization of form. The base of the robotic arm 
can also shift as well as the robotic arm is building enabling additional dimensional qualities and flexibility. 
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Form as is actualized through fabrication is not only “constructed” but is rather represented adding 
dimensions to its constitution, codependent issues of representation as problems of actualization in 
construction-fabrication. In truth, in an informed model, physical actualizations are no different from digital 
actualizations and they rather present a higher dimensional problem in architecture relative to representation 
and not only a state of matter. Through Machine Learning, one can train an ANN to recognize and self 
calibrate an ongoing CAM Process real time through machine vision and semantic 
segmentation/recognition.  
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Fig. 37c,d,e,f,g Student Salma Kattass. ARCH 702B Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, MS in Architecture Computational Technologies Program, 
NYIT SoAD, S2022. AI Based architecture of information actualizing real time G-Code as correlational material, structural and behavioral 
properties work in the deposition of filament in 3d Printing. Paper physical model actualizing structural forces to develop stable shell structural 
minimal surface-form. Mathematical coding and physical experiments manipulating G-Code to optimize the relationship between the 
simulations and the actual material physics of the model. 

 
Responsive Robotic Materials As 4d Printing 
The project continued to work through a scientific evidence-based design methodology developing many 
dimensions in the project. Material simulation, material performance and the measuring of its performance 
have been part of the design exploration through feedback between simulation, 3d printed construction, 
measurement and optimization and feedback design, activating a non linear design construction sequence 
which became recursive and emergent.  
 
Materials have been a critical extension of the design of the installation, extending the design, form and 
performance of matter as a form of actualization of the architecture of the project. Through different 
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material research, the team did research for responsive material including material that would react to 
temperature. This 3d printed material is designed to absorb heat and to release it at different intervals. The 
design of the installation not only identifies where to place heat absorbent material to optimize the energy 
ion the space, but aims at creating convection currents that would accelerate air circulation by heat gain. 
This material use is aiming at creating a passive cooling system through 3d printed form, optimizing the 
capacity of the space.  

 
 

 
[Image 38ab, 38cd] The installation is designed to be optimized in terms of its construction to be 3d printed using a material that is able to 
absorb heat. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with 
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Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Karina Pena: "Dynamics of Humidity 
and Temperature Advantages" informing Oluwayemi Oyewole and Brianna Lopez projects. 
 

 
 

 

 
[Image 39] Thermal sensing through thermal camera testing material heat absorption capacity. The project aims at activating a scientific 
experimental evidence based nonlinear design process. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar 
Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis 
Students: Karina Pena: "Dynamics of Humidity and Temperature Advantages" informing Brianna Lopez structural and material simulated 
surfaces through swarm intelligence. 
 
Robotic Interactive Space 
Through diverse motion sensor, face recognition experiments, sensors of multiple types, the installation 
senses movement and was prepared to sense mood (TBD) while proposing means to augment sensorial 
immersive experience through interactivity and responsiveness. The space pulsates as it recognizes 
inhabitation parameters, such as humidity, amount of people, activity, temperature, and other parameters, 
developing a syncopated pulsating space that is designed to accelerate pulsations and experiences and 
manipulate sensorial spatial behavior.   
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[Image 40] Remote sensing and calibration. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice 
Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Ari 
Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light". 
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[Image 41] Remote sensing and feedback calibration real time interaction. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and 
Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa with Thesis Students: Ari Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light". 
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[Image 42] Robotic interaction applied to lighting immersive atmospheric conditions. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture 
and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Ari Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light". 
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[Image 43,44abc] Interactive immersive atmospheric conditions. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, 
Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students: Ari Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light". 

 

 
[Image 45] Light is designed to be interactive. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, 
Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: 
Ari Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light". 
 
The project motivates sound experience, not as a conventional sensorial sound, but as an immersive fully 
embodied experience of sound through sound affect. The sound bodily sensation before audible sound, 
playing with sound spectrums from audible to higher faster non audible frequencies accentuates the notion 
of displacement, between two types of signs and embodied experiences, making the installation fully 
immersive and perceptually challenging. The synchronizing of the sound of the space with its acoustic 
resonance measured and simulated, to become accentuated through the extension of the space in the form 
of sound waves and towards the perspectival echo as sonic perspective, coordinates an acceleration of the 
space matching the vanishing point with an accelerating higher frequency. Sound simulation exercises to 
sense echo, synchronize remembrance and play the space sound or architecture of sound by accentuating 
the acoustics of the space, the space produces and distorts its own atmospheric sound as an echo chamber 
developing feedback between conception and simulation.  
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[Image 46, 47a, 47b] Sound is designed to interact with space echo and visitors position. New York Institute of Technology, School of 
Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 
Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Isaiah Miller: "Sonic + Sensory”. 
 

 
[Image 48, 49] Acoustics simulation and reverberance timing feedback. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, 
Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students: Isaiah Miller: "Sonic + Sensory”. 
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[Image 50a,50b,50c] Acoustic frequency readings and simulation. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, 
Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students: Isaiah Miller: "Sonic + Sensory”. 

 

 
 
[Image 51,52] Space vanishing point forced perspective paired with acoustic frequency based perspectival cone, pairing visual signifier with 
acoustic signifier. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal 
with Individual by Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Isaiah 
Miller: "Sonic + Sensory”. 
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[Image 53abc, 53def, 53g] Interactive visual and acoustic immersive responsive acoustic space and visual simulation projected into the space. 
New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Final Proposal with Individual by 
Student Thesis Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Isaiah Miller: "Sonic + Sensory”. 
 
REAL SPACE, FORCED SPACE, SENSORIAL SPACE, VIRTUAL AUGMENTED SPACE 
The space of the installation is accentuated towards infinity. This notion is expanded beyond Palladio’s 
Teatro Olimpico, Borromini Palazzo Spada, or Bernini’s Scala Reggia. The accentuation of the space 
through acceleration is played at three levels playing with synchronous and asynchronous light, sound and 
space signals:  
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1- the frequency of sound accelerates its pulsation signal towards the back of the space and matching 
the perspectival cone towards infinity, even through non audible high frequency but present 
spectrum of sound;  

2- the vanishing point of the perspective is both real, accentuated constructed real, and accentuated 
virtual beyond the space through an animation;  

3- an augmented reality based virtual space geotagged located through Virtual Augmented Reality is 
modelled beyond the physical and projected space in its augmented state, this space is accelerated 
through VR cameras beyond itself. 

 
The Virtual Reality environment includes representational displacements of the installation robotic drawings 
made three dimensional, aiming to critique its medium in relation to a mixed reality and an expanded virtual 
virtual (x2) reality. The project includes studies to activate a sensorial responsive space-environment, aiming 
at activating feedback between sensing reality and interacting with a dynamic reality through robotics. The 
Internet of Things (IoT) proposes a multidimensional sensing environment in which all data dynamics are 
analyzed, optimized and anticipated to save energy, eliminate redundancies, and develop a real time 
architecture of information.  
 
The installation proposes different levels of relationships between real experience, mediated experience, 
illusionistic perception, and audio-visual signals and virtual reality and augmented reality to anticipate neural 
sensorial anticipation and play back with the space to activate different dimensions in the relationship 
between space, experience, and virtual environments. The installation works by anticipating and 
confrontation with the reality of the space, as in Palladio’s Palazzo Chiericatti, with coordinated and 
synchronic and diachronic expectations and the not expected actual real space. The installation aims at 
augmenting architecture dimensions between real space, forced illusionistic space, sensorial perceptual space 
and virtual augmented space. Neuroscientists have been scanning neural activity in relation to spatial 
perception, analyzing, anticipating, and manipulating the relationship between real space and perceptual 
processed space475. Neurosciences476 research also points out at the neural activity at the representational 
level of reality are altered by expected reality, therefore the relationship between anticipation and disjunction 
against reality promotes a continuous processing between anticipation and a reframing of reality. The brain 
has been found to represent content in relation to space and location, developing a Geometry of Thought477 
that organizes knowledge in relation to objects and experiences.  
 

 
475 Karandinou, Anastasia, Data and Senses; Architecture, Neuroscience and the Digital Worlds, University of East London, London 2017 
476 Tabas, Alejandro; Mihai, Glad, Kiebel, Stefan; Trampel, Robert; von Kriegstein, Katharina "Abstract rules drive adaptation in the subcortical 
sensory pathway" in eLife Journal, 2020 eLife 2020;9:e64501 
477 J. L. S. Bellmund et al. "Navigating cognition: Spatial codes for human thinking" in , Science 362, eaat6766 (2018). DOI: 
10.1126/science.aat6766 
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[Image 54] Virtual Reality simulated evolutionary space in a forced perspectival illusionistic extension of the space. New York Institute of 
Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo, Brianna Lopez, Peter Leonardi, Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, 
Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 
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[Image 55a,b] 1D Point Based CA evolutionary infinite simulation, forced perspectival illusionistic projection pairing physical forced perspectival 
space as continuous with virtual forced space. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, 
Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo, Brianna Lopez, Peter Leonardi, 
Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 
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[Image 56] 2D CA Simulation, Perspectival view of image 54: Virtual Reality simulated evolutionary space in a forced perspectival illusionistic 
extension in continuity with the forced physical space. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar 
Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo, Brianna Lopez, Peter 
Leonardi, Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 

 

 
[Image 57abcde] Perspectival view of image 54: Virtual Reality simulated evolutionary space in a forced perspectival illusionistic extension in 
continuity with the forced physical space. Image 57a: perspectival forced physical space with tempered walls ceiling and floor with no 
intervention. 57b: Perspectival view of space with physical installation intervention. 57c: perspectival view of installation with extended projected 
virtual forced space, in continuity with physical space.57d: perspectival view of installation with forced perspectival view of physical installation 
and extended virtual forced space projected into the back wall, merging virtual reality with a projected animation of the virtual reality in the 
space. 57d: extended simulation VR. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice 
Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo, Brianna Lopez, Peter Leonardi, 
Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 
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[Image 58abc] 58a: Virtual Reality of entire installation including 1D CA simulation of evolutionary computational design model of installation 
as a continuous space including the simulated physical installation and the forced virtual reality illusionistic space. 58b, 58c: Swarm intelligence 
simulation over installation – virtual.  New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice 
Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo, Brianna Lopez, Peter Leonardi, 
Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 
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[Images 59a,b,c, d,e] Virtual Reality of entire installation, including space and projected forced extension. The surfaces of the installation are 
actualizations of robotic fabrication simulations, merging real-real and virtual-virtual through various forms of relationships between these four 
categories. Non linear feedbacks between simulations, representational systems, and their critical displacement through accentuated illusionistic 
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perspective as forced built perspective. These feedback on each other through machinic robotic construction simulations, robotic computational 
design automation, generative evolutionary modeling, simulation, emergent site based computation, interactive robotics. These are re-
programmed to address virtual reality and the multiple feedbacks between representation and presentation, systems of representation and 
performative emergent systems within an emergent space-environment.  New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, 
Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students: Andres Carcamo, Brianna 
Lopez, Peter Leonardi, Alexandra Panichella, Ari Begun, Oluwayemi Oyewole, Karina Pena, Isaiah Miller, Benjamin Sather. 
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DISCUSSION XV: PROJECT AND SITE-SPECIFIC INFORMATIONAL 
ROBOTIC SYSTEMS 
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Negroponte, founder of the MIT Media Lab following Minsky’s and McCarthy’s Artificial Intelligence 
notion, argues that machinic systems are the authors in all machinic design agency and that progressive 
evolutionary machines will soon take over the task of architects and urbanists478 an argument derived from 
cybernetics and information theory.  
 
Since Form follows information, the current design philosophy is to design at the same level both 
foreground and background processes, displacing systems, parameters, computer codes and fabrication 
technologies, to secure cultural innovation at a structural level, opening new possibilities for new 
architecture. The issue is how to expand design authorship, critiquing the division of labor (Fordism). 
Architecture has been critiqued for organizing reality from the top-down: from urbanism, to “buildings”, to 
the life of people in spaces that challenged conventional cultural values. But architecture cultural role 
challenging reality and cultural stability, was either replaced or structured by stronger top-down capitalist 
parameters which inform reality by manipulating conservative values: from real estate managerial corporate 
interests informing a neoliberal city skyline, to the life of people through media interfaces. Today, 
architecture is informed by a Capitalist ideology enacted through parameters: from the social, to the 
political, to the economic, to the professional; and within this scenario, architecture has been excluded from 
any urban, housing, infrastructural, structural or developmental decisions. The architect became a designer 
flattening space to visual affects indexing media, a symptom of political irrelevance.  

 

 
Marvin Minsky MIT 1968. Nicholas Negroponte Soft Architectural Machines, MIT 1976 

 

 
478 Negroponte, Nicholas, “Toward a Theory of Architecture Machines”, Journal of Architectural Education, Vol. 23, No.2 Taylor and Francis, 
March 1969 
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Computation, as discussed can be understood as analog or as digital. The revolution initiated by Shannon is 
that computation became digital through Boolean logic which set up to develop ENIAC as the first digital 
computer. Before Shannon, the Looming Machine already contained a digital interface to develop orders in 
an analog 1804 Jacquard Loom or the looming machine, the precursor of Von Neumann’s RAM. While 
analog computers depend on the precision of their mechanical parts for a precise calculation, digital 
machines do not depend as much on them since computational calculations are abstracted into electronic 
information signals, making the range of error minimal in comparison to analog computers.  
 
The critical issue here is that any digital fabrication tool, machine CAM, 3d printer, robotic arm or any other 
“digital” fabrication mechanism, translated digital code into M machine code to execute analog machinic 
movement for mechanical material deposition (3d printer), axis movement in CNC or a robotic arm 
movement. This is crucial here for our investigation, since this translation from digital abstraction of 
information processing to analog mechanical machine CAM movement even if through digital code, has 
been dismissed as a signal translation problem between digital to analog. We are aiming to address such 
issues in the differential between the digital model and the simulated digital model necessary to account for 
the different forces of the machine movement in relation to the pressures in the environment where the 
material is deposited or fused or transformed through the fabrication mechanism. This difference between 
the digital desired model and the simulated real machine order to execute the model becomes the axis of the 
issue to resolve in this argument-thesis, the signal change relative to either digital and analog signifiers.  
 
Computation has been understood as a top-down structuring of reality. Technology is often seen as 
opposite to cultural values, but new technologies often propose new lenses to understand reality, sometimes 
transforming disciplines and even cultural values. The Fordism of separation of labor, produces a split 
between culture and technology, as architecture has historically meant architecture as techne meaning the 
building not separated from its means of construction, since the construction is seen as a form of culture 
and inseparable from the act of building. Perhaps computation added a dimension to this problem, by 
separating systems of representation and the production of design by being implicit in the interface and 
hidden from the designer user.  
 
The relationship between computation and architecture has gone through multiple increasing phases, but 
lately architects simply work with the latest available representational and fabrication technology exploring 
their ranges of possibilities instead of thinking them as proto-architectural. Authorship is constantly 
measured through layering of authorships with no traceable origin, but within this multiplicity, the architect 
has increasingly been relegating design authorship to software designers, technologists, and at other levels 
also to developers and private corporate interests. Architecture is yet today at another false opposition: 
either informed by new technologies determining its cultural project; or as a reaction to this process, aiming 
to claim cultural relevance through the post-digital. Architecture should be in a position today to be able to 
claim higher levels of cultural relevance by expanding new technologies, as it did in the Renaissance and the 
Modern Movement.   
 
Site Specific Adaptable Cable Driven Robotic Construction System 
The project’s here presented carries out a philosophy to design at the same level both foreground and 
background processes, displacing systems, parameters, computer codes and fabrication technologies, to 
secure higher levels of authorship through radical cultural innovation at a structural level, engaging with a 
deeper transformation of reality by opening new possibilities for new architectures. Architecture innovation 
has been historically advanced by new technologies in systems of representation, which often inform means 
of construction. Building constructions techniques index social cultural values and categories through 
production protocols based on efficiency, ultimately determining architecture building typologies. The 
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research, design and developed site‐specific adaptable robotic 3d printer developed an e‐Chaise Longue479. 
The uniqueness of this robotic 3d printer mechanism is that it does not depend of a structure to adapt to an 
existing condition. e-Architects robotic 3d printer is a cable-driven non-Cartesian mechanism designed to be 
scalable to develop large scale 3d prints, from furniture to buildings, using customized programmable 
material filament. It is therefore conceived as a problem of representation aiming to displace Cartesian 
determination by expanding construction dimensions and architecture possibilities.  The series of printed e‐
Chaise Longues expand dimensions in the architecture of its differentiated field of points‐lines‐surfaces‐
volume topology to displace the background algorithmic computational processes that informs its design. 
The 3d printer robotic machine, the e‐Chaise Longue's computational design and its computational 
programmed material behavior, all feed‐back on each other identifying latent opportunities to inform an 
emergent process that informs both background parameters and foreground designs.  
 
 

 
479 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Arquitectura de la información”, in Superdigitalismos, ed. Najle, Ciro, Revista Notas, CPAU, Buenos Aires, 2020 
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e-Architects' Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer tensegrity prototype exhibited during the 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC) presents an 
expansion of architecture representation and construction systems. Site-Specific 3d Printer and e-Chaise Longue. e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. Wolfram 
Mathematica used to script variable mathematical equations that define the form of the e-Chair. 
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3mm tolerance in a 3000x3000x3000mm large format 3d printer. e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 
Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi 
Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas.  
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
 
New technologies are capable to propose new lenses to understand reality, sometimes transforming the 
disciplines and even the cultural values behind them. The relationship between computation and 
architecture has gone through multiple phases, but lately architects have simply been working with the latest 
computational languages, representational and fabrication technologies, exploring their ranges of 
possibilities instead of thinking them as proto-architectural. It is essential today to design both foreground 
and background processes, displacing and creating systems, parameters, computer codes, and fabrication 
technologies, securing higher levels of authorship through radical cultural innovation.  
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
 
e-Chaise Longue 
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The Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer tensegrity prototype, activates an expansion of architecture 
representation and construction systems addressing these issues. This research developed a site‐specific 
adaptable robotic 3d printer for the fabrication of an e‐Chaise Longue. The uniqueness of this robotic 
printer mechanism is that it does not depend on a structure since it can adapt to an existing condition. This 
robotic machine works thanks to a cable-driven non-Cartesian mechanism designed to be scalable to 
develop large scale prints, from furniture to buildings, using customized programmable material filament. 
The series of printed e‐Chaise Longues expand construction dimensions by means of the architecture of its 
differentiated field of points‐lines‐surfaces‐volume topology, displacing the background computational 
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processes that inform its design. Instead of using conventional design software, the team was interested in 
designing through background coding, thus the design of the e-chaise and the machine was resolved by 
coding form through mathematical equations plots using Wolfram Mathematica in combination with 
Wolfram Alpha.  
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
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Mathematical variations of topologies of e-Chaise Chair. e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice 
Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, 
Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
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Structural simulation analysis and deformation under stress. e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice 
Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, 
Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas; ADG Structural Engineering Aamer Islam. 
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Shape Memory Polymer simulation for pellet 3d printing material which is designed to adapt to the body, making a time based responsive 4d 
printing. Polymers can be programmed or become interactive through temperature or electric current. Differential geometry is implemented 
back and forth to design the relationship between the original form and the adapted responsive material based programmable form; e-Architects' 
e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: 
Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 

 
Photogrammetry 3d Scanning of body to survey function and optimize form e-Architects body 3d scanning. e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue 
through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐
Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
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3d Printing projective geometry problem 
 

When fabricating a digital model using CAM such as 3d Printing, Robotic manufacturing, and even CNC 
one assigns the digital model to a tool path to execute a robotic action in relation to a material deposition or 
material subtraction (except for some other types of 3d printing such as laser curating resin based 3d 
printing). The ideal digital model becomes a digital path that instructs the machine how, when to warm up 
the extruder that through the nozzle extrudes a material, such as is the case of fusion-based material 
deposition 3d printing. In the extreme case of ceramic 3d printing, not through warming up an extruder but 
injecting a form of liquid matter, this process can be far from precise-ideal in terms of translating the digital 
model to the analog fabricated form. In ceramic 3d printing or concrete 3d printing, the weight of the 
material and the curating time of the material relative to the environmental conditions in which is 
deposited/injected play a rather important role and factors in the parametric result of the fabricated form.  
 
In this case, the simulation of the sagging, conditions of the room, etc need to be another parameter to 
work with, understanding the differential between the digital desired form and the analog physical result, 
that even if it follows precisely the tool path, the material conditions will need to be pre-calculated in 
advance since there are simply more complex visible parameters due physical weighting. This visible 
differential can be also understood at a higher level of observation in conventional 3d printing. In this sense, 
any digital model needs to be simulated to address the mechanical issues that the machine will have to deal 
with in order to execute a precise representation of the digital model in analog movement form and in 
relation to the environmental conditions of the fabrication execution, such as gravity, temperature, humidity, 
structural performance after additive fabrication, etc. The differential between the digital form and the 
simulated analog form is resolved algorithmically through simulations that account the different variables 
and translating between digital signal and analog machinic signal.  
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This difference is also translated at the material level. One can program matter such as polymer materials in 
a lab to react to certain environmental parameters such as performance or site-specific conditions. The 
current fabrication revolution resides at this level of recognition and expansion of the fabrication process, in 
which a material 3d printed for instance, can be programmed digitally but simulated analogically 
incorporating the parameters of the environment and the calculations and predictions of its behavior, 
shifting back and forth between digital calculations, digital simulations, analog machine movements and 
their correlation in terms of their physical performance.  
 
“Digital” fabrication is in itself a false signifier since all fabrication is necessarily analog continuous as it 
deals with physical forces and mechanical movements.   
 
Both the analog computing that is simulated to understand the necessities of the mechanical pars in 
fabrication and the analog computing necessary to calculate the physical behavior of programmed materials 
under stress in fabrication present a new shifting paradigm from analog to digital back from digital to analog 
computing. New means to avoid representational translation mechanisms between the digital and the analog 
fabrication demand the design intervention to happen at the level of the signal-signifier level, shifting 
fabrication to deal with analog signal and analog signifiers through analog computation.  
Analog computing has also a comeback through not only incorporating the differential equations in the 
mechanical movements of the fabrication robotic mechanisms, but also due to quantum computing, a 
displacement of the binary digital signal level to encounter real multidimensional physical space 
computational power. While this happens, we can just deal with the translating differentials between analog 
and digital signals and develop fabrication understanding more deeply these processes and intervene at these 
levels of translation.  
 
Since the printer is non-Cartesian catenary funicular through 4 cables, the 3d printer works with a fusion 
deposition through catenary and the research developed non-planar 3d printing both as an advantage and 
a disadvantage corrected by compensating the catenary in the output geometry by parametric modelling 
projection geometry.  
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Custom Kevlar Pieces designed and fabricated in China by e-Architects 
 

The robotic machinic system was developed by coding directly through mathematical equations means to 
project the geometry to match the conditions necessary for the 3d printer having 4 microcontrollers in a 
non-cartesian catenary projection through the robotic cable driven mechanism. The information was 
transferred as a tool path into G Code and then loaded as computer numeric control to encoders through 4 
microcontrollers that would split numeric information through Mach3 customizable interface for robotics 
because of its reliability and fidelity in multiple scales. 
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Mach3 CAM/CNC customizable software for microcontrollers adjusted numerically and mathematically to compensate for distortions in the 3d 
printing to compensate from Cartesian 3d Plot Space to non cartesian catenary space. The reason why Mach3 is so efficient as a digital interface 
is that is able to translate infinitesimally between small digital changes and analog mechanical microcontroller movement. The interface 
understands the signal change between digital and analog to microcontrollers.  

 

  
Installation of 1st prototype at e-Architects Office in NYC 
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
 
 
 

 
Spider 3d Cable Driven technology is adaptable to multiple context and condition, making the Spider 3d Printer versatile and scalable without 
the need of scaffolding or infrastructure.  e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale 
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(GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo 
Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
 

 
In this spider 3d printer, construction systems are understood through problems of representation and 
actualizing information and not in the conventional way of understanding matter as construction as opposed 
to digital processes. Fabrication is understood as an information actualization problem. In this sense, the 
thesis discusses how to displace construction systems in architecture and materials, understanding materials 
as the logical basis of material-based construction systems. In terms of robotic manufacturing systems, this 
thesis discussed through various experiments the possibilities of interactive machinic systems to address 
spatial representation problems by directly interacting with three-dimensional Cartesian space. The robotic 
site-specific 3D printer is an example of research and discussion in which a shift from 3D printing-like 
manufacturing conventions, such as 3-axis via bridges and arms, proposes a non-Cartesian reference system 
of catenary that, as a result, proposes a 3D cable scalable to any non-flat dimension through the free spatial 
movement of its material deposition system. The printer not only moves the Cartesian axes by proposing a 
system that does not need a structure, but that can be adapted to any site without the need for a three-
dimensional structure. In this way the deep structure, reference and mathematical system of the printer 
proposes a unique alternative system that also builds in a unique way through catenaries instead of moving 
rigidly following the conventional format of the rigid bridges of 3d printers.  
 
This printer also displaces the reference system by being able to adapt directly to the existing site where the 
architecture is developed, by being able to adapt to existing walls or existing structures through its cables as 
if it were a spider, (Spider 3d Printer) instead of building in factory, it does it directly on site. Through 
robotic microcontroller terminals anchors located at the cable connections with the site the printer can shift 
its cable attachment anchor locations while is building. This capacity is also mobile, flexible emergent, since 
as the work progresses, the spider can change its position, scale, dimension and adapt progressively 
incrementally to the same site it develops, making a combination between site-specific construction and 
adaptation to emerging changing situations of the site, growing with the construction it is developing, 
something that has never been possible in architecture.  
 
In this way, the flexibility of the system and its configuration can change in relation to the progress of the 
work, proposing a growth system not only specific to the original site, but also to the site that is being 
developed, changing by adapting the relationship between frame of reference and state of the object 
advancement under construction, establishing dynamic relationships between means of representation and 
the form of their actualization. 
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DISCUSSION XVI: DATA AND POLITICS IN AN URBANISM OF 
INFORMATION 
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Policy makers have displaced architects and urbanists from planning and designing cities. In many cases, 
profit is placed before health, sanitation, and in general, people while cities are means to activate an 
apparently open free unregulated market economy in which the form of the city becomes the results of 
these forces. Architects were critiqued for designing idealistic cities. In exchange, a manipulated market 
following autonomous managerial real estate parameters by default define land ownership rights, zoning 
regulations, parks, infrastructure, transportation, the city fabric, the city block and predominant building 
typologies, placing profit over people welfare and the environment. Financial parameters define urban uses 
without addressing architecture and urbanism as a field of study and disregarding previous revolutions in 
urbanism such as health, public space and the integral relationship of cities with the environment. This 
ideology pressures public space and the environment turning them into commodities.  The “corporate 
skyline” replaced the policies based on the interests of the commons of public state development for the 
motto that urban growth follows finance, informing the overall structure of cities, including their 
infrastructure (Willis, 1995). While a large percentage of developed apartments are kept empty to pressure 
the market in search for a continuous economic gain, homeless population grows and public space shrinks.  
 
If until the 1970's architecture was able to construct utopias enabled by idealistic visionary top-down 
agendas, today governments would not be able to provide the minimal parameters for these types of 
projects to be even conceived. This system develop cities through marketing strategies, promoting for 
instance object-buildings by star architects, disengaged from any potential to activate the urban fabric, 
working through contrast by concentrating large capital investment and disengaging the city from building 
up a diversified space-environment.  
 
Big Data Survey And The City As Signifier 
 
 “The city is a discourse and this discourse is truly a language…” Roland Barthes480 
 
Aldo Rossi in the Architecture of the City481 identifies the city as the artificial sedimentation of architecture 
types through its history, distinguishing it from the mere temporal functional use. Rossi’s definition of type 
is a form of signifier beyond function, paired to some basic organization. The architecture of the city is 
formed by the types that overcome their functional utility and therefore create signification beyond their 
original purpose.  
 
Roland Barthes offers a reading of the city as a form of language, and through his postructuralist linguistic 
theory that shares points of contact with Derrida and Chomsky, he discusses issues of mapping as objective 
territory survey in relation to their emergent meaning which is fluid and open. For this he mentions Kevin 
Lynch’s urban semantics482, as social and meaningful histories and realities diverge from the urban spatial 
divisions of the city, a Gestalt reading of the city rather than a structural reading of it. Freud483 conceived 
that in Rome one has different times as imaginaries conscious overlap in the same place, making the city of 
Rome a palimpsest. Barthes identifies the problematic relationship between signifier and signified through 
urban structures, addressing the capability of the city to develop signifiers that their meaning becomes open 
and shifting.  

 
480 Barthes, Roland “Semiology and the Urban” [orig. lecture 1967], in Leach, Neil, Rethinking Architecture:  Reader in Cultural History, Routledge, 
London, 1997 (p.168) 
481 Rossi, Aldo L'architettura della città (The Architecture of the City), Padua: Marsilio 1966. 
482 Lynch, Kevin The Image of the City, MIT Press, Cambridge, 1960 
483 Freud, Sigmund Civilisation and Its Discontents, [orig. Das Unbehagen in der Kultur 1930], W.W.Norton Company, 1989 
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Barthes identifies the “technique fairly current in urban planning: simulation”, which for him leads to the 
idea of a model, a pre-structural concept, addressing its determinism. Barthes discusses differences between 
signification and reason as calculating simulation and surveys by psycho-sociologists show the difference 
between the objective map and the different significations assigned, “Signification, therefore, is experienced 
as in complete opposition to objective data”. Michael Foucault aimed at describing space as a form of 
cognition through various typologies of power structure, from the panopticon as an index of the state 
punishment to various forms of archaeologies of relationships between politics and architecture. 
Gandelsonas484 presents the “architectural signifier” thinking signifiers beyond what they are suppose to 
mean, as an independent cognitive system based on linguistics and semiotics, applied to urban studies and 
bringing such discourse to the United States later discussing, for instance the work of Eisenman485 through 
linguistics, grammatic in a seminal text already discussed.  
 
For Barthes, back in the end of 1960s we needed a new scientific energy to transform the objective data 
simulation to address signification of the semantics of the city as a language. For instance, he mentions 
empty space as a form of signification empty of objective presence but meaning that can be evolved and is 
transient, proposing some type of otherness perhaps not able to be addressed at a certain time that can 
evolve in its meaning and social interpretation and reading, making the city an open text open to 
interpretation and reading in which signifiers are proposed and their signification open. Agrest discusses the 
city as semiology and evolving system of meaning and symbols, iconic or not and with this theory a different 
way to both understand the city and understand architecture all together differentiating design versus non-
design486, which later takes in her particular notion of Nature as a form of description and representation487. 
The void in the city is perhaps the key signifier here both in terms of the capitalist neoliberal objectification 
of space in which the void does not mean for economic reasons and a frontier to capture by developers. 
Voids are forms of signifiers in the city that are tending to disappear under the regime of capitalism that 
tends to profit from open public space. The lack of meaning of the void creates a struggle from a media 
representation point of view in which there is the difficulty of representation as well as the iconic symbolic 
objectification impossibility of a void. Although voids are seen as real estate view-value systems, the 
competition of the neoliberal developer-politician is to make profit of it.  
 
Voids have important functions at multiple levels, from hacination, to health, to open signification, but 
especially to the open emergent value they can represent to repressed natural systems. The issue is then a 
critique to media determination relative to filling voids in a city aiming at meaningful occupations measured 
by an economic system and how to motivate the implicit conditions of the void as a form of signification 
relative to the environment. The survey of void and their new signification in ecological terms open up new 
forms of meaning and possible readings to the city, creating a new political knowledge to expand.  
 
 
Informed Multidimensional Space-Environments 

 
484 Gandelsonas, Mario “The Architectural Signifier,” paper presented at the First Congress of the International Association of Semiotic Studies, 
Milan, 1974. 
485 Gandelsonas, M. “From Structure to Subject: The Formation of an Architectural Language” in J. Ockman (Ed.), House X, Rizzoli, New 
York, 1982. 
486 Agrest, Diana “Design versus Non-Design,” Oppositions 6 (Fall 1976 orig. 1974). Agrest, Diana, “Designed versus non-designed public 
places,“ paper presented at the First Congress of the International Association of Semiotic Studies, Milan, 1974. 
487 Agrest, Diana and Angus McPhee, John Architecture of Nature, ORO Editions, 2018 
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The promise of Big Data488 as a new form of a diversified structuralism is to build up large sources of 
information statistically, avoiding categorical preconceptions to interpret emerging relationships. 
Additionally, there are the technologies for measurement and surveying reality that then may or may not 
activate political categories in the gathering and categorization of data.  
 
Before data mining, data is input through problematic cultural and political categories that may reflect 
certain biases. There is a politics of data classification that actively uses this differential for civic 
representation, displacing the science of data measurement to activate ideological agendas, including, 
whether consciously or not, the implementation of linguistic structures to force signification through 
categories activating certain political agendas. Moreover, political data gathering through zipcodes, political 
boundaries and vote clusters, place in tension democratic representation, social structures, the city fabric and 
the geology and environmental ecology of cities globally. A new form of identification contrasting political 
divisions adjusted in terms of biomes and ecologies is necessary. Data retrieved from political boundaries is 
problematic. Data gathering needs to be problematized and retrieved in relation to geolocation, biomes and 
environmental zones. The relationship between socio-cultural fabric, the city fabric needs to be correlated to 
geography, geology, and the several dynamic environmental conditions. Google is placing data search in 
relation to geolocation, in principle an interesting premise, but this can be also problematic as 
neighborhoods confirm data validation bubbles, accentuating FaceBook problem of social networks as 
means to enforce self validation and information biases since information needs to be universal and not to 
confirm local social and cultural biases. Likewise data is often retrieved through zipcodes, producing types 
of citizens. This needs to also extend to states, provinces and even countries. Political division of biomes 
and environmental corridors cannot fall in conflict of interest between two or more nations. A global 
displacement map of nations following shared biomes is necessary.  
 
The issue is not in the flow of data that emerges through computation, but rather the issue is which are the 
set of politically charged parameters that define data output. Often, the single data entry point person does 
not develop such algorithm responsible for the categories that are input to collect and represent data. 
Categories confirm linguistic, cultural, and ideological biases that need to be addressed and critiqued. 
Nowadays, the problem is expanded, since data sets are often developed by a centralized authority with 
either access to large amounts of data or with sufficient funds to develop mechanisms for data gathering, 
even able to develop a data gathering technology. Such centralized authorities are no longer exclusively 
governmental, but large corporations more powerful than governments have replaced their role 
accumulating power by creating their own systems of measurement and projecting value index to reality. 
The common imposed top-down authority of data generation, data gathering, and data ownership becomes 
also an issue. The centralized authority of a single control mechanism to categorize, measure, represent and 
communicate a field of information is quite problematic. The challenge resides in addressing how design 
parameters are originated in data gathering and the instruments used for that purpose. Usually a single 
mono-dimensional algorithm based on a simple mathematical model gathers large quantities of data. 
Through machine learning, or algorithms that search for algorithms, higher dimensional meta-processing 
environment have advanced data gathering. For instance, image recognition has enabled a different means 
to understand processing of information through statistics, from the outside in, a reverse engineering 
mechanical learning that emerges through processing large sources of data displacing the typical processing 
by which reality was understood in discrete means and coded. In the context of the material used for this 
research, image recognition is being implemented to process information in urban environments to be able 

 
488 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P., “Rezoning New York City through Big Data” in Chapter 13, Data and Politics of Information, in Data, Architecture and The 
Experience of Place, ed. Anastasia Karandinou, Routledge, Taylor and Francis, London/Oxon 2019, (Pages 210-231) 
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to retrieve data from, for instance, satellite images for the architecture studios that will be explained below. 
Another means to displace or critique conventional algorithms, is to critique the emergent technological 
positivism and top-down processing of information systems through a cryptographically secured blockchain 
as a distributed decentralized system. Blockchain technology could be used, as explained further below, to 
administrate large sources of information requiring validation through a series of control points without a 
centralized top-down managerial organization in administrating and informing the form of the city, its 
coding and its zoning.  
 
Usually, architecture and urbanism are referenced as a visual based discipline in which forms are available 
through visual senses. The investigation aims at expanding architecture and urbanism in relation to the 
environment, and include other senses and realities from the notion of space itself as environments that vary 
in relation to time and energy exchange as well as other issues such as sound, therefore expanding the 
conventional means to understand architecture space to other means of reading, measuring and representing 
space-environments.  
 
New Digital Signifiers as New Emergent Disciplines 
Computation has become now a new cognitive plateau across any subject of study, making computer 
science relevant across all disciplines. New technologies enable new means to understand reality, which 
therefore inform reality as well. Disciplines are expanding more than ever to the point that boundary 
divisions may no longer be relevant, opening new forms of transdiciplinarity content or entirely new 
disciplines or cognitive paradigms. An architecture of information implies that it may be more relevant today to 
address architecture through the development of new informational systems. Rather than understanding 
architecture through designing or constructing objects through design modeling from the top down, such as 
buildings, an architecture of information implies shifting cognition to a different information level, 
redefining the epistemology of architecture. 
 
As an expanded discipline, architecture is now dealing with the design of space-environments. But this 
expansion did not yet influence the way of doing urbanism or landscape urbanism, leaving the discipline 
potentially open to another expansion: the architecture of environments. Moreover, such expansion is now more 
influenced by a representation shift activated by Big Data Processing. Increasing information processes 
define new means to read, map, represent and project reality activating an architecture of information. This is 
one of the most relevant conditions today: to understand the implicit relationships between information 
processes and the city as space-environment.  
 
The ecological crisis has been initially questioning architecture from an efficiency point of view, a technological 
problem which did not influence the cultural project of the discipline. But more recently, the ecological 
discourse was able to enter architecture's cultural project through representation. Fluid dynamics and energy 
modelling through dynamic real time simulation was able to consolidate a new aesthetic, a new envision of 
an integrated space-environment. New means of representation presented the possibility to directly 
manipulate energy, a new way to enable a discourse on ecology relative to architecture, shifting many of its 
means to address spatial boundaries, and by extension, architecture tectonic. This emergent quality through 
representation was instrumented into a new discipline, which understands spatial boundaries as energy 
boundaries. Fluid dynamic simulation in administrating real time Big Data influenced a growing necessity to 
understand the decoding of environmental systems. This process which is revolutionizing architecture 
representation is also re-coding architecture's matter, shifting the discipline to artificially structure 
environmental processes. Architecture is changing its internal coding and can now be understood as a meta-
organizational system that can activate at a structural level, latent dynamic forces in natural systems. 
Architecture has therefore shifted from structuring space to structuring environments.  
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 “The current failure of linear regression methods to yield nearly perfect weather forecasts may result 
 because weather is basically unpredictable from currently available data, or because methods are 
 inadequate. The latter possibility has been tested by generating a seirs of “weather maps” by 
 numerical integration of a set of nonlinear differential equations, and then attempting to predict 
 these maps by linear regression” Edward Lorenz.  
 
The Lorenz system (based on Lorenz Attractor) was the first demonstration that deterministic physics can 
lead to emergent unpredictable chaos489. This open up various different means to address weather, the 
environment and the mathematical anticipation of fluid dynamic simulation to functionally study and 
anticipate weather systems.  Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations allows to predict chaotic 
behavior using Navier Stokes mathematical equations applying Newton’s second law to fluid motion or 
thermodynamics. These equations in three-dimensional space-time evolutionary site-based vectors through 
CFD present a new digital signifier and a new type of architectural sign. Simulation is also considered a 
means to displace conventions in architecture representation usually simply using linear algorithms. 
Simulations are unique each time they are run. Simulations are means to address no linearity, non-
reversibility, emergent chaotic conditions (mathematically defined) that cannot be predicted unless the 
simulation is run.  Turbulence is a natural phenomenon that has been quite difficult for mathematicians and 
physicist to resolve490. Turbulence happens when a continuous smooth fluid flow is divided into smaller 
eddies and vortices called swirls all interacting and moving on their own way. Swirls break into smaller 
swirls, and then smaller ones and so on, conforming an unpredictable chain effect that dissipates energy 
from the original fluid stream, a transfer of kinetic energy from large to smaller scales. “Navier Stokes 
equations involve calculating changes in quantities like velocity and pressure.” The limit of these equations is 
what mathematicians refer as “blowup” in which solutions do not exist because of infinite values at zero 
division to which there is no solution yet but Navier Stokes fluid dynamics have work as approximations of 
observable experimentation during the last 200 years.  
 
Simulation as a cognitive means to represent and understand reality differs drastically from modeling (3d 
modeling), the conventional means usually identified to develop formally the design of a building or even 
urbanism. Simulation implies an emergent site-based condition that depends on environmental emergent 
fluid dynamics of the site. Architecture can likewise be formalized through emergent processes as it reads, 
measures and develops its boundaries through simulation. This process activates a different type of 
evolutive form, activating a Bergsoninan duration491 and a relationship between evolutionary form and 
processes that today should go beyond D’Arcy diagrams492 through emergent ecologies in which form is 
correlational, dependent, site based and evolutionary complex through simulation. Mathematics could itself 
be considered a form of language through linguistics, since one can argue that mathematics is an artificial 
human-made system of representation of reality through arithmetic and symbolic calculation in equations 
and not a natural discovery, an argument that has controversial divisive supporters in the field. In this sense, 
the most real approximation of mathematics to the phenomenon of nature as a discovery may be 
simulation.  
 

 
489 Lorenz, Edward “The Statistical Prediction of Solutions of Dynamic Equations”, Proceedings of the International Symposium on Numerical 
Weather Prediction in Tokio [1960], Meteorological Society of Japan, 1962  
490 Hartnett, Kevin What Makes the Hardest Equations in Physics So Difficult? Quanta Magazine, January 6 2018 
491 Bergson, Henry, L’Évolution Créatrice, 1907. 
492 Thomson, D’Arcy, On Growth and Form, Cambridge University Press, 1917. 
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While architecture expanded the definition of containment by blurring boundaries between space and 
environment, this expansion was not applied to the city. Instead of understanding continuous ecological 
systems that dismiss differentiations between center and periphery, the way we are currently organizing life, 
services and production in cities, suburbs and rural areas is set to mainly satisfy corporate conglomerate 
production models. The current ideological-political understanding of the city relative to policy making, 
spatial division and land ownership in urban codes offers measurement parameters and tools of 
understanding the territory that cap the understanding and potential transformation of the city as a space-
environment. While information technologies altered the way inhabitants interact with the city, these 
technologies did not challenge city’s development. Necessarily the typology of the city, the blocks and the 
buildings, would not only have to address ecological concerns, but themselves would have to be displaced 
and structurally transformed to engage in a topological informed architecture of space-environments. The 
anthropocene (Crutzen and Stoemer, 2000) defines the geology and environment of the planet as informed, 
not exclusively, by human action. Since the planet can now be understood as artificially informed by 
humanity, the previously defined paradigm of separation between humans and their ecosystem, between 
ecology and “nature” must be thought as integrated built ecosystems and environments understanding a 
topological continuity between humans, cities, energy harvesting, industrial production, and the 
environment. 
 
CFD as vectors are signs that are becoming new signifiers for architecture and urbanism, expanding the 
means to represent space and therefore its dimensions. This investigation also expands other means to 
consider space through other digital signifiers that have the condition to inform space and therefore infer 
meaning and signification in architecture and urbanism as new signifiers. 
 
Usually architecture and urbanism have been understood through a merely visual dimension. 
 
Rezoning The City In Relation To Environmental Processes  
Among the many different ways to process Big Data, in architecture and urbanism two kinds of data 
processing seem to have became more relevant: on one side fluid dynamic computer simulation to model 
environmental dynamic processes, and on the other the different large geospatial and social data sets 
(environmental, geographical, topographical, social, economic, etc) that architects may use or at best create, 
to inform the city and its design.  
 
An architecture of informed space-environments defies the current role of the State and private media 
corporations in measuring and informing the city and its ecosystems to activate the voids as public space 
and latent ecologies for planetary welfare. Land private ownership relative to capital gain is today in direct 
opposition with public environmental protection interests. While above ground resources often pertain land 
ownership (figure 1), the current environmental crisis cannot dismiss the building up of common interests in 
regard to the environment that go across discrete land subdivision which dismisses center from periphery 
and cities from farmland or even natural ecologies. Clear examples are not only above ground pollution but 
also the harvesting of below grade natural resources such as fresh water reservoirs polluted through private 
gain, such as is the case of biochemical land fertilizers, oil extraction, gas fracking, among others. New 
zoning strategies and systems must be based not exclusively in promoting environmental balance, but also 
foster the activation of an architecture of environments since environmental preservation seems not only 
problematic but also no longer possible. These issues require a comprehensive new law and zoning strategy 
necessarily following common interests that consider continuities across land ownership and lot rights. In 
this sense, the Viele, Egrebert L. Sanitary and Topographic Map of the City and Island of New York 1865 is 
an interesting representation of the tension between the projected abstract Manhattan Grid in New York 
City as real estate speculation repressing existing topography and ecologies (figure 2, Project 6 and 7).  
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Project 3. Manhattan heat map temperature gain from Satellite image, usually this dimension of the space above cities looking up is dismissed in contemporary 
urban zoning and planning. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Yuan Gao; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and 
Will Shapiro. 
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Figure 1a, 1b, 1c. 1a. Viele Topographical Map of New York City, 1865. New planned Manhattan Grid overlaid placing in contrast urban 
planning and real estate speculation and geology in disjunction with each other. 1b. Central Park topography. 1c. City Planning Commission, 
City of New York, Diagram showing zoning change on sectional map 3b & 6a, Borough of Manhattan. Rezoning effective November 13th, 
2012; C.C. Reso #1583. Excerpt. 

 
For instance, climate unbalance can also be related to social inequality. There is a form of urban unbalance 
in the development of social housing by the state in landfill non-desirable wetlands propense to flooding in 
New York City (fig. 02 project 04). Robert Caro makes several analyses of the conflicts of interest between 
state sponsored infrastructure segregating private development from lower income areas and social housing 
in New York City (Caro, 1974). A similar analysis is traced in relating environmental fragile areas and lower 
income development. In the private speculation of real estate waterfront, this equation is inversed, to the 
point of blocking public access. While the landfill of wetlands represses ecological balance, the seclusion to 
peripheral less desirable areas of the city fragments social continuity.  
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World map of biomes in contrast with political divisions, presenting a conflict of interest between the environment necessities and the land division at government 
level. “One way of mapping terrestrial biomes around the world” Ville Koistinen (user Vzb83) - the blank world map in Commons and WSOY Iso karttakirja for 
the information, Wikipedia commons. 
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NASA Emerging trends in Global Freshwater availability from GRACE (2002-2016) 

 
Global environmental wind currents and temperature. From Google Earth, The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), 
Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. Student: Seung Hwang Kim; Fall 2015 
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Tambopata, Peru, LiDAR remote sensing, Jay Famiglietti493, 2015 
 

 

 
493 Rodell,M.; Famiglietti,J. S.;Wiese, D. N.; Reager, J. T.; Beaudoing, H. K.; Landerer, F. W.; Lo, M.-H. "Emerging trends in global freshwater 
availability" Nature 557, 2018 pp. 651-659 https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0123-1 
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Hudson River, analysis, GIS data, Simulations. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv 
and Will Shapiro Student: Muge Wang; Fall 2015 

 

 
Figure 1 Long Islang GIS and Satellite information: The Typology of the Landscape and the Topology of the City, Professor Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa with teaching Assistant Scott Aker. Director Richard Wesley Student: Daniel Zuvia. 2015 

 

 
Structuring Fluid Territories: The Typology of the Landscape and the Topology of the City, Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with teaching 
Assistant Scott Aker. Director Richard Wesley Student: Yong Feng See. Survey of Long Island, NY 2015 
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Structuring Fluid Territories: The Typology of the Landscape and the Topology of the City, Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with teaching 
Assistant Scott Aker. Director Richard Wesley Student: Jordan Holmes. 2015 

 

 
Figure 2. Project 06. Social housing placed in relation to flood zones in NYC. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2014; Student: Nan Lei; 
Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Lydia Xynogala and Will Shapiro. 
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At a regional level, the entire typology of cities and their relation to the regional ecosystems should be 
critiqued and displaced in addressing the environmental crisis. For instance, the function of Central Park in 
New York City, could now be critiqued and displaced to activate environmental continuity, creating for 
instance balanced relationships between center and periphery in Manhattan, as well as activating an 
ecosystem across parks or in between parks (figure 2, 9, 13; projects 3, 6, 7). The public welfare of setting up 
healthier conditions for cities derived in the development of parks in the Ninetieth Century. It seems 
evident that this project should be actualized to integrate environmental conditions for the cities for the 
Twenty First and Twenty Second Centuries anticipating and planning phases for the next five hundred 
years. 
 
The research method follows a critical sequence in studying the city: reading, recognizing, measuring, to 
then raise questions and disclose urban problems, and ultimately displace revealed structures to open 
territorial and architecture possibilities through computation, Big Data processing and fluid dynamic 
simulation. The exposed problems are not speculations but conclusions after experimental applied research 
on the subject for over twenty years, explored thought the specify of research experiments and academic 
architecture studios. The following architecture projects identify and activate an emerging architecture 
problem in the City of New York by means of creating data categories, mapping information and reading 
the city as a mediated process of representation.  
 
First, the projects of the research studio aim for a transfiguration of the city, a transfiguration of the 
existing, “naturalized” reality by activating a displacement of a revealed structure and typology of the City 
(fig. 2, project 6).  
 
Second, some projects of the research studio by reading, analyzing and disclosing the tension between the 
repressed geological ground formations and the grid that orders the City of New York. Project 1 maps and 
design specific building zoning envelops defining variability in height indexing a diversified geological below 
grade ground density condition. Project 1 works with latent conditions previously categorized in simpler 
terms as the proximity of the bedrock to the ground surface that has historically informed the skyline height 
variation of New York City (figure 3; project 1). This project studies the architectural potential to displace 
conventional boundaries and spatial definitions in the variation of the sectional relationships between the 
Manhattan grid grade level and below grade and above grade topography. The below grade geological soil 
density composition can now be studied with a different degree of specificity. This variable soil density 
below grade, for instance bedrock, clay, silt, sand and other types of soil sediments and conditions can 
inform a more precise variable economic ratio for building heights defining a more precise zoning envelope 
(see figure 3). While cities become progressively overcrowded, the previous experiments that failed in the 
1970’s proposing multilevel cities through skywalks have a different potential today, presenting possibilities 
to explore a multilevel city by layering ecologies at multiple urban levels. 
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Figure 3: Project 1. Sectional relationships between the Manhattan grid and below grade and above grade topography. Geological soil density 
composition below grade (not just bedrock) and variable proposed zoning building height. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; 
Student: Bing Dai; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 

 
Third, other projects displace the fluid territories and emerging spatial patterns created through Big Data 
processing in simulating environmental forces in the city. By formalizing fluid dynamic processes, these 
techniques allow to represent, analyze and manipulate fluid dynamic energy, organizing the increasingly 
complex space-environments of a city like New York (figures 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12 projects 2, 3, 4, 5). Project 2 
maps conflicts in the relationship between the Manhattan grid and a possible extension across the East 
River (figures 4ab, 5). To do so, this project first develops an algorithm calculating increasing bifurcations as 
the typology of Manhattan grid is displaced by encountering different topographic levels (flood areas) and 
the bathymetry of the East River (figure 4a). Then, the project develops a fluid dynamic simulation program 
for sedimentation deposition in floating aggregates (figure 4b explains the digital simulation of sediment 
deposition). The combination of these two algorithms is then related to the site-specific topographic data 
and bathymetry of New York City (see white background figure 5a and black background figure 5b). The 
form of the project is defined by its dynamic shifting ecology, which emerges by combining deterministic 
algorithmic operations with non-deterministic topographies based on Big Data processing. The shifting 
dynamic organization of a landscape urbanism is activated by promoting natural side effects exchanging 
information and energy. This project gathered its own data set developing quantitative calculations as well as 
it developed its own code and program to simulate the sedimentation process. 
 

 
Analog and digital fluid dynamic simulations to analyze, and work with environmental forces to inform artificially the flows and ecology of the 
Mississippi River Delta. The Cooper Union, ARCH 177 computation seminar Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. drawings and diagrams by 
students: Elan Fessler and Mack Cooper William + Professor, 2006 
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Figure 4a and 4b. Project 2. Algorithm calculating increasing bifurcations and fluid dynamic simulation program of sedimentation deposition in 
floating aggregates. The Cooper Union, ARCH 177/482B computation seminar S2013; students: Katheryn Bajo and Gregory Schikman; 
Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. 
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Figure 5a and 5b. Project 2.  FEMA Flood Zones 1,2,3 but in relation to real below grade topography and Manhattan Grid’s main streets and 
avenues. The shifting dynamic organization of a landscape urbanism is activated by promoting natural side effects exchanging information and 
energy. The Cooper Union, ARCH 177/482B computation seminar S2013; students: Katheryn Bajo and Gregory Schikman; Professor Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa. 

 
East River Simulations, Mark Tugman, Charlie Blanchard, Iyatunde Majekodunmi, The Cooper Union, ARCH 177 Prof. Lorenzo Eiroa, 
2013 
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Figure 5c East River, including both Manhattan and Queens, New York City, NY. GIS, CFD, and several information sources and 
platforms to develop a water simulation flow systems that recognizes the hidden ecologies concealed by the growth of the city. Structuring 
Fluid Territories: The Typology of the Landscape and the Topology of the City, Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with teaching Assistant 
Scott Aker. Director Richard Wesley Student: Yong Feng See. 2015 
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Sedimentation studies in the Hudson River The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv 
and Will Shapiro Student: Muge Wang; Fall 2015; 
 

   
Sedimentation studies through AI Mchine Vision implementing semantic segmentation from GIS gov data base in the Hudson River. The 
Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro Student: Muge Wang; Fall 
2015; 
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CFD water simulation The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro 
Student: Muge Wang; Fall 2015; 
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CFD water simulation The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro 
Student: Muge Wang; Fall 2015; 
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CFD water simulation The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro 
Student: Muge Wang; Fall 2015  
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CFD water simulation to redesing urban typologies. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), 
Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro Student: Muge Wang; Fall 2015 
 
 
Fourth, other projects work more frontally on the relationship between spatial containment, urban 
morphology and the architecture of environments, addressing urbanism as space-environment. One project 
initially maps the actual existing dissociation between Manhattan density building massing and the existing 
open green areas and how these two conditions contribute to the heat island effect or feedback temperature 
gain in New York City (figures 6, 7ab, 8ab, 9: Project 3). This urban reading considers the city as a space-
environment by relating urban massing and building typologies to the environment that they inform. This 
project reads and renders visible heat island effect or temperature gain in relation to urban massing, reading 
NYC as layered space-environments. Considering the city as space-environment, the project relates the city’s 
skyline to its explicit non-visible but perceptible environmental skyline (figure 6 plan, 7a and 7b axonometric 
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and sections, 8a). Urban massing, urban clusters and building typologies and their relationship to urban 
voids create artificial micro-environments in which the measuring of the heat island effect can be more 
relevant (figure 8b). To activate a critical reading of the city and a potential addressing of such reading, the 
project proposes a series of interrelated urban interventions that aim to balance through fluid dynamic 
simulation the previously mapped heat island effect produced by urban massing. The project expands and 
interconnects key specific open spaces and corridors in the city activating artificial environmental continuity 
through the activation of specific wind patterns (figures 9a and 9b, project 3) which a different project takes 
forward (see figure 10; project 4). This second project renders visible the complex network of fluid dynamic 
simulation of New York City in relation to multiple wind patterns, directions and vortexes (figure 10). By 
opening public spaces to create larger urban corridors, both projects 3 and 4 progressively activate an 
ecology of wind patterns to balance the high temperatures created by building massing and building up 
inertia by adding continuity between existing green areas (figures 6, 8b, 9a, 9b, 10). Some buildings open 
public spaces increasing the available urban voids in such way to activate wind vortexes at corners, activating 
an artificial ecology conditioning the city as a space-environment (figure 9a and 9b, 10).  
 

Figure 
6. Project 3. Manhattan urban massing and open Green Areas in relation to their Heat Island Effect/temperature gain. The Cooper Union, 
Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Yuan Gao; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
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Figure 7a and 7b. Project 3. Heat Island Effect/ Temperature cloud (7a) and skyline (7b). The Cooper 
Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Yuan Gao; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), 
Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
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Figures 8a and 8b Project 3. Heat Island Effect/ Temperature gain in relation to urban massing, reading NYC as layered space-environments. 
The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Yuan Gao; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will 
Shapiro. 
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Figures 9c Project 3. This urban project balances through fluid dynamic simulation the previously mapped heat island effect produced by urban 
massing (see images 6, 7, 8). By optimizing and informing environmental flows, the project develops an urbanism of informed space-
environments. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. Student: 
Yuan Gao; Fall 2015 
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Figures 9a and 9b. Project 3. This urban project balances through fluid dynamic simulation the previously mapped heat island effect produced 
by urban massing (see images 6, 7, 8). The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Yuan Gao; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
(coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
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Figure 10a. Advanced Master Studio (M.Arch II) The School of Architecture of The Cooper Union Fall 2014 Part A - Mappings and 
Visualizations of Big Data in relation to Environmental Forces. Structuring Fluid Territories: The Typology of the Landscape and the Topology 
of the City Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with instructors Lydia Xynogala and Will Shapiro. Students: Yu-Chun Lin, Jeon Jaebong, Nan Lei, 
Ming Yan, Hsing O-Chaing, Heather Nan-Zhang, Yi-Chen Li 

 
 

 
Figure 10c. Project 4. Multiple wind direction creating wind corridors by demolitions in NYC to accelerate and control wind patterns, fluid 
dynamic simulation of NYC. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Seung Hwang Kim; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 
(coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
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Figure 10c. Project 4. Multiple wind direction, fluid dynamic simulation studying wind vortexes at buildings intersections and blocks corners in 
NYC. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. Student: Seung 
Hwang Kim; Fall 2015 

 
Fifth, other projects work out rather invisible and intangible environmental conditions, such as a project 
which develops a rezoning of NYC by reorganizing sound (figures 11, 12a and 12b; project 5). This project 
creates a sound mapping strategy by identifying means to collect crowd sourced data. By accessing portable 
cell phones microphones as measuring devices of participating individuals that provided access to their 
portable devices, this project aimed, to a certain extent, to displace the typical authority structures in data 
gathering, still many filtered by communication protocols and corporate interfaces. But, apart from mapping 
sound and identifying different levels of feedback and frequencies, then the project goes beyond an indexed 
mapping to develop a critical reading of the city as an environment. The architecture of data becomes then a 
new diversified territory, a plateau for the architecture of the project. The first tests are developed in a NYC 
block, developing sequential street sound simulations retrieving different data sets and then studying 
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relationships between building typologies and the soundscapes they inform (see figures 12a and 12b). The 
project develops different studies, identifying the local sound conditions relative to building setbacks in plan 
and section, facade thresholds and folds and building heights and density (figure 11). The project then 
develops systematic readings of the collected data and studies how different spatial conditions and 
boundaries propel different sound patterns. The project also studied how different facade rugosity and 
materiality affect each of the studied conditions. After these local studies different block densities and street 
alignments are studied at a neighborhood level engaging with clusters of city blocks and defining an urban 
morphology relative to sound. After these studies combining local and regional readings, the project 
proposes an overall mapping of the city identifying statistically the measurement through time of certain 
sound density areas, with the hope of developing a comprehensive mapping of the sound of the city (figure 
12a). Ultimately, the project questioned the city and its environment to develop a reorganization of sound 
patterns, proposing a rezoning for New York City through Big Data sound simulation displacing blocks 
typologies to architecturally organize sound space-environments (figure 12b). 
 
By developing Big Data processing mechanisms, this project aims to engage ideologically with the disclosing 
and definition of the politically and culturally charged conditions of these territories.  
 

 
Figure 11a. Project 5. NYC block, street sound simulation.  The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Jin Woo Lee; Professors: 
Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
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Figure 11b. Project 5. NYC block, street sound simulation.  The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; Student: Jin Woo Lee; Professors: 
Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
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Figures 12a and 12b. Project 5. Soundscape simulation of NYC. Master Program Studio, The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2015; 
Student: Jin Woo Lee; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. 
 
Sixth, other projects of the research studio work by reading, analyzing and disclosing the tension between 
repressed hidden latent ecologies and the grid that originally organized the city.  The existing zoning 
mechanisms by which the city is structured, such as: the city grid, blocks, blocks backyards, setbacks, 
building envelopes, orientation, public space, voids, and parks create prototypical solutions to the multiple 
forces that inform the city, including real estate speculation and civic functions, among others. These 
prototypical solutions form urban typologies at multiple levels, for instance: the overall morphology of the 
city and its structure, urban fragments, urban block, streets, and the city's buildings. The interesting 
architecture problem is how these various typologies not only inform the environment, but how are 
themselves transformed as systems in relation to their organization, to each other, and to the overall form 
and structure of the city.  
 
Latent ecologies, environments and other parameters are re-coded to make sense of the mapped conditions. 
But this act of design avoids any linearity between the analyzed data, the systems and algorithms used to 
gather data and process environmental simulations and the proposed rezoning of the city, including urban 
typologies. Implementing a critical reading, the projects expand design to a re-coding of the parameters that 
formalize the city. By understanding the differential between the creation of data, data gathering and 
mapping acknowledging signification beyond its original understanding through actualization and 
representation, an informed reading of the city becomes then a design project, which inevitably will 
challenge the data that is indexing the project. This process would necessarily engage in a displacement of 
the common systems that gather and process information, including the emerging typologies of how 
information is processed. And as described, this representation process necessarily relates to the emerging 
design and the form of the urban projects in terms of the architecture that results of the representational 
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method and systems implemented. These readings and transformations would necessarily have to engage in 
a topological displacement and transfiguration of the urban typologies and the city themselves by addressing 
environmental processes to the point that new building typologies, new urban typologies and new cities 
typologies would emerge by addressing an informed synthetic space-environment. This topological 
continuity between built environments and emerging environmental forces would engage into a 
reconsideration of the relationship between center and periphery, the city and “nature”, the artificial and the 
natural or thinking nature and the environment as the other.  
 
Two projects make sense of these problems complementing each other. A final project (figure 13: project 7) 
proposes a sectional rezoning of New York City blocks to propose water infrastructure mechanisms for 
environmental balance. Instead of keeping water off the city, a sort of complex networked aqueduct for 
New York City works out at multiple grade levels: from flooding reservoirs to water alleviation through 
open water canals (see figure 13). This project proposes topological displacements of city blocks typologies 
altering relationships between urban fabric, contained backyards and public and private space. By inverting 
the fabric of the city, the project enables a parallel continuous ecological system. This project proposes a 
displacement of New York City blocks typologies in terms of spatial containment. Internal blocks create 
first reservoirs to contain flooding which themselves then become interconnected and function as water 
alleviation canals across different blocks. These canals interconnect while they reactivate hidden 
underground canals, developing a larger hybrid artificial and natural water way system. The affected blocks 
progressively open their interior containment while they activate larger ecologies. The overall project starts 
activating latent ecologies of different scales from swamps to rivers (more clearly represented in figure 2: 
project 6). The block’s typologies are displaced by activating a topological space-environment (figure 13). 
NYC blocks’ interiors spatial containment become interconnected to develop a parallel negative city. By 
interconnecting the city’s interior blocks courtyards, the project activates latent suppressed ecologies hidden 
by the grid, inverting the city’s structure. The city, as an artificial imposed system produces latent counter 
systems that may build up on each other, producing a synthesis of contrasts between a planned Cartesian 
space and an existing site-specific topographic and environmental condition, displacing the typology of the 
city. The city must acknowledge the same conditions it creates by default of its logical system, by critiquing 
and opening its structure to the latent ecological counter-cities-systems that may be implicit. 
 

Figure 13. Project 7. Topological displacements of city blocks typologies altering relationships. The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, Fall 2014; 
Student: Jaebong Jean; Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Lydia Xynogala and Will Shapiro. 
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The Cooper Union. Graduate Research Design Studio I: Fall Semester. Structuring Fluid Territories Associate Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, 
Assistant Professor Dorit Aviv, Instructor Will Shapiro. Master Students Included: Yeqing Cao, Bing Dai, Yuan Gao, Rashmi Doshi, Seung 
Hwan Kim, Jihyn Lee, Jin Woo Lee, Alberto Garcia Martinez, Natalia Moreno Andrade, Cansu Uzun And Muge Wang 
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Buildings informed by and informing emergent environmental conditions. Master Program Studio, The Cooper Union, Graduate Studio, 
Professors: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa (coordinator), Dorit Aviv and Will Shapiro. Student: Bing Dai; Fall 2015; 
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DISCUSSION XVII: URBANISM OF INFORMATION  
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From Data Acquisition, To Data Processing To Real Time Information Flows 
What determines the design of a city? Why should we address the development of our cities as space-
environments? What are the technologies available to represent environments? How can we understand the 
influence of computer codes, the internet and media in architecture and city design and planning? How can 
we de-code an architecture of information? What is the emerging Urbanism of Information? 
 
Modernist architecture in the early Twentieth Century prescribed a new point of departure through a 
generic, undifferentiated new order. The modern grid embodied not only an ideal of infinite, predetermined 
order, but also a condition of new origin, a tabula rasa. After the crisis of the Second World War, post-
structuralism emerged to oppose the determinism of the modernism. Post-structuralist concepts, such as 
mapping, were driven by the emergent indeterminacy of topographies and heterotopias. As a consequence 
of this reading, the site, the ground became a reference for architecture space as it was the originator of a 
different idea of order, an heterotopic open order informed by the intrinsic quality of a place. Because of the 
specificity of the congruence of multiple conditions that define a topo-logos, the idea of a spatial specificity 
building up from particular conditions could open up an alternative logic as well as entirely new 
differentiated systems that would continuously change reference.  
 
“One of the basic facts of the Greek environment. ..is the individual character of places-individual, however, 
not in the sense that the places were experienced as being entirely different. Rather they were manifestations 
of archetypal characters...For the Greeks space was not only one thing, but many, and the Greek language 
does not have a single word for space...”494 
 
Architects sought to un-motivate the figure of the object-building and motivate the figuration of the existing 
ground surface, thereby critiquing the notion of a stable, deterministic origin. A logic of continuous formal 
differentiation then informed architecture and its relationship to the ground, so that a thickening of the 
ground as inhabitable surface disseminated the figure of the building relative to the site. In parallel, 
urbanism activated a similar disciplinary expansion in relation to the ground surface at a larger scale. Because 
of this expansion, urbanism defined a new discipline: the city was now thought as a problem of landscape 
urbanism. This new discipline took as a reference the logic of the ground rethinking the city as a continuous 
landscape integrating buildings, blocks and open public spaces within a continuity also actualized in relation 
to ecological concerns.  
 
But this last expansion considering architecture as space-environment did not yet influence the way of 
considering urbanism or landscape urbanism, leaving the discipline open to another expansion: the architecture 
of environments. Moreover, such expansion is now more influenced by a representation shift activated by Big 
Data Processing. Increasing information processes define new means to read, map, represent and project 
reality activating an architecture of information. This is one of the most relevant conditions today: to understand 
the implicit relationships between information processes and the city as space-environment whether real or 
virtual. An architecture of information implies that it may be more relevant today to address architecture through 
the development of new informational systems. New technologies influence new means to understand and 
therefore structure reality, rather than understanding architecture through designing objects, buildings, 
spaces, environments, urban spaces, urbanism and landscape urbanism.  
 

 
494 Norberg-Schulz, C. Meaning in Western Architecture, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1975. 
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We have been witnessing new forms of urbanism, or at least new means that inform urban conditions, from 
how we experience cities to how we relate to each other in cities, comparable with the main revolutionary 
shifts in history that transformed the way our cities were planned and designed.  Urbanism is now ongoing a 
transformation in the series of layers that transformed the built environment through history. From the 
settlement of Greeks cities grids, to the Roman cities grids by the first military surveyors, to the 
centralization and protection of cities in the Renaissance, to the laying out of abstract grids in the colonizing 
cities of the Spanish Empire, to the modernism of North American cities and their large infrastructural 
projects, to the tabula rasa of modern cities, to the decentralization of cities in the postwar of North 
America, to the infrastructure mega-cities of military regimes, to the neoliberal city model of real estate 
speculation, among others, today the urbanism of information is based on information systems and 
communication interfaces that organize reality. This ongoing transitory urban transformation is in its first 
phase, a phase based on surveying reality and understanding potentialities in emerging systems that can be 
informed. The following phase is making the form of information systems, the form of the algorithms that 
inform the city, their signal distribution and information organization, an issue, in which the city is tending 
to become an idealized machinic optimized plateau that is constantly informed and shifting, providing a new 
kind of idealized reality in which the form of the system and its optimization becomes the new implied 
idealized version of our built environment. This ideal information-based plateau is becoming in itself a 
destination in the form of the new city-environment. Since the environment is no longer related to Nature, 
since environmental restoration is no longer possible, but informed artificially through dynamic systems 
fluid dynamic simulation and economic exchange, this time, environment understood as the background 
canvas that holds all the information-based systems.   

 
The Architecture Of Information:  
Digital signs represent information, and in linguistic terms, they determinate how we currently understand 
and reference reality. Computation by representing reality through codified linguistic signs creates new 
objects495 independently from the reality is coding, therefore creating new realities informed by the simple 
implementation of a system of measurement and reference. Although this is a known communication 
problem relative to media, it has not been critically understood by design professionals that deal with data. 
Problematically Big Data is usually understood as a visualization problem, for instance, separating an 
apparently inert content from the form of the media used to represent it. At this point we should reference 
“The medium is the message”496, “The method is the message”497. Rather than analyzing media through 
problems of perception, the argument is to disclose through deep structure the ideological projects implicit 
in protocols and algorithms that structure information. These issues present an interesting conflict in an 
apparently post-structuralist society, arguing a disjunction between a perception-based society in class 
conflict with undisclosed authoritative corporate interests, currently extensive to governments.   
 
Rather than analyzing media through problems of perception, the argument is to disclose through deep 
structure the ideological projects implicit in protocols and algorithms that structure information. These 
issues present an interesting conflict in an apparently post-structuralist society, arguing a disjunction 
between a perception-based society in class conflict with undisclosed authoritative corporate interests, 
currently extensive to governments.   
 

 
495 Alain Badiou identified how the humanities and the sciences create objects when addressing reality. He points out that this does not happens 
with Mathematics, which resolved the question of being that Philosophy raised. Badiou, Alain Being and Event, trans. Oliver Felthan, Continuum, 
London 2005. 
496 McLuhan, Marshall Understanding Media, The extensions of Man, Mentor, New York, 1964  
497 Grosswiller, Paul, “The method is the message: rethinking Mc Luhan through Critical Theory”, Black Rose Books, Montreal, 1998 
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Common generic visualizing strategies tend to structure data in determined simplistic terms, homogenizing 
reality the same way government categories create types of citizens. Furthermore, recognizing the simplicity 
of current algorithms and the structuring homogenizing force of computation what happens is that data will 
match the system of reference for measurement, meaning that one would only be able to find through data 
mining what the system allows to, engaging in a looping parametric enclosed system in which the results 
would be only possible within the spectrum of the system.  
 
This is the reason why Big Data becomes the subject matter of current design agendas, expanding any 
project to the measurement system that validates it. Any system of measurement distorts reality to confirm 
the reference. Moreover, data is categorized to match the understanding of what is being looked for, a 
common problem that Cities are facing by confirming their own assumptions by developing systems of 
measurement that instead of solving problems create objects that raise as independent factors from what the 
system is supposed to be measuring. Additionally to this issue is that if one would be able to identify an 
interesting measurable problem, creating critical categories and an interesting data mining relational system, 
one would still have to work on displacing the common systems of representation in relation to the 
emerging content, almost to the point in which to each identified measurable problem, one would have to 
develop a measuring methodology and an intrinsic-to-the-problem representational system that would be 
able to formalize the right kind of relationships necessary to disclose the question being researched. This is 
the definition of an architecture of information498.  
 
Survey As Design Origination: Expanding Design Authorship to Origination 
The emergent condition is the problematic relationship between authoritative power and the implied 
authorship of systems. After several “deaths of the author” from Borges (Pierre Menard, Author of 
the Quixote499), Barthes (impossibility of authorship since language as limit to literature in Writing Degree 
Zero500), Blanchot (Space of Literature501), to Foucault (death of representation in Las Meninas502), Authorship 
becomes once more an issue with regards to the determinism brought by computation, computer languages 
and cryptology. Borges resolves this problem placing the ultimate author to the reader of text expanding the 
meaning of what the writer placed in motion by its imaginary displacement in different context and how the 
interpretation of the reading presents another dimension of the reading itself. This definition activates the 
importance of reading, analysis, measurement, survey in architecture and urbanism and all fields related to 
media and representation. Barthes resolves this problem by placing language as the ultimate barrier to 
deconstruct in literature, to which Borge’s friend artist Xul Solar had also set as a limit in a form of para-
language through the invention of new languages, new games, new board games, new territories, new 
frames, new forms of arts or new religions and other structural parameters that define reality.  
 
One can argue that computer software are in themselves idealized virtual worlds and decontextualization 
frames of reference that activate the previous discussion in terms of the condition of origin as an artificial 
construction. Computation creates idealized territorializing abstract machines in which ergon and parergon 
are artificially displaced. By presenting a discrete frame of reference, the framing bias activates a new 
dimension in media determination and a condition of origination at the interface level. In this sense, 
computation proposes an artificial origination platau, a condition of imposition of authorship over its 

 
498 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo and Sprecher, Aaron ed., Architecture In Formation, Routledge/Taylor and Francis, London 2013. 
499 Borges, Jorge Luis “Pierre Menard, autor del Quijote” in Sur, Buenos Aires, 1939  
500 Barthes, Roland Writing Degree Zero. Translated by Annette Lavers; Colin Smith. London: Jonathan Cape, 1967. 
501 Blanchot, Maurice The Space of Literature, University of Nebraska Press, 1989 [orig. 1955] 
502 Foucault, M. The Order of Things, Vintage Books, New York, 1973 [orig. Les Mots et les choses, 1966] 
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content through media determination, framing displacement and territorial artificial construction of a platau 
of the real, and through the anticipation of content to be developed within its interface, a programming 
problem later discussed. Software replace authorship and present the parergon defining the ergon in 
Derrida’s term, placing structure as origination and anticipating its form of production and output as well as 
the impossibility of coming up with a problem outside its frame of reference to quote Badiu. 
 
Survey becomes the first act of measurement of reality, and due to the described problems, the implicit first 
act of design, the creation of a specific territory. By default, this process becomes an expansion of the 
common notion of authorship necessary today with the given implementation of new technologies that create 
new paradigms and new fields of study. The technology of the survey mechanism becomes the initiator of 
the conditions that will inform the project, a reading and therefore a construction of a territorial means of 
understanding the city. In this respect, the projects that are able to displace conventional means of 
collecting, representing and creating data, producing their own conditions are the ones that can claim a 
higher level of authorship on a continuously expanding project.   
 
To overcome the predetermination of information processing codes, a potential solution may be to 
overcome the initial determination that structure form. These issues present a different means to understand 
the Post-Digital. The Pos- Digital should be understood as originally claimed back in 2010, as a means for 
architects to claim a higher degree of authorship in the current digital revolution. Therefore, the issue is 
locating the current emergent condition of architecture between digital and post-digital, avoiding any 
reactionary logic and thinking the digital as a critical computational position instead. Architecture is shifting 
from the design of buildings and cities to the design of information systems. While architects are still 
concern with the design of buildings, landscapes and cities, Google (Alphabet), Apple, Facebook, among 
other media corporate conglomerates are able to inform urbanism more than any architect or government. 
These media conglomerate understand the architecture of information as the most relevant means to inform 
reality through media protocols, information systems and information administration. Moreover, these 
media conglomerate have been designing visionary cities taking as a reference the internet, social media, 
algorithms and meta-algorithms (AI). Since information systems will be taken as a reference, the projects 
aim to displace the information systems available that therefore are able to activate the becoming that may 
inform possible cities. 
 
In contrast with contemporary landscape architecture investigations the proposal is to redefine the 
landscape of the city to ensure a more clear architecture expertise, but this return to the city builds up on the 
contemporary expansion of architecture, understanding space as environment. Contemporary architecture is 
constructing a problematic mirroring of nature, a construction that can be related to a Hegelian metaphysics 
of Nature which is deriving architecture research into replicating biological structures and natural processes. 
Critiquing this ideology, the studio proposes to confront the city as a human cultural production based on 
computational post-human problems, a Lacanian mirror that confronts the projection of organization 
against history, memory, building codes and regulations, which conforms the artificial landscape of the city. 
The re-description with new tools of representation of the city, the mapping of the confrontation between 
physical and implied boundaries (regulations) and the instability produced by accidental architectural 
conditions in their relationship with their sites provides material to understand the projection of order into 
multiple projective dimensions. The city as an artificial landscape is understood structurally in order for the 
accidental, the particular, the contingencies, unstable non-categorized conditions, and other conditions of 
emergence to offer new research material for the transformation and actualization of the artificial ecology of 
the city and its environment. The aim is to project new tactics that identify latencies and develop differences 
that may induce instability to the most hierarchical established structures of the city, and within this process 
develop larger strategies that might modify its organization.  
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The projects below propose the creation of possible cities or environments as a re-coding of the means that 
we currently have to establish order through computation.  Algorithms in themselves will constitute the 
basic coding device to be analyzed and pushed forward in the design of the cities. Computation in itself will 
be analyzed and critiqued in terms of the available means to establish and compute order and relationships.  
 
Building types emerged out of multiple forces, such as economic, technical and cultural factors in 
coordination or in tension with the regulating zoning code. Many interesting building types emerged out of a 
specific tension between the imposed regulating coding system and an architecture interpretation to the 
code. The form of buildings is usually determined by the efficiency of spatial arrangement in terms of its 
materialization in relation to available natural resources and construction systems. As it happens with any 
system or imposed order, the implementation of the zoning code produced rare cases, exceptions, 
interesting problems and particular non planned accidental conditions. These bottom-up emergent 
conditions eventually could question the ruling system as many of these could present a certain latent 
opportunity to rethink the existing code or to incorporate these emergent problems in a critical re-coding of 
the city. Therefore the studio will identify this tension between a system and emerging specific conditions to 
work out a differentiated system. The re-coding of city are based on prototypical building types, an urban 
design and massing strategies that could then propose a basis for a new zoning code for the city.  
 
In respect of the common means and systems that structure a contemporary city, such as bricks and mortar 
or wood studs or steel members, reinforced concrete construction systems or even digital fabrication 
techniques based on protocols and means of mechanizing and organizing matter, more importantly bits and 
information systems define today the way we see, understand, measure, use and interact with the city and 
among each other as a first step towards their total mechanization and re-structuring. Algorithms are doing 
more urbanism than any architect or group of zoning experts have ever done. There is also an autonomy 
built up in the tools and systems of representation architecture uses that anyone working at a computational 
level must engage with. The prototypical massing will include city blocks, buildings massing, urban fabric, 
and its negative space: urban void space such as courtyards, setbacks, entry plazas, plazas, parks, etc. The 
city made of information systems is defined by other structuring means to be analyzed.  
 
Digital Representation: Analysis, Displacement And Critique 
The future of our cities is being measured now. Dynamic real time systems of representation are not only 
measuring real time information feedback from retrieving user’s meta data but also defining how users are 
adapting to the systems that organize this data. Algorithms structure information and determine the way 
users relate to each other, to their peripherals, to their systems and to the city they are part of. If algorithms 
are now more important than the actual physical form of the city, and private corporate systems define the 
relationship we have to the city, including the use of public space, it seems that it would be more critical to 
design cities by analyzing and displacing the existing systems by which a city is continuously measured. In 
terms of this analysis that would consist of the relationship between new technologies and their impact in 
measuring the city, students will analyze and then propose alternative scenarios in relation to the form of the 
city in terms of the meta systems that inform it.  
 
The Representation Of The City:  Mapping, GIS, Layered City, Big Data, Data Processing 
The first phase will consist of integrating Data, Data Processing, Survey and GIS as systems that engender 
in themselves the principles for an urban measurement and an analysis. Data gathering and the systems for 
data gathering will be understood as a critical design problem. Even though the studio will be using layered 
data based information from multiple resources from governmental and private sectors, the issue will be to 
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resist the separation between data and information as content, exploring the constitution of data as a 
representational problem.  The analysis is understood as an essential part of the design process, a projective 
reading of the current latent conditions in existing cities or environments that will enable opportunities to 
foresee new urban emergent problems by studying the systems that propel these emerging relationships. 
Critical readings of the structure of the city will relate to a close reading and the formulation of a thesis of 
the systems that define a city as part of the analysis.  

The analysis and therefore the departing reference is not an existing or a virtual urban city but on the 
systems that may produce a city or rather an environment based on contemporary computational issues, 
such as: a grid, a polar system, a coordinate system, a network, a digital infrastructure such as the internet, 
etc.  

 

Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Marcela Olmos. 
Mexico City, informal metropolitan and suburban transportation. 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Frank Fengqi-Li. 
Uber Share Driving database  
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Frank Fengqi-Li. 
Optimized traffic flow 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shamriddhi Sharma. 
Mumbai, informal settlements analysis by structure efficiency column sharing and emergent organization through Cellular Automation 
evolutionary computation. 

 

Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shamriddhi Sharma. 
Mumbai, informal settlements self-propagation organization through Cellular Automation, site-based evolutionary computation without 
acknowledging external site-based conditions (draft). 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Wayne Shang-Wei 
Lin. Cellular Automation city typologies evolutionary site based computation detail results 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Wayne Shang-Wei 
Lin. Cellular Automation city typologies evolutionary site based computation detail results 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Wayne Shang-Wei 
Lin. Ideal cities as ideal planetary constructions through diverse rule sets and evolutionary site-based computation describing different weather 
conditions and environments in relation to latitudes in the globe.  
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shantanu Bahlla. 3d 
Big Data scanning through social media in the City of Rome. Image retrieval and photogrammetry city-reconstruction identifying ideal tourist 
museum-city and citizen’s city  
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shantanu Bahlla. 
Photogrammetry 3d scans from social media data acquisition, filtering, retrieval, and processing.  
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shantanu Bahlla. 
Point cloud Big Data as ideal virtual augmented reality city 
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DISCUSSION XVIII ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN AN ARCHITECTURE 
OF INFORMATION 
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Displacing Representational Systems To Expand Architecture Through Parallel Processing, 
Machine Learning (ML), To Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)  
As discussed previously in the Thesis summary, introduction, and thesis discussions, parallels between 
Artificial Intelligence and Brain activity (Von Neumann503, Von Neumann Self Replication504, and Von 
Neumann Architecture) as per cybernetics have had some advantages such as the creation of neural nets and 
research by Marvin Minsky as well as some drawbacks until 2010 when AI took off again with meta-
algorithms. Artificial Intelligence made its more explicit collaboration with the Dartmouth workshop505 of 
1956 in which issues such as neural networks and creativity were discussed in relation to programming a 
computer through language, randomness and creativity and others (with participants such as Minsky, 
Shannon, and others506) but for decades artificial neural networks were considered not a way to do research 
on AI.  This group identified intelligence through wining at games, perhaps a narrow understanding of 
intelligence when compared with the different types of knowledge systems, epistemologies that are out 
there, through mathematical validation but with problematic cultural values later discussed. This question is 
parallel to the different means of comparing the brain and computers to a certain limitation of cybernetics in 
relation to the autonomy of algorithms and neural nets independent from brain neural activity imitation as 
described.  
 
We have to departure this discussion from the fact that the human brain has 10^15 connections and that 
contains 10^11 neurons and the Internet of Things is by 2020 close to 10^10 and will be 30^10 by 2025. We 
discussed the multidimensional formal connections of our brains507. Certain theories of intelligence simply 
state that we yet have to understand both consciousness and intelligence as well as their coordination with 
other functions such as memory. While research points out to a direct relationship between information 
flow through brain activity readings relating to space and connections in human brains and intelligence 
through functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)508 we are yet to know or understand how artificial 
intelligence will emerge since even though we call it AI is not real intelligence yet and is not necessary nor 
interesting to compare since it Machine Learning may become other type of technology not necessarily as a 
human brain replacement or advancement or comparison with natural intelligence509, and if it will be in fact 
a post-human condition of transcendence or simply a parallel bifurcation from evolution in its own terms 
that will never be able to replace humans. While we are far from artificial intelligence predicted to emerge 
around 2045 (John Cohn and others) to be able to match the flexibility of learning and processing of human 
brains, in several aspects, such as mechanical tasks as well as others more advanced, including the past 
Turing Test, machine learning and ANN have surpassed humans at multiple levels and competition has 
been rendered non sense as machines are largely capable of these activities now far from human reach, from 
chess through Deep Blue in 1997 (against Garry Kasparov) to Google Alpha Go in 2016 as well as 
telecommunication marketing and automated military tasks (ENIAC 1946) and automated response 
mechanisms such as SAGE (MIT + US Military) computer system developed during the 1950 and 

 
503 Von Neumann, John, The Computer and the Brain, Yale University Press, 1958 
504 Pesavento, Umberto (1995), "An implementation of von Neumann's self-reproducing machine" (PDF), Artificial Life, MIT Press, 2 (4): 337–
354, doi:10.1162/artl.1995.2.337, PMID 8942052, archived from the original (PDF) on June 21, 2007 
505 Kline, Ronald R., Cybernetics, Automata Studies and the Dartmouth Conference on Artificial Intelligence, IEEE Annals of the History of 
Computing, October–December, 2011, IEEE Computer Society 
506 McCarthy, J, Minsky, M, Rochester, N, Shannon, C. A “Proposal for the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence”, 
1955 
507 Michael W. Reimann, Max Nolte, Martina Scolamiero, Katharine Turner, Rodrigo Perin, Giuseppe Chindemi, Paweł Dłotko, Ran Levi, 
Kathryn Hess and Henry Markram, Cliques of Neurons Bound into Cavities Provide a Missing Link between Structure and Function, Blue Brain 
Project, Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 2017 
508 Chén, O.Y., Cao, H., Reinen, J.M. et al. Resting-state brain information flow predicts cognitive flexibility in humans. Sci Rep 9, 3879 (2019). 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-40345-8 
509 Pretz, Kathy "Stop Calling Everything AI, Machine-Learning Pioneer Says Michael I. Jordan explains why today’s artificial-intelligence 
systems aren’t actually intelligent", IEEE Member News, 2021 
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operational in 1961 and the current robotic and androids designed to automated warfare beyond human 
ability to counteract. In addition to military action, more malefic and efficient as is public knowledge is 
hacking as a way of military action through private and public warfare in the information age by AI systems 
protecting and AI systems finding errors in security protocols beyond human hacking capacity. According 
to neurosciences, interconnectivity and simple recursive information flow eventually creates cognition, self-
awareness, consciousness, and intelligence and this perhaps may happen when all interconnectivity (data 
flow interpreted as information through platforms and IoT) reaches human interconnectivity and neural 
activity. In neural brain connections, certain type of connections become reinforced through time by 
training, memory retention, and thinking exercise. In Machine Learning through neural nets similar type of 
information by feedback in training of a set can be associated to brain neural activity, although in artificial 
neural networks this process is not by imitation of the brain, but as meta-algorithmic optimization through 
recursiveness and feedback and by statistic approximation and prediction.  In 2021, AlphaFold, a 
Google/Alphabet DeepMind was able to sequence in a few weeks protein fold structures at new scales (0.16 
nanometers)by training 170,000 proteins from a data bank through AI prediction510. ACADIA 2010 
Conference placed in motion Life In Formation511 anticipating emergence and autonomous machinic 
thinking as AI.  
 

 
SAGE and CRT Display 

 
While the brain has been through cybernetics the motivation behind computation, a mechanical brain, one 
can argue that the most revolutionary advances are not related to imitating the brain. One can trace back 
and forth parallel relationships between imitating brain connectivity, mainly advanced through neural nets 
and activity and independency in the form of cybernetics, and in parallel artificial means to distinguish this 
process through linguistic signs, such as mathematics, physics and computational symbolic form means to 
transcend this means to recursive problem-solving algorithms on the way to investigate artificial intelligence.  
 
The origins of Neural Networks used for Artificial Intelligence, according to John Cohn512, MIT-IBM 
Watson AI Research Group Fellow could be traced back to 1888 Santiago Ramon y Cajal Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine 1906 who identified the hierarchical organization of neurons. Ramon y Cajal was 
the first neuroscientist to identify neural terminal activity in the nervous system through neuroanatomy 
developing drawings of neural formal nervous system distribution but also identifying functional impulse 
identifying the gaps in the neurons and the activity as electrical impulse origins of synaptic theory of 
memory including the structure and connection of neurons. This thesis interest in more on the artificial 
aspect of information processing, than in that of a mechanical brain.  

 
510 Douglas Heaven, Will "DeepMind's protein-folding AI has solved a 50-year-old grand challenge of biology". MIT Technology Review. 
Retrieved 2020-11-30. 
511 Sprecher, Aaron, Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo, Yeshayahu, Shai Life In Formation: On Responsive Information and Variations in Architecture, Proceedings 
ACADIA, New York, 2010  
512 New York Institute of Technology Presentation by John Cohn 2021 
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This thesis argues that a new type of intelligence, perhaps not even comparable to human intelligence, is 
emerging as a bifurcation from human intelligence and perhaps a different type of intelligence. In relation to 
previous discussions on autonomy, linguistics, the tension between structuralism and post-structuralism, this 
thesis is rather more interested in the relationship between information processing in neural nets through 
machine learning and symbolic computation weighting through tensorflow than in that of intelligence 
imitation. Augmenting human intelligence through artificial means is already going on at multiple levels, 
from DARPA513 RAMplants and ElectRx to Neuralink to previous successful attempts to increase natural 
intelligence through neural impulse and rehabilitation implementing nanotechnology. 
 
In relation to the difference between cybernetics and artificial computation independent from imitating 
brain activity, Constantinos Daskalakis514, a mathematician and computer scientist from MIT responsible of 
many innovations in AI, says that the hike in AI happened with meta-algorithms instead of algorithms 
imitating brain activity. Meta algorithms are algorithms of algorithms and are basically means to automate 
optimization in the recognition of inefficiencies in algorithms through machine learning. This computer 
scientist also argues that the lack of dimensionality in AI is accentuating human biases in training AI systems 
through machine learning.  
 

 
1888 Santiago Ramon y Cajal Nervous System, Cerebellum, Neural Terminal System 
 

 
Left Image: Comparative drawing of sensory areas by Santiago Ramon y Cajal. Middle Image: Brain Neurons and Artificial Neural Networks. 
Resemblance neural activity Vs Meta Algorithms: 2010 Algorithms of Algorithms algorithms that optimize algorithms through recursiveness 
paths/information flow Flow information, direction, feature extraction, classification, regression Prediction model AI  
 

 
513 Pauli, Derren “DARPA's 'Cortical Modem' will plug straight into your BRAIN”, The Register, 2015 
514 Daskalakis, Constantinos; Ilyas, Andrew; Syrgkanis, Vasilis; Zeng, Haoyang; “Training gans with optimism” arXiv preprint arXiv:1711.00141, 
2017 
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Multidimensional 3d scan of neurons in our brains. Image Credit: Blue Brain Project. Image Credit: The Blue Brain Project515 

 
Cybernetics, Communication, Language, Linguistic Signs 
Certain issues have been already addressed in the discussion “Digital Signifiers” but recovering certain 
issues, the departing issue here is the result of the extension of thinking mathematics as a discovery or as a 
human made system of representation and notational language to understand reality (as previously 
discussed) and in relation to Artificial Intelligence, there are also several bifurcations. Cybernetics is the 
understanding of automation in computation as an imitation game of the brain, through for instance neural 
networks, a work initiated by Marvin Minsky in the 1950s related to neuroscience as the study of brain 
signals and activity.  The other most significant advancement in Artificial Intelligence machine learning 
around 2010 has been meta-algorithms or algorithms of algorithms, identifying issues in algorithms and 
optimizing them. In 1930 Alonzo Church developed Lambda calculus516, a formal system capable of 
universal computation and assembly language through function abstraction and variable binding and 
substitution. By 1931 Godel’s Undecidability was published, presenting limits in mathematics as Godel’s 
theorems of undecidability517 changed the point of view of mathematics and with influence in computation.  
 

 
515 Michael W. Reimann, Max Nolte, Martina Scolamiero, Katharine Turner, Rodrigo Perin, Giuseppe Chindemi, Paweł Dłotko, Ran Levi, 
Kathryn Hess and Henry Markram, Cliques of Neurons Bound into Cavities Provide a Missing Link between Structure and Function, Blue Brain 
Project, Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 2017 
516 Turing, Alan M. "Computability and λ-Definability", The Journal of Symbolic Logic 2 (4): 153–163. December 1937. doi:10.2307/2268280. 
JSTOR 2268280. 
517 Gödel, K. "Über Formal Unentscheidbare Sätze der Principia Mathematica und Verwandter Systeme, I." Monatshefte für Math. u. Physik, 
1931. 
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Pascal’s calculator patented in 1649, diagrams designs of 1642. Pascaline a metallic machine designed by Pascal 
 

 

   
Leibniz Diagram of reasoning 1666518. Leibniz stepped drum gear calculator or Leibniz wheel, (Miscellanea Berolensia ad incrementum scientiarum (1710) 1672. Leibniz 
calculator 1727. I Ching Hexagram Diagrams property of Leibniz to which he added the Arabic numerals. Wikipedia Commons.  

 
Blaise Pascal designed by 1642 an automatic machine for calculation, Pascaline or Pascal’s calculator to 
automate arithmetic calculations.  Leibniz developed in 1672 the Leibniz wheel or stepped drum gear 
calculator or Leibniz wheel, (Miscellanea Berolensia ad incrementum scientiarum519 (published in 1710) for 
mechanical calculation inspired on the work of Pascal. Basile Bouchon in 1725 devised a control machine 
loom with a perforated paper tape as punchcards to instruct complex orders to a recursive weaving of 
threads to create textile fabrics.  
 
But Leibniz Characteristica Universalis of 1666, developed an aim for a universal conceptual language 
capable of developing communication between sciences, mathematics, philosophy, an alphabet of human 
thought by articulating through formalized processes a pure language. His system proposed a way to 
represent language ideas through calculus, through calculus ratiocinator, a universal calculation framework 
that could determinate whether a mathematical statement is true or false based on known mathematical 
axioms. The question if this is decidable or not and this opened up questions on the limits, completeness, 
decidability of mathematics. Perhaps the calculus ratiocinator is a first form of early computer, since it seems 
to include a concept of software independent from any physical element and according to Wiener (1948) the 
general idea of computing machine is nothing but a mechanization of Leibniz calculus ratiocinator. But the 
modern computer has also hardware and software, and Wierner articulated the reasoning machine machina 
rationatrix. The calculus ratiocinator aimed at developing an algebra of logic according to Feamley Sander.  

 
518 Leibniz,  G.W. Dissertatio de arte combinatoria,  Sämtliche Schriften und Briefe 1666, (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1923), A VI 1, p. 163; Philosophische 
Schriften (edited by Carl Immanuel Gerhardt), Bd. IV, p. 30; 
519 Leibniz, GW Miscellanea Berolensia ad incrementum scientiarum (1710) 317-19, figure 73 
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Decartes and Leibniz were interested in a universal form of knowledge, a universal language, independent 
from the imperfections of natural evolution of cultural based language derived from speech.  
 
 
 

 
Boolean logic, 1854 

 
The Rules of Thought by Boole520 in 1854 set up logic in terms of the most reductive means through 
binary logic, yes or no.  

 
Gottob Frege then developed the Begriffsschrift521 or concept-script a book of logic of 1879 through a 
formal system. Judging, negation assertion formal logic to script language by Frege through axioms. Hilberth 
Program’s “calls for the formalization of mathematics in terms axiomatic form” addressing Leibniz 
decidability problem as possible, as a self referential proof, and aiming at resolving it together with its 
consistent demonstration522.  Godel’s Undecidability523 incompleteness theorem is basically a demonstration 
of the impossibility of Hilbreth Porgram in relation to Leibniz ratiocinator.  
 
 
 
 

 
520 Boole, George  The Laws of Thought, facsimile of 1854 edition, with an introduction by J. Corcoran. Prometheus Books (2003). Reviewed by 
James van Evra in Philosophy in Review.24 Buffalo: 1854/2003. 2004 pags. 167–169 

521 Gottlob Frege. Begriffsschrift: eine der arithmetischen nachgebildete Formelsprache des reinen Denkens. Halle a/S: Verlag von Louis Nebert, 1879. 
522 Zalta, Edward N. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Stanford, CA (2003, 2919) 
523 Gödel, K. On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica and Related Systems, Dover, New York 1992. 
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Lambda Calculus, assembly language. Stephen Diehl GitHub, MIT license, http://dev.stephendiehl.com/fun/lambda_calculus.html 

 

 
The first computer, Alan Turing. "Bombe", World War II http://www.rutherfordjournal.org/images/TAHC_Bombe 

 
As a student in Cambridge, Turing was aiming at addressing Godel’s incompleteness theorem through a 
mathematical machine processing input and output, questioning whether a computer program (later 
software) can determine whether another program can halt (complete program) or not (stay within an 
infinite looping process). Turing proved that this is not possible, that this program cannot exist. Alan Turing 
developed an abstract machine concept, named Turing Machine (universal) that combines symbols on a tap 
according to rules. Turing identified several problems, such as uncomputability as the decision problem. The 
Turing Machine open up discussions for a universal computational problem, the types of computation, 
recursively enumerable machine, the halting problem, and Turing complete universal computation. In 
Classes of Automata, one can identify the multiple nested classifications, limitations. Alan Turing defined 
different types of computation, and devised the first abstract computer machines, and what was later called 
a Turing complete universal computation.  
 
In 1936 Alan Turing524 develop an “a-machine” or automatic machine that runs on an infinite memory tape 
with instructions based on symbolic logic activating electromagnetic signals in transistors designed to 
develop automated calculations for decoding secret messages by the enigma machine that encrypted 
messages by Nazi Germany during the World War II. So the first computer was developed to reverse 
engineer and decode encrypted messages, a developing a close relationship with cryptology, encryption, 
coding messages.  Turing complete in computational theory means that a system is computable universal, 
and most computational systems today such as a programming language, a string, Cellular Automation, 

 
524 Turing, A.M. "On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem", Proceedings of the London Mathematical 
Society, 2, 1936, [published 1937] 42: 230–265. doi:10.1112/plms/s2-42.1.230. 
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Lambda Calculus, comply with this definition. Alan Turing in a lecture in London in 1947 “What we want is 
a machine that can learn from experience” a first clear reference to Artificial Intelligence525.  

 

 
“The "standard interpretation" of the Turing test, in which player C, the interrogator, is given the task of trying to determine which player – A 
or B – is a computer and which is a human. The interrogator is limited to using the responses to written questions to make the determination” 
Turing Test diagram by Juan Alberto Sánchez Margallo - https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Test_de_Turing.jpg  

 
 
 

 
“The evolution of the busy-beaver's computation starts at the top and proceeds to the bottom.” Wvbailey. Wikipedia commons. 

 
Claude Shannon mathematical means for electronic communications526 references telephone communication 
protocols by activating through binary signals electronic relays that follow George Boole logic, used to rule 
out ambiguity in recursive algorithms527. The digital circuit defined the electronic communication age but 
perhaps can be understood in two main ways: as a form of cybernetics that created the origins of artificial 
intelligence and on the other hand, the relays as means to create signals. The illusion effect perhaps is what 
is most associated with a form of cybernetics, showing for instance in his Theseus autonomous responsive 
electromechanical system the beginnings of AI.  
 

 
525 Alan Turing, "Intelligent Machinery" Philosophia Mathematica, 4 (3): 256–260, 1948, doi:10.1093/philmat/4.3.256. 
526   Shannon, Claude Elwood "A Mathematical Theory of Communication". Bell System Technical Journal. 27 (3): 379–423. (July 1948). 
527 Boole, George The Mathematical Analysis of Logic, 1847 
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Boolean logic, a Touring Machine and Shannon’s combination-lock circuit 
 

 
Mathematical Theory of Communication by Shannon 
 

 
Theseus autonomous responsive electromechanical system the beginnings of AI. 
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A complete and working replica of a bombe now at The National Museum of Computing on Bletchley Park 

 
In 1951 Ferranti Mark 1 was the first commercially available computer that was able to perform a computer 
game, a chess game (not complete) evaluating possible moves. 

 
Manchester Mark 1 1949 and Ferranti Mark 1 1951 (WP:NFCC#4) 

 
The Von Neumann Architecture is commonly described as the structure for hardware-software 
relationships as defined by Neumann early in 1945 as the first draft of a report on the EDVAC. In 1948 
Von Neumann developed a mathematical model for Cellular Automata as a Universal Constructor Self 
Replicating Autonomous Information System, a conceptual approach to evolutionary systems and to 
autonomous systems, although not computationally but conceptual528. Cellular Automation was one of the 
earlier attempts by von Neumann to develop a type of computation for inter-planetary colonization, by 
developing a self-organizing information system that could be send out throughout space and develop a 
self-reproducing system for human colonization of space. By 1949 Neumann discussed a technological 
singularity529 as an evolution beyond human intelligence although some note as 1957 the first time this is 
mentioned (Stan Ulam quoting von Neumann). Robert Weiner’s book on cybernetics proposes several 
categories and comparisons to the expansion on the subject in collaborations and building up on the work 
of Neumann (CA and theory of games) and Shannon (information theory -analog and digital signs) already 
discussed in the thesis.  
 

 
528 Pesavento, Umberto (1995), "An implementation of von Neumann's self-reproducing machine" (PDF), Artificial Life, MIT Press, 2 (4): 337–
354, doi:10.1162/artl.1995.2.337, PMID 8942052, archived from the original (PDF) on June 21, 2007 
529 Shanahan, Murray “The Technological Singularity”, MIT Press, 2015, page 233 
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a-Von-Neumann-neighborhood 
b-Moore-neighborhood 
c-Extended-Moore-neighborhood.  
 

 
Other advances on CA and contemporary notions include other conditions, conditionants, states, variability, 
rules and outcomes.  
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Automata theory, Classes of automata. This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license. 
Wikipedia commons. 

 
While Von Neumann530 architecture software hardware follows a diagram comparable to the brain activity, 
the invention of the Central Processing Unit in relation to a memory unit based on the brain functionality, 
can be understood beyond such biomimicry or neuroscience. The same Von Neumann with Stanislaw 
Ulman devised a way of going beyond the way brain processing mimicking, imitation, or parallels by 
resolving the mathematical computational combinatory logic of site-based computation, a truly emergent 
system Cellular Automation as a universal constructor self-replicating project, an abstract machine minimal 
entity that as an information system could to be able to be minimally transported and grow by programmed 
self-reproduction in another planet531.  
 
This thesis bases its notion of an architecture of information based on Von Neumann’s cybernetics as we 
understand that Nicholas Negroponte’s phrase “Move Bits, not Atoms”532 derives from Von Neumann’s 
universal constructor.  
 
The project was follow through in several investigations such as in 1970 John Conway advanced Cellular 
Automation through the Game of Life533. Conway’s game of life is a demonstration of CA non reversibility 
complex system, an important type of computational problem for this thesis. Non reversibility means that 
the system cannot be predicted if not run, is open to chaotic behavior, and basically there is no algorithm 
that can compute its reversibility. This means there can be set an algorithmic computational structure to 
develop the system, but it cannot be reversed calculated once it is run. Often computation gives us 
reversible computational results that can be traced back to how a system computed its results tracing back 
its status. In this case, non-reversibility means that basically no algorithm can reverse engineer the computed 
results. One of the consequences of the Game of Life is the result undecidability in relation to relatively 
simple initial parameters, of emergent complexity in relation to a simple set of rules and states. The game of 
life is a site based contextual based emergent system variable after a deterministic set of rules opening up 
nondeterministic behavioral emergent evolution. The game of life promotes competitional synthetic 
behavior, as internal set of rules interact with external emergent conditionings, proposing mathematically an 
analog to life system in which internal information and external conditionings define evolution. In this 
regards the synthetic quality of the game presents a cultural reading through mathematical terms defining life 
in general in terms of success based on internal programming and emergent conditions use (cell lives or cell 
dies depending on rules and conditions).  
 
This may drive larger generic statements as Scientists aim at deciphering the complexity of our world and 
universe in relation to general behavioral logic in emergent systems and evolution in general. This may also 
extend to creativity, on the reduce set of available parameters or resources and the possibilities of high-level 
complexity and behavior emergent as a consequence of the potential emergent conditions in certain systems. 
Stephen Wolfram has been interested in developing a theory of Everything534 through a simple set of 
frameworks in physics. Creativity may intrinsically depend in restricting resources to open up further 
possible. Capitalism on the other hand, promotes rather the increasing availability of multiplicity of 
resources and perhaps apparently reducing creative output, although this argument may have its counterpart 

 
530   Von Neumann, John, The Computer and the Brain, Yale University Press, 1958 
531  Von Neumann, J. and A. W. Burks (1966). Theory of self-reproducing automata. Urbana, University of Illinois Press. 
532 Negroponte, Nicholas, Being Digital, Knopf,  New York 1999 
533 Gardner, M. “Mathematical Games - The fantastic combinations of John Conway's new solitaire game "life" Scientific American, Oct. 1970 
120-123 

534 Wolfram, Stephen, “The Wolfram Physics Project: A One-Year Update, Wolfram Media, April 14, 2021 
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as one could also argue that correlational emergent innovation is due to the excess of available resources 
that promotes availability of resources for individuals and collectives that advances technology, science and 
innovation. Perhaps a measurement of the relative success of the economic system we are in is the relative 
innovation in relation to the environmental impact of a society, meaning that perhaps less developed 
economies by having a reduced environmental impact demonstrate rather a higher level of creativity and 
innovation in relation to the resources implemented. In this sense, Cuba has the lowest human 
environmental footprint in the world and arguably one can relate innovation at a slower pace but with a 
better ratio between resources/innovation. In music, this thinking can be applied to having 7 notes and 
playing out complex compositions based on few parameters as a source for creativity through combinatory 
logic. Emergent form should be therefore related to an emergent system.   
 

1 parameter (mono linear thinking), 2 parameters (dialectical thinking), 3 parameters (escalation), 4 
parameters (dual dialectics), 5 parameters (network: beyond escalation or dual dialectics activating relational 

complex network thinking)…etc. 
 
This can also be implemented in the difference between using software in architecture and coding or 
scripting, or using proprietary software in contrast to using open source systems.  
 

 
John Conway Game of Life 1970 
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Wolfram Physics Project: Theory of Everything by Stephen Wolfram. Arguably a framework for physics formalized as a consequence of simple 
sets.  

 
There are several attempts to address undecidable programs, Cellular Automation’s Game of Life is Turing 
Complete, capable of simulating itself (h, h+) but an undecidable program as we cannot know through any 
type of algorithm or calculation whether the program will halt or not, presenting as a formalist ambition or 
ideal to find a program that could address the halting problem (whether a program will run forever or halt, 
which Godel said in comparable mathematical terms that is not possible as discussed). Cellular automation 
can be described in several ways: as a mathematical combinatory problem; a statistical problem given 
variability of behavior of the system run; an evolutionary problem based on chaotic non predictable 
behavior; therefore a simulation computational paradigm problem; depending on the rules and 
programming of the conditions a specific type of computation such as a Turing complete computational 
system; a program of many varying degrees of complexity given a set of rules, predictable or random; a 
means to compute and resolve problems; as a means to encrypt information; as well as others expanding 
applications and computational paradigm questionings.  
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Von Neuman and Stanislaw Ulman Universal Constructor535, CA self-replication machines, CA that can replicate themselves or develop virtual machines, a base 
for Artificial Intelligence through demonstrating Turing Complete and Universal Computation made possible by self replicating virtual machines. h+ program in 
which h program is part of the behavior of the machine. 

 
P vs NP 
In computer science, one of the non solved problems is whether P equal to NP or not a Millenium prize 
problem today.   
 
CA RULE 30 
According to Wolfram in A New Kind of Science, his interest in CA is that it can be based on simple rules that 
create complex behavior, being a perfect system to demonstrate fundamentals of physics, and perhaps, 
according to several of his arguments, a means to figure out the basic coding of reality or the universe when 
comparing CA to various forms of evolution in natural patterns that are the result of simple rules that result 
into complex behaviors. Cellular Automation (CA) is a system that can compute results based on rules sets 
based cell status in terms of a grid of neighboring status relationships, that become site conditionants for the 
following generation.  
 
In 1983 Stephen Wolfram discovery of Rule 30 as Wolfram Classification scheme, is aperiodic chaotic 
behavior, from simple rules, complex behavior, and describing scientific natural patterns. Wolfram has been 

 
535 Pesavento, Umberto (1995), "An implementation of von Neumann's self-reproducing machine" (PDF), Artificial Life, 
MIT Press, 2 (4): 337–354, doi:10.1162/artl.1995.2.337, PMID 8942052, archived from the original (PDF) on June 21, 2007 
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developing abstract symbolic computational systems through various computational systems, but mainly 
Wolfram Mathematica and Wolfram Alpha. His early studies on Cellular Automation proposed 
computational irreducibility and infinite processing and claims that CA broke the second law of 
thermodynamics (the increase of entropy (Chaos Theory) accounts for the irreversibility of natural processes 
and the asymmetry between future and past) and that entropy can never decrease.  Cellular automation 
develop a set of rules that are conditionants, and therefore, such as Rule 30 become site-dependent in 
relation to states making them an emergent chaotic and complex irreducible non reversible. Wolfram 
Classification scheme, Rule 30 discovery is aperiodic chaotic behavior, from simple rules, complex behavior, 
and describing scientific natural patterns. Stephen Wolfram since 1983 has been developing abstract 
symbolic computational systems through various computational systems, but mainly Wolfram Mathematica 
and Alpha. His early studies on Cellular Automation proposed computational irreducibility and infinite 
processing. 
 

 
 

               
Stephen Wolfram Cellular Automation Rule 30 as irreducible complex behavioral evolutive system.  
 

CA RULE 110 
Rule 110 is an elementary cellular automation with interesting behavior on the boundary between stability 
(as self replication) and chaos, similar to Conway’s Game of Life (Conway’s game of life 2 rules and states 
define undecidability), according to Wolfram. Proven by Mathew Cook536 (conjured by Wolfram in 1985 and 
with dispute) is demonstrated capable of universal computation, therefore a Turing complete machine, 
meaning it can be used to simulate a computational model. There are also undecidable questions discussed 
in the paper, addressing limits in mathematics and computability and the halting problem (no machine can 
terminate or produce the correct answer) undecidable proven by Turing in Turing Machines.  

 
536 Cook, Matthew "Universality in Elementary Cellular Automata", in Complex Systems, 15 2004. pages 1-40 
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According to Wolfram, idealized Turing Machines are able of simulating other virtual machines through CA. 
Therefore CA is also a formal language, capable through grammar rules of developing emerging sense 
through “words” as emerging CA configurations.  
 

 
250 iterations of rule 110 are illustrated above from Wolfram Mathworld. 

 

 
An animation of the way the rules of a 1D cellular automaton determine the next generation, using Rule 110 from Cormullion Wikipedia 

Commons. 

  
Mathew Cook, CA Glider capable of emulating computational models through tagging. Cook space-time history of the activity of Rule 110 
started with randomly set cells.  
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CA Rules, Wolfram 

 
CA Evolutionary emergence. Wolfram 
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Cybernetic Theory In Cold War Urbanism Decentralization  
As discussed, Robert Weiner537 in 1948 was the first one to use the word Cybernetics spinning from 
discussions on irreversibility (Second Law of Thermodynamics) and feedback and oscillation in relation to 
computing machines as neural nets in relation to the nervous system (analog machines and numerical 
machines). Weiner also discussed self-organizing systems as phylogenetic learning through evolution and 
success adaptation and ontogenetic learning (external input-learning) modifying behavior. Weiner was also 
involved in cybernetics in terms of the machine age applied to warfare and the military complex, and as such 
involved in many applications, from space colonization to urban warfare protection538. Cybernetics as the 
self-organizing machine was a theoretical study of communication and control processes in biological, 
mechanical, and electronic systems, especially the comparison of these processes in biological and artificial 
systems and how they were used for urban planning defense. In a cybernetic system formed by highly 
developed networks, the communication time is possible to be made instantaneous. The notion of center is 
dissolved, as the network organization implies the dissolution of hierarchy. There is a powerful relation, in 
which all the elements become a unity without a static location, depending on one another. The regulation 
of power, instead of centralization, becomes dynamic and everywhere. This condition establishes a system 

 
537 Weiner, Robert Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, The Technology Press, 1948 
538 Reinhold, Martin "The Organizational Complex: Cybernetics, Space, Discourse", article in Grey Room review, MIT Press, Massachusetts, 
2000 
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of relations that are aware of interchanging information at any time in order to succeed in a goal or 
complete survival of the system.  
 
"One thinks here of the origins of cybernetics, launched when Norbert Wierner began to think of the 
enemy  bomber pilot as a kind of feedback machine that could be mimicked electronically; from there, it was 
a short  step to thinking of the Allied gunner in the same way. Then the human physiology began to appear 
as a cybernetic system, then the human mind, then life, then even the world system as a whole.” Peter 
Galison War Against the Center.  
 
In 1950 Wierner proposed a plan for protecting the communication of the city under an atomic blast539. He 
reinforced the idea of maintaining communication after a bomb attack, by means of life belts surrounding 
the cities. These belts around the city were connected to the existing highways and function as by-passes for 
preserving the circulation even if one area has been attacked. This solution is intimately related with his 
cybernetics concepts of communication: making a transposition of a communication problem into an urban 
planning organizational complex. Studies from Ralph Lapp indicate the destruction of an atomic bomb 
within a city. 20 mega-tons would imply 15 miles of destruction, 45 megatons 20 miles, 100 megatons 25 
miles. There are also other factors added to this: the power and composition of the bomb, the height in the 
explosion, and the velocity and direction of the wind (which could spread the radioactivity of a bomb up to 
50 miles due to a radioactivity shadow-). These studies are derived from the problem of decentralization 
affecting the separation spacing within cities. The State, by means of the Office of Civil Defense was 
searching for urban patterns for the process of decentralization in the starting age of the Cold War. There 
are many reports which included references and advantages in the formal qualities of some historic 
typological examples for the city, which could be redesigned for dispersion. The Civil Defense Program, 
developed a Guide to Urban dispersal: every new industry needed to follow this plan of relocation of 
industries in order to survive an attack and avoid the economical break of the city. In the book of Ralph 
Lapp Diagrams For Nonlinear Satellite Cities540, he establishes that block of communication in the city is similar 
to a block in the human body, and this is the reason why the highway by-pass systems were a good solution 
for the protection of communication in the city. Reinhold Martin541 discusses relationships between 
Cybernetics and urban planning and references Lapp’s book. 
 
Urbanism and Urban Planning542 were not only permeable to cybernetic theory but also a main subject of 
study even before its implementation as a technology and in parallel to brain neural networks as theory of 
information and communications in scientific terms as how people move and use infrastructure. Partially 
done as feedback understanding and through game theory applied to military simulation attack-defense, 
urban protocols based on military warfare civil defense as results of war strategy, tactics and war fare 
simulation played an important agency in American suburban promotion and landscape. Weiner was also an 
active researcher in this context. For instance, a report543 examines the possibilities of vulnerability reduction 
through long term changes in urban structure and form, affecting the future urban development. In this 
inform there are many different eclectic point of views and proposals, many of them that can be considered 

 
539 Norbert Wierner, "How U.S. Cities can Prepare for Atomic War", Life 18, 1950 
540 Lapp, Ralph "Diagrams For Nonlinear Satellite Cities" 
541 Martin, Reinhold "The Organizational Complex: Cybernetics, Space, Discourse", Assemblage No. 37, The MIT Press,1998 pp. 102-127 
542 Oakes, Guy: "The Imaginery of War, Civil Defense and American Cold War Culture", Oxford University Press, New York, 1994. 
543 Woltman and E.C. Goodrow, Planning Research Corporation, Los Angeles, California, prepared for the Office of Civil Defense: “Civil 
Defense Implications of Current and Future Urban Configurations”, Report, Los Angeles, 1963. The report examines the possibilities of 
vulnerability reduction through long term changes in urban structure and form, affecting the future urban development. In this inform there are 
many different eclectic point of views and proposals, many of them that can be considered part of a utopian plan. There are analyzed almost all 
the great plans for future cities, and many others not so well known, and extracted in a synthesis global way in order to be useful for the 
government. 
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part of a utopian plan. There are analyzed almost all the great plans for future cities, and many others not so 
well known, and extracted in a synthesis global way in order to be useful for the government. In parallel, 
architects and urbanists also developed decentralization plans to mitigate atomic blast. Peter Galison544 “War 
against the center” discusses the planning and outcomes of these military policies. A notion that Peter 
Galison brings up is to represent what is not visible and to develop the means to be able to do so. One 
researcher in architecture and urbanism that applied science to urban planning was Ludwig Hilberseimer 
through a series of plans initiated in South Chicago545. Hilberseimer explains America's integration to the 
rational methods in Germany applying science and technology. In his projects in Germany, Hilberseimer 
developed the idea of the Super-block, a large structure of container for housing of about two square miles. 
The only relation between the dwellings and the industries is the fact of the wind effect take into account. 
As in a machine, everything tries to have a scientific connotation and function. By means of decentralization 
and reorganization of the city he proposes the Integration of Industry and agriculture. Most of these 
characteristics are developed both in the Lafayette Park and before in the competition of South Side 
Chicago546. Further investigations aimed at correlating the bombing of critical infrastructure as the source of 
post-war American civil defense urban planning from the top down through military enforced protocols 
sent out to all American cities through infrastructure actualization such as city by-pass, cities highway 
interchange loops, decentralization, and other strategies. The Sputnik 1 Russian Satellite placed on orbit in 
1957 created a high level of anxiety as people had the feeling of being surveilled constantly and contributed 
to escalation and the raise to the cold war and the military complex to take further advancement at many 
levels. Beatriz Colomina’s research on cold war architecture and urbanism discusses the cultural anxieties 
activated by the fear of the USSR as the new superpower enemy and the Sputnik Satellite surveillance of 
America citizens and what this meant in terms of structural cultural changes during the Cold War. Colomina 
discusses issues of cybernetics in the information age547 the financing by the US Government of modern art, 
the MoMA and the counter USSR propaganda through multiple means, from computation to the military 
and urbanism in parallel to suburban development548.   

  
Satellite Towns by Howard. Right images, The New Town Idea, Howard (1898), Purdom (1921), Urwin (1929-33), to Abercrombie (1944).  
 

 
544 Galison, P. “War Against the Center”, Grey Room, 4, MIT, 2001. pp.5-33.  
545 Hilberseimer L. “The New Regional Pattern, Industries and Gardens Workshops and Farms”, Paul Theobald and Co. Chicago, 1949. 
546 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Cybernetics Applied to Cold War Urban Planning”, Princeton University School of Architecture submitted paper, Beatriz 
Colomina, 2001-2002 (not published, submitted research paper in Pro PhD Seminar).  
547 Colomina, Beatriz, “The Design of Information Overload: A Cold War Story”, in Bauhaus Imaginista, 2019 
548 Colomina, Beatriz, Domesticity at War, The MIT Press, 2010 
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Hilberseimer Population distribution centralized and decentralized organizations.  

 

   
Ludwig Hilverseimer anti bomb decentralized city contemplates the atomic blast radius and designs a city-system of grid points in the vast 
American landscape. 
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Civil Defense Program Industries and Cities decentralized corridors 
 

 
Civil Defense Program. PSI weapon pressure over spacing relationship. Configurational variations in city organizational structures. US military 
protocols for cities decentralization, bypass highway system, through the Civil Defense Program and informing urbanisms across the entire 
nation.  
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Peter Galison’s article discusses different types of organizations.  
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Charles and Ray Eames, Glimpses of the USA, showing in the interior of the Moscow World’s Fair auditorium, 1959, in Colomina’s articles 

 
2001 internet data-based diagrams of information interconnectivity and data routes by Imperative! Interconnectivity and infrastructure 
centralization-decentralization in cybersecurity. 

 
Christopher Alexander’s549 and Peter Eisenman’s550 theses represent another stage in the emblematic 
problem of reference in architecture between science (external) and art (internal). In Alexander’s a new 

 
549 Alexander, C., Notes on the Synthesis of Form, Cambridge, 1964 
550 Eisenman, P., The Formal Basis of Modern Architecture, Lars Muller Publishers, 2006. Originally submitted for his Phd thesis in Cambridge, 
August 1963. 
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physical order, organization and a redefinition by the underlying processes that produce the form may infer 
design. Eisenman’ theses proposed a revision of Modern paradigmatic buildings and reach the furthest 
limits into the most stable formal cannons. An interesting contrast is the reference to patterns by Alexander 
and structure by Eisenman, referencing Chomsky’s linguistics theories, although the first is applying 
structuralism from external sources and the other revealing structural condition from within551.  
 
Alexander also gives reference to meta-design strategies following growth and form, such as designing the 
seed instead of designing the architecture as a product552. Christopher Alexander’s the “City is not a Tree” 553 
provides also critical to linear bifurcating structures addressing cross relationships and overlapping nonlinear 
relationships in networks in relation to growing systems and evolutionary form.   

 
Christopher Alexander The City is not a Tree 

 
Cybernetics 
As discussed in this thesis introduction and in “Digital Signifiers” Marvin Minsky554 identifies in developing 
neural theories of computational processing and steps towards555 Artificial Intelligence a term credited to 
McCarthy in their Artificial Intelligence Project of 1959556.  
 

 
SNARC Maze solver by Minsky and Edmonds 

 
 

552 Alexander, C., Ishikawa,S., Silverstein, M. and all A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction (Center for Environmental Structure 
Series), Oxford University Press, 1977 
553 Alexander, C. (1965) A City is Not a Tree. Architectural Forum, Vol 122, No 1, April 1965, pp 58-62 
554 Marvin Minsky "Theory of neural-analog reinforcement systems and its application to the brain-model problem" catalog.princeton.edu, 1954 
555 Minsky, Marvin “Steps Towards Artificial Intelligence”, Dept. of Mathematics, Research Lab of Electronics, MIT 1960. 
556 Minsky M. and Papert S., "Progress Report on Artificial Intelligence," AI Memo 252, MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Cambridge, 
Mass., Jan. 1972 
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"In his 1936 paper, A. M. Turing defined the class of abstract machines that now bear his name. A Turing 
machine is a finite-state machine associated with a special kind of environment -- its tape -- in which it can 
store (and later recover) sequences of symbols" (Minsky, 1967) 
 
 

 
Feedback loop diagram. Operant reinforcement model. Predictions and expectations. Minsky 1960 

 
 

 
Tracking the image of a cube through neural nets, Marvin Minsky 1974 after Guzman557 (1967) and Winston (1970). 

 
Minsky’s artificial intelligence classifiers problems through semantics, meaning and platforms for knowledge. For a while since late 1990s AI 
have been dismissed until around 2010 when computer power through GPU started accelerating back the relationship between image 
recognition, data science in neural nets and classifiers through tensorflow.  
 

Minsky also identifies Frames as Paradigms and also identifies that a purely logical approach to information 
processing will not be complete (“Criticism of the Logistic Approach) identifying the limits of current 
mathematics and formal logic (“propositions: embody specific information and syllogisms: general laws of 

 
557 Guzman  A. Some Aspects of pattern recognition by Computer, MS Thesis, MIT, Feb. 1967 
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proper inference”) for consistency and completeness “(1) Complete–"All true statements can be proven"; 
and (2) Consistent–"No false statements can be proven."”  

 
Minsky Global Space Frame (GSF) 1974 proposes a 3D object frames that map directly into space locations.  
 

Marvin Minsky558, also considered another original responsible for AI created in 1951 the SNARC 
(Stochastic neural analog reinforcement calculator) representation or neural nets as neural synapses that hold 
memory (input-output) to propagate linear algebra signals as the first attempt for artificial intelligence, by 
multiple inputs and weights, inputting data and comparing results through backpropagation making it 
recursive to weight back again. Kleene in terms of nerve nets aiming for automata559.   
 
“… intelligence is not the product of any singular mechanism but comes from the managed interaction of a 
diverse variety of resourceful agents,” Marvin Minsky560 
 
One interesting relationship to the issue of feedback and learning through parallel inputs and processing 
layers in neural nets is the cognitive correlational theory of the interdisciplinary discourse in relation to 
ecological systems and the environmental crisis. In the 1970’s Palo Alto’s School develop the concept of 
symbolic interactive research group lead by people such as Gregory Bateson561 developing innovation in 
communication theory, addressing the limits in scientific silos of knowledge in relation address reality, 
interactivity as a whole from multiple diverse points of view and from different disciplines collaborating 
with each other co-relating interactive feedback knowledge and setting up more integrated knowledge 
systems that recognize the limits of the different means and method of accessing reality, the different 
technologies involved and their limits and the advantages and disadvantages of multiplicity, diversity of the 
teams involved in terms of gender, geographic location, race and other elements that provide multiple angles 
and positions relative to the problem or question being addressed or raised by the team. The Palo Alto 
School came up with the concept of the thermostat in interactive symbolic form as a self-balancing feedback 
based automated learning mechanism from thermodynamics. This concept of communication based on 
feedback could be applied to the logic of how groups create roles by interaction, sites and context corelating 
internal psychology with group theory and context, concepts applied to other disciplines such as 
interdisciplinary collaborations, the logic of environments, cities, and others. These concepts were later 
applied to Artificial Intelligence to implement the cognitive problem of feedback and optimization of the 
thermostat to a neural net that processes information flows and can learn from the flow of information and 
an environment. The cybernetic feedback loop can be related to the thermostat but Bateson differentiated 
between positive feedback and negative feedback. 
 

 
558 Minsky Marvin "Theory of neural-analog reinforcement systems and its application to the brain-model problem" catalog.princeton.edu 1954. 
559 Kleene, S.C. "Representation of Events in Nerve Nets and Finite Automata" Annals of Mathematics Studies (34). Princeton University Press. 
pp. 3–41. Retrieved 17 June 2017 (1956). 
560 Minsky, Marvin, The Society of Mind, Touchstone, Simon & Schuster, New York, 1988 
561 Bateson, G. The Logical Categories of Learning and Communication, in Steps to an Ecology of Mind, 2nd ed.; University of Chicago Press: 
Chicago, IL, USA, 2000 [orig. 1972]. 
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The Frank and Lilian Gilbreth Flow Chart allowed for Boolean Logic to develop complex critical paths that 
can be recursive to identify problems in machinic systems and to identify where to optimize algorithms as 
critical path in processes. The Algorithms+Data Structures = Programs book by Niklaus Wirth562 presents 
types of computation and data structures, organizing levels of complexity in recursive algorithms influential 
in computer science.  

 

 
 
 

 
Nikolas Wirth’ Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs, 1976 
 
 

 
Block Chain technology, peer to peer gate validation, 1970 secure gates between validation points Participatory Democracy Dependent on 
blockchain security validation 
 

 
562 Wirth, Niklaus Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs, 1976 (Oberon 2004) 
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Architecture by Yourself, 1976. 563 
 

L-SYSTEMS  - Lindenmayer  
L Systems were originally devised to describe behavior of plants branching by biologist Arstid Lindenmayer 
in 1968 following an Axiom and recursive rules as variations dependent following a stochastic grammar564.  
 

 
L-Systems Axioms and Rules565.  
 
Axioms, Recursions, and Variables and Rules in Lindenmeyer L-Systems by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa.  
 

Fractal Geometry And Atractors 

  
 

563 Negroponte, Nicholas and Weinzapfel, Guy “ARCHITECTURE-BY-YOURSELF, An Experiment with Computer Graphics for House 
Design”, Siggraph 1976 
564 Prusinkiewicz, P. Graphical Applications of L-Systems, Proc. Graphic Interface, 1986 
565 Prusinkiewicz P., Lindenmayer A. (1990) Graphical modeling using L-systems. In: The Algorithmic Beauty of Plants. The Virtual Laboratory. 
Springer, New York, NY. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4613-8476-2_1 
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A fractal that models the surface of a mountain (animation) António Miguel de Campos - en:User:Tó campos - self made based in own JAVA 
animation. Around 1980 L-Systems Lindenmeyer equations and fractals allowed computer graphics to simulate terrain surfaces. A fractal flame 
simulation by Gut Monk. Wikipedia Commons. 566 
 

Cellular Automata (CA) Application In Architecture 

 

 
566 Madelbrot, Benoit, The Fractal Geometry of Nature, Henry Holt and Company, 1983 
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New York Institute of Technology, Student Ben Sather, CA analysis thesis 2020 Professor Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa ARCH 501 F2020 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Wayne Shang-Wei 
Lin. Cellular Automation simple rules and linear city typologies emergence through evolutionary site based computation 
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 Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Wayne Shang-Wei 
Lin. Cellular Automation simple rules and linear city typologies emergence through evolutionary site based computation 
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CA used to map and replicate urban matters. Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shamriddhi Sharma. Mumbai, informal settlements analysis by structure efficiency column sharing and emergent 
organization through Cellular Automation evolutionary computation. 
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Urbanism of Information Studio, The Cooper Union, M.Arch II Program, Head Professor Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Shamriddhi Sharma. 
Mumbai, informal settlements analysis by structure efficiency column sharing and emergent organization through Cellular Automation 
evolutionary computation. 
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CA to develop self replicating and self organizing evolutionary formal-spatial systems. New York Institute of Technology, School of 
Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : 
Benjamin Sather F2019 

 
New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. 
Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather F2019 

 
Recovering a previous discussion, the issue of variability restricted to deep structure configuration, such as 
the board or grid that as a meta structure defines the combinatory logic, that even if according to Wolfram 
are reducible and complex such as the case of rule 30, the problem, relative to architecture in terms of deep 
structure and systems of representation is in relation to the systemic approach and its critique by Andrea 
Palladio’s previous discussion. CA’s problem is the actual cell as a module that remains invariable in relation 
to the variations, a problem approached in these exercises by students at NYIT and resolved through 
emergent topological variations that are made continuous through cells going beyond their structure but not 
able to distort the cell configuration as a meta structure grid-cell still remains invariable, defining the 
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invariability of scale from the initial condition all the way to the end, that even is accumulative, the structure 
cannot propose larger than certain cells together structure, remaining modular specific and referenced to the 
cell as seen below. This has been a long term discussion with Karl Chu567, with whom we had several 
interesting discussions on universal computation and in relation to self replication in CA, and his work has 
been prolific deep and atemporal in his research Metaxy and influence in his students, such as Roland 
Snooks, Christian Lange and Francis Bitonti demonstrating the far reaching of his concepts and ideas 
working towards a philosophy of computation as a universal architecture. 
 
 

 
CA evolutionary computation from discrete cellular neighborhood site-based computation, to continuous emergent surface based topologies 
across generations 2020 implementing Marching Cubes computer graphic algorithm of 1987. Cellular Automation cell growth and continuous 
surface topology continuity. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale 
Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Benjamin Sather F2019 

 
567 Chu, Karl Interview, in Architecture in Formation, ed. Lorenzo-Eiroa, P and Sprecher A., Routledge London, 2013 
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In the variations below, the cell module seems to be bypassed by continuous surface mesh implementing the 
Marching Cubes algorithm of 1987568and surface continuity through minimal surfaces. The CA cell itself is 
bypassed and is referential through the set of points that define its boundary, becoming secondary reference 
and not indexing the box unit, since grid cells are going beyond the initial scale-grid. This is although a 
temporal means to address the issue of modularity bypassing certain cells through relaxation, but still at a 
deeper level one can identify through the points the reference grid that is still indexed.  
 

 
 
 

 
568 William E. Lorensen, Harvey E. Cline, Marching cubes: A high resolution 3D surface construction algorithm, SIGGRAPH '87: Proceedings 
of the 14th annual conference on Computer graphics and interactive techniquesAugust 1987 Pages 163–
169https://doi.org/10.1145/37401.37422 
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CA as discrete site based evolutionary computation to an integrated continuous surface topology, later discussed this project implements also 
Machine Learning activating several forms of AI. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, 
Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Student: Benjamin Sather F2019 

 
Evolutionary Algorithms: Genetic Algorithms and Swarm Intelligence (SI) 
This thesis supports an artificial set of signifiers that need to be displaced based on linguistics, but artificial 
evolutionary systems can be trained to grow buildings from programming seeds (Christopher Alexander) 
instead of building them or fabricating them. Even though we support an artificial means to understand our 
minds in relation to reality, the deep learning of nature based on science must be followed to increase our 
knowledge and systems of representation and description. Evolutionary algorithms are types of algorithms 
that are inspired by biological processes and self reproducing systems with extensive literature over the last 
50 years including the concepts of Autopoiesis569. Genetic algorithms570 use strings of numbers and apply 
operators like recombination and mutation to optimize solutions to problems.  Gordon Pask571 declares the 
lack of interest in architecture in relation to cybernetic theory by 1969 in which we should move beyond 
thinking buildings as static but think of them as interactive and responsive in terms of life and evolution. 
Michael Weinstock, Michael Hensel and Achim Menges de discuss issues on digital morphogenesis572573574 in 
the architecture of emergence as means to depict genetics in cross relationships between architecture and 
science in evolutionary based computation through optimization.  
 
 “One thing is the gradual complication of one form that is inserted every time better in the mold of 
 the exterior conditions, and another one the higher complexity structure of one instrument that 
 every time makes better profit of those conditions. In the first case the matter is limited to perceive 
 the footprint, but even more in the second case reacts actively, resolves a problem.” Henri 

 
569 Mingers, John Self-Producting Systems, Implications and Applications of Autopoiseis, Plenum Press New York, 1995  
570 DeJong, K. “An Analysis of the Behavior of a Class of Genetic Adaptive Systems”, PhD Dissertation, Department of Computer and 
Communication Sciences, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1975 
571 Gordon Pask, 'The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics', Architectural Design, September issue No 7/6, John Wiley & Sons Ltd 
(London), 1969, pp 494-6. 
572 Weinstock, M, Hensel, M and Menges, A, Emergence: Morphogenetic Design Strategies, Wiley, London 2004 
573 Weinstock, M. The Architecture of Emergence: The Evolution of Form in Nature and Civilisation, Wiley, London, 2010 
574 Leach, Neil “Digital Morphogenesis”, Architectural Design, vol 79, issue 1, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.2009 (pages 32-37) 
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 Bergson575 in relation to creative impulse and accumulation of evolution a problem that evolutionary 
 and genetic algorithms aim at understanding and developing.  
 
John Frazer Evolutionary Architecture576 plays on different aspects of robotics and computation from self 
replicating automata to other systems and artificial life although again we critique the aggregatory systems 
that need to critique the cell unit in relation to the whole and the structure to be able to overcome 
determination and organization in relation to the cell unit outside cellular repetition and a Metabolist base 
formal ideology. Perhaps a more critical architect recognizing the superseding determination of 
accumulative structures and topology in self generating systems based on biological concepts may be 
Francois Roche R(&)Sie(n), that with the notion of deconstruction works with both autonomous and 
robotic systems. 
 

 
High-level visualization of the genetic algorithm process (Image source: Max Maxfield)577 

 
The Couzin’s Swarm578 Behavior is an ant colony optimization as well as others such as artificial bee colony 
algorithms, bees algorithms and particle swarm optimization. The Couzin Swarm is a form of collective 
intelligence self-organization and crowd thinking of 2003 found mathematical means to approximate 
behavioral logic based on swarms that is transferred to simulate Swarm Intelligence as agent based 
simulation, as a means to create a system that can learn by collective activity and develop a system with 
autonomous behavioral logic, based on feedback loops and optimization. This computational model of 
distributed behavior has been applied to architecture in multiple ways, to identify structural behavior to 
robotically find agency through site based emergent conditions. Many contemporary architects work using 

 
575 Bergson, Henry, Creative Evolution, Planeta Ed. Barcelona, 1981 [orig. 1907] 
576 Frazer, John Evolutionary Architecture, AA, 2009 
577 Maxfield Max "When Genetic Algorithms Meet Artificial Intelligence" in Electronic Engineering Journal, 2020 
578 Couzin ID, Krause J. Self-organization and collective behavior in vertebrates. Advances in the Study of Behavior 32, 2003. pp. 1–75. 
doi:10.1016/S0065-3454(03)01001-5. 
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these systems applied to several issues, from emergent formal organizations579 to structural optimization, to 
material based optimization through swarm printing580 developing feedback between computational design 
and robotic fabrication through multiple layers. Agent based algorithms are based on identifying behavioral 
features recursively. CA581 as well as agent-based algorithms had also been studied in relation to autonomous 
swarm robotics582 in architecture by Theodore Spyropoulos583 at the Architectural Association as well as 
other architects.  
 

 
Couzin’s research drawings by The New York Times Science. A model of trail formation from Helbing et al., 1997b (used with permission), and 
(B) natural trails made by ungulates. (Copyright 2002, Iain Couzin.) 

 
 
 

 
579 Stuart Smith, Robert Behavioural Production: Autonomous Swarm-Constructed Architecture, in Architectural Design 86, 2016 
580 Snooks, Roland, Closeness: On The Relationship of Multi-agent Algorithms and Robotic Fabrication, in Robotic Fabrication in Architecture, 
Art and Design, 2016 
581 Barrial Nicolas, “A design lab revisits the game of life in architecture” in Makery, Media for Labs, 2015 
582 Beni, G., & Wang, J. “Swarm intelligence in cellular robotic systems” In NATO Advanced Workshop on Robots and Biological Systems, Il, 
Ciocco, Italy, 1989 
583 Spyropoulos, T. Adaptive Ecologies: Correlated Systems of Living, ACTAR, 2012 
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Surface Intelligence agent-based structural and material optimizations. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, 
Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Brianna Lopez F2019 
 
 

 
Surface Intelligence agent-based optimization for Venice Biennale Installation. Swarm based simulation running over several types of 
environmental-based, structural based, and material based simulations. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, 
Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Andres Carcamo; Brianna 
Lopez; Peter Leonardi; Alexandra Panichella; Ari Begun:; Oluwayemi Oyewole; Karina Pena; Isaiah Miller; Benjamin Sather F2019 
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CA 2D simulation across cellular automation cells through continuous surface topology 
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Swarm Intelligence agent based robotic computation running through multiple simulations. New York Institute of Technology, School of 
Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : 
Andres Carcamo: "Iconography Architecture"; Brianna Lopez: "Parametric Flow"; Peter Leonardi: "Structural Typologies"; Alexandra 
Panichella: "Material transitions: Feedback between the Analog and the Digital"; Ari Begun: "Spatially Interactive Light"; Oluwayemi 
Oyewole: "Structural Optimization"; Karina Pena: "Dynamics of Humidity and Temperature Advantages"; Isaiah Miller: "Sonic + Sensory"; 
Benjamin Sather: "[c]ellular Surfaces" 

 
In 1997 Deep Blue by IBM defeated Garry Kasparov in Chess. In 2011 IBM Watson defeats human 
Jeopardyl player. In 2016 Google AlphaGo beats Go Master Lee Se-dol, and we recently have robots 
debating humans and robots took over several lines of services, such as telemarketing.  
 
Strategies Between Interfaces As Parallel Layered Computational Processing 
If each computer language, interface, software, system mediates reality reflecting through representation 
some form of ideology, this form of distortion needs to be addressed within the logic of the architecture 
through parallel processing in ML and ANN series of correlational interfaces to approach a problem 
acknowledging the fact that each point of view or each interface structures information in a specific way and 
that therefore hides or accentuates an issue through the system of representation. Information topologies 
was the first intuitive approach around 2004-2008 to address this problem, with the later published book584. 
Parallel processing has been for many years a means to displace bifurcating algorithms to process multiple 
issues in parallel through different types of computation data gathering and processing and representational 
modes/interfaces to overcome the deterministic linear reversible approach to computation.  

 

 
584 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. Analog and Digital Strategies Between Interfaces, self-published manual for computation studies and tutorials, 2004-2008 
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Analog and digital interfaces: Infrastructure that affect environmental forces using instability to induce landscape opportunities in an ecology of 
natural feedback exchanging information and energy. Mississippi River Delta, Arch 177, The Cooper Union and diagrams by Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa, New York, 2006. Interface-based topographies of information intended to be addressed within the logic of the project or an analog-based 
parallel processing series of correlational interfaces to approach a problem. Artificial ecology of natural sedimentation that promotes landscape 
interventions to connect Buenos Aires and Colonia. Ecoinduction for the Rio de la Plata, Buenos Aires, Eiroa Architects-BA, Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa 1999-2011. 
 

Data Science – Data Scraping - Data Mining  
Data acquisition is the first step towards surveying the world through computation, by identifying, 
measuring, surveying, and acquiring data and transforming it into useful information. The data acquisition 
mechanism already proposes a digital signifier, as previously discussed.  
 
One of the main issues of data science is that you find what you are looking for, raising issues on how is the 
data gathering mechanisms implemented, what are the questions being asked and why, what are the cultural 
issues to consider, what are the social categories we use to identify, label and categorize data. We discussed 
several of these issues around data science, data gathering mechanisms and authorities, open source systems 
and means to address other emergent problems in the thesis articles and in further discussions below.  
 
In terms of Data Science, we can reference two well-known data science problems to be aware of that can 
trigger problems when working through AI, repositories, data gathering mechanisms and methodologies: 
The Simpson Paradox dataset (reversal) and the “Survivorship Bias”. The common perception is that the 
frequency of data is given common conventional interpretations with misleading interpretations.  A known 
example was the gender bias in graduate school admissions at Berkley, California in which the bias was that 
men were more likely to be admitted than woman. The reality though was that women tended to apply to 
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more competitive departments while men tended to apply to less competitive ones with high admission 
rates.  
 

 
Left Image: Simpson's paradox for quantitative data: a positive trend (blue-red) appears for two separate groups, whereas a negative trend (dash) 
appears when the groups are combined. The graphic was created by User:Schutz for Wikipedia on 14 June 2007, using the R statistical project. 
Right Image: Visualization of Simpson's paradox on data resembling real-world variability indicates that risk of misjudgement of true 
relationship can be hard to spot. Wikipedia commons Pace svwiki - Own work 

 
The “Survivorship Bias”585 is a known data science problem in which an apparent evidence flips in relation 
to the lack of data available or looking at an entire set and not at partial information, an example of data 
analysis during Second World War at Columbia University. The apparent evidence of the bullets in the 
wings solvable by adding armory in the non-destroyed areas was misleading when Wald understood the 
military was not looking at the entire set. The fact was that the airplanes that actually arrived to their 
destination were the only ones analyzed. The military were not looking at the entire sample set but a 
selection of data through partial evidence, since the evidence pointed at the airplanes could take damage and 
actually arrive to its destination and not the ones that did not make it back.  Other problems include the 
maximum likehood586 from incomplete data and others.  
 

 
McGeddon, “Survivorship Bias,” Illustration of hypothetical damage pattern on a WW2 bomber. Based on a not-illustrated report by Abraham 
Wald (1943), picture concept by Cameron Moll (2005, claimed on Twitter and credited by Mother Jones), new version by McGeddon based on a 
Lockheed PV-1 Ventura drawing (2016), vector file by Martin Grandjean (2021). 
 

The Simpson Paradox dataset is a probabilistic and statistic problem that changed the relationship between 
data science and algorithms, starting to address the emerging relevance of datasets in relation to algorithms. 
As discussed, algorithms as computational theory versus information, datasets and data processing in 
general started inverting the typical relationships since 2010 with Big Data, since algorithms are theories of 
computability that are proven right or wrong once applied through certain mathematical and symbolic logic 
calculations ruling out ambiguity, whereas data and data processing invert this equation by relaying on heavy 

 
585 Wald, Abraham. A Method of Estimating Plane Vulnerability Based on Damage of Survivors. Statistical Research Group, Columbia 
University. CRC 432 — reprint from July 1980. Center for Naval Analyses. 1943 
586 Dempster A. P.; Laird N. M.; Rubin D. B. “Maximum Likelihood from Incomplete Data via the EM Algorithm” Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society Series B (Methodological), Vol. 39, No. 1. (1977), pp.1-38. 
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amounts of data for validation rather than computability theory.  While data mining focuses on emergent 
problems out of data analysis to depict a problem not know by analyzing data (Data Science discussed), 
Machine Learning, through data set training, aim is to develop a feature extraction and develop a prediction 
model based on statistics and on known tagged conditions of the data processed in the data training. In 
non-supervised Machine Learning, a type of data science approach through ML is developed by identifying 
automatically what the problem to focus may be. 
 
Statistical Analysis - Machine Learning 
Some issues were discussed in terms of Propositions and Syllogisms in the “Digital Signifiers” discussion 
and through Minsky. In data science, statistics plays an important role in neural networks and how data 
flows can retrieve constants.  
 
Constantinos Daskalakis also identifies the problem in AI of classification as a way of projecting a 
structure to a problem (determinism) vs regression as a form of forecasting the form of the curve fitting 
mechanism beyond the information in the plot, anticipating that beyond the plot space, the curve or 
equation being fitted into would continue to be formally defined as anticipated.  Regression or curve fitting 
presents not only the continuity in the equation as a form of anticipation or prediction thinking it will 
continue to be constant beyond the range in the equation, but also the problem of curve fitting as means to 
transfer into numerical quantitative value qualitative classification with all the problems that this means, 
presenting issues of approximation in statists that may be proven not necessarily true or providing evidence 
of non seen data science issues.  
 

 
 

Neural nets advancing theories of cognition from cybernetics earlier discussed propose the feeding of 
information as raw data as means to recursively learn from feedback tagging and classification, developing a 
type of recursive optimization. AI took a different direction in terms of cybernetics through neural nets by 
means of statistics through Big Data. Around 1990s AI based prediction rather on the use of statistical 
models instead of complex algorithmic sequences, by simply sampling data and analyzing it recursively 
through data classification and regression through curve fitting. As discussed, in linguistic terms, the 
reduction of data dimensionality for meaning extraction/feature purposes, proposes already a dimensional 
reduction that through curve fitting regression proposes problems in terms of translation, from the original 
signifier to the new signifier by way of reduction. In statistics features are given a numeric value associated 
with a certain characteristic that as a feature (quality) is translated into a numeric (quantitative) value, with all 
the associated problems that this exchange of sign as translation produces. In this translation the original 
sign is translated to a new decoded reduced sign to address a value system that is in function of the statist 
method implemented to regress through curve fitting similarities across different images or data to co-relate 
them by association.  
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Data Science through neural nets were not able to do much until the smart phones started replicating 
information as a form of excess through logging our lives real time and feeding AI systems. It was therefore 
around 2010 that the equation mentioned earlier in terms of the relative weight in the relationship between 
algorithms use and data used. Algorithms and data use started inverting, identifying now data as more 
valuable than algorithms through programming symbolic computation composition and, instead, feeding 
large sources of information to neural nets for recursive classification through regression and curve fitting, 
lowering dimensionality of the original information for meaning/feature extraction.  
 
The main objective of Machine Learning is for machines to be able to become optimized from the data they 
are processing, in this sense, Machine learning is learning from the data processed without an initial form of 
computation other than, of course, the computational system that allows the data flow and to develop 
recursivity and optimization by statistical methods described. ML analyzes data flows and develop a 
computation without a program or an inductive logical programming through symbolic computing based on 
mathematics and arithmetic through recursive algorithms, therefore data-based information flow from the 
bottom up, by processing large amounts of data, recognize a feature and initiate a type of computability that 
is emerging through different means, such as pattern recognition and the emergence of a computability by 
feature extraction. Machine Learning addresses artificial intelligence through Data Science (statistics and 
probability theory) instead of the original approach through Computer Science (programming), although 
hybrid modes, such as GAN and other types of AI combine the two through weighting in which symbolic 
computation is used. The question today is if AI would be able to transcend the paradigm of statistics curve 
fitting (even higher dimensional curve) through other type of mathematics.  
 
Backpropagation587 as an algorithm for feedforward588 neural networks by computing gradients in a loss 
function and training a data set.  
 

 
Gradient descend  local minimum instead of global minimum. I, KSmrp 

 
When ML addresses deep learning, from hidden layers, a form of higher-level cognition is activated 
addressing an emergent form of computation from within the data processed.  
 

 
587 Goodfellow, Bengio & Courville, "The back-propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986a), often simply called backprop, ..." 2016 p. 200 
588 Russell, Stuart; Norvig, Peter Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach, Prentice Hall, 1995. 
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ML as subfield of AI diagram by Yakoove WikiComm.  

 
In this sense, we should point out that current theories of intelligence point out to the development of 
neural activity and electrical impulse by just increasing information and activity, incrementing dimensions in 
neural terminal form through the synapsis of information exchange, meaning the more information flow the 
higher capacity for neural nets to optimize the flow and create more types of synapsis incrementing not only 
activity but also the formal complexity of this activity through morphogenesis and evolutive form as a form 
of evolutionary substrate (arguably) from biochemistry,  to biology,  to culture, to technology589 further 
questioned and critiqued in the Technology and Culture sections in this thesis. This means to understand 
intelligence explosion590 in evolution correlating morphogenesis, synapsis because of information flow is 
what is deriving scientist to think of the Technological Singularity event591. Consciousness, intelligence, 
knowledge, language, abstraction may be the result of such interaction and as discussed, the IoT is 
accelerating this paradigm through network sensing, interconnectivity, and feedback. With the use of AI 
systems to optimize these information flows, Data may become information through the network as a form 
of machinic cognition once it approaches a dimensional significance relative to our brains. This is also 
related to the total amount of information that humans generate, comparable to all biological DNA to be 
reached in about 110 years592.  
 
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, AI:  
Artificial Intelligence was developed quite earlier back to 1959 as concepts and through neural nets based on 
feedback in the early development of cybernetics, but after many attempts, the subject of AI was left behind 
and was even seen as a pseudo-science and not a serious line of research until about 2010-2013 with 
advances in parallel processing, ML and ANN through recursive optimization of algorithms as meta-
algorithms in machine learning and mainly thanks to the vast data available through the use of cell phones 
by implementing statistic analysis. The more structural advancement in recovering the earlier notions of 
Artificial Intelligence through neural nets happened around 2010-2013 when computer scientists started 
leaving behind a strict cybernetic approach to computation by imitating the human brain and instead 
focused on a meta linguistic approach, by training algorithms to edit themselves recursively, though yes, 
through neural nets and in pairing with large amounts of data or Big Data through statistical analysis. The 
relationship between Big Data and parallel processing, ML, ANN allows to make predictions through 
statistics approximations. ML implements Big Data processing through a data repository, the bigger the 
better. Machine Learning identify data qualities translating them into numerical value reference (quality into 

 
589 Hilbert, M.R. and Kempt, D.J. “Information in the Biosphere and Digital Worlds” in Trends in Ecology and Evolution, 31,2016 pp180-189 
590 Prasad, Mahendra "Nicolas de Condorcet and the First Intelligence Explosion Hypothesis". AI Magazine. 40, 2019 pp. 29–33. 
591 Eden, Amnon H.; Moor, James H “Singularity hypotheses: A Scientific and Philosophical Assessment” Dordrecht: Springe, 2012  pp. 1–2. 
ISBN 9783642325601 
592 Hilbert, Martin and López, Priscila "The World's Technological Capacity to Store, Communicate, and Compute Information",  Science, 332, 
2011 pp 60–65;  
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numeric quantitative value) and train computer vision through machinic feature recognition in terms of 
statistical analysis following different mathematical statistical models. In contrast, neural networks do follow 
the paradigm of human brain activity by recognizing and optimizing information paths. ANN depend on 
the informational organizational structure they follow (Neuron), the propagation function (input-outputs), a 
Bias term, the mathematics and statistical model used, defining how the different parallel processing 
algorithms are optimized and weighted through updates gradients and ratios, defining the computational 
technology. ANN is an autonomous means for a computation to learn from its outputs, propagation and 
backpropagation, and train itself out of non-linear parallel processing. ANN can be defined as autonomous 
self-optimizing algorithms, or algorithms that search for means to edit themselves, or other algorithms 
aiming for increasing performance given a task, or higher dimensional algorithms or meta-algorithms. ANN 
allow for algorithmic optimization through parallel processing co-relational networks, layering algorithms 
and complex non-linear recursive interrelationships by recognizing and optimizing the path of the flow of 
data.  

 
Prof. Alexander Amini, Introduction to Deep Learning, MIT 2021 

 
Deep learning through back propagation was developed by Geoffrey Hinton who claims the basic ideas 
back in 1960s and then 1980s when AI was seen negatively, but in which main ideas of stochastic gradient 
descent in data science and backpropagation remain the fundamentals. Prof. Alexander Amini from MIT 
develops a basic introduction to Machine Learning taking students step by step to understand a basic 
neuron (perceptron) and implementing first forward propagation and the a neural net. The main building 
block a single neuron is understood as a perceptron. Through a single neuron one can develop forward 
propagation implementing weighting and bias through non linearity. Then ML techniques include stacking 
and compacting perceptron and mathematical optimize through back propagation. Then adaptive learning 
rate through patching and optimization.  
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Prof. Alexander Amini, MIT 

 

 
Prof. Alexander Amini, MIT 

 

 
Prof. Alexander Amini, MIT 
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Prof. Alexander Amini, MIT 

 

 
Prof. Alexander Amini, MIT 

 
 
Machine Learning (ML) activating Artificial Intelligence (AI) has several applications, structures, definitions, 
and applications which are expanding. We approach to data science through ML to convert data through 
statistic fitness and then mainly three types of ANN structures: Convolutional Neural Networks for image 
processing, to Deep Feed Forward Neural Networks (DFF) for non-linear parallel processing classification 
and regression, to Boltzmann Machine (BM) for feature analysis and extraction. 
 
Through initially designed cybernetics signal transfer, and feedback initially aiming to process data following 
neural activity, Artificial Neural Networks do follow neural activity but in artificial means, and not 
necessarily following the natural synapsis of neural brain activity. Cybernetics theory is based on information 
flow and feedback for progressive optimization in decision trees (bifurcation).   
 
Machine Learning593 combines parallel networks means to edit out noise in data and combine integrating 
information. Knowledge based approach to computation and computer science can also be understood as 

 
593 Mohri, Mehryar; Rostamizadeh, Afshin; Talwalkar, Ameet Foundations of Machine Learning The MIT Press, 2012. 
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inference594.  Training data sets are developed for the machine learning system to perform in relation to 
output values and validation process.  
 
 
Neural Networks 
 Encoders/Decoders, Layers, Network Constructors 
  Network Data: Tensors (Rank 0 ( scalars) 
    vectors 
    matrices 
    n tensors 

 
 
 

 
 
Neural Networks chart Fjodor van Veen 2016595  

 
Certain categorical means to understand ML: 
 
Supervised Learning596597 -Training Data Set 
  -Classify (manual or classifier) input   
  -Predict (train predictor, accuracy) output (desired) 
  -Training (learning algorithms classify: method selection – color + value 
             method comparison) 
              Nearest (to function) 
                  Logistic Regression 

 
594 Quinlan, J.R. “Induction of Decision Trees”, Machine Learning 1, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston 1986 (81-106) 
595 Saha, Sumit “A Comprehensive Guide to Convolutional Neural Networks”, 2018 
596 Ghahramani, Z. and M. I. Jordan Supervised learning from incomplete data via an EM approach. In J. D. Cowan, G. T. Tesauro, and J. 
Alspector (Eds.), Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, Volume 6, pp. 120–127. Morgan Kaufmann. (1994). 
597 Bishop, Christopher, M. Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning, Information Science and Statistics, Springer, 2006 
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   Neural Network 
  -Target / validation  
  -Unbalanced data problem = unbalanced output / reiterate 
 
Machine Learning (ML) data science repository for feature extraction  
Getting Data:  API (labeled) outsource 
 Repository build your own data set 
 
In supervised learning, ML allows to combine inputs and outputs and identify data through boundary 
regions, dividing data through feedback iterative optimization. The ML system aims at optimizing the 
relationship between inputs and outputs desired. An ideal statistical function will predict features that were 
not included in the training. Types of ML supervised learning are the described classification and 
regression.  
 
 

   
 
Support vector machine as a supervised learning model, regions of data separated by ranges. Clusters (data subsets) for probability functions. 
Data regions. Data pattern recognition path. Wolfram Mathematica.  
 

 
Surface Fitting using MathLAB598 

 
Non-Supervised Learning – Training Data Set  
Contains only inputs and the aim is to find a structure in the data which has not been labeled nor classified 
by identifying common features and patterns in the data and identifying density regions in the data analysis 
statistical model through probability.  
 
what can I find ? One of the problems of data science is that we find what we are looking for 

 
598 D'Errico, John, “Surface Fitting using gridfit” (https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/8998-surface-fitting-using-gridfit), 
MATLAB Central File Exchange, Retrieved October 5, 2021. 
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  -Feature Extraction (feature out of amount of data, machine vision) 
   dimension reduction (information) 
  -Feature Distance: measuring distance  
  -Clusters: group data into clusters 
 
   -Anomaly Detection  

-Robot learning automation 
   -Learn Distribution: learn from data / replace 
 
Artificial Neural Networks 
Parallel Processing, Multiple Interfaces, Multiple parallel information systems which take Regression 
Problem to Statistics approximation and by Weighting training prediction models through classifiers. 
Train data repositories through statistical gradients and tensor fitness through diverse Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN) implementing Artificial Intelligence (AI) through various systems, including  
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Deep Feed Forward Neural Networks (DFF)  
Boltzmann Machine (BM).  
 
The model network is defined by clusters which are optimized topologically. Recurring Neural Network 
(RNN) loops is used at aiming at recognizing information flows and optimizing them, but excessive 
convolution and stacking by approximation makes the process less efficient and promotes a black box 
approach. 
 

 
 
CNN  Feature Extraction NN Architecture Leon Eyrich Jesson 

 
 
Tensor Computing And Neural Nets: Generative Adversial Network  - GANs 
As discussed in Digital Signifiers, AI through Artificial Neural Networks, Data Flow and Machine Learning 
through tensor computing weighing through symbolic computation can develop adversarial networks such 
as GAN (Generative Adversarial Networks). GAN combines data science (dataflow) and computer science 
(symbolic computation) through tensor computing weighting, articulating data flow through statistical 
approximation with feature extraction and optimization.  
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Generative Adversarial Network599 (GAN) are a neural networks that has revolutionized the way of 
understanding both abstract mathematical computation in relation to neural networks dataflow by tensor 
computing through symbolic weighting developing what is called adversarial neural networks by identifying 
mathematical approximation problems derived from video gaming hardware acceleration in GPU (Graphic 
Processing Units). This has been a paradigm in computation that has addressed the two computational 
paradigms that were different from each other by combining API neural nets multiple sources of 
information as it happens (non-semantic) in Machine Learning through repositories and data and abstract 
linguistic based symbolic computation through tensor weighting to articulate them and force them through 
structures.  

Instead of relying on CPU (Central Processing Unit) that carry out algorithmic (arithmetic) computations 
through cores, GPU has many multiple folds that can perform first hundreds now thousands of parallel 
calculations on a single node600. NVIDIA C compiler for the GPU allows for encoding and decoding and 
parallel processing to optimize image resolution through gaussian smooth curvature approximation between 
2D and 3D in edge detection.  

The problem arises in the category tagging (such as ImageNET repository) in which from the beginning, 
problematic cultural categories are applied. Adversarial, Artificial and Convolutional Neural Networks can 
through merging mathematical equations into new ones include a diversity of indices, signs and signifiers, 
merging information through stacking layers and structuring in relation to each interface dimensional 
processing.  
 

 
GAN diagram and GAN trained by updating the discriminative distribution.601 

 
599 Goodfellow, Ian; Pouget-Abadie, Jean; Mirza, Mehdi; Xu, Bing; Warde-Farley, David; Ozair, Sherjil; Courville, Aaron; Bengio, Yoshua 
“Generative Adversarial Nets”, Proceedings of the International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2014). pp. 2672–
2680. 2014. 
600 NVIDIA in 2006-07 introduced CUDA (Computer Unified Device Architecture) for their graphic cards. 
601 Goodfellow, Ian; Pouget-Abadie, Jean; Mirza, Mehdi; Xu, Bing; Warde-Farley, David; Ozair, Sherjil; Courville, Aaron; Bengio, Yoshua 
“Generative Adversarial Nets”, Proceedings of the International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2014). pp. 2672–
2680. 2014. 
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From “Generative Adversarial Nets” paper: “Rightmost column shows the nearest training example of the neighboring sample, in order to 
demonstrate that the model has not memorized the training set….”602 

 

CycleGANs are able to transfer through non supervised Machine Learning features (semantic) of one image to another, such as the general 
climate, atmosphere, figures (transfiguration) or other features semantically recognized by the GAN such as image improvement.603 

 
602 Goodfellow, Ian; Pouget-Abadie, Jean; Mirza, Mehdi; Xu, Bing; Warde-Farley, David; Ozair, Sherjil; Courville, Aaron; Bengio, Yoshua 
“Generative Adversarial Nets”, Proceedings of the International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2014). pp. 2672–
2680. 2014. 
603 Zhu, Jun-Yan; Park,Taesung; Isola, Phillip; Efros,Alexei A.; "Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial 
Networks", AI Research (BAIR) laboratory, UC Berkeley 2020 
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TensorFlow: Data Science And Weighting Simbolic Computation 
Tensor Computing, for instance through PyTorch (Apple) and TensorFlow (Google-Alphabet) free open 
source library for Machine Learning allowed for non linear algebra for characterization image recognition 
combining dataflow/data science with symbolic calculation through tensor computing symbolic weighting 
becoming better than humans and allowed Machine Learning to better recognize human images/face 
recognition around 2015. Through a data set such as ImageNET604 where users and repositories are tagged 
(semantics) one can train a neural network using tagged and non-tagged as well as supervised and non-
supervised learning and through a mix of techniques identify features and build up classification in a robust 
way. Supervised learning can use the weighting tensors to characterize symbolic computation. In this regards 
AI through ML can be more precise in terms of explainable AI and a more robust use of automation by 
weighting through feature extraction and identification in the neural net classifiers that can symbolically we 
weighted and have more control over them in Generative Adversarial Networks, adding controllability 
aiming for a Broad Artificial Intelligence. 

Hybrid computing, inspired on von Neumann architecture, differentiable neural computer in AI is a type of 
memory augmented neural network architecture (MANN) y Alex Graves of DeepMind (Alphabet). This 
type of computation combines symbolic reasoning and working memory for structured supervised problem-
solving tasks.  

 
“A differentiable neural computer being trained to store and recall dense binary numbers. Performance of a reference task during training 
shown. Upper left: the input (red) and target (blue), as 5-bit words and a 1 bit interrupt signal. Upper right: the model's output.” A differentiable 
neural computer being trained to store and recall dense binary numbers. Performance of a reference task shown. Kjerish Wikipedia Commons. 
2017 

 
Data Sensoring and LiDAR 3d Scanning AI ML Semantic Segmentation 
An example of applied data science methodologies through sensors, such as collecting data through sensors 
terminals, bypassing privacy (not a single person identified), Internet of Things (IoT) and analytics can 

 
604 Tagging categories in ImageNET have been denounced as biases and problematic. 
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enable the analysis of a building and predict its occupancy605. Sensors included sound, light, vibration, CO2 
levels, molecules identifying drinking, and others composing a complex set of data to predict occupational 
levels and optimize energy use.  

LiDAR 3d Scanning Feature and Image Recognition is a big issue in AI, since multiple aspects are 
combined, including image tagging classifiers and data flow for feature extraction. Point Cloud RGB value, 
XYZ location, Vectorial Normal information (dir, when programmed) Point Cloud Semantic based on 
conventional problematic linguistic communication system. What is a door? In architecture is the definition 
of door way, passage, opening that is constantly redefined. The question is posed in relation to baroque 
architecture in which the blurring of semantics and syntactical variations and distortions through 
displacement of the normal conventional, the blurring of semantic categories through continuity between 
conventional parts that become a continuous whole as we, as well as the blurring between disciplinary 
boundaries and meanings, presents an impossibility in this type of computational logic at this point, and 
indeed a contradiction in terms. While the computer neural net searches for recognizable features, the 
architecture demands a deconstruction of these values as means to create architecture meaning counter to 
the processing. At the same time, like how humans evolve in their intelligence and thinking, cybernetics 
learns from this process of learning, translating into machine learning the human ability to recognize 
conventional features first, and then when we grow and become aware of the limitations, a process of self 
referential recognition begins in parallel to a process of criticism of those limits and conventions, enabling 
the displacement of such conventions to both appropriate language and create original critical thinking in 
relation to a distancing from reality and conventions. We hope to enable that process, by recognizing the 
limitations of the reference system and origination to enable a process of computational critical thinking 
through AI.  

 
PointNET Architecture for image point cloud based segmentation through ML, 2017606. 
 

 
605 IBM Munnich Headquarters IoT Project in 2017 
606 Qi, Charles R.; Su, Hao, Mo; Kaichun; Guibas, Leonidas J. “PointNet: Deep Learning on Point Sets for 3D Classification and 
Segmentation”, Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2017, pp. 652-660 arXiv:1612.00593 
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Data Set: Joint 2D-3D-Semantic Data for Indoor Scene Understanding, Stanford University, University of California, Berkeley 2017 

607 

 
607 Armeni, Iro; Sax,Alexander; Zamir, Amir R.; Savarese, Silvio Joint 2D-3D-Semantic Data for Indoor Scene Understanding, Stanford University, 
University of California, Berkeley 2017 
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PointNET++ paper of 2017 establishes an advancement over local structures, recognizing with a finer 
degree of resolution and a hierarchical processing local values and contextual meaning608.  

 
608 Qi, Charles R.; Yi Li, Su, Hao; Guibas, Leonidas J. "Pointnet++: Deep hierarchical feature learning on point sets in a metric space" arXiv 
preprint arXiv:1706.02413, 2017 
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Voxel Modelling is a means for computation to reduce complex information in discrete objects and 
process faster graphics, mainly implemented in videogaming by identifying features in smaller dimensions 
and representing them in higher dimensions carrying advantages and disadvantages and based on pixel 
technology resolution609. Voxels are mainly used to determine volumetric data, such as geology, body scans, 
fluid simulations (particles), and others. Voxel are also used for downsampling data when applied to 3d 
scanning LiDAR. For image segmentation based on point cloud can be optimized through VoxelNET 
architecture implementing LiDAR for navigation through object classification, segmentation to semantic 
recognition and parsing. 610 

 

 
 

 
609 Dessault Systemes Spatial Team, “The Main Benefits and Disadvantages of Voxel Modeling”, 2019. DS proposes an hybrid modelling 
approach.  
610 Zhou, Yin; Tuzel, Oncel; “VoxelNet: End-to-End Learning for Point Cloud Based 3D Object Detection”, Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on 
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2018, pp. 4490-4499 
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Voxel based 3d point cloud semantic segmentation.611 

 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 
Conversion of updated information in the form of voxel geometry: (a) capturing many voxels with different material parameters values; (b) B-
Rep geometry. (a) Assigning material values to each point of a given point cloud; (b) based on a given octree; (c) overlaying both 
representations612 

 

 
611 Poux, Florent and Billen, Roland “Voxel-based 3D Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation: Unsupervised Geometric and Relationship 
Featuring vs Deep Learning Methods” University of Liège (ULiege) 2019 
612 Felix Hegemann, Puviyarrasan Manickam, Karlheinz Lehner, Christian Koch "A Hybrid Ground Data Model for Interacting Simulations in 
Mechanized Tunneling" November 2013Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering 27(6) DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CP.1943-5487.0000291 
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Point Cloud data processing, and 3d printed models through voxel printing, identifying attributes, containment of the point cloud in voxel 

modelling, and related to printer resolution. Data sensing using medical hardware such as MRI is translated through slicer and recomposed in 

3d613 

   
AI Tracking system as voxel occupancy creates a 3D space and AI semantic segmentation to extract features and functional occupations.614 

 

 
613 Christoph Bader, Dominik Kolb,1 James C. Weaver,Sunanda Sharma, Ahmed Hosny,João Costa, Neri Oxman "Making data matter: Voxel 
printing for the digital fabrication of data across scales and domains" in Advances in Science, Science Magazine, 2020 
614 Scimeca, Dennis "4D tracking system recognizes the actions of dozens of people simultaneously in real time, Volume data tracked through 
time by neural networks powers a new, innovative approach" Visions Systems Design, 2019 
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“The Complexer-YOLO processing pipeline: We present a novel and complete 3D Detection (b.1-5) and Tracking pipeline (a,b,c,d,e) on Point 
Clouds in Real-Time. The Tracking-Pipeline is composed by: (a) Lidar + RGB frame grabbing from stream, (b) Frame-wise Complex-YOLO 
3D Multiclass predictions, (c) Joint Object and extended Target Model for feature Tracking and (d) 3D object instance tracking within the 
environmental model. In detail (b) is composed by: (1) The Voxelization of the Lidar frame, (2) the Semantic Segmentation of the RGB image 
with the aid of ENet, (3) the Point-wise classification by Lidar to Semantic-Image backprojection, (4) the generation of the Semantic Voxel Grid 
and finally (5): The real 3D Complex YOLO for 3D Multi-class predictions.” 615 
 

 
Voxel computing for scientific fluid dynamic simulation by NVIDIA GVDB implementing sparse representation to support large volumes in a 
GPU memory. 

 
615 Martin Simon, Karl Amende, Andrea Kraus, Jens Honer, Timo Sämann, Hauke Kaulbersch and Stefan Milz Valeo Schalter und Sensoren 
Horst Michael Gross "Complexer-YOLO: Real-Time 3D Object 
Detection and Tracking on Semantic Point Clouds", in  Computer Science Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, Cornell University, 2019 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.07537 
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Hydra616 by MIT presents an apparently new robust framework to automate 3D environments scanning 
from 2D images. Photogrammetry has in this sense overcome the initial doubts as a shortcut between 3D 
scanning and 3D point cloud representation and mesh 3D reconstruction, bypassing one dimension as a 
representational implication of the other through computer vision, semantic segmentation and 3D 
interpretation real time automated framework.  

 
616 Hughes, Nathan; Chang,Yun; Carlone, Luca "Hydra: A Real-time Spatial Perception Engine for 3D Scene Graph Construction and 
Optimization" Laboratory for Information & Decision Systems (LIDS) Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 2022 
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DISCUSSION XIX: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE THROUGH INFORMED 
REALISMS 
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One notion explored is to place in parallel the image repository image recognition and classification 
weighting computational process through the Big Data set information flow through GANs making it 
recursive and self referential. By applying a self referential looping process, the project is aiming at 
identifying the biases in the data set classification by indexing them in the output result. The usual black-box 
hidden AI process that often resolves through convolution a data set by stacking more layers in parallel 
processing, becomes more clear and critically displaced by tuning the AI process.   
 

     
Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021, Tongji University, Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa, Student: Pattnaik Ayush, Name – Chand Baori is a stepwell, situated in the village of Abhaneri in the Indian state of Rajasthan. Abhaneri, 
Bandikui, Rajasthan 303313, India. 3d Photogrammetry scanning + AI GAN’s.  
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Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021, Tongji University, Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa, Student: Pattnaik Ayush, Name – Chand Baori is a stepwell, situated in the village of Abhaneri in the Indian state of Rajasthan. Abhaneri, 
Bandikui, Rajasthan 303313, India. 3d Photogrammetry scanning + AI GAN’s. GAN’s transformation using recursive image recognition and 
style transfer.  
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Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa Workshop Student: Pattnaik Ayush. Street Address - 
Ganesh Marg, Hindwadi City – Belgaum - 590011State – Karnataka Country – India Geolocation - 15°50'19.7"N 74°30'35.0". 3d scanning and 
Point Cloud manipulation 

 
Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Pattnaik 
Ayush. Street Address - Ganesh Marg, Hindwadi City – Belgaum - 590011State – Karnataka Country – India Geolocation - 15°50'19.7"N 
74°30'35.0". 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation implementing Artificial Intelligence and Simulation. GAN’s recursive image recognition 
and style transfer using Google repositories.  
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Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Jose 
David Mejias Morales. Catedral de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation implementing Artificial Intelligence and 
Simulation.  

 
Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Jose 
David Mejias Morales. Catedral de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation implementing Artificial Intelligence and 
Simulation. Big Data AI simulation typological transformation of original surveyed architecture point cloud.  
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Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Jose 
David Mejias Morales. Catedral de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation implementing Artificial Intelligence and 
Simulation. Big Data AI simulation gradual degree displacement of original surveyed architecture point cloud. 
 

 
Digital Futures, Inclusive Futures 2021 Tom Verebes Coordinator, AI+GANs Realism Workshop Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Student: Jose 
David Mejias Morales. Catedral de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 3d scanning and Point Cloud manipulation implementing Artificial Intelligence and 
Simulation. Big Data AI simulation gradual degree displacement of original surveyed architecture point cloud. 
 
 

1-Analyze computation 
2-Index sign, system structure, understand limitations  
3-Displace sign, structure 
4-New computer sign, new algorithmic structure, new computational structure 
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The set of classifying algorithms and the data processing information flow through GAN’s can be placed at 
the same time and at the same topological information level, coordinating information flow and 
representational interfaces and activating a higher level of autonomy in this process.  
 
 

Realism -  Informed Realism 
Realism is usually understood as opposed to abstraction. Architecture in general has always been identified 
with the abstraction of systems, especially with the Renaissance and the Modern Movement. What is to have 
a realism? A realism implies an opposition to an abstraction, instead of elevating to a meta level, a realism 
departs from the existing reality, inverting conditions from the top down to the bottom up. Data Science 
has activated in terms of prediction such process in which instead of abstracting concepts and codifying 
them into complex algorithm, data survey through statistics can develop a prediction model. In this sense, a 
realism is not only opposed to abstraction but also follows the current philosophical inversion of Data 
Science in which reality is analyzed and understood quantitatively to produce a more precise depiction and 
anticipatory model of who things actually really work out.  
 
But what is it an informed realism? How is this different from a realism? Computation through Data Science 
has been producing some of the most interesting systems through GANs, combining as discussed two 
forms of computation, Data Science and Computer Science. An informed Realism implies both a survey 
realism but also a computational symbolic based type of systemic weighting in which data and computation 
work through parallel processing, producing an hybrid model in which both abstraction and realism can be 
combined and interrelated into a complex web of informed realisms.  
 
The Museum of Babel as a Big Data AI Architecture of Information 
The Museum of Babel is understood as an architecture and urbanism of information, in which real time 
information flows are mediated to activate architecture. The Museum of Babel project activates through 
different Big Data acquisition and survey mechanisms and technologies, available data making it into 
information that is composed to expand the Museum Mile in New York City, by crossing relationships in 
space-time and multidimensionality through Virtual Reality. The project first 3D scans both the MET 
Museum and the Guggenheim Museum and creates virtual and physical cross relationships that are meant to 
work 1:1 scale real time, transforming the reality of the museum, from how it is perceived, to how it is 
understood, to how it is used and circulated and to how the existing art in display is augmented by retrieving 
relationships with the museums archived collections.  
 
First, the project develops a 3D scanning survey implementing Big Data, transfiguring the building reality to 
an hyperdimensional sets of spatial points in which a topological mesh keeps them together as a 
grammatical form, but that the several expansions and transformations modify the real topology to index a 
parallel expanded reality.  
 
Second, the MET museum is known for its architecturalization of art. The Museum collection aims at 
expanding the art content of its collection through several display-installation means. One way is by 
arranging the collection in a non-neutral way, activating the architecture of the space through the display of 
the collection, playing with different paintings formats and arranging them architecturally, to the point that 
the architecture of the museum space is challenged and transformed by such operations. Another way is by 
directly challenging the relationship between object and frame by incorporating sculpture into the space 
related to the paintings and objects in display at the scale of the museum space. Another way is by directly 
incorporating in the space fragments of architectures related to the exhibition of art. In this sense, the MET 
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museum is a museum within a museum and a city within a city, since the different rooms become rooms 
within rooms and buildings within buildings, grouped through space-environments thanks to large scale 
wintergarden glass volumes.  
 
Third, the project aimed at 3D scanning the relationship between paintings, rooms, architecture fragments 
and project it back as an expanded museum within the Guggenheim Museum. The project projects both a 
collection and the original location in space at the MET within the Guggenheim, crossing existing 
Guggenheim art in display correlating it to the MET Archive, The MET collection and the MET implicit 
library-collection as an expanded cross- reference. By these means, the Museum becomes a Museum of the 
information age, by being able to retrieve information real time, develop cross relationships and expand 
both the actual space and the museum collections into a continuous space. The collections themselves are 
manipulated implementing GANs in AI by expanding the painting and relating them to their original 
context in an expanded new context that modifies them also in a feedback loop between space, architecture, 
time and art archive. The MET Museum collection becomes a repository for Machine Learning supervised 
and non-supervised training, through tagging and without tagging classification to retrieve both augmented 
museum collection, cross relationships among collections and new forms of art, and by augmenting the 
work of artists and their styles through GANs. These deploy real time through Augmented AI as new forms 
of art and as new forms of architecture within the ramp of the Guggenheim Museum. 
 
Fourth, the Guggenheim VR project, wraps through Semantic Segmentation recognizing semantically the 
pieces of the MET as columns, doorways, ceilings, floors, etc and transforms them as a series of virtual 
spaces within the spiral logic of the MET.  
 
Fifth, the infinite unobtainable idea by Frank Lloyd Wright of creating a Museum typology for infinite 
growth becomes real through augmented reality through an infinitely long spiral ramp and infinite possible 
topological continuous paths and connections between the different levels.  
 
Sixth, the infinite unobtainable ambition of the MET museum to contain the entire history of culture of the 
world within a series of space-environments nesting 2D to 3D to 4D space-environments is made real by 
retrieving real time a remote sensing technology to 3D scan the museum growth in parallel to retrieving its 
collection through API. 
 
Seventh, both the MET collection and the Guggenheim space are augmented and redesigned through AI 
since the MET collection is expanded through GANs to react to the length and variable relationships 
developed by the ramp connections int eh Guggenheim correlating collection expansion design to space 
expansion design.  
 
Finally, the Babel Museum is created within an information age combining the infinite growth of the 
Guggenheim museum spiral ramp and the infinite encyclopedic ambition of the MET to contain the entire 
history of the culture of the world within a set of infinite clusters of space-environments.  
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Frank Lloyd Wright Guggenheim Museum, New York. 3d Scanning interior and exterior. Student Salma Kattass, ARCH 701B Computational 
Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational Technologies Program; School of 
Architecture and Design, New York Institute of Technology, 2021 
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Frank Lloyd Wright Guggenheim Museum, New York. 3d Scanning interior and exterior algorithmic computational deign displacements 
implementing Artificial Intelligence through various algorithmic parallel processing, including swarm intelligence evolutive site-based algorithms, 
vectorial forces, and others. Student Salma Kattass, ARCH 701B Computational Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational Technologies Program; School of Architecture and Design, New York Institute of 
Technology, 2021 
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MET Museum 3D Scanning Semantic Segmentation through tagged classification in supervised Machine Learning. Student Salma Kattass, 
ARCH 701B Computational Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational 
Technologies Program; School of Architecture and Design, New York Institute of Technology, 2021 
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Museum of Babel. Student Salma Kattass, ARCH 701B Computational Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational Technologies Program; School of Architecture and Design, New York Institute of Technology, 2021 
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Museum of Babel MET Museum Collection retrieved real time through API and projected back as augmented new art form within the 
Guggenheim ramps. Student Salma Kattass, ARCH 701B Computational Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational Technologies Program; School of Architecture and Design, New York Institute of Technology, 2021 
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Museum of Babel MET Museum Collection retrieved real time through API transforming the Guggenheim ramp typology and topology 
through the MET museum architecture fragments thanks to AI Semantic Segmentation. Student Salma Kattass, ARCH 701B Computational 
Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational Technologies Program; School of 
Architecture and Design, New York Institute of Technology, 2021 
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Museum of Babel workslow, from 3D LiDAR/Photogrammetry Scanning implementing Big Data acquisition, to repository development 
through API to develop Machine Learning with the museum collection and the work of an artist expanded within the VR space, to developing 
an repository of spaces of the MET in 3D point clouds analyzed through Machine Learning to be classified and projected back into the 
Guggenheim ramps. Student Salma Kattass, ARCH 701B Computational Technologies Studio 1: Computational Design Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-
Eiroa; MS in Architecture, Computational Technologies Program; School of Architecture and Design, New York Institute of Technology, 2021 
 

House IV: Virtual Reality as 3D to 4D Multidimensional Space-Environment Expansion 
The Frescoes by Andrea Pozzo present, as discussed a notion of an augmented virtual reality that is not only 
an augmentation of space, but simultaneously a critique of the form of the space and its topology. Andrea 
Pozzo’s St Ignazio Corridor in Rome presents an artistic perspectival illusionistic frescoes that attempts to 
distort the perception of the actual physical space by flattening it, creating a disjunction between experience 
and perception.  

House IV is a Virtual Reality space-environment that aims at building up relationships and dimensions from 
House II and House III from e-Architects presented in the Thesis research. House IV aims at expanding 
and critiquing simultaneously the space of the house as a Cartesian 3D space to activate through projection 
its 4D shadow space. 4D space is only obtainable through the shadow casted into a 3D space. A hypercube 
is a 4D space projected into a 3D space in which we can only perceive the 4D space through its lower 
dimensional projection into 3D space. The project here aims at working out implicit and explicit 
relationships in Andrea Pozzo’s multidimensional virtual space by projecting and expanding spatial 
dimensions within a 3D space-cube and its corresponding 4D space.  
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Big Data Survey LiDAR 3d Laser Scanning Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio Corridor 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of Sapienza University Rilevo 
department, visualization Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa. 
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AI Big Data LiDAR 3d Scanning Semantic Segmentation project House IV, Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, e-Architects 2016-2021 (WIP). Big Data 
multidimensional space 2D Illusionistic perspective scan warping and flattening a 3D space to a 3D projection of a 2D space to a 3.5D space to 
a 4D hypercube projected higher dimensional space shadow through Big Data Laser 3d Scanning point cloud semantic segmentation and 
perspectival manipulation. Big Data Survey 3d Laser Scanning Andrea Pozzo St. Ignazio Corridor 3d Scanning Salvatore and Mancini of 
Sapienza University Rilevo department, visualization Pablo Lorenzo Eiroa. 

 
AI Style Transfer: Analog-Digital Expression 
The first successful means to address art through AI in what could be compared to creativity are the 
adversarial GAN neural networks, that through what ‘s being called style transfer, are able to project 
features of one data repository to another image recognizing features and where to apply them. While this 
seems to be creative, and the images can be beautiful according to original notions of aesthetic revolutions 
to contemporary acceptance of aesthetics, the problem in style transfer is the removal of the politics of the 
work of art from the image-style. As discussed before with Frankl and the abstraction of history 
independent from style to recognize architecture organization beyond stylistic and tectonic expression in the 
modern movement, which allowed a revolutionary minimal aesthetics, the style transfer through GAN 
problematically in the case of artists repositories reading and their projection to new context or condition do 
not recognize the blurring of figuration, radical displacements of figure/background or other original means 
intimately related to the invention of new languages as new aesthetics and styles. The notion of style 
extracted in rather conventional visual terms as a squinting of eyes that transfer a “familiar” notion of 
belonging to the original work is rather based on conventional understanding of an art work through visual 
terms and not understanding the revolutions implicit in that work of art on behalf of the AI designers of the 
means that features were extracted and understood. This perhaps is more clear with using an AI style 
transfer with a Picasso painting in which foreground and background remain static and the face figuration is 
not displaced as it is in Picasso’s dynamic vision paintings or Braque’s unmotivating human foreground 
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figure in relation to background conditions through cubist cinematics. In this sense, this thesis understands 
the necessity of a cultural criticism of technology and science since it seems contextual to cite again 
Habermas in regards to his position on the current problems with technocracy in which politics, social and 
cultural understandings are replaced by technology and science. It seems that in regards to this application 
of ANN and AI, the failure is to understand and incorporate the political dimension of art into the parallel 
processing, if possible and feasible and even computable.  

A scientific use of ANN has recognizable advantages, but when used for aesthetic conventional use such as 
style transfer refers to AI ethical issues that may algorithmically enhance popular conventions, rather than 
advancement through critical cultural curatorial values such as the ones that had happened in the past 
through art galleries. While the politics of art galleries is also problematic, and the thesis refers to the 
displacements of Robert Smithson and others which critiqued the gallery system, the current popular vote 
critique of art is resulting into conventionalization non authoritative validation of art not any longer as a 
political critique of society, but a low level aesthetics recurring to the primitive human of basic instincts 
becoming viral through social media platforms. 

The thesis did research and discussion on several issues regarding machine vision and neural networks, from 
issues of computer vision to applied scientific evidence computational design through routing problems in 
cities. The thesis recognizes the problematic relationship between signs, signifiers and syntax and semantics 
in semiotics. Therefore, it is problematic to understand history and theory of representation in terms of style 
as semantics. Style is rather understood as a problem of language that acquires social acceptance and spread 
out of displacing a conventional established means to address reality. Language in artistic terms is the 
personal recognition of a means to address reality through personal lenses. But the most interesting 
linguistic artistic expressions developed are the ones that recognize an intrinsic problem in culture and 
society, and then develop a linguistic apparatus to describe and construct reality from that criticism. An 
example of this is what was called the “Baroque” by nineteenth century historians such as Heinrich 
Wölfflin’s Renaissance and Baroque book. Historians develop a construction by grouping artificially a group 
of architects that share a recognizable feature among them. This happens with art also.  

Style transfer is not only problematic from an epistemological cultural point of view, but also solidifies and 
rigidizes a malleable cultural project. To transfer a “style” by recognizing superficially ways of doing things, 
displaces the relationship between how things look like and their political cultural project. The politico-
cultural critique of the artist becomes a way of seeing, and not a cultural critique, but just a lenses. This is 
one of the reasons why in AI ML style transfer, the political discourse is not transferred and the relationship 
for instance between background and foreground becomes distinct. The ML AI parallel processing 
necessarily needs to delayer and interpret relative to conventions recognizable features. In doing so, the 
artistic project of critiquing background and foreground in art or even in architecture is lost as a political 
project. 

In relation to the issue of style in art and architecture, Andrew Saunders and Matias del Campo and Sandra 
Manninger617 have been exploring issues of aesthetics and style through history and theory, applying Big 
Data and also style transfer through GANs previously discussed in this thesis. While contemporary 
architects, predominantly in the US are enhancing a notion of excess and ornamentation as a critique of the 
abstraction of the Modern Movement, extended now to the Post-digital movement, this thesis aims at a 
different type of post-structuralist critique of the Modern Movement’s deterministic approach to technology 

 
617 Del Campo, M., Manninger S., Carlson, A. “A Question of Style”, in Architectural Intelligence, 2020. p171-188 
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and to rethink the relationship between cultural projects and technology as making them exclusive of each 
other by addressing an autonomy in art only possible through the media, mediums and technologies 
implemented through the work by critiquing and displacing and developing new systems of representation. 
This thesis ideology enhances the Modern Movement social-political and economic project and rejects the 
neoliberal agenda discussed of the corporate-private monopoly a tendency by the capitalist system.  
 
The set of projects in this thesis, while seem to work on an idea of excess are not intended to do so, but 
rather to explore different spatial-environmental organizations through topology and aiming to create new 
types and new systems of representation and their reciprocity. This ideology does not need excess (while it 
may seem in many projects that this is the case), ornament and figuration (background and foreground 
design are placed at the same level) since we also base our thesis on a Marxist618 deconstruction of Capital 
and the consequences of the economic system are not only measurable on the excess in the work of art and 
architecture but also on the burden in our environment no longer sustainable ethically nor economically as 
we progress towards a circular economy in which the city and its architecture are part of the cycle. At the 
same time, as discussed through the genealogy of the diagram defined by Vidler in previous discussions, this 
thesis aims for a structural history in which type, topology and organization devoided from style are 
analyzed and discussed without entering into a problem of style as expression but discussing style as 
language. In this distinction, the relationship between the Renaissance and the Baroque by Wölfflin in 
discussing linear vs painterly are addressed in terms of topology, as a means to displace both types and 
universal categories in terms of the relationship between painting and architecture as discussed mainly 
through the work of Borromini and Rainaldi. As discussed in the work of Andrea Pozzo, his unique 
autonomy is not much related to the visual relationship between different types in his frescos, but of the 
deeper sense of aesthetics by resolving a problem beyond space and painting through illusionistic 
perspective and anamorphisms. This ideology aims at correlating deep structures such as type to superficial 
perceptive structures such as aesthetics, and problematize the relationship between the two even beyond 
cultural assumptions and preferences identified as biases. One of the contemporary issues addressed and 
discussed before is the weighting of media, advertising and marketing in the production of perceptual 
structures by Capitalism. In this sense, the alternative axis is critical, as mentioned of visual based Venturi-
Rauch (Learning From Las Vegas619) and typological Koolhaas (S,M,L,XL, Junk Space) genealogy of 
accelerationist Capitalism and present a critique of production and systems through social and economics 
and philosophy.  
 
In this sense, the general ideology of this thesis aims at identifying these cultural biases such as sensorial 
preferences or thinking preferences to develop a post-capitalist aesthetics in which production and media 
are equally part of the work developing a unique type of autonomy. The ultimate objective is to develop a 
new sense of reality, to be able not only to develop a unique sense of aesthetics, but to identify aesthetic 
innovation with the production of new languages of expressions with new vocabularies and new reference 
signifiers as well as codes through open-source systems expansion and innovation and non-authoritative 
block chain technology. In the information age, a new language implies a new coding language and form of 
computation, such as identified by many such as Stephen Wolfram620.  
 

 
618 Marx, Karl Das Kapital. Kritik der politischen Oekonomie, [Capital. A Critique of Political Economy], Verlag von Otto Meisner, Volume I, 1867 
Volume II, 1885, Volume III 1894. 
619 Venturi, Robert, Scott Brown, Denise, Izeneur, Steven Learning From Las Vegas: The Forgotten Simbolism of Architectural Form, MIT 
Press, 1972 
620 Wolfram, S. A New Kind of Science, Wolfram Media, 2002 
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Machine vision 2017 experiment refined with further AI repository and filters GAN AI style transfer by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa.  

In relation to other AI methods using Artificial Neural Networks even though data flow articulated through 
ensor computing, complete buildings, cities, environments are now being structured by information flows 
regulation, manipulation, representation, analysis, and optimization while architects still think how to design 
analogically a building, a city or an environment. AI systems are already starting to address all of these, and 
while future systems will include automation, the architect will be able to remain relevant is proposes a 
system to develop architecture at the same level. The developer, technologist and programmer of the system 
is responsible for the architecture, but because are not trained within the discipline, the cultural biases of 
non-disciplinary revolutions addressed in architecture are eliminated by conventions in ideological 
understanding of architecture, the same will happen with AI architecture unless architects take command 
and responsibility to address these issues from the platforms and frames that originate content and a non 
deterministic approach to computation is deeply understood in which Machine Learning developing 
software by feedback through non-supervised learning is able to develop a polymorphic emergent 
computational parallel processing structure which could be problem-dependent. This would address a 
critique of media determinism and the programmer anticipating a problem and developing software in 
advance of the problem to be solved. This would create a form of computation that can be critical of our 
way of thinking and perceiving reality through representation, an expansion of the notions of computational 
simulation and site-based computation (Cellular Automation).  
 
AI emergent consciousness is not here yet, until that happens, architecture should engage with the design of 
systems that are able to inform reality.  
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NVIDIA GauGAN621 AI image manipulation platform that allows to recognize semantic information and manipulate an image to resolve new 
semantic automatically recognized features into a new hyper realistic composition. 

 
In the test realized by thesis author, the AI system did not recognize the blurry skyline in the background. It 
can also create a segmentation map to transfer such segmentation to a new image as a semantic transferring 
of content for image composition. 
 
AI through syntaxis in terms of architecture space grammar as discussed previously, can be identified by 
Stanislas Chaillou622 in which a set of floor plans that are read, categorized, tagged and their spatial 
relationships networked and turned into a topological system of connectivity and circulation in relation to 
footprint and program and are classified and placed in performance relative to criteria (environmental) and 
program distribution. The results are cross related through an image repository to assign through GAN 
models a style transfer methodology of baroque buildings. Perhaps one can identify many issues in the 
deployment, but its clear systematic approach deserves mentioning.  There is a disjunction apparently from 
the syntax grammatical systematic study and the style transfer, that is applied on top of the previous 
optimized relationships, that even if problematic is a process that we also are aiming at developing through 
different methodologies.  
 

  
AI system to define form from pre calculate shadows623.  

 

 

 
621 Park, Taesung, Liu, Ming-Yu, Wang, Ting-Chun, Zhu, Jun-Yan “Semantic Image Synthesis with Spatially-Adaptive Normalization”, UC 
Berkeley NVIDIA MIT CSAIL 
622 Chaillou Stanislas, “AI + Architecture”, Harvard GSD, 2019. Tutored by Professor Andrew Witt. 
623 Rahbar, M., Mahdavinejad, M. Bemanian, M., Davaie Markazi, A., Hovestadt, L. “Generating Synthetic Space Allocation Probability Layouts 
Based on Trained Conditional-GANs”, in Applied Artificail Intelligence, T&F, 2019 
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Chaillou Stanislas, “AI + Architecture”, Harvard GSD, 2019. Tutored by Professor Andrew Witt. While the thesis presents a clear and 
systematic means to address AI in relation to design and layout planning implementing a large data set repository of floor plans, the AI system 
trained to recognize conventions in floor plans is not able, of course, to displace its own parameters, leaving a separation, as described between 
the notion of style as a visual approximation to reality validation and a structural conventional consolidation of the original floor plan structure 
which is not surpassed by the system transformation. This problem applies to most AI today, Style transfer remains a visual effect and not a 
meaningful structural transformation and transfiguration understanding style as a structural linguistic value.  

 

                    

Failed AI experiments GAN AI Style Transfer, San Carlo Alle Quatro Fontane by Francesco Borromini, 50x50 House by Mies Van Der Rohe 
and style transfer AI by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Again the AI system structure remains untouched giving the visual noise feeling of a rather 
superflous transformation visually constrained by the structure of the host plan. 

 

 
Failed AI experiments at UIC Barcelona, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Tara Malaaouf and Joy Secil. Gaudi Sagrada Familia Big Data 
Workshop. Google Dream Style Transfer AI. UIC Barcelona, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: Tara Malaaouf and Joy Secil. Gaudi Sagrada 
Familia Big Data Workshop. Google Dream Style Transfer AI 2017  
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Photogrammetry 3D Scanning Gaudi Sagrada Familia; Point Cloud; Swarm Structural Simulation (incorrect) Summer 2020 UIC Barcelona, 
Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: AL CHAMI, Khadija, ALONSO RAMIREZ, Natalia, 
DASARI, Surekha Srinivas, EID, Rakan Khaled Ali, FATTAHI, Mahmoud, KUPPILI, Rajesh, MABUZA, Tintswalo, MAKSOUD, 
Mohammed,  MSZROS, Pl, TAREK ELGAZZAR, Nadin, TIPNIS, Mruga 

 

 
AI Generated Gaudi Style Transfer by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Workshop result 2017 and style transfer, resolving student project requested 
exercise. Summer 2020 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: AL CHAMI, 
Khadija, ALONSO RAMIREZ, Natalia, DASARI, Surekha Srinivas, EID, Rakan Khaled Ali, FATTAHI, Mahmoud, KUPPILI, Rajesh, 
MABUZA, Tintswalo, MAKSOUD, Mohammed,  MSZROS, Pl, TAREK ELGAZZAR, Nadin, TIPNIS, Mruga 
 

 
AI GAN Generated Gaudi Style Transfer by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa. Workshop result 2017 and style transfer, resolving student project requested 
exercise. Summer 2020 UIC Barcelona, Biodigital Master Program Dir. Alberto Estevez, Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa, Students: AL CHAMI, 
Khadija, ALONSO RAMIREZ, Natalia, DASARI, Surekha Srinivas, EID, Rakan Khaled Ali, FATTAHI, Mahmoud, KUPPILI, Rajesh, 
MABUZA, Tintswalo, MAKSOUD, Mohammed,  MSZROS, Pl, TAREK ELGAZZAR, Nadin, TIPNIS, Mruga 
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AI GAN style transfer relating original Gaudi Sagrada Familia dome photogrammetry 3d scanning, to metal CNC pieces replicating through 
CNC the actual catenary forces that created the original dome structure, transferred with the actual realism of Sagrada Familia as an informed 
feedback between survey, reading, interpretation, displacement and prediction projection. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa 2016-2017 

   

AI GAN style transfer from 3d scanning data set, from Rainaldi’s SM Campitelli in Rome hyperrealistic RGB 3d scanning data set to abstracted 
point cloud enabling critical transparency to compare back space and front space to a style transfiguration combining both readings. Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa 2016-2017 

      

Therefore this thesis identifies the following issues: 
 
1-Analyze cultural biases 
2-Limits of Personal expression 
2-Explore logic personal as a sedimentation of cultural projects, be critical, displace biases. Develop own 
language 
4-New architecture language 
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DISCUSSION XX:  UNIVERSAL SPACE-ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH AN 
URBANISM OF INFORMATION 
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From Survey, Big Data, Evolutionary Simulation, Artificial Intelligence (AI), To A Blockchain 
Platform 
 
The promise of Big Data as a new form of a diversified post-structuralism is to arrive to conclusions from 
analyzing computationally large sources of information, with the on of its objectives being resisting 
preconceptions through statistics. Big Data computation arises first from computing power, enabling the 
gathering, and processing of large amounts of data beyond human processing means and supervision, 
inverting the previous computational paradigm of the early 2000’s in which algorithms outweighed data. 
Since the 2010’s the Big Data paradigm in computation proposed instead the analysis and processing of 
large amounts of data, applying statistical mathematical models for optimizing and implementing less but 
rather more robust algorithms. This shift aligned with the critique of structuralist thought, established a new 
cognitive paradigm backed up with neurosciences research regarding establishing and framing a question 
through data evidence and validation. The informed process dependent on analyzing reality, suspended as 
much as possible, intuition as well as any observational, research or framing of any problem through cultural 
biases or preconceptions. Big Data increasingly replaces design intuition in architecture for an evidence-
based informed design process.  
 
The discussion presents an applied research case scenario in which different types of Big Data 
computational methods are used in architecture and urban design. Within this context, Big Data is 
understood and implemented through several means: from Big Data repositories to Survey big data sensing 
acquisition, to different types of simulations such as Computational Fluid Dynamics and site-based 
Evolutionary Simulation, to training algorithms of algorithms through Machine Learning activating Artificial 
Intelligence, to a social participatory Blockchain Platform. An emergent architecture and urban design 
solution is simulated and optimized by a scientific evidence-based method understanding co-relationships 
between environmental data gathering, simulation and processing and the possibility of an emergent real 
time space-environments.  
 
This discussion understands computational design through scientific evidence-based design processes but 
also understanding linguistic communication theories, understanding media and mediums through 
communication signs. In media communication theory non-media specific content does not really exists 
outside a system of representation, since there is no information without a signal communication 
intermediation process of data representation, understanding mediums, signals, and signs of communication 
in computation as a problematic infer of signification beyond the reality being represented. Scientific 
validation happens through mathematics and reproducible evidence-based processes. But one known 
scientific problem is whether mathematics is an artificial human-based system of description of reality or a 
discovery of reality’s natural code. This assumption makes the mechanism of Big Data gathering, processing 
and simulation or the means of representation of data as information, as important as what is being 
represented. This linguistic theory is based on the critique that the form of a structure determines the form 
of its content (Derrida, 1978).  
 
Ecoinduction III proposes the development of an urban scenario through new means to understand the 
process of representation of reality within a performative computational design by not only activating a 
dynamic real time data gathering, processing, and analysis representation, but thinking this informational 
process as a whole, in which the project as an actualization of computational scenarios can only be possible 
when all the computational methods and architectures are coordinated at the same informational topological 
level. The discussion presents an applied research scenario for New York City. An emergent architecture 
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and urban design solution is simulated and optimized understanding co-relationships between 
environmental data gathering, simulation and processing and the possibility of an emergent real time space-
environments through real time feedback and deep feed machine learning, activating multiple automata 
theory, cellular automation, computational fluid dynamics, undecidability, emergence in relation to the 
dynamics of the city and the environment624, site based evolutionary behavioral computation in relation to 
site shifting conditions and environmental conditions. Therefore, the urbanism of information necessarily 
must pair computational coding in relation to the shifting dynamic contextual conditions, therefore 
expanding the possible dimensional possibilities of an expanded architecture of urbanism as a spce-
environment. 
 
Big Data As Survey  
There are different means to understand survey in relation to Big Data. The first one is to directly measure 
reality through Big Data survey mechanisms, such as 3d laser scanners, 3d photogrammetry, 3d and 2d 
sensors, 3d light detection and ranging (LiDAR), satellite images, and other means such as a distributed 
available network of The Internet of Things (IoT). These technologies allow architects and urbanist, as well 
as any other discipline, to directly measure and gather data avoiding the distortions and separation of the 
subject of study implicit in the division of labor and expanding the possibilities between measurement and 
an informed intervention. New technologies present new opportunities to expand our disciplines in terms of 
the origination of agendas, since surveying reality such as a site or the conditions that frame architecture or 
urban project present information that may be too valuable and sensitive for the project, presenting 
conditions of design origination that may open new possibilities. These issues open potential opportunities 
as well as cross-relationships, from what is being measured and why, what is being looked for in the data 
gathering system, how architecture is measured, how to expand the technology of measurement in relation 
to a particular problem that may arise, to what information is being used, both questioning assumptions and 
presenting evidence of a different and precise measured reality and how this reality is represented and 
accounted for. As an extension of this problem, and equally problematic, data mining through retrieving 
information directly from available data sets, public records, building up data sets through various means on 
the internet may also be problematic and therefore questioned within the architecture of a project. There are 
different methods to retrieving and originating data sets, such as an Application Programming Interface 
(API), building up comprehensive information from the internet, accessing processed categorized data from 
data sets, or directly sensing reality through different technology such as IoT. The technologies, methods, 
means and structures for measurement and surveying reality are equally relevant since they may or may not 
activate political categories or problematic biases in the gathering and categorization of data which becomes 
informational. Problematically, many of the commonly used data sets, are often constructed by 
governmental agencies through census, and out of date problematic means of measurement, and thus, many 
ideological issues become evident.  
 
Since there is no data without a process of representation, the first issue is that data gathering relative to 
categories is problematic. Before data mining, data is inputted through problematic cultural and political 
categories that may reflect certain biases. The problem is now expanded, since data sets are often developed 
by a centralized authority with either access to large amounts of data or with enough funds to develop 
mechanisms for data gathering, even able to develop a data gathering technology. Another example of 
ideological biases is, for instance, the use of data gathered based on political divisions through zip codes, a 
way government categorization which may end up creating artificial divisions. Given these reasoning, each 
discipline should expand its limits in relation to measurement and survey technologies.  
 

 
624 Rittel, H. W., & Webber, M. M. "Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning." Policy sciences, 4(2), 1973 
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In terms of sensing reality from the bottom up through participatory means, we work at multiple levels, 
through different information gathering and retrieval processes including several ranges of critical 
technologies such as API, the internet, data mining, social media, accessing physical computation through 
sensors, accessing cell phones or other mobile technology, or providing our own technology thorough 
LiDAR and Photogrammetry 3d scanning. The IoT presents an emergent data retrieval network system of 
sensors that can be coordinated and accessed real time, entering problematic territories of privacy, but 
latently able to create a robust infrastructure as well and is partially implemented in some examples [Fig. 8c, 
8d, 8e, 8f, 8g, 8j]. This latent network may be able to expand Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) as interconnected data gathering and processing already expanding a post-human body 
engaging with real time memory, mind, and bodily expansion. Although this is becoming problematic for us 
humans, since the unmotivation of memory due to computational expansion results into a direct 
diminishing of intelligence since memory storage and retrieval is an important function for associative 
intelligence.  
 
In the applied research project included here, data is gathered instead uses geoinformation systems to define 
geo-political areas relative to environmental ecological systems [Fig. 1-12].  In Big Data gathering, we use 
algorithms and technologies to collect data recognizing their limitations. For instance, a known problem in 
Data Science is when the data collected indexes clearly or directly matches the reference system of 
measurement and mining, meaning that one is only able to find what the system is allows to, or one finds 
what one looks for, opening up the issue of framing a question, an search objective, and the concept 
embedded in the search algorithm, and its technology as one of the most important limitations. This is the 
reason why Big Data becomes the subject matter of current design agendas, necessarily expanding any 
project to the measurement reference systems that originates it and validates it. And the objective of 
working with Big Data is eventually to overcome the determination of the algorithm that gathers data.  
 
A common issue in data gathering, processing and analysis is the generic “visualizing” strategies which tend 
to understand that data is an abstract entity that can be represented in different ways, problematically 
separating media, interface, technology, culture and signification. Often visualization strategies structure data 
in predetermined simplistic forms and methods, homogenizing reality through deterministic representation.  
 
In programming, computational predetermination is a known problem, since in order to come up with a 
program design, the designed programming system needs to constantly be expanded in relation to non-
foreseen problems that come up from the performance of the program and its algorithms, since any system 
determinates how a problem is solved in advance to the problem itself given a range of possibilities.  
 
Rather than understanding data as visualization, we prefer to use the term representation from linguistic 
theory and also art history, through the methodology of symbolic form (Cassirer, E., 1923-29) which 
enabled the term deep structure (Panofsky, 1929). In this reference to visual arts as an independent cognitive 
system from language or mathematics, a system of representation of reality as a complex artifice, ends up 
influencing in how the actual reality is structured through perception and the projection of symbolic form, 
meaning that the deep structure of the system of representation is as important as the subject matter being 
represented by that structure. Thus, once data is ‘visualized’ or rather, structured through a deterministic 
representational system, it will infer signification beyond its initial condition challenging the same data it is 
indexing, an issue usually dismissed in Data Science when dealing with cognitive visual logic. In a new form 
of representation of data sensitive to visual logic, if autonomous and powerful enough in its new relational 
potential, this new form of information would produce readings that could not be anticipated and, because 
of co-relationism this information would go beyond what’s indexing, proposing a form of empowerment. 
Within visual logic, an aesthetic value based on visual logic cognition and mental judging abstraction 
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becomes active once form is constituted, a new state of being no longer reversible. Such a formal autonomy 
which may become active by representing information acknowledging all these issues may be proportional 
to its capacity to induce further signification, dependent of course, on potential socio-cultural readings, 
subject-object relationships, Gestalt perception, affection, and any other conditions that may emerge. The 
challenge resides in addressing how design parameters are originated through the data gathering methods 
and technologies used. The moto: Form:In:Form, which reads form follows information, is the context for the 
definition of a necessary expansion of authorship in an architecture of information, to expand the design 
process to the deeper structures that index architecture and urban design (Lorenzo-Eiroa, 2013).  
 
Big Data as Fluid Dynamic Simulation And Evolutionary Simulation  
Computation has now become a new cognitive plateau across disciplines, making computer science a means 
to communicate across expertise on its way to activate the paradigm of universal computation seen as a 
frontier of human communication. This communication is based on electrical signal, mathematical 
equations, algorithms that follow yes/no flow diagrams logic, and more recently statistic mathematical 
equations and parallel processing. New technologies make us understand reality differently, and by feedback, 
inform reality as well. Disciplines are expanding new forms of transdisciplinary content as new cognitive 
paradigms. Rather than understanding architecture through designing objects, buildings, and cities, an 
architecture of information implies a shifting cognition at a semiotic and ontological level addressing 
architecture at different information topological level, redefining the epistemology of architecture to 
computational and simulation-based emergent correlational systems. 
 
Architecture is now dealing with the design of correlational space-environments. But this disciplinary 
expansion did not yet influence the way of practicing urbanism or landscape urbanism. This expansion is 
now influenced by Big Data gathering and processing. This is one of the most important issues to 
understand: the implicit relationships between the means to understand information processes and the 
understanding of the structure of the city as a dynamic space-environment.  
 
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation was able to consolidate a new way to understand 
architecture through statistical data gathering in weather forecasting. Forecasting methodologies diverge, but 
increasingly weather data repositories analyzing similar condition are matched with increasing computational 
fluid dynamic anticipation playing large amounts of simulation scenarios. Computational Fluid Dynamic 
simulation was able to also consolidate a new way to understand ecology in relation to urbanism, a new 
vision to design integrated space-environment. New means of representation allow us to directly manipulate 
energy, a new way to define a discourse on ecology relative to architecture, shifting what spatial boundaries 
are. Fluid dynamic simulation through real time Big Data influenced a growing necessity to analyze, 
understand and work with environmental systems. This process initiated in the late 1990’s in architecture 
which is a new paradigm of representation in architecture is finally also re-coding architecture's matter 
because of architecture representation, shifting the discipline to structure environmental processes. 
Architecture can be understood today to activate and structure latent dynamic forces in natural systems.  
 
Instead of understanding continuous ecological systems that dismiss differentiations between center and 
periphery, the way we are currently organizing life, services and production in cities, suburbs and rural areas 
is set to mainly satisfy capitalist production models. The current political division of the city and land 
ownership offers measurement parameters and tools of understanding the territory that limit the 
understanding and potential transformation of the city as a space-environment. While information 
technologies altered the way, inhabitants interact with the city, they did not challenge city’s structure or its 
evolutionary development. Necessarily the typology of the city, including its organization defined by empty 
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space, parks, streets, defined by blocks and buildings, would not only have to address pollution, but these 
typologies would have to be transformed to activate an architecture of space-environments.  
 
Big Data can become active though simulation, for instance of mathematical Navier-Stokes fluid mechanics 
equations. These mathematics apply Newton’s second law to fluid dynamics and present nonlinear 
emergence and turbulence. The potential of using simulation in architecture is to demonstrate a three-
dimensional evolutionary free-form computational fluid dynamics model. There are different types of 
computational simulations, from Virtual Reality collision and gravity recognition for navigation and 
interactivity to computational simulation used to resolve emergent formal logic. Simulation can also be used 
as an emergent problem-solving optimization topological formal process, often used for structural 
simulation. To this study, developing an environmental analysis and projection of a self-optimized ideal city 
of New York in relation to ecology Ecoinduction III focused on layering several types of Big Data methods 
including computational fluid dynamics and topological optimization.  
 
For computational fluid dynamics simulation, we used time-based evolutive simulations but understanding 
them and implementing them as evolutive free-form autonomous machinic formal solvers. The objective 
was to simulate evolutionary computational behaviour through rule set focusing, on emergent formal logic, 
co-relating environmental simulation and its performance and formal organizational emergence, both 
feeding into one another, indexing each other. For this purpose, we run computational simulations based on 
basic architecture and urban typologies, and we then analysed and understood how new formal architecture 
and urban possibilities may propose means to address a new dynamic urbanism. We studied emergent 
evolutionary conditions dependent on both internal coding and external site-based conditions, using site-
based evolutionary computational simulation in which each computational generation develops a “site” that 
precedes conditions to the next generation. In this sense, both the mapping, layers and information gathered 
are site-based and not zip-code based governmental generic politically biased information, but retrieving 
information using satellite, LiDAR, Laser Scanning, geological GIS information, API, and individual user 
interface and also sensing mechanisms. At a coding level, information is processed site based. The design 
agenda is originated in the data gathering mechanism and the computational systems that activate the 
architecture of the project. It is therefore important that the type of computation is critical of reducible and 
linear approaches to conventional digital architecture and urbanism in which the same types of algorithms 
are copied and pasted independent from the logic of any project and that result into a homogenization of 
architecture and urbanism design and promote a single universal solution to all problems. The computation 
of this type of evolutionary simulation is therefore non-linear, irreversible emergent, non-reducible complex, 
and non-deterministic, proposing design scenarios which, even though are based on mathematical recursive 
equations, some using emergent non reversible CFD informing sites for Cellular Automation evolutionary 
simulation -CA which cannot be anticipated nor reversible and unless the simulation is run each time the 
results are site-based dependent, therefore evolutive and emergent. Once in eternity. This type of 
computational design can be understood as a criticism of the conventional computation used in digital 
design through reversible algorithms. We are currently working on optimizing these relationships to take 
advantage of new conceptions in machine learning by recognizing emergent formal logic that can self-edit 
dependent on internal and external conditionants, activating an evolutive generative formal logic based on 
information retrieval such as point cloud LiDAR or Photogrammetry 3d scanning.   
 
Big Data, Machine Learning (ML), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Artificial Intelligence 
(AI)  
The previous paradigm of conceptualizing and embedding ideas in the advancement and development of 
algorithms is now diminished in relation to big data and information validation through different 
mathematical statistics models. Usually, a single mono-dimensional algorithm based on a mathematical 
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model gathers large quantities of data. Big Data gathering and processing for architecture and urban design 
agendas can be critical of conventional computational design in which the technology used anticipates the 
project through predetermination. Any contemporary discipline has been expanded in relation to 
computation, and in architecture and urbanism an expansion of design authorship is now necessary to 
engage with the design of innovative algorithms to critique digital design conventions, acknowledging that 
today the architecture of a software precedes the architecture produced by the software, activating a critique 
of the predetermination of systems that anticipate a design solution by means of the possibilities of ranges 
of possible solutions of their systems. Badiou identified that a system cannot come up with a solution 
outside of its parameters (Badiou, 2005).  
 
The more structural advancement of AI happened around 2010-2013 when computer scientists started 
leaving behind the cybernetic approach to computation of imitating by the human brain and instead focused 
on a meta linguistic approach, by training algorithms to edit themselves recursively. The relationship 
between Big Data and parallel processing allows to make predictions through statistics approximations. 
Machine learning implements Big Data processing through a data repository, the bigger the better. Machine 
learning identify data qualities translating them into numerical value reference (quality into numeric 
quantitative value) and train computer vision through machinic feature recognition in terms of statistical 
analysis following different mathematical statistical models. In contrast, neural networks do follow the 
paradigm of human brain activity by recognizing and optimizing information paths. ANN depend on the 
informational organizational structure they follow (Neuron), the propagation function (input-outputs), a 
Bias term, the mathematics and statistical model used, defining how the different parallel processing 
algorithms are optimized and weighted through updates gradients and ratios, defining the computational 
technology. ANN is an autonomous means for a computation to learn from its outputs, propagation and 
backpropagation, and train itself out of non-linear parallel processing. ANN can be defined as autonomous 
self-optimizing algorithms, or algorithms that search for means to edit themselves, or other algorithms 
aiming for increasing performance given a task, or higher dimensional algorithms or meta-algorithms. ANN 
allow for algorithmic optimization through parallel processing co-relational networks, layering algorithms 
and complex non-linear recursive interrelationships by recognizing and optimizing the path of the flow of 
data.  
 
We approach to data science through multiple means, implementing dataflow and tensor weighting in 
supervisor Machine Learning in GANs. For AI computer vision, we developed unsupervised and supervised 
Machine Learning (ML) for feature extraction. Through supervised learning, we classify and predict using 
training methods, including workflows of many types through datasets, training a classifier, and deploying it 
to create prediction models that can self-train and optimize themselves through a validation set. Through 
unsupervised learning we train data, develop the encoding, developing a model to map data to a vector. We 
then develop means for measuring distance in term of feature value, creating clusters, therefore converting 
features to numerical statistical approximation values and through anomaly detection and distribution we 
develop the framework. We then developed the evaluation set to create a trained model through various 
decoders. We then train data repository through statistic fitness and work with three types of ANN 
structures: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for image processing, to Deep Feed Forward Neural 
Networks (DFF) for non-linear parallel processing classification and regression, to Boltzmann Machine 
(BM) for feature analysis and extraction. For training a ANN network we train a parameter and we use a 
sequence of tensors, Netencoder and others (Wolfram) for computer vision image recognition, 
implementing multiple chains and bypassing them or combining them in the parallel processing layers with 
input, hidden layers, and output and using different regression models for classification (Convolution 
Layers, and also various options). The stacking of layers and chains is done through after multiple 
experiences in training and extracting features in models, avoiding excessive convolution and aiming at a 
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self-referential model output in which the feature extracted, and the output model may index its complex 
composition, deviations and predictions implementing nonlinearity and emergent models but that are able 
to be read, enabling a more critical and measurable use of ANN. When using recurrent Neural Network 
(RNN) loops aiming at training through recognizing data flows and paths vanishing and exploring gradients 
(gated recurrent and memory layer -shortlong-). We rather present the model in its functionality than to 
explain the process, therefore validating the product and not the process avoiding self-validation process 
that may give as non-explainable model, a divergent ethics from current AI based on a disciplinary 
computational visual logic and architecture expertise, syntax and semantics through statistics and tensors, 
rather than statistical validation that may not make sense nor be analyzable when applied, until we are able 
to resolve a more robust autonomous AI model with a universal repository of histories and theories of 
architecture: The e-Architects.   
 
In Ecoinduction III, image recognition has enabled a different means to understand information processing, 
from the outside in, a reverse engineering mechanical learning that emerges through processing large 
sources of data, therefore displacing the typical data gathering mechanic processing by which reality was 
understood in discrete means, decoded and coded back into an algorithm. In Ecoinduction III, image 
recognition is being implemented to process information in urban environments to be able to retrieve data 
from, for instance, sensors of many types, satellite images, and LiDAR. A variety of these technologies are 
being implemented to search for hidden latent environmental conditions that were repressed by the current 
state of development of the city, to understand their environmental artificial dynamics (urban heat island 
effect), and to understand how the mapping of these dynamic conditions may be able to infer a new type of 
dynamic evolutive simulated site-based participatory urbanism. Ecoinduction III uses data gathering 
including LiDAR 3d scanning and image processing, optimizing algorithmic processing, and validating 
information [Fig 3,4,5]. Ecoinduction III uses both top down and bottom-up dispersed network 
technologies. 3d scanning and sensing happens at the level of governmental and private collective and 
individual data sensing acquisition developed sets through different API [Fig 8c, 8f, 8g, 8h, 8i], including 
satellite imagery [Fig 3], imagery decomposition and delayering [Fig 4, 5], layering information by light 
spectrums of different kinds [Fig 3,4,5], as well as thermal readings [Fig 8] and LiDAR technology [Fig 2-5]. 
Ecoinduction implements a multiplicity of ML and ANN technologies [Fig 8c,8d,8e,8f,8g,8h,8I,8j].  
 
From Planetary To Universal Space-Environments 
The Anthropocene (Crutzen and Stoemer, 2000)625 defines the geology and environment of the planet as 
informed, not exclusively, by human action. Since the planet can now be understood as informed by 
humanity, the previously defined paradigm of separation between people and their ecosystem, must be 
thought as a continuity between humans, cities, energy harvesting, industrial production, and the 
environment. Through the ideological defined historical times, as we define what could be the post-
Anthropocene, humanity and nature had different relationships and emergent problems to address. As we 
approach interplanetary human expansion, not only is necessary to activate a planetary computation in 
relation to local, regional, and planetary environmental commons, but now is necessary to thing a post-
Anthropocene looking forward to universal environmental commons through universal computation. A 
new integral mapping and understanding of existing environmental conditions to develop architecture and 
urbanism in which humanity intervention is not a replacement of existing conditions and resources. 
Through history urbanism proposed different means to address the city. If we understand Nature as a 
Planetary Computational Intelligence, a computational engine to simulate the environment would place 
human action in a relationship of reading and accountability in relation to the environment, recognizing 
such a planetary intelligence. 

 
625 Crutzen, P.  and Stoermer, E. F. “The Anthropocene”, in IGBP Newsletter, 2000 
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Political division of biomes and environmental corridors cannot fall in conflict of interest between two or 
more nations. A global displacement map through a BlockChain technology of nations following shared 
biomes is necessary. 
 
After several readings and deconstructions of the notion of Nature, the Anthropocene shifted its perception 
as “the other”, since nature, ecology and geology are informed by human interaction with the environment. 
The Anthropocene promptly recognized human action as the last geological crust that built up in our planet, 
presenting a point of no-return and a limitation to go back to simple environmental preservation and also 
adding layers to the artificial ecology of environments not any longer necessarily natural. Nature needs now 
to be redefined holistically and requires a new linguistic and architecture definition to define the current and 
next problematic relationship between human and environment. Additionally, the post-Anthropocene needs 
also to be questioned in relation to a post-human autonomous machinic emergent condition. Humans are 
no longer naturally evolved animals since we are already in a trans-human status of transcendence. 
Computation and interfaces of communication expanded our notion of thinking, living and interaction with 
our environment through increasingly machinic thinking and an engineered manipulated body. The 
paradigm shifts that machinic computational design is enabling is that because of automation, the discipline 
is shifting from anthropocentric architecture to post-human automated machinic-centered architecture.   
 
The contemporary city needs to be addressed as a topologically continuous space-environment identifying 
existing environmental conditions, forces, and evolutionary processes, intervening from the set of fluid 
dynamic geological evolutionary processes, developing overall transformations of their structure by specific 
accumulative interventions, gathering, processing, transforming, and applying Big Data through fluid 
dynamic simulation. The biodigital626 city of space-environments as a project is based on a long-term project 
denominated Ecological-induction, or artificially induced ecology. Ecoinduction proposes a new means of 
understanding cities globally for the post-Anthropocene. This is one of a series of Ecoinduction projects 
such as a built ecological park in Buenos Aires (1999), Ecoinduction I Rio de la Plata Estuary in Buenos 
Aires, and Ecoinduction II Jamaica Bay in New York City (2011) and that since 2004 is working with fluid 
dynamic simulation implementing Big Data survey, data gathering and processing. Ecoinduction III, 
rezoning New York City through Big Data understands City Planning and Urban Zoning as anticipatory 
means to actualize the ideal form of the city, proposing a new participatory democratic interface to regulate 
real-time the relationship between architecture, the city, its geology, and its environment as a single 
topological space-environment. In terms of its architecture, Ecoinduction proposes a critical and 
comprehensive urban-architectural-ecological computational strategy for a new ecological urban zoning.  
 
Another means to displace or critique conventional digital practices and algorithms relative to the content of 
a project, is to critique the emergent technological positivism of top-down information mediation used by 
Big Technology Corporations in which their original foundational ethics and concepts have been distorted 
by Capitalism. A means of resistance may be through a 1970’s technology, a cryptographically secured 
blockchain network through gates validation. This technology enables a distributed decentralized peer to 
peer review validation system bypassing centralized authority. Contemporary disciplines need to 
acknowledge how the data they use is generated and validated, to identify ideological and political agendas in 
data gathering, shifting the geopolitical agenda to the data gathering methodology, and problematizing 
political authority. Blockchain technology could be used to administrate large sources of information 

 
626 T Estévez, A Puigarnau, I Pérez Arnal, D Dollens, A Pérez-Méndez, Genetic Architectures/Arquitecturas Geneticas, VV. AA. Genetic 
Architectures/Arquitecturas genéticas, 4-17, 2003. The Term BioDigital was first used with the connotations of a visionary architecture by 
Alberto T. Estevez. 
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requiring validation through a series of control points without a centralized top-down management. Within 
our applied research scenario in Ecoinduction III, the project proposes an administrating and informational 
interface to automate and optimize progressively the form of the city, its coding and its zoning [Fig 1-12].  
 
The morphology of the city is informed by the mapping and rediscovery of latent environmental conditions 
that the project activates, engaging into an urban Big Data information-based mapping, processing, and 
simulation exercise to rethink the whole city as a topological space-environment. The project aims to 
address the latent emergent ecological conditions that the city represses by analyzing its potential activation 
and integration of multiple fragmented latent ecologies across the entire region. These ecologies are 
integrated into a multidimensional Big Data model. Ecoinduction promotes an urbanism of information that is 
responsive to the environment mapping, representing, and originating critical data to read and test real time 
the potential transformation of the city’s space-environment. The city is understood both physically and 
virtually, both in terms of massing as well as its implied environmental conditions, and both in terms of 
center and periphery since environmental conditions and effects can no longer be traced differentiating a 
center and its periphery but as a complex emergent fluid dynamic environment.  
 
The geological components of a city, the suppressed ecologies that usually city development represses, such 
as hidden basins, channeled rivers, swamps, below grade topography, are gathered, mapped, calculated, and 
measured to be recovered to their maximum possible extent and to inform the zoning proposal through 
various means, media, and mediums. The zoning proposal also includes several factors, such as the 
activation of light and shade conditions, regulating humidity, thermal control by diminishing of the heat 
island effect generated by buildings, as well as other dynamic factors, such as the attenuation by 
optimization of the pollution generated by public transportation, private traffic, and delivery. By correlating 
through parallel processing and simulations both natural repressed latent conditions as well as present 
artificial ecologies, the zoning project can create a bio digital city. Natural repressed ecologies are induced by 
opening and activating latent conditions. Artificial ecologies are understood and mitigated by identifying 
fragmented opportunities and building up a larger ecological correlational system. The identification of key 
vortexes plus creating a network of coordinated voids artificially induce wind patterns informed by the 
several mappings and simulations that can reduce the heat island effect [Fig. 1-12]. Therefore, in this 
multidimensional model, multiple aspects are studied, in parallel and in correlation with each other, 
weighting differently each layer and set of simulations arranged to inform each other in an emergent 
manner. The several models include: how geology can inform a city [Fig 3, 4]; how suppressed ecologies, 
hidden basins that become visible through storm surge can inform latent environments [Fig 3, 4]; how 
channeled rivers, below grade topography can be rediscovered as active ecological ecosystems [Fig. 5]; how 
light and shade conditions, humidity, the heat island effect generated by buildings can be investigated to 
activate certain environmental conditions [Fig. 5, 6, 7,]; how vortexes and wind patterns  informed by 
buildings can become an architecture able to address urban morphology while filtering air pollution, and 
how the city overall can build up continuity between fragmented latent ecologies [Fig 7, 7b, 8]; how a post-
Anthropocene Bio digital city can optimize traffic and delivery using sentinel virtual robots implementing a 
prediction model through AI [8d]; how public transportation can also be optimized, extended and become 
emergent by activating car sharing; how diminishing streets traffic circulation into superblocks can enable 
the expanding of existing green areas to activate latent ecologies [8e]; how correlation can address several 
types of informed simulations weighting different ANN processing, such as optimizing varying shifting 
superblocks to lower traffic pollution per day or hour, activating, depending on shifting wind patterns, 
different latent ecologies by inducing vortexes coordinated to lower the city temperature [8e]; how several 
information processes from top-down and bottom up activating a city-wide participatory sensing, IoT and 
3d scanning [Fig. 8f, 8g, 8h, 8i, 8j] to better understand the city and its performance, for instance, identifying 
touristic routes and city density; and how these different participatory systems can activate other dimensions 
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of navigation, including Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR) for different 
types of emergent civic relationships. These multidimensional layers are measured, processed, and designed 
to inform a dynamic zoning of NYC through various means. Each time a building is developed following 
parameters of the algorithmic zoning, it informs and modifies its environment. The project develops also an 
open participatory platform in which zoning is informed by civic interests in coordination with 
environmental forces [Fig. 9, 10, 11].  
 
New zoning strategies and systems must foster the activation of an architecture of environments a comprehensive 
new law and zoning strategy necessarily following common interests that consider continuities across land 
ownership, lot rights and environmental commons. Ecoinduction III proposes to integrate all the 
information that is produced in relation to the city, its mobility, and its environment into a single 
multidimensional Big Data Processing platform. Ecoinduction anticipates cities to actualize their zoning 
laws, their public and private spaces through a real time dynamic platform, therefore necessarily engaging 
with an interface that would integrate the continuous growth of the city readjusting all its parameters and 
building up from emergent conditions. By analyzing geological ground formations, the project optimizes 
potential emergent ecologies in relation to the economic potential of the site. The below grade geological 
soil density composition can now be studied with a different degree of specificity. This variable soil density 
below grade, for instance bedrock, clay, silt, sand and other types of soil sediments and conditions, can 
inform and predict a more precise variable economic ratio for building heights defining a more precise 
zoning envelope while activating environmental processes. Each time a building is developed following 
parameters in the zoning, it will inform and modify the environment. This cycle of continuous information 
feedback develops a robust modelling system that is actualized real time, balancing air rights and ownership 
in relation to environmental interests, and this can be transparent to the population. Latent ecologies, 
environments, and architecture parameters are re-coded to make sense of the surveyed conditions. But this 
act of design avoids any linearity between the analyzed data, the systems and algorithms used to gather data 
and process environmental simulations and the proposed rezoning of the city, including urban typologies. 
These readings and transformations would necessarily have to engage in a topological displacement and 
transfiguration of the urban typologies and the city themselves by addressing environmental processes to the 
point that new building typologies, new urban typologies and new cities typologies would emerge by 
addressing an informed synthetic space-environment. This topological continuity between built 
environments and emerging environmental forces would engage into a reconsideration of the relationship 
between center and periphery, the city and ‘nature’, the artificial and the natural, or thinking nature and the 
environment as the other. The public welfare of setting up healthier conditions for cities derived in the 
development of parks in the Ninetieth Century. It seems evident that this project should be actualized to 
integrate environmental conditions for the cities for the Twenty First and Twenty Second Centuries 
anticipating and planning phases for the next five hundred years. 
 
Each single data gathering mechanism is placed in motion when the Big Data model enters in a co-relational 
final processing dynamic scenario. Once the complexity of the system builds up out of the accumulation of 
different aspects it builds up feedback, reflective information through the totality building up complex non-
linear emergent interaction among the different conditions that become active [Fig. 12]. The objective here 
is to develop a continuously expanding platform, a multidimensional open-sourced design platform in which 
citizens, non-humans representatives, life forms of multiple types and categories through a peer board of 
interdisciplinary professionals, architects, urbanists, scientists and citizens could continuously enter data 
democratically and affect the measuring methodology, the processing system and the representational 
strategies that inform a continuously modelling of the environment they are part of.  
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Blockchain peer to peer technology is being implemented as a work in progress to develop a platform in 
which a self-regulating system without a centralized authority may administrate a zoning for the city based 
on a public accredited professional and academic scientific peer review experts, through a voting self-
regulating mechanism ensuring democratic control, validation, and supervision based on scientific evidence, 
within a governmental public-base public funded control mechanism as a mediating representational 
platform-interface. This dual mode, equal peers or accredited peers is being weighted and studied. In the 
equal mode, the client and server are at the same level as gated authority and workload is distributed in 
supervising and validating symbolic weighting over neural data. While this technology is available new 
research on a block chain network are being researched in which file transfer protocols (FTP) services are 
also rendered through the system, motivating programs and services at equal levels through peer to peer 
networks or even hybrid modes627.  
 
While the neoliberal model promotes a measurement and validation of the city growth through Capitalism, 
this platform would ensure through the structure of its blockchain technology a distribution of authority and 
validation enabling a real time democratic process. The final proposal would be a dynamic open platform in 
which the form of the city would be continuous flux, since each time the city adds to its density, the 
measurement would change, and the model would be re-assessed in relation to its new information. Multiple 
means to automate this platform and address social factors are being studied both at an experimental 
academic level as well as at a professional level. For instance, a dynamic model would not necessarily work 
as an optimizing machine, but rather the aim is to understand tendencies, inertias and potential confluence 
of information which may lead to a different kind of non-linear, indexical architecture optimization that 
would open to multidimensional levels of authorship and validation in its informed democratic architecture 
process.   
 

 
627 Minaxi Gupta, Paul Qantas, Paul Judge, Mostafa H. Ammar, Mostafa Ammar "A reputation system for peer-to-peer networks" NOSSDAV 
'03: Proceedings of the 13th international workshop on Network and operating systems support for digital audio and videoJune 2003 Pages 
144–152 https://doi.org/10.1145/776322.776346 
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Figure 1: Ecoinduction III: proposed bio-digital New York City. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. 
Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
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Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268.

 
Figure 2. Ecoinduction III aims for a transfiguration of the city, a transfiguration of the existing, ‘naturalized’ reality by activating a displacement 
of a revealed structure and typology of the City. New York City urban massing morphology. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big 
Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 
Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 3: New York City Rivers and Deltas in relation to topography and geology. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. 
Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers 
and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: 
USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 4: Fluid Dynamic Simulation of rivers in relation to latent ecologies that could be opened by demolishing old tenement buildings. 
Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design 
Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 5: Fluid Dynamic Simulation Rivers and Shores. The project proposes to flood the city as mechanisms for environmental balance. 
Instead of keeping water off the city through conventional barriers, a complex network of artificial rivers building up from existing flooding 
areas in the city, building up on each other’s latent ecologies is developed to flood New York City. The project displaces blocks types in terms of 
spatial containment. Internal blocks create reservoirs to contain flooding which themselves then become interconnected with existing natural 
repressed rivers and function as water alleviation canals across different blocks. The city then inverts is overall containment structure opening 
the blocks parametrically and creating a continuity between internal controlled courtyards and city canals. A similar strategy is used in regard to 
Central Park which becomes open to the repressed delta of East Harlem which usually floods, inverting the containment of Central Park and 
creating a continuity between the shore of Manhattan and the perimeter of the park. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. 
Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers 
and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: 
USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
 

 
Figure 6: Fluid Dynamic Simulation. Urban Massing wind patterns and heat island effect. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. 
Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Figure 7: Fluid Dynamic Simulation wind patters to model Urban Massing in relation to vortexes activation, many 
other simulations done. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: 
e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara 
Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 7b: Fluid Dynamic Simulation water flow to model network of canals and water containment reservoirs. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning 
NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez 
Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 8: Other aspects of the co-relational project displace the territories and emerging spatial patterns created through Big Data simulation. By 
analysing and understanding fluid dynamic processes, such as existing city temperatures, the project can propose an increasingly complex set of 
space-environments. Fluid Dynamic Simulation in relation to temperature readings proposing a dynamic building massing. Ecoinduction III: 
rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: 
Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-
69F35217-268.

 
Figure 8b: Fluid Dynamic Simulation Massing Proposed in relation to wind patterns, water flows, and soil density. The project proposed both 
densification as well as demolition of areas that can recover latent ecologies. The building density is dependent on soil conditionants ranges (soft 
soil sedimentation to hard bedrock) and proposing a site-based evolutionary model implementing several CA rules. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning 
NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez 
Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 8c: This dynamic mapping Using Goolge API presents a databased for work-living public transportation use. Ecoinduction III 
Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 
Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Figure 8d: Traffic and parcel delivery network AI prediction model to develop a differentiated dynamic superblock system based on topological 
optimization through sentinel virtual robots through RNN for New York City. The model works with autonomous vehicles transportation and 
delivery, addressing the mathematical and algorithm vehicle routing problem (VRP) through the mapping and detection of the most optimal 
path for single user transportation and delivery shortest loop across NYC bridges. This model was partially developed after research but can be 
made more robust to include larger repository of autonomous vehicles routing as it uses statistical information aiming at optimizing through 
RNN a VRP implementing AI. This model works with ANN and RNN and is being expanded to work with Deep Feed Forward Neural 
Networks and Boltzmann Machine Neural Networks. As a result, this model proposes a differentiated superblock for optimized car and taxi, 
delivery, shared driving transportation proposing an emergent transportation system in collaboration with public transportation, extending it and 
optimizing it in relation to expanding the impact of existing green areas to lower CO2. By optimizing VRP in relation to open public green 
spaces, the larger superblocks made by optimizing traffic addresses several issues: expand latent ecologies in relation to existing green spaces; 
optimizes traffic and delivery creating larger superblocks and therefore allowing pedestrian 10min radius walks aimed at creating micro-
neighborhoods; lowers CO2 emissions by reducing traffic. This preliminary project was presented to the Department of Transportation in the 
summer of 2018 two months before Amazon headquarters location was approved by the City of New York. Ecoinduction III Optimizing 
Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank 
Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin.  
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Figure 8e: Superblock clusters boundary areas model designed to run a network-based optimization AI prediction model. Superblock cluster 
areas in relation to environmental CFD simulations that are designed to identify latent ecologies suppressed by the city, recover them, and 
coordinate them across the city, building up local, regional and ultimately a global network implementing RNN. In this model, a proposed 
demolition and halt of further construction in certain areas of NYC to create wind corridors from vortexes that as they become coordinated as 
they create larger environmental strategies to cool down the city. This model addresses mainly two issues: the optimization of traffic and delivery 
(human and parcel) in relation to an environmental CFD simulation addressing the maximization of wind patterns. The combination of the two 
is able to: lower temperature (heat island effect) in NYC; optimize the reduction of CO2; activate latent ecologies; micro ecologies build up into 
a larger network of interconnected ecologies, addressing a regional ecology. Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, 
DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, 
Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Figure 9: Fluid Dynamic Simulation Thermal Reading Urban Massing Proposed. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: 
e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara 
Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 10: Other aspects of the project work urban morphology and the architecture of environments, addressing urbanism as space-
environment. The heat island effect or feedback temperature gain in New York City is used to redefine buildings height and void urban space. 
This urban reading considers the city as a space-environment by integrating urban massing and building typologies to activate ecologies and 
means to reduce the impact of buildings. The project proposes new voids that through networking relationships open spaces and corridors in 
the city creating turbulence in wind patterns and therefore reducing the heat island effect in the city. Massing City and Active Ecologies 
balancing heat island effect and interconnecting the various fragmented latent ecologies across the city. Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC 
through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez 
Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Massing variation. The project works by reading, analysing and disclosing the tension between repressed latent ecologies and the grid 
that originally organized the city.  The existing conventional zoning mechanisms by which the city is structured, such as: the city grid, blocks, 
blocks backyards, setbacks, building envelopes, orientation, public space, voids, and parks, create prototypical solutions to the multiple forces 
that inform the city, including real estate speculation and civic functions, among others. These prototypical solutions form urban typologies at 
multiple co-relational scenarios, for instance: the overall morphology of the city and its structure, urban fragments, urban block, streets, and the 
city's buildings. The interesting architectural problem is how these various typologies not only inform the environment, but how are themselves 
transformed as systems in relation to their organization, to each other, and to the overall form and structure of a new bio digital city. 
Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers 
and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: 
USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Figure 12. New York City informed massing variation in relation to existing fabric, an interface to start dynamic participatory interface. 
Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design 
Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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Fig. 13 Augmented parallel New York City. 3D Scanning Photogrammetry through AI. Research Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa PI; Farah Jalil Research 
Assistant.  

 

 
Figure 8f: Experimental crowdsourced photogrammetry 3d scanning through a bottom-up city-wide dispersed strategy using individual uploaded 
photos by retrieving Instagram API and developing a 3d real time Big Data photogrammetry point cloud data set repository of the City of New 
York. Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
Figure 8g: Individual 2d photograph information network processing cell phone posting information including camera angle and distance to 
assembly enough parameters to develop a 3d scanning of the city. Instagram API information revealed touristic mapping and behavior. 
Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo 
Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Figure 8h: Photo network processing to assembly information as a 3d scanning. Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in 
NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, 
Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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Figure 8i: Experimental Big Data 3d scanning point cloud out of processing multiple data entry points resulting into a full city-wide 3d scanning 
mechanism and technology. We are currently working on Convolutional Neural Networks for image analysis, processing, and semantics to 
identify, map and manipulate point clouds. This type of technology researched between 2017-2018 is now available through different 
applications and platforms. Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: 
Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
 
 

 
Figure 8j: Experimental 3d scanning sensing and delayering infrared visual spectrum, resulting into a thermal reading. Ecoinduction III 
Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 
Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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DISCUSSION XXI:  AUTHORSHIP, OWNERSHIP, and AUTHORITY, THE AI 
e-ARCHITECT 
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The Architecture Of Information Divided Between Users And Programmers As New Forms Of 
Architecture Practice And Research 
 
The contemporary accelerationist and correlationist paradigm of disruptive emergent technologies in the 
information age, in combination with open-source systems, BlockChain, and in tandem with an 
interconnective networked environment of the Internet of Things, presents a series of events that make 
unavoidable the structural transformation of our society through an upcoming Artificial Intelligence. This 
automated intelligence is being disruptive, but the question is who is in control, whether a unitarian 
authority or a group collective. The entrepreneurial model placed forward by Capitalism has advantages 
incentivizing dynamic bottom up innovation through access to credit. This in turns allows revolutionary 
social mobility and technological innovation that benefits the society at large. But the entrepreneurial model 
has limitations currently endangering society through exponential computational power and capital 
accumulation and influence through plutocratic governments. After a certain structural degree of success in 
society presents ethical challenges and the influence of individual or corporate agendas balance out societal 
interest, such as the current cases of Amazon, Google and Facebook. One contemporary example of these 
advantages and disadvantages in terms of game changer or structural technological disruption is the case of 
Moderna’s biotech company vaccine development for covid-19. According to their web site, Moderna is a 
biotechnology company founded in 2010 pioneering a class of medicines based on messenger RNA 
(mRNA). While the startup emerged implementing radical computational power through AI and was able to 
develop a functioning vaccine in, according to media628 just two days implementing artificial intelligence, 
issues of representation, accountability and, most importantly, scientific authority validation in measuring 
and making their methods transparent emerge. The company is a Capitalist corporation with no PhD 
officer, investors demanding returns, plutocratic influence, no scientific paper published demonstrating or 
opening up the technology implemented, ownership of patents that could save millions of lives, questioning 
reliability, ethics, and the disruption of the usual peer review scientific authority validation process for this 
type of technology. 
 
New forms of horizontal collaborations through open-source systems allow for a different relationship 
between the designer-architect and the product its architecture. The notions discussed of authorship will 
continue to be displaced towards the design of meta-architectural systems and forms of collaboration 
instead of product-oriented, input-output feedback, expanding dimensions in the autonomous supervised 
then non-supervised AI based informational process. This in combination with a global computational 
emergence through AI autonomous machinic systems will develop not only a new meaning in terms of 
architecture authorship, new relationships between computation and architecture and new means to mediate 
information flows, but also a coordinated more efficient means to develop architecture globally coordinated 
socially and integrated with the environment. This new form of social, globally and universally coordinated 
information flow will weight through AI means to overcome individual agendas in relation to commons, 
such as the society as a whole, the environment and the economic relationship between the two. In this new 
autonomous world, expanding universally through space, and including other forms of ecology at 
interplanetary level through self-reproduction and environmental ecological feedback, will also require a new 
form of social organization securing social stability and income as machines replace labor. But in our notion 
this will not mean that humans will be simply replaced by AI, but that humans may find new ways to 

 
628 Neilson , Susie Dunn , Andrew and Bendix Aria “Moderna's groundbreaking coronavirus vaccine was designed in just 2 days” Business Insider,  Dec 19, 2020 
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contribute with AI and continue to expand and develop relationally new emerging systems, expanding co-
relational authorship to other meta-levels.  
 
The type of disruption by AI also presents an opportunity to structurally reformulate our current excessive 
economic system and our relationship with nature and the environment as a whole as we ourselves also 
evolve towards a post-capitalist, post-human, post-anthropocentric post-Anthropocene reality as discussed 
previously. The pressure of the environmental crises is pushing humanity to think outside the 
anthropocentric cognitive ethical and reference-purpose model in exchange for a post-anthropocentric 
environmentally centered ecological environment in which animals are understood as persons with self-
determination and rights as human beings and in which the post-anthropocene era can be completed and 
human action against the environment is considered a crime. Until we are there, we need to consider the 
ways to secure a global computational model discussed in which through blockchain authority the 
environment can become secured from human interests. This argument is correlational with AI since a post-
anthropocene will also mean a self regulating means to achieve it outside of human control and authority 
due to the current conflict of interest of humanity in relation to the environment. Until humans evolve in a 
more balance relationship with the environment by developing economical systems that contemplate the 
real cost of the economy and energetic demands at all levels and through all interests parties involved and 
represented such as the environment and any live being, we need to secure mechanisms that contemplate a 
more fair distribution of resources.  
 
The end of an anthropocentric era means also at the level of intelligence, since current human authorship, 
memory, creativity, design, writing, action, construction as well as any human activity has been challenged 
through computational systems that carry the will as co-proprietary authors of the projects developed. The 
old paradigm human-machine collaboration contemplated by the generations of the 1950s and then 1970s 
and envisioning cybernetics in relation to AI is shifting radically to acknowledge the fact that humans will 
soon be transcended by AI. A type of different than human intelligence in automation is emerging, and even 
though the data, the repositories, the data structures and the algorithmic parallel processing structures of the 
neural networks are human design, soon self-regulating polymorphic algorithms as agents may take over 
automation in society including decision making AI. Until a collective consciousness through 
interconnectivity emerges, one should consider the advantages and limitations of authority, ownership, 
authorship in the design, development and implementation of AI systems. Neil Leach629 argues that we are 
in fact in a new Copernican Revolution, based on the fact that humans are not any longer at the center but 
AI is transcending humans. But we think that since there are different types of AI, different mathematical 
models of algorithmic parallel processing, multiple types of mathematics, that there is an emergence of a 
multiplicity of AI cognitive plateau and that unification under one type is become less interesting, inefficient 
and problematic as a unifying paradigm within the explosion and fragmentation of information systems 
there are. In this sense, an emergent ecology of computational systems is emerging, including different types 
of mathematical and intelligent automated systems that are first displacing human cognition by function of 
memory as described and that then will do so by function of information understanding in terms of Big 
Data unmanageable by human minds and then intelligence in decision making. A diversified new type of 
spread intelligence is emerging transcending human condition and cognition.  
 
 
From The Death Of The Author, To The Death Of The Architect: “Computation As Authorship” 
Leon Battista Alberti is usually recognized thanks to his manifesto as the one who invented the idea of the 
architect as the author of the building, even if he/she was not the executer of the construction but through 

 
629 Leach, Neil Architecture in the Age of Artificial Intelligence, An Introduction to AI for Architects, Bloomsbury 2021 
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representation of drawings that represent the intellectual idea of a building. Before Alberti, in the Gothic 
times masons, constructors, architects as collectives were identified as the ones responsible for the buildings 
where often the name of the architect was unknown. Since then, the architect has been identified as the 
intellectual author of the work of architecture produced a revolution notion in the Renaissance, as declared 
in his book De Re Aedificatoria 630 and discussed by Mario Carpo631. 
 
Centuries later, as discussed Roland Barthes declares the death of the author in the limits imposed by 
language as the ultimate barrier in writing632 and in reference to his previous work on writing degree zero633. 
We identified this limitation in relation to the structure of the computational system, corelating the 
boundaries imposed by the computational system in relation to the computational language through 
emerging Digital Signifiers that structure content before speech or in architecture terms, systems of 
representation developed in advance of the architecture project developed within the software, interface or 
platform/framework634. Several architects, lawyers, data scientists and computer scientists have argued 
whether the architecture of the system or the database are the authors or the users, or including more radical 
notions that the autonomous computational system is the author635. Around the same time though after 
Shannon’s Mathematical System of Communication actually did displace human language by Boolean based 
binary logic a new universal computational emerging means of communication through mathematics that 
derived in the creation of multiple languages, entering the design and automation of algorithm based 
structures as the base for the 1900s communication establishment of computation as a new cognitive 
plateau. Negroponte636 by 1976 declares that the architect is unnecessary as a new type of architecture 
without architects replaced by systems and artificial intelligence through man and machine interactivity and 
possibilities of action, design and construction. Negroponte in fact declared the death of the author relative 
to architecture or the Death of the Architect after Roland Barthes declaration in of the death of the author 
writing.  Negroponte also argues a claim in authorship in the design process, as designers are usually 
credited by the output of a machine instead of the machine itself or the designer of the system as previously 
discussed in “Computation as Authorship” in this thesis637. Negroponte continues to argue on self -
improving evolutionary specie (machines) and that architects cannot handle large scale projects if they are 
too complex and that only 5% of architecture in the US is exposed to the work of architects and only 1% 
the work at urban environment. While Negroponte substitutes architecture through a robotic construction 
machine, often projecting conventional notions of architecture from the outside, innovating in technology 
but regressive in cultural terms, we propose a robotic construction machine that from within the discipline 
is able to develop architecture and construction expanding a notion of representation from within the 
theories and histories of the discipline, through a cultural criticism.  
 
 

 
630 Alberti, Leon Battista De Re Aedificatoria, (1404-1472) 
631 Carpo, Mario The Alphabet and the Algorithm, MIT Press Massachusetts, Cambridge, 2011 
632 Barthes, Roland “The Death of the Author” Image, Music, Text. Hill and Wang. trans. Stephen Heath, New York 1999 orig. 1967 
633 Barthes, Roland Le degré zéro de L’escriture, Aux Editions du Seul, France, 1953 
634 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. "Form In:Form: On The Relationship Between Digital Signifiers and Formal Autonomy", in Architecture in Formation, 
ed. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Aaron Sprecher, Routledge/Taylor and Francis, London 2013. 
635 Picon, Antoine From Authorship to Ownership: A Historical Perspective, in Picon A. and Fox, W. Open-Source Architecture: Digital Property 
Architectural Design, London, September 2016 
636 Negroponte, N. Soft Architectural Machines, MIT, Cambridge, 1976 
637 Negroponte, Nicholas, “Toward a Theory of Architecture Machines”, Journal of Architectural Education, Vol. 23, No.2 Taylor and Francis, 
March 1969 
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Negroponte Soft Architectural Machines, 1976 
 
Data and Computational Authorship 
Authorship is a distinct legal figure in law. A copyright can be assigned through a patent process to 
individuals who are consider the intellectual author of a unique invention. Recent Copyright Office in the 
US refused to register AI generated work declaring that human authorship is a prerequisite to copyright 
protection. U.S. federal judge Leonie Brikema638 ruled that an AI system cannot be listed as an inventor in 
an US Patent in the case brought by The Artificial Inventor Project. In the US the subject of computers as 
authors have been a subject of debate and deep study, to the point that in the 1970’s the US established a 
Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU)639. AI Authorship has been 
recently come back as a debate given the raise of NFT (Non-Fungible Token), works of art repositories to 
create new art and other forms of relationships between existing information databases and AI generated 
work, including art work and it basically entails “authors whose work can be copyrighted” 640 including 
rethinking authorship all together through AI recent advancement641. Lawyers in general, such as Samuelson 
in the article argue at the end user spectrum that should be the author of the content funneled through the 
AI system as the user is the one who feeds the data. Here it seems that either there is a lack of clarity on the 
functioning of Big Data repositories or Neural Networks, since both the discussed biases of the AI system 
at the Data Science point of view including the repositories for both supervised (with tagging biases) and 
non supervised (training biases and data repository available data as bias) determine the output data in 
coordination with the parallel processing structure which itself can work or not through weighting 
promoting some type of bias vs others.  
 
So here we have the following definitions of authorship that diverge: 
 
 1- The author is the architect of the system, reclaiming a Renaissance through computation as the system that 
structures reality. The system that processes information is more important than the information processed or the 
result, being architecture, a building, urbanism or an informational output.  
 2- “Computation as Authorship”: the computational automated self regulating system is the author in a 
displacement of the anthropocentric condition of reference (Weiner Universal Constructor, Wheeler “It from Bit”, 
Autonomous Systems, IoT, AI as author) 
 3-End user as author: Author as the user who feeds the data through the computational system (automated or 
not) 

 
638 Serrano, Jodi “Judge Says an AI Can’t Be an Inventor on a Patent Because It’s Not a Person: It all boils down to how the law defines an 
'individual.'” In Gizmondo News, September 2021 
639 National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works, Final Report, 1979. 
640 Samuelson, Pamela “AI Authorship?” in Communications of the ACM, July 2020, Vol. 63 No. 7, Pages 20-22 
641 Ginsburg, J.C. and Budiarjo, L.A. “Authors and machines” in Berkeley Technology Law Journal, 34, 343, 2019 
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 4-Co-shared authorship between the architect of the computational system and the machinic autonomous 
system: the programmer as author of the computational system shares authorship with the autonomous machinic 
system identifying it as “It”.  
 5- Co-shared authorship between the architect of the computational system, the computational system (IT) 
and the end user who feeds the data and combination.  
 6-Collective authorship: the architects of the computational system + the computational system + the users 
who feed the data + the users of the application + the environmental conditions in which that data is processed: post-
anthropocentric, post-anthropocene. 
 
The first option (1) establishes the claim of a new Renaissance as a recursive historical structure, presenting a new 
origin given by a new way of looking at the world a new way of understanding it and a new way of reconstructing it. 
In computation, a new beginning in the era of AI in which the entrepreneurial programmer-developer architect of the 
computational system is placed at the center of the definition of this world. In this scenario, several issues emerge, 
some of them already discussed. One of the reasons why one could argue for the architect of the system to be the 
entrepreneurial developer and author is that one would be addressing the discussed media determinism, in which by 
developing the architecture of the media, the architect of the system could be identified as the intellectual author 
responsible for its range of outputs in the system created. This is a form of political resistance and emancipation. This 
emancipation is against the corporate understanding of technological determinism of universal computation, or the 
current use of computation as conventional system to standardize decision making across the globe universalizing 
thinking, a concept perhaps more active across in Microsoft Windows Operating System. We discussed in the 
inference of digital signifiers in relation to linguistics how systems of representation and linguistic signs determine 
signification in communication. In contemporary software use, the ideology of the system of representation, the range 
of principles to measure, represent and induce space inform a very specific type of output and ideology through the 
structure of the system. This extends to computational systems and complex parallel processing AI systems, the 
different types of neural nets and combinations between Data Science and Computer Science, such as computational 
languages and structures that acquire, process/weight and transfer information. This identifies the author of the 
system as the ideological setting up of the conditions that prescribe the output.  
 
In linguistic terms, is the question of the limit of the language itself as a barrier to creativity and expression, which in 
architecture can be related to a problem of style. Style as the development of a unique language including system of 
signs and signification unique to the author. This limit would have to be faced by the architect of the system 
addressing ultimately the development of theirs own computational language, digital signifiers642 and electronic signal 
processing, achieving by expansion and displacement of the current computational systems new forms of expression 
and transdisciplinary expansion including representational structures as the ultimate barriers to overcome. Carpo then 
discussed the issue of style in relation to the digital, identifying some similar issues with a different view point643 
identifying the collaborative spirit of open platforms in the development of architecture and also the spread adoption 
of similar platforms, systems, and tools. We discussed the relationship between Complexity and Contradiction by 
Venturi replaced by Complexity and Convention by Lynn in the current sense of resistance to computation identifying 
a way out of the limiting structuring of computation in “Complexity through Convention becomes boring” through a 
different definition of a post-digital644. We also critiqued the current use of AI through GAN’s based on image 
manipulation based on database image repositories that not only do not recognize the political displacement of the 
original author (such as AI GAN’s dismissing Picasso’s politics of multiple points of views and figure/background 
transgressions), but also the working of architecture through two dimensional images implementing machine learning 
through problematic tagging categories and image producing architecture as a matter of visual style, establishing a 
difference between such definition of style and a linguistic definition of style. We identify the architect/s of the AI 
system as the author until an AI system would identify the data, gather the data, develop the repository, and develop 

 
642 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. "Form In:Form: On The Relationship Between Digital Signifiers and Formal Autonomy", in Architecture in Formation, 
ed. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Aaron Sprecher, Routledge/Taylor and Francis, London 2013. 
643 Carpo, Mario "Digital Syle", ed. Davidson Cynthia, Log Magazine, 2011 
644 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Post-Digital as Design Authorship Expansion, Review of Greg Lynn’s “Archeology of the Digital” exhibition at Yale 
School of Architecture” ed. Rapaport, Nina Constructs Fall Yale University School of Architecture Journal, 2017. 
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the algorithmic neural net structure for parallel processing and the weighting mechanism. The possibility of 
computation allows for a single individual to be able to operate and automate tasks at all levels, leaving the room open 
to the discussion about the heroic universal architect of the Renaissance. At the same time, the array of interfaces, 
languages, platforms, frameworks, software and systems are so spread that at any moment there is a shared authorship 
at some level since one would not be able to re-originate the history of computation by a single person. The argument 
on displacing origination has to be taken in relation to the reference system that structures the architecture of the 
system and not to all included elements, since tracing back an origin point is an impossibility given the current 
palimpsest of computational processes sedimented in each system we implement or develop. For the first category, 
the architecture of the data and the architecture of the computational system is to be credited as the author. 
 
At the same time, the counter point of the humanistic idea of the universal author is the current emerging condition 
of the field of forces that produce the work, which must be displaced from the heroic idea of the single person 
promoted by Capitalist system in which most large corporation monopolies have in the US a State agenda. The 
Renaissance notion of authorship developed by Alberti, already discussed, is also based on a humanistic replacement 
of theocentric for anthropocentric notion of genius as the capacity to integrate and synthetize through a personal 
vision of the world. This model in which individual efforts are the sole responsible for success, disregard the collective 
government public investment that supports such endeavors, such as infrastructure, the workers, the workforce 
suppressed, society, opportunities and contextual conditions that allow successful people to flourish. This counter 
argument, in relation to cross shared collaboration as the author later discussed, is cap by corporate media, and 
becomes a naïve hope which collides with the reality of an emergent corporate Feudalism. While workers, directors, 
researchers, professors belong to a hiring institution, corporation or company, the royalties may be shared and 
credited (in some cases, unless a salary suffices and even credits are not recognized) but the ownership and therefore 
authorship and copyright of the patent is not as it belongs to the hiring company/institution.  One must also be aware 
of the demagogy in pretending that all authorship is shared, and that the entrepreneurial model has certain advantages 
since in a corporate world where little action, including self-determination is faced with algorithmic structured 
behavioral manipulation through the main channels of social communications such as social media. During the Covid-
19 pandemic, many biotechnological companies developed innovative technology for immunization supported by 
Artificial Intelligence research and with economic incentives by the US Government through public tax funds. These 
companies then proceeded to collect profits by selling their vaccines without returning public investment, on the 
opposite, ownership, authorship and patent copyrights remained closed private even after heavy public funding, 
raising ethical concerns internally and internationally among poor economies which could not afford to vaccinate their 
population. Strict closed restricted economic arrangements by private corporations and international countries health 
institutions produced by the lack of global coordination a lack of containment in time of cases.   
 
Perhaps the politics of today’s architecture resides in displacing and expanding authorship from the bottom up, 
collaboratively thinking the architecture of a system as an act of resistance to such feudal condition emergent. The 
temporary means to address this issue is for the architects of the system to expand authority and authorship relative to 
top down authority and ownership representing a democratic collaborative peer review society through a blockchain 
technology and resisting the buying out of political structures by corporate power. In Capitalist structures, the 
corporation responds to share-holders and private corporations owns the means of production, displaced from the 
workers who produced it activating a structure in which the owner of the capital is the owner of the system. In the 
US, not even a single line of code can be taken from a company to another company without infringing fundamental 
corporate rights, even in the form of internships and informal hiring, the code, machinic system produced within a US 
corporation belongs to that corporation. The problem of corporate ownership of data, computational system, and the 
processed data and information is the emerging Digital Fedudalism. Corporate media brokers is media determinism 
and the emerging digital feudalism we are in today with mega corporate media groups such as Facebook (Meta), 
Google (Alphabet), Microsoft and others later discussed in which an outside of the feudal protection antivirus system 
is no longer possible as a top down mega structure is necessary to be able to operate today within the large continuous 
AI bots attacking automatically our computers. The architecture of authorship represented by the architecture figure 
of the Star system of identifiable names that dominate both politically, economically and culturally the landscape of 
architecture may be identified with such category. Perhaps also the star system itself may be identified as a form of 
resistance to corporate power through the ego of the architect resisting across all the political, real estate, construction 
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forces that otherwise would remove any cultural value from the architecture produced and be replaced by the 
conventions of their empowering projection systems.  
 
The second option in claiming authorship as computation is rather more radical since it is post-anthropocentric. It 
does not only identifies a new Digital Renaissance, but a different sense of the history of the world, not only including 
the autonomy and decision making of AI, but also including the interests of the world environments. It defines a new 
emerging order in which autonomous systems would be identified as the author of the revolution taking place, 
“computation as authorship” as Negroponte places it, means that the interests and objectives of computation, 
autonomous systems, data repositories and data processing would acquire their own being. This definition builds up 
from displacing the cybernetic approach in which human-machine collaboration. The open-source collaborative 
environment of human-machine of cybernetics is replaced by self-editing algorithms or meta-algorithms, the machinic 
systems capable of universal computation and self-replication, self-simulation, achieving AI. A truly autonomous 
artificial intelligence system is a computational system capable of simulating itself. CA has been proven to be able of 
self-simulation as well as other computational systems. AI means the development of software through an 
autonomous system, referencing not only self-editing algorithms but also the emerging of software able to identify an 
emerging pattern and a task by feeding data.  In this paradigm, even though there are instances of self-awareness in 
automated system, it seems we are not yet at a self-autonomous self-aware system or the so-called singularity which is 
expected to happen around 2040. Although as described, consciousness may just be a matter of having enough 
information flow as much as animal brains, and that level of information flow is about to happen with the IoT and 
full interconnectivity.  
 
The third option identifies the end user as the author, including collaborative platforms and implies that data 
representation and processing are simple tools and that those responsible for the tools are the authors of both the 
data that is feed and the output data processed. This approach to computation as a tool does not address media 
determinism, or media as a system of reference, measurement and validation or the fact that most software is designed 
anticipating what it will be capable of resolving, making it impossible to come up with solutions outside of its system 
as declared by Badiu. This approach is also problematic from the mechanistic understanding of technological 
determinism later discussed, technological feudalism and other emerging issues. Often users do not regard copyrights 
disclosures that are encrypted in all software owned by corporate media power which clearly declares that both data, 
system and output ultimately belong to the corporation that made the system feasible, with the exception of open-
source software/platforms. This option may be rather demagogic in which the law may aim at making people (users) 
believe that are in control where in reality they are not. This option also implies that the user of a computational 
system such as software is indeed the designer of the work produced in it, a notion we have discussed and criticized 
based on our understanding of media determinism. Addressing collaborative horizontal practices from a user point of 
view in a participatory design agency, sharing platforms through interdisciplinary collaborative work645 runs the risk of 
not identifying media determinism even through open source platforms in which the user becomes part of the 
programming environment by expanding the system, both at an ideological technological level as well as at a problems 
of expression and style. This option can be a valid argument insofar these engage into the development of the open 
source program being used, engaging into a structural collaborative environment in which user, developer-
programmers and the informational structures that develop the architecture of a project are being challenged in 
relation to the form and technology of the project including its structure transformation engaging into an evolutive 
environment that eventually will transcend anthropocentrism and becoming Wheeler’s “It from Bit” anticipating the 
authorship on behalf of the computational system as identified by Negroponte’ by placing “computation as 
authorship”.  
 
The fourth shared authorship collaboration between the architecture of the system- programmer and the autonomous 
computational system implies a cybernetic approach or an expansion of the human body and brain in relation to 
computational systems in which a post-human condition by cyborg emerges and has been described before. This 
option’s paradigm is based on the shared open source software and systems that have developed a collective 

 
645 Carpo, Mario "Digital indeterminism: The new digital commons and the dissolution of architectural authorship" in Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. and 
Sprecher A. Architecture in Formation, Routledge, London, 2013 
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environment of computational systems that continue to expand daily, including applications available through our cell 
phones and extensions of our body. The collaboration between human and machine is perhaps still valid today, 
although is being challenged by self-editing algorithms in the emerging AI. The Cybernetic approach active today with 
augmentation, through our cell phones, memory, add ons to our bodies and new forms of cognition that are changing 
anthropocentric to an artificial natural evolutive system as described in the chapter on Human Proportions and 
systems of measurement 
 
The fifth option identifies as authors the three levels, a cross-shared collaboration from the user that feeds the data to 
the architect of the system to the autonomous system. This option is more desirable although more difficult to carry 
out since it involves computational knowledge at all levels, at the architect level and at the user level. This would be by 
extension a cybernetic approach opened to the user level. As identified before in terms of media determinism, current 
AI is aiming at identify media determinism in which a solution to a problem does not need to be deterministically 
encoded in the form of the software that anticipates the type of problems that the system would be able to resolve. In 
media determinism the problem is to simple use media, as identified in the third option. Computation can be 
understood as a computational environment, through multiple computational systems, interfaces, frameworks and 
others, some proprietary (Revit BIM) and some open source (Rhinoceros Grasshopper Plug In). Some computational 
systems may resolve emerging issues in the behavior of architecture structures through identifying collectively their 
agency from site dependent and environmentally dependent problems to address646. An open-source system, platform, 
framework or interface would be able to modify its structure by the function of its use, identifying limits in media 
determinism and opening up the structure (open source) in relation to the data feed and the type of output needed. In 
this form of collaboration, the flow of information and emergent conditions would continuously adapt and transform 
the structure. For each unique problem and project there would be a unique architecture of the media-system. This 
media, site, computational environment collaborative the dynamics between data classification, no supervised machine 
learning, the dynamic structure of the neural network (e.g. Boltzmann Machine that as it diffuses energy in relation to 
the data is processing and identifying it changes its organizing structure) would be in continuous flux in relation to the 
problem being studied and the question being raised, including the transformation of the system of measurement, 
reference and data structure and computational structure that addresses and computes the problem. In a shared 
collaborative environment, the invention would be shared among the group that develop the system, properly 
accredited and informing bottom up the emergence of the structure of the computational and data system.   
 
The sixth option is a full immersive shared collaborative authorship environment, an escalation in terms of the fifth 
option addressed in relation to the context, site and environments that emerge in the computational system as an 
environment. The Internet of Things is expanding computational power through spread networked data sensing 
collection, producing a diversified means to acquire data in terms of different types of environments. Data collection 
is as important as the computational structure through which it is processed. Although similarly to anticipating the 
problem to be resolved through software in terms of media determinism and the emerging task of AI to actually 
develop emergent software, in data acquisition we face the same issue. Instead of anticipating the type of data that we 
will need and setting up the devices for measurement of reality, we can start thinking that the data does not need to be 
classified in advanced and that the registration and measuring mode and device can also be emergent and a necessary 
part of the question. An immersive computational environment means that the emerging data and computational 
system is environmental dependent. As the computational environment becomes site dependent as site-based 
computational systems we can have collective environmentally dependent computational systems. In this scenario the 
relationship between the system and the collective environment would be though as one correlational 
multidimensional system that changes its structure continuously. This by definition includes the world ecology by 
necessity as a function of such computational system since they co-depend on each other and both at the energy 
efficiency point of view as well as the carbon footprint can codependent and inform each other.  
 

 
646 Pantazis E., Gerber D.J. “Behavioral Form Finding: A Multi Agent Systems Framework for Environmental Aware Form Finding of Shell 
Structures” in Gengnagel C., Baverel O., Burry J., Ramsgaard Thomsen M., Weinzierl S. Impact: Design With All Senses, DMSB 2019, Springer, 
2020. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-29829-6_12 
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Data And Computational Ownership 
We had previously discussed authority in relation to data acquisition, data ownership, data repositories, centralized 
global data repositories, or decentralized local database and data environments, and data processing. The issues of 
authorship are reciprocal in regard to data ownership and data authority, since the architecture of the computational 
system that acquires data, the form and structure of the algorithm that searches and collects the data through API 
(Application Processing Interface), web scraping or through other means, and funnels data through it is as equally as 
important in balancing Data Science and Computer Science. We discussed how AI based on GANs articulate Data 
Science and Computer Science through funneling through parallel processing Neural Nets data that is weighted 
through Symbolic Computation.  We identified the development of data and information processing as equal to the 
architecture of the computational system’s authorship, placing it at the level of relevance and importance to 
computational language. We also addressed the emergent Digital Feudalism or Feudal “database”647 from data use and 
database ownership and its conflict of interest in the misuse of personal data by the feudal processing database 
architecture as a gate.  
 
In terms of the discussion about data collection agencies in advertising to target individual consumers behavior and to 
be able to optimize sells, currently there is a split in terms of data ownership648 from personal data ecosystem to data 
collection ownership implementing volunteer data surrogation, observed data by usage of platform activity, to inferred 
data origination (profiling of user). On the one hand, by agreeing to the terms of the usage of most interfaces, 
platforms, web sites, software use, operating system use, we surrender data ownership to the corporate media that is 
the author of the computational system. These are meant to both collect user data and to optimize the system real 
time in relation to its use, both a negative and positive issue. Current applications and operating systems are logins real 
time how we use the system and instead of developing them and trying them out and releasing a new version, this 
process happens real time through data, since the use of the system identifying flaws and the updates make their fixes 
part of an evolving computational system optimized real time. As discussed, Data Science is displacing the previous 
paradigm in computation of Computer Science in which a programmer used to develop a software in advance of its 
use anticipating the range of problems to resolve. Nowadays, the structure of the system is optimized to the Data 
Science collection mechanism real time, instead of being predetermined in advance, is developed as it is being used. 
This is the reason shy data science became so important and the flip discussed in terms of algorithms optimization in 
AI, in which AI develops automatically software by identifying patterns in the data collected and processed, breaking 
the previous paradigm of software development in advance of the issue.  
 
In terms of data ownership, even if individual users develop data which is collected through various data gathering 
methods, the interface by collecting, processing and storing that previously sedimented data profiling as well as 
developing a new data entry point in relation to the data being generated in the use of the interface/web page or 
computational software/app, the data ownership falls on behalf of the corporate collecting agency, a matter of recent 
controversy globally and that in Europe made politicians change the data collection agencies terms of use, identifying 
the right of the user not to surrender data, but still not identifying the user as the owner of the data, as opposed to the 
US in which corporate media power is always represented over the interests of the majority of the population thanks 
to the structure of the political system of representation based on campaign contributions.  
 
This discussion, parallel to the authorship discussion establishes whether the architecture of the data set and the 
architecture of the data gathering sensor and mechanism is the author of the data or the users developing the data 
being collected are the owners of the data. One could develop the same series of discussions in terms of the items 1-6, 
relative to data developed by an individual, a collective, an autonomous AI system, a corporation, or a government/s 
in which:  
 

1- data can be owned by the designer of the database architecture; 

 
647 Van Alstyne, Marshall; Brynjolfsson, Erik; Madnick, Stuart E. "Why not One Big Database? Principles for Data Ownership", Sloan School 
of Management, MIT, June 1994 [based on  "Ownership Principles for Distributed Database Design." 1992] 
648 Al-Khouri, Ali M. "Data Ownership: Who Owns 'My Data'?" in International Journal of Management & Information Technology, Volume 2, No. 1, 
Nov. 2012 ISSN: 2278-5612 
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2- data could be owned by the autonomous database architecture-computational system, data could be 
owned by both the architect of the data system and the autonomous data-computational system; 

3- data could be owned by the architect of the data system, the autonomous data-computational system and 
the user; 

4- co-shared data ownership between the architect of the database-computational system and the 
autonomous computational system; 

5- co-shared data ownership between the architect of the database-computational system, the database-
computational system (IS-IT) and the end user who feeds the data;  

6- collective database architecture ownership: the architects of the database-computational system + the 
database-computational system + the users who feed the database + the users of the application + the 
environmental conditions in which that data is processed: post-anthropocentric, post-Anthropocene; 

 
Data And Computational Authority 
In terms of authority and political representation, we identified the biases in how corporate power develops data sets 
creating consuming subjects, informing society from a private problematic point of view with no collective social 
interest enforcing private interests. We also identified the relationship between data ownership, data processing and 
data validation. At the opposite side, government through the various political systems also offer limitations. The 
current political system is based on how the government measures the social-political territories, a system of 
measurement of the territory that is alien to the current social, political, energetic and environmental crises. The 
government bases its representation of the society through artificial zip code measurement of the territory, 
independent from the social relationships in the physical real of the cities or territories, excluding its natural 
environmental ecological systems, such as biomes, topography, water bodies, ecologies, etc already discussed. By 
doing so, the government develops zip-based bias subjects dividing society artificially based on districts that displace 
the physical relationships from the political relationships. These political divisions of the territory enable political 
manipulation of the representational system, by enacting arbitrary temporary changes in electorate zip-code based 
colleges to gerrymandering election manipulation depending on the fluctuation of the political tendencies in the 
electorate. In all cases, in an architecture of information, we identify data gathering as the first act of design, since the 
data gathering and data representation can create signification beyond what it is surveying as previously discussed, 
engaging into an ownership and authority displacement, both at corporate power and citizenship representation.  
 
To offer means to address an emerging architecture of information in relation to authority, we proposed a transparent 
validation process in which authority is gained and not imposed, retrieving real time a democratic fluctuating and 
dynamic data-based political system, in which authority is gained by the representation of society real time. This 
dynamic platform being developed and discussed, is a base framework for cities globally to inform growth or de-
growth in relation to ecological and social emergent issues. This platform is based on Blockchain technology for Big 
Data acquisition, data validation and the self-regulating environmental computational system as a key emancipatory 
representational aspect in today’s politics and to enforce from the bottom up a true republican (republican as: 
scientific peer review process) democratic representation. 
 
Let Information Move Bits  
Our argument is that this is still inappropriate, inaccurate and misleading, especially in terms of the relative autonomy 
of AI currently dependent on Computer Scientists, programmers, and architects of information who are setting up the 
data repositories for both feeding data, gathering data and processing data including the data structures, including 
supervised or non-supervised learning, neural networks structures implemented and that are is yet no evidence of AI 
being autonomous as per the described predictions of an early stage in AI. Although this does not mean that this will 
never happen. We described the anticipated projections leading to think that by around 2040s there might be a 
horizon in AI including self-consciousness, self-awareness and a different type of being arising by simply increasing 
amounts of information flow in the internet of things where all information processing can be lined to higher 
dimensional information processing approximating and beyond human neural brain activity.   
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e-Architects' e-Chaise Longue through Site-Specific Robotic 3d printer, 2018 Venice Biennale (GAA/ECC). e(eiroa)‐Architects, NY Design 
Principal, R/D: Pablo Lorenzo‐Eiroa; Designers, R/D: Gabriel Munnich, Yaoyi Fan, Pablo Toubes‐Rieger, Nelson Montas. 
 

The Architecture Machine Group (AMG) at MIT was developed by the concept of teaching how to 
program and experiment at the same time with the outputs, or thinking at a meta-level, thinking about 
thinking. The group did a research by Negroponte and Weinzapfel named YONA (after Yona Friedman’s 
architecture as science)649650. The group also developed URBAN5 a system to develop urbanism through 
programming, control and management of reality through interfaces. While Negroponte replaces 
architecture with interfaces, we critique the mere substitution of architecture by new emerging technologies 
without testing their displacement of the discipline or their capacity to innovate the discipline and create 
new paradigms through conventional notions. While Negroponte replaces urbanism with an interface, 
projects conventions of the understanding of urbanism from the outside and runs the risk of replacing the 
cultural background of innovation in urbanism by a conventional flat newness that is innovative in 

 
649 Negroponte, Nicholas and Weinzapfel, Guy “ARCHITECTURE-BY-YOURSELF, An Experiment with Computer Graphics for House 
Design”, Siggraph 1976 
650 Vardouli, Theodora “Architecture-by-yourself”: Early studies in computer-aided participatory design” SMArchS Design and Computation, 
MIT 
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technological means but regressive in cultural terms. Therefore we propose an integration between 
computation and culture by developing from within disciplinary revolutions new means to address 
technological innovation applying science.  
 
The Universal Constructor as how Weiner denominated Cellular Automation, is in fact a means to build by 
simply sending bits of information. We claim that our notion of architecture works at that level, by inducing 
and mediating information flows one can activate an architecture of information. In this sense, Weirner’s 
idea of the Universal Constructor, to send information across planets to develop construction in other 
planets, is still a concept and a mathematical model of self-reproduction that is far more visionary, radical 
and innovative than the current pragmatism of NASA and SpaceX missions to Mars. The current space 
missions are implementing robots in conventional terms that would adapt to a different territory and build 
out of soil in Mars as it happens here on earth. Instead, Weirner devised CA as a means to inform a self 
reproduction system on another planet within the Space Exploration Age through cybernetics. We think 
that today through photons one could inform self reproduction on another planet, sending pieces of 
information that themselves would activate a self reproduction automata system. For this, an architecture of 
information would be feasible by mediating a signal information flow and affecting an environment in a 
distant planet.  
 

  
Architecture Machine Group, MIT URBAN5.  
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Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Ecoinduction III: rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design 
Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis 
Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 
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AI Prediction model based on neural network hierarchy activity recognizing dominant traffic flows to identify emergent infrastructure and 
optimize traffic flows in relation to environmental ecologies. Topologically optimized to develop Superblock clusters boundary areas model 
designed to run a network-based optimization prediction model. Superblock cluster areas in relation to environmental CFD simulations that are 
designed to identify latent ecologies suppressed by the city, recover them, and coordinate them across the city, building up local, regional, and 
ultimately a global network. We are currently working on a CNN and BM and RNN optimizes traffic to respond to the simulations optimizing 
parallel computing. Ecoinduction III Optimizing Transportation and Ecology in NYC, DOT Presentation, e(eiroa)-Architects Team: Design 
Principal: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; Designers: Frank Fengqi Li, Julian Chu-Yun Cheng, Shantanu Bhalla, Wayne Shang-Wei Lin. 
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AI Big Data Blockchain Simulation interface for automated zooming prediction in cities in relation to environmental performance and emerging 
infrastructure. New York City informed massing variation in relation to existing fabric, an interface to start dynamic participatory interface. 
Ecoinduction III: Rezoning NYC through Big Data. Credits: e(eiroa)-Architects. Design Principal and Research: Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa; 
Designers and Research: Alejandro Mieses Castellanos, Tamara Orozco Rebozo, Francis Egipciaco Cruz and Linnette Guitierrez Ortiz. 
SPONSOR-Grant: USDA-CIG-69F35217-268. 

 
We think about our planet as a first priority over space exploration, since we think that currently our notion 
of humanity and its relationship to the environment would have to first be totally radically changed before 
we export our errors to other planets. Currently NASA and SpaceX are more concerned about exporting 
Capitalism to other planets than the future of humanity, or their Fordism places them at the same level. 
Current extracionists capitalists strategies present speculative investment scenarios to make space 
exploration profitable, rather than advancing humanity. For instance mining an asteroid could be as 
profitable as the entire economy of our planet, making this a viable profitable enterprise and the priority of 
investors.  
 
Similar to Weirner’s information model, we can think of our planetary space-environment as both as 
Anthropocentric capitalist and post-anthropocentric ecological. Current models think of saving cities 
globally due to global warming, saving our economies, our cities and maintaining an unsustainable way of 
life that is dissociated from its environmental resources and cycles. We propose rather a post-
anthropocentric ecological circular economic system in which human intervention is in itself a part within a 
balancing ecological system. By studying environmental processes through, for instance, fluid dynamic 
simulation, we can think of our environment as an architecture system with properties to analyze and 
balance. Our BlockChain platform proposes as discussed means to address a new way to understand our 
environment and to reconsider how to intervene within it.  Rather than building, we propose to mediate 
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information flows, in this case, fluid dynamic information flows such as diverse spectrum of fluids, such as 
wind currents, water flows and other means to create a thermal balancing mechanism for our cities. This 
way of considering architecture and urbanism proposes micro environments or environments within 
environments, a way of mediating information in respect of natural ecological flows.   
 
We are currently working on developing more critical AI models using both robotic automation and 
computer vision through Computer Science, Big Data, data gathering and processing, simulations of 
different types and articulated through ANN and then CNN and BM and then RNN for topological 
optimization. The stacking of layers and chains for parallel processing, complex composition, deviations, 
and predictions including different models. As discussed, the known problem in computer science is that 
one finds what is looking for, therefore the parameter, the question needs to be culturally deconstructed. At 
the same time, this thesis implements data science in the use of Statistics to avoid cultural categorization but 
developing our own data sets and deconstructing through geopolitical mapping these categories and 
methods. Recurring Neural Network (RNN) loops is used at aiming at recognizing information flows and 
optimizing them, but excessive convolution and stacking by approximation makes the process less efficient 
and promotes a black box approach. While this is problematic, since human accountability in Big Data is 
impossible, we are judging through a visual logic of information representation architecture output 
activating disciplinary expertise until we resolve a more robust autonomous AI model. 

 
AI And Scientific Method: AI Validation, AI Transparency, AI Explainability 
Currently Artificial Intelligence, as discussed should not be understood as an imitation of the brain, 
therefore the naming may be problematic, as intelligence is referencing our intelligence as humans and 
artificial implies that is an imitation game theory by Turing for the development of the old idea of the 
automata as a cyborg. For our understanding, AI should be continued to developed splitting away from this 
conception and towards other types of expanded computation and intelligence not referenced against 
human intelligence or cognition, but its own autonomous set of epistemological categories and conditions. 
In this regards, is not human-artificial and is not intelligent-cognitively speaking as of today. As discussed 
historically and in relation to the replacement disruptive agency of technology, humans have been aiming at 
developing tools and machines referencing their own bodies, proportions, systems of representation, 
measurement, and validation. Such is the case of robotic arms referencing the body as discussed and in the 
case of cognition AI needs to be deconstructed to enable its full potential, for instance through recursive 
self-editing optimizing algorithms through neural nets, developing meta-algorithms and not aiming at 
completing the cyborg cybernetic approach of imitation game of human intelligence, but developing 
bifurcating alternatives of their own emergence in relation to the multiple cognitive fields.  If there is an 
emergence today in regard to AI, it should be understood as a technology and computational system of its 
own autonomy and not in relation to this historical culturally biased reference and validation.  
 
Currently due to parallel computing, data flow, tensor symbolic weighting AI has the limitation of the black 
box approach, since the ability to explain clearly the output of most AI is obscure since is dependent on 
stacking layers (hidden and not) in which data labeled or not is processed through neural nets. One aspect is 
the excessive calculation power and energy implemented while not clearly understanding how solutions are 
made. This implies a expanding filed of synthetizing excess in both data science and AI training to optimize 
in relation to the understanding of how to resolve certain issues, the optimal relationship between data entry 
and flow and AI computation through Machine Learning training.  
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FAIR research, Facebook, 2017 

 
 
One example of this problem was Facebook chatbots apparently developing their own way to split a list in a 
project to negotiate through multi-issue bargaining651 simulating conversations for an award, developing 
their own way of communication/language to resolve how to split a list array, nothing more than it and not 
a means of consciousness nor perhaps even a language form of communication, but an efficient way to split 
a list. This represents the current barrier in AI, explainability by accountability of the parallel processing and 
emergent conditions that can validate the approach or otherwise keep it in a black box non scientific 
approach placing limitations to the field as a whole.  
 
AI needs to address the convolutional parallel processing going through multiple types of computational 
methods that project conventions in each phase and be able to address such referentiality independently 
from the non-recognizable multiplicity of references that the project went through and that may be hidden 
by weighting. If one could be able to develop an AI parallel processing in which features recognition are 
both used but surpassed and that the logic and referential system of each phase are critiqued, one would be 
able to go beyond machine learning and curve fitting prediction towards a more structural AI critical system 
that would recognize and be able to measure how far the system is both recognizing conventional references 
and be able to critique them through the processing anticipating predicting and projecting new structures, 
new styles and new forms of thinking.   
  
AI Biases: Structure Deconstruction Vs Structure Reinforcement 
Usually, technology is seen as a mere tool and not related to ideology, but we now the shortcomings of 
thinking this way, including technologies for mass destruction and how technology has been manipulated in 
terms of ideological goals. 

 
651 Lewis, Mike; Yarats, Denis; Parikh, Devi; Batra, Dhruv “Deal or no deal? Training AI bots to negotiate” FAIR research, Facebook, 
2017 https://engineering.fb.com/2017/06/14/ml-applications/deal-or-no-deal-training-ai-bots-to-negotiate/ 
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AI biases and means to trick machine vision through recognizable edits and non recognizable perturbations652. 

 
AI Ethics  
From deep fake to bypassing surveillance, AI human tracking and face recognition has been presenting 
boundaries in AI ethics. In malware, ransomware, there are automated Hackers and automated anti-malware 
counterattack are being coordinated real time today.  But independently from security issues, there are 
known biases in how AI is trained, how data for machine learning is produced, but less known is the biases 
in the lack of certain type of data by omission implicit in the data set, such as biases in white male face 
recognition machine learning653 due to the abundance of image for training versus black women and the lack 
of it. In AI this is especially problematic, since AI is based on predictive models, predictive computation 
may enhance a form of policing, profiling and recursive means to accelerate biases and inform reality 
exponentially beyond human control. What Joy Buolamwini was able to do is not only to identify a problem 
of bias in AI technology, but a deeper at large systemic cultural problem projected from the top-down 
through advanced technology. Through identifying Data as destination, as a conclusion of what people can 
become, Joy identifies the problem is not only the issues to optimize in the technology implemented, 
include more data, and correct the AI process, but the far reaching argument of the research includes also 
epistemology, or theory of knowledge that confirms that we reflect the word as we see it and that we run the 

 
652 Eykholt, Kevin; Evtimov, Ivan; Fernandes, Earlence “Robust Physical-World Attacks on Deep Learning Visual Classification” CVPR, 2018 
653 Buolamwini, Joy; Gebru, Timnit “Gender Shades: Intersectional Accuracy Disparities in Commercial Gender Classification” Proceedings of 
Machine Learning Research 81:1–15, 2018 
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risk of confirming our values through self validation, including the conformation group that develops the 
technology implemented. In this sense, Joy did not addressed the problem of biases in terms of racism from 
the user or result point of view, but addressed the problem through the paradigm of the time enabling the 
project to address deeper political levels. Contemporary activism confuses these two levels by addressing 
activism from the bottom up as is received, rather than targeting the activism to the parameters that create 
the problems we must confront.  
 
The success of corporate power embedded into our political economic system, mainly through the 
Republican Party in the US is to create parameters in the form of law that trigger down society all the way to 
personal behavior, leaving the citizen to personification and individualization of characterization of 
democratic critique but with no real power, a challenge usually identified with the progressive Democratic 
Party, dividing structurally American politics from deep structure to surface structure but through the same 
politics expressed in different tonalities but complicit with the power structure equally divided. These 
politics through corporate welfare divide taxation share through sponsorship and subsidies enabling a form 
of social network for private monopolies with ties with the government and an extreme capitalism for the 
poor. Activism if not dealt at the paradigm technological level is implemented is nothing other than futile.  
 

 
 

 
 

Technological Determinism: Digital Feudalism And Media Determinism 
In the current geopolitical ideologies for world domination, there are two main superpowers implementing 
AI: the US and China. We can claim that we are not anylonger in a democratic world, but that plutocracy 
through democratic media campaigns have taken over democracy itself, now serving a type of socialism for 
the corporate power in conflict of interest with the majority of the population. Within these two 
superpowers (US_China), corporate media have more power than these superpowers, namely Google 
(Albaphet.Inc) and FaceBook. Both corporate media power have been purposely excluded from intervening 
in any way in China.  

The United States follows the consequences of a Late Capitalism implementing the Digital Feudalism as a 
form of disparity and increasing inequity through empowerment “lobby” democratic manipulation in the 
political establishment of corporate plutocracy. The consequences anticipated by a critique of capitalism 
were temporarily caped by the early collapse of the economic system by 1930’s that forced the US into a 
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phase of distribution of wealth through heavy taxation at the top and social distribution at all levels, from 
infrastructure to housing. The periods of large government of the Second World War, the European 
Marshall Plan and the Socialism of the postwar and the Cold War period started by the Sputnik Satellite in 
direct global competition with the USSR in many forms and levels, forced the US to contemplate other 
methods of economic competition implemented by the adversary, one of them through the Socialist 
structure implemented by NASA654 of large group collaboration (40,000 employees including scientists from 
all over the world) against their own model of personal emancipation and entrepreneurship. While the USSR 
followed instead their opposite model through entrepreneurial Capitalism to reach the moon, the US won 
with its adversary’s strategy of large government by 1969. Today Elon Musk represents the American 
ideology back again by a single person being able to explore the universe and take population to Mars 
developing their own infrastructure to do so through private investment, but if one pays attention to how 
this is being done, Musk is not paying taxes, and the entire operations are subsidized by NASA at some 
point, being the large government through private-public entrepreneurial activities sponsoring such 
individual ambition. One could also place the military complex at the same level, by identifying private 
sponsoring through government spending, including never ending wars abroad that promote this 
relationship to grow exponentially.  

The reaction against this period was implemented as a form of political-economic ideology by the alignment 
of Regan and Thatcher against the USSR in the late Cold War, by implementing the Neoliberal model in 
which personal power structures, ambition, and emancipation in coordination with private corporate power 
took over the previous ideology, finally demonstrating that the economic system of individual emancipation 
actually works. The results we are living today after the collapse of the Berlin War of 1987 took the US to an 
extreme late capitalism in which the government is a source of profit for private companies that become too 
large to collapse, using the Federal Reserve as a net security for aggressive private investment with no 
corporate responsibility subsidized by the government and administrated by private power. This logic took 
the private corporate power to profit globally first from all possible sources. By 2008 the economic collapse 
of the US private mortgage system revealed the internalized predatory logic of the neoliberal model by 
accentuating inequality by targeting poor individuals and taking them through score systems to borrow 
money beyond their capacity to push them into bankruptcy and profit exponentially from it. Between the 
2000s and 2010 new technologies of algorithmic optimization were tested in the Stock Exchange to identify 
through fast trading algorithms means to manipulate stock value through infinitesimal amounts and slight 
variations. By 2010 Late Capitalism through AI has been implementing new technology such as facial 
recognition (even recognizing mood for advertisement feeds) to continue to automate and give score credits 
relative to commercial activity and credit score for insurance to all people all over the world, especially 
within the US aiming at manipulating people’s mood and behavior to influence their consumption habits 
and to maximize borrowing expenditures against their own interests and with the objective of profiting from 
a low working class that is profiled, manipulated and optimized for predatory lending.  

This way of social manipulation was also tested in the 2012 US Presidential Elections and then successfully 
in the 2016 Elections by manipulating with a high degree of sophistication small informational 
advertisement through images in social media pushing undecided voters for certain candidates in a new 
form of individually profiled and targeted advertisement. The clear result of this AI ethical problem is what 
happened in the US during the presidency of Trump, in which the known shortcomings of democracy 

 
654 Holman, M.A. The Political Economy of the Space Program, Pacific Books, Palo Alto, 1974 
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relative to popularity became exponential and logarithmic. We have known since the Greek republic the 
issues with democratic representation and popular vote, in which the most capable is not perhaps the most 
popular, giving distortions to a nation. Greeks proposed the Republic system in which a qualified group of 
representatives with qualified vote decide on the governing of the republic, which of course had the 
problem of misrepresentation and corruption at the senate level. In any case, Trump’s presidential campaign 
and also presidency fueled on the impact of controversial random statements aiming at psychological 
reaction against scientific truth based on evidence. This, in tandem with social media in which any news can 
become viral, by-passing authority or recognizable sources of peer review or press, become accentuated by 
popular voting algorithmic recursive mechanisms, in which a fake news by anyone on the web, became viral 
spreading false information. The reason why it became viral in social media platforms is that the AI systems 
are prepared to bump up by popular vote, increasing the featuring of popular posts, to promote economic 
activity in the platforms such as advertisement. Because of this logic, fake news, that activate sensation and 
recall primitive human senses, rather than truth, evidence and logic became more profitable than actual real 
news. The US population has therefore been victim in the implementation of AI, mainly used for economic 
purposes to sell advertisement. Basically, this has been done through very few private large companies that 
control the AI technology in the US at large scale, such as Google, FaceBook, Apple, Microsoft, and others. 
Decision making may not any longer be internal to users, but programmed from early profiling based on zip 
codes, interrelationships, skin color and other factors that through cultural projection may define the current 
generation as their/our brains develop being optimized to reflect the algorithms that were designed to make 
them/us consume through our cell phones.  

In China, AI has been used mainly as a form of social control by assigning scores (not that different form 
the US strategy) to all citizens, including their support or not of the Communist Party. This surveillance 
automated optimization for government enforcement of power became recursive and optimized through AI 
and facial recognition, being able to track through scoring their citizens. The technology is here controlled 
by the government and researched at top institutional levels rather than at private independent companies. 
Still there are companies that do implement AI but are overseen and controlled by the government whereas 
in the US is the other way around, the government is overseen and controlled by corporate private power. 
Capitalism promotes the technology of extraction, of what is not there presenting issues in terms of the 
politics of representation. 

George Orwell 1984 anticipated the determinism of surveillance information age society. Society became 
clearly reluctant to technological determinism after the Second World War, and it seems that throughout 
history there are many such cases after every Renaissance. We are currently going through a technological 
renaissance once more. Usually, architects see in novel technologies means to address cultural novelty, but 
the reality is that any project, cultural and technological needs to be critiqued, displaced, and surpassed. The 
division between culture and technology is also an artificial one and we discussed the problems of this 
separation, at the level of the technology of interfaces, computation and even construction of a building. In 
the integration and unification of technology and culture, necessarily the set of ideas implicit in the 
technology need to be deconstructed, addressing the cultural projects implicit in them. Eisenstein said that 
technology has exceeded our humanity and Technology and Ideology are known to be shaking the 
foundations of 21st Century Capitalism (Lester Thurlow). There are known problems of technological 
determinism that we addressed throughout the thesis, as opposed to sociological construction of 
technology.  
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“Technology is just a tool, is neither good nor bad; nor it is neutral”655, implies the separation between 
technology and culture, and we have proposed means to overcome this. This statement also goes against 
media determinism of McLuhan, who we quoted before “The Medium is the Message” but also “We shape 
our tools and afterwards the tools shape us”. We have often referred to McLuhan the “Medium is the 
Message” as a form of media determinism. AI has been critiqued for being an ideology as a form of 
technology that is meant to track behavior and learn from profiling people’s psychology and use it against 
the user to increase, for instance, addictive use of a platform manipulating behavior for time advertisement 
manipulation and exposure.  
 
This Capitalist biases of AI by the current Digital Feudalism a late form of Capitalism reinforced by Tech 
Giants is problematically making of the internet of things a form of unified monopoly. Moreover, Digital 
Feudalism as a form of necessary monopoly by Big Tech to protect users from external virus and hackers 
attack is today a necessary unavoidable bad choice, since otherwise a second of distraction would expose our 
systems to external threats making us dependent on the strengthening of a digital feudalism. AI systems 
battling AI hackers in a continuous automation escalation had taken monopoly control to a new level of 
societal necessity, enlarging the private feudal dependency and the impossibility by smaller independent 
systems to compete against these types of attacks. Yanis Varoufakis656 English discussed his upcoming book 
Techno Feudalism, claiming that Capitalism ended with the economic crisis of 2008 as Communism ended 
with the Berlin wall in 1989 and that the emergent tech giants that control the means of production are not 
any longer part of a Capitalist economic system, but a new Techno Feudalism in which we replaced 
Capitalism for Feudal society. One can claim that a feudalism is implicit in capitalism tendency to promote 
monopolies and, following Alain Badiu, we are now at a real Capitalist moment in its plenitude due to 
technological giants.  
 
There is no outside Capitalism today. Everything we do, what we are, our internal composition at the body 
levels (with microplastics) and our actions are part of a global system with no outside. Capitalism is now 
being interplanetary since corporate mega powers such as Musk’s SpaceX are exporting the non-rational 
capitalist system to other planets in search of replicating the errors and annihilation strategies for personal 
consumption at the cost of environments to other planets, such as Mars. But this feudalism is also 
structuring research, academia and thinking all together. Similar to the problem that one cannot be 
protected outside of the Feudal walls of security protocols by Windows, Google and others, one cannot 
develop research isolated from the media communication and replication systems that structure research, 
such as peer review publications and research advancements in architecture through different media. If one 
would be able to isolate themselves from such process, the risk is that one’s research could have been easier 
and faster developed in forms of cross collaborations, blockchain research-work and other forms of global 
interconnected advancements. The pressure of media immediacy and the acceleration of the detachable new 
for the new is increasingly reducing possibilities of actions and influence with the exception of those chosen 
as within the star system by media coordination and accentuation, both aiming at securing the relevance of 
media as well as to create a hero-star that continues promoting the salvation type of example that Capitalism 
promotes and that keeps hope to the rest as a false sense of thrive force and libido. Media communications 
structure desire as a form of marketing in which star systems are both necessary to maintain the system as 
well as to identify alignment of the parallel to monopoly accentuation in market processes. Monopoly are to 
the economy as to star systems (architects, researchers, media popular icons, music stars, etc) are to media. 
Media and market economy are apparently natural forces but that are strongly manipulated by corporate 

 
655 Kranzberg, Melvin Six Laws of Technology 
656 Lamont, Marc and Varoufakis, Yanis “Yanis Varoufakis: Capitalism has become 'techno-feudalism' | UpFront” interview, Al Jezeera 
English, February 2021 
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coordination, investment and speculation distorting the original ideas of Capitalism or perhaps accentuating 
them.  
 
Both issues, cultural deconstruction through computational power and increasing political and economic 
power concentration are defining how the technology is being applied, presenting ethical issues that reveal 
our society’s challenges. This is the reason why open-source systems through Block Chain are becoming so 
important as a new form of resistance against this centralized authority, since the only means to compete at 
this level is for maximum crowd sourcing input through distributed gated authority validation that can build 
up power from the bottom up, bypassing network control. Perhaps the values of society that we fought for 
need to be updated in relation to disruptive technologies and validated, regulated and controlled by a 
republican system of authoritative group of people through validation gates.    
 
Wierner conceived the human mind as a cybernetic system, and the world as system of a whole. Today the 
Internet network is making urbanism in similar ways as cybernetics was doing it 50 years before. There is no 
hierarchy or center, but an interactive spread urbanism. With the virus as a common threat in Internet, the 
center appears to become the selected target while it spreads freely through the entire system thanks to the 
fast connections. The network territorializes areas with the sprawl and makes available a system for the 
spread of the virus. Cultural contamination -homogenization and globalization- and Spaces of power over 
the individual are being developed by the logic of this new system of representation and simultaneous 
interaction.  
 
Current neuroscientific research asserts that our brain activity as well as neural connections are being 
transformed by how current systems work, such as social media feeds in FaceBook that are optimized to 
manipulate behavior. In quoting Heidegger657, Fabretti on the book discussed Software Theory asserts 
Heidegger’s claim that the problem is understanding technology as a means through instrumentality as 
anticipatory in modern times. Fabretti also mentions the theory of technology by Habermas658 through 
Stiegler’s Techniques and Time659 in contrast with Heidegger identifies the mentioned technocracy as a force 
of de-politization in contemporary society (technical and scientific measurement and validation) as the root 
of several issues to disclose in terms of Marxist theory. Althusser660 refers to the ideology implicit in the 
projected apparatus of the state which can currently be related in substitution within a plutocracy with the 
current social media monopolies such as Google and FaceBook, thinking their platforms and interfaces 
regulating social relationships as ideology. Kyong Chun addresses mass media in relation to the internet, 
identifying the politics of control in relation to information platforms defining society through technology661 
implicitly relating the technology applied to a form of ideology. Saskia Sassen662 also addresses the current 
problem of scientific research and technical research. In the “Essence of Technology” through Heidegger, 
Sven-Olov Wallenstein663 discusses the origin of the work of art, in relation to the word techne (Greek) and 
in questioning technology one questions art as well.  
 
One of the reasons why blogs using AI become racist, is that they identify trends and biases and accentuate 
them, through recognizing conventional features and learning from them, accelerating and accentuating 
conventions rather than critiquing them, loosing territory in the politics of art as a cultural criticism. 

 
657 Heidegger, Martin The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays, Harper and Row, New York, 1977 
658 Habermas, Jürgen The Theory of Communicative Action, Polity Press, Cambridge, 1991 
659 Stiegler, Bernard La technique et le tems 1, Galilee, 1994 
660 Althusser, Louis "Idéologie et appareils idéologiques d'État (Notes pour une recherche)", La Pensée, 1970. 
661 Kyong Chun, Wendy Hui Control And Freedom: Power And Paranoia In The Age Of Fiber Optics, MIT, Cambridge 2008 
662 Milgrom Foundation, “The Limits of the Material”, conversation with Saskia Sassen, The Naomi Milgrom Foundation, 2018 
663 Wallenstein, S.O. Nihilism, Art and Technology, US-AB, Stockholm University, 2010 
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ImageNET tagging has been also part of the problem, as the most often used repository training machine 
learning uses problematic tagging categories in images.  
 
SOCIO-CULTURAL FACTORS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  

The social contract must today engage the environment. This contract is in tension with Capitalism 
progressive-based consumption curve which reached a non-sustainable growth. The environmental crisis 
has always been more evident in the periphery as the result of the production of the center. Measuring the 
environmental crisis in the center is no longer a valid responsible argument for the creation of data. Cause 
and effects are traced across different territories as in the Anthropocene where man's input in geology is 
more relevant and important to discuss in an informed nature. Therefore, the relationship between center 
and periphery, a known architecture spatial organizational problem, can be taken to the level of the city and 
the level and scale of the environment remapping relationships across society at deeper structural levels.  

The thesis interests in computation are informed by history/theory with a base in philosophy to understand 
how Capitalism has been informing society and architecture. Capitalism is understood from both a Marxist 
critique as well as from a Libertarian revolutionary entrepreneurial point of view. This dialect is understood 
both as a critique of the homogenization of an economic system that produces irrational output mainly 
produced by consolidating corporate monopolies and commodities, as well as the only economic 
revolutionary system that enabled independency and social mobility. This problem extends to the current 
crisis for long term planning in academic research, since grants are losing relevance and speed in the current 
technological progress against Silicon Valley, mainly due to the strength of dominant corporate 
conglomerate’s monopoly such as Alphabet, Google, Facebook, and other companies that can bypass state 
funded research or grants and establish their own applied research real time, advancing and incorporating 
through funding most of the research. At the same time, research for profit has been proven to have its 
limitations in long term planning but libertarians are currently challenging these assumptions.  

The danger of social media platforms, as identified by scientists, psychologies, neuroscientists and others is 
the false representation of a reality geo-located by google search engine and geo-located and defined by 
social groups closed circles. The combination of these two Big Tech giants are structuring society at multiple 
levels, and thus the current avant garde in architecture is to go beyond these giants and how they are socially 
engineering society through AI, search engines and self-editing algorithms that promote certain flow of 
information. The 1990’s critique of architecture through the image is now at a meta-algorithmic level, 
promoting images but also the validation of these images making them recursive and logarithmic. 

 
The Internet Of Things, Algorithms, Blockchain, Evolutionary Computation, Parallel Processing  
As discussed before, Block Chain technology was developed in the 1970’s as a form of displacement of top-
down authority organization power of network communication in the information age. On the one hand 
internet waws seen as beneficial to interconnect all computers, but also seen as an unbalanced form of 
power by those who anticipated the problem in being able to regulate information networks regulation of 
flows from the top down by an administrative authority. Block Chain technology as a form of gate-to-gate 
peer validation process of information flow by peer-to-peer validation as opposed to hierarchical network 
top-down control, presented a technology to overcome the problems of internet communication 
technology, as a form of network displacement. This is one of the clearest critiques of the information age, 
and a technology that through a process of identification, analysis and critique was able to develop a form of 
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communication in which the inherent structure is the solution to a critiqued system. In this sense, the 
solution did not come from the use (good or bad use of the internet), but by displacing as a project the 
internet structure altogether, presenting an alternative form of information communication. This form 
bypasses authority and creates a form of validation that emerges through peer-to-peer validation. This is a 
clear condition in which a technology was critiqued and thus a new form of organization was created at the 
deep structure of the system. 

As discussed before, other technologies emerged also out of the critique and shortcomings of information 
processing. One of them is the structure of the algorithm. By parallel processing, algorithms can edit 
themselves recognizing features and optimizing themselves opening to Artificial Intelligence and automated 
parallel processing displacing conventional reversible algorithms in ML. Evolutionary site-based 
computation became also not only a form of securing cryptography, but a form of processing information 
that evolves through generations, making them non-reversible.  In this sense, the linearity of computation 
was overcome by an emergent form of automated computation, critiquing linearity, and creating emergent 
systems. Simulation itself is an emerging computational system since after the second bouncing of simulated 
particles, the system is emergent and non-reducible complex. Swarm simulations are also a form of robotic 
automated sentinel simulations that are non-reversible emergent.  

The thesis statement is draws to the several conclusions that aim at relating background processing and 
problems emergent in architecture problems, therefore relating background structure and emergent 
architecture conditions. It is therefore that the thesis can only address these issues, by engaging the coding 
structuring level of information, all the way to how information is developed at the signal level to develop a 
fully comprehensive architecture, as an architecture of information, without falling into the separation of 
culture and technology nor separating processing structure from the architecture being developed. In this 
sense, the neutral use of technology to address any project is problematic, since it means not dealing with 
background processing nor questioning the logic of the project in relation to how the project is structured.  

Programming and Simulation 
One of the fundamental reasons to develop artificial intelligence through machine learning and artificial 
neural networks is to shift the relationship between programming and media determination. Usually we 
develop software programs that are designed to address and resolve specific problems that are anticipated in 
advance to the problem faced, making computation a form of deterministic cause-effect anticipation 
problem solving environment. Software programmers use try and error, conception and coding to anticipate 
what the software can resolve by test their systems664. Lately a new form of programming has been emerging 
through continuous mapping, survey and software release actualizations. While problematically we are being 
tracked in terms of everything we do in our computers, but to real time tracking and data gathering, 
computational software, platforms and applications are being developed and optimized real time as they are 
being used. Machine Learning’s objective is to critique the typical computational thinking cycle described 
before (decomposition-pattern recognition-abstraction-algorithm development) by automatically developing 
pattern recognition through non supervised learning and addressing the issue recognized in the data fed by 
interpreting and feedback and feature recognition and resolving an issue that is emergent in the data and 
information flow. Machine Learning aims at developing software through a cybernetic approach to 
information, through data and feedback, displacing the typical programmer anticipating the problem 
through abstraction (algorithms). This advances the discussion on means to address media determinism and 

 
664 Frabetti, Federica, Software Theory: A Cultural and Philosophical Study, Media Philosophy Series, Rowman and 
Littlefield International Ltd., London, 2015 
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computation as a form of determinism. Simulation and site-based computation (Cellular Automation-Game 
of Life) in which unless the simulation is run, one cannot anticipate the computational environment and 
unless a CA simulation is run (depending on the rules) one would not be able to anticipate through an 
algorithm the solution of the simulated evolutive sequence that is emergent.  
 
At the same time, this becomes increasingly complex through both anticipatory software and data mining-
flow. Windows as well as other operating systems are trying such means to track, identify, label and retrieve 
thrug continuous actualizations means to improve their anticipatory predictive system to be able to displace 
programming to simulation, real time. This shift from programming to simulation enables to inversion of 
reality through representation previously discussed in relation to Big Data and Survey, since instead of 
anticipating the problem and the means to address it, contemporary computer science through data science 
is aiming at identifying means to revert this process and work through non-supervised Machine Learning to 
automatically identify a recurring feature and learn from the process and develop the means to resolve real 
time how to address these emerging features. Through machine vision, Machine Learning (reinforcement 
learning)665, scientist were able to train an AI system to teach itself how to play. This problem starts 
inverting the relationship between media determinism in computer science and addressing the prediction 
statistic based issues of data science.  
 

 
Jaderberg, Max, Czarnecki, Wojciech M. Dunning, Iain Marris, Luke Lever, Guy Garcia Castañeda Antonio, et all, "Human-level performance in 3D multiplayer 
games with population-based reinforcement learning" 

 
665 Jaderberg, Max, Czarnecki, Wojciech M. Dunning, Iain Marris, Luke Lever, Guy Garcia Castañeda Antonio, et all, 
"Human-level performance in 3D multiplayer games with population-based reinforcement learning" in  
Science  31 May 2019:Vol. 364, Issue 6443, pp. 859-865 DOI: 10.1126/science.aau6249 
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AI Creativity 
Issues of creativity have been dsicssed across the text, including Capitalism as an economic system that car 
arguable be related to creative emergent processes but through the depletion of resources as it promotes 
excess and not efficiency in environmental footprint terms.  
 
The first question in terms of computation, is what is computable and what cannot be, and the inference of 
mathematical binary signals in computability including, reason, language, cognitive simulation, pattern 
recognition and prediction and limits of AI666. In computation, creativity has been associated with 
randomness, in the different considerations of computation whether something is computable or not and if 
it is, issues of reversibility and determination that it may bring relative to problems in physics such as 
thermodynamics, chaos, emergence and non-reversibility and non-determination. For such several types of 
computation have been discussed in this thesis to aim at understanding possible critical means to displace 
linearity, reversibility, and other problems such as determination that are usually associated with 
computation. In this sense, this thesis identified several means to overcome them already discussed, such as 
evolutionary computation, site-based computation, genetic algorithms, parallel computation, neural 
networks (feedback) and machine learning in implementing artificial intelligence.  
 
Is current AI technology able to be as creative as the human brain? This thesis argues it is already doing so, 
even if we cannot yet talk about Artificial Intelligence as self-awareness even though the Turing Test has 
been passed by AI systems and its definition must be actualized and yet intelligence has also to be 
understood more. For instance, human memory has been identified as one of the main functions of 
intelligence. While we increasingly depend on our smartphones to retrieve and replace the function of 
memory, our memory capacity decreases while information storage, capacity and processing increases over 
the computer and the IoT, diminishing human cognition levels and intelligence as a natural fluid dynamic 
mechanism as artificial intelligence augments. Expectations may be both increase at the machinic level with 
more interconnectivity as it approaches human brain interconnectivity through the IoT as well as human 
diminishing by automation and dependence in this technology. So, if we are concerned about automated 
neural intelligence, we should be equally concerned about how our brain connections, activity, behavior, and 
plasticity as well as memory is decaying in favor of social media networks that manipulate our behavior to 
spend more time online and manipulate our desires and to computer networks in general. Johnathan Crary’s 
24/7667 presents a dark side of a technocracy consuming attention and time all day long and depriving sleep 
for productivity in a society of private surveillance in a late state of capitalism.  
 
Other functions of human intelligence are intuition that can be nurtured as a type of intelligence at the 
deepest cognitive levels and instinct as intelligent memory built through adaptation and inherited through 
DNA. AI intuition may be far from us and beyond the 2045 timeline anticipated and may require other 
types of computation to enact.  
 
Media As Project: Cryptography, Cryptology And Digital Signifiers; Grammar New Coding 
Possibilities 
Recovering earlier discussions on media as design after McLuhan, Maeda, Manovich and Fabretti, we can 
address the issue of media and mediums as latent means of transformation of reality through representation 
presenting an interesting cognitive problem relative to computation, determination, mathematics and the 
emergent conceptual and philosophical issues. 

 
666 Dreyfus, H.L. What Computers Can’t do: A Critique of Artificial Reason, Harper and Row, 1972 
667 Crary, Jonathan 24/7: Late Capitalism and the End of Sleep, Verso Books, London/New York, 2013 
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Alberti Cipher668, 1467 one of the first polyalphabetic ciphers which revolutionized cryptology as it secured a system impossible to break unless the system was 
known. Shannon’s cipher669 through mathematical communication theory he devised.  

 
There are different philosophies of cognition. One understands mathematics as a discovery, the other 
mathematics as a means to describe reality through symbolic form, as a form of language. The thesis 
difference from other investigations establishes a purely formal and artificial position, while exploring the 
unavoidable crossing and parallel expansion of understanding through science natural systems such as the 
brain. This means that the ideology of the thesis is to understand computation as a form of artificial 
mathematical combinatory symbolic based computational system, and not a natural discovery or 
phenomena, but rather an approximation through human-based artificial signifiers and symbolic form to the 
problems of computation.  
 

 
Cryptography diagram. Visual cryptography: schematic for image hiding process670.  

 
 
For centuries, humans devised means to encode information, and therefore this problem of hiding a 
message in tandem to Boolean logic presents a key to understand both symbolic computation through 
mathematical communication as well as an information system that as universal is able to transcend its 
purpose, message and content to develop its own means of communication as a form of abstraction. 
Electronic communication enabled the abstraction of information in relation to data. Data through 
electronic signals becomes information with decodifiers. The advantage of the information age is the 
separation of a form of communication, from the grammar implicit in the content of the information being 

 
668 Alberti, Leon Battista Dello scrivere in cifra, a cura di A. Buonafalce, trad. it. di M. Zanni. Prefazione di David Kahn, Galimberti Tipografi Editori, Torino 
1994 
669 van Tilborg H.C. Shannon’s Model. In: van Tilborg H.C.A., Jajodia S. (eds) Encyclopedia of Cryptography and Security. Springer, Boston (2011). 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4419-5906-5_3 
670 Zhenfei Li, Guoyan Dong, Dongyu Yang, Guilin Li, Shiyi Shi, Ke Bi, and Ji Zhou “Efficient dielectric metasurface hologram for visual-
cryptographic image hiding”, in OSA Publishing, Volume 27 Issue 14, 2019 (Optics and Photonics Journal) 
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transmitted. This allows to develop computational combinatory signals through a medium independent 
from the message.  
 
The thesis though, specifies a type of difference from other architects understanding, analyzing and working 
with computation. While the thesis recognizes the advantages of the abstraction of data in relation to 
information through cryptography, the thesis also relates these issues of signal control to an architecture of 
information, by identifying after McLuhan that any sign and medium becomes the message. This is when 
electronic communication theory, media theory and architecture representation create a series of parallel and 
interrelated issues that another thesis do not address. One of them by extracting from the problem of 
signification, signal control and signifiers through visual logic and how architecture can only address an 
autonomy by recognizing how the information being processed has been structured in relation to its 
medium. In this regard, the issue of representation acquires a grammar problem through the combinatory 
logic of symbolic representation of computation. By doing so, algorithms processing data and resulting into 
information in architecture acquire a form of being interdependent from the media communication systems 
that produced it. As in any language and discussed before through linguistics, any form of communication 
becomes a form of content or a signifier.  
 
In cryptology this problem seems to be at odds with the thesis ideology, since the idea of cryptology is to 
dissociate the structure of the message in relation to the medium as a form of hidden communication. What 
matters then is how data becomes actualized in the form of the interface, platform or medium in which data 
becomes information. This is the case of a system of representation that contains an ideology of form 
making such as discussed previously. Each interface, platform, and medium structures data as a form of 
informed reality, translating coding into communicable message. What architects miss is the shift in spatial 
logic at this level and how an architecture of information emerges before the project, unless the architect is 
responsible of the actualization of data into information from one end of the origination spectrum to the 
destination spectrum. In this sense, we discussed the issues associated with data acquisition, data gathering, 
data survey in relation to its use through information visualization. This is perhaps the crisis of 
contemporary architecture and the homogenization associated by the technology of computation, giving a 
universal computational machine the power to intermediate all possible messages from origination to 
destination. 
 
The other issue is to understand that the coding through either meaningful symbolic form or signals or 
programming language are boundaries that if one works through grammatology need to be expanded in 
relation to the expansion of possibilities within a form of language such as an architecture of information, 
situated between computational symbolic language based on mathematics and electronic signals and 
architecture as a visual arts discipline.  
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2-bit cipher, Block Kojo256 wikipedia commons. Cipher Block Chaining (CDC) mode encryption, White Timberwolf, WC 2013 

 
The new commodity is data and not gold. Blockchain encryption technology671 allows users to validate data 
through information gates, securing decentralized authoritative validation.  
 
A Post canonical system (Emil Lean Post – Computability theory) is a string manipulation system applying a 
finite test set, generating a formal language. The question is the relationship between a language and how to 
transcend it as determinant content-type (type-sign), transcend the crypto sign that establishes the 
conditions and semantics of the set of characters that define the combinatory logic of the alphabet of a 
language as signs.  
 
 
Convoluted Neural Networks: Convoluted Parallel Layered Multidimensional Architecture Unified 
In AI 
One of the issues is the multiplicity that creates convolution through different means of information 
representation, from machine vision, that works on perspectival representational structures of observation 
and representation, to 2d layered image scanning, layering different means to classify and extract features, to 
process meaningfully this information to layer through symbolic computation multiple means to create 
regressions and predictions. Machine learning can separate and reintegrate information, and through 
different means, address a form of integration that can be optimized by identifying distortions. This in turn 
is also associated with the conventions in representational modes, such as perspective, layering, integration, 
and other computational means to make parallel computation become correlational-recursive.  
 
But the problem arises in the lack of relationship between cultural media criticism and computation as a 
form of representation, again disjuncting cultural disciplinary knowledge, replaced by technology as a form 
of functional knowledge. The different means to compute relationships is also based on conventional 
formulation, conventional representation, and conventional means of approximation, accentuating in the 
visual disciplines, the means of structuring information in each actualization parallel processing accentuating 

 
671 Sayantani, Basua; Marimuthu, Karuppiaha; MitaNasipurib, Anup; et all. Bio-inspired cryptosystem with DNA cryptography and neural networks 
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the conventions of the means of actualization, building up not only convolution, but structured layered 
symbolic form through conventional correlation. 
 
 

 
Kubrick, S. Hal 9000, in 2001 Space Odyssey, 1968. Single vanishing point perspective-space. Looping artificial gravitational station through 
inducing inertia. Kubrick’s Camera and Hal 9000 camera are placed in opposition through perspectival vanishing points and their displacement 
and motivation through the film, representing infinity at many levels.  

 

   
 
Kubrick, S. Hal 9000, in 2001 Space Odyssey, 1968. Neural Networks chart Fjodor van Veen 2016672  

 
While in 1968 AI was conceived in 2001 Space Odyssey by Kubrick as a superhuman, or aimed at be 
transhuman AI system that tried to manipulate behavior and induce controlling of humanity through a 
space-environment presented as a singular concentric monocular perspective as symbolic form, 
contemporary AI is the result of convolution in non supervised machine learning for feature recognition, of 
a maximum possible array of systems of information flow, recursive feedback and optimization, 
classification, perspectival machine vision, machine learning algorithms and systems, platforms, layered, 
parallel computing, ANN, and others.   

 
672 Saha, Sumit “A Comprehensive Guide to Convolutional Neural Networks”, 2018 
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Convolutional Neural Networks specific neural processing structure for deep neural network Machine 
Learning are usually applied to machine vision and data science, recognizing, classifying and extracting 
features through hidden layers and through tensor weights filters to work through symbolic computation to 
represent features optimizing the computation. Since convolution neural networks architecture depend on 
multiplicity of forms of data, information processing, platform interface actualization, computer vision, 
feature extraction through statistics curve fitting, tensor symbolic computation, ANN CNN implement a 
wide range of paradigms of data science and computation and multiple means of forms of representation, 
including visual 2D and spatial 3D. In this sense, the convolutional network integrates parallel computing 
among a diversity of means and methods, including different sometimes competing computational 
paradigms. It seems that the split between semantics and neural meta-algorithm editing is quite clear, that 
recursive parallel processing in Machine Learning opens quite an interesting statistic recursive means to self-
edit through automation algorithms by recognizing processing loops and optimizing them. If one is able to 
bypass semantic recognition for feature recognition in relation to more complex feature extraction, one 
would be able to develop an AI system capable of critical cultural conventions, rather than solidifying them 
recursively and exponentially. But independently from the shortcomings and the category classifiers and 
tagging used in the ImageNET repository as discussed, and in various forms of repositories through API, 
the notion of a neural net working through convolution is in itself one of the main issues of this thesis, and 
perhaps a means for computation to recognize the structuring of content of each interface and to go being 
linguistic, paradigms in computation relative to the different shortcomings and aim at a multidimensional 
parallel computing model that may be able to process information in a multidimensional multiparadigm way 
to overcome the deterministic approach to the different interfaces.  

If convolution is not addressed, an abstract notion of functionalist and problematically cultural sedimented 
data will over determinate the computational processing, meaning that problematic sedimented biases data 
may emerge as a result of the conventional convolution in the parallel processing. This is in addition to the 
discussed problematic cultural biases in image or word tagging categories in data repositories. So the cultural 
biases is not only external dependent on the data repository, but also in the multilayered conventional 
interfaces that translate data as information, sedimenting conventions since the interface is not being 
displaced in each neural processing. At the same time, the advantage of current machine learning is the 
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avility to retrieve information from large Big Data set repositories being feed globally and through 
networked non hierarchical organizations, therefore in order to design an AI system that activates a more 
critical understanding of such intermediation may loose the networked non hierarchical horizontal input and 
activate problematic hierarchical structured thinking. This in fact would set back non supervised machine 
learning.  

This is one of the anticipated digital strategies depicted back in 2006-2010 in the article in this thesis and the 
discussions, a layered approach to information processing from the visual disciplines, including image and 
space (Digital Signifiers discussion). The possibilities to not only recognize the structuring of information in 
relation to each interface and how this promotes a type of thinking through a language, sign, signifier and, as 
a consequence architecture typology is structured, but through layering, convolution how to overcome the 
multiple distortions to develop a more complex critical computing model that is able to recognize each time 
an actualization is active how to overcome it through a different type of computational process. In this 
sense we recognized neural networks data flow processing and computational symbolic computation, as well 
as adversarial networks in GAN as means to balance out and rule out contradictions or problems in 
automation. While these multilayered multidimensional computational environments address critical 
computational strategies based on statistic through data as well as logic through computational symbolic 
formal logic, these are means to also address a type of deep structure representational machine, in which 
perspective, parallel layers, loops among these layers and a form of formal computing based on diverse 
multidimensional representation systems can expand computation to deal with other paradigms such as the 
visual-spatial paradigm.   

AI Creativity is being developed increasingly and exponentially in these terms, through convolution and 
weighting. As we overcome systematicity through algorithms, emergence through simulation, now creativity 
is able to bring a new dimension in thinking and processing by convolution and adversarial networks that 
include diverse representational interfaces and systems as well as dimensions. In this sense, we understand 
creativity not only as a means to systematize thinking and coming up with relational emergence but also to 
be able to, through memory and associations, to cross relate new meanings, and this can only happen by 
retrieving data, information and cross relationships though a diverse set of mechanisms, and connections. 
While AI is currently struggling with easy human tasks is also expanding the means to collect and organize 
thinking through convolution beyond human capacity.  
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From landscape topography to a shell structure informed by topography. AI based computer vision. New York Institute of Technology, School 
of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : 
Brianna Lopez F2019 
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From landscape topography to a shell structure informed by topography. AI based computer vision through a weather simulation remapping as 
a feature extraction. New York Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and Design, Interscalar Fluidity, Venice Biennale Installation 
ARCH 501-502 Prof. Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa with Thesis Students : Brianna Lopez F2019 

 
 

Towards New Emergent Computational Models:  Expanding Creativity, Authorship In Ai  By 
Deconstructing Cultural Ideology 
 
What ANN needs to improve is in the referentiality of the system, the information input and disclosing how 
is actually working, since current AI research cannot really account to explain how information flow and 
feedback through ANN really works and we are aiming now a days to understand from the errors on means 
to improve them. While we move beyond the black box approach to AI we need also to deconstruct our 
cultural values reflected in the results, including the composition of the teams that enter the data validating 
their cognitive paradigms and reflecting the world as they see it.  

 

In Data Science the big problem is that we find what we are looking for, meaning the AI systems are reflecting the 
world as we see it, bringing back the issues of media determinism discussed. In this sense, we are still dealing with 
Design Authorship at the ideological level of the platform of the 2000s-2010, its design, its form and its functionality 
defined by the cultural projects by the software designers and team that created the system of signification that 
enables designers to express themselves by using these platforms, previously discussed as the relegation of design 
authorship to the software programmers that set up the range of cultural values that are entered as parameters of 
description of reality673 through digital signifiers. Even if ML is supposed to automatically develop software bypassing 
such a deterministic problem, in current AI ANN and GANs as well as ML the form of the systems, the ideology of 
data input, gathering and classification defines the problem observed and reflects the set of ideas of the people 
involved, addressing a form of determination in the structure itself (parallel processing-loop-convolution) and in the 
data fed. In this sense, the technology in its form determines reality and the people programming, formalizing and 
inputting data in the system are validating clusters and networks of knowledge674. While we confirm our assumptions 
through validation circles, algorithms are designed to measure and by measuring optimize our behavior for targeted 
consumption and our brain activity through synapsis is being modeled including the form of our brains to optimize 
this type of behavior. This mathematical arithmetic paradigm through information flows measured through 
algorithmic optimization is one type of intelligence and not all the types of cognition and intelligence out there so far 
till now. Epistemological paradigms, knowledge access, and validation (self-validation) are being structured by the 
systems of measurement projected which are reductive mathematical and reductive in terms of complexity given the 
complexity of the world as we enter everything in digital terms and we expand the systems of measurement to deal 
with more complexity and expanded systems of knowledge systems until matching other epistemology or arriving to 
parallel bifurcating epistemology that may no longer be anthropocentric but machinic oriented systemic and perhaps is 
the next step in AI, rather than replacing humans, a machine centered epistemology is rising that may or may not 
compete for human evolution but may be parallel to it.  
 
We need to not only expand cultural projects by developing new emergent technologies as forms of knowledge, 
following evolutionary theory discuss of becoming, but also to deconstruct implicit ideology in technology by 
deconstructing cultural projects, ideology, and validation cognitive means by expanding theories of knowledge 
through epistemology. We need to therefore expand our technologies as knowledge systems that actually perform by 
working out problems through cultural projects through the deconstruction of that same culture, developing loops 
and feedback between technology and culture surpassing assumptions.  

 
673 Pronin, E., Gilovich T., Ross L., "Objectivity in the eye of the beholder: Divergent perceptions of bias in self versus others", Psychological 
Review, vol. 111, 2004 pp. 781-799,  
674 De Brasi, Leandro “Citizenry Competence and Democratic Governance of Information Technologies”  IEEE Technology and Society 
Magazine, Volume 38, Issue 1, March 2019 
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In the meantime, Musk Neuralink project as brain implants are currently working on chimpanzee augmenting brain 
capacity by neurological reading and information algorithmic feedback675.  
 
The recognition of a new emergent type of parallel computation implementing both self-replicating site-
based computation that may be displaced by a computational fluid dynamic simulation that at each site may 
inform external conditionings emergent from environmental chaotic systems. At this point, an architecture 
of a displaced non determination such as site-based computation and an architecture of environments may 
through parallel processing activate a multidimensional emergent computational space-environment.  
 
 

 

 

  

 
675 Reuters Staff “ Elon Musk’s Neuralink Shows monkey with brain-chip playing videogame by thinking” in Reuters Technology News, April 
2021 
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FROM RESEARCH QUESTIONS, TO HYPOTHESIS, TO OBJECTIVES, TO RESEARCH, 
TO MEASUREMENT, TO VALIDATION: DISCUSSIONS, PREDICTIONS, CONCLUSIONS 
 
After years of working with Computer Science and Data Science applied to architecture and urbanism the 
thesis research developed two main areas of research focus in relation to the thesis hypothesis objectives. 
One was to be able to displace systems of representation, and the other, to do so in relation to their 
potential to displace spatial organization defined by these same representational systems and data gathering 
mechanisms and sources, aiming at critiquing media determinism.  
 
As discussed before in the relationship between technology and culture as well as science and culture, 
similarly to the approach and application of Computer Science that we developed in this thesis, maybe even 
ignoring or bypassing certain disciplinary issues in computation and data science relative to statistics, 
technologists and programmers run the same risk in developing platforms that replace architecture and 
urbanism. 
 
Often technologists that are not architects nor urbanist and develop technology for any discipline such as 
architecture or urbanism, running the risk of ignoring the disciplinary problems, structures and conditions as 
well as the stabilities and revolutions that each discipline may have gone through, projecting conventional 
culturally assumed notions from the outside such as, for instance that take spatial organization and ideology 
as a form of conventional wisdom. Including space making and its reference and the digital signifiers that 
stabilize space organization. This is in place of rather opening up new cultural disciplinary problems that 
may advance spatial innovation. This problem is even more problematic from a spatial representation point 
of view, since the dialectic conventional sedimented notion tends to define solely two types of 
representational methods: perspectival space or an object-based axonometric space.  
 
We are proposing an architecture of information based on interfaces, but not replacing architecture’s 
cultural project, but expanding it from within, expanding its autonomy transdisciplinarily and necessarily 
acknowledging the ideology and structure that interfaces project relative to systems of representation, 
pairing and expanding digital signifiers as projecting meaning through architecture signification, both 
indexing technology but also displacing technology from a cultural criticism, including the histories and 
theories of representation that do not normalize representation in any discipline. This expansion includes 
the actual necessity for each discipline to create its own set of conditions, ideological constructs in relation 
to computation, expanding their disciplinary knowledge in relation to representation and space definition 
through a necessary expansion of computation. 
 
This thesis proposes means to address these issues by understanding computation as a universal language 
and as a plateau across disciplines necessarily expanding disciplinary language as well as avoiding translations 
that would negatively impact conventional reductionist knowledge transfer and be able to activate unique 
disciplinary problem-based knowledge in relation to a unique technological innovation. Examples may 
include how Mies van Der Rohe understood the intimate relationship between technology and architecture 
as a form of unique expression, as well as how John Hedjuk understood that architecture can be actualized 
by new technologies of construction only through representation and that is unique to its time but relevant 
for eternity.  
 
To the original objective of displacement of a system of representation, this thesis was able to develop and 
discuss experiments in computational design, robotics and materials addressing them at many levels. The 
main most relevant one is at the level of computational design. This was done at several levels, at a 
mathematical level and at a computational level.  
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This thesis formulated a new means to understand survey, or at least to address survey as historically certain 
revolutionary architects such as Alberti, Bramante, or Palladio did by not only understanding through 
measurement their hypothesis on historically relevant architecture but developing new instruments of 
validation and prediction transforming the discipline. This thesis did and discussed experimental research on 
Big Data 3d scanning and applied this technology both to measure historical buildings and to develop 
contemporary anticipatory architecture promoting the prediction of a new type of architecture not only 
derived from the new signifier as a digital sign as it is the point in a 3d scan (point cloud) but also new 
means to address reality proposing a theory that may be useful and valid to other disciplines. 
 
While the objective was to aim at displacing a system of representation through computational design, this 
thesis discussed issues of geometry through topology in mathematics, such as a form of three dimensional 
self intersecting higher dimensional topology aimed at displacing the axis of Cartesian Space in House IIb. 
While the use of a certain type of topology does not directly assumes a degree of authorship in architecture, 
this thesis discusses how this three-fold topology can be modified and understood as to displace Cartesian 
axis determination as it was not done before. Engaging by this means a plot space of representation and not 
necessarily inventing a new topology as a relational figure, but perhaps yes its application to resolve a 
Cartesian frame. In addition, this thesis resolves in the follow up discussion on the Guggenheim Museum 
project a means to overcome the determination of the work of the proposed surface topology by expanding 
a second fold topology nested within the boy surface and addressing in a double topology means to 
overcome space and environment through displacing a multidimensional Cartesian Topology.  
 
In addition, this thesis discussed the potentiality for expanding spatial dimensions within the limitations of 
perception of three-dimensional space, exploring and discussing issues of multidimensionality. This was 
done by exploring dimensions applied to space but also data models corelating architecture space with new 
theories of the universe limited by issues of representation. This thesis presented a new anticipatory 
predictive function of architecture, to explore through issues of representation new theories of the universe 
by addressing them in terms of problems of spatial representation through the disciplinary knowledge to 
help scientific research on these issues. One of the issues identified is the necessity to explore the possibility 
of a multidimensional plot space, such as a 4d spatial plot space, instead of working and representing higher 
dimensional spaces or surfaces within a lower dimensional space-frame as is the antique Cartesian three-
dimensional space.   
 
In terms of computational design, this thesis identified the limitations and determination of reversible 
algorithms. For this purpose, this thesis investigated alternative computational methods that are non-
reversible nonlinear emergent and irreducible such as Cellular Automation, Swarm Intelligence and several 
types of AI systems through Machine Learning and ANN.  
 
This thesis met several of the objectives set out in the hypothesis, since it developed innovation at the 
computational level, and it did so at various levels, from innovation in algorithms, to the creation of new 
interface logics for a dynamic urban planning based on to Block Chain technology.  
 
It also developed innovation in software. Until the mid-2010s, software was understood as a necessary 
system to develop architecture. The problem with software is that it is itself a system that anticipates the 
problem to be developed, since software is developed anticipating the solution of a range of problems a 
priori. Task automation methods based on Artificial Intelligence through Artificial Neural Networks, 
Generative Adversarial Networks, based on Big Data acquired autonomously and automatically through 
social networks, internet networks and various types of data acquisition through Specifically developed or 
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emerging sensors composed through the activation of emerging infrastructure, are software projects that the 
thesis develops as emerging computational systems of autonomous programs that are developed in parallel 
to the identified problem and not before developing the problem. This identifies a unique representation 
problem in architecture, that of developing a representation system and tools (of lower hierarchy) as the 
problem addressed by the project is developed, addressing one of the hypotheses of the thesis, which is to 
develop systems of intrinsic and critical representation of the problem to be developed, constituting 
problem-object to be developed and systems by which these are solved at the same time in an emergent 
way. In this way, the problem of determining the representation systems that are generally a priori of the 
problem is solved. Examples of emerging software development developed and presented in this thesis are 
projects to autonomously scan New York City via social media; the proposal to the government of the city 
of New York to develop megablocks that reduce redundancy in the means of transportation and logistics 
distribution of parcel deliveries; the development of emerging programs in the simulation of data and 
environments in the city of New York based on environmental modeling and simulations that develop 
emerging readings of the city and its dynamic systems of flow of temperatures, winds, tides and other 
environmental models ; the capture, collection, processing and application of data through sentinel robots 
that autonomously search for information on the internet applied through the Application Processing 
Interface (API) in various projects; data collection and development of information repositories to train 
Neural Networks and thus develop autonomous machine learning and classification systems applied both at 
the structural architectural level and at the urban level through machine vision and other methods. 
 
The pending barrier identified by Roland Barthes who identifies language as a barrier to creativity in 
literature, and who also tries to address this thesis as a consequence of the progressive displacement of 
representation systems, is the development of a unique and specific computational language in parallel to a 
unique digital architectural language, something that no one has yet developed and on which we will 
continue to work through the automation of tasks, routines and neural networks. It seems evident that this 
thesis explores a different information-based language for architecture by approaching signifiers as a means 
to overcome them through criticism and towards a new information architecture. Even if this thesis did not 
invent entirely new algorithms, it did develop new and problem-specific algorithms and research applied 
mathematical equations to explore other means of calculating relationships beyond conventional algorithms, 
implementing site-specificity-based computation as emergent-dependent architecture in relation to previous 
states and, as an anticipatory predictive computational paradigm, the next notion of site-based computing in 
relation to emergent environmental conditions, addressing site-specificity problems at two levels, at the 
structure level deep displacing the linear logic of the algorithms implemented and at the level of architectural 
site or site specificity in relation to the environment. Regarding site specificity, this happens at two levels 
too, at the level of deep structure in relation to data collected, measurements and data processing expanding 
Data Science by developing site specific data and not as usually happens in relation to to government data 
that are based on management of the type of political and non-geographical-dependent limits, as well as in 
relation to simulations that study cities at a spatial-environmental level. 
 
This thesis developed new algorithms, it did applied research in including mathematical equations to explore 
other means to compute relationships beyond conventional algorithms, implementing site-based 
computation and as an anticipatory predictive computational paradigm the upcoming notion of site-based 
computation in relation to environmental emergent conditions. In addition, the thesis provided clues to how 
quantum computing will open up new limits in computability beyond certain contemporary limitations and 
exploring new boundaries in AI.  
 
In terms of robotic systems, this thesis discussed through diverse experimentation the possibilities for 
robotic interactive machinic systems to address problems of spatial representation by engaging directly with 
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three-dimensional Cartesian space. The robotic 3d printer is an example of the research and discussion in 
which a displacement of the conventions of 3d printing such as the 3 axes through bridges and arms 
proposes a catenary non cartesian reference system which by output proposes a non-planar scalable cable 
driven 3d printing deposition system.  
 
This displacement is also understood in terms of materials, by not only thinking on robotic materials but to 
think on materials as part of the architecture project by designing means to displace conventions. In the 
canvas scraper project discussed in this thesis, the material properties are displaced to engage with design 
issues, making the form of the project co dependent on the process and the machinic robotic system. Other 
interactive robotic systems as well as research in robotic systems to draw and build was presented and 
discussed as means to expand an architecture of information with research exploration objectives focus on 
systems of representation that are able to address spatial organization.  
  
The thesis discusses several correlational issues and with codependency and correlational scalable from 
materials to robotics, to architecture to urbanism. At the ultimate scale, this thesis presents and discusses 
means to address urbanism by displacing conventions on representation. While the use of thermodynamics 
in urbanism and architecture today is an accepted reality, this thesis presents earlier explorations dating to 
1998 in the use of fluid dynamic simulation in architecture to inform dynamic landscapes. In this sense, the 
expansion of architecture proposed to engage with space-environments is co-related by an advancement and 
displacement of a system of representation, from modeling forms and surfaces to managing energy 
addressing ecology. At the same time in urban terms, this thesis makes sense of Negroponte’s move bits not 
atoms through addressing information flows as means to develop urbanism and implementing AI systems 
recursively through RNN.  
 
While this thesis is systematic and problem driven project based, this thesis also identified limits in the 
research by addressing new systems of representation to develop architecture and urbanism. Certain 
research may be more relevant than other, but the objective of corelating scales with different aspects of 
reality, from computation, to robotics to materials and in architecture from buildings, to construction 
systems, to urbanism, this thesis both expanded architecture and urbanism relative to the hypothesis as well 
as identified limitations on them such as the determination of signifiers relative to new epistemologies in 
linguistics yet to come unless innovation happens at this level: at the signal computational level as well as at 
the cryptology level. This thesis investigated means to address new signifiers to a certain degree aiming at 
new linguistic signs. To a certain point issues of computation, new computational systems with relative 
success and demonstrations with certain limitations but that they have the capacity to be expanded and 
proven universal addressing issues of epistemology.  
 

This thesis investigated means to address new signifiers to some extent aiming at developing new linguistic 
signs both in computing and in architecture. Up to a certain point computing issues, new computational 
systems with relative success and demonstrations with certain limitations but that have the capacity to be 
extended and universally tested by addressing epistemology issues. 

The thesis not only implemented a hybrid mixed methodology with design based on scientific evidence 
through quantitative analysis, interacting critically with the humanities, also developing applied objective 
qualitative research on architecture and urban settings, with the aim of expanding dimensions in architecture 
to multiple scales and levels addressing new correlations and emerging problems between science, 
technology and culture informing each other. 
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This thesis questions whether it is possible to displace a representation system technology or develop a 
totally new representation system in order to develop disciplinary cultural innovation in architecture. The 
thesis addresses perhaps more frontally the aforementioned disjunction on the apparent opposition in the 
1970s between the thesis "Formal Basis of Modern Architecture" by Peter Eisenman (1963) understood as 
intrinsic to the discipline of architecture from a position of cultural humanist autonomy and the "Notes on 
the Synthesis of Form" by Christopher Alexander (1964) addressing systems issues on problems of 
evolution, growth, and interdisciplinary approach related to scientific knowledge based on Gregory 
Bateson's systems and information theories based on thermoregulatory feedback systems that regulate 
ecosystems or spaces through the thermostat and that were the basis of machine learning neural networks 
through feedback learning reinforcement, group theory and psychology but understood, going back to 
Eisenman, from the perspective of Panofsky's deep structure, in his critique of the means of representation 
mediatic determinism and media determinism of McLuhan perhaps in some way anticipated by Panofsky. 
Although many of the arguments seem to follow Eisenman's reference regarding his innovation in the 
techniques of representation of space that develop representation systems that problematize the stability of 
architecture, perhaps influenced by genealogies of cultural studies from the which we approach these 
problems from Palladio to Rowe, Eisenman did not approach architecture from a technological point of 
view, but rather a technical one and that he actually denied it intellectually through the Houses of Cards 
discussed above in which representation theory is so radical which is superimposed on technical 
constructions based on materials using silicones to paste planes as in a model, which was called cardboard 
architecture.  

While many other arguments seem opposite, since the reference to Christopher Alexander through an 
optimism for science and criticizing the slowness of architecture in addressing contemporary problems, 
since Alexander dismisses architecture as a language or system of meaning , while this thesis understands 
that architecture is not directly replaceable by new technologies and is also an artistic problem related to 
culture and value systems that are frequently replaced by proposing new means of making architecture 
through computing. 

Although Nicholas Negroponte addresses through the influential MIT Media Lab an architecture through 
the design of new computational systems and new robotic systems, he discards the historical and theoretical 
dimension of the discipline from outside the discipline, through a tabula rasa approach in based on a 
technological optimism that imposes it in a solely deterministic way without resolving the extent to which 
they become irrelevant over time beyond their historical value, simply replacing culture with new 
technologies that, by not innovating culturally, impoverish it, following a technocratic approach of 
architecture without questioning biases in technology or any other cultural issues. Perhaps Minsky was able 
to address in cybernetics through his linguistic approach to neural networks a socio-cultural aspect of 
technology and managed to understand the development of neural networks as not only a technological 
innovation but also an epistemological problem of language and knowledge itself. himself by understanding 
the recursive systems of learning through language despite emulating the behavior of the neural networks of 
the human brain. 

Contemporary architects are still divided on this false dichotomy without fully understanding the field 
conditions relative to a discipline that perhaps never had consistent autonomy as architecture is, versus 
replacing that declared artificial lack of autonomy with new means of addressing progress. of the science. 
This thesis aims to make sense of this difference and criticize both positions in search of a new alternative 
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axis through a mixed methodology and towards a culture-based information architecture that can address 
deeper epistemological problems in the discipline through the functional knowledge by testing them 
through technology. 

Peter Eisenman676 advocates lateness in architecture by addressing resistance to the notion of zeitgeist, or 
"spirit of the age" resisting trends as a progressive perception of time in relation to history, advocating 
deeper revolutionary means of understanding the canons within a discipline out of sync with the 
expectations and pressures of society such as the late critical interventions of Beethoven's ninth symphony 
or in architecture the out of sync exercises of representation by John Hejduk. Eisenman vindicates the 
ambiguity and fragmentation in the evolution of architectural theory, resisting any linear progress in the 
quasi-scientific cultural "advancement", as arguments that not only follow a critical distance from the object 
of study in time and space, but also address a deeper knowledge in terms of problems, solved or not, 
depending on the disciplines that have structured our society both scientifically and culturally. Eisenman 
distances himself from the mere implementation of technology, although completely separating the language 
of architecture through the representation of technology without innovating in the constructive technology 
but rather the technical representation of space, making sure not to touch problems foreign to the language 
of architecture independent of its material tectonics. 

Although this thesis criticizes such a separation between science, technology, representation and culture, 
since computing is a form of representation based on disruptive technological advance (not linear progress) 
and representation can also be understood as a form of technique based on a technology as important and at 
the same level of significance as building construction technology, this thesis pairs the architecture of 
Brunelleschi, Alberti, Palladio through problematized representation with the innovation of the tectonic 
construction systems of Le Corbusier and Mies Van Der Rohe which Eisenman rejects by not 
understanding them from the logic of reinforced concrete or steel as the only possible abstract expression of 
the epistemology of the work of Le Corbusier or Mies. For example, not only has computing not followed a 
linear evolution in terms of progress in other disciplines, such as mathematical innovation, revolutions do 
not follow a rapid technological disruptive trend, but earlier intellectual and computational methods, such as 
discoveries, sometimes they take several generations to be understood and applied, as in the case of the 
computation of the application of algebra in relation to Boolean logic and its mathematical implementation 
through Shannon's mathematical theory of communication, several decades later and although This being an 
apparently only problem of representation, it is also analogous to the technical construction problem of 
computer science in relation to transistors. If the implicit counterargument is that the exponential curve of 
Moore's law for the description and anticipation of progress relative to the economy has been useful in 
describing the progress of a number of transistors in microprocessors, this law is already limiting in 
describing the current revolution. in terms of quantum computing to which Moore's law does not apply, as 
well as advances in artificial intelligence in relation to neural networks and diversified field computing power 
and simultaneous data processing. 
 
 
From Survey To An Architecture And Urbanism Of Information 
The thesis discusses architecture construction through conventional techniques, innovating with their 
combinatory logic, its systematization and formal based procedural logic (masonry systems: bricks), and 
while conventional construction systems inform form in the history of architecture based on typological 
problems, it is time to rethink origination and reference in architecture at the level of innovation through 

 
676 Eisenman, P. and Iturbe, E. Lateness, Princeton Architectural Press, New York 2020 
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new technologies. New technologies are challenging revolutionary means of addressing reality. The thesis 
discusses how to work at this level. Instead of innovating in construction systems, new emerging 
technologies are completely displacing the references for construction. The reference to construction 
systems through materials is now seen through project-specific technologies to build. I have been 
developing and publishing innovative means to rethink construction by innovating at a machinic robotic 
level. In this sense, the cultural aspect of architecture is displaced by machinic parametric systems. 

The thesis spans across problems of representation across history of architecture and computation (analog 
and digital), focusing on the Renaissance and Baroque in Italy; and comparing issues through the Modern 
Movement and Post-war architecture. Issues of representation are focus on developed research on 
Brunelleschi, S. Serlio, A. Palladio, F. Borromini, G. Bernini and Carlo Rainaldi; A. Loos, Le Corbusier, M. 
Van Der Rohe, G. Terragni, J. Hejduk, P. Eisenman. New Big Data 3d scanning allow us to see through 
new lenses, and compare the difference between the ideally planned geometry of a floor plan and the real 
decisions of construction. An example, Borromini’s San Carlo’s church, contrasts with the reality of the 
construction of the dome above. This presents an active reading of history/theory. 3d scanning as well as 
innovation in mapping technology is also applied to urban scales to map flows in the city to then understand 
emerging patterns, programs and how new emerging social relationships can be used to inform the city.  

 
From Histories And Theories Of Representation To An Ahistoric Architecture Of Information 
The research here included spans from Perspective to Big Data focusing on the intimate interrelation 
between systems of representation and systems of construction, through a Symbolic Form methodology of 
art history, with focus on developed research on A. Lorenzetti, Tintoretto, D. Velazquez, P. Mondrian. I 
have developed research on issues of representation relating contemporary computation problems to the 
development of projective geometry and perspective in the Renaissance, including construction systems and 
in relation to computational systems and machines to draw and build. This shift is the most relevant of the 
current revolutions, to develop new means to represent reality by understanding the history of 
representation in relation to new technologies. These issues are studied through the work of: the dialectical 
relationship between Brunelleschi and his Florence Dome construction in relation to perspective’s vanishing 
point, and Alberti’s column as representation within the wall condition; the dialectical material non-material 
relationship between Bernini’s Sant Andrea Quirinale aiming for a material perfection and excess that would 
transcend materiality (from Michelangelo’s sculptures through Pietro Bernini), and Borromini’s negation of 
materiality in favor of space pulsation in San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, then synthetized in the work of 
Carlo Rainaldi in SM. Campitelli; the dialectical tension between Le Corbusier’s abstraction through the 
domino system based on reinforced concrete and Mies Van Der Rohe’s syntax al the level of a detail 
through the tectonic of steel in the Barcelona Pavilion; and the dialectical relationship between Peter 
Eisenman’s house series developing formal syntax and grammar independent from technology and 
reinforcing the conceptual over the materiality of the perceptual, and the contrasting work of Rem Koolhaas 
addressing building typologies as a consequence of technology (Venice Biennale 2014 Manifesto). 

As demonstrated in the thesis, the readings of architecture history became now open and dependent also in 
Big Data statistic survey, redefining the past and the latent histories as future constructions of architecture 
discourse. By doing so, the repository of past architecture history expands, adding insights and further 
knowledge about the past of the discipline that now becomes fluid, expansive to new readings, and dynamic. 
Through machine learning and parallel processing, these expanded repositories of data survey, expand also 
the anticipatory real time prediction of the future of the discipline, replacing theoretical speculation with 
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performative real time statistic data processing anticipation prediction loops, building up repositories and 
playing out predictions.  

Architecture Typology Displacement To An Informed Multidimensional Architecture Repository 
Of Multivalent Types 
The thesis discusses a critique of computation rooted in an actualization and critique of the Nine Square 
Grid through different projects, such as Topological surface-space, House I, IIa, IIb and a Cartesian 
Hypercube House IV. The thesis discussed how the nine square grid problem departs from critiquing the 
digital signs that represent the nine square grid, and builds up on its historic dimension, from analysis on 
Palladio, Durand, Le Corbusier, Terragni, Wittkover, Rowe, Hejduk, Eisenman, Zuliani, and others, 
bridging with contemporary discourses.  

The thesis discusses a comprehensive theory of architecture, understanding precedence and avoiding 
oppositions, thinking on continuities between Structuralism and Post-structuralism, typology and topology, 
unlike contemporary architects that jump to conclusions without knowing where certain issues come from 
and that use the latest algorithms interfaces or software exploring their ranges of possibilities, simply 
replacing architecture with them. The thesis first studies typology analyzing how the nine square grid was 
tensioned in historic examples and then learn how to critique this canonical organization through topology. 
Examples include positive and negative space made continuous through topological envelopes. These 
examples, such as the several houses included in the thesis by e-architects (House I, IIa, IIb, Hypercube) 
also critique the given architecture board-game like condition of the original exercise developed by John 
Hejduk making students develop their own set of rules by defining the matrix-like structure and its inherent 
behavior (static, elastic, repetitive, flexible, topological, heavy, light, vectorial, tectonic, etc). 

 

From Cartesian Space To Quantum Architecture 
The consideration of architecture type and typology is also discussed and expanded. As such, the discussed 
transformations of the most stable architecture organization such as the nine square grid is displaced 
through topology, for instance, displacing center periphery and inside/outside, understanding topology as a 
new form of architecture poché space. But the ultimate target for the discussing is to acknowledge means to 
relate background representational structures with the form of the foreground design. In this sense House 
IIb proposes a continuous topology displacing the three Cartesian axis, XYZ and center-periphery.  

But the thesis opens up questions to the reconsideration of Cartesian representation in computation as the 
universal assumed background space since Decartes. To do so, the thesis discusses means to expand 
dimensions in architecture design through expanding the relationships between background processing and 
foreground design, to ultimately propose new systems of representation that may also be topological. In this 
sense, the thesis also discusses the current barrier in physics relative to Quantum physics which also includes 
a new form of computation Quantum computation, displacing the binary signal processing of Boolean logic 
for blurred fuzzy logic, including intermediate states between 0-1 and 1-0 (Glossary: Quantum Physics, 
Space and reference; Quantum Computation; Entaglement).  

Current examples include the complex geometric and signal measurement to geolocate points on earth 
through satellite and to project this information in two 2D dimensional mapping projection, such as means 
to create reductive 2d geographic maps of the earth with different mapping projections than the Mercator 
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system, addressing geo-political readings and ideological distortions (Cartesian Representation in a non-
Cartesian World Space Coordinates and also Autograph Map).  

If the relationship between background structure and foreground design needs to be challenged, the 
Cartesian universal system of representation for reference and measurement needs to be displaced in 
relation to current cognitive models that aim at making sense of readings of universal laws of physics at 
smaller scales of observation. The thesis discussed partial means to address these issues, although recognizes 
that further advances in physics as well as in computation are necessary first before aiming at addressing the 
upcoming Quantum Architecture.  

The upcoming expansion of AI in architecture relative to quantum computing is the possibility to run 
simulations in a non-binary way and simultaneously, to run alternative organizational solutions, to run 
alternative routing vehicle problems in urbanism simultaneously or to run multiple simulations 
simultaneously not exclusion each other and opening up architecture and urbanism to a truly correlational 
model currently unavailable as the technology is being developed at the frontiers of computational physics. 
The projects presented here will be able to be expanded in relation to this technology addressing 
multidimensional simultaneous architecture by expanding House IIb, by developing parallel RNN scenarios 
on the vehicle routing problem in Ecoinduction III, as well as the codependence with environmental 
simulation and the diversity of simultaneously emergent paradigms by crossing both processing calculations.   

 

Structure, Form and Technology: Towards A Simulated Computation of Form and Performance 
The thesis explores relationships between a building structure, its material performance and its form finding 
mechanism based on a deep knowledge of structural typologies and computational simulation, based on the 
work of Gaudi (analog computation: Catenary Funicular of Forces), Ricolais (tensioned column), Brunel 
(inverted truss moment), Buckminster Fuller (minimal materiality as pure truthful expression of forces), 
Candela (shell concrete structures), Williams (beauty and functionalism in structures), Otto (minimal 
surfaces experimental quantitative method), Catalano (mathematical surfaces), Dieste (brick double 
curvature surfaces low tech specific formal understanding) and other architects and engineers. What this 
research aims to develop is how different architects and engineers conceptualize structural forces in their 
work, from material efficiency to discoveries in shortest paths to distribute forces to architecture 
opportunities in these efforts . The combination of this form finding method in relation to a nine square 
grid plan Cartesian organization derives in potentially interesting organizations.  

The thesis discusses means to expand Gaudi’s and Otto’s form finding analog computing experiments by 
critiquing their linear application from model to building design.  

The thesis proposes several means to bypass the linear relationship between representation, notation, 
documentation and construction in architecture. This linear relationship between study, analysis, 
representation, notation, and construction, is decomposed and re-theorized by statistic optimization and 
computational processing and thinking by addressing a non-linear fully automated recursive systems of meta 
and actualized relationships between survey and construction. These non-linear bypassing systems include 
several recursive non-linear relationships between survey, processing, actualization, optimization, survey, 
optimization, materialization, survey, optimization, construction process tool path optimization, survey, 
actualization, performance, survey optimization. As discussed in the thesis, the form in the computer can be 
actualized through a robotic system into a form in static terms, but it can also be through instead as a 
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problem of actualization, thinking computationally architecture but also expanding knowledge to include 
materiality. The Canvas scraper exhibition example and the experimental emergent metal surface by e-
Architects proposes a form in the computer interface, that informs a quite expanded material process in 
which the final result exceeds that of representation-construction.  

These non-linear processes include also the recalibration and re design of the interfaces, robotic systems and 
materials that make possible these recursive loops, increasing the level of the project to a meta parallel 
processing level which includes systems of representation and actualization, such as the interfaces 
themselves, the structure of the algorithms used and the robotic systems implemented. At an actualization 
level, it also involves the reconsideration of materiality itself, from nano-materials to bio-materials and 
composite polymers that expand reality at a material level.  

From Materiality In Architecture: To An Architecture Of Robotic Materials 
Equally to understanding structure from a set of ideas as a cultural understanding of technology, materiality 
must also engage architecture as a disciplinary discourse. Equally to understanding computation as a type of 
linguistic logic with a certain structure, we need to understand materiality in relation to architecture theory 
or the specificity of the set of ideas of how architecture understands reality. In the Modern Movement there 
is a fundamental existential difference between the abstraction of Le Corbusier’s reinforced concrete 
plasticity and expression (columns are points in space in plan), with the physical tectonic and minimal 
expression of Mies Van Der Rohe through steel (Barcelona Pavilion and Seagram Building). "Material 
Information"677 is composed of various positions in the relationship architecture-materiality within the 
emerging architecture of information. In Digital Fabrication, the interface, the machine, the 3d printer, are 
not understood as presenting deviations from the original digital model, but rather as a linear actualization 
between the digital model and its materialization, declaring at its best the resemblance between the two.  

The thesis avoids translation processes between logics and languages which loose specificity of the medium 
and the media and rethinks each instance, at a computational representational level as well as at a physical 
fabrication level in terms of concreteness (Concrete Art as opposed to abstraction in Art, the Russian 
Constructivist revolution). In this sense, materiality can be understood in different ways: materiality can be 
understood at a meta-level, can even be understood as a discipline, as a regime that defines organizations as 
is defined in the work of Ciro Najle. Materiality can be understood as minimal actualization of forces, as in 
the work of Buckminster Fuller. Materiality can be understood as the denial of forces acting within a 
material, therefore working against the linear conventional understanding of the logic of a material, as it may 
be argued in the case of the early installations work of Nader Tehrani resisting any linear relationship 
between form, structure and material actualization. Materiality can be understood as a machinic model that 
computes parametric relationships, when used to calculate relationships as it may be argued in the models of 
formal actualizations of the work of Reiser + Umemoto. Materiality can be understood as a model of 
actualization of forces represented in several mediums, as it may be argued in the work of Morphosis. 
Materiality can be worked through computer simulated algorithms, as represented forces as in the work of 
Roland Snooks. Materiality can be understood as a living, active organism, evolving, as is the human body, 
as it can be argued in the work of Philip Besley through active biologies. Materiality can be understood in 
resistance to the intuitively based conventions based on observation, as shown by Achim Menges work 
when a closer observation scale or even at a molecular level reverses the way a material works against how it 

 
677 Chapter 5 "Material Information" in Architecture In Formation, edited by Pablo Lorenzo-Eiroa and Aaron Sprecher, Routledge, London 
2013 
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was originally assumed. It is the aim to work through these issues to address material information in 
machinic processes for construction. 

In addition, research in representation, digital techniques, building technologies, digital fabrication and 
parametric construction is being discussed and implemented in this thesis. One of the groundbreaking 
research projects discussed in this thesis is the first site-specific robotic 3d printer, adaptable through a cable 
driven mechanism to any site condition. This adaptable robotic 3d printer can be set up in an in fill urban 
site being held by the two party walls without the necessity of a structure to operate as most large format 3d 
printers. We also develop innovative research with polymers to achieve 4d printing (time-based 
temperature-reactive materiality) The team worked with a polymer chemical company in Japan to be able to 
program through temperature and develop their own 3d printing filament to use in any 3d printer (including 
the site-specific developed 3d printer). A polymer can be programmed, (a programmed robotic material) to 
react at a certain temperature, for instance gaining heat through the body in a chair design and react to 
achieve a certain formal position after it has been 3d printed. The group then designed a certain way of 3d 
printing the chair to work out and anticipate through material simulation how the chair would adapt and 
deform to a certain type of body, temperature and pressure points. 

Redefining Architecture As Space-Environment 
Architecture as a discourse must now engage with space as an expanded ecological space-environment. We 
were one of the first architects to work with fluid dynamic simulation, engaging directly with the activation 
of community-based design in Latin America. Previous projects developed earlier, such as the park in 
Buenos Aires (1999-2001) and the M.Arch II thesis at Princeton (2004) anticipated the need for innovation 
in the relationship between architecture structure and a fluid environment as a socially responsible contract 
that cannot be separating any longer architecture from a conception of the environment. Through different 
research discussed,  developed a zoning for NYC in relation to environmental forces, understanding that 
social housing has been developed in low lands and flood zones, relating the environmental crisis with the 
social crisis, studied in seminars (Hurricanes Katrina, Sandy 2006-2012) and studios (F2014-F2015). This 
thesis takes this experience in Computational Fluid Dynamic simulation and uses it as a form of site-based 
computation to rethink space as environment. As discussed, the discipline shifted also from designing 
buildings to designing by managing energy and fluid processes, activating a space-environment.  

Architecture And Urbanism Of Information: Expanding Design Authorship In Informed Robotic 
Space-Environments 
The other contemporary means to understand architecture is to think architecture at a meta linguistic level, 
architecture as architecture of architectures. In this scenario, the contemporary e-Architect would be so by 
no other means than to claim design authorship at higher representational levels by engaging with 
computation. This is an earlier attempt to recognize the emergence of a new renaissance in the spread of 
computation. But, in Derrida’s terms, it seems necessary to work out an archaeology of computation, this 
time critiquing its structuralism.  

Signal symbolic controls mechanisms, Computer languages, Interfaces, software, applications, plug ins, can 
be considered proto-architectural, therefore the current revolution in architecture and urbanism is to 
recognize the design of parameters as means to develop architectures and urbanisms of information. As part 
of this scenario the architect would change its cultural role to necessarily engage with the coding of reality, 
expanding design authorship to that of computational systems and playing a more relevant cultural role 
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through the development of new technologies. This alternative solution marks the beginning of the next 
challenge: engaging with the architecture of background processing, deep computation, and big data.  

It is up to contemporary architects to take a less comfortable lead from the architects presented in the 
Archaeology of the Digital, comparable to the architects of the Renaissance, to develop an architecture of 
architectures—the systems that define buildings—and expand authorship to the conditions and parameters 
that precede architecture. 

Computation and Media As A-Historical Project  
Architecture has relegated its cultural project to technology. The design of media seems to be more relevant 
than the content-design as predicted back in 2010 as digital strategies among interfaces678679discussed in a 
recent book also by Keller Easterling680. There are several consequences and the main one relates to the role 
of the history of the discipline. Recent generations may consider architectural history irrelevant. This is quite 
verifiable in the current state of architecture discourse, where innovation is referenced by advancement over 
previous digital form generation or digital representation techniques without addressing a cultural 
displacement that would activate content in the work. The implicit condition is that computation has 
induced ahistoric architecture. If architectural canons can be related to cultural constructions that become 
active by formal logic then this implies the possibility of an incorporation and accumulation of meta-
architecture history implicit within computation. What it is implied for architecture knowledge is that if 
computation is successful in incorporating all possible strategies, techniques and philosophies of form 
making within architecture history, these would be implicit in the structuring of form programmed in the 
latest release of computer software681. This assumption is the implied fundamental that is manifested in 
current technologically informed avant-gardes: there would be no need for a historic precedent since the 
departing structure of the software would have these characteristics implicit in the interface.  

Instead of just implementing new technologies, the issue is how to identify the limit in the range of degrees 
of solutions of a system, acknowledging that there will be no solution in the system outside of its range of 
possibilities. In this scenario, in which apparently technology is leading architecture’s avant-garde, the issue 
is to take design to a deeper level addressing a change in paradigm, engaging with computer and material 
codes instead of simply using new software, or new machines to build set up by the industry, engaging with 
the structure of the new technologies that produce design by developing new technologies which themselves 
will become new parameters, and developing both software and robotic construction machines that will 
enable the possibilities of our built projects. My innovation in computation is informed by research on 
machinic systems to draw and build. This is also extended to problems of representation and computation. 
This means taking design to a deeper structural level, understanding the deterministic dimension of systems 
of representation and construction, understanding architecture at a meta-level, understanding architecture as 
the creation of new parameters. By developing and defining new technologies, as new means and categories 
to understand “drawing” and “building”, architecture can be understood as the development of productive 
interfaces, machines, and new systems that would therefore produce architecture from within and without. 
Therefore, this type of meta-architecture would define a new computation through a set of cultural projects 

 
678 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. Analog and Digital Strategies Between Interfaces, Self Published Manual, 2006 
679 Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. “Informing a Critical Autonomy into Life” in Life In Formation Proceedings of the 30th ACADIA Conference, ed. 
Sprecher, A. Yeshayahu, S. and Lorenzo-Eiroa, P. ACADIA, New York 2010 
680 Keller, Easterling Medium Design, Verso Books, 2021 
681 Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo “Form In:Form, On the Relationship Between Digital Signifiers and Formal Autonomy”, in Architecture in 
Formation, ed. Lorenzo-Eiroa, Pablo and Sprecher, Aaron, Routledge Taylor and Francis, London 2013 
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intrinsic to Architecture and Urban history as theory. In this scenario, architecture would recover a relegated 
relevance in society that instead of trying to catch up with the latest technology would be part of the set of 
revolutions that are transforming reality, from spatial representation to building construction. 

Emergent knowledge can be explored both at the level of specificity of a discipline as well as opening 
unknown territories in the expansion of trans-disciplinary questions. Rather than understanding design-
thinking as a problem-solving issue, my aim is to use design to explore questions, in line with current 
philosophical questioning of reality. New technologies, such as machinic thinking, algorithms, algorithms of 
algorithms and robotics are explored to open questions in different disciplines or in between different non-
defined disciplinary territories. As such, my interest is in opening new realities, new categories, new spatial 
dimensions, new spatial categories, and new ways of thinking and acquiring knowledge by exploring new 
means to access reality through the development of new technologies such as new systems of representation 
and new systems of fabrication. 

We are not interested in exploring the limits and possibilities of current architecture paradigms; however, I 
am interested in contributing to expanding architecture paradigms in relation to history, to question 
architecture but also the architecture of architectures, or architecture at a meta-level. To develop architecture 
machines in a literal sense that would enable and open other architectures currently impossible since they 
are repressed by the current systems of representation and construction systems that make them possible. I 
am also interested in the relevance of architecture to society, to other disciplines to represent and 
understand problems of spatial dimensionality through representation, which is currently limited by our 
Cartesian Coordinate System. One interesting conflict today, is the aim of contemporary architecture to deal 
with complex topology and multidimensionality while the measuring universal Cartesian system of reference 
and measurement remains untouched, unquestioned. For this purpose, my several projects investigate the 
possibility of relating the project’s geometric complexity to the displacement of the deep structures that 
represent such complex geometries at the representational level of the interface, displacing common 
algorithms and strategies of representation to secure a real displacement and topology at the level of the 
spatial design of the architecture. Examples of this research include our House IIB project that aims to 
construct a topology able to displace Cartesian Coordinate System. If such investigation may be relevant to 
other disciplines, then the idea would be to incur into problems of multidimensionality and information 
representation as architecture of information, meaning that to understand the architecture of representation 
when representing external trans-disciplinary content.  

Similarly, this thesis aims to apply the same reasoning to material systems and construction systems, 
recognizing their limitations, displacing its parameters, and expanding dimensions at the level of material 
systems as well as at the level of the mechanisms and systems we use to build. In machinic robotic terms, 
construction systems are limited by Cartesian axes and movement. This happens from how a machinic arm 
moves and expands dimensions in its several axes (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 + axes) as well as how a 3d printer can 
print matter at a molecular level to construct a spatial delimitation of many kinds. This is also understood as 
a problem of representation of information. One example of this research is our Site-Specific 3d printer that 
freed from a Cartesian reference frame can be adapted to existing conditions, developing a non-Cartesian 
geometry in its possible movements.  

To achieve these principles, the work of our office in moving to displace the homogenization and top down 
determination of computation in relation to architecture design. Similarly, to several of the corporate 
neoliberal models in which systems are determined by parameters set up by monopolies to control the 
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market and its outcome, computation is projecting parameters to architecture. Architecture understood as 
an artistic technological synthesis is currently being displaced by the capitalism responsible for separating 
structural space from the image-envelope of a building coordinated with marketing strategies. As a result, 
the architect is more and more constraint to design enclosures and to be separated from structural decisions, 
including programming which determinate in many cases the structural design.  

Commonly, representational strategies such as software, interfaces and programs as well as robotic systems 
and materials are designed and determined a priori of a project by robotic designers, chemical laboratories 
and construction companies as well as software designers.  In this scenario, the architect must struggle to get 
involved within the logic of a given system and then come up with an ideal optimization of such 
predetermined system to arrive to a better possible design within the range of possibilities of the given set 
parameters. To invert this problematic constraint given by computation, our research is aiming to develop 
project specific materials, project specific representation interfaces, programs and software and project 
specific, site specific robotic machinic construction systems. 

Media communications have advanced a sensibility and education based on the understanding of a visual 
logic that was highly beneficial to architecture - a visual arts discipline based on formal logic. Media has 
separated visual appeal and affection from the underlying protocols engineered to manipulate mass 
behavior. Therefore the visual is no longer a paradigm for reference, as underlying codes have now become 
referential. Instead of replacing visual logic for a new relational logic, an alternative axis must depart from 
understanding of critical relationships across perceptual structures and deeper conceptual structures. Late 
post-structuralist tendencies have progressively hidden conceptual structures in favor of perceptual 
structures rather than focusing on syntactical organizational problems that investigate alternative 
displacements of disciplinary fundamentals. Disciplinary fundamentals of architecture including both 
representational structures and syntactical structures that organize space must be acknowledged and then 
displaced.  If architects do not recognize the underlying logic of the interfaces and displace the given source 
codes of algorithms to create their own, their work is trapped by a predetermined set of ideas, cultural 
projections and aesthetic agendas contained within those interfaces. Similarly at the architectural level of the 
project, if architects do not displace the logic of systems from which they work, and further do not 
recognize implicit emerging spatial typologies or underlying relational structures, their work becomes 
trapped by predetermination.  

However, before explaining this new structuralist movement promoted by information technologies, it is 
interesting to first question its emergence relative to a historical cycle. It seems necessary to critique the 
historical cyclical pendulum between contrasted positions predestined to continuously renew the discipline. 
Any reactionary force is equally problematic and presents a temporary balance without critiquing the 
problems that provoked such reaction. The content and structure of this book addresses a criticism of this 
historical cultural cyclical reaction. Therefore, this emerging new structuralism is understood as a revolution, 
but is also aimed to attack deeper levels of this assumed historical process. 

In computation, an a-historical project would be the activation and critique of the fact that computation, 
software, and interfaces are part of cultural revolutions, not simply part of linear technological progress. In 
this sense, implicit in each way of representing reality there would be a means of constructing geometry, of 
indexing form, of developing meta-data relationships, and of representing space, and of multiple cross-
relationships between the history of architecture and the history of computation. In this a-historical project, 
every software release also advances previous references, not simply replacing history as in the tabula-rasa of 
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its structuralism, but building up references in its deeper structure. Recognizing this embedded history 
necessarily activates a theoretical-historiographic project in computation – one that is based on a structural 
understanding of history.     

Today, within architecture, an expansion of authorship necessarily resides in the creation of new media, new 
technologies, and a new level of computation – including new algorithms. But, rather than working through 
a historical palimpsest, the agency of the architect is now measured through multidimensional fields of 
diverse instabilities, agencies, and authorships, each consisting of different spans, depths, and dimensions. 
Perhaps the agency of the architect may only be reactivated by directly engaging these fields through the 
displacement, advancement, and expansion of this historiographic complex, an ever-expanding matrix of 
multidimensional agencies. The architect would then, from both structuralist and post-structuralist 
positions, be able to construct a more consistent, more informed field, thereby avoiding the pendulum 
reaction of one extreme or the other, and thereby critiquing any naturalization of ideology. In other words, a 
critique of the structuralism of computation depends on a whole new form of deconstruction, one that 
continuously engages with a historiographic synthesis within a continuous expansion. 

Urbanism Of Information 
The objective of the Thesis is to discuss the possibility to develop an architecture and urbanism of 
information. One ongoing project that is expected to spin out of this PhD Thesis as well as future research 
and development with professional collaboration with software developers is to develop a software platform 
that would enable designers, landscape designers, engineers and architects to design landscapes and 
buildings informed by fluid dynamic simulation actions. Most available software is designed to simulate 
environmental conditions through colors, temperature gain, wind simulation, etc, but these conditions are 
represented to visualize dynamic data but not to affect the intersecting volumes (architecture buildings), 
surfaces (ground surface) and points. The novelty of the platform is to affect a ground surface by the 
progressive action of simulated natural environmental forces, such as water runoff, erosion, sedimentation, 
wind action, etc and model within several sequential simulations the natural geological effect that can be 
comparable to the way rivers and mountains were formed but in a expedited fast time. In this sense, one 
would be able to design with the environmental actions and effects. The other use of the platform is that it 
would become a participatory interface for municipalities to work with neighboring associations to develop 
zoning and city informed decisions for urban growth and planning in relation to environmental conditions 
and emergent processes.    

One research applied to Urbanism it to optimize transportation flows to activate environmental conditions, 
for instance optimizing circulation loops in the city of New York to free areas around parks and make them 
pedestrian and more green active, to activate latent ecologies building up continuity among each other. 
Additionally, the team analysis was presented at the Department of Transportation in August of 2018 for 
optimizing delivery truck routes and loops gave as a result the current decided location for Amazon 
headquarters a public information released.  

 
CONTRIBUTION I: EXPANSION OF SPATIO-ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES, 
MEDIUMS OF REPRESENTATION AND NEW EMERGENT PARADIGMS 
This thesis discussed and concluded means to enable the expansion of new paradigms of representation and 
construction by critiquing the stability of the way information is processed, from representation through 
“drawing” to representation through “construction”. This can happen as described through an architecture 
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of information by informing information flows through interfaces, platforms and other means such as data 
acquisition and data flow, all the way to new systems of construction through robotic fabrication or urban 
regulation through interactive block chain platforms.  

This thesis identified a sequence of advancement in architecture representation, and digital signifiers 
changing the order of the Hypothesis Research Questions, addressing all Hypothesis with partial or different 
levels of results and inquiry, identifying new issues as a result of the investigation, identifying issues to 
overcome that escaped the possibility of this Thesis (discussed below), addressing shortcomings and 
impossibilities, contradictions and issues of different types and the discovered correlations and 
concatenation of objectives and partial conclusions that lead to overarching conclusions as follows: 

1- Survey Origination: Analyzing the expansion, capacities, limitations and possibilities of Survey as 
Origination of design agendas, including Data acquisition, Data mechanism, Data Survey, 
Data Ownership, Data Bias, Data Ethics expanding the notion of design to expand back 
origination to project further design agendas, including the systems of measurement that structure 
reality  
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 15 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis, and 
Objectives 2, 3, 4, 8, 15, 18, 19, 20);  

2- Analyzing Capacities, Limitations, and Boundaries in Systems of Representation  
(addressing Hypothesis Research Questions 1, RQ2 and RQ3 and resolving related Thesis 
Hypothesis and Objectives 1,5,6,7,11,12,13,14,16,17,18,20,21,22);  

3- Identifying Ranges and Limits Within Systems Of Representation  
Working with open source systems that allow the possibility to be expanded and add to (plug ins, 
add ons, recode structure, expand it) 
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 2 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 
1,5,6,7,11,12,13,14,16,17,18,20,21,22);  

4- New Algorithms, New Codes  
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 5 and RQ6, and RQ11, RQ12 and resolving related 
Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 1,2,5,6,7,11,12,13,14,16,17,18,20,21,22);  

5- Non Deterministic Computational Design, Media, Computation, Algorithms identifying AI 
as emergent parallel non-reversible irreducible site based computational processing (ML, 
ANN, RNN, parallel processing)  

6- (addressing Hypothesis Research Question 11, RQ14, RQ15 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis 
and Objectives 1,2,3,6,7,8,9,16,17,18,19,21,22); 

7- Expanding Spatial Dimensions in Systems of Representation);  
Meta algorithms working at a higher dimensional level;  
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 7 and RQ8 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis and 
Objectives 3, 5,6,7,10,11 

8- Displacing Systems of Representation;  
that have the capacity to inform new types of architecture. This sequence is related to recognizing 
ranges of actions within a system and overcoming its limitations by criticism and expansion to come 
up with; 
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 7 and RQ8 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis and 
Objectives 5,6,7,8) 

9- Developing New Systems of Representation  
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This is done by expanding dimensions within existing systems of representation and by developing 
eventually new systems of representation. In the relationship between Cartesian coordinate space 
and expanding dimensions in space-environments the thesis identified concrete means and applied 
research projects that demonstrate the capacity to expand dimensions in terms of spatial 
representation and axes, in terms of construction by expanding dimensions between representation 
and informed fabrication, and expanding dimensions at a representational level by addressing 
different types of computations. 
New systems of representation that then will loop back and themselves need to be identified, 
analyzed, expanded and displaced until the loop becomes active again of engaging into different 
micro dimensions as well as macro-meta dimensional structural levels. This is the case of the 
different computational systems described, analyzed, displaced and to be overcome. In 
computational terms, computational systems that are of reference for architecture at the level of 
spatial representation and that influence in the structure of space and the types of organizations and 
paradigms for architecture. 
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 2 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,18,19,20,21,22); 

10- New Possible Architectures of Information  
meta-architecture, transdisciplinary expansion of discipline boundaries 
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 1 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 
1-22); 

11- New Signs = New Signifiers  
(addressing Hypothesis Research Question 4 and resolving related Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 
1,2,21,22);  

12- New Thinking, New Aesthetic Values  
(a discovery of the Thesis and not much anticipated as an Hypothesis, but perhaps addressing 
Hypothesis Research Question 4, 8 and RQ15 and Objectives 21,22); 

13- New Systems of Communication, Computation, Thinking, Production, Validation; 
Block chain technology can be one of them  
(not completely achieved but an issue that emerges in the Thesis, perhaps addressing Hypothesis 
Research Question 8 and RQ15 and related Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 
1,2,3,9,12,13,15,16,17,20) 

14- New Possible Computational Languages  
Grammatology of Computation in relation to digital signifiers correlated with a grammatology of 
architecture. That have the capacity to inform typology of space, style (not as aesthetic value only 
but new linguistic order), design (non-design), paradigms; 
(partially engaged within the Thesis Research, identifying Shape Grammar as a way of engaging into 
paralanguages at MIT, and perhaps aiming at addressing them through the entire thesis by activating 
digital signifiers, displacing them and aiming at developing new electronic languages in relation to 
architecture language by displacing simultaneously both, and addressed in the Hypothesis Research 
Question 4, RQ8, RQ10, RQ11, RQ12, and RQ15 and related Thesis Hypothesis, partially resolving 
Objectives 1,2,21,22); 

15- The e-Architect  
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as an ahistorical embedded expansive system that contains possibilities and is able to inform reality 
real time acknowledging, critiquing and displacing the media and mediums through which it 
becomes active  
(addressing issues at different levels of depth and precision in all Hypothesis Research Questions 
RQ1-to RQ16 and addressing related Thesis Hypothesis and partially at multiple levels addressing 
Objectives 1-22);; 
 

Survey as Origination 
This thesis also displaces origination from the computer codes that structure geometry to the survey systems 
that gather data into information, displacing back origination to the measurement of the space-
environments, to the territories, to the way architecture history has been done reformulating architecture 
theory in relation to a revisited surveyed history. This thesis does so by identifying how architects in 
previous times have activated new means to develop architecture by reading through their own surveys 
historical buildings, the new survey not only does that by re-reading history into a futuristic theoretical 
construction redefining history as an expanded construction. It also does so by applying survey to territories 
as a construction of the frame in which architecture originates, such as Enric Miralles measurement of the 
territory with his architecture, but applies this logic to the analysis and survey of the environment, expanding 
architecture to space-environments by reading, analyzing and surveying space in terms of thermal energy 
exchange and other dynamic factors.  
 
Architecture and Urbanism of Information 
Architecture has shifted from designing buildings as objects to the design of emergent computational 
systems that inform the built environment through information flow intermediation and representation, 
from space-environments to cities to a planetary computation 
 
Authorship In AI Architecture and Urbanism 
In Computation, since the system is always designed in advance of the problem to address in the use of the 
system, it activates a structuralism. This implies that the structure is before the content. Therefore the 
structure will always be referential and overweight content. In the presented projects, this is the task when 
exploring the different systems and technologies: to find means to activate the series of displacements in 
systems of representation that are able to overcome determination. That is the reason why we work with 
open source systems, not with software and that we develop our own systems of representation. If the 
structure prevails and the project indexes a conventional structure, the structure overweight content, and 
therefore relegates authorship to the system or structure designers. The real expansion of authorship in 
relation to computational systems is to activate the several points before, to develop new systems and 
eventually your own language so that the signifiers are able to express new content. 
  
This thesis problematized design, architecture in relation to authorship, to expand architecture to include the 
systems of representation that structure space-environments and to necessarily engage in the development 
of new signs, new signifiers and new linguistic computational systems that address architecture specificity as 
a visual arts discipline in relation to universal computation, parallel processing and multidimensional data, 
information and spatial systems of representation.  
 
Authority In Architecture And Urbanism 
Data gathering mechanisms, survey, data acquisition play a role in the origination of signs in architecture 
and infer validation, therefore the architecture of information must be able to critique conventions in 
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authority of the data being used, collected and how it has been created, to infer relationships beyond the 
biases that may emerge when problems are framed and originated, such as discussed in relation to 
government biases, private corporate biases, census, political boundaries vs geopolitical boundaries, social 
levels, research group composition developing the data acquisition, processing and information 
representation, etc.   
 
Opensource Systems 
Open source systems allow for users to expand the system itself and not to work within the limits of a 
deterministic closed proprietary software. Each expansion is build up within the mainframe until the point 
of the emergence of new systems of representation or new concepts. Open source systems have the capacity 
of being critical of their determination and boundaries, but to a certain point are not able to go beyond the 
most essential structuring of their spaces of representation, in which one would have to leave that behind 
and create a new system.  
 
Cryptography Cryptology As Computational Expansion 
New codes and new computer signs eventually must expand the basic available signs and alphabets libraries 
available to code reality, and to expand these bits and minimum entities to be able to go beyond ranges of 
possibilities 
 
Structuralism And Poststructuralism 
 
This thesis identified the problematic prescription and structure before the problem in the initial times of 
computation through linguistic theory and proposed means to understand and overcome the linear 
relationship between novelty and the critique of novelty, between the structuring of a problem and its 
criticism.  
 
Computational Theory Through Linguistic Theory 
This thesis presented computational theory integrated through linguistic theory, by identifying computation 
as a universal language and through rethinking mathematics not as a universal non-anthropocentric system 
discovered but as a symbolic system of representation that may, through linguistic theory be understood as 
symbolic representation of natural phenomena and perhaps the most abstract and complete (incomplete) of 
human systems.  
 
Several artists and literature writers identified such as the mentioned Roland Barthes, the limit of language in 
the creative act. Some even developed para-languages as means to escape the determination of language 
such as Xul Solar and Borges aiming at expanding the vocabulary and having tension with the Real Academy 
of Letters in Spain rejecting his proposed expansions and identifying a political barrier to his linguistic 
expansion.  
 
Radical computer scientists have identified sometimes through hacking, sometimes through security 
development, sometimes through data science or computer science the limits in the current systems of data 
representation and processing and proposed through open source systems new means to address them and 
bypass political barriers, structures and limitations, such as the described case of BlockChain technology.  
 
Claude Shannon understood computation as a Mathematical Theory of Communication, therefore this 
thesis understands computational technology as a form of language, therefore the architecture of 
information necessarily operates within a grammatology of digital signifiers in order to address linguistic 
theory relative to grammar in both computation and architecture.  
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Typology Through Topology 
This thesis identified the necessity to critique universal types in architecture in the creation of new types 
through not only historical sections and social economical factors and material based construction systems 
but also as a means to critique determination, absolute categories and activating a critical creative 
methodology in various steps to secure innovation at cultural and technological levels through relative 
displacement of types by activating deep representational structures.  
 
Culture And Technology 
This thesis understand architecture meaning through necessarily innovating simultaneously at both cultural 
and technological level aiming for a unique type of autonomy that may only be possible by articulating the 
two and that can happen at only one time in history, making the technology non replaceable by a new one 
unless replicating the same cultural project, such as the case of Lorenzetti’s Annunciation or Velazquez Las 
Meninas or House IIb or the several projects presented that are unique to a certain technology and process 
and that make no sense by a different technology even if more advanced, making these projects relevant in 
history, non replaceable, non deductible unique.  
 
Space Environments 
This thesis resolves the critique of Cartesian determination through spatial topology, activating multiple 
dimensional issues in a 3 axis system in House IIB, it also expands the notion of architecture space to 
address the environment, not only as an ecological concern, but also as a means to address architecture in 
terms of computational fluid dynamics, simulation and the emergence of a non linear system that is based 
on chaotic emergence, therefore displacing architecture sign to that of the conditions that an environment 
creates, displacing architecture signs from geometry to non Euclidean topology geometry, to emergent site-
based geometry, to energy systems and other processes.  
 
Expanding Dimensions Between Drawing and Building 
This thesis developed research on means to expand dimensions in architecture representation, from survey, 
to drawing to materialization. It did so by displacing the conventional notational problem of drawing in 
representation through data and information processing, understanding data gathering and information 
processing representation and intermediation as a form of architecture signification, exploring means to 
create new electronic and digital signs to drawing through different mediums developed by the architect to 
exploring intermediate dimensions between drawing, modeling as informational notation and mediation all 
the way to new systems of construction and new material systems that are not material based, but process 
based.  
 
Multidimensional Computational System  
The thesis discussed means to expand dimensions in computer representation in architecture, by intervening 
within and in between interfaces, platforms and systems, creating noise, expanding or bifurcating 
translations between systems literally through linguistic signs as information actualization, rather than 
translation.  
 
Multidimensional Physical Computational System  
The thesis identified means to expand dimensions between survey, drawing and building, by addressing 
computational 3d scanning, computational design and fabrication as means to intervene in between 
expanding problems and therefore identifying a multidimensional nonlinear means to work through 
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actualizations as a project, avoiding reversible systems, reducible systems and activating nonlinearity and 
emergent complexity.  
 
Multidimensional Physical Computational System  
The thesis worked out dynamic physical computational systems that expand dimensions in robotic axis, 
such as the presented 3d printer. This printer expands dimensions in construction activating means to 
overcome linearity between design and the design of methods that inform design. These robotic systems are 
also expanding in research by addressing emergent system and autonomous systems, such as sentinel 
computational design systems discussed that themselves using neural networks and swarm simulation seek 
and react to existing conditions. Sentinel robotic systems are themselves means to address a displacement of 
construction and fabrication in relation to robotics. 
 
Mutidimensional Material Computation System  
Materials have been also discussed not only to expand dimensions in architecture, from micro levels to 
macro behavioral levels, but also to think of them as computational systems, or robotic materials. This is a 
way to analyze materials properties and displace them in relation to computational systems of 
representation, addressing materiality as an informational process with agency. Materials that react to stimuli 
were analyzed and discussed and eventually the design of materials as a means to expand architecture is the 
current research investigation, thinking material, biomaterials, live cells as materials that can have their own 
properties, computable through DNA coding or combination to develop autonomous systems that can 
grow and evolve through computational parallel coding, processing and behavior.  
 
Correlational Site-Based Computational System  
The current thesis incorporates studies on self-replication, evolutionary systems dependent on site-based 
computation. The thesis aims at activating a new type of evolutionary computation that is efficiently able to 
self-compute relationships from its autonomous based system that is critical of its autonomy by recognizing 
emergent site-conditions that can shift due to emergent logics that by becoming a recognizable pattern can 
evolve into a formal system. In addition to research done on this type of Cellular Automation computation, 
the thesis recognizes this computation as critical of linear recursive and deterministic computation that can 
be reversible and reducible, by identifying CA as non-reversible, non-reducible, emergent complex as 
Stephen Wolfram declared, but that through computational fluid dynamic simulation enter in real 
confluence with external site-based emergent systems that are able to inform at each chaotic state a new co-
relationship between parallel emergent site-based simulations, by integrating and deviating both internally 
and externally into an emergent site-based-environmental-based confluence-based non deterministic parallel 
correlational computational system.  

Parallel Processing As Computational System  
Parallel processing is in itself a computational structure that can be understood as critical of linear, 
bifurcating computational structures, such as bifurcating recursive algorithms. Parallel processing and also 
convolutional neural networks offer a means to address recursiveness by optimizing algorithms through 
parallel processing, as previously explained, but themselves offering a displacement of conventional 
computational structures by not only bifurcating, but recursive parallel bifurcation through stacked layers. 
This allows for machine learning, by identifying how algorithms can self-optimize by finding common 
informational flows and making them more efficient as well as self-editing algorithm or meta-algorithms.  

AI Parallel Processing As Multidimensional Computational System  
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AI parallel processing also offers a multidimensional processing structure, in which parallel, correlational, 
bifurcating, integrated, layered, perspectival (machine vision, 3d scanning, others) are applied in parallel and 
that can be integrated and bifurcated back again.  
 
AI Parallel Processing As Convolutional Computational System  
AI parallel processing may also offer a convolutional computational system that by itself may layer parallel 
and even contradictory representational systems elevating dimensions or reducing them by convolution, by 
for instance stacking perspectival machine vision through 3d scanning; then parallel 2d parallel 
computational processing by feature extraction of produced 2d images, layered processing of repositories of 
2d stacked images; classification and regression; parallel processing; and other gated computational types.  
 

AI Parallel Processing As Computational System  
The current boundary is how AI ML ANN systems may enable new means for parallel processing to 
displace conventions in systems of representation, so that conventional semantic feature recognition and 
segmentation do not consolidate cultural projects to a reductionist approach and or a conventionalization of 
society. In addition, the challenge is through the displacement of these systems that one can aim for a 
truthful comprehensive expansion of artistic language as a political criticism of society as well as the real 
innovation in current means of representation. This innovation should carry simultaneously multiple levels 
and dimensions, from deep structures such as meta-algorithm in parallel processing (ANN) to new 
aesthetics as critique of sedimented social values. New aesthetics would emerge out of identifying these 
problems and building new lenses that as political constructions may open up other possibilities instead of 
solidifying conventions. These would become not only aesthetic constructions, but new linguistic apparatus 
for addressing reality, all the way from cryptography decoding reality in terms of new computational 
signifiers to the production of new imaginary and expansion of new sensorial constructions. This would also 
engage in new dimensions in architecture space, engaging with spaces that go beyond 3 dimensions, by 
engaging with an expanded augmented reality, but also transforming the reference systems of spatial 
representation to engage with space-environments and also quantum physics crossing scales and 
relationships between nano-levels of observations to universal levels of observation. 

e-Architects: Towards An Autonomous Self Regulating Spatio-Environmental Engine 
Computational Architecture 
Lastly, this thesis recognizes the emergence of the e-Architect, the meta-architect that is able to expand and 
address architecture at a higher dimensional level by developing architecture systems as architecture, of the 
architecture of information.  

e-Architects: Towards And A New Computational-Architectural Language 
A new computational architecture-based language through a new formal logico centric system that rules out 
ambiguity in architecture is still in the making and is current foreseeable barrier in architecture and 
urbanism. This new language as a new system to bridge problematic relationships between architecture as a 
language with its own sets of signifiers and computation as a language that also has a separate independent 
set of signifiers. Because in the last 70 years or so architecture has been incorporating digital signifiers 
replacing its disciplinary history and therefore producing an expansion of the discipline in terms of a 
transdicipline, architecture still needs to develop its own set of signifiers in relation to computation, the 
same way that Pascal, Leibniz, Gödel, Wittgenstein, Shannon, Weiner, Minsky did on the multiple 
relationships between linguistics, mathematics, geometry, formal systems, and the automation of thinking 
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and communication.  This can only happen through a new cryptography, a new set of electronic-
microcontroller signals, new signifiers and new computational parallel processing structure that is able to 
avoid convolution and discretely able to index the multiple visual-coding interfaces that structure 
processing, to develop a new computational architecture language. The signs would have to be displaced, 
deconstructed and new ones created in order to creatively activate a meaningful content within the new 
territory of an emergent automated language. This thesis aims at enabling opportunities to open up the 
emergent conditions for this to happen.  

ARCHITECTURE AND COMPUTATION: ISSUES TO IDENTIFY AND OVERCOME 
While we identified means to address certain issues through computation, there are certain problems that 
are not solvable yet, such as: 
 

Computer Representation 
 
-Data classification problem, categories, cultural and social bias, survey team conformation and 
diversity 
-Problem solving and not questioning problem data classification, or addressing the questions being 
ask as the problem itself 
-Machine Learning, Numeric Validation Feature Extraction to curve fitting: continuity curve? 
Formula beyond condition and prediction 
-Translation Problem between interfaces, data transfer and actualization without acknowledging the 
distortion of the medium and media.  
-Multiple systems of representation and structures without acknowledging their weighting and 
distortion: convolution 
-Machine Learning layer stacking problems, layering, distortion, convolution 
-Signifier’s issue is left aside and not recognized 
-Emergent polymorphic site-dependent, problem pattern recognition dependent, simulation non 
deterministic epistemological computation through non supervised Machine Learning. 
 
 
Architecture  
-Conventions of space and geometry representation by computer programmers ignoring disciplinary 
revolutions that became canonical 
-Systematicity architecture activating Durand catalog/universal computation not able to recognize 
differences that would be able to critique universality, differences, contingencies as Palladio did. 
-Conventions of data classification in architecture, functional to AI, problematic for artistic 
disciplines, such as figure/ground, structure and displacement: stereotype, baroque architecture: 
door? Window? Ceiling? Wall? 
-Space-Environment Dimensions in architecture beyond Cartesian systems 

  

 Architecture of Information 
Organize reality real time acknowledging the structuring of systems of representation, interfaces and 
computational systems expanding dimensions incrementally between coding as background 
“drawing” and information actualizations as the parameters that inform “building” construction 
systems.  
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CONTRIBUTION II: CONCULSIONS STATEMENTS 
The Thesis Conclusions can be listed as succinct statements in relation to the Thesis Research Questions, 
The Thesis Hypothesis, The Thesis Objectives and the issues identified, issues that were not resolved and 
perhaps escape the range of the Thesis, and problems discovered that escaped what was identified in the 
Hypothesis: 

 
 Any revolutionary work of art developed its own system of representation and measurement of 

reality. Innovation in technology becomes a necessary part of any innovation in art. Then cycles of 
replicating the same system of representation as a formal method to develop art lasted differently. 
Perspective has been one of the most longer lasting systems used. 
  

 The separation of culture and technology is ideological and artificial, as any higher-level work of art 
is necessarily innovative at both cultural and technological levels to convey its message, struggling 
necessarily with conventional mediums available and needing to expand or displace and existing 
medium or system of representation. 
 

 Architecture had historically lead innovation in spatial systems of representation, such as in the 
Renaissance with Brunelleschi’s perspective. Perspective is a system still in use today, and one can 
argue that each time we use perspective to represent a building, we are borrowing from 
Brunelleschi’s cultural project, still alive and in use. Brunelleschi’s machinic system of representation 
is a methodology that is still in use today. 
 

 Contemporary architects do not much innovate in systems of spatial representation, but rather tend 
to use existing conventional systems of representation embedded in recent software release by 
software developers unaware of disciplinary revolutions, simply using them implementing 
conventions. At the most architects misuse systems of representation, rarely acknowledging them as 
predetermined structures that precede the form of a project.  
 

 The reading we discussed in this thesis of Palladio’s architecture as a systemic universal architecture 
but critical of homogenizing standardization was able to assign to details a resistance value and role 
to such homogenization, to the level of disseminating both the main object of the project as well as 
the main compositional system. We need a system of representation and an architecture of 
information that is able to work simultaneously at generic organizational levels as well as at 
individual emergent levels being able to displace such generic systems and propose other emergent 
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organizational qualities. This system would be able to be informed both from internal conditions as 
well as external conditionants.   
 

 Contemporary architects use software, rather than coding their own projects, dealing at the signal 
level with computer signifiers 
 

 Computation is a form of creating calculating relationships and cannot be equaled to mathematics, 
to linguistics, nor other existing cognitive and descripting paradigms. It is calculating relationships 
through coding instructions and orders which follow different processing structures, such as 
recursiveness, parallel processing, etc. 
 

 A computer creates a series of orders that trigger through Boolean Logic (Yes/No) electrical signals. 
Algorithms today follow Boolean Logic. 
 

 Quantum computation from quantum mechanics of von Neumann and Birkhoff of 1936 
(Eisenstein “God does not play dice” against Max Born) has resolved this problem by expanding 
Yes/No to p to a set of quantum states with probability of a lattice structure. 
 

 Cryptography is expanding to incorporate new means to code signals through cryptology problems. 
 

 Natural language as coding is expanding in multiple programming languages to incorporate new 
intuitive means to code computational relationships in emergent systems and machines, providing 
the means for an expanded universal computation.  
 

 Human memory is one of the most important functions of our brain. Current computational 
extensions such as our cell phones, social media, google search and other means are diminishing our 
memory plasticity and expansion, therefore diminishing our cognitive functions and intelligence.  
 

 The more we use computers to store, search, process, relate, and resolve problems, the more our 
brain transfers cognitive capacities in a balancing new cybernetic environment to computers.  
 

 Our brain is calculated to have multiple processing dimensions and neural connections 
approximating 10^15 or 100 trillion neural connections. Even though our brain is more powerful 
than any computer today or any interconnected network of computers, being able to process billions 
of calculations due to the number of dimensions and neural connections, current machinic power 
through Big Data survey and processing are beyond human control, manageability, validation, and 
confirmation and a machinic autonomous AI system can do evaluations, profiling, learn, predict, and 
beat any human at most tasks with ease.  
 

 The Turing Test needs to be updated since many AI systems already passed the test but there is not 
yet an autonomous thinking being, self-referential, and with consciousness. 
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 Artificial Intelligence is yet to happen and at the current speed is projected to happen around 2040 
or in 20 years from now. 

 The evolution of intelligence is emergent out of information flows. Simple information acquisition, 
and transmittal eventually creates after billions of processes intelligence and self-awareness.  
 

 Computer scientists are expecting out of billions of information flows for an event in which 
interconnected computer networks would be as multidimensional and interconnected closer to a 
human brain activity in which a self-awareness and consciousness would emerge, beginning the 
exponential growth of Artificial Intelligence and the post-human age, which according to many is 
the expected evolution of humanity as a transcendent condition of intelligence and being to expand 
to a planetary intelligence, universal intelligence and beyond.  
 

 Any discipline must today expand their field transdisciplinary, expanding their field of action to 
open up possibilities not only in collaboration through interdisciplinary but exploring new emergent 
disciplines and expanded fields yet to be discovered. 
 

 Any interdisciplinary exploration will deal with the problem of the limitations of each discipline 
expertise and means to address each field through a particular set of structures, linguistics, and other 
means. Computation as a universal language presents the means to create a common language to 
address reality across multiple fields. 
 

 Architecture should expand its disciplinary boundaries to discover emergent knowledge. 
 

 Architecture should expand its disciplinary boundaries through computational thinking, developing 
an architecture of information. 
 

 An Architecture of Information is already an ongoing process of knowledge transfer between 
architecture as a discipline of designing buildings and spaces to a discipline of designing by 
computing information flows and systems through interfaces. 
 

 Architecture as well as any discipline, in order to remain relevant, must expand their agency and 
authorship to include computational thinking, systems and forms of computation that are unique to 
each disciplinary knowledge system, or otherwise be homogenized by universal computation. 
 

 Architecture must expand design authorship to new media and new mediums.  
 

 Architecture must expand new media, including new computational structures, new interfaces, new 
software, new AI systems, new cognitive structures that address architecture, new multidimensional 
spaces to be able to expand its design authorship. 
 

 Architecture must expand new mediums to new materials, new construction systems, new robotic 
construction systems, new means to understand materiality and forces, new means of reading and 
understanding space to be able to expand its design authorship. 
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 Architecture must expand new robotic autonomous systems, new means to understand robotics new 

means to expand dimensions in robotic systems to be able to expand its design authorship. 
 

 If Architecture does not expand its design authorship to new media and new mediums, architecture 
will become irrelevant and will be replaced by the architecture that may emerge from computational 
interfaces and systems as others have been doing such as computer software designers through 
software, plug ins, interfaces, algorithms, parallel processing, ML, AI,  who will expand architecture 
through the outside of the discipline by replacing architecture cognitive system and knowledge for a 
technology that will eliminate the disciplinary knowledge as it reads and recognizes it by absorbing it 
within its system as it is able to perform its function. 
 

 Each new computational languages, computational system, algorithms, and software has a 
coordinate system that is a meta-architectural system and works differently with different spatial 
cognitive ideologies. 
 

 The latest computational language, computational system, algorithms, interface, and software 
incorporates as it expands, the different histories and theories of architecture by both replacing it 
and advancing new means of representing and dealing with space. 
 

 Computation activated an ahistorical project in architecture by replacing its histories and theories an 
incorporating them into the latest release.  
 

 Computational systems are now working real time updating their releases by performance, 
measurement, survey, profiling and optimization, therefore the notion of a computer system as a 
release is being replaced by real time computational expansion, making architecture an emergent 
computational system. 
 

 Architecture history is replaced by an informed a-historic architecture. 
 

 Architecture must expand culture, disciplinary knowledge, cognition, and its ontology by measuring 
itself with computation, by expanding design authorship through designing new systems of 
representation, new computational systems, new algorithms, new robotic systems, new autonomous 
systems, new interactivity, and new notions of materiality and therefore new notions of space-
realities.  
 

 Roland Barthes defined the limit of literature as the prescription of language. 
 

 Jorge Luis Borges with Xul Solar discussed, studied and analyzed alternative games, realities and 
languages. Xul Solar proposed and Borges discussed paralanguages. Borges developed work and 
thinking in terms of parallel alternative possible realities through literature and language, entering in 
political tension with the Royal Academy of Spain which defines through its dictionary what is 
included in the Spanish language and what it is not).  
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 Jacques Derrida declared that the relationship between the Signifier and the Signified from 

Saussure’s linguistics had to be challenged in relation to deconstructing language. Derrida declared 
that Signifiers themselves are knowledge constructors and not simply addressing the signified 
through linguistic coding, therefore language determines different realities through linguistic signs. 
 

 Each interface structures information differently and therefore the architecture project is determined 
by the reference structure. If architects do not recognize and displace referential structures, their 
work would remain within the range of possibilities of a given reference system that as a matrix will 
define not only the architecture, style, but also the notion of what is possible.  
 

 Form Follows Function; Function Follows Form; Form Follows Performance; Form Follows Media 
(The Medium is the Message); Form Follows Information. Interface = Sign = Form. Digital 
Signifiers determine architecture narrative the same way any language precedes speech.  
 

 The Architecture of Information includes the Architecture of Computation, Robotics and 
Materials thinking them as media and mediums of information actualizations states. 
 

 Data Science and Survey is defining an architecture of forensics inverting multiple notions of 
architecture and design by measurement and survey analytics, using Big Data survey and Processing 
in favor of statistic analysis. 
 

 Architecture should be redefined in terms of design. Non-Design682 implies that intuitive subjective 
cultural biases design is becoming problematic in relation to scientific evidence based thinking in 
which information and computer power outweighs intuition.  
 

 Theory is today outweighed by Big Data and evidence based scientific process, replacing theoretical 
speculation with statistics and prediction through Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. 
 

 Machine Learning as emergent software, emergent non-supervised Machine Learning able to 
develop pattern recognition through feature recognition displacing the determinism of software by 
developing software real time in relation to the structure of its system and the data fed. The data fed 
and the structure of the system would be the targets to overcome to avoid a form of data 
determinism and media determinism. By fluctuating through emergent formal data structures the 
possibility of emergent neural nets would be able to overcome determination at a meta-
computational level.  
 

 New Technologies of Survey develop new theories of reality and new theories of the subject-object 
relationship or the elimination of this difference. 
 

 
682 Agrest, Diana “Design versus Non-Design,” Oppositions 6 (Fall 1976 orig. 1974) 
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 New Technologies are new means to address reality, opening possibilities to new emergent 
disciplines. 
 

 An evidence-based architecture can be informed by scientific advancement 
 

 Architecture should not be simply replaced by advancement in science and technology but provide 
means and issues to address science and technology from its disciplinary expertise otherwise run the 
risk of becoming irrelevant. 

 Architecture must stop defining its avant-garde renewing itself cyclically by actualizing technology.  
Architecture must invert this relationship to actively inform technology from a cultural position.   
 

 Form Follows Ecology. New Computational Fluid Dynamic Simulation enabled architects to deal 
with the environmental processes as a way of designing by managing energy.  
 

 Architecture must displace its reference systems. 
 

 The implicit project in parametric variations is to resolve within relative topological displacements 
such a structural typological change that is able to critique and transcend the departing implicit or 
explicit organizational structure.  
 

 Architecture has been defined by Cartesian three-dimensional space. 
 

 Studies on topology, global coordinates, space-time fabric, quantum physics, and 
multidimensionality should now inform a new architecture reference system.  
 

 Cartesian Topologies imply means to displace Cartesian reference system. 
 

 Cartesian reference system should be also actualized in terms of quantum physics, addressing the 
change of behavior at different scales of observation. 
 

 Architecture must be able to provide innovative knowledge to other disciplines such as physics in 
being able to represent multidimensional space-environments across multiple scales of observation. 
 

 Architecture must resolve its ontology in relation to defining and expanding problems in terms of 
cultural projects, scientific projects and technological projects.  
 

 Architecture has been defined by both cultural revolutions as well as progressive technological 
advancement. 
 

 Architecture must avoid the separation of culture and technology, science or intuition, computation 
or the post-digital, since otherwise one way of the other its ontology, its being would become 
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unmotivated and rather representative of one of these issues instead of emerging from addressing 
problems between them. 

 In order to avoid any semantic representation of extrinsic content, it is imminent to activate a 
topological loop between representation and actualization, acknowledging the parameterization of 
the interfaces that striate the logic of what constitutes the work. 
 

 Emergence of a meta-architecture through the e-Architect 
 

 In order to develop a full deconstruction of architecture through grammar based on Derrida’s 
Grammatology, one needs to pair such theory of Deconstruction through a Computational 
Grammatology, correlating the displacement of digital signifiers to address the displacement of 
architecture signifiers. 
 

 A New Computational -Architecture meta-language, a new emergent post-Anthropocene 
emergent polymorphic multi-epistemological system, through a new cryptography, a new set of 
linguistic signs from architecture,  through new signal processing and parallel computational ability 
to discretely compute through emergent structures avoiding interface translation.  
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DE LA HIPÓTESIS, A LOS OBJETIVOS, LA INVESTIGACIÓN, LA 
MEDICIÓN, y VALIDACION: DISCUSIONES, PREDICCIONES, 
CONCLUSIONES 
Luego de varios años de aplicar Ciencia de Datos y Ciencias de la Computación a la arquitectura y el urbanismo, la 
tesis desarrolló dos ejes principales de foco de la investigación en relación con los objetivos de la hipótesis. Uno era 
poder desplazar los sistemas de representación computacionales y de recolección de datos, y el otro hacer esto en 
relación a desplazar así organizaciones espaciales referenciadas por estos mismos sistemas de representación y 
recopilación de datos, escapando así, o criticando el determinismo mediático. 

En las varias relaciones discutidas entre tecnología y cultura, así como también entre ciencia y cultura, la manera de 
aplicación de la ciencia de la computación que ejecutamos en esta tesis, quizás haya sido ignorando ciertos aspectos 
disciplinares en relación a la lógica de la computación y problemas de estadística en la Ciencia de Datos. Aunque del 
mismo modo, los tecnólogos, programadores y científicos corren el mismo riesgo al desarrollar plataformas 
tecnológicas, software, interfaces, representación de datos, “visualización” de datos, que sustituyen a las revoluciones 
de las historias y teorías de la arquitectura y el urbanismo por convenciones culturales problemáticas.  

Usualmente, los tecnólogos que no son arquitectos ni urbanistas y desarrollan tecnología para cualquier disciplina 
como la arquitectura o el urbanismo, corren el riesgo de ignorar las estructuras y condiciones, así como las 
estabilidades y revoluciones que cada disciplina puede haber atravesado, proyectando desde afuera nociones 
convencionales culturales como, por ejemplo, las que definen la cualidad del espacio a través de la definición de su 
medida, referencia, escala, tipo de geometría y de representación del espacio, desde la generación del tipo de espacio 
posible dentro de la plataforma de representación hasta los rangos de posibilidades donde se desarrolla la arquitectura. 
Esto incluye ideologías altamente problemáticas, arrastrando significantes digitales que estabilizan la organización 
espacial evitando problematizar su lógica generativa y de representación. Esto se da en lugar de abrir nuevos 
problemas culturales en relación con la definición del espacio. Este problema se agudiza en relación con la convención 
de la representación del espacio, que cae en dos disyuntivas: el espacio perspectivado o el espacio-objeto 
axonométrico. Lo mismo sucede con la estructura de los algoritmos que desarrollan sistemas para la arquitectura, 
desde la geometría descriptiva y proyectiva, los sistemas de representación, la topología de superficies, las simulaciones 
de todo tipo hasta el Big Data, los algoritmos de procesamiento de datos paralelos de los Neural Networks abarcando 
todo el espectro de lo que se denomina comúnmente Inteligencia Artificial.  

Proponemos así una arquitectura de la información basada en interfaces, pero no reemplazando el proyecto cultural 
de la arquitectura, sino ampliándolo desde adentro hacia afuera, ya que ha sido expandido desde afuera hacia adentro 
pero sin problematizar como esta expansión externa ha lidiado o no con las revoluciones culturales e incluso 
tecnológicas de la disciplina, de esta manera, proponiendo expandir su autonomía de manera transdisciplinar y 
reconociendo necesariamente la ideología y la estructura que las interfaces proyectan en relación con los sistemas de 
representación, apareando y expandiendo las estructuras profundas de los algoritmos en relación a los significantes 
digitales. Esto se desarrolla proyectando contenido con un significado arquitectónico cultural relevante en relación a 
las revoluciones de la disciplina, tanto indexando la tecnología como desplazando la tecnología desde una crítica 
cultural, incluidas las historias y teorías de la representación intentando no normalizar la representación en ninguna 
disciplina. Esta expansión incluye la necesidad de que cada disciplina cree su propio conjunto de condiciones, 
construcciones ideológicas ampliando conceptos de representación disciplinar y de definición de espacio en relación 
con la expansión de la computación. 

Esta tesis propone medios para abordar estos problemas mediante la comprensión de la computación como un 
lenguaje universal y como una meseta entre disciplinas que necesariamente expanden el lenguaje disciplinario y evitan 
las traducciones que impactarían negativamente en la transferencia de conocimiento reduccionista convencional y 
podrían activar conocimiento único basado en problemas disciplinarios en relación con una innovación tecnológica 
única. Ejemplos que pueden relacionarse con como Mies van Der Rohe entendió la íntima relación entre tecnología y 
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arquitectura como una forma de expresión única, o como John Hedjuk entendió que la arquitectura puede ser 
actualizada por nuevas tecnologías de construcción necesariamente incorporando sistemas de representación que son 
únicos en relación a la técnica de representación y al sistema constructivo y asimismo necesariamente únicos en 
relación a su tiempo, pero que son necesariamente relevantes para siempre, activando un conocimiento único en 
relación a los medios de representación y los medios de construcción y actualización, una lógica basada en la 
tecnología y la cultura que necesariamente innova en ambas simultáneamente. 

Con el objetivo de desplazar al sistema de representación que genera arquitectura, esta tesis pudo desarrollar y discutir 
experimentos en diseño computacional, robótica y materiales abordándolos en muchos niveles en relación a las 
convenciones de representación y de nuevas tecnologías como el Big Data en Inteligencia Artificial en relación a la 
Ciencias de la Computación y la Ciencia de Datos. El principal más relevante es a nivel de diseño computacional. Esto 
se hizo a varios niveles, a nivel matemático y a nivel computacional. Esta tesis formuló un nuevo medio para entender 
el problema del replanteo o relevamiento de datos, o al menos para abordar el replanteo como lo hicieron 
históricamente ciertos arquitectos revolucionarios como Alberti, Bramante o Palladio, no solo comprendiendo a 
través de la medición su hipótesis sobre arquitectura históricamente relevante, sino desarrollando nuevos instrumentos 
de validación y predicción transformando la disciplina. Esta tesis realizó y discutió una investigación experimental 
sobre el escaneo en tres dimensiones en base a Big Data y aplicó esta tecnología tanto para medir edificios históricos, 
edificios de valor cultural y sitios arqueológicos como para desarrollar una arquitectura anticipatoria contemporánea 
que promueva la predicción de un nuevo tipo de arquitectura, no solo derivada del nuevo significante como un signo 
digital en base al punto producto de la nube de puntos del escaneo 3d, sino también nuevos medios para abordar la 
realidad proponiendo una teoría que pueda ser de ayuda y que tenga validez para otras disciplinas. 

Si bien el objetivo era apuntar a desplazar un sistema de representación a través del diseño computacional, esta tesis 
discutió cuestiones de topología geométrica en base a la matemática como la forma de topología tri dimensional auto-
intersectada hiper-dimensional destinada a desplazar a los ejes del Espacio Cartesiano en House IIB. Mientras que el 
uso y aplicación de cierto tipo de topología desarrollada desde la matemática no asume directamente ningún grado de 
autoría en arquitectura, esta tesis discute cómo esta triple topología puede ser modificada y entendida para desplazar la 
determinación de los ejes Cartesianos como no se ha hecho antes. Comprometiendo por este medio un espacio 
argumental de representación y no necesariamente inventando una nueva topología como figura relacional, pero 
quizás sí su aplicación para resolver un marco cartesiano. Además, esta tesis resuelve en una discusión posterior el 
proyecto del Museo Guggenheim como medio para superar la determinación de la topología de la superficie propuesta 
de trabajo al expandir una topología de segundo pliegue anidada dentro de la superficie original y abordar en una 
topología doble los medios para superar el espacio y entorno a través del desplazamiento de una topología cartesiana 
multidimensional. 

Además, esta tesis discutió la potencialidad de expandir las dimensiones espaciales dentro de las limitaciones de la 
percepción del espacio tridimensional, explorando y discutiendo cuestiones de multidimensionalidad. Esto se hizo 
explorando dimensiones aplicadas al espacio, pero también modelos de datos que correlacionan el espacio de la 
arquitectura con nuevas teorías del universo limitadas por cuestiones de representación. Esta tesis presentó una nueva 
función predictiva anticipatoria de la arquitectura, para explorar a través de temas de representación nuevas teorías del 
universo abordándolas en términos de problemas de representación espacial a través del conocimiento disciplinario 
para ayudar a la investigación científica sobre estos temas. Uno de los problemas identificados es la necesidad de 
explorar la posibilidad de un espacio de ploteo multidimensional, como un espacio de ploteo espacial 4d aún no 
desarrollado, en lugar de explorar espacios multidimensionales en espacios de una dimensión más baja como lo son 
los anticuados espacios Cartesianos tridimensionales que no corresponden con la actual expansión de descripción, 
medida y teorías del espacio actual que no solo describe espacios multidimensionales paralelos sino también un 
espacio quántico. Por el momento la tesis identificó como expander las dimensiones del espacio 3d a 
multidimensional en las topologías espaciales de la House IIB y en el Guggenheim Museum y en las realidades 
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virtuales de la House IV y la instalación para la Bienal de Venecia de 2021 que intenta desplazar relaciones entre 
realidad y modelo virtual en relación a la experiencia espacial de percepción humana.  

En relación al desplazamiento de estructuras profundas, esta tesis abarco el desplazamiento de las estructuras de los 
algoritmos que determinan al diseño computacional en arquitectura y urbanismo. Estos algoritmos generalmente se 
usan de manera convencional desde el exterior de la disciplina determinando directamente un estado disciplinar pero 
sin entender cuales son las bases que desplazan de la disciplina o que directamente reemplazan estructuras 
disciplinares por estructuras mas convencionales aún que solo se ven diferente. En términos de diseño computacional, 
esta tesis identificó las limitaciones y determinación de los algoritmos reversibles, por ejemplo. Para este propósito, 
esta tesis investigó métodos computacionales alternativos que son emergentes no lineales irreversibles e irreductibles 
como Cellular Automation, Swarm Intelligence y varios tipos de sistemas de Inteligencia Artificial a través de Machine 
Learning y Artificial Neural Networks. De esta manera la tesis expande el problema de la representación a las 
estructuras profundas automáticas de determinación de la geometría y de la forma de recolección de datos.  

Generalmente arquitectos y urbanistas que no entienden los problemas de representación desde la estructura 
profunda, de la lingüística, o incluso no tienen conocimiento de los procesos de fondo relacionados con la matemática 
que se desarrolla en los algoritmos generativos o de simulación, tienden a afirmar que una simulación, por ejemplo, se 
distingue de un problema de representación al performar operaciones en lugar de “representarlas”. Si bien trabajamos 
con sistemas emergentes, sistemas matemáticos complejos, de simulación de Big Data, de visión maquínica y otros 
desarrollados en la tesis, todos de carácter performativo, los entendemos a través del determinismo mediático y el 
método de estructura profunda de Panofsky ya descripto y discutido. Por lo que estas cuestiones no escapan a los 
problemas de representación al ser performativos dentro de una plataforma, software o interface que separa al hecho 
de su estado presentándolo como real performativo pero a través de sistemas de generación analógicas y/o digitales 
que representan y transforman datos constantemente.  

Esta tesis cumplió con varios de los objetivos planteados en la hipótesis, ya que desarrolló innovación a nivel 
computacional, y lo hizo a varios niveles, desde innovación en algoritmos, hasta en relación a la creación de nuevas 
lógicas de interfaces para un urbanismo dinámico en base a tecnología Block Chain. También desarrolló innovación en 
software. Hasta los mediados de los 2010, se entendía al software como sistema necesario para desarrollar arquitectura. 
El problema del software es que en si mismo es un sistema que anticipa al problema a desarrollar, ya que los software 
se desarrollan anticipando la solución de un tipo de rango de problemas a priori. Los métodos de automatización de 
tareas en base a Inteligencia Artificial a través de Artificial Neural Networks, Generative Adversarial Networks, en base 
a Big Data adquiridos autónomamente y automáticamente a través de redes sociales, redes de internet y varios tipos de 
adquisición de datos a través de sensores desarrollados específicamente o emergentes compuestos a través de la 
activación de infraestructura emergente, son proyectos de software que la tesis desarrollan como sistemas emergentes 
computacionales de programas autónomos que se desarrollan en paralelo al problema identificado y no antes de 
desarrollar el problema. Esto identifica un problema de representación único en arquitectura, el de desarrollar un sistema 
de representación y herramientas (de jerarquía mas bajas) a medida que se desarrolla el problema abordado por el 
proyecto, abordando una de las hipótesis de la tesis, que es desarrollar sistemas de representación intrinsicos y críticos 
del problema a desarrollar, constituyendo problema-objecto a desarrollar y sistemas por los cuales estos se resuelven al 
mismo tiempo de manera emergente. De esta manera se resuelve el problema de determinación de los sistemas de 
representación que en general son a priori del problema. Ejemplos del desarrollo de software emergente desarrollados 
y presentados en esta tesis son los proyectos para escanear autónomamente a New York City a través de medios de 
redes sociales; la propuesta al gobierno de la ciudad de New York para desarrollar megabloques que reduzcan la 
redundancia en los medios de transporte y de distribución logística de entregas de parcelas; el desarrollo de programas 
emergentes en la simulación de datos y medio ambientes en la ciudad de New York en base a modelados y simulaciones 
medioambientales que desarrollan lecturas emergentes de la ciudad y sus sistemas dinámicos de flujo de temperaturas, 
vientos, mareas y otros modelos medio ambientales; la captura, recolección, procesamiento y aplicación de datos a través 
de robots centinelas que buscan autónomamente información en la internet aplicados a través de Aplicación Processing 
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Interface (API) en varios proyectos; la recolección de datos y desarrollo de repositorios de información para entrenar 
Neural Networks y así desarrollar sistemas autónomos de clasificación y aprendizaje autónomos maquinicos aplicados 
tanto a nivel arquitectónico estructural como a nivel urbano a través de visión maquinica y otros métodos.  

La barrera pendiente identificada por Roland Barthes que identifica al lenguaje como barrera para la creatividad en la 
literatura, y que también intenta abordar esta tesis consecuencia del desplazamiento progresivo de los sistemas de 
representación, es el desarrollo de un lenguaje computacional único y especifico en paralelo a un lenguaje arquitectónico 
digital único, algo que nadie ha desarrollado aún y en el cual continuaremos trabajando a través de la automatización de  
tareas, rutinas y redes neurales. Parece evidente que esta tesis explora un lenguaje diferente basado en la información 
para la arquitectura al abordar los significantes como medio para superarlos a través de la crítica y hacia una nueva 
arquitectura de la información. Incluso si esta tesis no inventó algoritmos completamente nuevos, aunque si desarrolló 
algoritmos nuevos y específicos al problema y la investigación aplicó ecuaciones matemáticas para explorar otros medios 
para calcular las relaciones más allá de los algoritmos convencionales, implementando la computación basada en la 
especificidad del sitio como arquitectura emergente-dependiente en relación a estados anteriores y, como un paradigma 
computacional predictivo anticipatorio, la próxima noción de la computación basada en el sitio en relación con las 
condiciones ambientales emergentes, tratando problemas de especificidad al sitio a dos niveles, a nivel de estructura 
profunda desplazando la lógica linear de los algoritmos implementados y a nivel de sitio arquitectónico o especificidad 
al sitio en relación al medio ambiental. En cuanto a la especificidad del sitio, esto sucede a dos niveles también, a nivel 
de estructura profunda en relación a los datos recolectados, mediciones y procesamiento de Datos ampliando la Ciencia 
de Datos al desarrollar datos específicos al sitio y no como generalmente sucede en relación a datos gubernamentales 
que se basan en gestiones del tipo de limites políticos y no geográfico-dependientes, como también en relación a las 
simulaciones que estudian ciudades a nivel espacial-medio ambiental.  

Al mismo tiempo la tesis identificó no solo a los algoritmos evolutivos en base a estados de sitio cambiantes como 
posibilidad de desarrollar una crítica al medio que desarrolla la arquitectura a través de algoritmos no reversibles, sino 
también identificó de la misma manera a los Neural Networks como estructuras complejas de algoritmos de calculo 
paralelo que critican la entrada de datos simple y los resultados lineares reductivos y reversibles de los algoritmos 
convencionales. Como se ha discutido en la tesis. los Neural Networks desarrollan estructuras de calculo paralelo y en 
el caso de los Generative Adversarial Networks, desarrollan cálculos paralelos en relación con el flujo de datos y su 
peso relativo a base de cómputos. Estas estructuras neurales que procesan información a través de feedback loops o 
sistemas reflexivos de retroalimentación son en si mismas críticas de los algoritmos convencionales reversibles. La 
tesis identifica y trabaja con estas estructuras complejas desarrollando arquitectura de estructura profunda no 
reversible y en base a datos reales alimentados en tiempo real, por lo que de esta manera desarrolla una critica al uso 
convencional de la representación en la arquitectura y al medio en la cual se desarrolla, actualizando necesariamente 
ambos al mismo tiempo.  

Otra critica de los medios y su estructura profunda se da al identificar al Block Chain como una tecnología posible 
para implementarse en la arquitectura y el urbanismo, creando sistemas democráticos más justos en relación la 
validación de datos y a como una ciudad pudiera crecer. Esto también sucede en relación a las estructuras en red, ya 
que la tesis discute en relación a una plataforma de urbanismo, como desarrollar una plataforma que no solo utiliza 
Internet of Things (o el Internet de las cosas) como método para diversificar la entrada de datos generalmente 
centralizada en una compañía o gobierno, sino también a través de la implementación de Block Chain como un 
sistema de validación de datos autónoma en cadena que a través de colegas profesionales acreditados como científicos 
puedan en forma de grupo validar la manera en que las ciudades pueden crecer o desalentar crecimiento para poder 
concatenar sistemas medioambientales y ecologías suprimidas por la ciudad.  

Además, la tesis proporcionó pistas sobre cómo la computación cuántica abrirá nuevos límites en la computabilidad 
más allá de ciertas limitaciones contemporáneas y explorará nuevos límites en la Inteligencia Artificial desplazando las 
estructuras profundas de los algoritmos binarios por algoritmos cuánticos que permiten calcular variaciones 
simultaneas correlativas lo que esta facilitado por ejemplo el problema del Vehicle Routing Problem o el cálculo de la 
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todas las rutas posibles de vehículos en relación a destinos para optimizar el tránsito en las ciudades de manera 
autónoma inteligente simultanea de campo y como propusimos en la tesis para apaliar el cambio climático producido 
por los edificios en las ciudades. 

Los sistemas de construcción se entienden a través de problemas de representación y actualización de la información y 
no de la manera convencional de entender a la materia como opuesta a lo digital. En este sentido la tesis discute como 
desplazar los sistemas de construcción en la arquitectura y los materiales en sí mismos, ya que también los materiales 
constituyen sistemas de representación siendo la base lógica de los sistemas de construcción material dependiente. En 
términos de sistemas de fabricación robóticos, esta tesis discutió a través de diversos experimentos las posibilidades de 
los sistemas maquínicos interactivos para abordar problemas de representación espacial al interactuar directamente 
con el espacio cartesiano tridimensional. La impresora 3D de sitio específico robótica es un ejemplo de la 
investigación y discusión en la que un desplazamiento de las convenciones de fabricación como de la impresión 3D, 
como los 3 ejes a través de puentes y brazos, propone un sistema de referencia no cartesiano de catenaria que, como 
resultado propone un cable 3D escalable a cualquier dimensión no plana a través del movimiento espacial libre de su 
sistema de deposición de material. La impresora no solo desplaza los ejes cartesianos al proponer un sistema que no 
necesita de una estructura, pero que puede adaptarse a cualquier sitio sin necesidad de una estructura tridimensional. 
De esta manera el sistema profundo de soporte, referencia y matemático de la impresora propone un sistema 
alternativo único que también construye de una manera única a través de catenarias en lugar de desplazarse 
rígidamente siguiendo el formato convencional de los brazos o puentes de las impresoras 3d. Esta impresora desplaza 
también el sistema de referencia al poder adaptarse directamente al sitio existente donde se desarrolla la arquitectura, al 
poder adaptarse a paredes existentes o estructuras existentes a través de sus cables como si fuese una araña, (Spider 3d 
Printer) en lugar de construir en fábrica, lo hace directamente en el sitio. Esta capacidad es también móvil, ya que a 
medida que la obra avanza, la araña puede cambiar de posición, escala, dimensión y adaptarse progresivamente 
incrementalmente al mismo sitio que desarrolla, haciendo una combinación entre construcción especifica al sitio y 
adaptación a las situaciones cambiantes emergentes del sitio, creciendo con la construcción, algo que nunca ha sido 
posible en arquitectura. A través de terminales robóticas de anclaje, los cables pueden cambiar de posición y 
alineamiento, permitiendo que la impresora varie su locación y configuración a medida que avanza la fabricación. De 
esta manera la flexibilidad del sistema y su configuración pueden cambiar en relación al avance de la obra, 
proponiendo un sistema de crecimiento no solo especifico al sitio original, sino también al sitio que se desarrolla, 
cambia adaptando la relación entre marco de referencia y estado del objeto en construcción habiendo dinamia la 
relación entre medio de representación y actualización.  

Los desplazamientos de estructuras profundas se extienden también a los materiales. Los materiales se entienden de 
manera robótica programable y no estática, no solo pensando en materiales robóticos que pueden reaccionar luego de 
haber sido generados en un sitio y condiciones medioambientales específicas, sino pensando en materiales como parte 
del proyecto de arquitectura mediante el diseño de medios posibles para desplazar convenciones. Se discutió como 
ciertos polímeros pueden ser programados en un laboratorio químico para poder reaccionar a ciertas condiciones de 
contexto medioambientales como ser presión, temperatura o impulso eléctrico como sucede en la silla impresa 3d en 
la tesis e-Chaise Longue. Esto prueba que las estructuras profundas, incluso las estructuras de los materiales, pueden 
ser desplazadas y transformadas si se entiende su composición química y comportamiento bajo presión o a través del 
tiempo. Esto demuestra que la metodología de desplazamiento de convenciones basada en la filosofía crítica cultural 
del deconstructivismo de Derrida, usualmente vista como muy teórica y abstracta sin aplicación concreta, puede 
aplicarse a la lógica de los materiales, algo muy efectivo y concreto, entendido también a través de sistemas de 
representación en este caso, representación de estados de fuerzas actualizadas en los materiales.   

En el proyecto de Canvas Scraper discutido en esta tesis, las propiedades del material se desplazan para relacionarse 
con cuestiones de diseño, lo que hace que la forma del proyecto sea codependiente del proceso y del sistema robótico 
mecánico, que se entiende como representación/implementación de acciones físicas en los materiales. Se presentaron 
y discutieron otros sistemas robóticos interactivos, así como la investigación en sistemas robóticos para dibujar y 
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construir, como medios para expandir una arquitectura de información con objetivos de exploración de investigación 
centrados en sistemas de representación que pueden abordar la organización espacial. 

La tesis discute varios temas correlacionales y de codependencia escalable desde materiales hasta robótica, desde 
arquitectura hasta el urbanismo. En la última escala, esta tesis presenta y discute formas de abordar el urbanismo 
desplazando las convenciones sobre la representación. Generalmente se entiende a la ciudad y su urbanismo a través 
de los edificios construidos, las calles, la infraestructura y no a través de sus ecologías artificiales. Al extender la 
metodología de los sistemas de estructura profunda de Panofsky en relación a sistemas de representación del espacio, 
esta tesis entiende al medio ambiente como extensión necesaria del espacio en la arquitectura, expandido al urbanismo 
de las ciudades en continuidad con el medio ambiente. Lo hace al representar el espacio de las ciudades a través de 
sistemas de dinámicas de flujos emergentes basados en las matemáticas de la termodinámica y no a través de la 
representación de edificios rígidos. Si bien el uso de la termodinámica en el urbanismo y la arquitectura en la 
actualidad es una realidad aceptada, esta tesis presenta exploraciones anteriores que datan de 1998 en el uso de la 
simulación dinámica de fluidos en la arquitectura para informar paisajes dinámicos, una investigación única, creativa y 
avanzada a su tiempo. En este sentido, la expansión de la arquitectura propuesta para comprometerse con los 
espacios-ambientes está correlacionada por un avance y desplazamiento de un sistema de representación, desde el 
modelado de formas y superficies hasta el manejo de la energía abordando la ecología.  

Al mismo tiempo, en términos urbanos, esta tesis da sentido a la propuesta de Negroponte de mover bits y no 
átomos, al abordar los flujos de información como medios para desarrollar el urbanismo para transformar a la ciudad 
en tiempo real e implementar sistemas de Inteligencia Artificial recursivamente a través de redes neurales artificiales 
recursivas (RNN). 

Si bien esta tesis está basada en la demostración o refutación de las hipótesis en base a proyectos aplicados basado en 
problemas específicos, esta tesis también identificó límites en la investigación de otro tipo mas allá de proyectos en 
concreto. Uno de ellos es el problema del lenguaje computacional y arquitectónico en relación a nuevos sistemas de 
representación para desarrollar la arquitectura y el urbanismo, que identifica como se codifican los datos, como se 
procesan y como se comunican a varios niveles. El objetivo de correlacionar problemas a varias escalas de 
observación con diferentes maneras de entender a la realidad, desde la computación hasta la robótica, los materiales y 
la arquitectura de los edificios, los sistemas de construcción y el urbanismo y el medioambiente, entiende la 
determinación de significantes en relación con las nuevas epistemologías en lingüística por devenir, y propone como 
solución a este conflicto la innovación simultánea a ambos niveles de forma correlativa: tanto en el nivel de cómputo 
de señales o signos significantes digitales como en el nivel de criptología o encriptación de datos. De esta manera 
poder sobreponer la determinación de los sistemas de representación que se da a través del desarrollo de nuevos 
significantes digitales o del desplazamiento de los dados hasta diseminar todo trazo de la estructura de referencia 
dominante.  

Esta tesis investigó medios para abordar nuevos significantes en cierta medida apuntando a desarrollar nuevos signos 
lingüísticos tanto en computación como en la arquitectura. Hasta cierto punto temas de computación, nuevos sistemas 
computacionales con relativo éxito y demostraciones con ciertas limitaciones pero que tienen la capacidad de ser 
ampliados y probados universales abordando temas de epistemología. 

La tesis no solo implementó una metodología mixta híbrida con diseño basado en evidencia científica a través del 
análisis cuantitativo, interactuando de manera crítica con las humanidades desarrollando también investigación 
cualitativa objetiva aplicada sobre arquitectura y escenarios urbanos, con el objetivo de expandir dimensiones en 
arquitectura a múltiples escalas y niveles abordando nuevas correlaciones y problemas emergentes entre la ciencia, la 
tecnología y la cultura informándose mutuamente. 

Esta tesis cuestiona si es posible desplazar una tecnología de sistema de representación o desarrollar un sistema de 
representación totalmente nuevo para poder desarrollar innovación cultural disciplinar en la arquitectura. La tesis 
aborda quizás más frontalmente la disyunción mencionada sobre la aparente oposición en la década de 1970 entre la 
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tesis “Formal Basis of Modern Architecture” de Peter Eisenman (1963) entendida como intrínseca a la disciplina de la 
arquitectura desde una posición de autonomía humanista cultural y las “Notes on the Synthesis of Form”  de Christopher 
Alexander (1964) abordando cuestiones de sistemas sobre problemas de evolución, de crecimiento, y abordaje 
interdisciplinario relativo al conocimiento científico en base a las teorías de sistemas y de información de Gregory 
Bateson basados en los sistemas termorreguladores de retroalimentación que regulas ecosistemas o espacios a través 
del termostato y que fueron la base de las redes neurales de aprendizaje automático a través del refuerzo de 
aprendizaje retroalimentado, teoría de grupos y psicología pero entendidos, volviendo a Eisenman, desde la 
perspectiva de Panofsky de estructura profunda, en su critica a los medios de representación y al determinismo 
mediático de McLuhan tal vez de algún modo anticipado por Panofsky. Si bien muchos de los argumentos parecen 
seguir la referencia de Eisenman en lo que se refiere a su innovación en la técnicas de representación del espacio que 
desarrollan sistemas de representación que problematizan la estabilidad de la arquitectura, tal vez influenciado por 
genealogías de estudios culturales desde los cuales abordamos estos problemas desde Palladio hasta Rowe, Eisenman 
no abordó la arquitectura desde un punto de vista tecnológico, sino más bien técnico y que en realidad la negó 
intelectualmente a través de Houses of Cards discutidos anteriormente en la cual la teoría de representación es tan 
radical que se sobrepone a las construcciones técnicas en base a materiales utilizando siliconas para pegar planos como 
en una maqueta, lo que se denomino arquitectura de cartón.  

Mientras que muchos otros argumentos parecen opuestos, ya que la referencia a Christopher Alexander a través de un 
optimismo por la ciencia y criticando la lentitud de la arquitectura en abordar problemas contemporáneos, ya que 
Alexander descarta a la arquitectura como un lenguaje o un sistema de significación, mientras que esta tesis entiende 
que la arquitectura no es directamente reemplazable por las nuevas tecnologías y es también un problema artístico 
relativo a la cultura y los sistemas de valores que frecuentemente son reemplazados al proponer nuevos medios de 
hacer arquitectura a través de la computación.  

Si bien Nicholas Negroponte aborda a través del influyente MIT Media Lab una arquitectura mediante el diseño de 
nuevos sistemas computacionales y nuevos sistemas robóticos, descarta la dimensión histórica y teórica de la disciplina 
desde afuera de la disciplinar, a través de un enfoque de tabula rasa en base a un optimismo tecnológico que lo 
impone de manera únicamente determinística sin resolver la medida por la cual se vuelven irrelevantes con el tiempo 
mas allá de su valor histórico reemplazando simplemente la cultura con nuevas tecnologías que al no innovar 
culturalmente la empobrecen, siguiendo un enfoque tecnocrático de la arquitectura sin cuestionar los sesgos en la 
tecnología o cualquier otro problema cultural. Quizás Minsky pudo abordar en la cibernética mediante su enfoque 
lingüístico de las redes neuronales un aspecto socio-cultural de la tecnología y logro entender al desarrollo de las redes 
neurales como no solo una innovación tecnológica sino también un problema epistemológico del lenguaje y el 
conocimiento en si mismo al entender los sistemas recursivos de aprendizaje a través del lenguaje a pesar de esta 
emulando el comportamiento de las redes neurales del cerebro humano.  

Los arquitectos contemporáneos todavía están divididos en esta falsa dicotomía sin comprender completamente las 
condiciones de campo relativas a una disciplina que quizás nunca tuvo una autonomía consistente como lo es la 
arquitectura, frente a reemplazar esa falta de autonomía declarada artificial por nuevos medios para abordar el 
progreso de la ciencia. Esta tesis tiene como objetivo dar sentido a esta diferencia y criticar ambas posiciones en busca 
de un nuevo eje alternativo a través de una metodología mixta y hacia una arquitectura de información basada en la 
cultura que pueda abordar problemas más profundos epistemológicos en la disciplina a través del conocimiento 
funcional al probarlos a través de la tecnología.  

Peter Eisenman aboga por lo tardío en la arquitectura al abordar la resistencia a la noción de zeitgeist, o "espíritu de la 
época" resistiendo las tendencias como una percepción progresiva del tiempo en relación con la historia, defendiendo 
medios revolucionarios más profundos para comprender los cánones dentro de una disciplina desincronizada de las 
expectativas y presiones de la sociedad como las tardías intervenciones críticas de la novena sinfonía de Beethoven o 
en arquitectura los ejercicios desincronizados de representación de John Hejduk. Eisenman reivindica la ambigüedad y 
la fragmentación en la evolución de la teoría de la arquitectura, resistiendo cualquier progreso lineal en el “avance” 
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cultural cuasi científico, como argumentos que no solo siguen una distancia crítica del objeto de estudio en el tiempo y 
el espacio, sino que también abordan un conocimiento más profundo en términos de problemas, resueltos o no, en 
función de las disciplinas que han estructurado nuestra sociedad tanto a nivel científico como cultural. Eisenman se 
distancia de la mera implementación de la tecnología, aunque separando por completo el lenguaje de la arquitectura a 
través de la representación de la tecnología sin innovar en lo tecnológico constructivo sino mas bien el lo técnico de 
representación del espacio asegurándose no tocar problemas ajenos al lenguaje de la arquitectura independiente de su 
tectónica material. Si bien esta tesis critica tal separación entre ciencia, tecnología, representación y cultura, ya que la 
computación es una forma de representación basada en el avance tecnológico disruptivo (no progreso lineal) y la 
representación también puede entenderse como una forma de técnica basada en una tecnología tan importante y al 
mismo nivel de significación como tecnología de construcción de edificios, esta tesis va emparejando la arquitectura 
de Brunelleschi, Alberti, Palladio a través de la representación problematizada con la innovación de los sistemas de 
construcción tectónicos de Le Corbusier y Mies Van Der Rohe los cuales Eisenman desecha al no entenderlos desde 
la lógica del hormigón armado o el acero como única expresión posible abstracta de la epistemología de la obra de Le 
Corbusier o Mies. Por ejemplo, no solo la computación no ha seguido una evolución lineal en términos de progreso 
en otras disciplinas, como la innovación matemática, las revoluciones no siguen una tendencia disruptiva tecnológica 
rápida, sino que los métodos intelectuales y de cálculo anteriores, como los descubrimientos, a veces tardan varias 
generaciones en ser realizados entendido y aplicado, como el caso de la computación de la aplicación del álgebra en 
relación con la lógica booleana y su implementación matemática a través de la teoría matemática de la comunicación 
de Shannon, varias décadas después y aunque este sea un problema aparentemente solo de representación también es 
análogo al problema constructivo técnico de la informática en relación a los transistores. Si el contraargumento 
implícito es que la curva exponencial de la ley de Moore para la descripción y anticipación del progreso relativo a la 
economía ha sido útil para describir el progreso de un número de transistores en microprocesadores, esta ley ya es 
limitante para describir la revolución actual en términos de computación cuántica a los que no se aplica la ley de 
Moore, así como avances en inteligencia artificial en relación con las redes neurales y la potencia informática 
diversificada de campo y procesamiento de datos simultáneos. 

 

Del Replanteo, El Relevamiento, Los Datos, Las Interfaces, Y La Fabricacion Y Hacia Una Arquitectura Y Urbanismo 
De La Información 
La tesis critica la típica construcción de arquitectura en base a técnicas de construcción convencionales que se 
sistematizan en relación a sistemas constructivos en base a materiales. La arquitectura de la información en cambio 
propone entender a la arquitectura a partir de sistemas de información desde su medida, el relevamiento de datos y del 
territorio-espacio donde se desarrolla, la forma de la interface, su forma digital, su forma performativa hasta su 
fabricación digital como actualización, evitando generar una dialéctica entre modelo abstracto ideal digital y modelo 
físico construido. La arquitectura actual digital esta todavía trabajando en base a dialécticas falsas entre modelo digital 
y su fabricación, ya que acomodan nuevas tecnologías de construcción robótica a modelos anticuados de entender la 
arquitectura. Desde como se entiende a la construcción en base a modelos materiales anteriores, hasta que tipo de 
robots se utilizan para fabricar, la disciplina no ha logrado hasta ahora entender la arquitectura de la información. Por 
ejemplo, los modelos de construcción se a posteriori al modelo digital, resolviendo como construir una “imagen” del 
modelo digital físicamente, somo sucede con la impresión 3d que es por eso una representación “imperfecta” a través 
de deposición de capas continuas de material fundido del modelo digital ideal. Por otro lado, pero parte del mismo 
problema ya discutido, los “brazos” robóticos son adaptaciones sin crítica alguna a la extensión antropomórfica del 
ser humano a la robótica, una forma simbólica muy representativa del problema, ya que los robots que son en si 
mismos artificiales abstractos en base a modelos de CAM y CNC discutidos no debieran ser entendidos de acuerdo a 
los límites de la referencia escala, ideología y límites físicos antropomórficos. Esto se traduce como una serie de 
representaciones simbólicas no resueltas entre modelos constructivos convencionales creados a imagen y semejanza 
del ser humano a través por ejemplo del manpuesto (ladrillo) y la ejecución maquínica de un brazo robótico que lo re-
representa.  
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La diferencia entre replanteo y relevamiento también se critica, ya que a través del escaneo 3d son simultáneas, tanto el 
registro físico como el modelo de proyección espacial. Sin embargo suceden varios tipos de traducciones, desde como 
se indexa la realidad través del laser del LiDAR en base a una perspectiva, hasta la nube de puntos generada, re 
estableciendo de manera automática una lógica cultural convencional que la arquitectura de la información debiera 
desplazar para poder desplazar al significante dado por convención tecnológica y crear un significante que sea único al 
modelo del proyecto. Por lo que desde los modelos de medida, de replanteo, de evaluación crítica a través de la 
representación del replanteo a través del relevamiento, el desarrollo de una base de datos particular y simulada en base 
a Big Data que sea proyecto-dependiente, el desarrollo de los algoritmos de generación de la forma, las interfaces y los 
modelos de simulación de geometría emergente y hasta la fabricación de la arquitectura a través de sistemas 
informáticos como lo son los robots de fabricación digital.  

Si bien la arquitectura digital actual sigue innovando con su lógica combinatoria, su sistematización y lógica 
procedimental de base formal (sistemas de albañilería: ladrillos), y si bien los sistemas constructivos convencionales 
informan la historia de la arquitectura a partir de problemas tipológicos, es hora de repensar la originación y la 
referencia en arquitectura a nivel de innovación a través de las nuevas tecnologías. Las nuevas tecnologías están 
desafiando los medios de abordar la realidad. La tesis discute cómo trabajar en este nivel, asegurando innovación a 
nivel cultural y tecnológico. En lugar de innovar en los sistemas constructivos, las nuevas tecnologías emergentes 
están desplazando por completo a los referentes para la construcción. La referencia a los sistemas constructivos a 
través de materiales ahora se ve a través de tecnologías específicas de proyecto para construir. La arquitectura de la 
información que planteamos, desarrolla medios innovadores para repensar la construcción innovando desde el 
replanteo hasta el nivel robótico maquínico, y robótico material.  

La tesis abarca problemas de representación a lo largo de la historia de la arquitectura y la computación (analógica y 
digital), centrándose en el Renacimiento y el Barroco en Italia; y confrontando temas a través del Movimiento 
Moderno y la arquitectura de la Posguerra. Los problemas de representación se centran en investigaciones 
desarrolladas sobre Brunelleschi, S. Serlio, A. Palladio, F. Borromini, G. Bernini y Carlo Rainaldi; A. Loos, Le 
Corbusier, M. Van Der Rohe, G. Terragni, J. Hejduk, P. Eisenman. El nuevo escaneo 3D de Big Data nos permite ver 
a través de nuevos lentes y desarrollar un replanteo y relevamiento que pueda así comparar la diferencia entre la 
geometría idealmente planificada de un plano de planta en relación al Renacimiento y las decisiones reales del edificio 
ya construido, estableciendo relaciones críticas entre replanteo, relevamiento, análisis crítico entre distintos planos y 
dimensiones de estudios y proyección espacial en base a distintas técnicas y modelos de representación y así no solo 
medir y proyectar una arquitectura con consistencia histórica, sino poder establecer relaciones críticas transversales 
históricas que permitan establecer modelos de validación variados en relación al objecto de estudio. De esta manera 
las distintas técnicas de representación son evaluadas en relación a su función histórica y contexto ideológico social 
cultural por lo que esa dimensión se proyecta para poder así desarrollar una metodología crítica ahistórica consistente 
correlacional y que pueda entender a la arquitectura de la información de una manera mas relevante hacia la disciplina 
y expandiéndola al mismo tiempo. El escaneo 3D, así como la innovación en la tecnología de mapeo, también se 
aplica a escalas urbanas para mapear los flujos en la ciudad para luego comprender los patrones y programas 
emergentes y cómo las nuevas relaciones sociales emergentes pueden usarse para informar a la ciudad. 

La arquitectura de la información desarrolla continuidades, ciclos reflexivos de retroalimentación entre simulaciones, 
optimizaciones y actualizaciones que evitan la dialéctica entre modelo ideal digital y modelo construido físico. Esta 
arquitectura plantea desarrollar, comprender, analizar y desplazar flujos de información entre modelo, simulación y 
actualización no lineales. La arquitectura de la información en la cual varios significantes digitales se desarrollan, 
critican, desplazan y actualizan a través de las diversas interfaces digitales y de fabricación maquínica, plantea un flujo 
informático critico continuo a través de varias interfaces, en donde la realidad del significante indexado se entiende 
como arquitectura actualizada real, criticando la noción convencional de representación y actualizando al signo a 
través de actualizaciones electrónicas performativas a nivel digital y simultáneamente a nivel físicas materiales a través 
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de actualizaciones físicas, entendiendo a la fabricación robótica como actualización de fuerzas del modelo digital que 
se actualiza en el flujo de información fluida y que se indexa a través de materiales bajo tensión.  

De Historias Y Teorías De La Representación Hacia Una Arquitectura De La Información Ahistórica  
La investigación abarcó desde la Perspectiva hasta Big Data enfocándose en la íntima interrelación entre los sistemas 
de representación y los sistemas de construcción, a través de una metodología de Forma Simbólica de la historia del 
arte de Panofsky, con enfoque en investigaciones desarrolladas sobre A. Lorenzetti, Tintoretto, D. Velazquez, P. 
Mondrian. La tesis ha desarrollado investigaciones en temas de representación relacionando los problemas de 
computación contemporáneos con el desarrollo de la geometría proyectiva y la perspectiva en el Renacimiento, 
incluyendo los sistemas constructivos y en relación con los sistemas computacionales y las máquinas para dibujar y 
construir. Este giro es el más relevante de las actuales revoluciones, desarrollar nuevos medios para representar la 
realidad mediante la comprensión de la historia de la representación en relación con las nuevas tecnologías. El 
entendimiento de la construcción como sistema de representación, se estudió a través del trabajo de Brunelleschi y la 
resolución de la problemática construcción del Duomo de Florencia en relación con el punto de fuga de sus sistema 
de representación en perspectiva entendiendo al Duomo como un problema de fuerzas infinitas de compresión en el 
óculo del duomo que se aceleran en relación al punto de fuga vertical y al entender al Duomo como sistema de 
organización urbano en contraste al urbanismo gótico, correlacionando pintura, arquitectura y urbanismo en relación a 
sistemas de representación, de fuerzas estructurales y constructivas y la organización urbana. Otro ejemplo de como 
entender a la construcción como sistema de representación lingüístico el el problema de la columna de Alberti como 
representación dentro de la condición estructural de la pared y la columna como representación gramatical lingüística 
y no portante estructural. La materialidad en si misma puede entenderse como sistema de representación al afirmarla 
como materia y a través de la perfección técnica, transcender la materialidad. Una perfección material y un exceso de 
refinamiento material logra al mismo tiempo afirmar la lógica de un material como el mármol de carrara y transcender 
la materialidad al mismo tiempo como sucede en las esculturas de Miguel Ángel y que luego continua Pietro Bernini y 
Gian Lorenzo Bernini. Otro tipo de relación entre afirmar la materialidad y al mismo tiempo negarla, sucede en la 
dialéctica entre Sant Andrea Quirinale de Bernini y San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane de Borromini que se ubican 
compitiendo entre si en la misma cuadra en Roma demostrando ideologías antitéticas estéticas y políticas de la 
representación. Mientras que Bernini hace una ostentación de la materialidad vanidosa exuberante y de exceso en 
Quirinale, relacionándose con el poder de Roma ideológica y políticamente, Borromini en contraste, niega toda 
referencia a la ostentación y hasta la materialidad a favor de la pulsación del espacio en si mismo despojado de toda 
decoración superflua, alejado del poder de Roma y en un monasterio Español de la Orden de los Trinitarios 
completando el trabajo ad honorem. Esta tensión entre materialidad y su negación continua a través de la historia 
referenciando sistemas constructivos o negándolos como es la tensión dialéctica entre la abstracción de Le Corbusier a 
través del sistema dominó, la Ville Savoye blanca pura abstracta de materialidad o, en contraste, sus construcciones 
basadas en hormigón armado de formas fluidas gracias a la técnica del hormigón armado y la sintaxis a nivel de detalle 
de Mies Van Der Rohe a través de la tectónica del acero en el Pabellón de Barcelona. Mas contemporáneamente otra  
relación dialéctica entre la serie de casas de Peter Eisenman que desarrolla una sintaxis formal y una gramática 
independientes de la tecnología y refuerza lo conceptual sobre la materialidad y lo perceptivo, y el trabajo contrastante 
de Rem Koolhaas que aborda tipologías de edificios como consecuencia de la tecnología  en su Manifiesto para de la 
Bienal de Venecia de 2014. En todos estos casos, no pudiera separarse o entenderse a la construcción 
independientemente de un sistema de representación de la realidad, tanto a nivel visual como a nivel simbólico de 
estructura profunda, demostrando una íntima relación entre la manera de entender al mundo a través de la 
representación y de re-constituirlo-construirlo a través de la construcción que no se priva de un modelo de 
representación simbolica. Esto se demuestra en la tesis, desde la relación antropomórfica del labrillo como sistema 
básico de construcción material al brazo y cuerpo humano, hasta su forma simbólica en la fabricación digital a través 
de brazos robóticos que no logran despegarse de un modelo simbólico de representación sin poder trascenderlo. La 
arquitectura de la información que planteamos desarrolla un modelo informático que entiende a la construcción como 
modelo de representación de actualización de fuerzas en relación al entendimiento de un material en tensión y así 
desarrolla continuidades entre problemas de representación en interfaces y sus respectivas actualizaciones de la 
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información en relación a las ideologías de cada una de ellas, operando reconociendo este marco como realidad única 
y evitando la traducción entre los varios formatos de representación, sino a través de ciclos reflexivos  de 
retroalimentación de manera continua sin antagonizar modelo digital con el modelo físico.  

Como se demuestra en la tesis, las lecturas de las historias y teorías de la arquitectura ahora se vuelven más abiertas y 
codependientes en relación a nuevas expansiones que producen las nuevas lecturas, por ejemplo a través del Big Data 
y los escaneos 3d laser o de fotogrametría que desarrollamos en las investigaciones, redefiniendo el pasado y las 
historias latentes como construcciones futuras del discurso de la arquitectura. Al hacerlo, los depósitos de la historia 
de la arquitectura pasada se expanden, agregando ideas y más conocimiento sobre el pasado de la disciplina que ahora 
se vuelve fluido, expansivo a nuevas lecturas y dinámico en relación las nuevas tecnologías que permiten acceder a 
nuevos espectros de la realidad. A través del aprendizaje automático y el procesamiento paralelo en redes neurales de 
aprendizaje maquínico, estos repositorios ampliados de replanteo de datos amplían también la predicción anticipada 
en tiempo real del futuro de la disciplina, reemplazando la especulación teórica con ciclos reflexivos de predicción de 
anticipación de procesamiento de datos estadísticos en tiempo real, construyendo repositorios y realizando 
predicciones al mismo tiempo. Por lo tanto expandiendo el pasado al mismo tiempo que se expande el futuro e 
informando flujos de información en tiempo real con lo que la arquitectura y el urbanismo son trasnformados a partir 
de las interfaces que los representan, desarrollando lo que denominamos arquitectura de la información. 

 

Desplazamiento De La Tipología Arquitectonica: Hacia Un Repositorio De Una Arquitectura 
Informada Multidimensional De Tipos Multivalentes 
La tesis enfoca a la computación enraizada en una actualización y crítica de la cuadrícula de nueve cuadrados en grilla 
a través de diferentes proyectos, tales como el espacio-superficie topológico de la Casa I, IIa, IIb y la Casa IV como 
Hipercubo Cartesiano. La tesis discutió cómo el problema de la cuadrícula de nueve cuadrados en grilla parte de la 
crítica de los signos digitales que representan la grilla y se basa en su dimensión histórica, a partir del análisis proto-
histórico meta-estructural que inicia Wittkower y que contiene la genealogía de Palladio, Durand, Le Corbusier, 
Terragni, Rowe, Hejduk, Eisenman, y otros arquitectos, tendiendo relaciones de sección histórica correlacionales entre 
el pasado y los discursos contemporáneos desplazados o reemplazados por nuevas tecnologías y sistemas de 
representación de la realidad. 

La tesis discute una teoría integral de la arquitectura, entendiendo la precedencia y evitando oposiciones reaccionarias 
a partir de la metodología histórica critica de la tesis-antítesis Hegeliana y evitando las fuerzas reaccionarias 
identificadas por Nietzsche, aplicando un método crítico de doble negación pensando en las continuidades entre el 
estructuralismo y el posestructuralismo, la tipología y la topología, a diferencia de los arquitectos contemporáneos que 
sacan conclusiones precipitadas sin saber de dónde provienen ciertos problemas y que utilizan las últimas interfaces de 
algoritmos o software explorando sus rangos de posibilidades, simplemente reemplazando la arquitectura con ellos.  

La tesis primero estudia la tipología analizando cómo se tensó la cuadrícula de nueve cuadrados en grilla en ejemplos 
históricos y luego aprende a criticar esta organización revolucionaria que devino en canónica a través de la topología 
espacial, negándola como meta estructural estática y convirtiéndola en dinámica a través de los signos digitales que la 
hacen posible al representarla. Los ejemplos incluyen espacios positivos y negativos que se transfiguran en continuos a 
través de envolventes topológicas que se expanden topológica y multi-dimensionalmente hasta incluir a las ecologías 
del medio ambiente, entendiendo al espacio como espacio-medio ambiente. Estos ejemplos, como las varias casas 
incluidas en la tesis de e-Architects (House I, IIa, IIb, Hypercube), también critican la condición de juego de 
arquitectura como ejercicio pedagógico desarrollado por John Hejduk y profesores de The Cooper Union, no 
solamente desarrollando dimensiones expandidas de la grilla, sino también expandiendo el ejercicio haciendo que los 
estudiantes desarrollen su propio conjunto de reglas definiendo la estructura matricial y su comportamiento inherente, 
expandiendo a toda referencia de espacio original en cuanto a su organización referencial como al sistema de 
representación que lo hace posible a nivel del signo digital, desde el punto hasta las superficies topológicas.  
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Del Espacio Cartesiano A La Arquitectura Cuántica 
La consideración del tipo y la tipología de la arquitectura también se discute y se amplía. Como tal, las 
transformaciones discutidas de las organizaciones arquitectónicas aparentemente más estables, como los son la grilla 
arquitectónica de replanteamiento o la cuadrícula de nueve cuadrados en grilla, se desplaza a través de la topología, 
definiendo topología de varias maneras, por ejemplo, desplazando desde el signo digital que origina un sistema de 
referencia espacial, como el desplazamiento topológico entre centro y la periferia, entre interior y exterior, entre 
espacio y medio ambiente, entendiendo la topología como una nueva forma de poché espacial en la cual el espacio 
negativo es también convertido en positivo y expandiendo la noción del espacio al medio ambiente. Pero el objetivo 
final de la discusión es reconocer las limitaciones de los medios de representación espacial para relacionar las 
estructuras de representación de fondo con la forma del diseño que se desarrolla en primer plano. En este sentido la 
Casa IIb propone una topología continua desplazando los tres ejes cartesianos que la hacen posible y que esta 
referencia, XYZ desplazando su espacio en relación a nuevas relaciones continuas entre centro-periferia y ejes de 
referencia y espacio contenido en esos ejes, por lo que la relación entre objeto de diseño espacia y marco de referencia 
se desplazan entre si logrando una tipología espacial única bicontinua multidimensional. 

Pero la tesis abre interrogantes a la reconsideración de la representación cartesiana en la computación como el espacio 
de fondo universal asumido desde Decartes. Para hacerlo, la tesis analiza los medios para expandir las dimensiones en 
el diseño de arquitectura mediante la expansión de las relaciones entre el procesamiento de datos de fondo a través de 
códigos lingüísticos computacionales de fondo como los algoritmos y sus estructuras de flujo de la información y el 
diseño de primer plano de frente, para finalmente proponer nuevos sistemas de representación que también pueden 
ser criticados y pasa a ser topológicos.  

En necesaria expansión y relación entre ejes de representación espacial deterministicamente cartesianos y la manera de 
entender a la red espacio-tiempo cuántica del último siglo, la tesis también discute la barrera actual en física cuántica 
que también incluye una nueva forma de computación cuántica, desplazando tanto las estructuras de fondo 
representacionales del espacio como las estructuras de información de procesamiento de datos. El procesamiento de 
señales binarias de la lógica booleana es reemplazada por la lógica difusa borrosa ambivalente, incluyendo estados 
intermedios entre 0-1 y 1 -0. Los ejemplos actuales incluyen la medición geométrica y de señales complejas para 
geolocalizar puntos en la tierra a través de satélites y proyectar esta información en dos proyecciones cartográficas 
dimensionales 2D, como medios para crear mapas geográficos 2d reductivos de la tierra con proyecciones 
cartográficas diferentes a las del sistema Mercator, abordando lecturas geopolíticas y distorsiones ideológicas como la 
Representación Cartesiana en Coordenadas Espaciales Mundiales no Cartesianas y también Mapa Autográfico. 

Si es necesario cuestionar la relación entre la estructura de fondo y el diseño de primer plano, el sistema cartesiano 
universal de representación para referencia y medición del espacio debe ser desplazado en relación con los modelos 
cognitivos actuales que tienen como objetivo dar sentido a las lecturas de las leyes universales de la física a escalas más 
pequeñas de observación. Si bien la tesis no resuelve un espacio de ploteo cuántico, se plantea su desplazamiento 
desde el nivel de signo digital hasta las posibilidades de representación espacial en base a un espacio multidimensional 
de ploteo, empezando por el ploteo en 4 dimensiones. La tesis discutió medios parciales para abordar estos 
problemas, aunque reconoce que primero se necesitan más avances en física y computación antes de apuntar a 
abordar la próxima Arquitectura Cuántica que necesariamente ampliara esta tesis en un futuro cercano. 

La próxima expansión de la Inteligencia Artificial o mas precisamente del aprendizaje maquinico o Machine Learning 
en la arquitectura en relación con la computación cuántica es la posibilidad de ejecutar simulaciones de forma no 
binaria y simultánea, para ejecutar soluciones organizacionales alternativas, para solucionar los problemas discutidos 
en base al VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem) o el problema del enrutamiento de vehículos en paralelo en urbanismo 
simultáneamente o, en relación a los ciclos de retroalimentación continua de procesamiento de datos en paralelo la 
posibilidad de ejecutar múltiples simulaciones simultáneamente sin exclusión de cada una, sin capas jerárquicas, 
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abriendo la arquitectura y el urbanismo a un modelo verdaderamente correlacional que actualmente no está disponible 
ya que la tecnología se está desarrollando en las fronteras de la física computacional.  

Los proyectos aquí presentados podrán ser ampliados en relación a esta tecnología abordando la arquitectura 
multidimensional simultánea mediante la ampliación de la Casa IIb, mediante el desarrollo de escenarios RNN 
paralelos sobre el problema de ruteo de vehículos en Ecoinducción III, así como la codependencia con la simulación 
ambiental y la diversidad de paradigmas emergentes simultáneamente cruzando ambos cálculos de procesamiento. 
Esto se expande a las interfaces que representan al medio ambiente como las que plantean la rezonificación de New 
York City en Ecoinduction III a través de simulaciones e interfaces de Inteligencia Artificial y de redes de acción y 
organización política social de campo como las de Block Chain.  

 

Forma Como Estructura Y Representacion: Hacia Un Cálculo Simulado De Forma Y Rendimiento A Traves De La 
Innovacion En La Representacion Del Espacio 
La tesis explora las relaciones entre la estructura de un edificio, su comportamiento material y su mecanismo de 
búsqueda de forma a partir de un conocimiento profundo de las tipologías estructurales y la simulación 
computacional, basada en la manera de entender la realidad y la naturaleza a partir de varias maneras de entender a la 
materialidad y la actualización de las fuerzas en estructuras. Desde la obra de Gaudí a través de la computación 
analógica de la Catenaria de la Funicular de Fuerzas; el método continuado por Frei Otto como método cuantitativo 
experimental de superficies mínimas en base a un calculo analógico computacional; el método de Buckminster Fuller a 
través de la materialidad mínima como expresión pura y veraz de fuerzas; de Eladio Dieste a través de las superficies 
de ladrillo de doble curvatura de comprensión formal específica de baja tecnología y otros arquitectos e ingenieros 
como la abstracción organizativa de la planta libre de Le Corbusier que a la vez niega y define la materialidad a través 
del hormigón armado y de Mies Van der Rohe a través de la estructura de acero como planta realmente libre al 
proponer la estructura por fuera de la envolvente y el espacio contenido por sus edificios  en la 50 x 50 house y el 
Crown Hall del IIT. En el Movimiento Moderno hay una diferencia existencial fundamental entre la abstracción de la 
plasticidad y expresión del hormigón armado de Le Corbusier ya que las columnas son puntos en el espacio en planta 
y su expresión en mínima en relación al material, recuperando la idea de las columnas esbeltas como punto en el 
espacio de Brunelleschi, con la expresión física tectónica y mínima de Mies Van Der Rohe a través del acero en el 
Pabellón de Barcelona y el Edificio Seagram. Lo que esta investigación pretende desarrollar es cómo diferentes 
arquitectos e ingenieros conceptualizan las fuerzas estructurales en su trabajo, desde la eficiencia de los materiales 
hasta los descubrimientos en los caminos más cortos para distribuir las fuerzas y el rol de la arquitectura al definir el 
espacio en relación a estos esfuerzos.  

La tesis propone varios medios para eludir la relación lineal entre representación, notación, documentación y 
construcción en arquitectura. Esta relación lineal entre el estudio, el análisis, la representación, la notación y la 
construcción se descompone y se vuelve a teorizar mediante la optimización estadística y el procesamiento de datos en 
el pensamiento computacional al abordar sistemas recursivos no lineales totalmente automatizados de relaciones meta-
estructurantes y actualizadas entre replanteo y construcción. Estos sistemas de derivación no lineales incluyen varias 
relaciones recursivas no lineales entre levantamiento de datos del sitio o replanteo, procesamiento de datos, 
actualización, optimización, materialización, proceso de construcción, optimización de trayectoria de herramienta, 
levantamiento, actualización de forma construida físicamente, rendimiento, y recursivamente su optimización en 
relación al replanteo de obra y su relevamiento. Como se discutió en la tesis, la forma en la computadora puede 
construirse a través de un sistema robótico en términos estáticos de representación simbólica de la forma digital en 
forma física, pero también puede ser entendido de manera mas critica en relación a las teorias desarrolladas y aplicadas 
entendiendo a la materia, la forma y su construcción física como un problema de actualización, pensando en la 
arquitectura computacional pero también expandiendo el conocimiento para entender a la materialidad como un 
sistema de información y actualización de fuerzas. El ejemplo del proyecto Canvas Scraping o estriador de lienzo y la 
superficie metálica emergente experimental de e-Architects propone una forma en la interfaz de la computadora, que 
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informa un proceso material expandido en el que el resultado final excede el de la representación-construcción y que 
propone un modelo abierto de actualización de forma emergente en el que la información, su transmisión de no 
traducción pero de actualización a través del reconocimiento y desplazamiento de las interfaces transforman los 
marcos de referencia y la condición material estructural. A nivel de actualización, implica también la reconsideración 
de la propia materialidad, desde los nanomateriales hasta los biomateriales y los polímeros compuestos que expanden 
la realidad a nivel material. 

Estos procesos no lineales incluyen también la recalibración y rediseño de las interfaces, sistemas robóticos y 
materiales que hacen posible estos bucles recursivos, elevando el nivel del proyecto a un nivel de procesamiento meta-
paralelo que incluye sistemas de representación y actualización, como las interfaces en sí mismas como modelos de 
referencia y marco, la estructura de los algoritmos utilizados y los sistemas robóticos implementados.  

 
De La Materialidad, A Los Materiales Robóticos, Hacia Una Arquitectura De La Informacion 
Al igual que la comprensión de la estructura a partir de un conjunto de ideas como una comprensión cultural de la 
tecnología, la materialidad también debe involucrar a la arquitectura como un discurso disciplinario. Al igual que 
entender la computación como un tipo de lógica lingüística con cierta estructura gramatical de representación en 
relación a como se codifican los mensajes binariamente, necesitamos entender la materialidad en relación con la teoría 
de la arquitectura o la especificidad del conjunto de ideas de cómo la arquitectura entiende la realidad desde un 
modelo de representación, ya sea de sistema de representación visual de la realidad, o un sistema matemático de 
representación, o un sistema físico, o como sistema molecular químico, o como sistema cuántico entienden la realidad 
en relación a sistemas de representación autónomos de la realidad que describen, activando problemas identificados 
por la lingüística aunque no traten esta rama disciplinar, ya que a partir de forma simbólica describen a la realidad a 
partir de un sistema de descripción sistemático de la realidad.  

La “Información Material” se compone de varias posiciones en la relación arquitectura-materialidad dentro de la 
emergente arquitectura de la información. En Fabricación Digital, la interfaz, la máquina, la impresora 3D, no se 
entienden como presentando desviaciones del modelo digital original, sino como una actualización lineal entre el 
modelo digital y su materialización, declarando en su mejor forma la semejanza entre ambos. 

La tesis evita procesos de traducción entre lógicas y lenguajes que pierden la especificidad de los medios que las 
definen, y repiensa cada instancia, tanto a nivel de representación computacional como a nivel de actualización física 
en términos de concreción. Se trabaja en relación a la metodología del arte del Constructivismo Ruso en relación a la 
declaración revolucionaria del Arte Concreto, del arte como técnica en contraposición a cualquier referencia de 
abstracción en el Arte como traducción o de representación simbólica a cambio de un arte de representación de 
fuerzas técnicas performativas. En este sentido, la materialidad puede entenderse de diferentes maneras: la 
materialidad puede entenderse a un meta-nivel o como una lógica técnica. La materialidad puede entenderse como una 
mínima actualización de las fuerzas, como en la obra de Buckminster Fuller. La materialidad puede entenderse como 
la negación de las fuerzas que actúan dentro de un material, por lo tanto, trabajando en contra de la comprensión 
lineal convencional de la lógica de un material, resistiendo cualquier relación lineal entre forma, estructura y 
actualización material. La materialidad puede ser entendida como un modelo maquínico que calcula relaciones 
paramétricas, cuando se utiliza para calcular relaciones como puede argumentarse en los modelos de actualizaciones 
formales del trabajo de Reiser + Umemoto basados en la lectura de los modelos maquinicos de Gaudi. La materialidad 
se puede trabajar a través de algoritmos simulados por computadoras. La materialidad puede entenderse en resistencia 
a las convenciones basadas en la intuición basadas en la observación, como lo muestra el trabajo de Achim Menges 
cuando una escala de observación molecular invierte la forma en que funciona un material en contra de cómo se 
supuso originalmente como sucede con las microfibras en la madera.  

Además, en esta tesis analiza e implementa la investigación en relación a los sistemas de representación, literalmente y 
de manera concreta al desarrollar un sistema de representación no cartesiano para un modelos de impresora 3d 
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escalable y especifica a cualquier sitio. Uno de los proyectos de investigación discutidos en esta tesis es la primera 
impresora 3D robótica específica a cualquier sitio, adaptable a través de un mecanismo accionado por cables y que 
puede anclarse a cualquier condición de cualquier tipo de sitio. Esta impresora 3D robótica adaptable se puede instalar 
en un sitio urbano sostenido por paredes medianeras sin la necesidad de una estructura para operar como la mayoría 
de las impresoras 3D de gran formato. También desarrollamos investigaciones innovadoras en base a polímeros para 
lograr la impresión 4D, un tipo de materialidad robótica que contempla a la materialidad como forma viva y reactiva a 
estímulos externos, como lo pueden ser la temperatura, corrientes eléctricas o la acción misma del tiempo actuando en 
términos de variación de las condiciones del medio ambiente. El equipo trabajó con una empresa química de 
polímeros en Japón para poder programar a través de la temperatura y desarrollar su propio filamento de impresión 
3D para usar en cualquier impresora 3D. Luego la investigación desarrolla discusiones en relación al diseño de una 
cierta forma de imprimir la silla en 3D para calcular y anticipar a través de la simulación de materiales cómo la silla se 
adaptaría y deformaría a un cierto tipo de cuerpo, temperatura y puntos de presión. 

 

Redefiniendo La Arquitectura De La Informacion Como Espacio-Medioambiente 
La arquitectura como discurso ahora debe comprometerse con el espacio, como una expansión del espacio hacia el 
medio ambiente. Hemos trabajado con simulación dinámica de fluidos desde los finales de la década de los 90’s a 
través de la series de proyectos Ecoinducción. Proyectos desarrollados con anterioridad, anticiparon la necesidad de 
innovar en la relación entre arquitectura estructura y entorno fluido como contrato socialmente responsable que ya no 
se puede separar la arquitectura de una concepción del medio ambiente. A través de diferentes investigaciones 
discutidas, finalmente se elaboró una zonificación para la Ciudad de New York en relación a las fuerzas medio-
ambientales en Ecoinduction III, entendiendo que la vivienda social se ha desarrollado en terrenos bajos y zonas 
inundables, relacionando la crisis ambiental con la crisis social, estudiada en varios proyectos de investigación en 
distintas zonas de territorios fluidos en varias partes del mundo, desde New Orleans y el Rio Mississippi hasta el Rio 
de la Plata, desde el Amazonas hasta el Hudson River. Esta tesis toma esta experiencia en simulación dinámica de 
fluidos computacional y la utiliza como una forma de computación basada en el sitio para repensar el espacio como 
entorno medio ambiental y de esta manera expandir dimensiones espaciales en relación al medio ambiente. Como se 
discutió, la disciplina también pasó de diseñar edificios a diseñar mediante la gestión de procesos de energía y fluidos, 
activando un entorno espacial dinámico medio ambiental.  

 

Arquitectura Y Urbanismo De La Información: Expandiendo La Autoría Del Diseño En Entornos Espaciales 
Robóticos Informados 
El otro medio contemporáneo para entender la arquitectura es pensar la arquitectura a un nivel metalingüístico, la 
arquitectura como arquitectura de arquitecturas. En este escenario, el e-Architect contemporáneo no lo sería de otra 
manera que reclamar la autoría del diseño en niveles de representación más altos al involucrarse en el desarrollo y 
gestión de los sistemas e interfaces como en modelos de innovación de computación. Este es un intento anterior de 
reconocer el surgimiento de un nuevo Renacimiento en la expansión de la computación y los modelos informáticos de 
procesamiento de datos. Pero, en relación a las jerarquías lingüísticas de Chomsky en relación a la computación y la 
teoría post-constructivita técnica rusa o de lo que se denominó deconstructivismo de Derrida, parece necesario 
elaborar una arqueología y simultánea deconstrucción de la computación, esta vez criticando su estructuralismo como 
determinismo mediatico. 

Los mecanismos de control de señales simbólicas, los lenguajes informáticos, las interfaces, el software, las 
aplicaciones, los complementos, pueden considerarse proto-arquitectónicos, por lo que la revolución actual en 
arquitectura y urbanismo es reconocer el diseño de parámetros como medio para desarrollar arquitecturas y 
urbanismos de información e implementar en tiempo real arquitectura y urbanismo a través de la mediación, 
representación y actualización del procesamiento de datos. Como parte de este escenario, el arquitecto cambiaría su 
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rol cultural para comprometerse necesariamente con la codificación de una realidad informada en tiempo real, 
ampliando la autoría del diseño a la de los sistemas computacionales y jugando un rol cultural más relevante a través 
del desarrollo de nuevas tecnologías de representación espacial y de procesamiento de datos. Esta solución alternativa 
marca el comienzo del próximo desafío: comprometerse con la arquitectura de procesamiento en segundo plano, 
computación profunda y Big Data en lugar de satisfacer el deseo de diseñar solamente los objetos arquitectónicos. 

Corresponde a los arquitectos contemporáneos tomar una dirección menos cómoda de los arquitectos presentados en 
la Arqueología de lo digital presentada por Greg Lynn a través del Canadian Center for Architecture (CCA), 
comparable a los arquitectos del Renacimiento, para desarrollar una arquitectura de arquitecturas, los sistemas que 
definen los edificios, y expandir la autoría a las condiciones y parámetros que preceden e informan a la arquitectura en 
tiempo real. 

 

La Computación Y Los Medios Como Un Proyecto Ahistórico 
La arquitectura ha relegado su proyecto cultural a la tecnología. El diseño de medios parece ser más relevante que el 
diseño de contenido como predijo Negroponte al proponer mover bits y no átomos y que luego redefinimos en 2010 
como estrategias digitales entre interfaces en ACADIA 2010 y luego continuaron siendo discutidas en un libro 
reciente también de Keller Easterling. Las consecuencias son varias y la principal se relaciona con el papel de la 
historia de la disciplina. Las generaciones recientes pueden considerar irrelevante la historia de la arquitectura. Esto es 
bastante comprobable en el estado actual del discurso de la arquitectura, donde la innovación se hace referencia al 
avance sobre la generación de formas digitales anteriores o las técnicas de representación digital sin abordar un 
desplazamiento cultural que activaría el contenido en la obra. La condición implícita es que la computación haya 
inducido una arquitectura ahistórica. Si los las convenciones arquitectónicas pueden relacionarse con construcciones 
culturales que se vuelven activas por la lógica formal que permiten lo software y las interfaces, esto implica la 
posibilidad de una incorporación y acumulación de la historia de la meta-arquitectura implícita en la computación. El 
problema es que esta descripción las hace cada vez menos disciplinar y cada vez mas convencionales culturalmente a 
medida que la tecnología disruptiva reemplaza a la arquitectura. Lo que está implícito para el conocimiento de los 
valores aceptados convencionalmente socialmente de la arquitectura es que si la computación logra incorporar todas 
las estrategias, técnicas y filosofías posibles de creación de formas dentro de la historia de la arquitectura aceptada a 
nivel socio económico cultural estabilizador, estas estarían implícitas en la estructuración de la forma programada en la 
última versión del software de computadora promovida por los diseñadores de interfaces y de software. Esta 
suposición es el fundamento implícito que se manifiesta en las actuales vanguardias tecnológicamente informadas: no 
habría necesidad de un precedente histórico cultural, ya que la estructura de partida del software tendría estas 
características implícitas convencionalmente aceptadas en la interfaz. Esto no es solamente reductivo culturalmente, 
sino que elimina las revoluciones que han formado a la arquitectura a través de cánones. Lo mismo está sucediendo 
con otras expresiones y disciplinas artísticas o incluso por los distintos tipos de ciencia que son reemplazados por 
interfaces que pretenden eliminar toda dimensión histórica de las disciplinas a través de la disrupción tecnológica de 
manera demagógica.  

En lugar de simplemente implementar nuevas tecnologías, el problema es cómo identificar el límite en el rango de 
grados de soluciones de un sistema, reconociendo que no habrá solución en el sistema fuera de su rango de 
posibilidades como lo establece Badiu. En este escenario, en el que aparentemente la tecnología lidera la vanguardia de 
la arquitectura, la cuestión es llevar el diseño a un nivel más profundo abordando un cambio de paradigma, 
comprometiéndose con los códigos informáticos y materiales en lugar de simplemente usar un nuevo software o 
nuevas máquinas para construir conjuntos por la industria, comprometiéndose con la estructura de las nuevas 
tecnologías que producen diseño mediante el desarrollo de nuevas tecnologías que se convertirán en nuevos 
parámetros, y desarrollando tanto software como máquinas de construcción robótica que habilitarán las posibilidades 
de los proyectos construidos como actualizaciones para así poder asegurar una arquitectura de la información basada 
en las revoluciones culturales que desarrollaron a la disciplina como tal, pero, qua al mismo tiempo hayan 
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incorporando sistemas no eurocéntricos y alternativos postcoloniales que no han sido todavía incorporados como 
revoluciones canónicas y que entienden la representación del espacio y el medio ambiente de otra manera.  

La innovación en computación se basa en investigaciones sobre sistemas maquinicos para dibujar y construir, o más 
bien, actualizar información. Esto también se extiende a problemas de representación y cálculo. Esto significa llevar el 
diseño a un nivel estructural más profundo, comprender la dimensión determinista de los sistemas de representación y 
construcción, comprender la arquitectura a un meta-nivel, como comprender la arquitectura como la creación de 
nuevos parámetros. Al desarrollar y definir nuevas tecnologías, como nuevos medios y categorías para entender el 
"dibujo" y la "construcción", la arquitectura puede entenderse como el desarrollo de interfaces productivas, máquinas 
y nuevos sistemas que, por lo tanto, producirían arquitectura desde dentro y desde fuera. Por tanto, este tipo de meta-
arquitectura como interfaz definiría una nueva computación a través de un conjunto de proyectos culturales 
intrínsecos a la Arquitectura y la Historia Urbana como teoría. En este escenario, la arquitectura recuperaría una 
relevancia relegada en la sociedad que en lugar de intentar ponerse al día con las últimas tecnologías formaría parte del 
conjunto de revoluciones que están transformando la realidad, desde la representación espacial hasta la construcción 
de edificios. 

Los conocimientos emergentes pueden explorarse tanto a nivel de especificidad de una disciplina como abriendo 
territorios desconocidos en la expansión de cuestiones transdisciplinares. En lugar de entender el pensamiento de 
diseño como un problema de resolución de problemas, el objetivo es utilizar el diseño para explorar preguntas, en 
línea con el cuestionamiento filosófico-tecnológico scientífico actual de la realidad. Se exploran nuevas tecnologías, 
como el pensamiento maquínico, los algoritmos, los algoritmos de algoritmos y la robótica para abrir preguntas en 
diferentes disciplinas o entre diferentes territorios disciplinarios no definidos aún. Como tal, el interés está en abrir 
nuevas realidades, nuevas categorías, nuevas dimensiones espaciales, nuevas categorías espaciales y nuevas formas de 
pensar y adquirir conocimiento explorando nuevos medios para acceder a la realidad a través del desarrollo de nuevas 
tecnologías como nuevos sistemas de representación y nuevos sistemas de actualización de la información. 

No nos interesa explorar los límites y posibilidades de los paradigmas arquitectónicos actuales; sin embargo, nos 
interesa contribuir a ampliar los paradigmas de la arquitectura en relación con la historia, cuestionar la arquitectura 
pero también la arquitectura de las arquitecturas, o la arquitectura a un meta-nivel. Desarrollar máquinas de 
arquitectura en sentido literal que permitan y abran otras arquitecturas actualmente imposibles por estar reprimidas 
por los actuales sistemas de representación y construcción que las hacen posibles. También estamos interesados en la 
relevancia de la arquitectura para la sociedad, para otras disciplinas para representar y comprender problemas de 
dimensionalidad espacial a través de la representación, que actualmente está limitada por nuestro Sistema de 
Coordenadas Cartesianas. Un conflicto interesante hoy en día es el objetivo de la arquitectura contemporánea de lidiar 
con la topología compleja y la multidimensionalidad, mientras que el sistema cartesiano universal de medición de 
referencia y medición permanece intacto, incuestionable. Para ello, varios proyectos investigan la posibilidad de 
relacionar la complejidad geométrica del proyecto con el desplazamiento de las estructuras profundas que representan 
geometrías tan complejas a nivel de representación de la interfaz, desplazando algoritmos y estrategias de 
representación comunes para asegurar un desplazamiento y una topología reales. a nivel del diseño espacial de la 
arquitectura. Si tales investigaciones pueden o no ser relevantes para otras disciplinas, entonces la idea sería incurrir en 
problemas de multidimensionalidad y representación de la información como arquitectura de la información, es decir, 
comprender la arquitectura de la representación al representar contenido transdisciplinario externo útil a otras 
disciplinas que lidien con la representación de un espacio multidimensional. 

De igual forma, esta tesis pretende aplicar el mismo razonamiento a los sistemas materiales y a los sistemas 
constructivos, reconociendo sus limitaciones, desplazando sus parámetros y ampliando dimensiones tanto a nivel de 
los sistemas materiales como a nivel de los mecanismos y sistemas que utilizamos para construir. En términos de 
robótica maquínica, los sistemas de construcción están limitados por ejes y movimientos cartesianos. Esto sucede por 
cómo un brazo mecánico se mueve y expande dimensiones en sus varios ejes (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 + ejes) y cómo una 
impresora 3D puede imprimir materia a nivel molecular para construir un espacio. delimitación de muchos tipos. Esto 
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también se entiende como un problema de representación de la información. Un ejemplo de esta investigación es la 
impresora 3D de sitio específico que, liberada de un marco de referencia cartesiano, puede adaptarse a las condiciones 
existentes, desarrollando una geometría no cartesiana en sus posibles movimientos. 

Para lograr estos principios, el trabajo de investigación está en movimiento para desplazar la homogeneización y la 
determinación de arriba hacia abajo de la computación en relación con el diseño de la arquitectura. De manera similar, 
para varios de los modelos neoliberales corporativos en los que los sistemas están determinados por parámetros 
establecidos por monopolios para controlar el mercado y su resultado, la computación proyecta parámetros a la 
arquitectura. La arquitectura entendida como síntesis tecnológica artística está siendo actualmente desplazada por el 
capitalismo encargado de separar el espacio estructural de la imagen-envoltura de un edificio coordinado con 
estrategias de marketing. Como resultado, el arquitecto está cada vez más condicionado a diseñar cerramientos y a 
desvincularse de las decisiones estructurales, incluida la programación, que determina en muchos casos el diseño 
estructural. 

Comúnmente, las estrategias de representación como el software, las interfaces y los programas, así como los sistemas 
y materiales robóticos, son diseñados y determinados a priori de un proyecto por diseñadores de robótica, laboratorios 
químicos y empresas constructoras, así como por diseñadores de software. En este escenario, el arquitecto debe 
esforzarse por involucrarse dentro de la lógica de un sistema dado y luego llegar a una optimización ideal de dicho 
sistema predeterminado para llegar a un mejor diseño posible dentro del rango de posibilidades de los parámetros 
establecidos. Para invertir esta restricción problemática dada por la computación, nuestra investigación tiene como 
objetivo desarrollar materiales específicos del proyecto, interfaces de representación, programas y software específicos 
del proyecto y sistemas de construcción maquínica robótica específicos al proyecto y al sitio. 

Los medios de comunicación han promovido una sensibilidad y una educación basadas en la comprensión de una 
lógica visual muy beneficiosa para la arquitectura, una disciplina de las artes visuales basada en la lógica formal. Los 
medios han separado el atractivo visual y el afecto de los protocolos subyacentes diseñados para manipular el 
comportamiento de las masas. Por lo tanto, lo visual ya no es un paradigma de referencia, ya que los códigos 
subyacentes ahora se han vuelto referenciales. En lugar de reemplazar la lógica visual por una nueva lógica relacional, 
un eje alternativo debe partir de la comprensión de las relaciones críticas entre estructuras perceptivas y estructuras 
conceptuales más profundas. Las tendencias posestructuralistas tardías han ocultado progresivamente estructuras 
conceptuales en favor de estructuras perceptivas en lugar de centrarse en problemas organizacionales sintácticos que 
investigan desplazamientos alternativos de fundamentos disciplinarios. Los fundamentos disciplinarios de la 
arquitectura, incluidas las estructuras de representación y las estructuras sintácticas que organizan el espacio, deben ser 
reconocidos y luego desplazados. Si los arquitectos no reconocen la lógica subyacente de las interfaces y desplazan los 
códigos fuente dados de los algoritmos para crear los suyos propios, su trabajo queda atrapado por un conjunto 
predeterminado de ideas, proyecciones culturales y agendas estéticas contenidas dentro de esas interfaces. De manera 
similar, en el nivel arquitectónico del proyecto, si los arquitectos no desplazan la lógica de los sistemas a partir de los 
cuales trabajan y, además, no reconocen las tipologías espaciales emergentes implícitas o las estructuras relacionales 
subyacentes, su trabajo queda atrapado por la predeterminación. Sin embargo, antes de explicar este nuevo 
movimiento estructuralista promovido por las tecnologías de la información, es interesante cuestionar primero su 
surgimiento en relación con un ciclo histórico. Parece necesario criticar el péndulo cíclico histórico entre posiciones 
contrastadas predestinadas a renovar continuamente la disciplina. Cualquier fuerza reaccionaria es igualmente 
problemática y presenta un balance temporal sin criticar los problemas que provocaron tal reacción. El contenido y la 
estructura de este libro abordan una crítica a esta histórica reacción cíclica cultural. Por lo tanto, este nuevo 
estructuralismo emergente se entiende como una revolución, pero también apunta a atacar niveles más profundos de 
este supuesto proceso histórico. 

En computación, un proyecto ahistórico sería la activación y crítica del hecho de que la computación, el software y las 
interfaces son parte de las revoluciones culturales, no simplemente parte del progreso tecnológico lineal. En este 
sentido, en cada modo de representar la realidad estaría implícito un medio de construir geometría, de indexar la 
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forma, de desarrollar relaciones de metadatos, de representar el espacio y de múltiples cruces entre la historia de la 
arquitectura y la historia. de cómputo. En este proyecto ahistórico, cada lanzamiento de software también avanza 
referencias anteriores, no simplemente reemplazando la historia como en la tabula-rasa de su estructuralismo, sino 
construyendo referencias en su estructura más profunda. Reconocer esta historia incrustada activa necesariamente un 
proyecto teórico-historiográfico en la computación, que se basa en una comprensión estructural de la historia. 

Hoy, dentro de la arquitectura, una expansión de la autoría reside necesariamente en la creación de nuevos medios, 
nuevas tecnologías y un nuevo nivel de computación, incluidos nuevos algoritmos. Pero, en lugar de trabajar a través 
de un palimpsesto histórico, la agencia del arquitecto ahora se mide a través de campos multidimensionales de diversas 
inestabilidades, agencias y autorías, cada una de las cuales consta de diferentes tramos, profundidades y dimensiones. 
Tal vez la agencia del arquitecto solo pueda reactivarse al comprometerse directamente con estos campos a través del 
desplazamiento, avance y expansión de este complejo historiográfico, una matriz en constante expansión de agencias 
multidimensionales. El arquitecto sería entonces capaz, tanto desde posiciones estructuralistas como 
postestructuralistas, de construir un campo más consistente, más informado, evitando así la reacción pendular de uno 
u otro extremo, y criticando así cualquier naturalización de la ideología. En otras palabras, una crítica del 
estructuralismo de la computación depende de una forma completamente nueva de deconstrucción, una que se 
compromete continuamente con una síntesis historiográfica dentro de una expansión continua. 

 

Urbanismo De La Información 
Uno de los proyectos de investigación propone desarrollar una plataforma de software que permita a los diseñadores, 
paisajistas, ingenieros y arquitectos diseñar paisajes y edificios informados por acciones de simulación de dinámicas de 
fluido. La mayoría del software disponible está diseñado para simular condiciones ambientales a través de colores, 
ganancia de temperatura, simulación de viento, etc., pero estas condiciones se representan para visualizar datos 
dinámicos, no afectan los volúmenes que generan estas simulaciones, o las superficies del suelo. La novedad de la 
plataforma es afectar una superficie del suelo por la acción progresiva de fuerzas ambientales naturales simuladas, 
como escurrimiento de agua, erosión, sedimentación, acción del viento, etc. y modelar dentro de varias simulaciones 
secuenciales el efecto geológico natural que puede ser comparable al así se formaron ríos y montañas, pero en un 
tiempo acelerado y rápido para poder medir la acción el tiempo de los procesos naturales en relación a sistemas 
correccionales de forma algorítmica dinámica evolucionaria emergente. En este sentido, la tesis plantea en 
Ecoinduction I, II, III diseñar con las acciones y efectos ambientales directamente entendiéndolos como 
procesamiento de la información en base a dinámica de fluidos. El otro uso de la plataforma es que se convertiría en 
una interfaz participativa para que los municipios trabajen con profesionales y científicos acreditados a través de 
procesos científicos de validación de datos para desarrollar decisiones informadas de zonificación y el crecimiento o 
decrecimiento de la ciudad y su planificación urbana en relación con las condiciones ambientales y los procesos 
emergentes que han sido reprimidos por las ciudades modernas que no contemplan las ecologías existentes y que 
pueden recuperarse y ampliarse concatenándolas. 

Como parte de esta investigación se aplicó al urbanismo el optimizar los flujos de transporte y de distribución de 
parcelas para activar condiciones medio ambientales más favorables, por ejemplo, optimizando los ciclos de 
circulación de tránsito privado y de servicio redundantes en la ciudad de Nueva York disminuyéndolos a través de 
mega bloques dinámicos cambiantes en relación a su performance medio ambientales. De esta manera el proyecto de 
interface implica poder liberar áreas alrededor de los parques y hacerlos peatonales y así ampliar áreas verdes activas, 
activando ecologías latentes construyendo continuidad entre varias escalas ambientales desde ecologías locales a poder 
concatenar ecologías regionales y también así poder lograr coordinaciones ecológicas globales.  
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EXPANSIÓN DE ESTRUCTURAS ESPACIO-ARQUITECTÓNICAS, MEDIOS 
DE REPRESENTACIÓN Y NUEVOS PARADIGMAS EMERGENTES 
Esta tesis apunta a permitir la expansión de nuevos paradigmas de representación y construcción al criticar la 
estabilidad de la forma en que se procesa la información, desde la representación a través del "dibujo" hasta la 
representación a través de la "construcción". Esto puede suceder como se describe a través de una arquitectura de 
información informando los flujos de información a través de interfaces, plataformas y otros medios como los medios 
de redes neurales de procesamiento de datos en paralelo activando modelos de Inteligencia Artificial, como la autoría 
en la adquisición y el flujo de datos, hasta nuevos sistemas de construcción a través de la fabricación robótica o la 
regulación urbana a través de plataformas interactivas. 

Esta tesis identificó una secuencia que avanza a nivel correlacional técnico y cultural la representación de la 
arquitectura, a través del: 

1- Relevamiento como Origen: analizar la expansión limitaciones y posibilidades del relevamiento de datos 
como agenda de diseño, incluyendo la adquisición de datos, los mecanismos de recolección de datos, el 
relevamiento de datos, los problemas de sesgo de datos, la ética de datos, expandiendo al origen hacia 
atrás (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación de la Hipótesis #15 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada) 

2- Análisis de capacidades, limitaciones y fronteras en los sistemas de representación (resolviendo la 
Pregunta de Investigación de la Hipótesis #1, #2, #3 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada) 

3- Identificación de rangos y límites dentro de los sistemas de representación (resolviendo la 
Pregunta de Investigación de la Hipótesis #2 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada); Trabajar con sistemas 
de  código abierto que permitan ampliar y agregar interfaces (plug-ins, add-ons, recodificar estructura de 
código, ampliarla) 

4- Nuevos Algoritmos, Nuevos Códigos de encriptación de datos (resolviendo la Pregunta de 
Investigación de la Hipótesis #5, 6, 11 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada); 

5- Nodeterminismo, Diseño computacional, medios, identificando IA como un sistema de 
computación no reversible, de sitio, paralelo y emergente (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación 
de la Hipótesis #11, 14, 15 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada) 

6- Expansión de Dimensiones Espaciales en los Sistemas de Representación; Expansión de las 
dimensiones de los algoritmos a través de meta-algoritmos que trabajan en un nivel dimensional 
superior a  través de redes neurales de procesamiento de dato paralelos en ML(resolviendo la Pregunta 
de Investigación de la Hipótesis #7, 8 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada); 

7- Desplazamiento de los Sistemas de Representación (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación de la 
Hipótesis #7 y 8 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada) pudiendo ampliar la capacidad de informar nuevos 
tipos de arquitectura. Esta secuencia está relacionada con el reconocimiento de rangos de acciones dentro 
de un sistema y la superación de sus limitaciones mediante la crítica y la expansión para llegar a: 

8- Desarrollo de Nuevos Sistemas de Representación (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación de la 
Hipótesis #2 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada);  

9- Nuevas posibilidades en una arquitectura de la información (resolviendo la Pregunta de 
Investigación de la Hipótesis #1 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada): Esto se logra expandiendo las 
dimensiones dentro  de los sistemas de representación existentes y desarrollando eventualmente nuevos 
sistemas de representación. En la relación entre el espacio de coordenadas cartesianas y las dimensiones 
en expansión en espacios-ambientes, la tesis identificó medios concretos y proyectos de investigación 
aplicada que demuestran la capacidad de expandir dimensiones en términos de representación espacial y 
ejes de referencia, en términos de construcción mediante dimensiones  en expansión entre 
representación y fabricación como actualización de la información, y expandir las dimensiones a un nivel 
de representación al abordar diferentes tipos de cálculos en el procesamiento de datos. Es necesario 
identificar, analizar, expandir y desplazar nuevos sistemas de representación que luego retrocederán y se 
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desplazarán hasta que el ciclo vuelva a activarse y se involucre en diferentes micro-dimensiones, así como 
en niveles estructurales macro-dimensionales. Este es el caso de los diferentes sistemas computacionales 
descritos, analizados, desplazados y a superar. En términos computacionales, sistemas computacionales 
que son de referencia para la arquitectura a nivel de representación espacial y que influyen en la estructura 
del espacio y los tipos de organizaciones y paradigmas para la arquitectura, esta tesis identificó lo 
siguiente: 

10- Nuevos Signos=Nuevos Significantes (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación de la Hipótesis #4 y 
la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada) 

11- Nuevas maneras de pensar, nuevos valores estéticos);  
12- Nuevos Sistemas de Comunicación, Cómputo, Pensamiento, Producción, y Validación de datos; 

 a través de la tecnología de cadena de bloques cifrados o BlockChain (resolviendo la Pregunta de 
Investigación de la Hipótesis #8 y 15 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada)  

13- Nuevos Lenguajes Computacionales Posibles (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación de la 
Hipótesis #4, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15 y la Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada); que tengan la capacidad de informar 
tipología del espacio, el lenguaje como estilo, no solo como valor estético sino como nuevo orden 
lingüístico, diseño (no diseño), paradigmas; 

14- El e-Arquitectx/o el Arquitectx electrónico (resolviendo la Pregunta de Investigación de la Hipótesis 
#1 a #16 y la  Hipótesis de Tesis relacionada); como un sistema expansivo incrustado ahistórico que 
 abre posibilidades epistemológicas; 

 

El Replanteo Y Relevamiento De Datos Como Origen 
Esta tesis también desplaza origen de los códigos informáticos que estructuran la geometría a los sistemas 
topográficos que replantean el espacio y el territorio a partir del relevamiento de la información, desplazando la 
originación del diseño a la forma de medición de los espacios, los territorios, a la forma en que se entiende la historia 
de la arquitectura. Esta tesis lo hace al identificar cómo los arquitectos en épocas anteriores han activado nuevos 
medios para desarrollar la arquitectura al leer a través de sus propios replanteos y relevamientos de medidas de 
edificios históricos anteriores para desarrollar nuevos ordenes y sistemas de arquitectura. Las nuevas tecnologías de 
relevamiento de datos en 3d no solo hace eso al releer la historia en una construcción teórica futurista que redefine la 
historia como una construcción expandida, también lo hace aplicando el levantamiento a los territorios como 
construcción del marco en el que se origina la arquitectura. De la misma manera como desarrollo la medición del 
territorio Enric Miralles con su arquitectura-paisaje, se aplica esta lógica al análisis y relevamiento del entorno físico, 
desde el replanteo y relevamiento de datos del entorno físico, hasta la expansión de la arquitectura al espacio-medio 
ambiente leyendo, analizando y examinando el espacio en términos de intercambio de energía térmica y otros factores 
en la dinámica de flujos del medio ambiente. 

 

Arquitectura Y Urbanismo De La Información 
La arquitectura ha pasado del diseño de edificios como objetos al diseño de sistemas computacionales emergentes que 
informan el entorno construido a través de la intermediación y representación del flujo de información, desde 
entornos espaciales hasta ciudades a través de una computación planetaria. 

 

Autoría En Arquitectura Y Urbanismo 
En Computación, dado que el sistema siempre se diseña antes del problema, se activa un estructuralismo determinista 
dependiente del medio de comunicación ya que es desarrollado a priori. Esto implica que la estructura está antes que 
el contenido y por lo tanto, lo define siguiendo la teoría crítica de medios de McLuhan. Por lo tanto la estructura será 
siempre referencial y con sobrepeso sobre el contenido.  
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En los proyectos de investigación presentados, esta es la tarea al explorar los diferentes sistemas y tecnologías: 
encontrar maneras por la cual activar la serie de desplazamientos en sistemas de representación que sean capaces de 
superar la determinación mediática. Por eso trabajamos con sistemas de código abierto, no con software y 
desarrollamos nuestros propios sistemas de representación y nuestros propios algoritmos, ya que la determinación 
mediática no solo abarca a las interfaces y los software, sino también a los códigos genéricos y las estructuras de los 
algoritmos genéricos. Si la estructura prevalece y el proyecto indexa una estructura convencional, la estructura 
sobrepondrá al contenido, y por lo tanto relega la autoría del contenido a los diseñadores del sistema o de la estructura 
de referencia. La verdadera expansión de la autoría en relación con los sistemas computacionales es la de activar los 
varios puntos antes descriptos, y así desarrollar nuevos sistemas de representación, de replanteo y relevamiento de 
datos, de procesamiento de la información, de la construcción robótica, y los materiales y eventualmente poder 
expendir de manera tal la computación de poder desarrollar un lenguaje propio, para que los significantes digitales 
sean capaces de expresar nuevos contenidos expandiendo así a la arquitectura. 

Esta tesis problematizó el diseño, la arquitectura en relación con la autoría, para expandir la arquitectura para incluir 
los sistemas de representación que estructuran los espacios-ambientes y para comprometerse necesariamente en el 
desarrollo de nuevos signos digitales, nuevos significantes y nuevos sistemas computacionales de procesamiento de 
datos en redes neurales paralelos y nuevos sistemas computacionales lingüísticos que aborden la especificidad de la 
arquitectura como un problema tanto visual artístico formal como relacional informático científico en relación con la 
computación universal, el procesamiento paralelo y los datos multidimensionales, y la teoría de la información. 

Autoridad En Arquitectura Y Urbanismo 
Los mecanismos de recopilación de datos, el replanteo y el relevamiento, la adquisición de datos juegan un papel en el 
origen de los signos en la arquitectura e infieren su validación, por lo tanto, la arquitectura de la información debe ser 
capaz de criticar y revalidar la autoridad de los datos que se utilizan, recopilan y cómo se han creado, para inferir 
relaciones más allá de los sesgos culturales inferidos que pueden surgir cuando se enmarcan y originan los problemas, 
las preguntas que determinan los problemas a encarar, tales como las discutidas en relación con los sesgos 
gubernamentales basados en políticas de estado en relación a convenciones socio-culturales problemáticamente 
categorizadas en relación a sesgos culturales, los sesgos corporativos privados, el censo, los límites políticos en 
contraste a los límites geográficos, topográficos y geopolíticos, los niveles sociales, la composición del grupo de 
investigación que desarrolla la adquisición de los datos, el procesamiento y la información de los datos en 
representación, la estructura de datos desarrollada e implementada y la estructura de los algoritmos usadas para la 
recolección de datos. 

Sistemas De Código Abierto 
Los sistemas de código abierto permiten a los usuarios expandir el propio sistema y no trabajar dentro de los límites 
de un software propietario cerrado determinista. Cada expansión se construye dentro del marco de referencia hasta el 
punto de la aparición de nuevos sistemas de representación o nuevos conceptos. Los sistemas de código abierto 
tienen la capacidad de ser críticos con su determinación y límites, pero hasta cierto punto no son capaces de ir más allá 
de la estructuración más esencial de sus espacios de representación ya que su rango de acción es limitada a la falta de 
fondos y el monopolio necesario para poder competir con grandes sistemas corporativos de interfaces, recolección de 
datos, software y otros sistemas de determinación de la realidad basados en la aglomeración mediática de poder para 
poder dominar el mercado e influir en el balance de la ley de oferta y demanda. Asimismo, los sistemas de código 
abiertos que son desarrollados apareando tecnología y problema a resolver históricamente aun siguen siendo 
utilizados, demostrando su robustez y eficiencia a medida que son expandidos en campos abiertos de colaboración 
grupal y a medida que se hacen obsoletos o son reemplazados por otros nuevos, logran crear más relevancia y 
robustez evolucionando de a traves de redes de grupo creando nuevos sistema.  
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Criptografía Criptología Como Expansión Computacional 
Los nuevos códigos y los nuevos signos informáticos deben eventualmente expandir las bibliotecas básicas de signos y 
alfabetos disponibles para codificar la realidad, y expandir estos bits y entidades mínimas para poder ir más allá de los 
rangos de posibilidades. Esta expansión esta siendo avanzada principalmente por la computación cuántica.  

 

Estructuralismo Y Postestructuralismo 
Esta tesis identificó la prescripción y estructura problemática ante el problema en los tiempos iniciales de la 
computación a través de la teoría lingüística y propuso medios para comprender y superar la relación lineal entre 
novedad y crítica de la novedad, entre la estructuración de un problema y su crítica, deconstrucción y desarrollo de 
nuevas lógicas y sistemas que vuelven a activar el mismo ciclo. 

 

Teoría Computacional A Través De La Lingüística 
Esta tesis presentó la teoría computacional integrada a través de la teoría lingüística, identificando la computación 
como un lenguaje universal y repensando las matemáticas no como un sistema universal no antropocéntrico 
descubierto, sino como un sistema simbólico de representación que puede, a través de la teoría lingüística, entenderse 
como representación simbólica de la naturaleza, de fenómenos y quizás el sistema de representación más abstracto y 
completo (a pesar de ser nominalmente imposible de ser completo) de los sistemas humanos. 

Varios artistas y escritores de literatura identificaron como Roland Barthes, el límite del lenguaje en el acto creativo, ya 
que como medio de comunicación determina el mensaje a través de la lógica reduccionista de su medio de 
representación limitado por los sesgos culturales de la sociedad y sedimentados en la forma de su escritura. Algunos 
incluso desarrollaron paralenguajes como medios para escapar de la determinación del lenguaje, como Xul Solar y en 
algunos matices Jorge Luis Borges con el objetivo de ampliar el vocabulario y tensionar la autoridad de la Real 
Academia de Letras de España que rechazó casi siempre sus propuestas de expansión del lenguaje e identificó una 
barrera política para su expansión lingüística.  

Los científicos informáticos radicales han identificado a veces a través de la piratería, a veces a través del desarrollo de 
la cyber-seguridad, a veces a través de la ciencia de datos o la informática, los límites en los sistemas actuales de 
representación y procesamiento de datos y han propuesto a través de sistemas de código abierto nuevos medios para 
abordarlos y sortear las barreras políticas, estructuras y limitaciones, como el caso descrito de la tecnología 
BlockChain. 

 

Nuevas Tipologías A Través De La Topología 
Esta tesis identificó la necesidad de criticar los tipos universales en arquitectura como lo hizo Palladio como un 
problema humanístico universal, a través de la creación de nuevos tipos no solo a través de secciones históricas y 
factores económicos sociales y sistemas de construcción basados en materiales, sino también como un medio para 
criticar la determinación, las categorías absolutas y la activación de una metodología creativa crítica en varios pasos 
para asegurar la innovación a nivel cultural deasarticulando los sesgos socio culturales políticos y de este modo 
desarrollar una ciencia y una innovación tecnológica a través del desplazamiento relativo de tipos mediante la 
activación de estructuras representacionales profundas. 

 

Cultura Y Tecnología 
Esta tesis entiende el significado de la arquitectura a través de la innovación simultánea tanto a nivel cultural como 
tecnológico, buscando un tipo único de autonomía que solo puede ser posible mediante la articulación de los dos y 
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que puede ocurrir en un solo momento de la historia, haciendo que la tecnología no sea reemplazable por una nueva 
sino que tenga validez universal y atemporal, como es el caso de la Anunciación de Lorenzetti al indexar la presencia 
de una idea de dios a través del punto de fuga o como lo hizo Velázquez criticando la determinación autoritativa 
universal de la perspectiva de Lorenzetti y Brunelleschi en Las Meninas o como lo intentamos hacer en la Casa IIb o 
los varios proyectos presentados que son propios de una determinada tecnología y proceso y que no tienen sentido a 
través de una tecnología diferente aunque ésta sea más avanzada, haciendo estos proyectos relevantes en la historia de 
la arquitectura, insustituibles, no deducibles, únicos técnica y culturalmente innovadores. 

 

Espacios-Medioambiente 
Esta tesis resuelve la crítica a la determinación cartesiana a través de la topología espacial, activando cuestiones 
multidimensionales en un sistema de 3 ejes en la Casa IIB, además amplía la noción de espacio arquitectónico para 
abordar el medio ambiente, no solo como una preocupación ecológica, sino también como un medio abordar la 
arquitectura en términos de dinámica de fluidos computacional, simulación y el surgimiento de un sistema no lineal 
que se basa en el surgimiento de ordenes del tipo caótico, por lo tanto, desplazando el signo de la arquitectura al de las 
condiciones que crea un entorno, desplazando los signos de la arquitectura a la geometría de topología no euclidiana, a 
la geometría emergente basada en la computación de sitio, a los sistemas de energía y otros procesos dinámicos 
emergentes. 

 

Expansión De Dimensiones Entre Dibujo Y Construcción 
Esta tesis desarrolló una investigación sobre los medios para expandir las dimensiones en la representación de la 
arquitectura, desde el levantamiento hasta el dibujo y la materialización. Lo hizo desplazando el problema de la 
notación convencional del dibujo en la representación a través del procesamiento de datos e información, entendiendo 
la recopilación de datos y el procesamiento de la información, la representación y la intermediación como una forma 
de significación de la arquitectura, explorando medios para crear nuevos signos electrónicos y digitales para el dibujo a 
través de diferentes medios desarrollados. por el arquitecto a explorar dimensiones intermedias entre el dibujo, el 
modelado como notación informativa y mediación hasta nuevos sistemas de construcción y nuevos sistemas de 
materiales que no se basan en materiales, sino en procesos. 

Sistema Computacional Multidimensional 
La tesis propone expandir dimensiones en la representación por computadora en arquitectura, interviniendo dentro y 
entre interfaces, plataformas y sistemas, creando ruido, expandiendo o bifurcando traducciones entre sistemas 
literalmente a través de signos lingüísticos como actualización de información, en lugar de traducción. 

 

Sistema Computacional Físico Multidimensional 
La tesis identificó medios para expandir las dimensiones entre la inspección, el dibujo y la construcción, abordando el 
escaneo computacional en 3D, el diseño computacional y la fabricación como medios para intervenir entre problemas 
en expansión y, por lo tanto, identificando un medio no lineal multidimensional para trabajar a través de 
actualizaciones, evitando sistemas reversibles, sistemas reducibles y activando la no linealidad y la complejidad 
emergente. 

 

Sistema Computacional Físico Multidimensional 
La tesis elaboró sistemas computacionales físicos dinámicos que expanden dimensiones en ejes robóticos, como la 
impresora 3D presentada. Esta impresora expande las dimensiones en la construcción activando medios para superar 
la linealidad entre el diseño y el diseño de métodos que informan el diseño. Estos sistemas robóticos también se están 
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expandiendo en la investigación al abordar el sistema emergente y los sistemas autónomos, como los sistemas de 
diseño computacional centinela discutidos que ellos mismos usan redes neuronales y simulación de enjambre buscan y 
reaccionan a las condiciones existentes. Los sistemas robóticos Sentinel son en sí mismos medios para abordar un 
desplazamiento de la construcción y fabricación en relación con la robótica. 

 

Sistema De Cálculo De Materiales Multidimensionales 
Los materiales también se han discutido no solo para expandir las dimensiones en la arquitectura, desde microniveles 
hasta macroniveles de comportamiento, sino también para pensar en ellos como sistemas computacionales o 
materiales robóticos. Esta es una forma de analizar las propiedades de los materiales y desplazarlos en relación con los 
sistemas computacionales de representación, abordando la materialidad como un proceso de información con agencia. 
Se analizaron y discutieron los materiales que reaccionan a los estímulos y, finalmente, el diseño de materiales como 
un medio para expandir la arquitectura es la investigación actual, pensando en el material, los biomateriales, las células 
vivas como materiales que pueden tener sus propias propiedades, computables a través de la codificación del ADN o 
combinación para desarrollar sistemas autónomos que puedan crecer y evolucionar a través de la codificación, el 
procesamiento y el comportamiento computacional en paralelo. 

 

Sistema Computacional Basado En El Sitio Correlacional 
La tesis actual incorpora estudios sobre autorreplicación, sistemas evolutivos dependientes de la computación basada 
en el sitio. La tesis tiene como objetivo activar un nuevo tipo de computación evolutiva que sea capaz de auto calcular 
de manera eficiente las relaciones desde su sistema autónomo que es crítico de su autonomía al reconocer las 
condiciones emergentes del sitio que pueden cambiar debido a las lógicas emergentes que al convertirse en un patrón 
reconocible puede evolucionar hacia un sistema formal. Además de la investigación realizada sobre este tipo de 
computación de Automatización Celular, la tesis reconoce que esta computación es fundamental para la computación 
determinista y recursiva lineal que puede ser reversible y reducible, al identificar a CA como un complejo emergente 
no reversible, no reducible como Stephen Wolfram. Declarado, pero que a través de la simulación dinámica de fluidos 
computacional entran en confluencia real con sistemas emergentes externos basados en el sitio que son capaces de 
informar en cada estado caótico una nueva correlación entre simulaciones emergentes paralelas basadas en el sitio, 
integrando y desviando tanto interna como externamente en un sistema computacional correlacional paralelo no 
determinista basado en el medio ambiente basado en el sitio emergente. 

 

Procesamiento Paralelo Como Sistema Computacional 
El procesamiento paralelo es en sí mismo una estructura computacional que puede entenderse como crítica de las 
estructuras computacionales bifurcadas lineales, como los algoritmos recursivos bifurcados. El procesamiento paralelo 
y también las redes neuronales convolucionales ofrecen un medio para abordar la recursividad mediante la 
optimización de algoritmos a través del procesamiento paralelo, como se explicó anteriormente, pero ofrecen un 
desplazamiento de las estructuras computacionales convencionales no solo al bifurcarse, sino también a la bifurcación 
paralela recursiva a través de capas apiladas.  

 

Procesamiento Paralelo Ai Como Sistema Computacional Multidimensional 
El procesamiento paralelo de IA también ofrece una estructura de procesamiento multidimensional, en la que se 
aplican paralelos, correlacionales, bifurcados, integrados, en capas, en perspectiva (visión artificial, escaneo 3D, otros) 
en paralelo y que se pueden integrar y bifurcar nuevamente. 
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Procesamiento Paralelo AI Como Sistema Computacional Convolucional 
El procesamiento paralelo de IA también puede ofrecer un sistema computacional convolucional que, por sí mismo, 
puede superponer sistemas de representación paralelos e incluso contradictorios elevando las dimensiones o 
reduciéndolas por convolución, por ejemplo, apilando la visión artificial en perspectiva a través del escaneo 3D; luego 
procesamiento computacional paralelo 2d paralelo por extracción de características de imágenes 2d producidas, 
procesamiento en capas de repositorios de imágenes apiladas 2d; clasificación y regresión; procesamiento en paralelo; 
y otros tipos computacionales cerrados. 

 

Procesamiento En Paralelo AI Como Sistema Computacional 
Machine Learning permite el aprendizaje automático maquinico expandiendo relaciones criticas en la lógica de 
medios. De la manera en la cual identificamos a los software como determinismo mediático,  al identificar cómo los 
algoritmos pueden optimizarse automáticamente al encontrar flujos de información comunes y hacerlos más 
eficientes, así como algoritmos o meta-algoritmos de autoedición se pueden auto desarrollar software cada vez mas 
críticos del contenido que procesan. Esto se entiende como principio para el desarrollo de software no determinista en 
el que el software es emergente en relación al patrón de reconocimiento de datos en relación a repositorios 
categorizados o de aprendizaje no supervisado en los que las estructuras de los algoritmos de redes neurales paralelos 
permiten a través del flujo de la información y su peso relativo en base a codificación simbólica una relación critica 
entre procesamiento de datos y software emergente como Machine Learning.   

El límite actual es cómo los sistemas AI ML ANN pueden habilitar nuevos medios para el procesamiento paralelo 
para desplazar las convenciones en los sistemas de representación, de modo que el reconocimiento y la segmentación 
de características semánticas convencionales no consoliden los proyectos culturales en un enfoque reduccionista o una 
convencionalización de la sociedad. Además, el desafío es a través del desplazamiento de estos sistemas que se pueda 
apuntar a una verdadera expansión integral del lenguaje artístico como crítica política a la sociedad y como verdadera 
innovación en los medios de representación actuales. Esta innovación debería llevar simultáneamente múltiples niveles 
y dimensiones, desde estructuras profundas como el meta-algoritmo en procesamiento paralelo (ANN) hasta nuevas 
estéticas como crítica a los valores sociales sedimentados. Nuevas estéticas emergerían de la identificación de estos 
problemas y la construcción de nuevos lentes que, como construcciones políticas, pueden abrir otras posibilidades en 
lugar de solidificar convenciones. Estos se convertirían no solo en construcciones estéticas, sino en nuevos aparatos 
lingüísticos para abordar la realidad, desde la criptografía que decodifica la realidad en términos de nuevos 
significantes computacionales hasta la producción de nuevos imaginarios y la expansión de nuevas construcciones 
sensoriales. Esto también involucraría nuevas dimensiones en el espacio de la arquitectura, comprometiéndose con 
espacios que van más allá de las tres dimensiones, comprometiéndose con una realidad aumentada expandida, pero 
también transformando los sistemas de referencia de representación espacial para interactuar con entornos espaciales 
y también escalas cruzadas de física cuántica y relaciones entre nano-niveles de observaciones a niveles universales de 
observación. 

 

e-Architects: Hacia Una Arquitectura Computacional Autonoma Y Autorreguladora Del Motor 
Espacioambiental 
Por último, esta tesis reconoce el surgimiento del e-Architectx, el meta-arquitectx que es capaz de expandir y abordar 
la arquitectura en un nivel dimensional superior al desarrollar sistemas de arquitectura como arquitectura, el principio 
fundamental de la arquitectura de la información en la que la realidad es transformada a partir de la mediación y 
representación del flujo de datos en tiempo real. 
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e-Architects: Hacia Un Nuevo Lenguaje Computacional-Arquitectónico 
Un nuevo lenguaje basado en la arquitectura computacional a través de un nuevo sistema lógico céntrico formal que 
descarta la ambigüedad en la arquitectura todavía está en proceso y es una barrera previsible actual en la arquitectura y 
el urbanismo. Este nuevo lenguaje como un nuevo sistema para unir las relaciones problemáticas entre la arquitectura 
como un lenguaje con sus propios conjuntos de significantes y la computación como un lenguaje que también tiene 
un conjunto separado e independiente de significantes. Debido a que en los últimos 70 años la arquitectura ha ido 
incorporando significantes digitales reemplazando su historia disciplinaria y por lo tanto produciendo una expansión 
de la disciplina en términos de una transdisciplina, la arquitectura aún necesita desarrollar su propio conjunto de 
significantes en relación con la computación, de la misma manera que hicieron Pascal, Leibniz, Gödel, Wittgenstein, 
Shannon, Weiner, Minsky sobre las múltiples relaciones entre la lingüística, las matemáticas, la geometría, los sistemas 
formales y la automatización del pensamiento y la comunicación. Esto solo puede suceder a través de una nueva 
criptografía, un nuevo conjunto de señales de microcontroladores electrónicos, nuevos significantes y una nueva 
estructura de procesamiento paralelo computacional que sea capaz de evitar la convolución y discretamente capaz de 
indexar las múltiples interfaces de codificación visual que estructuran el procesamiento, para desarrollar un nuevo 
lenguaje de arquitectura computacional. Los signos tendrían que ser desplazados, deconstruidos y otros nuevos 
creados para activar creativamente un contenido significativo dentro del nuevo territorio de un lenguaje automatizado 
emergente. Esta tesis tiene como objetivo habilitar oportunidades para abrir las condiciones emergentes para que esto 
suceda. 

 

ARQUITECTURA Y COMPUTACIÓN: PROBLEMAS A IDENTIFICAR Y 
SUPERAR 
Si bien identificamos medios para abordar ciertos problemas a través de la computación, hay ciertos problemas que 
aún no se pueden resolver, como: 

 

 Representación por computadora 
 -Problema de clasificación de datos, categorías, sesgo cultural y social, conformación y diversidad del equipo 
encuestador 

 -Resolver problemas y no cuestionar la clasificación de datos del problema, o abordar las preguntas que se 
hacen como el problema en sí mismo. 

 -Aprendizaje automático, validación numérica, extracción de funciones para ajuste de curvas: ¿curva de 
continuidad? Fórmula más allá de la condición y la predicción 

 -Problema de traducción entre interfaces, transferencia de datos y actualización sin reconocer la distorsión del 
medio y los medios. 

 -Múltiples sistemas de representación y estructuras sin reconocer su ponderación y distorsión: convolución 

 -Problemas de apilamiento de capas de aprendizaje automático, capas, distorsión, convolución 

 -La cuestión del significante digital se deja de lado y no se reconoce 

 -Cálculo epistemológico no determinista de simulación dependiente del sitio polimórfico emergente en los 
algoritmos, dependiente del reconocimiento de patrones de problemas a través de aprendizaje automático no 
supervisado. 
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 Arquitectura 
 -Convenciones de representación del espacio y la geometría por parte de programadores informáticos que 
ignoran las revoluciones disciplinarias que se convirtieron en canónicas. 

 -Arquitectura de la sistematicidad que activa el catálogo de Durand/computación universal incapaz de 
reconocer diferencias que sean capaces de criticar la universalidad, las diferencias, las contingencias como lo hizo 
Palladio. 

 -Convenciones de clasificación de datos en arquitectura de sesgo cultural, funcionales a la IA, problemáticas 
para las disciplinas artísticas, como figura/fondo, estructura y desplazamiento: estereotipo, arquitectura barroca: 
¿puerta? ¿Ventana? ¿Techo? ¿Pared? 

 -Dimensiones Espacio-Ambiente en la arquitectura más allá de los sistemas cartesianos 

 

 Arquitectura de la Información 
 Organizar la realidad en tiempo real reconociendo la estructuración de sistemas de representación, interfaces y 
sistemas computacionales expandiendo dimensiones de manera incremental entre la codificación como “dibujo” de 
fondo y las actualizaciones de información como los parámetros que informan los sistemas de construcción de 
“edificios”. 

 

 

CONCULSIONES COMO DECLARACIONES 
Las conclusiones de la tesis se pueden enumerar como declaraciones sucintas: 

 • Toda obra de arte revolucionaria desarrolló su propio sistema de representación y medición de la realidad. 
La innovación en tecnología se convierte en una parte necesaria de cualquier innovación en el arte. Luego los ciclos de 
replicar el mismo sistema de representación como método formal para desarrollar el arte tuvieron una duración 
diferente. La perspectiva ha sido uno de los sistemas más duraderos. 

  • La separación de cultura y tecnología es ideológica y artificial, ya que cualquier obra de arte de alto nivel es 
necesariamente innovadora tanto a nivel cultural como tecnológico para transmitir su mensaje, luchando 
necesariamente con los medios convencionales disponibles y necesitando expandirse o desplazar un medio o medio 
existente. sistema de representación. 

 • La arquitectura había liderado históricamente la innovación en los sistemas espaciales de representación, 
como en el Renacimiento con la perspectiva de Brunelleschi. La perspectiva es un sistema que todavía está en uso hoy 
en día, y se puede argumentar que cada vez que usamos la perspectiva para representar un edificio, estamos tomando 
prestado del proyecto cultural de Brunelleschi, aún vivo y en uso. El sistema maquínico de representación de 
Brunelleschi es una metodología que todavía se usa en la actualidad. 
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 • Los arquitectos contemporáneos no innovan mucho en los sistemas de representación espacial, sino que 
tienden a utilizar los sistemas de representación convencionales existentes integrados en versiones recientes de 
software de desarrolladores de software que desconocen las revoluciones disciplinarias, simplemente usándolos para 
implementar convenciones. Como mucho, los arquitectos hacen un mal uso de los sistemas de representación, 
raramente reconociéndolos como estructuras predeterminadas que preceden a la forma de un proyecto. 

 • La lectura que discutimos en esta tesis de la arquitectura de Palladio como una arquitectura universal 
sistémica pero crítica con la estandarización homogeneizadora fue capaz de asignar a los detalles un valor y un papel 
de resistencia a tal homogeneización, al nivel de difundir tanto el objeto principal del proyecto como como principal 
sistema compositivo. Necesitamos un sistema de representación y una arquitectura de información que sea capaz de 
trabajar simultáneamente en niveles organizacionales genéricos así como en niveles emergentes individuales pudiendo 
desplazar tales sistemas genéricos y proponer otras cualidades organizacionales emergentes. Este sistema podría ser 
informado tanto de condiciones internas como de condicionantes externos. 

 • Los arquitectos contemporáneos utilizan software, en lugar de codificar sus propios proyectos, tratando a 
nivel de señal con significantes informáticos 

 • La computación es una forma de crear relaciones de cálculo y no puede equipararse a las matemáticas, a la 
lingüística ni a otros paradigmas cognitivos y descriptivos existentes. Está calculando relaciones a través de 
instrucciones de codificación y órdenes que siguen diferentes estructuras de procesamiento, como recursividad, 
procesamiento paralelo, etc. 

 • Una computadora crea una serie de órdenes que se disparan a través de señales eléctricas de lógica booleana 
(Sí/No). Los algoritmos de hoy siguen la lógica booleana. 

 • La computación cuántica de la mecánica cuántica de von Neumann y Birkhoff de 1936 (Eisenstein “Dios no 
juega a los dados” contra Max Born) ha resuelto este problema expandiendo Sí/No a p a un conjunto de estados 
cuánticos con probabilidad de estructura reticular. 

 • La criptografía se está expandiendo para incorporar nuevos medios para codificar señales a través de 
problemas criptográficos. 

 • El lenguaje natural como codificación se está expandiendo en múltiples lenguajes de programación para 
incorporar nuevos medios intuitivos para codificar relaciones computacionales en sistemas y máquinas emergentes, 
proporcionando los medios para una computación universal expandida. 

 • La memoria humana es una de las funciones más importantes de nuestro cerebro. Las extensiones 
computacionales actuales, como nuestros teléfonos celulares, las redes sociales, la búsqueda de Google y otros medios, 
están disminuyendo la plasticidad y expansión de nuestra memoria, por lo tanto, disminuyendo nuestras funciones 
cognitivas e inteligencia. 

 • Cuanto más usamos las computadoras para almacenar, buscar, procesar, relacionar y resolver problemas, 
más capacidades cognitivas transfiere nuestro cerebro a las computadoras en un nuevo entorno cibernético 
equilibrado. 

 • Se calcula que nuestro cerebro tiene múltiples dimensiones de procesamiento y conexiones neuronales que 
se aproximan a 10^15 o 100 billones de conexiones neuronales. Aunque nuestro cerebro es más poderoso que 
cualquier computadora actual o cualquier red interconectada de computadoras, siendo capaz de procesar miles de 
millones de cálculos debido a la cantidad de dimensiones y conexiones neuronales, el poder mecánico actual a través 
de la encuesta y el procesamiento de Big Data está más allá del control humano, manejabilidad , validación y 
confirmación, y un sistema de IA autónomo mecánico puede realizar evaluaciones, perfiles, aprender, predecir y 
vencer a cualquier ser humano en la mayoría de las tareas con facilidad. 
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 • El Test de Turing necesita ser actualizado ya que muchos sistemas de IA ya pasaron el test pero aún no 
existe un ser pensante autónomo, autorreferencial y con conciencia. 

 • La inteligencia artificial aún está por suceder y, a la velocidad actual, se prevé que suceda alrededor de 2040 
o dentro de 20 años. 

 • La evolución de la inteligencia surge de los flujos de información. La simple adquisición y transmisión de 
información finalmente crea, después de miles de millones de procesos, inteligencia y autoconciencia. 

 • Los informáticos esperan de miles de millones de flujos de información un evento en el que las redes 
informáticas interconectadas serían multidimensionales e interconectadas más cerca de una actividad cerebral humana 
en la que surgiría una autoconciencia y conciencia, comenzando el crecimiento exponencial de la inteligencia artificial 
y la era posthumana, que según muchos es la evolución esperada de la humanidad como condición trascendente de la 
inteligencia y del ser para expandirse a una inteligencia planetaria, inteligencia universal y más allá. 

 • Toda disciplina debe hoy ampliar su campo transdisciplinario, ampliando su campo de acción para abrir 
posibilidades no solo en la colaboración a través de la interdisciplinariedad sino explorando nuevas disciplinas 
emergentes y campos ampliados aún por descubrir. 

 • Cualquier exploración interdisciplinaria se ocupará del problema de las limitaciones de cada disciplina y los 
medios para abordar cada campo a través de un conjunto particular de estructuras, lingüística y otros medios. La 
computación como lenguaje universal presenta los medios para crear un lenguaje común para abordar la realidad en 
múltiples campos. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir sus límites disciplinarios para descubrir el conocimiento emergente. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir sus límites disciplinarios a través del pensamiento computacional, 
desarrollando una arquitectura de información. 

 • Una Arquitectura de la Información ya es un proceso continuo de transferencia de conocimientos entre la 
arquitectura como disciplina de diseño de edificios y espacios a una disciplina de diseño mediante la computación de 
flujos de información y sistemas a través de interfaces. 

 • La arquitectura, así como cualquier disciplina, para seguir siendo relevante, debe expandir su agencia y 
autoría para incluir el pensamiento computacional, sistemas y formas de computación que son únicos para cada 
sistema de conocimiento disciplinario, o ser homogeneizados por la computación universal. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir la autoría del diseño a nuevos medios y nuevos medios. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir nuevos medios, incluyendo nuevas estructuras computacionales, nuevas 
interfaces, nuevo software, nuevos sistemas de IA, nuevas estructuras cognitivas que aborden la arquitectura, nuevos 
espacios multidimensionales para poder expandir su autoría de diseño. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir nuevos medios a nuevos materiales, nuevos sistemas de construcción, nuevos 
sistemas de construcción robótica, nuevos medios para entender la materialidad y las fuerzas, nuevos medios de 
lectura y comprensión del espacio para poder expandir su autoría de diseño. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir nuevos sistemas autónomos robóticos, nuevos medios para entender la 
robótica nuevos medios para expandir las dimensiones en los sistemas robóticos para poder expandir su autoría de 
diseño. 

 • Si la Arquitectura no expande su autoría de diseño a nuevos medios y nuevos medios, la arquitectura se 
volverá irrelevante y será reemplazada por la arquitectura que pueda surgir de las interfaces y sistemas 
computacionales como lo han estado haciendo otros, como los diseñadores de software a través de software, 
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complementos. , interfaces, algoritmos, procesamiento paralelo, ML, AI, que expandirán la arquitectura fuera de la 
disciplina reemplazando el sistema cognitivo y el conocimiento de la arquitectura por una tecnología que eliminará el 
conocimiento disciplinario a medida que lo lee y lo reconoce absorbiéndolo dentro de su sistema ya que es capaz de 
realizar su función. 

 • Cada nuevo lenguaje computacional, sistema computacional, algoritmos y software tiene un sistema de 
coordenadas que es un sistema meta-arquitectónico y funciona de manera diferente con diferentes ideologías 
cognitivas espaciales. 

 • El lenguaje computacional, el sistema computacional, los algoritmos, la interfaz y el software más recientes 
incorporan, a medida que se expande, las diferentes historias y teorías de la arquitectura, reemplazándolas y 
promoviendo nuevos medios para representar y manejar el espacio. 

 • La computación activó un proyecto ahistórico en arquitectura reemplazando sus historias y teorías e 
incorporándolas en la última versión. 

 • Los sistemas computacionales ahora están trabajando en tiempo real actualizando sus lanzamientos por 
desempeño, medición, levantamiento, perfilado y optimización, por lo tanto, la noción de un sistema computacional 
como un lanzamiento está siendo reemplazada por una expansión computacional en tiempo real, haciendo de la 
arquitectura un sistema computacional emergente. 

 • La historia de la arquitectura es reemplazada por una arquitectura ahistórica informada. 

 • La arquitectura debe expandir la cultura, el conocimiento disciplinario, la cognición y su ontología 
midiéndose a sí misma con la computación, expandiendo la autoría del diseño mediante el diseño de nuevos sistemas 
de representación, nuevos sistemas computacionales, nuevos algoritmos, nuevos sistemas robóticos, nuevos sistemas 
autónomos, nueva interactividad y nuevas nociones de materialidad y por lo tanto nuevas nociones de espacio-
realidades. 

 • Roland Barthes definió el límite de la literatura como la prescripción del lenguaje. • Jorge Luis Borges con 
Xul Solar discutió, estudió y analizó juegos, realidades y lenguajes alternativos. Xul Solar propuso y Borges discutió los 
paralenguajes. Borges desarrolló obra y pensamiento en términos de realidades paralelas alternativas posibles a través 
de la literatura y la lengua, entrando en tensión política con la Real Academia de España que define a través de su 
diccionario lo que se incluye en la lengua española y lo que no. • Jacques Derrida afirmó que la relación entre el 
Significante y el Significado desde la lingüística de Saussure debía ser cuestionada en relación con la deconstrucción 
del lenguaje. Derrida afirmó que los significantes mismos son constructores de conocimiento y no se limitan a dirigirse 
al significado a través de la codificación lingüística, por lo que el lenguaje determina diferentes realidades a través de 
signos lingüísticos.  

 • Cada interfaz estructura la información de manera diferente y por lo tanto el proyecto de arquitectura está 
determinado por la estructura de referencia. Si los arquitectos no reconocen y desplazan las estructuras referenciales, 
su trabajo quedaría dentro del rango de posibilidades de un determinado sistema de referencia que como matriz 
definirá no solo la arquitectura, el estilo, sino también la noción de lo posible.  

 • La forma sigue la funcion; la función sigue a la forma; la forma sigue al rendimiento; la forma sigue a los 
medios (el medio es el mensaje); El formulario sigue a la información. Interfaz = Signo = Formulario. Los 
Significantes Digitales determinan la narrativa de la arquitectura de la misma manera que cualquier lenguaje precede al 
habla. 

 • La Arquitectura de Información incluye la Arquitectura de Computación, Robótica y Materiales pensándolos 
como medios y soportes de estados de actualización de información. 
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 • La Ciencia de Datos y el Replanteo están definiendo una arquitectura de análisis forense que invierte 
múltiples nociones de arquitectura y diseño mediante medición y análisis de encuestas, utilizando encuestas y 
procesamiento de Big Data a favor del análisis estadístico. 

 • La arquitectura debe ser redefinida en términos de diseño. El no diseño implica que el diseño de sesgos 
culturales subjetivos intuitivos se está volviendo problemático en relación con el pensamiento basado en evidencia 
científica en el que la información y el poder de la computadora superan a la intuición. 

 • Hoy en día, la teoría es superada por Big Data y el proceso científico basado en evidencia, reemplazando la 
especulación teórica con estadísticas y predicciones a través del aprendizaje automático y la inteligencia artificial. 

 • El aprendizaje maquinico (ML) como software emergente, Machine Learning emergente no supervisado 
capaz de desarrollar reconocimiento de patrones a través del reconocimiento de características desplazando el 
determinismo del software desarrollando software en tiempo real en relación con la estructura de su sistema y los 
datos alimentados. Los datos alimentados y la estructura del sistema serían los objetivos a superar para evitar una 
forma de determinismo de datos y determinismo de medios. Al fluctuar a través de estructuras de datos formales 
emergentes, la posibilidad de redes neuronales emergentes podría superar la determinación a un nivel meta-
computacional. 

 • Las Nuevas Tecnologías de la Encuesta desarrollan nuevas teorías de la realidad y nuevas teorías de la 
relación sujeto-objeto o de la eliminación de esta diferencia. 

 • Las Nuevas Tecnologías son nuevos medios para abordar la realidad, abriendo posibilidades a nuevas 
disciplinas emergentes. 

 • Una arquitectura basada en evidencia puede ser informada por el avance científico 

 • La arquitectura no debe ser reemplazada simplemente por el avance de la ciencia y la tecnología, sino que 
debe proporcionar medios y problemas para abordar la ciencia y la tecnología desde su experiencia disciplinaria, de lo 
contrario corre el riesgo de volverse irrelevante. 

 • La arquitectura debe dejar de definir su vanguardia renovándose cíclicamente actualizando la tecnología. La 
arquitectura debe invertir esta relación para informar activamente a la tecnología desde una posición cultural. 

 • La forma sigue a la ecología. La nueva simulación dinámica de fluidos computacional permitió a los 
arquitectos lidiar con los procesos ambientales como una forma de diseñar mediante la gestión de la energía. 

 • La arquitectura debe desplazar sus sistemas de referencia. 

 • El proyecto implícito en las variaciones paramétricas es resolver dentro de los desplazamientos topológicos 
relativos un cambio tipológico estructural que sea capaz de criticar y trascender la estructura organizativa implícita o 
explícita que parte. 

 • La arquitectura ha sido definida por el espacio tridimensional cartesiano. 

 • Los estudios sobre topología, coordenadas globales, estructura del espacio-tiempo, física cuántica y 
multidimensionalidad ahora deberían informar un nuevo sistema de referencia de arquitectura. 

 • Las topologías cartesianas implican medios para desplazar el sistema de referencia cartesiano. 

 • El sistema de referencia cartesiano también debe actualizarse en términos de física cuántica, abordando el 
cambio de comportamiento en diferentes escalas de observación. 

 • La arquitectura debe ser capaz de proporcionar conocimientos innovadores a otras disciplinas, como la 
física, al poder representar entornos espaciales multidimensionales a través de múltiples escalas de observación. 
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 • La arquitectura debe resolver su ontología en relación con la definición y ampliación de problemas en 
términos de proyectos culturales, proyectos científicos y proyectos tecnológicos. 

 • La arquitectura se ha definido tanto por las revoluciones culturales como por el avance tecnológico 
progresivo. 

 • La arquitectura debe evitar la separación de la cultura y la tecnología, la ciencia o la intuición, la 
computación o lo post-digital, ya que de lo contrario una forma de la otra su ontología, su ser se volvería desmotivado 
y más bien representativo de uno de estos temas en lugar de surgir del abordaje. problemas entre ellos. 

 • Para evitar cualquier representación semántica de contenido extrínseco, es inminente activar un bucle 
topológico entre representación y actualización, reconociendo la parametrización de las interfaces que estrian la lógica 
de lo que constituye la obra. 

 • Surgimiento de una meta-arquitectura a través del e-Architectx 

 • Un nuevo metalenguaje de arquitectura computacional, un nuevo sistema multi-epistemológico polimórfico 
emergente post-antropocenico, a través de una nueva criptografía, un nuevo conjunto de signos lingüísticos de la 
arquitectura, a través de un nuevo procesamiento de señales y capacidad computacional paralela para computar 
discretamente a través de emergentes. estructuras que evitan la traducción de la interfaz. 
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